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Outline of Work in Progress. Target completion date (ready for final proof
reading): October 2020:

1. General Introduction (c. 20 pp.)

1. The purpose of this book (3-4 pages). Explanation of the notes format. Dis-
cussion of other commentaries available (no useful commentaries in English).
Explanation of principles used in parsing and explaining the text (e.g. gram-
mar book and dictionary references). Outline of online resources available as
complement to the book (vocab lists/spreadsheets and flashcards; line by line
audio reading with full scansion; fully parsed text with relation information,
using Perseids treebank; pdf texts with vocabulary notes only; etc.) Notes on
the text, explain decision not to use an apparatus criticus; list of deviations from
Tarrant’s text (may instead provide conspectus lectionum for recent editions as
appendix).

2. Short intro to Ovid and the Composition/Publication of the Metamorphoses
(5-7 pages). In particular the place/significance of book 10 in the work.

3. Ovid and his sources (3-4 pages). Not a detailed discussion of sources for
the stories of Met 10; that is in the source appendix; here we outline Ovid’s
position in literary history, esp. relation to Greek epic, Alexandrian literature,
Mythography, Elegy. In particular, a discussion of the language and style of
Ovid in relation to tradition, e.g. to Homeric epic in general, esp. for narrative
conventions such as apostrophe, simile, enjambment; to the Alexandrians for
the language of learned, self-conscious poetry (e.g. antonomasia, hypallage)
and astronomical literature.

4. Notes on Metre, Sound and Style (3-4 pages). Short intro to the hexameter
(students can find better resources online, no need to teach the basics here).
Focus on effect of various rhythmic patterns found in book 10, with examples
(e.g. initial spondaic words, diastole of -que, spondaic lines, enjambment). Add
to this discussion of other euphonic effects, e.g. alliteration/assonance, esp. qu-
sounds, rhyme, use of Greek words.

1
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Introduction 2

2. Appendix 1 : Interpretive Essay (c. 15 pp.). A reading of book 10 that focuses on
the theme of the simulacrum and the artistic object, with particular attention to the
motif of names which ties together the two central stories (Pygmalion and Myrrha).

3. Appendix 2 (10-15 pages): SourceAppendix. The notes avoid detailed discussion
of Ovid’s engagementwith his sources; we do that here instead, for each story in order.
Include major intra-textual references (e.g. Myrrha -> Byblis and Medea)

4. Other work in progress :

1. review and proof read notes (3rd time).

2. Add some further references on interpretive secondary material to the end-
notes.

3. Clean up and organize bibliography.

4. Fix some issues with the Latex layout (e.g line-spacing between some notes,
leading space on notes with no lemma).

5. Finish Perseid Treebank for the work and develop aweb page to display the data
as a reading guide (see my Odyssey 6 page at https://hypotactic.com/od6c.html
for the concept).

6. Integrate audio and scansion data into the new parsing page (see
https://hypotactic.com/homer/met10.html for previous version).

7. Collaborate with publisher on production of html and epub3 versions of the
book, integrating scansion, parsing data and audio with text and notes
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Orpheus and Eurydice
Inde per immēnsum croceō vēlātus amictū
aethera dīgreditur Ciconumque Hymenaeus ad ōrās
tendit et Orphēā nēquīquam vōce vocātur.

† at the end of a note indicates that it is
continued in the supplementary notes.
1 inde: “from there”, i.e. from Crete, the scene
of the marriage of Iphis and Ianthe at the end of
book 9.†
1 immensum: describes aethera in the next line,
both masculine accusative singular (accusative
is normalwithwith preposition per). We have to
wait for digreditur in the next line for the main
verb: “he departs thence through the vast air…”
1 croceo amictu: “with saffron robes”, ablative
of instrument with participle velatus, “covered”.
Saffron is the color of the bride’s dress in a Ro-
man wedding; it makes sense to Ovid, therefore,
that the god of marriage should wear the same
color.†
1 velatus: describesHymenaeus in the next line,
subject of digreditur.
2 aethera: a Greek 3rd declension masculine
accusative singular. Synonymous with aer (“air,
sky”) here, though in more technical contexts it
is a separate layer of the atmosphere (see Salis).
2 Ciconum: genitive plural with ad oras: “to the
land of the Cicones”. Possessive genitive. Ovid
expects his readers to know that by Cicones he
means Thracians (Orpheus lives in Thrace), but
he chooses the word for its Homeric echoes (the

Cicones are the first port of call for Odysseus in
the narrative he tells the Phaeacians in Odyssey
9). Cf. Rhodopeius in line 11.
2 oras: literally “shores” or “borders”, but by
metonymy the territory itself (cf. line 26), and
in this context Ovid probably means the terri-
tory. Read ad oras with tendit in the next line:
“headed for the land of the Cicones” (the -que af-
ter Ciconum tells us we’ve started a new clause,
though Hymenaeus remains the subject).
3 Orphēā: feminine ablative adjective desribing
voce; the first of many periphrases where an ad-
jective replaces an expected genitive noun (“the
Orphean voice” is simply “Orpheus’ voice”, Or-
phei voce). The locution gestures at, but does not
always achieve, an epic tone.†
3 voce: ablative of instrument with passive vo-
catur, the subject of which is still Hymenaeus.†
3 nequiquam: modifies vocatur, “is called in
vain”. This will need explaining in the next line,
since Orpheus does succeed in summoning the
god of marriage, but the marriage ceremony it-
self is not well omened. If we want to avoid con-
fusion, we might translate “to no good end” or
“without a good result”.

1 immensus, -a, -um: immeasurable, boundless
1 croceus, -a, -um: of saffron, saffron-colored
1 vēlō, vēlāre, vēlāvī, vēlātum: to cover, enfold,
wrap, veil
1 amictus, amictūs, m.: robes, wrapping,
coverings
2 aether, -eris, m.: the upper air, sky, air
2 digredior, digredīrī, digressus sum: to go
apart, go away, depart

2 Ciconēs: a Thracian people near the Hebrus
2 Hymenaeus, -ī, m.: the god of marriage,
Hymen
2 ōra, ōrae, f.: an extremity, border, limit
3 tendō, tendere, tetendī, tentum: to stretch,
stretch out, spread out
3 nēquīquam: in vain, to no purpose

3
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Orpheus and Eurydice 4

adfuit ille quidem, sed nec sollemnia verba
5 nec laetōs vultūs nec fēlīx attulit ōmen.

fax quoque, quam tenuit, lacrimōsō strīdula fūmō
usque fuit nūllōsque invēnit mōtibus ignēs.

4 ille: Hymenaeus. The pronoun (which is not
needed for meaning, especially since the subject
hasn’t changed) reinforces the emphatic quidem.
It plays a similar role, in the same metrical posi-
tion, in 5.349, nītitur ille quidem.
4 adfuit: usually a littlemore than “was present”
in a ritual context. If the god is present, the
god is playing his/her part in the ritual; indeed
the god authorizes the ritual and (in a marriage)
blesses the union, though that won’t work here.
With what follows Ovid explains to his reader
that, contrary to such expectations, adfuit here
means no more than “was present”.†
4 quidem: deals with the paradox of presence
and nequiquam in line 3; “Yes, he was in atten-
dance, but not with a blessing”.
4 sollemnia verba: neuter plural accusative, di-
rect object, along with laetos vultus and felix
omen, of attulit at the end of the next line; 3
things that should accompany a good marriage
ritual, and which would also indicate the favor-
able presence of the god. sollemnis here means
“appropriate for the ritual, customary, formal”.
The English “solemn”, with its implication only
of serious tone, isn’t quite right. What Ovid
means, moreover, is not just that the right words
should be spoken, but that nobody should say
anything ill-omened (the wrong words).
5 laetos vultus: “cheerful faces [of the celebrants]”.†
5 attulit: literally “brought with him”, but not,
I suspect, to be taken literally. Ovid means that
these 3 things (the right words, happy faces, a
good omen) indicate that the god is present in
full force. In that sense, he can be said to cause
or “bring” the signs of his presence.
5 felix omen: neuter accusative singular adjec-
tive and noun.†
6 fax: the ceremonial marriage torch.†
6 quoque quam: the alliteration relieves the

doom of the spondaic negatives somewhat. If
reading aloud, bear in mind (as this phrase
surely shows) that the qu sound in Latin was not
a full cluster of “kw” as it is in English, with the
“w” formed by the lips, but a softer sound fur-
ther back in the mouth. Otherwise this becomes
something of a tongue-twister.†
6 stridula: describing the fax; read with usque
fuit in the line below, “was constantly hissing”.
6 lacrimoso fumo: “with tear-inducing smoke”.
lacrimosus usually describes someone who is
tearful, but the transferred sense is not hard to
see; nor is it novel here (e.g. villa non sine lac-
rimoso fumo, Horace Satires 1.5.80). We find
something similar with verba puerpera in 511.
Since stridula is an adjective, we can understand
the ablative here as an ablative of specification:
it specifies the sense in which the torch can be
perceived as stridula, the sense in which the ad-
jective applies to the noun (A&G 418). See calig-
ine densus opaca in line 54 for a similar example;
and see note on line 95 for further discussion.
7 usque: an adverb, either intensifying or tem-
poral (“constantly, all the way”), though it some-
times acts as a preposition with an accusative
noun. Here it applies to the verb/adjective pair
(stridula fuit) as a single idea (“was constantly
hissing”).
7 nullos: with ignes, “no flames”; direct object
of invenit.
7 invenit: literally “discovered” (perfect tense),
but here with the idiomatic sense of “catch
(fire)”.†
7 motibus: “by movement”, a rather concise
way of describing the tactic of rekindling a torch
bywaving it around. Ablative of instrument, ap-
plying to invenit; to avoid the idea that the torch
is trying to rekindle itself, think “it does not
catch fire by means of (the god’s) movements”.

4 sollemnis, -e: annual, established, appointed
5 afferō, afferre, attulī, adlātum: to bring to
5 ōmen, -inis, n.: a foreboding, sign, omen
6 fāx, fācis, f.: a torch, firebrand
6 lacrimōsus, -a, -um: full of tears, tearful
6 strīdulus, -a, -um: creaking, rattling, hissing

6 fūmus, -ī, m.: smoke, steam, fume
7 usque: all the way, completely
7 mōtus, -ūs, m.: a moving, motion
7 ignis, -is, m.: fire

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+418{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter418
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Orpheus and Eurydice 5

exitus auspiciō gravior: nam nūpta per herbās
dum nova nāiadum turbā comitāta vagātur,

10 occidit in tālum serpentis dente receptō.
quam satis ad superās postquam Rhodopēius aurās

8 exitus auspicio gravior: supply the verb erat.
The exitus is the outcome of the auspicium,
what the the omen warns of; the auspicium it-
self is either the dysfunctional torch, or per-
haps Hymenaeus’ general failure to produce a
good omen for the marriage. Think, “the omen
was bad, but the event it forewarned of was far
worse”.†
8 gravior: “more grievous, painful, hard, harsh”.
8 auspicio: ablative of comparison with adjec-
tive gravior (“than the omen”).
8 nupta: the bride, described by nova (new) in
the next line. A temporal clause with dum
(“while…”) begins here, but the conjunction is
delayed until the start of the next line: read nam,
dum nova nupta per herbas vagatur…
9 Nāĭădum: feminine genitive plural with turba,
“a crowd of Naiads” (water nymphs). The geni-
tive is a version of the material genitive appro-
priate to collective nouns (the crowd consists of
Naiads); see A&G 344.†
9 comitata: nominative feminine participle de-
scribing the nova nupta (Eurydice); with ablative
turba, “accompanied by a crowd”. This passive
verb takes an ablative of accompaniment (with-
out the preposition cum); see A&G 413a.
9 vagatur: translate with the adverbial phrase
per herbas in the previous line, “wanders
through the grass”. This is the main verb of
the dum clause; indicative because dum means
“while” and has only temporal sense here (see
A&G 555). The tense is historical present:
Ovid’s narrative switches freely between past
tenses and the historical present.
10 occidit: a rather blunt start to the line, “she
died”. The rest of the line is an ablative absolute
that provides the explanation for this verb.
10 dente recepto: the kernel of the absolute con-

struction, “a tooth having been taken”. Add
to that the genitive serpentĭs (“the tooth of a
snake”) and in talum (“into the ankle”) and
you have the bones of the translation: “with
a snake’s tooth having been taken into her
ankle.”†
10 in talum: the accusative expresses motion
towards or into, as one would expect. The ab-
lative is more common with recipere + in, but
there doesn’t seem to be a significant difference
of sense between the usages.
11 quam: the antecedent of the relative pro-
noun is Eurydice, the nova nupta of the previ-
ous clause; accusative direct object of deflevit
at the start of the next line. Editors generally
punctuate so that this word begins a new period,
which can be confusing to English speakers who
don’t expect a relative pronoun to begin a sen-
tence. Here it is simplest to translate the word
as if it is a demonstrative, eam (“her”), with the
temporal conjunction (postquam) brought for-
ward. Hence “after he had mourned her…” See
also note on quam postquam in line 441.
11 satis: adverbwith deflevit, “sufficientlymourned”.†
11 ad superas: with auras at the end of the line,
indirect object of deflevit, “bewailed to the upper
breezes”. “Upper” simply in contrast with the
underworld, towhich he is about to turn, though
Ovid is playing on the expected meaning of ad
superos/superas here (“to the gods above”).†
11 postquam: as noted, the conjunction should
be read at the start of the line.
11 Rhodopēĭŭs: “from Mt. Rhodope”, another
allusion to Orpheus’ Thracian homeland. “Mt.
Rhodope serves as a convenient landmark for
any Thracian setting” (Anderson).†

8 exitus, -ūs, m.: a going out, departure
8 auspicium, -ī, n.: augury from birds,
auspices, omen
8 nupta, -ae, f.: a bride, wife
8 herba, -ae, f.: an herb, grass, turf
9 Nāïas, Naïadis: a water-nymph, Naiad
9 comitātus, -a, -um: attended, escorted
9 vagor, vagārī, vagātus sum: to stroll about,
wander
10 occidō, occidere, occidī, occāsum: to fall
down, die

10 tālus, -ī, m.: an ankle, ankle-bone
10 serpens, -entis f/m: a creeping thing, snake
10 dens, dentis, m.: a tooth
10 recipiō, recipere, recēpī, receptum: To take
back, bring back, regain
11 superus, -a, -um: what is above, upper,
higher
11 Rhodopēius, -a, -um: from Mt Rhodope
11 aura, -ae f.: the air (in motion), a breeze

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D344#chapter344
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D413#chapter413a
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D16%3Asmythp%3D555#chapter555
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dēflēvit vātēs, nē nōn temptāret et umbrās,
ad Styga Taenariā est ausus dēscendere portā
perque levēs populōs simulācraque fūncta sepulcrō

15 Persephonēn adiīt inamoenaque rēgna tenentem
12 vates: “priest” but also “inspired poet”, sub-
ject of deflevit. Particularly appropriate for Or-
pheus, the supposed founder of the mystic Or-
phic cult. Amongst other things, since Greek or-
acles gave their responses in hexameter verse,
the conflation is a natural one.
12 ne non temptaret: negative purpose clause,
dependent on the following clause (ad Styga est
ausus descendere, “he dared to descend to the
underworld”). temptaret is imperfect subjunc-
tive: subjunctive because in a purpose clause,
imperfect because in secondary sequence with
perfect tense main verb ausus est. The double
negative makes the phrase logically equivalent
to “ut temptaret et umbras”, but the rhetorical
litotes (understatement) adds a sense of leaving
no stone unturned. Possibly, as Anderson says,
“a nuance of mockery on Ovid’s part”. For the
litotes in a purpose clause, cf. 9.589, ne non se-
queretur euntem.
12 et umbras: et is the emphatic adverb here,
“the shades too”. umbras is the direct object
of temptaret, “try, make an attempt on”, as
in “try to persuade them” (paralleling umbras
with auras above; hence et is “also” rather than
“even”).
13 ad Styga: literally “to the river Styx”, but by
synecdoche, “to the underworld”. Compare Cy-
bele considering whether to “sink in the Styx”
(= kill) those who have offended her in line 697.
With descendere, “go down to the underworld”.
13 Taenariā: with portā, “through the gate at
Taenarum”. See A&G 429 for ablative express-
ing “the way by which” (an extension of the in-
strumental ablative). Taenarum, at the southern
tip of the Peloponnese, contains one of the tradi-
tional gates to the underworld (a much simpler
journey than that of the hero in Aeneid 6).
13 ausus est: audeo (“I dare”) is semi-deponent,
so this perfect passive form has active sense.
14 perque etc: the -que marks a new clause, so
read ahead to Persephonen adiit for the verb
modified by this adverbial phrase. “He ap-

proached Persephone through…”
14 leves populos: “light races”; light because
they are empty shades. populos suggests not
only the great numbers of the shades, but the
conventional idea that the spirits of the dead
gather together according to nationality, mak-
ing the underworld a kind of demographic mir-
ror of the world above (cf. the underworld as
mundus in line 17) These are the settled-in souls
who contrast with the new simulacra below.
14 simulacraque: a second accusative to take
with the preposition per : “through the light peo-
ples and through the images.” See next note on
the meaning of simulacra here.
14 simulacra functa sepulcro: a challenging phrase.
functa sepulcro means “having completed their
burial rites”, “being done with their tombs”. fun-
gor is deponent, so functa is to be translated ac-
tively; and the verb takes an ablative object de-
noting the duty, rite or action that is performed
(it is the combination of an ablative object and
deponent form that makes this confusing, since
it looks like a passive with an instrument; it
isn’t). In contrast to populos, this phrase sug-
gests newly arrived shades which have not yet
found their place in the underworld (as if “just
done with their burials”).†
15 Persephonēn adiīt: “he approached Perse-
phone”; the verb is modified by the adverbial
phrases (per etc.) in the previous line. The noun
is a Greek accusative singular form.†
15 inamoenaque regna: read ahead to dominum
in the next line for the second direct object
of adiit. “He approached Persephone and the
Lord…”. inamoena regna is neuter plural ac-
cusative, direct object of the participle tenentem,
which describes dominum. So, “the lord holding
the unpleasant realms”. As often, the participle
is better translated with a subordinate clause:
“the lord who holds the unpleasant realms.” See
note on qui regit ima in line 47 for this kind of
antonomasia (periphrastic naming).†

12 fleō, flēre, flēvī, flētum: to weep, cry
12 vātes, -is, m/f: a foreteller, priest, poet
12 temptō, temptāre, temptāvī, temptātum: to
attempt, try, try out, test
12 umbra, -ae, f.: a shade, shadow
13 Styx, Stygis m.: The river Styx
13 Taenarius, -a, -um: Taenarian
13 dēscendō, dēscendere, dēscendī, dēscensum:
to climb down, come down, descend

13 porta, -ae, f.: a gate
14 simulācrum, -ī, n.: a likeness, image, statue
14 fungor, fungī, fūnctus sum: to busy oneself,
discharge/perform a duty
14 sepulcrum, -ī, n.: burial-place, grave, tomb
15 inamoenus, -a, -um: unpleasant,
disagreeable, gloomy
15 rēgnum, -ī, n.: kingly power, realm

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D15%3Asmythp%3D429#chapter429a
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umbrārum dominum pulsīsque ad carmina nervīs
sīc ait: ‘ō positī sub terrā nūmina mundī,
in quem rēccidimus, quicquid mortāle creāmur,
sī licet et falsī positīs ambāgibus ōris

20 vēra loquī sinitis, nōn hūc, ut opāca vidērem
16 umbrarumdominum: “the lord of the shades”.
Objective genitive, with the verbal sense implied
by dominus (dominatur umbras, therefore domi-
nus umbrarum est).†
16 pulsisque: begins an ablative absolute that
gives the circumstance for the verb in the fol-
lowing line (sic ait).
16 pulsis nervis: “with the strings (of his lyre)
plucked”. Licence of tense and voice is appropri-
ate in translation here (so long as one is aware of
it): “plucking the strings”. The basic meaning of
nervus is “tendon, sinew, nerve” (animal sinews
were used for bowstrings and musical strings).
16 ad carmina: a narrow sense of the preposi-
tion, “in accompaniment with the song”. See
L&S I.D.2, “With words denoting measure,
weight, manner, model, rule, etc…, according to,
agreeably to, after.” carmina is a poetic plural.
17 sic ait: “he spoke thus:”†
17 o: with numina. “O powers…”, or “O gods”.
See on line 690 for the ambiguity of this word.
17 positi… mundi: genitive singular participle
and noun, modifying numina. “powers of that
world which is placed…” An allusion to the divi-
sion of the world into three “realms”, as at Book
5.367.
17 sub terra: adverbial with positi, “placed be-
neath the earth”. For the geographical use of this
participle, compare 167-8, orbe in medio positi
Delphi.
17 In summary: “O gods (numina) of the
world (mundi) placed (positi) beneath the earth
(sub terra).
18 in quem reccidimus: “into which we fall
back”. The antecedent of quem is mundi; ac-
cusative of motion towards or into. reccidimus
ought to be a perfect form, but seems to be a po-
etic creation to allow for a dactylic present tense
(see Salis).†

18 quicquidmortale creamur: “we and all things
that are created as mortal”. A challenging rela-
tive clause, on which see my endnote.†
18 mortale creamur: a predicate relation (“cre-
ated as mortal”); cf. English “all men are created
equal”, which shares the variation in number.
Compare also object and predicate adjective in
line 87, quam viridem faciebant.
19 si licet: “if it is allowed” (impersonal); shares
the complementary infinitive loqui with sinitis
in the next line. As usual, an alternative way
of describing the impersonal structure is to con-
sider the infinitive phrase a subject noun clause
for the verb (“if speaking the truth is allowed”).
19 falsi positis ambagibus orĭs: an ablative ab-
solute, “with the evasions of a false mouth laid
aside”. falsi goes with genitive singular orĭs, and
should be considered a proleptic adjective: the
mouth would only be false if allowed its eva-
sions. positis stands in for themore usual deposi-
tis (“put” vs. “put down”), an instance of poetic
use of a simple verb for a compound form (cf.
408, 493).†
20 vera loqui: “to speak the truth”; infinitive is
complementary on both licet and sinitis (“you al-
low”). vera = vera verba, or simply “true things”.
20 sinitis: still part of the conditional clause
started with si licet above. As with licet, present
indicative indicates that this is a question of gen-
eral practice; not “if you will allow” but “if you
(as a rule) allow”. Almost, “if it is your custom
to allow”.†
20 non huc: the adverb modifies descendi be-
low, “I didn’t come down here…”
20 ut opaca viderem Tartara: “so that I might
see dark Tartarus”. viderem is subjunctive in
purpose clause, secondary sequence with per-
fect main verb descendi.†

16 pellō, pellere, pepulī, pulsum: to beat, strike,
propel
16 carmen, -inis, n.: a song, poem, verse
16 nervus, -ī, m.: a sinew, tendon, muscle;
string (of lyre)
17 aiō/ait: to assent, affirm, say
17 pōnō, pōnere, posuī, positum: to put down,
set down, put aside
17 nūmen, nūminis, n.: a nod; divine power,
divinity
17 mundus, -ī, m.: cosmos, world, universe.
18 recidō, reccidere, reccidī, recāsum: to fall
back, spring back, return

18 mortālis, -e: subject to death, destined to
die, mortal
18 creō, creāre, creāvī, creātum: to bring forth,
create, beget
19 ambages, -is, f.: a going around, roundabout
way
19 ōs, -ōris, m.: the mouth, face, expression
20 vērus, -a, -um: true, real, genuine
20 loquor, loqui, locūtus sum: to speak, talk, say
20 sinō, sinere, sīvī, situm: to allow, permit
20 opācus, -a, -um: in the shade, shaded, shady
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Tartara, dēscendī, nec utī villōsa colubrīs
terna Medūsaeī vincīrem guttura mōnstrī:
causa viae est coniūnx, in quam calcāta venēnum
vīpera diffūdit crēscentēsque abstulit annōs.

25 posse patī voluī nec mē temptāsse negābō:

21 Tartără: neuter accusative plural; = the un-
derworld, as (for instance) at 11.670 (sub ina-
nia Tartara), with no distinction in underworld
geography implied (unlike Hesiod’s Tartarus,
which is the deepest region of the underworld).
Always plural in Ovid.
21 ŭtī: = ut, introducing another purpose clause
(with vincirem); the longer form is very common
in this position in the line, especially when com-
bined with velut (e.g. 1.405, 3.630, 12.274, 13.518
etc.).†
21 villosa: “shaggy”, describing guttura (“necks”)
in the next line.
21 colubris: ablative of specification with vil-
losa, “shaggy with snakes”.
22 terna: “triple”, a second adjective for gut-
tura. Latin does not usually apply two adjectives
to one noun without some kind of connective;
but as often with numeral adjectives, the two
are considered to be so different in function that
the pairing is allowed. terna is a distributive nu-
meral, but it functions here as a cardinal; taken
literally, it should imply that each neck is triple
(Bömer compares 8.242, where bis = duo; cf. also
7.414 for the ternis latratibus of Cerberus).
22 Medūsaeī: adjective with monstri (posses-
sive genitive) at the end of the line, “the three
necks of the Medusa-like monster”.†
22 vincirem guttura: “bind the necks”, as did
Hercules in Charon’s complaint at Aeneid 6.395
(in vincla petivit).
23 causa viae est coniunx: “my wife is the rea-

son for my journey”. viae is objective genitive
with the verbal sense of causa.
23 in quam: antecedent of quam is coniunx;
“into whom a viper spread its poison”.
23 calcata: feminine nominative singular, agree-
ing with vipera below, subject of diffudit. A
circumstantial participle, “when it was stepped
on”. It is obvious, though not stated, that Eury-
dice did the stepping on.
23 venenum: direct object of diffudit, “spread
its poison”.
24 vipera: the serpens of line 10.
24 diffudit: the verb tends to have more posi-
tive implications elsewhere in the poem, e.g. dif-
fudere animos (4.765, “relax/cheer the spirit”; cf.
3.318, 9.143, 14.272).
24 crescentesque abstulit annos: “stole away her
growing years”, i.e. took away the years she
would grow through in the future, if alive.†
25 posse pati volui: “I wanted (volui) to be able
(posse) to endure it (pati)”; pati is complemen-
tary on possewhich is complementary on volui.†
25 nec me temptasse negabo: “and I will not
deny that I tried”. negabo governs me temptasse
as indirect statment; me is the accusative sub-
ject of the infinitive. temptasse is the synco-
pated form of temptavisse, perfect active infini-
tive; perfect because the action in the indirect
statement is previous to the time of the main
verb.†

21 Tartarum, -ī: Tartarus, the underworld,
realms of Tartarus (plal)
21 villōsus, -a, -um: hairy, shaggy, rough
21 colubra, -ae, f.: a female serpent
22 ternī, -ae, -a: three each, triple
22 Medusaeus, -a, -um: of Medusa, Medusean
22 vinciō, vincīre, vinxī, vinctum: to bind,
encircle
22 guttur, -uris, n.: the gullet, throat, neck
22 monstrum, -ī, n.: a divine omen, portent,
monster
23 conjunx, conjugis, m/f: spouse, husband or
wife;
23 calcō, calcāre, calcāvī, calcātum: to tread,

tread upon, trample
23 venēnum, -ī, n.: a strong potion, poison
24 vīpera, -ae, f.: a viper, snake
24 diffundō, diffundere, diffūdī, diffūsum: pour
out, pour forth, spread around
24 crescō, crescere, crēvī, crētum: to come into
being, arise
24 auferō, auferre, abstulī, ablātum: to take
away, bear off
25 patior, patī, passus sum: to undergo, suffer,
endure
25 negō, negāre, negāvī,negātum: to say no,
deny, refuse
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vīcit Amor. superā deus hīc bene nōtus in ōrā est;
an sit et hīc, dubitō: sed et hīc tamen auguror esse,
fāmaque sī veteris nōn est mentīta rapīnae,

26 supera: describes ora. Though Ovid has in-
serted a good deal between adjective and noun
here, the basic pattern supera in ora, with the
adjective before the preposition (or the prepo-
sition between adjective and noun) is common,
and generally referred to as hyperbaton; after
the Greek ὑπερβαίνω, step over; the preposition
“steps over” the first word of the phrase it gov-
erns. supera in ora = “in the land above” (ab-
lative of place where) with ora (“shore, bound-
ary”) metonymically standing for the territory it
bounds; cf. line 2.
26 hic: Ovid is playing with the word hic in
this line and the next. Here it is the nomina-
tive adjective, “this god”; below it is the adver-
bial “here”. Note that the nominative pronoun
is almost always long, hic, in classical Latin, de-
spite what a number of modern textbooks say
(the same is true for neuter hoc). Only in early
latin can we use the vowel length to reliably dis-
tinguish the pronoun and the adverb.
27 sit: subjunctive in indirect question, intro-
duced by dubito, question word (interrogative)
is an; “whether he is [well known] here too”.
The sense of the indirect question is somewhat
ambiguous, depending on whether sit is to be
taken as existential or predicating, but the nat-
ural reading is to assume that it borrows bene
notus from the previous line (dubito an bene no-
tus sit et hic).
27 sed et hīc: “but here too” (adverbial et); i.e.
“as well as in the world above, supera ora”.†
27 dubito: “I’m in two minds, I wonder, I’m not

sure.” May imply doubt (i.e. “I suspect not…”),
but not necessarily. duo (“two”) is the root of
this word. Indirect questions are often intro-
duced by verbs of doubting and uncertainty;
“I’m not sure”might not seem like a clause intro-
ducing an indirect question, but if you replace
it with “I ask”, you can see the structure more
clearly.†
27 sed… tamen: the two reinforcing adversa-
tives clarify the contrast between dubito and au-
guror. “I’m not sure, but I do surmise that he is
here too”.†
28 famaque si: “and if the report…” (et si
fama…). The plain coordinated clause is here
equivalent to a nam clause: it explains why Or-
pheus says auguror esse (Bömer compares 2.144;
cf. also line 501, stillataque). The structure
would therefore be, “for (if the report is true)
loved joined you too”.
28 veteris: genitive singular, with rapinae, “the
ancient rape/abduction”. Modifying fama, best
understood as objective genitive: fama = fame,
reputation, story, but literally “report, saying”
(from fari, “speak”); a speaking of a rape implies
that somebody spoke of a rape, so the genitive is
in an object relation to the verbal sense of fama.
28 mentita: mentior is deponent, but the par-
ticiple can have passive sense (remember, depo-
nents have passive forms, but are supposed to
have active sense). non mentita is almost exactly
equivalent to vera here. See L&S, esp. II.B.2,
mentitus.†

26 vincō, vincere, vīcī, vīctum: to conquer, be
victorious
26 noscō, noscere, nōvī, nōtum: come to know,
learn, discern
27 dubitō, dubitāre, dubitāvī, dubitātum: to be
uncertain, be in doubt
27 auguror, augurārī, augurātus sum: to act as
augur, predict

28 fāma, -ae, f.: a report, rumor, saying, talk,
tradition
28 vetus, veteris: old, previous, ancient
28 mentior, mentīrī, mentītus sum: to invent,
lie, cheat
28 rapīna, -ae, f.: an act of robbery, rape,
abduction

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dmentior
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vōs quoque iūnxit Amor. per ego haec loca plēna timōris,
30 per Chaos hōc ingēns vastīque silentia rēgnī,

Eurydicēs, ōrō, properāta retexite fāta.
omnia dēbēmur vōbīs, paulumque morātī
sērius aut citius sēdem properāmus ad ūnam.
tendimus hūc omnēs, haec est domus ultima, vōsque

29 vos quoque: “you too”, i.e. Persephone and
Dis. See note on 99 for this as a conventional
phrase in lists (though the list here is only
implicit).
29 per: introducing an adverbial phrase (and
repeated at the start of the next line) that mod-
ifies oro in 31; “I beg by these places… and by
this Chaos etc.”†
29 haec loca: neuter plural accusative; gov-
erned by the “imprecatory” preposition per.
29 plena timoris: “full of fear”; plena describes
loca, timoris is best described as genitive of ma-
terial, by analogy with the noun relation (e.g.
acervus frumenti, “a pile of corn”); see A&G
344, Bennet 197. Note that A&G 356 and other
grammars generally prefer to combine this us-
age with expressions of want, which is the sep-
arative genitive (being full = not lacking). My
preference for recognizing a material relation is
based on the fact that adjectives like plenus can
also take an ablative of material (the more usual
case for that relation). See also A&G 409a.
30 Chăŏs: Greek again. Neuter singular ac-
cusative (after per); described by hoc and ingens.
See Anderson’s note for the irony of invoking
the underworld in the underworld.†
30 vastique silentia regni: “the silences of the
great empty kingdom”; “a contrast to [Orpheus’]
music and voice” (Reed). vastus implies both ex-
tent and desolation (cf. vasta ira in 551).
31 Eurydicēs: Greek genitive singular (posses-
sive), modifying fata (“Eurydice’s fate”).
31 retexite: imperative. Anderson has a help-
ful note on this: technically it should mean “un-
weave”, but here probably “weave again”; i.e.
“give her a new fate”, rather than “undo the fate
that has led to her death”. In Latin, if you do
something “again” with the prefix re, normally

that means you’re reversing a previous action
(but not here).
31 oro retexite: “I beg, reweave”. This is equiva-
lent to an indirect command/request. Instead of
an indirect, subordinate relation (“I beg that you
reweave”), we have a direct command in appo-
sition to the verb of requesting (oro). We call
this relation apposition because retexite gives
the specific content of oro, much as the list of
gifts in 260 gives the specific content of munera.
31 properata fata: direct object of retexite, “her
fate which has been brought forward”.†
32 omnia: neuter plural nominative, referring
to the implied subject (“we”) of debemur (see
on line 18). A rather challenging usage, im-
plying that “we” are to be identified with “all
things”. Perhaps best translated “we, and indeed
all things”. Contrast with omnes (m/f) as subject
in line 34.†
32 vobis: dative indirect object of debemur,
“owed to you”.
32 paulum: adverbial and temporal, with par-
ticiple morati; “having stopped over for a little
while” (adverbial use of the neuter accusative is
regular; this adjective is rarely found otherwise).
32 morati: from moror, deponent, so translate
with active sense.
33 serius aut citius: translate literally: “slower
or quicker” rather than “sooner or later”, given
the verb properamus.
33 sedem properamus ad unam: = properamus
ad unam sedem. sedem gains emphasis by being
pulled forward out of the prepositional phrase.†
33 unam: “one and the same” (Bömer).
34 tendimus huc omnes: “we’re all heading this
way”.
34 domus ultima: “our last home”.

29 jungō, jungere, junxī, junctum: to join
together
29 timor, -ōris, m.: fear, anxiety
30 Chaos: the unformed world, void
30 ingens, ingentis: huge, enormous
30 vastus, -a, -um: empty, devastated
30 silentium, -ī, n.: silence, stillness
31 ōrō, ōrāre, ōrāvī, ōrātum: beg, pray, speak
31 properō, properāre, properāvī, properātum:
to make haste, go quickly

31 texō, texere, texuī, textum: to weave
31 fātum, -ī, n.: an utterance, prophetic
declaration, fate
32 dēbeō, dēbēre, dēbuī, dēbitum: to owe, ought
32 paulum: a little, somewhat
32 moror, morārī, morātus sum: to delay, wait
33 sērus, -a, -um: a late time; adv. late
33 citius, -a, -um: sooner, faster
33 sēdes, -is, f.: a seat, bench, chair, throne

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D344#chapter344
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D344#chapter344
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D9%3Asmythp%3D356#chapter356
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D409#chapter409a
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35 hūmānī generis longissima rēgna tenētis.
haec quoque, cum iūstōs mātūra perēgerit annōs,
iūris erit vestrī: prō mūnere poscimus ūsum;
quod sī fāta negant veniam prō coniuge, certum est
nōlle redīre mihī: lētō gaudēte duōrum.’

35 humani generis: partitive genitive with the
superlative longissima, “the longest reigns of the
human race”.†
35 longissima: better taken as temporal (with
Bömer) rather than spatial (Salis takes it as
equivalent to the variant latissima); as such it is
an understatement, since their realm is eternal.
36 haec quoque: “she too” (Eurydice).
36 iustos annos: direct object of peregerit, “her
alotted days”. Not, as Bömer suggests, equiva-
lent to conveniens (“reasonable, fair”), but with
a look ahead to iuris in the next line, and back
to debemur in 32 and usum in 37, a play on the
phrase dies iusti: “a delay of thirty days allowed
by law in paying debts”, Aulus Gellius 20.1.42-3
(L&S s.v. iustus).
36 peregerit: future perfect (indicative), but trans-
late as if perfect (because the Latin and English
ideas about relative time in temporal clauses dif-
fer). So, “when she has finished…”.
36 matura: predicate adjective agreeing with
the subject, Eurydice; best translated adver-
bially: “when, in the fullness of age, she has…”.
Definitely not an attributive adjective (i.e. not
“when this mature woman has…”)
37 iuris… vestri: Bömer calls this a genitive
of quality, but it is better to see it as a some-
what technical (legalistic) extension of the pos-
sessive genitive. Translate “she will be under
your authority”.†
37 pro munere: “as a favor”.†
37 poscimus usum: an idiom meaning “we ask
for it on loan” (literally, “we ask for the use of
it”).†
38 quod: we can translate this as “since, for”,
but that doesn’t quite capture the sense of the
neuter accusative pronoun being used as a con-
junction here. “With reference to what I just
said” might do it, but it’s not a good transla-
tion. “So” might do the job. Don’t be tempted to

read it as a relative pronoun referring to usum
and standing as the object of negant: that role
is played by veniam. Compare quod si felicior
essem in 633 for a similar usage, and also quod
quoniam in 203.
38 negant: present indicative, hence a present
simple conditional. Not “if the fates (will) deny”,
but “if it is the fact that the fates do deny”.
38 pro coniuge: the preposition suggests we un-
derstand “deny mercy to my requests on my
wife’s behalf”, rather than simply “for my wife”.
38 certum est… mihi: it is resolved for me (im-
personal, a.k.a. no subject; but used of a subject
at 394), = “I am resolved”. Dative of interest or
reference (see A&G 376), though dative of agent
with perfect passive might also work (see dicta
est mihi in 149; it probably makes sense to un-
derstand the dative of agent as a special usage
of the dative of interest).
39 nolle redire: chained infinitives: “to refuse to
return”. nolle is governed by certum est in im-
plied indirect statement (but see below), redire
is complementary on nolle. Don’t mistake mihi
for an object of redire (keep it with certum est).†
39 nolle: Bömer compares Cyparissus’ decision
to “want to die” at 132. nolle here is more
“refuse” than “not want”, as velle in 132 is some-
what more than “want”.
39 redire: “return home”, i.e. to the land of the
living.
39 gaudete: imperative.
39 leto: ablative of cause, though the rea-
sonable translation “rejoice in” obscures the
relation.
39 leto duorum: “the death of two”, i.e. both Or-
pheus and Eurydice. The genitive is possessive
(a case can be made for subjective, if “death” =
“dying”).

35 genus, generis n.: a race, stock, family
36 iustus, -a, -um: legitimate, fair
36 mātūrus, -a, -um: ripe, mature
36 peragō, peragere, perēgī, perāctum: pass
through, pierce through
37 iūs, iūris, n.: right, law
37 mūnus, mūneris, n.: a favor, service, duty
37 poscō, poscere, popōscī, —: to beg, demand
37 ūsus, ūsūs, m.: use, practice, enjoyment,

loan
38 venia, -ae, f.: mercy, pity
38 certus, -a, -um: determined, resolved
39 redeō, redire, rediī, reditum: to turn back,
return, turn around
39 lētum, -ī, n.: death
39 gaudeō, gaudēre, gāvīsus sum: to rejoice

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+376{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter376
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40 Tālia dīcentem nervōsque ad verba moventem
exsanguēs flēbant animae; nec Tantalus undam
captāvit refugam, stupuitque Ixīonis orbis,
nec carpsēre iecur volucrēs, urnīsque vacārunt
Bēlides, inque tuō sēdistī, Sīsyphe, saxō.

45 tum prīmum lacrimīs victārum carmine fāma est

40 talia: direct object of dicentem, “saying such
things”. The substantive adjective implies talia
verba, but note that verba later in the line is a
separate noun.
40 nervos: direct object of moventem, “moving
the strings”.
40 ad verba: ad = “in time with”, as accompani-
ment to the words.
40 dicentem: the participle refers to Orpheus.
This and moventem are direct objects of flebant
(“wept for, lamented”) in the next line. The
two accusative participles need to be taken cir-
cumstantially and translated into some kind of
subordinate clause: “they wept for him as he
spoke… and as he moved…”
41 exsangues animae: “the bloodless spirits”,
subject of flebant.†
41 flebant: the imperfect provides a background
circumstance to the perfects that follow (Bömer’s
Hintergrundstempus); cf. notes on 81 and 663,
especially on the similarity to a cum inversum
construction.
42 undam refugam: “the receding wave” (direct
object of captavit).
42 stupuit… orbis: Ixion’s wheel (orbis, nomi-
native) is struck dumb or frozen.†
43 carpsēre: = carpsērunt; vacārunt = vacāvērunt.
43 iecur: the liver of the giant Tityos (object of
carpsere: “picked at the liver”).
43 urnis… vacarunt: “neglected their jars.” ur-
nis is a separative ablative. It’s worth noting

that the ablative usually performs that role with
the help of a preposition (ex, ab). When a verb
so clearly implies separation, it can do the job
alone.
43 Bēlĭdĕs: the short e at the end marks this
as a Greek form. “Descendants of Belus”: the
Danaids, condemned to carry water into a leaky
jar as punishment for killing their husband-
cousins. Belus was their grandfather.†
44 inque: = in-que (= et in). “On”, not “in”.
44 tuo… saxo: “your rock”, the rock Sisyphus
has to eternally roll uphill. The humor of his
resting on the convenient instrument of his tor-
ture is hard to miss.
45 tum etc.: for clarity, we might adjust the
word order thus: fama est [the report is that]
tum primum [then for the first time] genas
[the cheeks] Eumenidum victarum carmine [of
the Eumenides, defeated by the song] maduisse
lacrimis [became moist with tears].
45 carmine: ablative of instrument with par-
ticiple victarum.
45 maduisse: perfect infinitive, because previ-
ous to the time of the main verb (fama est, the
report that we hear now); infinitive in indirect
statement introduced by fama est; genas is its
accusative subject.
45 lacrimis: ablative of instrumentwithmaduisse.
See note on line 360 (suffundit tepido rore) for the
fine relation of material and instrument here.

40 tālis, -e: such, of such a kind
40 moveō, movēre, mōvī, mōtum: to move, stir,
set in motion
41 exsanguis, e: without blood, bloodless,
lifeless
41 anima, -ae, f.: breath, soul, spirit
41 unda, -ae, f.: a wave, billow
42 captō, captāre, captāvī, captātum: to strive
to seize, catch at
42 refugus, -a, -um: fleeing back, receding
42 stupeō, stupēre, stupuī, -: to be struck
senseless, be stunned

42 orbis, -is, m.: a ring, circle, hoop
43 carpō, carpere, carpsī, carptum: to pick,
pluck, gather
43 iecur: the liver
43 volucris, -is, f.: bird (= volucer)
43 urna, -ae, f.: water-pot, water-jar, urn
43 vacō, vacāre, vacāvī, vacātum: to be empty,
be unoccupied, neglect
44 sedeō, sedēre, sēdī, sessum: to sit
44 saxum, -ī, n.: a large stone, rough stone
45 lacrima, -ae, f.: a tear
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Eumenidum maduisse genās, nec rēgia coniūnx
sustinet ōrantī nec, quī regit īma, negāre,
Eurydicēnque vocant: umbrās erat illa recentēs
inter et incessit passū dē vulnere tardō.

50 hanc simul et lēgem Rhodopēius accipit hērōs,

46 Eumenidum: genitive plural.
46 nec regia coniunx etc: one clause with two
subjects, the second being delayed. “Neither the
queenly wife (regia coniunx) nor the one who
rules (qui regit) the things below (ima) can bear
(sustinet) to refuse (negare, complementary in-
finitive with sustinet) the one pleading (oranti,
dative object of negare: if it were accusative,
it would be the thing refused, e.g. veniam,
mercy)”.
47 ōrantī: either “the pleading man” or, more
likely, “Orpheus, as he pleaded”.
47 qui regit ima: note the very normal (but con-
fusing for us) use of the relative pronoun “qui”
without antecedent, as if the relative clause it-
self is the subject of sustinet. Ovid could have
helped us by writing ille qui regit ima, but the
substitution of a short relative clause for a name
(here “Pluto”) is a common form of antonoma-
sia (allusive naming), especially when it iden-
tifies the realm, powers or privileges of a god:
cf.line 15, and 107-8, deō dīlēctus ab illō/ quī
citharam nervīs et nervīs temperat arcum (and
many times elsewhere in the poem, e.g. 2.60,
vasti rector Olympi). With the god of the un-
derworld, periphrasis also acts as a form of eu-
phemism, avoiding direct use of the name of a
chthonic god (Ovid rarely names him, and then
only as Dis, “the rich one”).
47 negare: complementary infinitivewith sustinet.
See also the note on line 39 (nolle as subject in-
finitive); we could explain this (as with most
complementary infinitives) as an infinitive in
an object noun clause (because negare and its

clause is the direct object of sustinet: it is the
thing that they cannot bear).
48 Eurydicēn: Greek first declension accusative;
“they summon Eurydice”.
48 vocant: the plural subject is Pluto and Perse-
phone, the two subjects of singular sustinet
above.
48 umbras etc: the preposition inter at the start
of the next line needs to be read before the ac-
cusatives, erat illa inter umbras recentes, “she
was among the new shades”.†
49 inter: the preposition is part of the previous
clause. Pause momentarily in reading after in-
ter : the rest of the line can be read without a
pause (caesura).
49 passu tardo: since the phrase describes the
manner of a person’s action, ablative of manner
makes better sense than ablative of instrument.
49 de vulnere: ablative of cause, “slow because
of the wound”. When explaining a form like
this, it’s worth saying what it causes (here, the
slowness).
50 hanc… et legem: two direct objects for ac-
cipit (hanc = Eurydice; legem = “the condition,
the terms”).†
50 legem: the terms are explained in the next
line.
50 Rhodopēĭŭs heros: Orpheus, the hero from
Mt. Rhodope; his participation in the expedition
of the argonauts justifies the appellation, but for
the periphrasis cf. Cinyreius heros in line 730
(Adonis is a “hero” simply because he is special,
not because of any exploits).

46 madeō, madēre, maduī, -: to be wet, be
moist, drip
46 gena, -ae f.: a cheek
46 rēgius, -a, -um: of a king, kingly, royal
47 sustineō, sustinēre, sustinuī, sustentum: to
hold up, hold upright, sustain
47 regō, regere, rēxī, rēctum: to rule, keep
straight
47 īmus, -a, -um: the lowest, deepest, last
48 recens, recentis: recent, new, fresh

49 incēdō, incēdere, incessī, incessum: to
advance, proceed
49 passus, ūs, m.: a step, pace
49 vulnus, vulneris n.: a wound
49 tardus, -a, -um: slow, tardy
50 simul: at the same time, together
50 lex, lēgis, f.: law; a law, motion, bill
50 accipiō, accipere, accēpī, acceptum: to take,
get, accept
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nē flectat retrō sua lūmina, dōnec Avernās
exierit vallēs; aut inrita dōna futūra.
carpitur adclīvis per mūta silentia trāmes,
arduus, obscūrus, cālīgine dēnsus opācā,

55 nec procul āfuerunt tellūris margine summae:
hīc, nē dēficeret metuēns avidusque videndī

51 ne flectat… exierit valles: this clause is the
lex that Orpheus accepts: “that he not turn back
his gaze until he had passed through the valley
of Avernus”. It is an object clause (standing in
apposition to a noun object) of prohibition. Ob-
ject clauses are noun clauses.†
51 lumina: neuter plural accusative, object of
flectat; literally “lights”, but a commonmetaphor
for eyes, and here simply “gaze”.
52 exierit: in contrast to peregerit in line 36, this
is a perfect subjunctive; “until he had passed
through…”†
52 valles: accusative, hence not the place that’s
being exited (which would be ablative, usually
with a preposition), rather the place that has to
be passed through (think “exit through”) as a bor-
der or limit in order to leave. Translate “passed
through”, and see L&S exeo II.a.
52 inrita: “null and void” (agreeing with neuter
nominative plural dona, “the gifts”).†
52 futura: esse is implied (to make a future in-
finitive of sum-esse), as in indirect speech: para-
phrasing, “the condition was that (they com-
manded that) he should not look back [indrect
command], or (they said) the gifts would be [fu-
tura esse, indirect statement] void.” The implied
indirect speech, like the indirect command of
“ne flectat”, is introduced by (better: stands in
apposition to) “legem” in line 50 (see above).
53 carpitur adclivĭs trames: “the sloping path is
taken”. Note that tramĕs is singular.†
53 per muta silentia: not “a path through the
mute silences” (acceptable in English, not so

much in Latin); rather, “the path is travelled
through the mute silences.”†
54 arduus, obscurus, densus: the adjectives all
describe the trames.
54 caligine… opaca: ablative of specification
(“dense with opaque mist”). See below on line
103.
55 margine: ablative of separation, with afuerunt;
“they were not far away from the border”.
55 telluris summae: “of the land above”; posses-
sive genitive with margine. See notes on 341
and 456 for this genitive relation. summus is
normally translated idiomatically as “the top of”,
and that may be appropriate here (“the surface
of the earth”).
56 deficeret: the subject of the subjunctive is
Eurydice, though Ovid does sow some confu-
sion by changing the subject between main and
subordinate clauses without signaling it (e.g.
with a pronoun, illa).
56 ne deficeret metuens: fear clause, imperfect
subjunctive in secondary sequence; introduced
by the verb that follows it (metuens, describing
Orpheus). Though that verb is a present par-
ticiple, we determine primary or secondary se-
quence according to the tense of the main verb
of the sentence (flexit in the next line). So, “fear-
ing lest she fall back”.†
56 avidus: implies an action (desiring, lusting),
and seeing (videndi) is what Orpheus desires;
the gerund is a kind of object for avidus, hence
objective genitive.†

51 flectō, flectere, flēxī, flexum: to bend, bow,
curve, turn
51 retrō: backward, back
51 lūmen, -inis, n.: light, (pl) eyes
51 donec: as long as, while
52 exeō, exīre, exiī, exitum: to go out, go forth
52 vallis, vallis f.: valley
52 inritus, -a, -um: pointless, vain, void
52 dōnum, -ī, n.: a gift, present
53 adclīvis: sloping
53 mūtus, -a, -um: dumb, mute, speechless
53 trāmes, -itis, m.: a cross-way, side-way,
foot-path
54 arduus, -a, -um: steep

54 obscūrus, -a, -um: dark, shady, obscure
54 calīgo, calīginis f.: a thick air, mist, vapor,
fog
54 densus, -a, -um: thick, close, dense, crowded
55 procul: in the distance, at a distance, from
afar
55 tellus, -ūris, f.: the earth, globe
55 margō, marginis, m/f: an edge, brink,
border, margin
56 deficiō, deficere, defēcī, defectum: to
withdraw, revolt, fall off/back
56 metuō, metuere, metuī, —: to fear, be afraid
56 avidus, -a, -um: greedy, eager

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dexeo
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flexit amāns oculōs, et prōtinus illa relāpsa est,
bracchiaque intendēns prēndīque et prēndere certāns
nīl nisi cēdentēs īnfēlīx arripit aurās.

60 iamque iterum moriēns nōn est dē coniuge quicquam
questa suō (quid enim nisi sē quererētur amātam?)
suprēmumque ‘valē,’ quod iam vix auribus ille

57 amans: the circumstantial participle is equiv-
alent to a predicate adjective; “in his love”, “be-
cause of his love” (not, I think, “lovingly”). The
participle justifies the parenthesis in line 61.
57 flexit oculos: “he turned his gaze” (exactly
what he was told not to do in line 51). The turn-
ing and moving of eyes and gaze is something
of a motif: cf. 293, 696.
57 protinus illa relapsa est: “she fell back at
once”.
58 To be clear on the coordinating structure,
a minor rewrite: bracchia intendens et certans
(prendi et prendere).
58 bracchiaque intendens: “stretching out her
arms”.
58 prendique et prendere: the two infinitives,
passive and active, are both complementary on
the participle certans, “striving”. Note that the
enclitic -que added to prendi here is a conjunc-
tion connecting intendens to certans (“stretch-
ing out arms, and striving…”), not a listing -que
(“both catch and be caught”). The ambiguity of
“catch and be caught” (surely suggesting the two
lovers, despite singular certans), is continued in
the next line.†
59 nil nisi: “nothing but, nothing except”; the
pronoun nil is the direct object of arripit.
59 infelix arripit: “unfortunate one, she grasped…”;
infelix is a predicate adjective, referring to
Eurydice.†
59 cedentes auras: “yielding breezes”, that is,
they dissolve before her hands. Compare the
softening body of Pygmalion’s ivory girl (sub-
sidit digitis ceditque, 284).
60 iterummoriens: circumstantial participle, “as

she died again”.
60 est: with questa in the next line; questa est =
she complained (deponent perfect).
60 de coniuge: “about her husband”, a frequent
sense of the preposition de with a verb that im-
plies speech or information.
60 quicquam: “anything”; not a direct object
but an internal object (hence internal ac-
cusative). There is no complaint without the
complaining, and any object that is constituted
by the verb that governs it, and does not exist
separately from the action, is an internal object
(speak a word, travel a journey etc.).†
61 quid enim etc: easier word order, with im-
plied words filled in: “quid enim (quereretur),
[what could she complain of] nisi quereretur se
amatam (esse) [unless she should complain that
she was loved]?” The thought recalls Ovid’s de-
scription of Orpheus as amans at the moment he
looks back.
61 quid: an interrogative, and an internal ac-
cusative. “What complaint could she make?”
(see on quicquam above).†
61 quereretur: imperfect subjunctive in an indi-
rect, deliberative question.†
62 supremum: “as her last word” (adverbial).
Possibly an adjective describing the word (vale):
“she said her last ‘goodbye’”. Read ahead to dixit
in the next line for the main verb. The word is
conceived of as neuter (a verbum), hence “quod”
in the next line.
62 auribus: ablative of instrumentwith acciperet,
“catch with his ears”.

57 oculus, -ī, m.: an eye
57 prōtinus, -a, -um: right onward, forward,
immediately
57 relābor, relābī, relapsus sum: to slide back,
sink back
58 bracchium, -ī, n.: the forearm, lower arm
58 intendō, intendere, intendī, intentum: to
stretch out, reach forth, extend
58 prehendō, prehendere, prehendī, prehensum:
to lay hold of, grasp
58 certō, certāre, certāvī, certātum: to struggle,
combat, do battle
59 cēdō, cēdere, cessī, cessum: to go from, give

way, yield
59 infēlix, -īcis: unlucky, unfortunate, ill-fated
59 arripiō, arripere, arripuī, arreptum: grab,
snatch at
60 morior, morī, mortuus sum: to die, expire
60 quisquam, quidquam: any, any one
61 queror, querī, questus sum: complain,
lament, bewail
62 suprēmus, -a, -um: the last
62 valeō, valēre, valuī, valitūrum: to be strong,
be vigorous
62 auris, -is, f.: the ear
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acciperet, dīxit revolūtaque rūrsus eōdem est.
Nōn aliter stupuit geminā nece coniugis Orpheus,

65 quam tria quī timidus, mediō portante catēnās,
colla canis vīdit, quem nōn pavor ante relīquit,
quam nātūra prior saxō per corpus obortō,
quīque in sē crīmen trāxit voluitque vidērī

63 acciperet: subjunctive in “relative clause of
characteristic (implying result)” (Anderson). Im-
perfect because secondary sequence (past tense
main verb, dixit). The clause focuses not on the
fact of Orpheus (ille) hardly hearing her, but on
the character of her word; a word such that he
could barely catch it.†
63 eōdem: dative of direction, “to the same
place” (the underworld). See notes on lines 90
and 673.†
64 non aliter stupuit etc: = Orpheus stupuit non
aliter quam (ille) qui timidus vidit tria colla ca-
nis; “no differently than the man who saw, in
fear, the three necks of the dog”. non aliter quam
= “no differently than”, i.e. “just like” (quam is
the comparative adverb “than”, not the relative
pronoun). For the litotes (understatement), cf.
15.553, haut aliter stupuit. For the omission of
the antecedent to a relative pronoun, cf. qui re-
git ima in 47.
64 geminā nece: ablative of cause with stupuit
(“because of the double death”).
65 qui vīdit etc: we don’t know this story. Ap-
parently somebody saw Herakles dragging Cer-
berus out of the underworld, with a chain
around the dog’s middle neck, and was turned
to stone (presumably at the sight of the Medusa-
like snakes on his necks).†
65 timidus: “in a state of fear”, predicate adjective.
65 medio portante catenas: ablative absolute,
“with the middle (neck) carrying chains”.†

65 catenas: direct object of the participle por-
tante. “With the middle one carrying chains.”
Be clear that the dog (canis) is not the implied
subject of portante, just his neck (collum).
66 canis: possessive genitive with tria colla.
66 quem non pavor etc: try pavor (eum) non
reliquit antequam natura prior (eum reliquit).
“His fear did not leave him before his previous
nature left him.” By natura prior Ovid means
the man’s human form; he uses it with similar
sense at 4.709 and 5.205, both in connectionwith
Medusan petrefaction.
67 saxo per corpus oborto: ablative absolute,
best translated with a temporal clause, “as rock
arose throughout his body”.
68 quique in se crimen traxit: quique = qui +
que (et qui), not the indefinite pronoun quisque
(“anyone”). Coordinate with qui in line 65:
stupuit non aliter quam… (ille) qui vidit… (et)
Olenos qui traxit…†

68 in se crimen traxit: “drew the blame onto
himself”. Olenos’ story is also otherwise un-
known to us (but see Reed on Propertius 2.28.9–
12,), but we can guess that he chose to share
the fate (transformation into rock) earned by his
wife (something Orpheus’ suggested he would
do himself in line 39). Lethaea’s transgression
must have been to boast of her beauty as supe-
rior to a god’s (confisa figurae below; as such the
story has similarities to that of Niobe).

63 revolvō, revolvere, revolvī, revolūtum: to roll
back, unroll, return
64 aliter: otherwise, in any other way
64 geminus, -a, -um: twin, double
64 nex, necis, f.: death, violent death
65 timidus, -a, -um: fearful, faint-hearted,
timid
65 medius, -a, -um: in the middle, in the midst
65 portō, portāre, portāvī, portātum: to bear,
carry, convey
65 catēna, -ae, f.: a chain, fetter, shackle
66 collum, -ī, n.: the neck
66 pavor, -ōris, m.: a trembling, terror, anxiety

66 ante: before, in front, forwards
66 relinquō, relinquere, relīquī, relictum: to
leave behind, abandon
67 nātūra, -ae, f.: Nature, natural constitution
67 prior, priōris: former, previous, first
67 corpus, -oris, n.: a body
67 oborior, oborīrī, obortus sum: to arise,
appear, spring up
68 quisque, quaeque, quidque: each one, any
one
68 crīmen, -inis, n.: a judgment, charge,
reproach
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Ōlenos esse nocēns, tūque, ō cōnfīsa figūrae,
70 īnfēlīx Lēthaea, tuae, iūnctissima quondam

pectora, nunc lapidēs, quōs ūmida sustinet Īdē.
ōrantem frūstrāque iterum trānsīre volentem
portitor arcuerat: septem tamen ille diēbus
squālidus in rīpā Cereris sine mūnere sēdit;

69 Ōlĕnŏs: note vowel length (Greek nomina-
tive singular).
69 nocens: guilty (the opposite of innocens)
69 voluit videri esse nocens: wanted to seem to
be guilty (though he wasn’t); chained comple-
mentary infinitives.
69 tuque, o… infelix Lethaea: a new subject
which Ovid now pairs with Olenos; he’ll ad-
dress them as a pair in lines 70-71 (iunctissima
pectora). As a vocative it is nonetheless in the
same syntactic role as Olenos and the unnamed
spectator of line 65: people who were petrified
(stupuit) just like Orpheus seems to be when he
loses his wife a second time (though the similar-
ities end there).
69 confisa figurae… tuae: confido is semi-
deponent, so “you who trusted” (or, given the
apparent story, “put your faith in”). figurae
is dative because verbs of trusting often take
dative objects (though this one offers many
choices: see the L&S entry).
70 iunctissima… pectora: Ovid has mentioned
Olenos in the nominative, then addressed Letheaea
with the vocative; now he addresses them both,
in the vocative case, as “most closely conjoined
hearts.”
70 quondam: in contrast to nunc in the next
line (“once hearts, now stones”). The verb to
which the adverb applies is left unspecified.
71 quos: gender (m) agreeswith lapides, “stones
which damp Ida supports” (since they are rocks
on the mountain’s slopes).†

72 orantem (et) volentem: both refer to Or-
pheus, direct object of arcuerat in next line.
Compare the two accusative present participles
that describe him in line 40.†
72 frustraque iterum transire volentem: frustra
applies to volentem (“wishing, but in vain”);
iterum applies to transire (“cross again”).
73 portitor: “the ferryman”, a common term for
Charon. Crossing the Styx is only now men-
tioned (despite two earlier journeys, one into
and one out of the underworld), and in some-
what allusive form (portitor, ripa).
73 arcuerat: “had kept away”; pluperfect is per-
haps surprising, but the effect is to move us
quickly onto Orpheus’ 7 day fast and then de-
parture; cf. finierat in line 79.
73 septem diebus: ablative of duration of time
(accusative usually does this job; see A&G 424b,
and compare tempore omni in 135; also tota
Cypro in 270).
74 squalidus: neglect of grooming, along with
fasting, is a typical sign of mourning; cf. 2.381,
15.44. The adjective is predicative: “he sat in a
state of filth”.
74 in ripa: “on the bank [of the Styx]”.
74 Cereris: the genitive modifies munus, not
ripa: in ripa sedit sine munere Cereris.” The “gift
of Ceres” is bread or, by metonymy, food in
general.
74 sēdit: perfect tense (present would be sĕdĕt).

69 noceō, nocēre, nocuī, nocitūrum: inflict
injury, hurt
69 confīdo, confīdere, confīsus sum: to trust,
confide, rely upon
69 figūra, -ae, f.: a form, shape, figure
70 iunctus, -a, -um: joined, linked (from iungō)
70 quondam: at one time, once
71 pectus, -oris, n.: a breast, chest
71 lapis, idis, m.: a stone, rock
71 ūmidus, -a, -um: moist, humid, damp, wet
71 Īdē: Mt. Ida

72 frustrā: in deception, in error, in vain
72 transeō, transīre, transiī, transitum: to go
over, cross over, pass
73 portitor, -ōris, m.: a carrier, ferryman
73 arceō, arcēre, arcuī, —: to keep away, keep
back
74 squālidus, -a, -um: stiff, filthy, neglected
74 rīpa, -ae, f.: a bank, margin
74 Ceres, -eris, f.: the daughter of Saturn,
goddess of agriculture; = Demeter

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dconfido
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D424#chapter424b
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75 cūra dolorque animī lacrimaeque alimenta fuēre.
esse deōs Erebī crūdēlēs questus, in altam
sē recipit Rhodopēn pulsumque aquilōnibus Haemum.
Tertius aequoreīs inclūsum Piscibus annum
fīnierat Tītān, omnemque refūgerat Orpheus

80 fēmineam Venerem, seu quod male cesserat illī,
sīve fidem dederat; multās tamen ārdor habēbat

75 cura: “sorrow” (not “care” or “anxiety”: Ovid
does not mean he is worried about something or
someone, he’s just miserable). This noun, along
with dolor and lacrimae, takes alimenta as its
complement (“sorrow, grief and tears were his
food”).
75 dolor animi: “grief of the spirit”. animi is
subjective genitive (the spirit grieves). It may
apply also to cura (sorrow of the spirit), though
that noun is more often found with an objective
genitive (e.g. cura tui in 623).
75 fuēre: = fuērunt.
76 esse: infinitive in indirect speech with ques-
tus later in the line accusative subject is deos;
questus deos esse crudeles, “having complained
that the gods are cruel”.
76 se recipit: literally “took himself back”, and
so “retreated”
76 deos Erebi: “the gods of Erebus”, i.e. Pluto
and Persephone.
76 in altam: with Rhodopen in the next line
(Greek accusative form): “retreated to lofty
Rhodope”.
77 pulsumque aquilonibus Haemum: “and Mt.
Haemus, beaten by the north winds” (parallel to
altam Rhodopen). aquilonibus is ablative of in-
strument with the participle pulsum.
78 tertius Titan: the third sun (subject offinierat).
Ovid means the sun had finished its third year,
not that there are different suns for different
years.†
78 aequoreis: the term (“water-dwelling”) may

seem redundant when applied to fish, but since
these fish live in the sky (as a constellation), it
adds a sense of paradox.
78 inclusum: “framed”, with piscibus as instru-
mental ablative.
78 piscibus: Pisces in the zodiac, here seen as
beginners and enders of the year (spring to
spring).
78 omnem: with femineam venerem in the next
line, “all feminine love”, i.e. “all love for
women”. This is a version of the periphra-
sis where an adjective replaces a genitive noun
(here an objective genitive; cf. implied subjec-
tive genitive, tactus viriles, in 434; also nomen
erile in 502). venus frequently stands metonymi-
cally for “love”.
80 seu quod… sive…: understand quod with sive
too, “either because… or because…” (seu and sive
are equivalent).†
80 male cesserat: subject is the female love just
mentioned (feminea venus); “it had turned out
badly”. Cf. bene cedere in 8.862.
80 illi: “for him” (Orpheus); dative of disadvantage.
81 sive fidem dederat: “or because he had given
his faith”, i.e. promised Eurydice he would not
marry again; either as an unstated part of their
escape narrative, or as a term of their original
marriage.
81 multas… ardor habebat: ardor is the sub-
ject of habebat, multas the object; “passion held
many women”.†

75 cūra, -ae, f.: trouble, care, attention
75 dolor, -ōris, m.: pain, suffering
75 animus, -ī, m.: soul, spirit
75 alimentum, -ī, n.: nourishment, food
76 Erebus, -ī, m.: the god or realm of darkness
76 crudēlis, -e: rude, unfeeling, cruel
76 altus, -a, -um: nourished, lofty, tall
77 aquilō, -ōnis, m.: the north wind
77 Haemus, -a, -um: A high range of
mountains in Thrace
78 aequoreus, -a, -um: of the sea, marine
78 inclūdō, inclūdere, inclūsī, inclūsum: to shut
in, enclose, imprison
78 piscis, -is, m.: a fish

79 finiō, finīre, finīvī, finītum: to limit, bound,
enclose
79 Tītān: The Titan (usually of Hyperion, the
Sun)
79 refugiō, refugere, refūgī, —: to flee back,
avoid, shun
80 fēmineus, -a, -um: of a woman, womanly,
feminine
80 Venus, Veneris f.: Venus; attractiveness,
beauty, charm; sex, desire
80 sive: or if (= seu)
81 fides, fidĕī f.: trust, faith, confidence
81 ardor, -ōris, m.: a burning, flame, fire, heat
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iungere sē vātī, multae doluēre repulsae.
ille etiam Thrācum populīs fuit auctor amōrem
in tenerōs trānsferre marēs citrāque iuventam

85 aetātis breve vēr et prīmōs carpere flōrēs.

82 iungere: infinitive in a noun clause, a clause
which stands in apposition to ardor in the pre-
vious line. “A passion to join themselves…” The
noun clause refers to the same thing as ardor,
hence apposition (not epexegetical, which is a
form of description or specification; compare
5.55, figere doctus erat, sed tendere doctior ar-
cus).†
82 vati: dative indirect object of iungere.
82 doluēre: = doluērunt.
82 repulsae: the participle has a circumstantial
sense, “when they were rejected” or “because
they were rejected” rather than “many rejected
women…” One can also capture the sense with
two finite verbs: “many were rejected, and were
angry”.
83 auctor… transferre: see above on iungere.
The infinitive is in another noun clause. He was
the “originator of transferring” (but no genitive
or gerund relation in the Latin here), that is, he
auctabat/augebat transferre. In this instance the
noun clause stands as an implied object for the
verbal sense of auctor.†
83 Thrācum: appositive genitive with populis
(theThracians are the peoples, not a part or pos-
session thereof).
83 populis: dative of interest (see A&G 376),
also called dative of (dis)advantage. Translates
straightforwardly as an English indirect object
(“for them”), but it is a very different relation
from, e.g. “he gave the book to the boy”.
83 amorem: “affections”, direct object of trans-

ferre in the next line.
84 in: that is, transferre in, “shift onto” or “over
to”. Note accusative noun (i.e. “motion towards
or into”) governed by the preposition (in teneros
mares)
84 citra iuventam: citrā (“this side of”, i.e. “be-
fore”) is a preposition that takes an accusative
noun: hence iuventam. The relation becomes
less clear when we translate into English, since
“of ” suggests a genitive relation. Compare the
preposition propter, “because of”, which also
takes an accusative noun.†
84 citraque: the -que here is the coordinating
conjunction that connects the whole of the next
line, so citraque iuventam is part of that coordi-
nated clause (i.e. it is an adverbial phrase that
modifies carpere in the next line)
85 ver… flores: both are direct objects of
carpere, and both governed by the genitive ae-
tatis, “pick the brief spring and first flowers of
age”. Light zeugma here, since “picking” flow-
ers and “seizing” (“take full advantage of”, as in
Horace’s carpe diem) a season are quite different
senses of the verb carpere.
85 aetatis: most likely “life”, therefore posses-
sive genitive (spring as one season of life; cf.
7.335, vita aetasque); possibly, however, apposi-
tive, that is “the age that is the spring (of life)”.
85 carpere: the infinitive is in the same relation
to auctor as transferre, Orpheus was the “origi-
nator of transferring and of picking””

82 jungō, jungere, jūnxī, jūnctum: join, link
82 doleō, dolēre, doluī, dolitūrum: to feel pain,
suffer, grieve
82 repellō, repellere, reppulī, repulsum: to drive
back, drive away, reject
83 Thrāx, Thrācis: Thracian
83 auctor, -ōris, m/f: an originator, producer,
father
84 tener, -era, -erum: soft, delicate, tender
84 transferō, transferre, transtulī, translātum:

to bear across, transfer
84 mās, māris: male, masculine
84 citrā: on this side of, before
84 iuventa, -ae f.: the age of youth, youth
85 aetās, ātis f.: the life of man, age, lifetime
85 brevis, e: short
85 vēr, vēris, n.: the spring
85 flōs, -ōris, m.: a blossom, flower

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+376{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter376
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Orpheus and the Trees

Collis erat collemque super plānissima campī
ārea, quam viridem faciēbant grāminis herbae:
umbra locō deerat; quā postquam parte resēdit
dīs genitus vātēs et fīla sonantia mōvit,

86 collis erat: “there was a hill”; the existential
statement (with erat in its most common po-
sition in the line) signals transition to a new
episode; a similar function to temporal state-
ments like aestus erat in 126.†
86 collemque super: read super collem, “over the
hill”. As here, anastrophe usually entails putting
the noun immediately before the preposition
that governs it, so meaning isn’t greatly ob-
scured (unlike umbras… inter in lines 48-9).†
86 planissima campi area: “a very level area of
open ground”, a second subject for erat. The
phrase is reused in 15.296-7. campi is appositive
genitive: the area is the level ground.†
87 quam: antecendent is area.
87 viridem faciebant: “made green”. No great
difficulty in translation here, but note that viri-
dem is a predicate adjective; facere is a verb that
often takes an object and a predicate of that ob-
ject, e.g. “Make Rome Great”, more generally,
“make A B”, where A is the object, B its predi-
cate. The predicate can also be a noun: “make
me a teacher.” Compare the more challenging
mortale creamur in line 18.
87 graminis herbae: “grass of the turf”; a pleonas-
tic and somewhat cliché usage (see Bömer for
parallels). herbae is nominative, subject of fa-
ciebant; graminis is appositive genitive (herbae
= gramen).
88 loco: ablative of separation, with a verb that
strongly implies that relation (deerat). Often
such verbs contain the appropriate prepositon
(here de) as a prefix. Two lines below the same
word is repeated as a dative. Repetition of the

same word or root in different forms (e.g. dif-
ferent cases, or the same root in a verb and a
noun) is called polyptoton. It is especially tricky,
as here, when the letters are exactly the same,
but the two words are different forms. Compare
collis… collem in 86.
88 deerat: scan as two long syllables (the sec-
ond long by position); the two e’s are regularly
scanned as one in this word (= synizesis; com-
pare 1.77, 13.819 and 15.354, where they stand as
the initial long in the foot, so there is no temp-
tation to read as two shorts).
88 qua postquam parte resedit: given our an-
glophone difficulty with relative pronouns that
start sentences, we might read this as “postquam
ea parte resedit”. For anastrophe with the rela-
tive pronoun, cf. 499 and 588 (quae quamquam).
88 qua parte: ablative of location, “in which
area” (pars here denotes spatial location, a more
confined version of English “in those parts”).
88 resēdit: perfect tense; subject is vates in the
next line.
89 dis: = deis; ablative of source or origin with
genitus, “born of/from the gods”. Orpheus ad-
dresses his mother, Calliope, as Musa parens in
line 148, and claims Apollo as father at 167.
89 fila sonantia movit: “moved the sounding
strings”; coordinate clause with resedit above,
also governed by conjunction postquam: “post-
quam ( resedit… et… movit)”, and so still a subor-
dinate clause (main clause is “umbra loco venit”
below).†

86 collis, -is, m.: high ground, hill
86 super: over, above, upon, beyond
86 plānus, -a, -um: even, level, flat
86 campus, -ī, m.: a plain, field, open country
87 ārea, -ae, f.: open ground
87 viridis, -e: green
87 grāmen, -inis, n.: grass
88 locus/locum, -ī, m/n: a place, spot
88 dēsum, dēesse, dēfuī: to be absent, be

wanting
88 pars, partis f.: a part, piece, portion
89 gignō, gignere, genuī, genitum: to produce,
give birth to, beget
89 fīlum, -ī, n.: a thread, string
89 sonō, sonāre, sonuī, sonitum: to make a
noise, sound, resound
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90 umbra locō vēnit: nōn Chāonis āfuit arbor,
nōn nemus Hēliadum, nōn frondibus aesculus altīs,
nec tiliae mollēs, nec fāgus et innuba laurus,
et corylī fragilēs et fraxinus ūtilis hastīs
ēnōdisque abiēs curvātaque glandibus īlex

95 et platanus geniālis acerque colōribus impār

90 umbra loco venit: loco is now a dative of di-
rection (a poetic alternative to ad + accusative; cf
eodem in line 63, and see A&G 428h). Not to be
confused with dative of purpose or end, which
is a version of the predicate dative. See also note
on quo in line 673.
90 vēnit: perfect tense (long first syllable is
needed for meter, so no option to translate as
historical present).
90 non afuit: double negative to make a pos-
itive is a form of litotes (understatement with
double negative). Gentle irony when read in
contrast to the exceedingly detailed catalog of
trees that follows: it seems that none of the trees
is missing. Each of the nominative trees that fol-
lows, until tinus in 98, is a subject for this verb,
despite the pivot from negative (non.. nec…) to
positive (et… et…) in 92.†
90 chāŏnĭs arbor: “the tree of Chaon” = the
oak sacred to Jove at the oracle of Dodona, in
Chaonia (Northern Greece). Chaonis is genitive
singular.†
91 non nĕmŭs Hēlĭădum: note scansion. Letter
H doesn’t make position with previous conso-
nant, so we don’t lengthen the -us in nemus.
Heliadum is genitive plural from Heliades, “the
grove of the daughters of the sun”. They appear
again as producers of amber, one of Pygmalion’s
gifts to his ivory girl (line 263).
91 frondibus altis: “with tall foliage”. Ablative
of quality (a.k.a. descriptive); normally, as here,
used with an adjective + noun; see A&G 415;
also 345: “In expressions of quality the Geni-

tive or the Ablative may often be used indiffer-
ently,that is, interchangeably; but physical qual-
ities are oftener denoted by the Ablative.” On
genitive of quality see A&G 345. The two-word
phrase acts as a single indeclinable adjective de-
scribing the aesculus, “tall-leaved”. See note on
line 103 below for a comparison with the abla-
tive of specification.
92 et: here Ovid pivots from a negative list to a
positive one, but the double-negative sense re-
mains the same until vos venistis in 99: these are
all the trees that were “not absent”. Compare the
alternating negatives and positives in 41ff.
92 laurus: feminine 2nd declension noun, hence
adjective innuba.†
93 ūtĭlĭs hastīs: “useful for spears”. hastis is da-
tive with an adjective of fitness (A&G 384; a re-
lation connected to datives of similarity).
94 enodĭs: nominative singular adjective de-
scribing abies (the breve diacritic marks the nat-
ural vowel quantity here; the syllable scans long
by position).
94 curvata… glandibus: glandibus is ablative of
instrument (the acorns are what make the oak
bent-down).†
95 genialis: the plane tree (platanus) is “cheery,
festive” because of the shade its broad leaves
provide for social gatherings (compare 11.95,
festum genialiter egit).†
95 coloribus impar: coloribus is ablative of spec-
ification (it is uneven in its coloring, not in some
other way); see A&G 418.†

90 arbor, arboris f.: a tree
91 nemus, -oris, n.: a tract of woodland, grove
91 Hēliades, um, f.: daughters of Helios
91 frons, frondis, f.: a leafy branch
91 aesculus, -ī, f.: the Italian oak
92 tilia, -ae, f.: the linden-tree, lime-tree
92 mollis, -e: yielding, pliant, flexible, soft
92 fāgus, -ī, f.: a beech-tree
92 innubus, -a, -um: unmarried, single, virgin
92 laurus, -ī, f.: a bay-tree, laurel-tree
93 corylus, -ī, f.: a hazel-tree, filbert tree
93 fragilis, -e: easily broken, brittle, fragile
93 fraxinus, -i, f.: an ash-tree
93 ūtilis, -e: useful, serviceable

93 hasta, -ae, f.: a staff, pole; spear
94 ēnōdis, -e: free from knots, smooth
94 abiēs, -ētis, f.: the fir-tree, silver-fir
94 curvō, curvāre, curvāvī, curvātum: to bend,
bow, curve
94 glans, glandis, f.: an acorn, nut
94 īlex, īlicis, f.: an oak, holm-oak
95 platanus, -ī, f.: the platane tree, Oriental
plane
95 geniālis, -e: pleasant, festive
95 color, colōris, m.: color, hue, tint
95 acer, aceris, m/f: maple tree
95 impār, -āris: uneven, unequal, dissimilar

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D428#chapter428h
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+415{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter415
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+345{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter345
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D384#chapter384
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+418{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter418
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amnicolaeque simul salicēs et aquātica lōtos
perpetuōque virēns buxum tenuēsque myrīcae
et bicolor myrtus et bācīs caerula tīnus.
vōs quoque, flexipedēs hederae, vēnistis et ūnā

100 pampineae vītēs et amictae vītibus ulmī
ornīque et piceae pōmōque onerāta rubentī
arbutus et lentae, victōris praemia, palmae

96 simul: the sense is repeated by una in line
99.
96 aquātica lōtŏs: lōtŏs is another Greek nomi-
native singular; a second declension ending, so
(as in Latin) we might expect it to be masculine,
but it is feminine (hence aquatica).
97 perpetuo: formed from the adjective per-
petuus, but best treated as an adverb (there is no
noun described, explicit or implicit): “forever”
or “constantly”.
98 myrtus: note irregular scansion of the sec-
ond syllable as long. Even if Ovid imitates Vergil
(Georgics 2.64) by treating myrtus as 4th declen-
sion (usually second declension), bicolor makes
it clear that it is singular.†
98 bacis caerula: “blue with berries”. bācīs is
ablative of specification (see above on 95, col-
oribus impar).
99 vos quoque: the hederae are addressed as

subjects of a new verb, venistis; all the trees up
to this point have been subjects of non afuit in
line 90.†
99 flexipedes: “wandering, spreading”; they “turn”
their feet this way and that, as Servius observes
on Vergil Eclogue 4.19.†
99 et una: starts a coordinate clause with a new
verb (et is the conjunction, not adverb), so read
“et una (venistis / venerunt) pampineae vites…”†
100 amictae vitibus ulmi: vitibus is ablative of
instrument with amictae. Note again that the
plural nominative forms amictae and ulmi do
agree in gender, since ulmi is a second declen-
sion feminine noun.†
102 victoris praemia: “the victor’s prize”, neuter
nominative plural noun in apposition to lentae
palmae. †

96 amnicola: growing by a river, river
dwelling
96 salix, -icis, f.: a willow-tree, willow, sallow
96 aquāticus, -a, -um: growing in water,
aquatic
96 lōtos, lōtī, f.: water lily
97 perpetuus, -a, -um: continuous, whole
97 vireo, virēre, —, –: to be green, be verdant
97 buxum, -ī, n.: box tree; box-wood
97 tenuis, -e: drawn out, meagre, slim
97 myrīca, -ae, f.: the tamarisk
98 bicolor, -ōris: two colored
98 myrtus, -ī, f.: Myrtle
98 bāca, bācae f.: a small round fruit, berry;
bead
98 caerulus, -a, -um: azure, blue, dark blue
98 tīnus, -ī, f.: the snowball (a plant)
99 flexipes, pedis: with crooked feet,
wandering
99 hedera, -ae, f.: ivy, ivy-vine
99 ūnā: together, along (with), at the same

time
100 pampineus, -a, -um: viny
100 amiciō, amicīre, amīxī, amīctum: to throw
round, to wrap about
100 vītis, -is, f.: a vine, grape-vine
100 ulmus, -ī, f.: an elm, elm-tree
101 ornus, -ī, f.: the wild mountain-ash
101 picea, -ae, f.: a pitch-pine, forest pine
101 pōmum, -ī, n.: a fruit, tree-fruit
101 onerō, onerāre, onerāvī, onerātum: to load,
burden, fill, freight
101 rubeō, rubēre —, —: to be red, be ruddy
102 arbutus, -ī, f.: the wild strawberrytree,
arbutus
102 lentus, -a, -um: pliant, flexible, tough
102 victor, -ōris, m.: a conqueror, victor
102 praemium, -ī, n.: an advantage,
prerogative, prize
102 palma, -ae, f.: palm tree
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et succīncta comās hirsūtaque vertice pīnus,
grāta deum mātrī, siquidem Cybelēius Attis

105 exuit hāc hominem truncōque indūruit altō.

Cyparissus and Apollo

Adfuit huīc turbae mētās imitāta cupressus,

103 succincta comas: comas is what we awk-
wardly refer to as “the so-called Greek ac-
cusative” (the nominative succincta refers to the
pinus). See A&G 397b and c. To be clear, this is
still a Latin accusative form (unlike, say, Perse-
phonen, which really is a Greek form).†
103 succincta: literally “girdled”.†
103 hirsutăque vertice: hirsuta is nominative,
describing the pinus. vertice is another ablative
of specification. Compare the ablative of speci-
fication here with the ablative of quality in line
91.
103 aesculus frondibus altis: noun described by
a noun-adjective pair, both in the ablative, form-
ing an adjectival phrase: ablative of quality
103 pinus hirsută vertice: noun described by ad-
jective in the same case (here nominative); sense
of the adjective is specified with an ablative noun
==> ablative of specification
104 grata… matri: “dear to the mother…” matri
is dative with an adjective of service, likeness
or inclination (grata), the same relation as da-
tive with adjective of fitness (see note on line 93
above). A&G 384.
104 deum: = deorum, genitive plural, easily
confused with accusative singular. With matri,
“mother of the gods”.
104 sĭquidem: often “if it is really possible/true
that…” L&S cite this line as an instance of the

rather different, but also common, “since in-
deed”. Which is it? Ovid scans the first sylla-
ble short here, as he does at Amores 3.7.17 (nor-
mally it is long), and there it almost certainly
means “if” (not “since”); perhaps the pronunci-
ation allows us to choose between the two very
different meanings.
105 exuit hac hominem: Reed notes that hac is
ablative of exchange: “took off his human form
(hominem) in exchange for this (tree)”, as if he
were changing clothes.†
105 truncoque induruit alto: “hardened in the
tall trunk”. trunco is ablative of location, gov-
erned by the preposition in that is the prefix in
induruit.†
106 adfuit huic turbae: literally, “was present
to this crowd”, though we would say “in this
crowd”. Dative is commonly used for the ob-
ject of compound verbs, even if the preposition
forming the prefix regularly takes a different
case; see A&G 370.
106 metas: direct object of participle imitata
(which is deponent, therefore active in sense).
Hard to translate this participial phrase (metas
imitata) without turning it into a subordi-
nate clause, e.g. relative: “which looks like
pyramids.”†

103 succingō, succingere, succinxī, succinctum:
to gird below, tuck up, girdle
103 coma, -ae, f.: the hair of the head, hair
103 hirsūtus, -a, -um: rough, shaggy, bristly
103 vertex, -icis, m.: top, vertex; whirl, vortex
103 pīnus, -ī, f.: a pine, pine-tree, fir, firtree
104 grātus, -a, -um: dear, pleasing, agreeable
104 siquidem: if in fact; if only
104 cybelēius, -a, -um: to do with Cybele,
worshipper of Cybele

105 exuō, exuere, exuī, exūtum: to draw out,
take off, put off
105 truncus, -ī, m.: the stem, stock, trunk
105 indūrō, indūrere, indūruī, —: to grow hard
on/in
106 mēta, -ae, f.: a cone, pyramid; turning post
106 imitor, imitāri, imitātus sum: to imitate,
resemble, counterfeit
106 cupressus, -ī, m/f: the cypress tree

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=AG+397{\char `&}fromdoc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001#chapter397b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D384#chapter384
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dsiquidem
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D344#chapter370
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nunc arbor, puer ante, deō dīlēctus ab illō,
quī citharam nervīs et nervīs temperat arcum.
namque sacer nymphīs Carthaea tenentibus arva

110 ingēns cervus erat, lātēque patentibus altās
ipse suō capitī praebēbat cornibus umbrās.
cornua fulgēbant aurō, dēmissaque in armōs

107 nunc arbor, puer ante: I edit with a comma
to keep ante separate from what follows. In
reading aloud we would pause slightly at the
caesura (a trochaic one), which comes after ante.
Both nunc and ante are adverbs: “now a tree,
previously a boy.” This is chiastic word order
(adverb noun, noun adverb; or generally ABBA).
107 dilectus: “beloved” (referring to puer).
107 illo: a correlative pronoun. That is to say,
the pronoun is only there to clearly connect the
noun (deo) to the relative pronoun in the next
line (qui) for which it is the antecedent. “…that
god, who” would be an over-translation: trans-
late simply as “the god who…”. ab illo is ablative
of agent with passive participle dilectus. The god
of the lyre and the bow is Apollo.
108 nervis… nervis: “strings… sinews”. Apollo
works the cithara with its strings, the bow with
his own sinews (both ablatives of instrument).†
108 qui temperat: “who rules, regulates, manip-
ulates”; the verb is commonly used in relative
clauseswhich act as periphrases for gods’ names
(e.g. the sun in 1.770; Neptune in 12.94 and 580).
109 namque: the enclitic -que is untranslatable
here; simply “for”. Translate namque ingens
cervus erat before the rest of this line: “for there
was a huge stag”.
109 nymphis… tenentibus: translate the present
participle as if it were a relative clause: “the
nymphs who hold” (the same function as imi-
tata in line 106). nymphis is dative with sacer
(“sacred to”), an adjective of service, likeness or
inclination (see above on line 104 and A&G 384).

109 arva: direct object of tenentibus
109 sacer: describes and agrees with cervus in
the next line.
110 ingens: for the spondaic initial word, see
note on 170.
110 erat: for the verb in transitional passages,
see note on line 86.
110 lateque: -que here indicates a new clause
(main verb praebebat). This adverb applies to
patentibus: “spreading wide”.
110 patentibus altas: note the rhymewith tenen-
tibus arva in the line above and cornibus umbras
in the line below.
110 altas: describes umbras in the line below;
patentibus describes cornibus there. “Tall shade”
would seem to be hypallage: the horns are tall,
but the shade is long.
111 cornibus: ablative of instrument with prae-
bebat (“by means of its widely spreading horns,
it offered shade…”).
111 suo capiti: dative indirect object with a
verb of giving or providing (praebebat), “pro-
vided shade to his own head”.
112 auro: ablative of specification; “that in re-
spect to which anything is or is done” (A&G
418). Here it specifies the sense of a verb; pre-
viously we have seen it doing so with adjectives
(e.g. stridula fumo in line 6).
112 demissaque in armos: “dropped down onto
his shoulders” (describing monilia in the next
line). See note on line 700 for the meaning of
armi.

107 dīligō, dīligere, dīlēxī, dīlēctum: to single
out, prize, love
108 cithara, -ae, f.: the cithara, lyre
108 temperō, temperāre, temperāvī,
temperātum: be moderate; moderate or control
something
108 arcus, -ūs, m.: a bow
109 sacer, sacra, sacrum: consecrated, devoted,
sacred
109 arvum, -ī, n.: an arable field, cultivated
land
110 cervus, -ī, m.: a stag, deer
110 lātē: widely

110 pateō, patēre, patuī, —: to stand open, lie
open, be open
111 caput, -itis, n.: the head
111 praebeō, praebēre, praebuī, praebitum:
proffer, offer, provide
111 cornu, -ūs, n/m: a horn, antler
112 fulgeō, fulgēre, fulsī, —: to flash, lighten
112 aurum, -ī, n.: gold
112 dēmittō, dēmittere, dēmīsī, dēmissum: to
send down, drop, let fall
112 armus, -ī, m.: the shoulder, forequarters
(of an animal)

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D384#chapter384
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418
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pendēbant teretī gemmāta monīlia collō.
bulla super frontem parvīs argentea lōrīs

115 vīncta movēbātur; gracilēsque ex aere nitēbant
auribus ē geminīs circum cava tempora bācae;
isque metū vacuus nātūrālīque pavōre
dēpositō celebrāre domōs mulcendaque colla

113 pendebant: the imperfect makes this a de-
scription of the deer’s regular appearance, as op-
posed to how it looked at this particular mo-
ment. We could translate with “used to” to
achieve the intended effect.
113 pendebant tereti collo: “hung from his soft
neck”; pendeo is used “with ablative alone, or
with de” (L&S); tereti is an ablative (not dative)
singular adjective, agreeing with collo: see A&G
121 on variation between endings -i and -ĕ in
3rd declension adjectives with consonant stems.
This can be understood as an ablative of source
or origin (cf. summo de poste in line 379).
113 gemmatamonilia: “jewelled necklaces”. The
attention paid to the stag by the nymphs prefig-
ures Pygmalion’s decoration of his ivory girl in
264, dat digitis gemmas, dat longa monilia collo.
“Cyparissus, himself a beloved of Apollo, has
made a fetish of a sacred deer and adores it in
ways that predict the various adornments and
services Pygmalion offers the statue” (Feldherr
2010 Ch.6, n.51).
114 bulla: subject of movebatur in the next line
114 super frontem: adverbial phrase, so trans-
late with the verb movebatur (not “a silver boss
on his forehead”, but “a silver boss moved across
his forehead”).
114 parvis… loris: ablative of instrument with
vincta (“bound by little straps”).
115 gracilesque ex aere: graciles is my emenda-

tion of a much debated phrase, borrowing from
a close parallel in 4.176.†
116 auribus e geminis: = ex auribus geminis
(anastrophe of preposition and noun). The beads
are either hung around the stag’s ears, or the
ears have been pierced.†
116 cava tempora: the temples are understood
as indentations or hollows in the skull.†
117 isque: “and he”, the deer, reclaiming the
subject role from his various ornaments. The
main verb for which he is the subject does not
arrive for three lines (solebat at the end of 119).
117 metu vacuus: “free of fear”; metu is ablative
of separation, with a word (vacuus) that natu-
rally expresses that relation (hence no need for
a preposition)
117 naturalique pavore… deposito: ablative ab-
solute. The fear is “natural” in that all animals
fear man; “with his instinctive fear set aside”.
118 celebrare domos: “frequent houses”; cele-
brare complementary on solebat in the next line,
as is praebere there. “Was accustomed to fre-
quent… and to offer…”
118 mulcendaque colla… praebere: colla is the
direct object of praebere. Read mulcenda as a
predicate adjective (gerundive) of that object,
“was accustomed to offer his neck as something
to be stroked” (and then, in better English, just to
be stroked). colla is poetic plural for singular.†

113 pendeō, pendēre, pependī, —: to hang, hang
down, be suspended
113 teres, teretis: rounded off, rounded, smooth
113 gemmātus, -a, -um: set with jewels,
jewelled
113 monīle, -is, n.: a necklace, collar
114 bulla, -ae, f.: amulet; knob; bubble
114 frons, frontis, f.: the forehead, brow, front
114 argenteus, -a, -um: of silver, made of silver
114 lōrum, -ī, n.: a thong, strap, strip of leather
115 gracilis, -e: slender, delicate
115 aes, aeris, n.: bronze
115 niteō, nitēre, nituī, —: to shine, look bright
116 circum: around, round about

116 cavus, -a, -um: hollow, excavated, concave
116 tempus, -oris, n.: side of the head near the
eye, temple
117 metus, ūs m.: fear, dread, anxiety
117 vacuus, -a, -um: empty, void, unoccupied,
without + genitive
117 nātūrālis, -e: natural, by birth, instinctive
118 dēpōnō, dēpōnere, dēposuī, dēpositum: to
lay away, put aside, set down
118 celebrō, celebrāre, celebrāvī, celebrātum: to
frequent, throng, crowd, fill
118 mulceō, mulcēre, mulsī, mulsum: to stroke,
graze, pet

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dpendeo
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D403#chapter121
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D403#chapter121
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quamlibet ignōtīs manibus praebēre solēbat.
120 sed tamen ante aliōs, Cēae pulcherrime gentis,

grātus erat, Cyparisse, tibī: tū pābula cervum
ad nova, tū liquidī dūcēbās fontis ad undam,
tū modo texēbās variōs per cornua flōrēs,
nunc eques in tergō residēns hūc laetus et illūc

119 quamlibet ignotismanibus: “by hands, how-
ever unknown”, even the hands of total strangers.
quamlibet is an adverb (formed from quam,
“how much”, and libet, “it is pleasing”) meaning
“however much”; the adverb modifies ignotis.
119 ignotismanibus: ablative of instrumentwith
mulcenda (the gerundive is a future passive par-
ticiple). One might consider this hypallage, if
we are to understand it as ignotummanibus, “the
hands of unknown people”.
120 sed tamen: pleonastic, but a favorite line-
beginning transition (14 times in the poem, al-
ways at the start of the line), not least because of
the dactylic rhythm and the strong double den-
tal stop after the thesis of the foot.
120 ante alios: adverbial phrase modifying gra-
tus in the next line (dear ahead of others = more
dear than others). Because of the special dative
relation with the adjective gratus, the compara-
tive gratior aliis would lend itself to ambiguity
(dative or ablative?); this locution avoids that.
120 Ceae pulcherrime gentis: vocative adjective
pulcherrime -> Cyparisse in the next line. Ceae
gentis = partitive genitive with superlative,
“most beautiful (member) of the Cean race”. Di-
rect address to a character by the narrator is
called apostrophe; here the vividness of the de-
vice contrasts with the delay offered by the pe-
riphrasis (not naming Cyparissus until the next
line).†
121 tu pabula etc.: a minor rewrite: “tu (duce-

bas) cervum ad nova pabula, tu ducebas (cervum)
ad undam liquidi fontis”. In the first clause Ovid
omits the repeated verb, in the next he omits the
repeated object.†
122 liquidi fontis undam: “the ripple of a flow-
ing spring” (fontis is possessive genitive). unda
is used somewhat more freely of various forms
of water than our “wave” (cf. Tantalus’ undam
refugam in 41-2).
123 modo: coordinates with nunc in the next
line: modo texebas… nunc frenabas. “At one
time… at another time…” More often we see
modo… modo.†
123 per cornua: with texebas, “you were weav-
ing flowers all through his antlers”.
124 eques: a predicate nominative noun (predi-
cate of the subject, “you”), “as a rider” (cf. comes
in 173).†
124 huc laetus et illuc: hyperbaton (see on line
122 above). laetus describes the subject of the
verb in the next line (Cyparissus), and is best
translated adverbially, as if it really describes
the action: “happily”. huc et illuc: “hither and
thither, to and fro”; the adverbial phrase modi-
fies frenabas (“you reined”), but implies the re-
sult of that verb (“by reining his mouth you rode
him to and fro”). It is unlikely the boy derived
such pleasure from simply turning the beast’s
head.†

119 quamlibet: however much, according to
inclination
119 ignōtus, -a, -um: unknown, strange,
unrecognized
120 Cēus, -a, -um: from/of the island of Ceos
120 gens, gentis, f.: a race, clan, house
121 pābulum, -ī, n.: food, nourishment, fodder
122 liquidus, -a, -um: flowing, fluid, liquid
122 fons, fontis, m.: a spring, fountain, well
123 mŏdŏ: now, sometimes, at one time

123 nectō, nectere, nexuī, nexum: to bind, tie,
fasten together
123 varius, -a, -um: variegated, mottled,
various
124 eques, -itis, m.: a horseman, rider
124 tergum, -ī, n.: the back
124 residō, residere, resēdī, —: to sit, sit down,
settle
124 illūc: to that place, thither
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125 mollia purpureīs frēnābās ōra capistrīs.
Aestus erat mediusque diēs, sōlisque vapōrē
concava lītoreī fervēbant bracchia Cancrī:
fessus in herbōsā posuit sua corpora terrā
cervus et arboreā frīgus dūcēbat ab umbrā.

130 hunc puer inprūdēns iaculō Cyparissus acūtō
125 In a “golden line” like this (not a label
used by any Roman author), the word order is:
Adjective 1, Adjective 2, Verb, Noun 1, Noun 2.
125 purpureis: the color term indicates that the
halter is expensively dyed, though in combina-
tion with the halter, there is perhaps an echo
of the famous simile wherein Homer compares
Menelaus’ thigh wound to a horse’s stained
cheek-piece (Iliad 4.141-7).†
125 ora: poetic plural for a naturally singular
thing, like colla above in line 118 (though since a
mouth has multiple moving parts, it lends itself
to this device better than a neck).†
126 aestus erat: a transitional phrase (see on
collis erat in 86 and cervus erat in 110).
126 medius dies: literally “the middle day” (dies
is nominative and the adjective medius agrees
with it); translate nonetheless, according to the
common idiom, “the middle of the day”.
126 vapore: ablative of instrument with ferve-
bant in the next line, and with possessive geni-
tive solis (“heat of the sun”); for the relation to
fervebant, which is similar to one ofmaterial and
of cause, cf. lacrimis maduisse in 45-6; also 360,
509, 668. For the sense of the noun, see L&S II:
“a warm exhalation, warmth, heat” (no essential
connection with dampness).
127 concava bracchia: “inwardly curving arms”,
subject of fervebant. The image is typical for
crabs: see 15.369 for a very similar line (concava
litoreo si demas bracchia cancro), and 2.195 for a
similar image applied to Scorpius
127 litorei: what Bömer means here by calling
this an “Epitheton ornans” or “ornamental epi-
thet” is that the adjective does not distinguish
one kind of crab from another; it denotes a char-
acteristic of all crabs (they live on the sea shore).
The figure goes back to Homer (“wine dark sea”,
“grain-eating men” etc.).†

128 128-9 are a pair of very pleasantly
rhyming lines (fessus in herbosa with cervus et
arborea, terra with umbra).
128 fessus: “exhausted” (probably with all the
to-and-fro riding); predicate adjective describ-
ing cervus at the start of the next line. A noun
and its adjective starting consecutive lines is a
relatively rare pattern for Ovid, as is the single-
word enjambment of cervus.
128 herbosā: describes terrā. pono + in reg-
ularly governs an ablative object, despite the
sense of movement, though in + accusative is
also found.
128 sua corpora: plural for singular, “his body”
(accusative, direct object of posuit, “laid down”).
129 frigus: neuter singular accusative; direct
object of ducebat (frīgus, frīgŏris 3rd declension).
Remember that all neuter accusatives have the
same form as the nominative, regardless of de-
clension. “Was deriving/enjoying coolness”.†
129 arborea ab umbra: perhaps “from the tree-
like shade” (of its antlers); but more likely, with
Ovid having already forgotten about the antlers’
shade, simply “the shade of a tree”, with the
noun-derived adjective used as a periphrasis for
the noun itself (see on femineam in 78).
130 hunc: the deer; direct object of fixit in the
next line. For the pronoun as object at the start
of the line, cf. 533 and 695, and compare to the
use of the relative pronoun in similar roles in 11
and 178. Compare also a similar pattern in 1.441,
hunc deus arcitenens….
130 inprudens: predicate adjective, describing
the boy’s state when he throws the javelin, not
his general character; hence adverbial transla-
tion, “carelessly”, almost literally “not looking
ahead” (im-providens).†

125 purpureus, -a, -um: purple-colored, purple,
dark-red
125 frēnō, frēnāre, frēnāvī, frēnātum: to bridle,
curb
125 capistrum, -ī, n.: a halter
126 aestus, -ūs, m.: heat, blast of fire; summer
126 sōl, sōlis, m.: the sun
126 vapor, -ōris, m.: steam, exhalation, vapor
127 concavus, -a, -um: hollow, concave, curved
127 lītoreus, -a, -um: of the sea-shore, beach
127 ferveō, fervēre, —, —: to be boiling hot,

glow, steam
127 cancer, cancrī, m.: crab
128 fessus, -a, -um: wearied, tired
128 herbōsus, -a, -um: grassy
129 arboreus, -a, -um: of a tree
129 frīgus, -ŏris, n.: cold, coolness
130 imprūdens, -entis: not foreseeing,
unaware, heedless
130 iaculum, -ī, n.: a javelin
130 acūtus, -a, -um: sharpened, pointed

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dvapor
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fīxit et, ut saevō morientem vulnere vīdit,
velle morī statuit. quae nōn sōlācia Phoebus
dīxit et ut leviter prō māteriāque dolēret
admonuit. gemit ille tamen mūnusque suprēmum

135 hōc petit ā superīs, ut tempore lūgeat omnī.

131 ut: “as, when” (not the ut that introduces a
purpose clause: note indicative vidit)
131 saevo… vulnere: ablative of cause.†
132 velle mori statuit: compare lines 38-39, cer-
tum est nolle redire mihi, “I’m determined not to
return”; in both, the “willing” verb seems some-
what redundant (why not just say “he decided to
die”?), but indicates determination to carry out
a decision (positive or negative).
132 quae etc: my understanding differs from
most here. The structure of this line and the
next: “Phoebus dixit (ea) non solacia esse et admo-
nuit (eum) ut doleret leviter et pro materia.” Phoe-
bus says that Cyparissus killing himself will not
prove to be a consolation, and advised him that
he should grieve gently and in accordance with
the grief’s cause (the deer). quae (neuter ac-
cusative plural relative pronoun, subject of im-
plied esse) takes as its antecedent Cyparissus’
decision to die. We might prefer to represent it
with something more clear: “a plan that Phoe-
bus said was not a consolation”.†
132 non solacia (esse)… dixit: indirect state-
ment with esse implied.
133 ut… doleret admonuit: = admonuit ut dol-
eret; ut doleret is indirect command, a.k.a. object
noun clause of command (a clause that stands
as the object of admonuit). See A&G 560-1,
563; also Bennet 294. “Advised him that he
mourn…”†
133 pro materia: “according to the material”,
where the material is the deer and its insignif-

icance in Apollo’s eyes.†
133 leviter: note coordinate structure of this
and the adverbial phrase pro materia: “he ad-
vised him to mourn lightly and in accordance
with the material.”
134 munus supremum: we can read this either
as described by hoc in the next line (where hoc
would be the demonstrative adjective: “this final
gift”), or as a predicate of it (where it would be
the pronoun: “this as a final gift”). Comparison
with 1.616 (petit hanc Saturnia munus) suggests
the latter.
135 ut tempore lugeat omni: another noun clause,
this time in apposition to hoc (munus supre-
mum). “He sought this: that he mourn…”†
135 tempore… omni: “for all time”, another ab-
lative of duration of time (usurping the role of
the accusative; see above on line 73)
135 a superis: verbs of requesting or demand-
ing generally take an ablative of the person be-
ing asked, plus preposition ab. “Asked this from
the gods…” We could class this as a relation of
source.
135 lugeat: present tense subjunctive. We
might expect imperfect, since this is past tense
narration (secondary sequence), but the histori-
cal present (here petit) in Ovid generally indi-
cates primary sequence. We may also be in-
tended to understand that the cyprus tree is still
mourning today.

131 fīgō, fīgere, fīxī, fīxum: to fix, drive, thrust
in, attach
131 saevus, -a, -um: raging, fierce, savage
132 statuō, statuere, statuī, statūtum: to cause
to stand, set up, erect, plant
132 sōlācium, -ī, n.: a comfort, consolation,
solace
133 leviter: lightly
133 māteria, -ae, f.: matter, material, substance
134 admoneō, admonēre, admonuī, admonitum:

to bring to mind, put in mind of
134 gemō, gemere, gemuī, —: to sigh, groan,
lament
135 petō, petere, petīvī/petiī, petitum: to strive
for, seek, aim at, make for
135 tempus, -oris, n.: a portion of time, time,
period
135 lūgeō, lūgere, lūxī, lūctum: to mourn,
lament, bewail

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D11%3Asubsection%3D1%3Asmythp%3D560#chapter560
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D11%3Asubsection%3D1%3Asmythp%3D563#chapter563
http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/bennett.html#sect294
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iamque per immēnsōs ēgestō sanguine flētūs
in viridem vertī coepērunt membra colōrem,
et, modo quī niveā pendēbant fronte capillī,
horrida caesariēs fierī sūmptōque rigōre

140 sīdereum gracilī spectāre cacūmine caelum.
ingemuit trīstisque deus ‘lūgēbere nōbīs

136 per immensos egesto sanguine fletus: all one
ablative absolute phrase (Cyparissus will not
be the subject again: one sign of transforma-
tion). Note that iamque is to be taken with the
main clause. per immensos fletus is an adverbial
phrase modifying the participle, egesto: “with
blood poured out through great weepings.”†
136 iamque per immensos: echoes the first line
of the book, inde per immensum… (especially
when read aloud with rhythm).†
136 iamque: suggests “immediately” here (as
soon as he made the request, he started to
change), though usually it indicates one step in
a series of actions or episodes (cf. 60, 174, 295,
457, 495).
137 verti coeperunt membra: verti is comple-
mentary (passive) infinitive on coeperunt, (“be-
gan to change”), subject is membra. vertor is
passive, not deponent, but can be translated by
English “change” as well as “be changed”, espe-
cially when (as often) it isn’t accompanied by an
agent or instrument. Cf. 157, and for an active
transformation, vertere in 729.
137 in viridem… colorem: note accusative,
“change into a green color”.†
138 mŏdŏ: this is part of the relative clause and
capilli isn’t; it is the antecedent of qui. “The hairs
which just now…”†
138 nivea pendebant fronte: see above, line 113,
on pendeo with ablative case.†
139 fieri: like spectare in the next line, this is
complementary infinitive for coeperunt in line
137, though we have now supplied a new sub-

ject for that verb: membra coeperunt verti, capilli
coeperunt fieri… et spectare. fieri = “to be made”
= “to become”.
139 sumptoque rigore: given the position of co-
ordinating -que, be sure to translate this ablative
absolute with the following clause; “and when
stiffness had set in…”
140 gracili… cacumine: cf. line 193, where
drooping lilies “spectent cacumine terram”. Ab-
lative of means most likely (“regard with their
crown…”). The italian cypress grows tall and
thin, hence “slender crown”.
140 spectare: the literal subject of coeperunt
spectare is the capilli (hairs) from line 138. Per
Reed, this is surely some form of metonymy or
synecdoche: Cyparissus (or the cypress) is the
one who looks at the sky, not his hair.
141 ingemuit tristisque: deus is the subject of
ingemuit, but the position of -que after tristis
requires that we read tristis predicatively, and
translate adverbially: “sadly”. If it were an at-
tributive adjective (“the sad god”), it would he
hard not to take the -que as a marker of a new
subject (which is not the case).
141 tristisque deus: subject of inquit at the end
of the next line; what comes between is the di-
rect speech (what he says).
141 lugebere: = lugeberis, second person singu-
lar future passive (not infinitive).
141 nobis: not ablative of agent; that use re-
quires preposition ab. Instead we should prob-
ably read as dative of agent, though that is nor-
mally reserved for the gerund(ive).†

136 ēgerō, ēgerere, ēgessī, ēgestum: to discharge
136 sanguis, sanguinis, m.: blood
136 flētus, -ūs, m.: a weeping, wailing,
lamenting
137 vertō, vertere, vertī, versum: to turn, turn
back, change
137 coepiō, coepere, coepī, coeptum: to begin,
commence
137 membrum, -ī, n.: a limb, member
138 niveus, -a, -um: of snow, snowy
138 capillus, -ī, m.: (plural) the hair of the
head, hair
139 horridus, -a, -um: standing on end, rough,
bristly
139 caesariēs, —, f.: the hair, head of hair, locks

(only sing.).
139 fiō, fierī: to become; pass. of facio
139 sūmō, sūmere, sūmpsī, sūmptum: to take,
take up, lay hold of, assume
139 rigor, -ōris, m.: stiffness, hardness,
firmness, rigor
140 sīdereus, -a, -um: starry
140 cacūmen, -inis, n.: an extremity, point,
peak, top
140 caelum, -ī, n.: the sky, heaven, heavens,
vault of heaven
141 ingemō, ingemere, ingemuī, —: to groan
over, sigh at, mourn over
141 tristis, -e: sad, sorrowful, mournful
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lūgēbisque aliōs aderisque dolentibus’ inquit.

Orpheus’ Carmen

Orpheus’ Song: Ganymede
Tāle nemus vātēs attrāxerat inque ferārum
conciliō medius turbā volucrumque sedēbat.

145 ut satis inpulsās temptāvit pollice chordās
et sēnsit variōs, quamvīs dīversa sonārent,

142 alios: direct object of lugebis, “you will
grieve for others”.
142 aderis: “you will be present” (as the grave-
yard Cypress). †

142 dolentibus: “for people who are grieving”;
dative of reference, and more specifically, dative
of advantage (dativus commodi, see A&G 376).
Note that the preposition “ad” in aderis might
make us expect an accusative here, and the verb
does often take a kind of accusative direct object
of people and places that one “visits” (but not
here).
143 tale nemus: “such a grove”, direct object
of attraxerat, somewhat abruptly resuming the
scene with Orpheus and the trees after the di-
gression on Cyparissus. Orpheus is about to be-
gin his song (line 148), which will last for the
rest of book 10. Note use of pluperfect (attrax-
erat) and then imperfect (sedebat) to resume an
earlier narrative.
143 inque: = in + que = et in (not “say!”); in
modifies ablative concilio in the next line.
144 medius in concilio sedebat: literally “was
sitting as themiddle one in the gathering”, hence
“in the middle of the gathering”. Be clear that
medius is an adjective referring to Orpheus,
even if we don’t translate it that way.
144 turba volucrumque: coordinate with fer-
arum concilio: “in a gathering of wild animals
and (in) a crowd of birds” (volucrum = genitive
plural of volucer/volucris). Coordinating -que
usually attaches to the first word in the phrase

or clause it connects, but here it is attached to
the second word.†
145 ut: “when”.
145 satis: one could argue that the adverb can
be applied to both finite verb (temptavit) and
participle (impulsas); a figure referred to as apo
koinou. But I suggest applying it only to temp-
tavit: “he had sufficiently tried out…”
145 pollice: ablative of instrument with passive
participle impulsas: “struck by/with the thumb.”
146 sensit varios… concordare modos: continue
the subordinate structure from the previous line:
“when he had tried… and when he felt…” varios
modos is accusative subject of infinitive concor-
dare; accusative infinitive in indirect statement
introduced by sensit (“he felt that the different
strains were in tune”). As often, the verb that
introduces the indirect statement has to do with
knowing or perceiving rather than saying.
146 quamvis: can be a plain concessive con-
junction (“although”), but when coupled with
an adjective that admits of degree (as diversa
here) can also mean “however much”. Trans-
late something like “however different they
sounded”.
146 diversa: an adverbial neuter accusative (dif-
ferently”), but we can also explain substan-
tive diversa as an internal object: “they made
(sounded) different sounds”.†
146 sonarent: subjunctive is normal in conces-
sive (“although”) clauses with quamvis, though
not in all concessive clauses; see A&G 527.

143 attrahō, attrahere, attrāxī, attrāctum: to
draw, pull
143 fera, -ae, f.: a wild beast, wild animal
144 concilium, -ī, n.: a meeting, rendezvous
145 impellō, impellere, impūlī, impūlsum:
strike, push, drive
145 pollex, -icis, m.: the thumb

145 chorda, -ae, f.: string, catgut
146 sentiō, sentīre, sēnsī, sensum: to sense, feel,
perceive
146 quamvīs: as much as you will, however
much, very much
146 dīversus, -a, -um: diverse, different

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D376#chapter376
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concordāre modōs, hōc vōcem carmine mōvit:
ab Iove, Mūsa parēns, (cēdunt Iovis omnia rēgnō)
carmina nostra movē! Iovis est mihi saepe potestās

150 dicta prius: cecinī plēctrō graviōre Gigantās
sparsaque Phlegraeīs victrīcia fulmina campīs.
nunc opus est leviōre lyrā, puerōsque canāmus
dīlēctōs superīs inconcessīsque puellās
147 hoc vocem carmine movit: hoc modifies
carmine. vocem is direct object ofmovit, carmine
is ablative of instrument. Light hypallage here:
one would normally “move” a song (in particu-
lar the strings of the lyre, as in 87) with/along
with a voice (as in line 149), not the other way
round, and the word order, along with the as-
sonance of hoc and vocem, does its best to fool
you into reading it that way.
147 modos: see L&S: “The measure of tones,
measure, rhythm, melody, harmony, time.” It
seems more likely that he has been tuning
(temptavit) his lyre rather than testing its rhyth-
mic qualities. “Tones” or “keys” is perhaps best
here.
148 Ab Iove: adverbial phrase for the impera-
tive verb in the next line, move. The sense is
“start the song with Jove” (i.e. move it away
from that starting point).†
148 cedunt: subject is omnia (“everything”), in-
direct object is dative regno. With dative object
cedo has the meaning “yield to, give way to”.
149 move: 2nd person singular imperative (ad-
dressed to Musa).
149 Musa parens: Calliope, mother of Orpheus;
he is described as dis genitus in line 89. As Reed
notes, she can also be considered the mother of
the song itself.
149 mihi: dative of agent with est… dicta. Da-
tive agent is usually reserved for gerundive, but
Ovid uses it fairly often with the perfect pas-
sive; see on lines 141 and 153, 632; as line 585
makes clear, in such instances there is often a
fine line between agent and interest/advantage.
est mihi… potestas… dicta = “the power has been
sung by me”.
150 cecini: “I have sung”, has two direct objects
(though we may translate “I have sung about”),

gigantas in this line and fulmina in the next. This
is a verb that can take either a song (carmen)or
the matter of the song as its direct object (cf.
pueros in line 152).†
150 graviore plectro: metaphorical (“inmore se-
rious manner”) but also with an amusing lit-
eral overtone (his plectrum gets heavy when he
sings about serious things). Cf. Pedasus’ plec-
trumque inbelle in 5.114.
151 fulmina: has both an adjective (victricia)
and a participle (sparsa) applied to it. “Victory-
bringing thunderbolts, scattered…”
151 victricia: neuter accusative plural adjec-
tive, from victrix.
151 Phlegraeis campis: ablative of place-where
without preposition; see A&G 429 (and note that
it is used “freely in poetry”).†
152 opus est leviore lyrā: opus est is impersonal:
“there is need of…” or “a need exists for…” Our
translation “need of (something)” makes us ex-
pect a genitive object, but the Latin idiom is to
give opus est an ablative one. The likeliest rea-
son for this is that need and lack are forms of
separation.†
152 canāmus: hortatory subjunctive, “let us
sing…”Thefirst person plural includes the singer
and the Muse.†
153 dilectos superis: superis is another dative
agent with perfect passive participle, “loved by
the gods above”.
153 inconcessis: adjective modifying ignibus in
the next line, which is ablative of instrument
with attonitas: “thunderstruck by illicit pas-
sions”. The suggestion seems to be that un-
der the sway of overwhelming passion the girls
(puellas) transgressed and “earned the penalty”
(meruisse poenam). †

147 concordō, concordāre, concordāvī,
concordātum: to agree, be united, harmonize
147 modus, -ī, m.: a measure, quantity; song,
tune
148 parens, -entis, m/f: a father, mother, parent
149 potestas, -ātis, f.: ability, power, capacity,
force
150 canō, canere, cecinī, —: to sing
150 plectrum, -ī, n.: a pick, quill, plectrum
150 gigas, gigantis, m.: Giant (Greek form)

151 spargō, spargere, sparsī, sparsum: to strew,
scatter, sprinkle
151 victrix, -īcis: conquering, victorious
151 fulmen, -inis, n.: a lightning flash, fire,
thunderbolt
152 opus, operis, n.: work, labor; need
152 lyra, -ae, f.: a lyre
153 inconcessus, -a, -um: not allowed,
unlawful, forbidden

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dmodus
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ignibus attonitās meruisse libīdine poenam.
155 Rēx superum Phrygiī quondam Ganymēdis amōre

ārsit, et inventum est aliquid, quod Iuppiter esse,
quam quod erat, māllet. nūllā tamen ālite vertī
dignātur, nisi quae posset sua fulmina ferre.
nec mora, percussō mendācibus āere pennīs

160 abripit Īliadēn; quī nunc quoque pōcula miscet
154 libidine: ablative of cause or (possibly) in-
strument, depending on how we take the sense
of meruisse (“earned by” or “deserved because
of”).
154 meruisse: perfect infinitive because the ac-
tion described by that verb in the indirect state-
ment is previous to the time of the main verb
(canamus).†
155 Phrygii… Ganymedis amore: the geni-
tive is objective genitive. “Love of Phry-
gian Ganymede” implies that somebody loved
Ganymede, so he is an implied object for the ver-
bal sense of “amor”. Phrygian = Trojan.
156 inventum est aliquid: lit. “something was
found”. Much discussion in the commentaries
about what Ovid means here; try “something
turned up that…” or “it turned out there was
something that…”†
156 quod Iuppiter esse quam quod erat mallet:
try quod Iuppiter mallet esse (magis) quam quod
erat, “that Jupiter would rather be than what
he was” quam is the comparative adverb (with
comparative sense implied bymalo, I prefer), not
the relative pronoun.†
157 mallet: subjunctive in relative clause with
indefinite antecedent (quod -> aliquid, “some-
thingwhich…”); but see on posset in the next line
(this is really a subset of the relative clause of
characteristic).†
157 nulla… alite verti: “to be turned into no
bird”. verti + ablative of exchange, like exuit hac
in line 105.†
157 verti: passive infinitive, complementary on
dignatur (“deigns, considers it fitting”) in the
next line.
158 nisi quae: “except (into a bird) which…”

(omitted antecedent to quae would be another
alite); verb of the nisi clause is also implied (nisi
vertatur alite quae…).
158 posset: subjunctive in relative clause of
characteristic, “except for one that is the sort
that can carry…” (as opposed to “that particular
one that I know actually can carry”).†
158 ferre: complementary on posset, “be able to
carry”
159 nec mora: a common idiom with “erat/fuit”
omitted (brachylogy): “there was no delay” (as
if the there is no time for the verb). As often,
this is followed by a clause without a conjunc-
tion (asyndeton), making it more or less equiv-
alent to an adverb (“without delay”).
159 percusso mendacibus aere pennis: ablative
absolute; mendacibus pennis is ablative of in-
strument with percusso, which is the ablative
participle of the absolute construction, referring
to aere. For scansion, note that aëre is three
syllables (a dactyl). The feathers are mendaces,
“deceptive”, because they are part of Jupiter’s
disguise.
160 Iliadēn: should be “the son of Ilus” (a
patronymic, Greek accusative singular form).
Ovid’s versions of the ancestry of mythologi-
cal heroes are teasingly fluid, and this may just
mean “the boy from Ilium”.†
160 nunc quoque: “standard formula of conti-
nuity” (Anderson). Translate something like “to
this day”. The formula is very common, es-
pecially with the relative pronoun (e.g. 2.706,
9.664), but not always restricted to this quasi-
aetiological sense (e.g. 13.285). Compare nunc
in line 71 and in hoc aevi in 218.

154 attonō, attonāre, attonuī, attonitum: to
thunder at, stun, terrify
154 mereō, merēre, meruī, meritum: to deserve,
be worthy of
154 libīdo, -inis, f.: pleasure, desire
154 poena, -ae, f.: punishment, penalty, price
156 ardeō, ardēre, arsī, arsum: to be on fire,
burn, blaze
156 inveniō, invenīre, invēnī, inventum: to
come upon, discover, invent
157 mālo, mālle, māluī: to choose, prefer
157 āles, ālitis: winged, flying; bird
158 dignor, dignāri, dignātus sum: to deem

worthy, deign
159 mora, morae f.: a delay, procrastination
159 percutiō, percutīre, percussī, percussum: to
strike through, pierce
159 mendāx: lying, deceitful
159 āer, āeris, m.: the air, atmosphere, sky
159 penna, -ae, f.: a feather, plume
160 abripiō, abripere, abripuī, abreptum:
snatch away, tear from
160 pōculum, -ī, n.: a drinking-vessel, cup,
goblet
160 misceō, miscēre, miscuī, mīxtum: to mix,
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invītāque Iovī nectar Iūnōne ministrat.

Orpheus’ Song: Hyacinthus
Tē quoque, Amȳclīdē, posuisset in aethere Phoebus,
trīstia sī spatium pōnendī fāta dedissent.
quā licet, aeternus tamen ēs, quotiēnsque repellit

165 vēr hiemem, Piscīque Ariēs succēdit aquōsō,
tū totiēns oreris viridīque in caespite flōrēs.
tē meus ante omnēs genitor dīlēxit, et orbe
161 invitā… Iunone: ablative absolute, despite
the lack of a participle (the adjective stands in);
“with Juno not approving”. If we recognize
the adjective as doing the work of a partici-
ple, we can then also read it with circumstan-
tial sense (“though Juno was…”, “because Juno
was…”, “while Juno was…” etc.).
161 Iovi: dative, indirect object of ministrat (di-
rect object is pocula).
162 Te quoque: apostrophe (addressing a character).†
162 quoque: the logic is that Zeus immortalized
Ganymede, and Apollo would have done the
same for Hyacinthus.
162 Amȳclīdē: Greek vocative form (note long
final e), = Hyacinthus, “son of Amyclas”.†
162 posuisset: past counterfactual condition: “would
have placed… if the fates had given (dedissent,
next line)”.
163 tristia: describes the fates, so it is part of
the if-clause (protasis), despite word order. The
personified Fates are “sad” because the fates that
they assign (all ending in death) are grim. The
adjective has found its way outside its clause:
translate with si first (si spatium ponendi tristia
fata dedissent).
163 spatium ponendi: “space for placing”, i.e.
“time to deify him it before his untimely death”.†
164 qua: “To the extent that, insofar as”. The
idiom probably derives from qua via, “by what
way” (see L&S).
164 licet: impersonal (“it is allowed”)
164 quotiens: “as many times as, whenever”;
correlative with totiens in line 166 (as many

times… so many times). As often with correla-
tive constructions, translating both relative and
demonstrative into English can be overtransla-
tion: so “you arise (oreris) whenever (=totiens
quotiens) spring pushes winter away etc.” By
correlative construction, we mean the combina-
tion of relative pronoun/adverb and demonstra-
tive pronoun/adverb. See also on line 107 (illo
qui).
164 repellit: “pushes back”; subject is ver (spring)
at the start of the next line, object is hiemem.
165 Piscique Aries succedit: Pisci is dative singu-
lar; “the ram succeeds the watery fish”. The ba-
sic meaning of succedo is to enter, draw near or
approach something, but this use, with dative
and without preposition, is “to follow on after”
(see L&S II.b).
165 aquoso: the epithet might seem banal for a
fish, but it plays a similar role to litorei in 127,
ironically describing the one fish (the constella-
tion) that doesn’t live in the water.†
166 totiens: see above on line 164
166 oreris: “you arise, you are born”; as “arise”,
perhaps more appropriate for a constellation
than a plant, but it turns out we are talking
about the latter (the Hyacinth in its seasonal
regrowth).†
166 flores: “you bloom”; from the verb floreo,
not the noun flos.
167 meus genitor: Orpheus claims Apollo as his
father.
167 te ante omnes dilexit: “loved you more than
all others”; cf. ante alios gratus in 120-1.

mingle, blend
161 invītus, -a, -um: unwilling
161 nectar, -aris, n.: nectar, drink of the gods
161 ministrō, ministrāre, ministrāvī,
ministrātum: to attend, wait upon, serve
163 spatium, -ī, n.: a space, room, extent
164 aeternus, -a, -um: lasting, enduring,
permanent
164 quotiens: as often as, how many times
165 hiems, hiemis, f.: the winter, rainy season
165 ariēs, ariētis m.: a ram
165 succēdō, succēdere, succēssī, succēssum:

come under, enter, follow after
165 aquōsus, -a, -um: abounding in water,
rainy, watery
166 totiens: so often, so many times, as often
166 orior, orīrī, ortus sum: to arise, rise, stir, get
up
166 caespes, caespitis m.: a turf, cut sod, grass
166 flōreō, flōrēre, flōruī, —: to bloom, blossom,
flower
167 genitor, -ōris, m.: a begetter, father, creator

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dsuccedo
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in mediō positī caruērunt praeside Delphī,
dum deus Eurōtān immūnītamque frequentat

170 Spartēn, nec citharae nec sunt in honōre sagittae:
immemor ipse suī nōn rētia ferre recūsat,
nōn tenuisse canēs, nōn per iuga montis inīquī
īre comes, longāque alit adsuētūdine flammās.
168 positi… Delphi: nominative plural, subject
of caruerunt; towns, especially Greek ones, of-
ten have plural names.
168 orbe in medio: = in medio orbe; take this ad-
verbial phrase with positi, “located in the middle
of the world”; and see on medius dies in line 126.
168 praeside caruerunt: the idiom is not usually
complete without a noun or pronoun, to which
praeside (nominative praesĕs) is a predicate. So
perhaps: (eo) preaeside caruerunt = “lacked him
as protector” and so “lacked his protection”. The
object is ablative because carere naturally ex-
presses separation.
169 Eurotan: Greek accusative singular form;
“the river Eurotas” (the one that flows through
Sparta).
169 immunitam: agrees with Greek accusative
form Sparten in the next line. Sparta was famous
for its inattention to city architecture: its army
was its defense.
169 dum… frequentat: historical present. In-
dicative (as here) is normal in dum clauses
meaning “as long as, while” (see A&G 552-6)
170 Sparten: “A rare spondaic initial word”
(Anderson). What hemeans is not that spondees
rarely begin the line (though that’s somewhat
true), but that two-syllable words with both syl-
lables long (hence “spondaic” words) are rare in
that position.†
170 sunt in honore: “are accorded any favor”
(i.e. by Apollo; as Anderson suggests, we can
understand an implied sibi as a reflexive dative
of reference/advantage).†
171 immemor… sui: “forgetful of himself”, i.e.
forgetting his normal, delicate ways. Verbs of
remembering (and so their derived noun and ad-

jective forms) take genitive objects. sui here
is the genitive singular of the reflexive pro-
noun (accusative se), not to be confused with the
possessive adjective suus. Somewhat ominous,
since as a rule it is a bad thing to be immemor
(e.g. Hippomenes in 682).
171 retia… canes: “Ovid suggests that Apollo
would normally be too dainty to touch nets or
to restrain dogs” (Anderson).
171 ferre: complementary on non… recusat
(“doesn’t refuse to carry”).†
172 tenuisse: like ferre above and ire below,
complementary on non recusat (“does not refuse”).
In his love-stricken state Apollo stops avoid-
ing 3 activities: carrying (ferre) nets, holding
(tenuisse) dogs, and going (ire) along on moun-
tain hikes.†
172 montis iniqui: “a steep mountain”, or pos-
sibly “a rough mountain”; possessive genitive
with iuga.
173 ire comes: comes is nominative singular,
predicate to the subject Apollo: “go as a com-
panion” (and cf. eques in line 124). No need to
look for an accusative as the implied subject of
these three infinitives (ferre, tenuisse, ire), since
their subject is the same as the subject of the
main verb that they are dependent on (as is to
be expected with complementary infinitives).
173 adsuētudine: ablative of instrument; “by
means of long familiarity…” Scan as 5 syllables
(spondee plus dactyl), with suē forming a single
long syllable, the u treated as consonantal.
173 flammas: the flames of his infatuation, di-
rect object of alit (“feeds the flames”).

168 careō, carēre, caruī, -: to be without, be
free from, lack
168 praesĕs, praesidis, m.: protector, guardian
169 immūnītus, -a, -um: unfortified,
undefended
169 frequentō, frequentāre, frequentāvī,
frequentātum: to visit frequently, frequent
170 honōs, honōris m.: honor, favor
170 sagitta, -ae, f.: an arrow
171 immemor, -ōris: unmindful, not thinking,
forgetful
171 rēte, -is, n.: a net
171 recūsō, recūsāre, recūsāvī, recūsātum:

reject, refuse, be reluctant to
172 iugum, -ī, n.: ridge, crest
172 mons, montis, m.: a mountain, mount,
range of mountains
172 inīquus, -a, -um: uneven, slanting, steep
173 comĕs, comitis: companion
173 alō, alere, aluī, altum or alitum: to feed,
nourish, support
173 assuetūdo, -inis, f.: a being accustomed to,
familiarity
173 flamma, -ae, f.: blaze, flame

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D16%3Asmythp%3D552#chapter552
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iamque ferē medius Tītān venientis et actae
175 noctis erat spatiōque parī distābat utrimque.

corpora veste levant et sūcō pinguis olīvī
splendēscunt lātīque ineunt certāmina discī,
quem prius āeriās lībrātum Phoebus in aurās

174 iamque: frequently used to transition to
the next stage of an episode; here from the gen-
eral background (Apollo’s infatuation) to the
main event (the disastrous athletics). Especially
common with expressions of time: cf. 295.
Translate according to context: here, perhaps,
“One day when…”
174 fere: adverb, “almost”.
174 medius: translate with erat, “was in the
middle”. Read the 2 following genitives with
this: “half way between the actae noctis and the
venientis noctis”.†
174 venientis et actae: both genitives agreewith
noctis in the next line, but describe two separate
nights (the next and the previous, “coming and
done”). Slight zeugma given the different senses
of the two verbs.
175 spatio pari: “by an equal amount”; ablative
of degree of difference with the comparison im-
plied by distabat (compare “differ from”with “be
separate from” to see the connection). See A&G
414.
175 distabat utrimque: “stood apart from them
on both sides” (Titan, the sun, is still the subject).
The implied indirect object of distabat (what the
sun “stood off” from) is the two nights, coming
and gone, mentioned above.
176 corpora veste levant: “they lighten their
bodies of their clothes” -> “they free their bod-
ies from their clothes” corpora, not veste, is
the direct object of levant; veste is ablative of

separation.
176 suco: ablative of cause with splendescunt in
the next line.
176 pinguis: genitive agreeing with olivi, “they
shine with the oil of the rich olive”.
177 splendescunt: the inchoative -scere suffix
on verbs (this is an extended form of splendeo)
connotes “becoming” or “starting”. They “start
to gleam…” (cf. 283, mollescit).
177 lati: read with disci. Salis discusses an at-
tractive variant, “laetique”, but the ancient dis-
cus was often over a foot in diameter. See, too,
note on libratum misit below for an Homeric
echo here.
177 certamina disci: disci is best described as
objective genitive (with verbal idea implied by
certamen), though it is not a direct object rela-
tion. We can “compete with the discus”, so we
can have “competitions of the discus”.
178 quem: antecedent is the discus.
178 prius: adverb, not adjective (that would be
prior): “Apollo threw first”.†
178 āĕrĭās: with aurās at the end of the line.
178 libratum misit: libratum describes the dis-
cus, represented here by quem. “He threw it af-
ter it was swung”, but the passive participle is
un-English here, so “he swung it and threw it”.†
178 in auras: read with misit at the start of the
next line (not with libratum); in + accusative =
“into”.

174 ferē: closely, almost; entirely
175 nox, noctis, f.: night
175 par, paris: equal
175 distō, distāre, —, —: to stand apart, be
separate, be distant
175 utrimque: on both sides, from each side
176 vestis, -is, f.: clothes, clothing
176 levō, levāre, levāvī, levātum: to lift up,
raise, elevate, relieve
176 sūcus, sūci m.: a juice, sap, oil
176 pinguis, -e: fat, rich
176 olīvum, olīvi, n.: Olive, olive Oil

177 splendescō, splendescere, —, —: shine,
gleam
177 lātus, -a, -um: broad, wide
177 ineō, inīre, inīvī and iniī, initum: to go into,
enter
177 certāmen, -inis, n.: a contest, struggle,
dispute
177 discus, -ī, m.: discus
178 āĕrius, -a, -um: in the air
178 lībrō, lībrāre, lībrāvī, lībrātum: balance,
poise; swing; throw

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D414#chapter414
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mīsit et oppositās disiēcit pondere nūbēs;
180 reccidit in solidam longō post tempore terram

pondus et exhibuit iūnctam cum vīribus artem.
prōtinus inprūdēns āctusque cupīdine lūsūs
tollere Taenaridēs orbem properābat, at illum
dūra repercussō subiēcit pondere tellus

185 in vultūs, Hyacinthe, tuōs. expalluit aequē

179 oppositas: seems like an odd description of
the nubes (as if the cloudswere trying to stop the
discus); but this is fairly conventional for “ob-
scuring clouds”. Translate something like “the
clouds that were in its path”.†
179 disiecit: “split, scattered”. In 1.328, Jupiter
nubila disiecit.
180 reccidit: subject is pondus in the next line.
180 in solidam terram: note accusative, “fell
onto the hard ground”
180 longo post tempore: = post tempore longo
(i.e. the throw is a long one, and the discus stays
in the air for a long time).
181 exhibuit… artem: the subject of exhibuit is
still the pondus, but the ars is Apollo’s.
181 iunctam cum viribus artem: “skill joined
with strength” (cum is the preposition).
182 We read two nominative participles in
this line, but we must wait for the subject noun
(Taenarides) they describe, and the main verb
(properabat), in the next line.
182 inprudens: cf. Cyparissus in 130.
182 actus cupidine lusūs: lusūs is genitive sin-
gular, 4th declension; objective genitive with
the verbal sense implied by cupidine, “driven
by desire for the sport”. If one can have de-
sire for/of a game, one can desire a game, so the
game stands in an object relation to the desire.
182 cupidine: ablative of instrument with the
passive participle actus.
183 Taenarides: = Hyacinthus.†

183 orbem: “circle”, i.e. the discus. Direct ob-
ject of tollere (“pick up”).
183 illum: the orbem. Direct object of subiecit
in the next line. This is a favorite enjambment
for Ovid: we find at ille/at illa etc. at line end 25
times in the poem (26 if we count at illic, 15.270).
In this book, cf. 364 and 457.
184 dura: describes tellus at the end of the line
(subject of subiecit).
184 subiecit: heremustmeans “shot up” (caused
to bounce up); a frequent sense of the verb with
javelins and the like in military contexts, though
usually with human subjects.
184 repercusso pondere: ablative absolute (don’t
try to read as instrument with subiecit); “as the
weighty thing was bounced back”. The line
in full: “the hard earth (dura tellus) shot it
up (illum subiecit) as its weight was bounced
back(repercusso pondere).”†
185 in vultus tuos: adverbial phrasewith subiecit,
“shot up into your face”. vultus is accusative plu-
ral (a common plural for singular). For the apos-
trophe (tuos) alternating with 3rd person, cf. te
refovet in 187.
185 expalluit: subject is deus in the next line.
185 aeque: the comparative sense of this ad-
verb governs the use of quam at the start of the
next line: aeque quam = “just as much as” (more
literally, “equally as”).†

179 mittō, mittere, mīsī, missum: to cause to
go, let go, send
179 oppositus, -a, -um: standing against,
opposed, opposite
179 disiciō, disicere, disiēcī, disiectum: to throw
asunder, scatter
179 pondus, -eris, n.: a weight
179 nūbes, -is, f.: a cloud, mist, vapor
180 solidus, -a, -um: undivided, whole,
complete
181 exhibeō, exhibēre, exhibuī, exhibitum: to
hold forth, deliver, produce
181 vīs, vīris f.: strength, force, vigor, power,
energy, virtue

181 ars, artis, f.: practical skill, art
182 cupīdo, cupīdinis, f.: a desire, wish, longing
182 lūsus, -ūs, m.: a game, play, sport
183 tollō, tollere, sustulī, sublātum: to lift, take
up, raise
184 dūrus, -a, -um: hard (to the touch)
184 repercutiō, repercutere, —, repercussum: to
strike back, drive back
184 subiciō, subicere, subiēcī, subiectum: to
throw under, cast below, cast up
185 expallescō, expallere, expalluī, expallitum:
to grow pale, turn pale (only perf.
185 aequē: equally, in like manner, just as
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quam puer ipse deus conlāpsōsque excipit artūs,
et modo tē refovet, modo trīstia vulnera siccat,
nunc animam admōtīs fugientem sustinet herbīs.
nīl prōsunt artēs: erat immedicābile vulnus.

190 ut, sī quis violās riguōve papāvera in hortō

186 quam puer ipse: “as the boy himself”. In
comparisons with quam, the same case is used
on both sides of the quam (here deus and puer).
We can extrapolate: deus expalluit aeque quam
puer ipse expalluit.
186 excipit: “gathered up, lifted up”. After line
177 the narrative has used past tenses, but now
switches back to the historical present for sev-
eral vivid lines.
187 modŏ… modŏ: “now… now” If you’re lis-
tening to the rhythm, you can tell this adverb
from the dative/ablative of modus by the short
final “o”.
187 vulnera: A poetic plural (compare the ap-
position of vulnus and crimina in 197).†
188 nunc: extends the idea of modo… modo in
the previous line. Perhaps translate “First he
(tries to) revive you, then he dries the wounds,
then he (tries to) sustain your spirit…”†
188 admotis… herbis: ablative of instrument
or means. Literally “by means of administered
herbs”, but the sense is better captured with ac-
tive, “by administering herbs”.
189 nil: adverbial, “not at all”.
189 artes: ironic contrast with Apollo’s athletic
ars in 181.
189 erat immedicabile: the past tense, sur-
rounded by historical presents, contributes a
sense of inevitability (it is too late…). This mood
is supported by the ominous lack of conjunc-
tions in the line.

190 ut, si quis..: this may seem an awkward ex-
pression to the student, but it conventionally
signals the arrival of a simile. “Just as, when
someone…, so…”We get the direct objects in this
line (violas… papavera plus lilia in the next line)
but have to wait for their governing verb in the
next line. The structure of the simile, lines 190-
195, is this: “just as (ut), when someone bruises
flowers, they (illa) bow their heads, and can’t
hold themselves up, and look at the ground;
just so (sic) his dying head lies, and his neck
is too heavy and rests on his shoulder.” Note
the 3 finite verbs on both sides of the compar-
ison, and see Anderson for good comments on
the simile and its Homeric model (Iliad 8.306ff).
Ovid’s version is also an imitation of Vergil’s ef-
fort atAeneid 9.433-7. A compressed translation
of the simile may also help make the structure
clear: “Just as, if somebody bruises flowers, they
droop their heads, just so Hyacinthus’ head lies”.
We have a future less vivid condition enclosed
within the first part of a clause of comparison
(just as… just so).†
190 violas: “violets”, first object of infringat be-
low (not the verb violare).
190 riguove: note the suffix -ve, “or…”; abla-
tive adjective, “well watered, irrigated” (with
horto).†
190 papavera: 3rd declension neuter plural ac-
cusative, “poppies” (2nd object of infringat).

186 collābor, collābi, collāpsus sum: to fall
together, collapse
186 excipiō, excipere, excēpī, exceptum: To take
out, withdraw, gather up
186 artūs, uum, m.: (plur) joints, limbs
187 refoveō, refovēre, refōvī, —: to warm again,
restore, revive
187 siccō, siccāre, siccāvī, siccātum: to make
dry, dry, dry up
188 admoveō, admovēre, admōvī, admōtum: to
move to, move towards, apply

188 fugiō, fugere, fūgī, —: to flee, fly, take flight
189 prōsum, prōdesse, prōfuī: to be useful, be of
use
189 immedicābilis, -e: incurable
190 sīquis: if anyone, someone
190 viola, -ae, f.: the violet
190 riguus, -a, -um: irrigated, watered
190 papāver, -eris, n.: a poppy
190 hortus, -ī, m.: a garden
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līliaque īnfringat fulvīs horrentia linguīs,
marcida dēmittant subitō caput illa gravātum
nec sē sustineant spectentque cacūmine terram:
sīc vultus moriēns iacet et dēfecta vigōre

195 ipsa sibi est onerī cervīx umerōque recumbit.

191 liliaque: “lilies” (neuter plural accusative),
3rd object of infringat. Note variation between
“or” and “and” (riguove… liliaque).
191 infringat: “breaks off, bruises”; given what
follows, the latter makes better sense here. In
the Homeric model the flower is simply weighed
down with rain; in Vergil, one flower is cut
by the passing plow, another weighed down by
rain.
191 fulvis linguis: ablative of specification, with
horrentia, which is an adjective describing the
lilia: “lilies bristling with their yellow tongues”.
Anderson explains: “The yellow pistils which
are so prominent inside the white cup of the
lily”.†
192 marcida… illa: the pronoun, though slightly
delayed, marks change of subject in the mid-
dle of the comparison; the lilies (or all the flow-
ers, with the pronoun’s gender determined by
the last in the list) are now nominative plural,
subject (of demittant, sustineant and spectent) in
the main clause (apodosis) of the conditional.
Paraphrasing slightly, “as they [if someone has
bruised them] hang their heads (caput demit-
tant), just so did Hyacinthus’ head lie (vultus
iacet)”. marcida is a predicate adjective: “droop-
ing, they hang their heads.”
192 caput gravatum: “their heavy heads”. Note
singular object, but plural subject and verb (as
with cacumine below). We do this in English
too: “they hang their head”, that is, each of them
hangs its head.†
193 se: accusative plural, reflexive object of
sustineant, “hold themselves up”.

193 cacumine: compare line 140 for this abla-
tive of instrument in similar circumstance (ex-
cept that the cypress looks at the starry sky with
its upright top). “They look at the ground with
their top”.
194 sic: formally marks the second part of the
simile, the element in our narrative for which
the comparison has been offered.
194 vultus: nominative singular, here meaning
“his head”, subject of iacet, and awkwardly de-
scribed as “dying”, when presumably his whole
body is dying. The head is mentioned to point
up the comparisonwith the flowers’ heads in the
simile.†
194 moriens: choose between attributive sense
(“his dying head”, less likely) and circumstantial
(“his head, as it died,…”; cf. Eurydice in line 60).
194 defecta: agrees with the new subject, cervix
in the next line.
194 vigore: ablative of separation, not speci-
fication; see L&S IIb and compare Metamor-
phoses 5.96, sanguine defecti artus, “limbs lack-
ing blood”.
195 ipsa: with cervix.
195 sibi est oneri cervix: often referred to as a
double dative, but the second (oneri) should be
described simply as a predicate dative (of which
the dative of purpose is one instance, probably
the original one, but not appropriate to the sense
here). By predicate we mean that it stands in
that relation to the subject of the verb, so “his
neck (cervix) is a burden (oneri)”. Ovid could just
as well have said cervix est onus.†

191 līlium, -ī, n.: a lily
191 infringō, infringere, infrēgī, infrāctum: to
break off, break, bruise
191 fulvus, -a, -um: deep yellow, reddish
yellow, tawny
191 horreō, horrēre, horruī, —: to stand on end,
bristle, be rough
191 lingua, -ae, f.: the tongue
192 marcidus, -a, -um: withered, wilted
192 subitō: suddenly, immediately
192 gravātus, -a, -um: weighed down, heavy

194 jaceō, jacēre, jacuī, jacitum: to be thrown
or cast; lie
194 vigor, -ōris, m.: liveliness, activity, force,
vigor
195 onus, oneris, n.: a load, burden
195 cervix, -īcis, f.: a head-joint, neck
195 umerus, -ī, m.: the upper arm, shoulder
195 recumbō, recumbere, recubuī, —: to lie
down, recline

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Ddeficio
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“lāberis, Oebalidē, prīmā fraudāte iuventā,”
Phoebus ait “videōque tuum, mea crīmina, vulnus.
tū dolor es facinusque meum: mea dextera lētō
īnscrībenda tuō est: ego sum tibi fūneris auctor.

200 quae mea culpa tamen, nisi sī lūsisse vocārī
culpa potest, nisi culpa potest et amāsse vocārī?
atque utinam prō tē vītam tēcumve licēret
196 Direct speech by Apollo now, but not in-
troduced as such until the next line (Phoebus ait).
196 laberis: from labor (a deponent verb). “You
slip away”, that is, “die”, seems like stating the
obvious, but recalls a trope of Greek funerary
inscriptions and elegies which imagine them-
selves as addressing the dying loved one.†
196 Oebalide: vocative (note long e in Greek
3rd declension vocative, not Latin 2nd declen-
sion). Another obscure patronymic (Oebalus
was a Spartan king, hence a potential ancestor
for Hyacinthus).
196 fraudatĕ: vocative masculine singular of
fraudatus, “cheated”. Vocative agreeing with
Oebalidē. Note short ĕ in 2nd declension (Latin!)
vocative form.
196 prima iuventa: ablative of separation with
the clear separative sense of the participle frau-
date, “cheated of…”. “First youth” = “youth
which is the first part of adult life” (not the first
of many youths, nor the first part of youth). Cf.
citra iuventam in 84.
197 videoque: Apollo’s direct speech continues
197 tuum, mea crimina, vulnus: = tuum vulnus,
mea crimina. vulnus and crimina are in apposi-
tion, despite different number.†
197 crimina: either “my fault” or (as the next
line suggests) “something that can be charged
to me”.
198 mea dextera leto inscribenda tuo est: leto
is dative, not ablative. Literally, “my right
hand is to be written upon your death,” that
is, “your death must be ascribed to my right
hand.” Though that sense is idiomatic, this also
refers ahead to the literal inscription of Apollo’s
exclamation of grief (“AIAI”) on the petals of
the hyacinth at 215: ipse suōs gemitūs foliīs īn-
scrībit. For the idiom, compare 15.127-8: ip-
sos inscripsere deos sceleri (“they wrote the gods
themselves upon the (dative) crime” = “they
blamed the gods for the crime”. ThoughApollo’s

dextera is literally responsible as the hand that
threw the discus, it can also be understood as
his “agency, actions” (your death is my fault);
cf. 14.108-9, vir factis maxime, cuius dextera per
ferrum, pietas spectata per ignes.†
198 tibi: dative of disadvantage(!)
199 funeris: objective genitive with auctor.
200 quae mea culpa?: supply the verb (est).
Note that quae is interrogative, not relative
(hence the question mark in our text).
200 nisi: Apollo imagines that he has answered
his question with “nulla culpa”, then specifies an
exception. “(I have no guilt), unless…”. nisi si =
“unless perhaps” (logically equivalent to nisi in
the next clause: see Bennet 306.5). Ovid surely
used this form for the assonance with lusisse.
200 lusisse: read this infinitive (and amasse be-
low) as a noun; it is the subject of vocari potest,
and its predicate is culpa; “unless to-have-played
can be called guilt.”
201 nisi: asyndeton (new clause, no conjunction).
201 et: adverbial, “even, also”.
201 amāsse: = amāvisse, perfect active infinitive.
202 A rewrite for clarity: utinam liceret aut
pro te vitam reddere aut tecum vitam reddere.
202 vitam: direct object of reddere in the next
line: “to give back one’s life”, i.e. “die” (a com-
mon idiom, but with obvious echoes of Eury-
dice’s fate here). Apollo imagines two ways he
wishes he could do this, in preference to simply
letting Hyacinthus go: either pro te (“die instead
of you”) or tecum (“die with you”). reddere is
complementary infinitive with liceret.
202 utinam liceret: “if only it were allowed”, op-
tative subjunctive (a.k.a. independent subjunc-
tive of wish). Remember that an independent
subjunctive is one in a main clause, not a sub-
ordinate clause. Imperfect expresses present
counterfactual sense (“but it isn’t”).

196 lābor, lābī, lapsus sum: to glide, slide, slip
away
196 fraudō, fraudāre, fraudāvī, fraudātum: to
cheat, defraud, rob
198 facinus, -ōris, n.: a crime; deed, act
198 dextera, -ae, f.: the right hand
199 inscrībō, inscrībere, inscrīpsī, inscrīptum:

write upon, inscribe; attribute to
199 fūnus, -eris, n.: funeral rites, burial
200 culpa, -ae, f.: a fault, blame, guilt
200 lūdō, lūdere, lūsī, lūsum: to play, play at a
game

http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/bennett.html#sect306
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reddere! quod quoniam fātālī lēge tenēmur,
semper eris mēcum memorīque haerēbis in ōre.

205 tē lyra pulsa manū, tē carmina nostra sonābunt,
flōsque novus scrīptō gemitūs imitābere nostrōs.
tempus et illud erit, quō sē fortissimus hērōs
addat in hunc flōrem foliōque legātur eōdem.”

203 quod quoniam: translate here as “but since”;
sed is found in many MSS for quod, either as the
reading or as an annotation. As with quod si in
lines 38 and 633, the basic sense of this adverbial
quod is “with reference to what I just said” or
“given that”, though here si is replaced by quo-
niam, and here there is an obvious adversative
sense.
203 fatali lege: = “the law of fate” (periphrasis
with adjective for genitive noun). Ablative of in-
strument with tenemur. Apollo means that he’s
a god, so he’s not allowed to die.
203 tenemur: “we are bound”; possibly plural
for singular, but more likely speaking for all the
immortals (somewhat as Cicero speaks for the
senate at Pro Cluentio 151.2).†
204 mecum: = cum me (like tecum in 202)
204 memori: ablative adjective, agrees with ore
(“mouth”), and so implies not only “remember-
ing” but “telling the tale” (meminisse but also
memorare, as line 209 implies: vero memorantur
Apollinis ore).†
205 lyra pulsa manu: “the lyre struck by the
hand”, subject of sonabunt (with carmina nos-
tra). Apollo’s foray into sports for Hyacinthus’
sake proves the latter’s undoing, but his original
pursuits offer hope of immortality.
205 sonabunt: “will sound out”, i.e. “tell about”.
Direct object is te (accusative; repeated in each
of the two clauses here, though the verb is
only used in the second), subjects are lyra and
carmina. Repetition is a common way of mark-
ing a new clause when not using conjunctions
(asyndeton).
206 flos novus… imitabere: “as a new flower,
you will imitate…” flos is predicate (not apposi-
tion) to the second person subject of imitabere

(= imitaberis); deponent verb, despite existence
of a non-deponent, pre-classical form imito.
206 gemitus nostros: “my groans”, direct object
of imitabere.
206 scripto: substantive participle, ablative of
instrument: “by a mark”
207 tempus et illud erit, quo…: “and there will
be a time when…” illud and quo are correlative,
and (as often) the demonstrative (illud) should
not be translated. In English idiom it is, in fact,
represented by the indefinite article (“a time”;
see below on subjunctive addat). quo (ablative)
is literally “in which”. Read et as a delayed con-
junction, not the adverb.
207 se: reflexive direct object of addat in the
next line.
207 fortissimus heros: Ajax (=Aias), fromwhose
blood a Hyacinth grows, bearing his name (Aiai:
intended as a Greek vocative form); see book
13.394ff.†
208 addat… legatur: subjunctives in indefinite
relative clause, despite lack of explicitly indef-
inite pronoun; note too that the same rule ap-
plies whether we think of the quo clause as rel-
ative or temporal. We (Apollo included, appar-
ently) don’t know when this time will be, hence
indefinite.
208 se… addat in hunc florem: “will add him-
self to this flower”. Despite present subjunctive
in Latin, we translate this and legatur with En-
glish future tense, according to the implied rel-
ative time.†
208 legatur: the subject is still the hero (Ajax).
Literally, “…will be read in the same leaf/petal”
(because the markings spell the vocative of his
name).†

203 reddō, reddere, reddidī, redditum: To give
back, return, restore
203 quoniam: since now, since then, because,
whereas
203 fātālis, -e: of fate, ordained by destiny,
fatal
204 memor, -oris: remembering, unforgetful
204 haereō, haerēre, haesī, haesūrum: to hang,
stick, hold fast

206 scrīptum, -ī, n.: a mark, something written
206 gemitus, -ūs, m.: a sigh, groan, lamentation
207 fortis, -e: strong, powerful, mighty
208 addō, addere, addidī, additum: to place
upon, lay on, attach
208 folium, -ī, n.: a leaf
208 legō, legere, lēgī, lēctum: gather, bring
together; read
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tālia dum vērō memorantur Apollinis ōre,
210 ecce! cruor, quī fūsus humō signāverat herbās,

dēsinit esse cruor, Tyriōque nitentior ostrō
flōs oritur fōrmamque capit, quam līlia, sī nōn
purpureus color hīs, argenteus esset in illīs.
nōn satis hōc Phoebō est: (is enim fuit auctor honōris)
209 vero: ablative form of the adjective verus,
attached to ore at the end of the line; not the
adverb vero (“really”).†
209 talia: “such things”, but here, better, “these
things”. Subject of memorantur.
209 ore: ablative of instrument with passive
memorantur.
210 ecce! cruor…: “Look! the gore…” ecce is an
exclamation, not a finite verb, so don’t look for a
subject or object for it; cruor is nominative, sub-
ject of desinit in the next line.
210 humo: ablative of locationwith fusus, with-
out preposition.†
210 signaverat: the subject is the relative pro-
noun, qui (antecedent is cruor). Pluperfect tense
at the start of a transformation, followed by his-
torical presents.†
211 desinit esse cruor: “stops being gore”. esse is
complementary infinitive on desinit.
211 nitentior: “brighter”;describes a new sub-
ject, flos in the next line.
211 tyrio ostro: ablative of comparison with ni-
tentior. All poetic allusions aside, “Tyrian pur-
ple” is a commonplace for luxury (cf. the deer’s
purple halter in line 125). Phoenicia exported
the highest quality and most expensive pur-
ple dyes (and purple cloths), extracted from the
murex shellfish, and had been known for this for
over a millenium by Ovid’s day.
212 flos oritur: an echo of oreris at the start of
the story (166); the flower’s initial “arising” pre-
figures its eternal spring regrowth.
212 quam lilia: understand “haberent”, of which
lilia is the subject; “takes the (same) form that
lilies would have”. Antecendent of quam is for-
mam.
212 si non… esset: = nisi esset, “if it weren’t
for the fact that lilies are silvery, hyacinths pur-
ple” (lightly paraphrased). Since this is imper-
fect subjunctive, we have a present counterfac-

tual, which is why we supplied haberent as the
missing verb.
213 color… esset in illis: for color est in + abla-
tive noun, cf. 4.165, 6.304.†
213 A minor rewrite: si non purpureus color
(in) his esset, sed argenteus color in illis esset. I’ve
bracketed the first “in”, because we naturally
read his as possessive dative (argenteus color his
est = “these have a silvery color”), but in the
parallel construction at the end of the line we
find in illis, ablative of location with preposition
in. There’s no way to be sure if Ovid wanted us
to read both clauses as following the same con-
struction. For possessive dative (normally used
with a form of esse), see A&G 373. For the “ap-
proximative simile” here, see note on line 517,
and compare Syrinx dressed like Diana at 1.696-
7, falleret et posset credi Latonia, si non/ corneus
huic arcus, si non foret aureus illi.
213 his… illis: a common use of the demon-
stratives to mean “the latter… the former”, al-
though technically illis (plural) refers back to
flos (singular) in line 212. Ovid immediately
thinks about all Hyacinth flowers, not just the
original one. Compare huic and illis in a similar
hypothetical comparison, the painted cupids of
518.
214 non satis Phoebo: Phoebo is dative of ref-
erence, specifically dativus iudicantis (dative of
the person judging; A&G 378). Think, “as far as
Phoebus was concerned, it was not enough”
214 is enim fuit auctor honoris: the motivation
for the parenthesis is not immediately clear. It
seems to give the reason (enim) for Apollo’s dis-
satisfaction, but (as is quite commonwith paren-
thetical enim clauses, like γάρ clauses in Greek)
it actually applies to what comes after (hence
ipse).†

209 memorō, memorāre, memorāvī,
memorātum: mention, recount, relate
210 ecce: see! there! look!
210 cruor, -ōris, m.: blood, gore, a stream of
blood
210 fundō, fundere, fūsī, fūsum: to pour, pour
out, shed
210 humus, -ī, f.: the earth, ground, soil
210 signō, signāre, signāvī, signātum: to set a

mark upon, mark
211 dēsinō, desinere, desiī, desitum: to leave off,
cease
211 nitenter: brightly
211 ostrum, -ī, n.: purple dye
212 forma, -ae, f.: a form, figure, shape,
appearance

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D373#chapter373
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D378#chapter378
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215 ipse suōs gemitūs foliīs īnscrībit, et AI AI
flōs habet īnscrīptum, fūnestaque littera ducta est.
nec genuisse pudet Spartēn Hyacinthon: honorque
dūrat in hōc aevī, celebrandaque mōre priōrum
annua praelātā redeunt Hyacinthia pompā.

215 ipse: note asyndeton (lack of conjunction).
It would be very hard to treat this as a new sen-
tence, since one could not put a period either
before or after the enim clause in 214.
215 foliis: dative indirect object with inscribit.
See on line 198: what one writes upon is dative,
what one writes (the words, or here suos gemi-
tus) is accusative.
215 AIAI: pronounced as the final spondee
(two long syllables, “ay ay”), according to Greek
dipthong rules, not Latin. Treat this word as an
indeclinable, neuter noun (a verbum, playing the
role of an accusative here): it is the direct object
of habet, and described by inscriptum, in the next
line.
216 flos: note rapid changes of subject; ipse
(Apollo) above, now flos, then later in this line
littera. Each clause describes the same action
(writing the word) from a different perspective:
the writer, the medium, the word itself.
216 flos habet “aiai” inscriptum: habet inscrip-
tum is almost a periphrastic verb form (a single
action expressed with more than one word, like
the perfect passives), but should not be confused
with the English periphrastic perfect: “I have
written” is active, despite the ‘ participle being
passive in form; here, the flower “has ‘aiai’ writ-
ten”, and the participle is passive in form and
meaning.†
216 ducta est: sometimes the perfect tense has
a strong present sense about it (it is, technically,
the present perfect tense). In translation, it is
hard to switch out of the historical present Ovid
has used for the other two main verbs (inscribit,
habet), and we probably shouldn’t: “the letter is
traced out.”†
217 pudet Sparten: pudet is impersonal, used
with an accusative for the person who does
or does not feel ashamed. non pudet me =
“I am not ashamed”. Here that accusative is
Sparten (Greek accusative form). Hyacinthon

(again, Greek accusative form) is the direct ob-
ject of genuisse. pudet is used with a comple-
mentary infinitive for the shameful action, here
genuisse.†
217 honorque: on the enjambment of the noun
with enclitic -que, see note on line 34.
218 durat: here means “endures, still exists”,
but there is an obvious play on words between
its more common sense of “makes/becomes
hard” and the endings of mutliple episodes in
the poem where somebody becomes hard in/as
a tree trunk, e.g. Attis (induruit, line 105; also
the Propoetides’ blood, 241).
218 in hoc aevi: hoc is accusative, so “until this
point of time” (see note on line 26 for the length
of the vowel). hoc aevi is an idiom based on a
partitive genitive (literally “this part of the age”),
but it is not a relation you should expect to come
across often outside of this or closely related
idioms (e.g. with aetatis). For the aetiological
function, compare nunc quoque in line 160.
218 celebranda: nominative neuter plural gerun-
dive, “to be celebrated”; refers to the annua Hy-
acinthia in the next line. As often, the gerundive
indicates purpose or function (“for celebrating”)
rather than obligation.
218 more: ablative of manner (“according to
the custom”), modifying celebranda, and with
possessive genitive priorum (priores = “the
ancestors”).
219 annua Hyacinthia: neuter plural nomina-
tive, subject of redeunt. Festival names are usu-
ally plural, so one could convert to singular and
translate as “the annual festival of Hyacinthus
comes around”.†
219 praelata pompa: praelatameans “performed
first” (most festivals start with a parade). So,
rather literally, “with a parade having been per-
formed first” (ablative absolute).†

216 fūnestus, -a, -um: deadly, destructive,
mournful, dismal
216 littera, -ae, f.: a letter, alphabetical sign
217 pudeō, pudēre, puduī or puditum est: to be
ashamed, feel shame
218 dūrō, dūrāre, dūrāvī, dūrātum: to make
hard, solidify; persist, endure
218 aevum, -ī, n.: age, era; eternity

218 mōs, mōris, m.: a way, habit, manner,
custom
219 annuus, -a, -um: lasting a year; annual,
every year
219 praeferō, praeferre, praetulī, praelātum: to
bear before, hold forth
219 pompa, -ae, f.: a solemn procession, parade
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220 At sī forte rogēs fēcundam Amathūnta metallīs,
an genuisse velit Propoētides, abnuat aequē
atque illōs, geminō quondam quibus aspera cornū
frōns erat, unde etiam nōmen trāxēre Cerastae.

220 At si forte: Note the rather obviously forced
logic (signalled by forte) that connects the open-
ing of this episode to the ending of the last:
Sparta is not ashamed of having given rise
to (genuisse) Hyacinthus (why would it be?),
but Amathus wishes it had not given rise to
(genuisse) the Cerastae and Propoetides.†
220 si forte roges… abnuat: “if, perchance,
you should ask… it would deny” (both verbs
are present subjunctive, hence future less vivid
conditional).
220 roges: second person, subject is the reader
(though technically we’re listening to Orpheus,
not Ovid; and Orpheus has an audience of trees
and animals).†
220 Amathunta: a Greek accusative singular
form (3rd declension); the adjective fecundam
agrees with this noun. It is accusative as the di-
rect object of roges, but note that it does double
duty as the subject of velit and abnuat in the in-
direct question in the next line.
220 metallis: ablative of specification (specify-
ing the sense of fecundam).
221 an velit: subjunctive in indirect question
with roges above, “ask whether it wants”.
221 velit genuisse: genuisse is complementary
perfect infinitive with velit. Literally, “wishes
that it had given birth to”, but that translation
makes us think that it wasn’t the birthplace
of the Cerastae and Propoetides (it was). We
might try something like “is happy that it gave
rise to…” (which fits with the reply, abnuat: “it
would say no”).
221 Propoetides: this is the first time we hear of
these women.†
221 abnuat aeque atque illos: aeque atque =
aeque quam = “just as much as” (see note on
line 185); atque often does the job of quam in
comparative constructions where equivalence

rather than difference is implied. The words
leave a lot to be supplied in translation: “it
would say it wishes it hadn’t (given rise to the
Propoetides), just as much as (it would say it
wishes it hadn’t given rise to) the ones who…”
illos refers to the Cerastae.†
222 gemino: ablative with cornu at the end of
the line.
222 quondam: “once upon a time”.
222 quibus: dative of reference: “for whom the
forehead was rough with paired horns.” This
could also be read as a possessive dative (“who
had foreheads rough with horns”; on possessive
dative, see A&G 373), but the emphasis is on the
horny roughness of their foreheads, not on their
possession of them.
222 aspera: nominative singular adjective de-
scribes frons in the next line.
222 cornu: ablative of specification with nomi-
native adjective aspera.
223 unde: “from which fact…” or (more con-
cretely) “fromwhich feature”. unde is equivalent
to “a quo” or “de quo”.
223 traxēre: = traxērunt, “got their name”. Com-
pare praestant nomina at the end of the book.
223 Cerastae: a Greek masculine nominative
plural (see illos in line 222). For Reed and Bömer
this is not the subject of traxere, but rather a
naming appositive (“they drew the name ‘Ceras-
tae’”). This would put the nominative in ap-
position to the accusative nomen, which is not
necessarily a problem (in this construction, the
name becomes an indeclinable label). This read-
ing highlights the placing of connected words
at the end of successive lines (cornu, Cerastae).
Ovid has, nonetheless, left it open to us to read
it simply as the subject of traxere (“The Cerastae
drew their name”).†

220 forte: by chance, perhaps
220 rogō, rogāre, rogāvī, rogātum: to ask,
question
220 fecundus, -a, -um: fruitful, fertile,
productive
220 metallum, -ī, n.: metal

221 abnuō, abnuere, abnuī, abnuitūrum: to
refuse by a sign, deny, reject
222 asper, -era, -erum: rough, cruel, perilous
223 nōmen, -inis, n.: name, appellation, word

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D373#chapter373
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ante forēs hōrum stābat Iovis Hospitis āra;
225 ignārus sceleris quam sī quis sanguine tīnctam

224 horum: the Cerastae.
224 stabat: subject is ara.
224 Iovis Hospitis: read as one genitive noun
dependent on another (“the altar of Jove of the
guest”), rather than treating hospitis as appos-
itive (“of Jove the guest”). “Jove of the guest”
= “Jove who protects the guest” (an extension of
the possessive genitive). Can also be understood
as “Jove of the host” (cf. Ennius Varia 120). The
Latin equivalent to Greek Zeus Xenios is Juppiter
Hospitalis (e.g. Cicero De Finibus 3.66.9-10).
225 ignarus sceleris: tricky word order here.
These words are part of the relative clause that
follows, describing quis advena (“some visitor,
unaware of the crime”; quis = aliquis). We’re
also starting a sentence with a relative pronoun
again, but the relative clause is part of a con-
ditional, where we will need to refer to it in
English with a demonstrative pronoun rather
than the relative. “If some visitor had seen
it…” The alternative is something awkward and
un-english like “the which if some visitor had
seen…” ara is the antecedent of quam, and tinc-
tam describes that pronoun.
225 sceleris: objective genitive with adjective
(ignarus) denoting knowledge; A&G 349a.†
225 si quis: two words here, si begins a con-
ditional clause, quis is the indefinite adjective,
modifying nominative advena in the next line,
“some visitor” (contrast with single word pro-
noun siquis, “anybody”, no conditional clause
involved; this form is not to be found in the
poem). This putative stranger has multiple nar-
rative functions. First, the word is similar to the
Greek ἱκετής, which means not just ”one who
has arrived” (ἱκάνω) but one who deserves the
protection of hospitality (compare 15.745, delu-
bris advena). In that sense the word choice sug-
gests a certain tension, since the advena can
expect to find himself in the same role as the
slaughtered hospes. For such a scene, compare

Ex Ponto 3.2.57-8, sacrifici genus est, sic instituere
parentes,/ advena virgineo caesus ut ense cadat,
and contrast Medea’s doubt about helping Jason
at 7.38-9, prodamne ego regna parentis,/ atque ope
nescio quis servabitur advena nostra…? On the
other hand, the stranger also offers the reader
an intriguing indefinite perspective, not unlike
that of the indefinite second person (almost ”if
you had seen it…”), but one which invites the
reader to a closer participation in the narrative.
Finally, the diction (especially si quis, but also
quam, which can be misread as the comparative
adverb) is reminiscent of similes which involve
an indefinite and often slightly ominous subject,
like that of the broken flower at 190 (si quis… īn-
fringat); compare also 6.455, non secus exarsit…
quam si quis…; also 4.354, 4.375. As to the func-
tion of such multiple, competing connotations,
we might compare that of Ovid’s many approxi-
mative similes (see note on line 517), and of such
syntactical red herrings as violas in the compar-
ison at 190. At the very moment of vivid de-
scription and comparison, where Ovid invites us
to recognize similarity (or recognize by similar-
ity), he defeats his own purpose. On the connec-
tion with indefinite second person, Nikolopou-
los notes (2004 p.92) that the mention of the
stranger allows us to imagine these events from
their somewhat distant perspective, an instance
of ‘generic’ internal focalization: “This strategy
creates a twin paradox. First, what appears to
be an expression of ritual piety… turns out to
be a hideous violation of the laws of hospitality.
Second, any stranger, like the generic focalizer,
may fall victim to appearances. A further advan-
tage of this mode of presentation is that it pre-
vents the reader’s eyes from contamination by
the nefas of a description of the crime. Rather
like the hypothetical stranger, we see only the
corpus delicti.”

224 foris, -is, f.: a door, gate (usually pl. fores,
-um)
224 stō, stāre, stetī, stātum: to stand, stand still,
be erect
224 hospes, -itis, m/f: host; guest
224 āra, -ae, f.: an altar

225 ignārus, -a, -um: ignorant, not knowing,
unaware
225 scelus, -eris, n.: a wicked deed, crime
225 tingō, tingere, tinxī, tinctum: to wet, bathe,
dye

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D5%3Asmythp%3D349#chapter349a
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advena vīdisset, mactātōs crēderet illīc
lactantēs vitulōs Amathūsiacāsque bidentēs:
hospes erat caesus! sacrīs offēnsa nefandīs
ipsa suās urbēs Ophiūsiaque arva parābat

230 dēserere alma Venus. “sed quid loca grāta, quid urbēs
peccāvēre meae? quod” dīxit “crīmen in illīs?

226 vidisset: pluperfect subjunctive in protasis
(“if clause”). crederet is imperfect subjunctive in
apodosis (“then clause”), therefore mixed coun-
terfactual condition, though in literal meaning
it can only be a past counterfactual. The use of
imperfect subjunctive in the apodosis, implying
as it does a present counterfactual, should per-
haps be understood as analogous to an historical
present tense: translate as a past tense (but see
supplementary note).†
226 mactatos: implied esse or fuisse in indi-
rect statement introduced by crederet: mactatos
fuisse crederet… vitulos, “he would believe that
calves had been slaughtered”
226 illic: there, i.e. at the altar.
228 Hospes erat caesus!: a surprising piece of
asyndeton. An adversative conjunction would
make it smoother (paraphrasing, “a visitor
would think it was a normal sacrifice, but in fact
a guest had been killed”). Whywould our narra-
tor speak so abrubtly here? Presumably to con-
vey a sense of shock at the outrage.†
228 erat caesus: equivalent to caesus fuit, plu-
perfect passive of caedo.
228 offensa: feminine nominative singular. Like
ipsa at the start of the next line, applies to the
subject of the main clause, Venus, which doesn’t
arrive until line 230.
229 offensa: the adjective, and the reaction, sets
up a connection between Venus and Pygmalion,
who is offensus at the sins of the Propoetides.
229 suas urbes Ophiusiaque arva: two direct ob-
jects for deserere in the next line.
229 parabat: deserere in the next line is comple-

mentary on this: “was preparing to leave”. In
this context the verb is more or less equivalent
to “was about to, on the point of”.†
230 sed quid loca grata…: this begins direct
speech (questions) from Venus which continues
until the end of line 234 (interrupted by dixit in
the next line).†
230 quid: translate adverbially, “how?”, “in
what way?” (but see above, lines 60, 61 and 146,
on internal accusative, and think “sin a sin” for
the relation).
230 loca: this, with urbes, is a subject for pecca-
vere (= peccaverunt) in the next line.
230 loca grata: in parallel with urbes meae, im-
plies loca grata mihi.
231 quod crimen in illis?: supply the verb est.
quod is the interrogative adjective with crimen,
“what fault?” Note the difference in classical
Latin between the adjective (quod) and the pro-
noun (quid). Note also that the use of in + the ab-
lative here, whilst intuitively translated, is per-
haps less to be expected than a possessive geni-
tive or dative of reference; but if we compare 651
and 737 (usus in illis/illo; verb omitted in 651),
and 471 (finis in illa), we see that the sense is
not quite locative; rather, something like “what
fault is involved with them?” or even “what fault
do they bring?” (cf. also 3.141, 7.794).
231 dixit: outside of, and effectively introduc-
ing, the direct speech. Hard to delay it this long
in the English translation, better to put it at the
start of Venus’ speech.

226 advena, -ae, m/f: a stranger, foreigner
226 mactō, mactāre, mactāvī, mactātum: to
sacrifice, slaughter at the altar
227 lactō, lactāre, lactāvī, lactātum: to give
milk, give suck/suckle
227 vitulus, -ī, m.: a male-calf, bull-calf
227 bidens, -entis: with two teeth; sheep
228 caedō, caedere, cecīdī, caesum: to cut, cut
down, kill
228 sacrum, -ī, n.: sacred object, rite
228 offendō, offendere, offendī, offēnsum:
offend, hurt, hit

228 nefandus, -a, -um: unmentionable,
impious, abominable
229 parō, parāre, parāvī, parātum: to make
ready, prepare
230 dēserō, deserere, deseruī, desertum: desert,
leave
230 almus, -a, -um: nourishing, fruitful,
foodgiving
231 peccō, peccāre, peccāvī, peccātum: to
commit a fault, offend, sin
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exiliō poenam potius gēns inpia pendat
vel nece vel sī quid medium est mortisque fugaeque.
idque quid esse potest, nisi versae poena figūrae?”

235 dum dubitat, quō mūtet eōs, ad cornua vultum
flexit et admonita est haec illīs posse relinquī
grandiaque in torvōs trānsfōrmat membra iuvencōs.
232 exilio poenam… pendat: “pay the penalty
of exile”. exilio (like nece in the next line) is
a variant on ablative of price, where price =
penalty (see A&G 353). Penalty is more usually
expressed by the genitive (A&G 352), as in line
234, versae poena figurae.
232 potius: comparative adverb, “rather”; i.e.
instead of me leaving them, they should leave.
“Note the alliteration… Is Venus spluttering
with anger?” (Anderson).
232 pendat: jussive subjunctive (better than
optative: this isn’t just a wish, she’s going to
make it happen; and optative subjunctive is usu-
ally introduced by utinam or the like). “Let
them pay the penalty”. Singular verb with sub-
ject gens impia, “sacrilegious race”. The motif of
pietas, as family duty, will be central toMyrrha’s
story.
233 si quid medium est: “let them pay the
penalty of exile, death or, if something is in the
middle of death and exile, [let them pay that
penalty]”
233 mortisque fugaeque: for the two genitives
with medium, meaning “half way between”, see
note on line 174. Enclitic -que is applied to both
nouns to give the sense “both death and exile”.†
234 idque quid esse potest, nisi…: “and what can
that be, except…” id refers to the idea of a penalty
between death and exile.
234 versae poena figurae: versae figurae is ap-
positive genitive “the penalty that is a changed
form”. This is the ab urbe condita construction:
the penalty is the abstract idea expressed by the
participle (the change), not the concrete one ex-
pressed by the noun (the form): it implies “the
penalty of a change of form”.
235 quo: ablative of exchangewithmutet. Trans-
late “change into what” (more literally, “ex-
change with what”).
235 mutet: subjunctive in indirect question, in-

troduced by dubitat, interrogative is quo. Se-
quence of tenses is determined here (but not al-
ways) by the literal tense of dubitat (present,
therefore primary sequence), even though it is
an historical present (compare lugeat in line
135).
235 flexit ad cornua vultum: “turns her face to
their horns” (i.e. notices their horns). I sus-
pect Ovid wants us to read this as “changes their
faces (her face?) into horns” initially, before we
figure out what it must really mean.
236 admonita est: “had the idea that, it occurred
to her that…” admoneo (“bring tomind, suggest”)
is not deponent, but this passive has no implied
agent (nobody suggests it to her), apart from the
sight of the horns on the heads of the Cerastae.
For this sense of the verb, compare Hippomenes
in 624-5.
236 haec: refers to the cornua just mentioned;
accusative subject of posse in indirect statement,
introduced by admonita est.
236 relinqui: present passive infinitive, com-
plementary on posse; “these could be left”.†
236 illis: dative indirect object with relinqui
(“be left for them”), probably to be understood
as dative of (dis)advantage.
237 grandia membra: the adjective is proleptic
or anticipatory; their limbs are “massive” only
after transformation.
237 transformat in iuvencos: note variation in
the construction used for transformation: here
preposition in plus accusative, rather than abla-
tive of exchange.
237 torvos: the bullocks are “fierce” like the
bulls they will grow into; cf. 8.131, 6.115.†
237 membra transformat: as if their heads, al-
ready horned, will stay the same. membra here
is metonymically equivalent to corpus, “body (cf.
line 407).

232 exsilium, -ī, n.: banishment, exile
232 potis: rather, more, better
232 impius, -a, -um: ungodly, undutiful,
wicked
232 pendō, pendĕre, pependī, pēnsum: to
suspend, weigh out; pay (a penalty)
233 mors, mortis, f.: death
233 fuga, -ae, f.: a fleeing, flight
235 mūtō, mūtāvi, mūtāre, mūtātum: to move,

move away; change, exchange
237 grandis, e: full-grown, large, great
237 torvus, -a, -um: staring, wild, fierce (esp.
in look or expression)
237 transformō, transformāre, transformāvī,
transformātum: to change in shape, transform
237 juvencus, -ī, m.: bullock, young bull

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D6%3Asmythp%3D353#chapter353
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D6%3Asmythp%3D352#chapter352
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Sunt tamen obscēnae Venerem Propoētides ausae
esse negāre deam; prō quō sua nūminis īrā

240 corpora cum fāmā prīmae vulgāsse feruntur,
utque pudor cessit, sanguisque indūruit ōris,
in rigidum parvō silicem discrīmine versae.

238 sunt: read with ausae at the end of the
line: sunt ausae = “they dared” (audeo is semi-
deponent); new subject (Propoetides). It is pos-
sible that Ovid also intends us to hold onto sunt
and reapply it to versae in 242.
238 obscenae: “sacrilegious”; cf. Cinyras’ ob-
sceno lecto in 465.
238 tamen: the adversative sense turns on the
role of Venus in the two stories, and resides with
the perspective of the reader. We have just seen
her turn the Cerastae into cattle, “and yet” the
Propoetides claim she is no god.
238 Venerem: subject in the accusative infini-
tive indirect statement construction in the next
line. For clarity’s sake, a close paraphrase: “they
dared to deny that Venus is a goddess”.
239 esse: infinitive in indirect satement (subject
is Venerem above) introduced by negare, “deny
that Venus is a goddess”.
239 negare: complementary infinitivewith ausae
sunt in the previous line, “dared to deny”.
239 quo: the antecedent is the previous clause,
or the idea expressed by it, rather than a single
noun (cf. quae in 132). pro quo = “in response to
which…” (i.e. the denial of her divinity).†
239 numinis irā: irā is ablative of cause, “be-
cause of the anger of the god”; numinis is sub-
jective genitive.†
239 sua: neuter plural accusative, refers to cor-
pora in the next line, not irā (feminine singular
ablative).
240 corpora cum fama: they “prostituted their
bodies along with their reputation”.†
240 primae: special sense of primus, meaning
not simply “first”, but “be the first to…” Despite
that English idiom, this is not the reason for the
infinitive vulgasse, which depends on feruntur

(see below).
240 vulgasse: = vulgavisse, perfect active infini-
tive. L&S translate “to let all share in”: the verb
elides the economic aspect of the transaction
(and so, arguably, the women’s agency).
240 feruntur: special meaning of fero; “they are
reported to…”, so “it is reported that they…”; in-
troduces infinitive (vulgasse) in indirect state-
ment. The subject of the infinitive is nomina-
tive (the women described by nominative adjec-
tive primae, “first”), since it is the same as the
subject of the verb that introduces the indirect
speech (feruntur). Found also in line 331, and
in the active construction (ferunt, “they say”) in
383.
241 utque: “and when”.
241 pudor cessit: “shame departed”
241 sanguis induruit: Reed explains “the hard-
ening of the blood signifies an inability to blush”,
and also how close they already are to their final,
stony form. For induruit, cf. line 105.†
241 sanguis oris: “the blood of the face” (oris is
genitive singular of os).
242 versae: = versae sunt. The missing finite
verb is surprising, and without real parallel in
the poem; but the text is without question, and
the compression of the statement not only fits
with that of the story, but mirrors the abrupt-
ness of hospes erat caesus in 228.†
242 parvo discrimine: ablative of degree of dif-
ference, “by a small difference”. The phrase de-
notes the degree to which the women are altered
(very little, since they are already stony).†
242 in rigidum silicem: as with the Ceras-
tae, the metamorphosis is expressed by in +
accusative.

238 obscēnus, -a, -um: ill-omened, inauspicious
238 audeō, audēre, ausus sum: to venture, dare,
risk
239 dea, -ae f.: a goddess
239 īra, -ae, f.: anger, rage
240 vulgō, vulgāre, vulgāvī, vulgātum: to let all

share in, prostitute
241 pudor, -ōris, m.: shame, modesty, decency
242 silex, silicis, m/f: a hard stone, flint, granite
242 discrīmen, -inis, n.: difference, distance,
separation
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Orpheus’ Song: Pygmalion
Quās quia Pygmaliōn aevum per crīmen agentēs
vīderat, offēnsus vitiīs, quae plūrima mentī

245 fēmineae nātūra dedit, sine coniuge caelebs
vīvēbat thalamīque diū cōnsorte carēbat.
intereā niveum mīrā fēlīciter arte
sculpsit ebur fōrmamque dedit, quā fēmina nāscī

243 quas: direct object of viderat in the next
line. An excellent example of a sentence-
starting relative pronoun that absolutely needs
to be a demonstrative or personal pronoun in
English. “Because Pygmalion saw them…”
243 aevum agentes: aevum agere = “spend one’s
life”. agentes is feminine accusative plural here,
agreeing with quas.
243 per crimen: “living their lives through/in
sin”. For this sense of the preposition per, cre-
ating an adverbial phrase of manner (Bömer’s
“modal”), see the later entries in the L&S entry,
section IIB (e.g. per otium = “at leisure”); and
cf. 9.26. per dedecus. This is not quite the same
sense as we see in 576, per pericula (“through/by
means of dangers”).
244 vitiis: ablative of instrument with the pas-
sive participle offensus.
244 quae: antecedent is vitiis.
244 plurima: superlative predicate adjective (“very
many”) describing the direct object pronoun
quae; because of the predicate relation,in En-
glish it is best translated adverbially, “in the
greatest numbers”.
244 menti femineae: periphrasis for menti fem-
inarum (indirect object of dedit). mens here is
something like “character” or “disposition”.†
245 natura: the mention of nature’s role in
female transgressions anticipates Myrrha’s di-
gression on the theme (330) and the narrator’s
comment thereto (304).
245 dedit: “has given” captures the likely in-
tended effect: the narrator is making a state-
ment about all women, and we are offered a
third reason for Orpheus’ own celibacy to add
to the two entertained in 80-81.†
245 caelebs: predicate adjective, somewhat pleonas-

tic; “he lived (vivebat) unmarried, without a wife
(sine coniuge)”.
246 thalami… consorte carebat: “he lacked a
companion for his bedroom”. thalami is objec-
tive genitive. A wife would share the bedcham-
ber, hence be a sharer of the bedchamber.
246 consorte: ablative of separation with care-
bat.
246 vivebat… carebat: read the imperfects as
background tenses, setting the scene for the per-
fect tenses that follow (sculpsit… concepit; cf. 41,
81, 663); but here the relation is speficied with
interea (see below).
247 interea: not “meanwhile”, but “in these cir-
cumstances”, “with this being so” (cf. 9.714, ter-
tius interea decimo successerat annus).
247 niveum: describes ebur in the next line (di-
rect object of sculpsit). A life size statue would
need a significant (and expensive) amount of
ivory.†
247 mira: describes arte.
247 feliciter: “a technical expression: ‘with
success’; corresponds in this sense to Greek
ἐπιτυχής” (Reed, with references). “Felicitously”
comes quite close.†
248 qua: antecedent is formam. The ablative
must be equivalent to cum qua (“a form with
which no woman can be born”), though ablative
with nascor normally denotes the parent (“born
of” rather than “born with”). On ablative of ac-
companiment, with and without cum, see A&G
413.
248 nasci: present infinitive of deponent nascor,
complementary on potest.
248 femina: subject of potest, described by
nulla.

244 vitium, -ī, n.: a fault, imperfection, vice
244 mens, mentis, f.: the mind, disposition,
character
245 caelebs: celibate, unmarried
246 thalamus, -ī, m.: an inner room, bedroom
246 diū: for a long time
246 consors, consortis, f.: companion, person
having a common lot
247 intereā: meanwhile, amongst those things

247 mīrus, -a, -um: wonderful, marvellous
247 fēlīciter: happily, fortunately, felicitously
248 sculpō, sculpere, sculpsī, sculptum: to carve,
cut, chisel, sculpt
248 ebur, -oris, n.: ivory, works in ivory
248 nascor, nascī, nātus sum: to be born, be
begotten

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dper1
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nūlla potest, operisque suī concēpit amōrem.
250 virginis est vērae faciēs, quam vīvere crēdās,

et, sī nōn obstet reverentia, velle movērī:
ars adeō latet arte suā. mīrātur et haurit
pectore Pygmaliōn simulātī corporis ignēs.
saepe manūs operī temptantēs admovet, an sit

249 operis… amorem: “love for his work”.
“Work” here is the thing created; and operis is
objective genitive (he loved his work).
249 concepit amorem: “conceived a love”; com-
pare Hippomenes at 582, laudando concipit ignes
(cf. also iras, 1.166; furores, 2.640; flammas,
7.17).†
250 quam: antecedent is virginis; accusative
subject of vivere in indirect statement, intro-
duced by credas (“you would think she was
alive”).
250 credas: a potential subjunctive (“youwould
believe”), despite its place in a subordinate
clause (remember, independent subjuctives are
normally used in main clauses).†
250 credas: introduces two indirect statement
clauses, with infinitives vivere and velle moveri.
251 si non obstet reverentia: “if modesty were
not standing in her way…” The idea is that she
looks so lifelike that, when you look at her, you
assume she’s staying still, and so pretending to
be just a statue out of modesty (she is, after all,
naked). The conditional is part of the indirect
statement, what you would believe.†
251 obstet: since this is part of a subordinate
clause in indirect statement, the rules for the use
of subjunctive become compicated; but it is best
understood simply as the protasis of a future less
vivid conditional. “If modesty should not… she
would…” Note that the apodosis has to take the
form required by indirect statement, so infini-
tive, not subjunctive.
251 vellemoveri: indirect statementwith credas,
“you would believe that she would want to
move” (moveri is complementary infinitive with
velle). We translate “would want to” because
velle moveri (her desire to move, not your belief
in it, credas) is the apodosis of the conditional.
251 moveri: moveo is not a deponent, but the
passive here is better translated as “move” than
“be moved”. The difference lies in transitive vs.

intransitive usage: passive lends itself to intran-
sitive sense, i.e. move oneself rather than move
something else. See note on verti in line 137.
252 adeo: the first half line closely recalls 6.438,
usque adeo latet utilitas, where usque adeo
clearly means “so thoroughy, entirely” (as at
5.396). Though ars has replaced usque here,
the meaning of the adverb is the same, and the
phrase explains why “one would believe” that
the statue is alive. Cf. also 6.67, 7.453 and
14.152.†
252 arte sua: ablative of instrument. Since sua
is reflexive, it should refer to the subject of the
main verb, ars (not Pygmalion); translate “by its
own skill” (an odd conceit that saves the phrase
from cliché).
252 haurit: direct object is ignes at the end of
the next line.
253 pectore: ablative of instrument with hau-
rit. Usually this role is performed by one of the
sense organs (eyes, ears, e.g. dicta auribus hausi,
book 13.787), but since the flames are felt in the
breast, that is where they are “drunk down”.
253 simulati corporis ignes: Reed explains cor-
poris as objective genitive, with ignes under-
stood as metaphorical for amor ; “fires of a body”
= “love of/for a body”.†
254 operi: dative indirect object with admovet.
See A&G 370 on compound verbs with dative.
254 temptantes: agrees with manus, feminine
accusative plural. Acts as the verb introduc-
ing the indirect question (with an) that follows.
“Testing whether it (illud) is a body or a work of
ivory”
254 sit: subjunctive in indirect question; trans-
late into modern English with plain indicative
(“is”); those who believe in the English subjunc-
tive can try “whether it be…”, but no “shoulds”
or “woulds” are warranted.†

250 faciēs, facieī f.: appearance, form, figure
251 obstō, obstāre, obstitī, —: to stand before,
be opposite
251 reverentia, -ae, f.: timidity, regard, awe,
reverence
252 lateō, latēre, latuī, —: lie hid, be concealed,
escape notice

252 mīror, mīrārī, mīrātus sum: to wonder,
marvel, admire
252 hauriō, haurīre, hausī, haustum: to draw
up, draw out, draw
253 simulō, simulāre, simulāvī, simulātum: to
make like, imitate, copy
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255 corpus an illud ebur, nec adhūc ebur esse fatētur.
ōscula dat reddīque putat loquiturque tenetque
et crēdit tāctīs digitōs īnsīdere membrīs
et metuit, pressōs veniat nē līvor in artūs,
et modo blanditiās adhibet, modo grāta puellīs

255 A rewrite for clarity: temptantes an illud
sit corpus an (illud sit) ebur
255 illud: read with both an alternatives; not
needed for sense, unless we think the change of
subject from Pygmalion (admovet) to the statue
(sit) is unclear; it must have some other func-
tion. In its determined neuterness, it sounds a
little creepy: “whether the thing is a body or
ivory”; since both body and ivory are neuter,
perhaps it is unavoidable. Cf. 11.716-7, tuetur
/ nescio quid quasi corpus…, primoque, quid illud
/ esset, erat dubium.
255 nec adhuc: = et iam non, “and now not, and
now no longer” (the first time in extant Latin the
phrase is used with this meaning instead of “still
not” or “not yet”). Pygmalion knew he made an
ivory statue, but now he starts to wonder… To
see the difference from the usual sense of ad-
huc, try out “he does not yet admit that it is just
an ivory statue”. That logic is clearly wrong: he
moves from accepting it as artificial to believing
that it is alive, not the other way round.
255 fatetur: deponent, subject is Pygmalion;
“admits, accepts”.
255 ebur esse: indirect statement with fatetur
(illud is the subject of the infinitive).
256 reddi: passive infinitive, subject is the neuter
accusative plural oscula; infinitive in indirect
statement with putat. “He thinks that they (the
kisses) are returned”.
256 dat… loquitur… tenet: note lack of a stated
object (indirect or direct, as appropriate) for
these verbs; the implied one, of course, is the
statue. loquitur would be a little less solipsistic
if it were adloquitur (“he addresses her”), though
the compound verb is surely implied (simplex
pro compositum, a poetic licence)
257 insidere: infinitive in indirect statement,
subject is accusative plural digitos; “he imagines
(credit) that his fingers sink into the limbs when

they are touched (tactis)”.
257 tactis membris: dative indirect object with
compound verb insido (compare similar verb in-
sĭdeo, which takes an ablative of location). For
confirmation, compare unambiguous dative in
Vergil Aeneid 6.708: inscia Dido, Insidat quan-
tus miserae deus, “Dido, unware of how great a
god is sinking into her, unhappy one.”
258 et metuit pressos veniat ne livor in artus: = et
metuit ne veniat livor in pressos artus. The delay
of the fear clause conjunction ne until the third
word of the clause draws attention to the most
significant word of the line, livor. See line 515
for the return of this wordwith a rather different
referent.
258 veniat: subjunctive in fear clause, intro-
duced by metuit. As is most common in this
narrative, sequence (primary) is determined by
the literal tense of the main verb, although it is
an historical present. The present subjunctive
allows us to be confident that metuit is present,
not perfect, though perfect would have the same
form with this verb.
258 in pressos artus: noun and adjective are ac-
cusative, so in = “into” or “onto” (though that
relation is hard to express clearly in English
here).†
259 mŏdŏ… mŏdŏ..: “now… now”. Note short
vowels.
259 blanditias adhibet: “plies it with endear-
ments” (Hill); cf. 6.631-3, admovet… blanditias.
In case one needs details, Cephalus gives several
examples of such “sweet nothings” at 7.817ff.
259 grata: describes munera in the next line
(“gifts that are dear to girls”), neuter plural ac-
cusative, direct object of fert.
259 puellis: dative with adjective of service,
likeness etc. (grata).

255 adhūc: until now, hitherto, now
255 fateor, fatērī, fassus sum: to confess,
acknowledge
256 osculum, -ī, n.: a kiss; a little mouth
256 putō, putāre, putāvī, putātum: to think,
believe
257 tangō, tangere, tetigī, tāctum: to touch
257 digitus, -ī, m.: a finger
257 insīdō, insīdere, insēdī, insessum: to sit in,

settle on
258 premō, premere, pressī, pressum: to press
258 līvor, -ōris, m.: bruising, black and blue
color; Envy or Spite personified
259 blanditia, -ae, f.: a caressing, flattering,
endearment
259 adhibeō, adhibēre, adhibuī, adhibitum:
apply, add to, bring to bear
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260 mūnera fert illī conchās teretēsque lapillōs
et parvās volucrēs et flōrēs mīlle colōrum
līliaque pictāsque pilās et ab arbore lāpsās
Hēliadum lacrimās; ōrnat quoque vestibus artūs,
dat digitīs gemmās, dat longa monīlia collō,

265 aure levēs bācae, redimīcula pectore pendent:
cūncta decent, nec nūda minus fōrmōsa vidētur.

260 munera: followed in this line and the next
ones by seven nouns, all of which are in ap-
position to it; the gifts (all in the accusative,
like munera) are conchas, lapillos, volucres, flo-
res, lilia, pilas, and lacrimas. Note variation in
conjunction: -que, et, et, -que, -que, et.†
260 teretes: perhaps “polished”, rather than nat-
urally smooth; but see Anderson on the simplic-
ity and humility of Pygmalion’s gifts.
261 flores mille colorum: though some declined
forms do exist for mille, this is an undeclined
genitive plural, “agreeing” with colorum. colo-
rum is a genitive of quality: see A&G 345 (“The
Genitive is used to denote Quality, but only
when the quality is modified by an adjective”;
mille is the adjective here). Translate “flowers
of a thousand colors”. Consider this genitive us-
age alongside the various ablatives used for de-
scription (i.e. quality and specification), espe-
cially as encountered in the list of trees earlier
in the book.
262 līlĭăquē pictāsquĕ pĭlās: (diacritics mark
metrical quantity here, not natural vowel length).
A metrical oddity: there is no reason to scan -
que long in the fourth syllable, but it must be
so. Such unjustified lengthening is referred to
as diastole, and in this case it is based on a mis-
understanding of Homeric practice.†
262 ab arbore: adverbial phrase with participle
lapsas: “fallen from the tree”
263 Heliadum lacrimas: “tears of the daughters
of the Sun” (with lapsas above). Hardened tree
resin from the poplar tree (into which the Heli-
ades were transformed).†

263 vestibus: ablative of instrument with ornat:
“decorates her limbs with clothes”.
263 artus: “her limbs”; accusative plural, direct
object of ornat.
264 digitis… collo: both dative, both indirect
objects of dat.
265 bacae… redimicula: both are nominative
plural, subjects of pendent. Note change of sub-
ject (Pygmalion has been the subject for several
lines).
265 aure: ablative with pendent, “hang from her
ear” (singular, but meaning both ears).
265 pectore: also ablative with pendent, parallel
to aure. Not headbands, just “bands”, here tied at
the breast (and so hanging “from” the breast).†
266 cuncta: “everything”, plural subject of de-
cent (plural in Latin, singular in English). “Ev-
erything is as it should be.” For the two-word
clause, cf. 15.184, cuncta fluunt;
266 decent: though this occurs in a period,
linked to what follows by nec, the rhyme with
pendent prods us to read it as a summary of the
previous two lines.†
266 nuda: predicate adjective, “as a nudewoman,
when nude”; meaning “without the trappings
given by Pygmalion”, especially the vestibus of
263.
266 minus: comparative adverb (hence inde-
clinable) with formosa, “less beautiful”.
266 videtur: “looks” (as in “looks beautiful”) is
probably best here, rather than “seems” or the
literal “is seen”. There is no intended contrast
between seeming and being.

260 concha, -ae, f.: a shell-fish; shell; pearl
260 lapillus, -ī, m.: a little stone, pebble
262 pingō, pingere, pinxī, pictum: to paint,
make by painting
262 pila, -ae, f.: a ball, playing-ball
263 ornō, ornāre, ornāvī, ornātum: to fit out,
equip, get ready
264 gemma, -ae, f.: a bud, eye, gem

265 redimīculum, -ī, n.: a band, fillet, necklace
266 cunctus, -a, -um: the whole, all; everything
266 deceō, decēre, decuī, -: be becoming, fitting,
pleasing
266 nūdus, -a, -um: naked, bare
266 formōsus, -a, -um: finely formed, beautiful
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conlocat hanc strātīs conchā Sīdōnide tīnctīs
adpellatque torī sociam adclīnātaque colla
mollibus in plūmīs, tamquam sēnsūra, repōnit.

270 Fēsta diēs Veneris tōtā celeberrima Cyprō
vēnerat, et pandīs inductae cornibus aurum

267 stratis: a perfect participle of sterno, “spread
out”, but commonly used as the noun for “blan-
kets” or “sheets”. Ablative indirect object of con-
locat, the same relation as posuit in terra in 128
and mollibus in plumis in 269, but without the
preposition (or rather, with the preposition as
prefix to the verb).
267 concha: literally “sea-shell”, but bymetonymy
it stands for the purple dye derived from the
murex shellfish; so translate “dye”. Ablative
of instrument with tinctis, which agrees with
stratis (“sheets stained with Sidonian dye”).
268 tori sociam: tori is objective genitive with
the implied verbal sense of sociam (i.e. sociare;
see above on thalami consors, line 246).
268 sociam: predicate of the implied direct ob-
ject of adpellat, “he called her as a companion”.
Note elision of the final syllable here the end of
the third foot. Elision at this position after a
strong caesura in the third foot is not uncom-
mon, but since tori sociam is a strong unit of
sense, the line is left without an audible caesura,
and the elision becomes very noticeable.
268 acclinata: passive participlewith colla (neuter
accusative plural), but since Pygmalion is obvi-
ously the one performing the action, we might
translate actively, “having inclined her neck”.
268 colla: plural for singular, direct object of re-
ponit at the end of the next line.
269 mollibus in plumis: = in mollibus plumis.
plumis is ablative of place where with preposi-
tion in, despite apparent sense of movement in
repōnit (cf. 128).
269 tamquam sensura: Though the future par-
ticiple could be neuter plural, agreeing with
colla, it is better to take sensura as feminine;
and therefore nominative (though it refers to the
statue/girl who was the accusative direct object
in the previous line). The phrase represents a

subordinate clause, despite the lack of a verb:
read tamquam sensura sit, “as if she would feel
it”. †

270 festa dies: subject of venerat at the start of
the next line. “Festival day”, described by cele-
berrima, “most busy, well attended”. Read the
genitive Veneris with festa rather than dies, on
the model of adjectives of service (like grata)
with the dative: “the day that is festal/sacred to
Venus”. See Salis for other examples of this gen-
itive relation, misunderstanding of which gave
rise to the variant reading Veneri.
270 tota celeberrima Cypro: “the most well at-
tended in all of Cyprus”; note feminine gender
of the name of an insula. tota Cypro is abla-
tive of space within which. This ablative usage
with totus is the origin of the anomalous abla-
tive of duration or extent of space, since “within
all of Cyprus” and “all over Cyprus” mean pretty
much the same thing; we find the same usage in
line 424, toto vertice.
271 pandis cornibus: “curving horns”. pandis is
Heinsius’ emendation for blandis; cf. the boar’s
pando rostro in 713.
271 inductae: refers to iuvencae in the next line.
271 inductae cornibus aurum: a play on the
Greek accusative construction, repeated from
7.161. We would have the normal usage if
Ovid had written inductae cornua auro (“dress-
ing their horns with gold”, literally “dressed
with gold in repect of their horns”). That is pre-
sumably what Ovid means, and it is not really
possible to make sense of what he actually says
(with aurum as the apparent direct object of pas-
sive inductae, it would be “dressing their gold
with horns”), so we should consider this an in-
stance of hypallage.

267 conlocō, conlocāre, conlocāvī, conlocātum:
to place, put, set, arrange
267 strātum, -ī, n.: sheet, blanket
268 appellō, apellāre, apellāvī, apellātum:
summon
268 torus, -ī, m.: cushion, bed; a swelling
268 socia, -ae, f.: a sharer, partner, companion
268 adclīnō, adclīnāre, adclīnāvī, adclīnātum:
incline, bend down, recline
269 plūma, -ae, f.: a feather

269 tamquam: as much as, so as, just as
269 repōnō, repōnere, reposuī, repositum: to put
back, set back, replace
270 festus, -a, -um: festive, solemn, joyful
270 celeber: frequented, much visited, crowded
271 pandus, -a, -um: bent, crooked, curved
271 indūcō, indūcere, indūxī, inductum: to lead
in, bring in
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conciderant ictae niveā cervīce iuvencae,
tūraque fūmābant, cum mūnere fūnctus ad ārās
cōnstitit et timidē “sī, dī, dare cūncta potestis,

275 sit coniūnx, optō,” nōn ausus “eburnea virgō”
dīcere, Pygmaliōn “similis mea” dīxit “eburnae.”
sēnsit, ut ipsa suīs aderat Venus aurea fēstīs,

272 ictae: with iuvencae, “when they were
struck”.
272 nivea cervice: this phrase is descriptive ab-
lative, describing iuvencae: “cows with snowy
neck”.†
273 cum… constitit: cum inversum construction
(“inverted cum clause”). The main clause gives
the temporal circumstance (conciderant iuven-
cae), and the subordinate, cum clause continues
the narrative with an indicative verb (Pygmalion
constitit). Try reversing that to appreciate the
effect: “when the heifers had fallen, Pygmalion
stood…”†
273 munere functus: for fungor and ablative ob-
ject, see note on simulacra functa sepulcro in line
14; translate “having performed his duty”. This
is not an ablative absolute (functus is nomina-
tive; deponent, so active in sense).
273 ad aras: read with constitit in the next line,
notmunere functus. The sense of ad + accusative
here is “next to” or “before” (cf. 510, constitit ad
ramos).
274 For convenience, a rewrite of this and
the next two lines with the direct speech sep-
arated out: constitit Pygmalion et (non ausus
“eburnea virgo” dicere) timide dixit, “di, si dare
cuncta potestis, sit coniunx mea (opto) similis
eburnae [virgini]”. For the deliberate obscuring
of boundaries between direct speech and narra-
tive, cf. 416, 542-3, 552, 568.
274 timide: the averb applies to dixit two lines
below. Most of what follows between is direct
speech.
274 dare cuncta: “grant everything”. dare is
complementary on potestis.
275 sit coniunx, opto: initially sounds like a jus-
sive subjunctive, but then softened into a sub-

ordinate optative subjunctive by the addition of
opto (more often opto + ut + subjunctive). Com-
pare similar construction with comprecor and
without ut in line 640.†
275 non ausus eburnea virgo dicere: to expand
this a little, non ausus dicere “sit coniunx mea
eburnea virgo”; not daring to say “may my wife
be the ivory girl”.
276 mea: with coniunx in the previous line
276 similis eburnae: given the feminine gender
(and eburnea virgo above), we should under-
stand similis eburnae virgini, “like the ivory girl”.
Ovid echoes this moment in the story of Myrrha
when, asked by her father which of her suitors
she would choose as husband, she replies she
would choose one “similem tibi” (line 364).
276 eburnae: dative with adjective of likeness
(similis). The adjective eburneus is sometimes
treated by the poets as eburnus, hence 3 sylla-
bles, not the 4 syllable eburneae here.
277 sensit: with vota quid illa velint in the next
line; subject is aurea Venus. This contrasts point-
edly with Cinyras’ failure to understand the
meaning behind Myrrha’s words (362-3).
277 ut: “as, since”
277 aderat festis: festis is dative indirect object
of compound verb adsum, “attend, be present at”
(see A&G 370).
277 aurea Venus: “golden” (the shining, luxuri-
ous metal) is one of Aphrodite’s most common
epithets, usually found in contexts that empha-
size her loveliness and her role as giver of de-
sires (e.g. Iliad 3.64, 9.389, 19.282 etc.). After
eburnea twice in the last two lines, Ovid now
adds in the other material used in spectacular
chryselephantine statues.†

272 concido, concidere, concĭdī, -: to fall
together, fall down
272 īciō, īcere, īcī, ictum: strike, hit
272 iuvenca, -ae, f.: cow
273 tūs, tūris, n.: incense, frankincense
273 fūmo, fūmāre, —, —: to smoke, steam,
reek, fume
274 constō, constāre, constitī, constatūrum: to

stop, pause; to agree
274 timidē: timidly, fearfully
275 optō, optāre, optāvī, optātum: to choose,
select, prefer
275 eburneus, -a, -um: of ivory
276 similis, -e: like, resembling, similar
277 aureus, -a, -um: of gold, golden
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vōta quid illa velint et, amīcī nūminis ōmen,
flamma ter accēnsa est apicemque per āera dūxit.

280 ut rediit, simulācra suae petit ille puellae
incumbēnsque torō dedit ōscula: vīsa tepēre est;
admovet ōs iterum, manibus quoque pectora temptat:
temptātum mollēscit ebur positōque rigōre
subsīdit digitīs cēditque, ut Hymettia sōle
278 vota quid illa velint: with sensit above, in-
direct question (hence subjunctive velint). vota
illa is the subject of velint and part of the same
clause (sensit quid vota illa velint, “she sensed
what those prayers meant.” As often, the verb
that introduces the indirect question (sensit)
does not have an obvious interrogative sense.
Not a proleptic (“lilies of the field”: see note on
line 220) construction, since illa links vota into
the subordinate clause, and sowe take it as nom-
inative, not the accusative object of sensit; it is
just playful word order.
278 velint: translate as “meant” rather than
“wanted”; an idiomatic meaning of volo, often
accompanied by a reflexive pronoun (quid hoc
sibi vult? = “what does this mean?”); see L&S ad
verbum I.A.1.c-d, ”= in animo habere, to intend,
purpose, mean, design”.
278 amici: genitive adjective describing numi-
nis (“friendly”).
278 omen: this noun is in apposition to the
whole of the next clause. Since that’s awkward
in English, we might choose to translate “as an
omen”.
279 flamma: the flame of the incense (tura) on
the altar (see line 273).
279 accensa est: “blazed up”; contrast the suc-
cess of this omenwith Hymen’s sputtering torch
at the start of the book.
279 apicem: the point of the flame
279 duxit: subject is still the flamma. Meaning
is clear, but translation is tricky; literally, “led
its tip through the air”, but that is neither En-
glish nor satisfying. Hill says “drew its point up
through the air.”
280 ut rediit: Pygmalion is the subject again,
“when he returned home”
280 simulacra suae puellae: simulacra is plural
for singular. suae puellae is a deliberately am-
biguous genitive: “the likeness of his girl” (ob-
jective) or “the statue that was his girl” (apposi-
tive). The latter may seem awkward, but bear in

mind that Pygmalion doesn’t have a girl to make
a likeness of. Reed gets jargon points for calling
that a “proleptic hypallage”.†
281 toro: dative with compound verb incumbo.
281 visa tepere est: = visa est tepere = “she
seemed to become warm” (tepere is comple-
mentary infinitive with visa est), but also “she
became noticeably warm” (cf. videtur in 266;
again, we see things from his perspective).
282 os: “his mouth”; accusative singular, direct
object of admovet (“applies, moves close”).
282 temptat: cf. his manus temptantes in 254.
283 temptatum: nominative neuter singular, de-
scribes the new subject, ebur.†
283 mollescit: “starts to become soft”. Verbs
with the ending -scere (the inchoative suffix),
often formed from adjectives as here, connote
beginning to do something or becoming some-
thing. Note how, in 283-8, Ovid repeats both
mollescit and tractat by using their forms pre-
fixed with re-.
283 positoque rigore: ablative absolute. posito/a
is a favorite word for Ovid in ablative absolutes,
especially in metamorphosis: compare lines 20,
117-8, 558, 578, and also the opposite idea with
metrically equivalent sumpto rigore in line 139.
284 subsidit digitis ceditque: digitis is dative in-
direct object for both verbs, “yields and gives
way to the fingers”. Present tense subsidit
is a better reading here than perfect subsedit,
since Ovid has been consistently using historical
present tenses. Note the echo of digitos insidere
from line 257.
284 Hymettia: nominative, agrees with cera in
the next line. “Mt. Hymettus near Athens was
famous for its honey, hence a source of beeswax”
(Anderson).†
284 sole: “in the sun” is a sensible translation,
but it is more likely ablative of cause (in sole =
“in the sun”).

278 vōtum, -ī, n.: a promise to a god, vow
279 ter: three times, thrice
279 accendō, accendere, accēndī, accensum: to
kindle
279 apex, -icis, m.: the point, summit, top
281 incumbō, incumbere, incubuī, incubitum: to
lay oneself, lean

281 tepeō, tepēre, —, —: to be lukewarm, be
tepid
283 mollescō, mollescere, —, —: to become soft,
soften
284 subsīdō, subsīdere, subsēdī, subsessum: to
sit down, settle down
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285 cēra remollēscit tractātaque pollice multās
flectitur in faciēs ipsōque fit ūtilis ūsū.
dum stupet et dubiē gaudet fallīque verētur,
rūrsus amāns rūrsusque manū sua vōta retractat.
corpus erat! saliunt temptātae pollice vēnae.

290 tum vērō Paphius plēnissima concipit hērōs

285 tractataque pollice: “and when it is worked
with the thumb…” See Statius Silvae 4.26 for
the suggestion that softened ivory can itself be
“smoothed” with the thumb (ebur Pisaeo pollice
rasum; and see note on 248).
285 multas: with facies in the next line; read the
phrase as flectitur in multas facies, “changes into
many shapes”.
286 flectitur: with in + accusative, another verb
of transformation. As with verti and mutari,
if there is no clear agent or instrument for the
passive, translate as instransitive but active, so
“changes”, not “is changed”.
286 fit utilis: “becomes usable”; probably not
“useful”, unless Anderson is right that we are
supposed to think of the wax as a kind of an-
cient duct tape; see note on 284.
286 ipso usu: ablative of instrument, “by its
very use”.†
287 stupet: note indicative in dum clausemean-
ing “while” (also gaudet). Note also the echo
of Orpheus’ reaction to losing Eurydice (stupuit,
line 64).
287 dubie gaudet: “hesitantly rejoices”
287 fallique veretur: falli is passive infinitive in
indirect statement, introduced by veretur (“fears
that he is being deceived”); subject is Pygmalion,
the subject of the main verb, hence not restated.
Passive falli may also mean “be mistaken”. Note
use of indirect statement for a fear about the
present (a fear that something may already be
the case), as opposed to a fear clause (ne + sub-
junctive) for a fear about the future (a fear that
something may happen). It is also distinct from
vereor + complementary infinitive, which signi-
fies “being afraid to do something”.
288 rursus… rursusque: translate together, “again

and again…”
288 amans: just as applied to Orpheus in line
57, the participle is tantamount to an adverb,
“with love, lovingly, out of love”.
288 sua vota retractat: vota refers to the girl by
metonymy; the warming, softening statue is the
result of his prayers. Translate retractat here as
“keeps on touching, handling” to avoid overdo-
ing the “again”. This image is repeated in a very
different sense in line 370.
289 corpus erat!: “it/she was a body!”. For the
effect of the short clause, cf. line 228.†
289 saliunt venae: “her veins leap/surge”, or (by
metonymy) “her pulse surges”. Cf. Marsyas
salientia viscera at 6.390.
289 temptatae: with venae, “when they are felt”
(again…)
290 tum vero: “then indeed” (vero is an adverb
here).
290 Paphius: with heros at the end of the line.
Reed points out that it is a proleptic epithet,
since Pygmalion and the ivory girl’s child Pa-
phos, after whom the town was renamed, has
not yet been born.
290 plenissima: with verba in the next line.
“very full words” = “a great abundance of
words”. Pygmalion’s effusive gratitude con-
trasts pointedly with Hippomenes’ forgetful ne-
glect of his benefactor Venus (681-3).
290 concipit: direct object is verba in the next
line. concipere verba means not just to “think of
words”, but to “compose a speech”, or even “to
make a speech”; so, all together, “he composes
(and makes?) a very lengthy speech”. See L&S
ad verbum II.D.

285 cēra, -ae, f.: wax
285 tractō, tractāre, tractāvī, tractātum: to
handle, drag, pull
287 dubiē: with doubt, uncertainly
287 fallō, fallere, fefellī, falsum: to trip;
deceive, mislead
287 vereor, verērī, veritus sum: to reverence,

revere, respect; fear
289 saliō, salīre, saluī, saltum: to leap, jump
289 vēna, -ae, f.: a blood-vessel, vein
290 vērō: indeed, truly, really
290 plēnus, -a, -um: full, filled
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verba, quibus Venerī grātēs agit, ōraque tandem
ōre suō nōn falsa premit, dataque ōscula virgō
sēnsit et ērubuit timidumque ad lūmina lūmen
attollēns pariter cum caelō vīdit amantem.

295 coniugiō, quod fēcit, adest dea, iamque coāctīs
cornibus in plēnum noviēns lūnāribus orbem
illa Paphon genuit, dē quā tenet īnsula nōmen.

291 agit: there is disagreement over whether to
read subjunctive or indicative here, but indica-
tive is to be preferred. If he “thinks up a speech
with which to thank Venus” (gratias agat), then
we have a relative clause of purpose (see A&G
531), and need a subjunctive; but the commen-
tators don’t note the performative sense of con-
cipit in line 290. If we read it as “makes a
speech”, the relative pronoun need not express
purpose: “he puts together a speech with which
he thanks Venus”.
291 Veneri: dative indirect object with grates
agit (in this idiom, agit is equivalent to dat)
291 ora: described by non falsa in the next line,
neuter accusative plural (for singular), direct ob-
ject of premit.
291 tandem: since Pygmalion has already spent
a good deal of time kissing his ivory statue (256,
281), take the adverb with non falsa, “at last not
fake”.
292 ore suo: “with his mouth”, ablative of in-
strument with premit. The polyptoton (use of
the sameword in different inflections) of ora and
ore is followed by a similar repetition below, lu-
men / lumnina.
293 sensit: echoing Venus’ recognition of Pyg-
malion’s intent in 277, but also prefiguring
Myrrha’s struggle with her own desires (319,
443).
293 timidum… lumen: “her fearful gaze” (ac-
cusative, direct object of attollens at the start of

the next line).
293 ad lumina: “to his eyes”.†
294 pariter cum caelo: “equally with the sky”,
“on the same level as the sky”. Adverbial phrase
with vidit, but describing Pygmalion’s quasi di-
vine appearance from his creation’s point of
view.†
295 coniugio… adest dea: “the goddess attends
the wedding” or, better, “Venus, the goddess
of sex, favors the union” (hence the birth of a
child). For adesse of a god “in favorable or help-
ful attendance”, cf. Hymen in line 4, Venus in
277 and 673. coniugio is dative with compound
verb, as with festis aderat in 277.
296 coactis cornibus etc: “with the lunar horns
forced into a full circle nine times”. lunaribus -
> cornibus, plenum -> orbem; noviens (= novies)
is the numeral adverb “nine times”. The phrase
means, of course, “after nine full moons”, and so
“after nine months” (ablative absolute express-
ing temporal circumstance). For a similar ex-
pression for the 9 months of pregnancy, cf. 479.
297 illa: the ivory girl, still unnamed (in stark
contrast to Paphos).†
297 de qua tenet: “from whom it holds” = “from
whom it gets”. Subject of tenet is insula (though
Paphos, confusingly, is the name of the principal
city of Cyprus). For nomen tenet, cf. 502 (nomen
erile tenet), and 14.626 (unde tenet nomen).

291 grātes: thanks, thanksgiving
293 ērubescō, ērubescere, ērubuī, —: to grow
red, redden
294 attollō, attollere, —, —: to lift up, raise up,
elevate
294 pariter: equally, in like manner
295 coniugium, -i, n.: a connection, union,

marriage
295 cogō, cogere, coēgī, coāctum: to drive
together, collect
296 noviĕs, noviens: nine times, ninefold
296 lūnāris, -e: of the moon, lunar
297 insula, -ae, f.: an island
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‘Ēditus hāc ille est, quī sī sine prōle fuisset,
inter fēlīcēs Cinyrās potuisset habērī.

300 dīra canam; procul hinc nātae, procul este parentes
aut, mea sī vestrās mulcēbunt carmina mentēs,

298 ēditus hāc: “born from this woman” (hac =
Paphos in the previous line, editus = Cinyras in
the next line). hac (the MSS reading, not hōc) is
ablative of origin/source (A&G 403a).
298 ille: a correlative pronoun, meaning that it
serves to mark the antecedent of the relative
pronoun. In such a context the sense of the pro-
noun is often “the famous one”, “the one we all
know about”, but here it may be left untrans-
lated, simply recognizing its correlative func-
tion: “Cinyras was born”, not “that Cinyras…”
†

298 qui etc.: the relative clause contains (and
begins with) a conditional clause; it also con-
tains (in the middle of the next line) the noun
which is its antecedent (Cinyras, which should
not be translated as part of the relative clause).
298 si… fuisset: “if he had been”, past counter-
factual conditional with pluperfect subjunctive.
As the story unfolds, we learn that Cinyras’ mis-
ery involves not one but two children, Myrrha
and Adonis.
298 sine prole: note use of adverbial phrase as a
predicate (as if it were adjectival). prole is sepa-
rative ablative, as is appropriate with the prepo-
sition. Reed notes a play on the Greek sense of
Cinyras’ name here: κινύρομαι, “groan, lament”.
One can now consult Franklin 2015 ch.12 for
details.
299 inter felices… haberi: “be considered as one
of the fortunate ones”, “be counted among the
fortunate”; idiomatic sense of the passive of
habeo, taking a subject and a predicate. felices is
accusative with preposition inter. haberi is com-

plementary infinitive with potuisset.†
300 dira canam etc.: the following four lines
contain a three-part warning from the poet
about the content of the story that follows. 1.
Daughters and fathers “keep away” from this
poem; 2. If you hearmy poem, don’t believe it; 3.
If you believe it, believe also in the punishment
at the end.†
300 dira: substantive use of the adjective (“dread-
ful things”), accusative direct object of future in-
dicative canam. “Sing” = “sing about”.
300 procul: read both instances of this word
with the imperative verb este.
300 procul hinc: “far from here”, that is, from
this song.†
300 natae: “daughters”, subject of the impera-
tive este.
300 parentes: a second subject for este.†
301 mea si: hyperbaton; the conditional clause
begins after aut, so read si mea.
301 mea: with carmina (“my song”, poetic plu-
ral), subject of mulcebunt.
301 vestras: with mentes, “your minds”.
301 mulcebunt: future indicative in protasis
(“if-clause”) of a future simple conditional (= fu-
ture more vivid); jussive subjunctive desit (with
same future force as the coordinated impera-
tive credite) in the apodosis. According to En-
glish conditional idiom, translate mulcebunt as
present: “if my song does soothe…”. Orpheus
advises us that we can enjoy the song without
believing it.†

298 ēdō, ēdere, ēdidī, ēditum: to give out, put
forth, bring forth
298 prōles, prōlis, f.: offshoot, offspring,
descendants
298 sine: without
299 Cinyras: Cinyras, father of Myrrha
299 fēlix, fēlīcis: fruitful, productive; happy,
lucky
299 habeō, habēre, habuī, habitum: to have,
hold
299 inter: between

299 possum, posse, potui: to be able, have
power
300 dīrus, -a, -um: ill-omened, ominous,
portentous, dread
300 hinc: from this place, hence
300 nāta, -ae, f.: a daughter
301 aut: or
301 carmen, carminis, n.: a song, poem, verse,
oracular response
301 vester, vestra, vestrum: your, yours, of you
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dēsit in hāc mihi parte fidēs, nec crēdite factum,
vel, sī crēdētis, factī quoque crēdite poenam.
sī tamen admissum sinit hoc nātūra vidērī,

305 gentibus Ismariīs et nostrō grātulor orbī,
grātulor huīc terrae, quod abest regiōnibus illīs,

302 desit: jussive subjunctive, subject is fides;
“let trust be lacking” (echoing procul este above:
if I can’t keep you away, I’ll keep your trust
away).
302 in hac parte: “in this part of my song” (the
rest is, of course, entirely true); but note the echo
of the place of performance from line 88, qua
postquam parte resedit.
302 mihi: read with desit either as dative of ref-
erence (more precisely, dative of disadvantage),
or as a negative form of dative of possession (cf.
468). English speakers might want to connect it
with fides (“trust in me”), but an adverbial word
or phrase modifying a noun is un-Latin.
302 nec credite factum: “and don’t believe it
happened”. One naturally understands this
as factum esse (an omission that is common
both with factum and with credo), accusative-
infinitive in indirect discourse; but the parallel
with poenam below, which is a direct object of
credite (and where factum is a substantive, i.e.
participle as noun) invites rereading this line as
having the same structure.†
303 si credetis: “if you do believe it”. Also fu-
ture indicative in future simple protasis, also
best translated as present.
303 facti: objective genitive with poenam, “the
punishment of the deed” (with a degree of ev-
eryday hypallage, since the doer is punished,
not the deed).
303 credite poenam: credo regularly takes a da-
tive of the person trusted, an accusative of the
thing believed.
304 admissum: with hoc. Reed notes: “equiv-
alent to commissum, ‘crime’ (cf., for exam-
ple, 1.210, 14.92), with videri meaning ‘become
known’. In light of line 303, however, it could

perhaps better be read as “if, on the other hand,
nature allows that this action be seen to be
permitted.”†
304 sinit: natura is the subject, with comple-
mentary infinitive videri. Indicative in a present
simple condition, (overtranslating, “if it is in fact
the case that nature allows…”). See A&G 514A.
305 gratulor: “congratulate” is a fair transla-
tion, but the word means something between
“give thanks to”, “celebrate, praise”, and “rejoice
with”.
305 gentibus ismariis: “the peoples of Ismaria””,
dative object (like nostro orbi, and huic terrae in
the next line) of gratulor (as we would say “give
thanks to”). After Mount Ismarus in southern
Thrace; like Rhodopeius, meaning little more
than “Thracian”.
305 nostro orbi: “our part of the world”, imply-
ing perhaps not just Thrace, but the “Western”
world (including, therefore, Ovid’s Italy), in con-
trast to the East. The plural should probably be
translated as such.†
306 quod: “that” (not “because”); read with the
verb, gratulor quod… “I congratulate this land
on the fact that…” The quod clause is a form of
indirect discourse (also describable as a substan-
tive clause); subjunctive would therefore have
been an option for the verb (quod absit), but Or-
pheus/Ovid chooses indicative to recognize the
indisputable truth of the statement (see A&G
572).
306 illis: correlative demonstrative, marking
the antecedent to the relative pronoun quae at
the start of the next line (Bömer’s “pejorative” is
not justified). regionibus illis is ablative of sepa-
ration, appropriate to the prefix in abest.

302 crēdō, crēdere, crēdidī, crēditum: to trust,
believe
302 faciō, facere, fēcī, factum: to make,
construct, fashion
303 factum, -ī, n.: a deed, exploit, achievement
303 vel: either… or…
304 admittō, admittere, admīsī, admissum: to
send to, admit, give access
304 videō, vidēre, vīdī, vīsum: to see, discern,
perceive

305 gratulor, gratulāri, gratulātus sum: be glad
for, congratulate, rejoice
305 Ismarius, -a, -um: Ismarian, from Ismarus
305 noster, nostra, nostrum: our, our own, ours
306 absum, abesse, afuī/aberam: to be away
from, be absent
306 regio, regiōnis, f.: a region
306 terra, -ae, f.: the earth
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quae tantum genuēre nefās: sit dīves amōmō
cinnamaque costumque suum sūdātaque lignō
tūra ferat flōrēsque aliōs Panchāia tellus,

310 dum ferat et murram: tantī nova nōn fuit arbor.
ipse negat nocuisse tibī sua tēla Cupīdō,
307 quae: antecedent is regionibus. Neuter
nominative plural relative pronoun, subject of
genuēre (= genuērunt), “which brought forth”.
307 tantum nefas: “such a great sin”.
307 sit dives: “let it be rich…” The subject (Pan-
chaia tellus, line 309) is heavily delayed, which
only adds to the confusion about where exactly
we’re talking about, a confusion that rather un-
dercuts Orpheus’ nationalist pride. sit is to be
read closely with dum + subjunctive ferat in
line 310 (“let it be rich… so long as it bears…”);
though it looks like a jussive subjunctive, the
construction is a natural component of the pro-
viso clause (meaning not “let it be rich” so much
as “I don’t care if it is rich”; permission rather
than command).†
307 dives amomo: “rich in amomum”. amōmō
(Greek ἄμωμον) is ablative of specification, ex-
plaining the sense of dives; we don’t know ex-
actly what kind of herb or spice it was. “An aro-
matic shrub, from which the Romans prepared a
costly, fragrant balsam” (L&S).
308 cinnamaque: neuter accusative plural, di-
rect object of ferat in the next line (alongside
three other objects, costum, tura and flores). The
plural (if not simply poetic plural) can be ren-
dered as “twigs of cinnamon”. Note the root’s
connection with amomum: Pliny uses the word
cinnamomum, a Greek form that goes back to
Herodotus. The last syllable (-que) is lengthened
in attempted imitation of Homeric lists, like pic-
tasque in line 262.
308 costum suum: “its characteristic costum”,
suus as “one’s unique characteristic”. Compare
the similar usage in line 506, sua verba.
308 sudata ligno tura: “incense sweated out of
wood”, a less than romantic description of the
extraction of frankincense gum from its tree, but
not unique to Ovid (e.g. Georgics 2.118-9 su-
dantia ligno balsama). ligno is ablative of source
(think ex ligno).

309 tura: neuter accusative plural (nominative
tus).
309 ferat: subject is Panchāĭă tellus, “the land of
Panchaia”. Subjunctive in the permissive clause,
“let it bear” (in the sense that a land “bears”
whatever resources humans take from it, but
also linked to the idea of “creating” the humans
who dwell in it, as with genuere above, and
genuisse in 221).†
309 flores alios: not “other flowers” (for none
of the things he has listed so far comes from
a flower), but either “spices made from flowers
too” (e.g. saffron; an extended meaning of alius)
or “other fragrances” (an extended meaning of
flos). For the latter, see Salis: “the sense of flos
as ‘aroma, fragrance’ is attested in Latin… e.g.
Plautus Curculio 96; Lucretius 3.221; 2.847-9”.
309 Panchāia: Scansion: Panchāĭă.
310 dum ferat et murram: “so long as it bears
myrrh too” (the long awaited proviso clause). et
is adverbial.†
310 tanti: genitive of value, “worth so much”.
non tanti fuit is the predicate of nova arbor, “a
new tree was not worth so much”. One wonders
what Orpheus’ audience of trees would think of
this assessment.
311 ipse: with Cupido at the end of the line,
subject of negat..†
311 nocuisse: perfect infinitive in indirect state-
ment, introduced by negat; subject of the infini-
tive is the neuter accusative plural sua tela: “he
denies that his weapons harmed”.†
311 tibi: dative object of nocuisse, “did harm
to you”. Refers to Myrrha, addressed with the
vocative at the start of the next line. The apos-
trophe, which switches us from direct address to
the reader (300-310) to direct address to a char-
acter, continues for a remarkable eight lines, un-
til ēlige in 318, and is then abruptly ended with
3rd person pronoun illa in 319.

307 amōmum, -ī, n.: an aromatic shrub
307 dīves, dīvitis: rich, wealthy, opulent
307 nefas: an impious deed, sin, crime
(indeclinable)
307 tantus, -a, -um: of such size, so great
308 cinnamon: Cinnamon
308 costum, -ī, n.: an Oriental aromatic plant
308 lignum, -ī, n.: wood, firewood
308 sūdō, sūdāre, sūdāvī, sūdātum: to sweat,
perspire

309 alius, -a, -um: other, another,
someone/thing else
309 ferō, ferre, tulī, lātum: to bear, carry, take
up
309 Panchāius, -a, -um: Panchaean, of
Panchaea
310 murra, -ae, f.: the myrrh-tree, myrrh
310 novus, -a, -um: new, young, recent
311 tēlum, -ī, n.: a missile weapon, dart, spear
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Myrrha, facēsque suās ā crīmine vindicat istō;
stīpite tē Stygiō tumidīsque adflāvit echidnīs
ē tribus ūna soror: scelus est ōdisse parentem,

315 hīc amor est odiō maius scelus. undique lectī
tē cupiunt procerēs, tōtōque oriente iuventus
ad thalamī certāmen adest: ex omnibus ūnum

312 faces suas: “his torch”, accusative, poetic
plural, direct object of vindicat.†
312 a crimine vindicat: “absolves of the charge”,
literally, “claims back from the charge”.
312 isto: with crimine; the distancing or pejo-
rative force of the demonstrative is appropriate
here.
313 stipite: literally “log, stake”; in this context
the same as faces above, “torch” (the word is
chosen at least partly to contribute to the heavy
alliteration of the first part of the line). With
stygio, “a stygian torch”. Like tumidis echidnīs,
ablative of instrument with adflavit.
313 te: accusative, direct object of adflavit.
313 tumidis: “swollen” (with poision). The im-
age of the poisonous snakes echoes Eurydice’s
bite at the start of the poem.
313 adflavit: subject is una soror in the next
line. Zeugma: literally, “blew upon”, which
more or less works with the torch as subject (cf.
Tristia 1.9.22: adflati incendio; “of other things
which exert an influence upon bodies, like a cur-
rent of air; e. g. fire, light, vapor, etc.”, L&S), but
must be taken quite metaphorically (“touched”)
with the snakes.
314 e tribus una soror: “one sister out of three”,
a phrase used of the Fates by Propertius
(2.13.44), but here referring to the the 3 Furies,
Allecto, Megaera and Tisiphone.
314 odisse parentem: infinitive in a substantive
clause acting as the subject of est, with parentem
as direct object. “To hate a parent is a crime”. odi

is perfect in form but present in sense.
315 hīc amor: “this love”. Remember that the
vowel in masculine nominative singular hic is
normally long in classical Latin.†
315 odio: ablative of comparision with maius,
“a crime greater than hate”.
315 maius: comparative adjective, neuter nom-
inative singular agreeing with scelus.
315 undique: “from everywhere” (enclitic -que
has no connective force here). The adverb mod-
ifies the participle (lecti) that follows, “chosen
from all over”.
315 lecti: with proceres in the next line, subject
of cupiunt. Literally “chosen”, but with the sense
here of “elite, outstanding”.
316 toto oriente: ablative of separation (omit-
ting prepositon a/ab) with the verb adest in the
next line: “attends from all over the East”.
316 iuventus: subject of adest in the next line.
317 ad certamen adest: “attends the contest”.
The repetition of the preposition as the prefix of
the verb is hard to capture in English.
317 thalami: objective genitive with certamen,
“contest for the marriage”.
317 ex omnibus: “out of them all”, adverbial
with imperative elige at the start of the next line.
317 unum: with virum in the next line, direct
object of elige, “choose one man”. This sense is
required for the wordplay at the end of 318, but
we can also read virum as a predicate, that is,
“choose one of them as your husband.”

312 Myrrha, -ae, f.: Myrrha, daughter of
Cinyras
312 vindicō, vindicāre, vindicāvī, vindicātum:
to assert a claim to, demand formally, ask
judgment for
313 afflō, afflāre, afflāvī, afflātum: blow upon,
touch
313 echidna, -ae, f.: an adder, viper
313 stīpes, stīpitis, m.: a log, post, stake
313 Stygius, -a, -um: of the Styx, Stygian,
infernal
313 tumidus, -a, -um: swollen, swelling, tumid
314 ōdi, ōdisse: to hate
314 soror, sorōris, f.: a sister
314 tres, tria: three
315 amor, -ōris, m.: love, affection

315 lectus, -a, -um: chosen, select, choice
315 mājus, -a, -um: greater, comp. of magnus
315 odium, -ī, n.: hatred, ill-will
315 undique: from every quarter, on all sides
316 cupiō, cupere, cupiī/cupīvī, cupitum: to
long for, desire
316 juventus, juventūtis, f.: youth, young
people
316 oriens, orientis, m.: the rising sun, the east
316 procer -eris, m.: the leading men, chiefs,
nobles
316 tōtus, -a, -um: all, the whole, entire, total
317 adsum, adesse, adfuī/aderam: to be
present, be at hand
317 omnis, -e: all, every
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ēlige, Myrrha, virum, dum nē sit in omnibus ūnus.

Orpheus’ Song: Myrrha’s Monologue
illa quidem sentit foedōque repugnat amōrī

320 et sēcum “quō mente feror? quid mōlior?” inquit
“dī, precor, et pietās sacrātaque iūra parentum,
hoc prohibēte nefās scelerīque resistite nostrō,
318 dum ne sit in omnibus unus: another pro-
viso clause, this time negated with ne (as is reg-
ular). “So long as one man (Cinyras) is not
amongst them all”. The hypothetical image this
momentarily conjures, of Cinyras competing
openly with his daughter’s suitors, is jarring to
say the least.
319 illa quidem: the phrase recurs 3 times in
this book, each time with a concessive relation
to what follows (“conceding” that the woman,
illa, did try to avert the disaster that follows).
“She surely felt it and fought against it…”†
319 sentit: “feels”, but in this context, most
likely “recognizes it forwhat it is”. The lack of an
explicit object makes for a degree of ambiguity.†
319 foedo: “disgusting”, with amori, dative ob-
ject of repugnat. The adjective may indicate
Myrrha’s own initial opinion of her passion, as
well as the narrator’s, helping us understand the
force of sentit.
320 secum: with inquit at the end of the line,
“said to herself” (English uses “to” in this idiom,
Latin “with”).†
320 quo: not describing mente (which is fem-
inine); rather, “whither?” (interrogative pro-
noun). In lines 63 and 90 we learned that the
dative can be used to express direction. Here we
have an apparently ablative pronoun doing the
same thing (dative would be cui). Rather than
extend this function to a further case, it is better
to recognize this as an archaic direction-locative
(“illative”) form (the same argument could be
made for eodem in line 63, whichwe identified as
dative of direction). It is often described simply
as an adverb (“whither”), thereby avoiding the

question of case. Cf. the same form as a relative
pronoun in line 693.
320 quo feror: echoes Byblis in 9.509, fighting
an attraction to her brother. Literally “whither
am I carried”, but idiomatically “what am I
thinking?”, even “what am I getting myself
into?”†
320 mente: “where am I being taken by my
thinking?”. A slightly odd expression, but sim-
pler Latin than the interpretations proposed by
Anderson and Bömer, and with a clear answer
later in the story: first, to her father’s bedroom,
and then into wandering exile. For the mens
working against the self, compare Byblis’ quem
mens mea concipit ignem? (9.520).†
320 quid molior: “what am I contriving?”. More
colloquially, “what am I up to?”
321 di: vocative subject of imperative prohibete
in the next line.
321 precor: parenthetical; not (as sometimes)
taking as object the divinity prayed to.
321 pietas… iura: twomore vocatives, also sub-
jects of prohibete.
321 iura sacrata parentum: “sanctified rights of
parents”. parentum is genitive plural.†
322 hoc: with nefas, direct object of prohibete.
322 nefas: literally, “that which must not be
spoken of”, especially in a ritual setting; hence
the need for the lengthy disclaimer in lines 300ff.
322 sceleri: with nostro, “my crime”, dative ob-
ject of resistite.
322 resistite: “stand firm against”, a second im-
perative (with prohibete) for the 3 subjects on
line 321.†

318 ēligō, ēligere, ēlēgī, ēlectum: to pluck out,
root out
318 vir, virī, m.: man, husband
319 foedus, -a, -um: foul, filthy, repulsive
319 repugnō, repugnāre, repugnāvī,
repugnātum: to fight back, oppose, resist,
struggle
320 inquam, inquit: I say/he says/he said
320 mōlior, mōlīri, mōlītus sum: to exert
oneself, toil, contrive
320 sēcum: with oneself, within oneself
321 deus, -ī m.: a god, deity

321 pietās, -ātis, f.: dutiful conduct, sense of
duty, religiousness, devotion
321 precor, precāri, precātus sum: to ask, beg,
entreat, beseech
321 sacrō, sacrāre, sacrāvī, sacrātum: to set
apart as sacred, consecrate, dedicate
322 prohibeō, prohibēre, prohibuī, prohibitum:
to hold before, hold back, hinder, prevent
322 resistō, resistere, restitī: remain standing,
stay behind, continue
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sī tamen hoc scelus est. sed enim damnāre negātur
hanc Venerem pietās: coeunt animālia nūllō

325 cētera dīlēctū, nec habētur turpe iuvencae
ferre patrem tergō, fit equō sua fīlia coniūnx,
quāsque creāvit init pecudēs caper, ipsaque, cuius

323 si tamen: “in fact…” Then sed enim, “but af-
ter all…”
323 negatur: the passive of nego is regularly
used tomean “people deny that (the subject does
something)”, or “it is said that (the subject, nom-
inative) doesn’t (do something, infinitive)”. See
L&S I.β.†
323 damnare: since the subject of the infinitive
is pietas, the same as the subject of themain verb
(negatur), it is nominative, not accusative.
324 animalia: with cetera in the next line,
“other animals”, subject of cŏĕunt, “mingle, have
sex”.
324 nullo: with dilectu in the next line, “with
no discrimination, indiscriminately”, i.e. with-
out being or having to be careful about what
partners they choose. Ablative of manner or ac-
companiment, equivalent to cum nullo dilectu,
but the use of the limiting adjective allows the
preposition to be omitted (A&G 412b).
325 nec habetur turpe: understand esse; usually
described as impersonal, “it is not considered
[to be] shameful” (idiomatic use of the passive
of habeo). Better, the subject is the substantive
clause with infinitive ferre. “To carry is not con-
sidered shameful”.
325 iuvencae: dative singular, of disadvantage;
connected closely to turpe habetur. The dative
should not be read as if the subject of ferre;
“carrying a father on the back is not considered
shameful for a cow”.
326 patrem: direct object of ferre.
326 tergo: ablative of place-wherewithout prepo-
sition (in tergo would be used in prose).†

326 fit: subject is sua filia.
326 sua: the reflexive pronoun normally points
to subject of the main verb, but here by what is
called constructio ad sensum (more or less “com-
mon sense construction”, or “construction ac-
cording tomeaning”), it refers to the indirect ob-
ject, equo: “the horse’s own daughter becomes
his wife” (as if the horse were the subject).
327 quasque creavit: the -que here serves as
the conjunction for the whole line, but quas
creavit is a short relative clause, with quas re-
ferring to pecudes in the main clause: “and the
flocks which he created”. The structure (sen-
tence conjunction in the relative clause) is com-
mon enough in Ovid that Bömer denotes this as
“que Ovidianum”.
327 init: “enters”, which is appropriate for “go-
ing amongst” a flock; but here with the obvious
double meaning of “mates with”. “Technical, ev-
eryday language, albeit picturesque” (Reed, cit-
ing Varro and contrasting the poetic tergo ferre).
Anderson chooses “siring and inseminating”.
327 pecudes: most often used of cows, but ap-
propriate to any animal in a herd or flock.
327 ipsaque: with nominative ales at the end
of the next line; best read as part of the main
clause, though the emphasis applies better to the
bird’s role as subject of concepta est in the rela-
tive clause (and it is possible to read it as part of
that clause).
327 cuius: relative pronoun referring to its
(correlative) demonstrative, illo in the next line.
Translate the main clause first.

323 damnō, damnāre, damnāvī, damnātum: to
adjudge guilty, condemn, convict
324 animālis, -e: air breathing; animal; alive
324 coeō, coīre, coiī/coīvī: to go together, come
together, meet
324 nullus, -a, -um: not any, none, no
325 cēterus, -a, -um: the other, remainder, rest
325 dīlēctus, -ūs, m.: selection, choice,
distinction

325 turpis, -e: ugly
326 equus, -ī, m.: a horse
326 fīlia, -ae, f.: a daughter
326 pater, patris, m.: a father
327 caper, caprī, m.: a he-goat, goat
327 pecus, pecudis, f.: a head of cattle, animal,
one of a herd

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D412#chapter412b
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sēmine concepta est, ex illō concipit āles.
fēlīcēs, quibus ista licent! hūmāna malignās

330 cūra dedit lēgēs, et quod nātūra remittit,
invida iūra negant. gentēs tamen esse feruntur,
in quibus et nātō genetrīx et nāta parentī
328 ex illo concipit: (starting with the main
clause) “the bird becomes pregnant by themale”,
with “the male” (illo) acting as antecedent to
cuius. concipere + ablative (of source) can be
used with or (as with semine concepta in the
relative clause) without the preposition: com-
pare 4.611, pluvio Danae conceperat auro. Bömer
lists a useful sampling here of “variations be-
tween plain and prepositional ablative” in the
Metamorphoses.
328 cuius semine concepta est: “from whose
seed she herself (the bird) was conceived” (bor-
rowing ipsa from the main clause). semine is ab-
lative of source, like illo.
329 felices: = o felices, exclamatory accusative,
rather than a subject missing its verb (compare
me miseram in 334). “O fortunate ones!”, refer-
ring the the animals just described. “The typical
envying cry of the lover” (Anderson).
329 quibus: antecedent is felices; dative object
of the verb licent.
329 ista: neuter nominative plural, “those things”,
“such actions”; subject of licent. “O fortunate
ones, to whom such actions are allowed”. licent
won’t go into English without becoming pas-
sive, but it is active in the Latin.
329 humana: with cura in the next line, the
words together meaning something like “hu-
man culture”. Bömer compares the contrast be-
tween natural growth and human cultivation
(cura mortalium) in Columella De Arboribus 1.1.
The rhyme with iura and natura in the next line
further helps make the contrast clear (cura et
iura vs. natura).
329 malignas: contrasting with felices at the
start of the line. Describes accusative plural
leges in the next line, direct object of dedit there.
330 dedit: dare leges is a common idiom for leg-
islation, especially in the context of “imposing”
a new administration on a territory, often a
colony; e.g. Cicero De Legibus 2.23.8. Does
Myrrha think that human custom is the product

of deliberate planning?
330 quod natura remittit: “what nature allows”,
relative clause preceding the main clause, and
with antecedent omitted. The antecedent of
quod would be the direct object of negant in the
next line, something like “behavior”. We can
translate more clearly by adding a demonstra-
tive pronoun: “envious laws (invida iura) forbid
(negant) that which nature allows”.
330 remittit: normally “grant as a special privi-
lege”, especially to the conquered; almost equiv-
alent to permittit here, but with a hint of
leges/iura remittere (“leave a people under their
own authority”; e.g. Vergil Aeneid 11.359).
331 invida: with iura, neuter plural nomina-
tive, subject of negant. Unlike invidiosus, this
adjective only has active sense; “envying, hat-
ing, begrudging”. There is little distinction be-
tween the meaning of iura and leges here.
331 tamen: “in fact…” It occurs to her that
even in human culture, incest is not universally
eschewed.
331 esse: subject is gentes, which is nominative
since it is the subject of the main verb, ferun-
tur. Infinitive in indirect statement with passive
main verb, and with existential sense: “Races
are said to exist…” (compare the same existential
sense of the passive negatur in 323). Avoiding
the infinitive in translation requires converting
to an impersonal construction: “it is said that
races exist”.
332 in quibus: “in which”, antecedent is gentes.
332 et… et…: “both… and…”.
332 nato genetrix, nata parenti: clever playwith
word patterns: the word order is chiastic
in terms of case and syntactic role (dative-
nominative/ nominative-dative), but parallel in
terms of referent (child-parent/ child-parent).
Each pair provides subject and indirect object
for passive iungitur in the next line: “mother is
joined to son, daughter is joined to father”.†

328 concipiō, concipere, concēpī, conceptum: to
take hold of, take up, take in, receive
328 sēmen, sēminis, n.: seed
329 hūmānus, -a, -um: of man, human
329 licet, licēre, licuit/licitum est: It is lawful, is
allowed
329 malignus, -a, -um: ill-disposed, malicious,
spiteful

330 dō, dedī, dare, datum: to hand over, give
330 remittō, remittere, remīsī, remissum: to let
go back, send back
331 invidus, -a, -um: envious, envying
332 genetrix, genetrīcis, f.: a mother
332 nātus, -ī, m.: son, one born
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iungitur, et pietās geminātō crēscit amōre.
mē miseram, quod nōn nāscī mihi contigit illīc,

335 fortūnāque locī laedor! quid in ista revolvor?
spēs interdictae, discēdite! dignus amārī
ille, sed ut pater, est. ergō, sī fīlia magnī
nōn essem Cinyrae, Cinyrae concumbere possem?
333 pietas: subject of crescit.†
333 geminato amore: “because of doubled love”
(causal ablative).†
334 memiseram: exclamatory accusative, “woe
for me!”
334 quod: the simple translation is “that”, though
the relation is not simply described; see A&G
572b, quod with indicative in substantive clause
introduced by verb of feeling or an expression
of feeling.
334 non nasci mihi contigit: “I did not happen
to be born”. Literally, “it did not come about
for me to be born”, though the verb usually im-
plies a positive outcome, so perhaps “I was not
lucky enough to be born”. contigit is impersonal,
with complementary infinitive nasci. Alterna-
tively, nasci illic is a substantive clause, acting
as subject of contigit (so, “to-be-born-there did
not come about for me”).
334 illīc: “there, in those places”; the adverb
modifies nasci.†
334 mihi: dative of reference (advantage/ dis-
advantage) with contigit.
335 fortunaque: ablative of instrument with
passive laedor. The -que connects this clause
to the quod clause above, so “woe for me that
I wasn’t born there, and that I am harmed by
fortune.”
335 fortuna loci: “luck of place”, i.e. the bad
luck of being born in the wrong place. loci
would be possessive genitive if we understood
“the luck that attaches to a particular place”; but
here it means “the luck that consists in being
born in a particular place”, so it is an appositive
genitive.
335 quid: interrogative, “why?” - Myrrha’s ar-
gument changes course again.
335 in istă revolvor: istă is neuter accusative
plural (not feminine ablative; the meter tells

us the last syllable is short), so something like
“why am I rolled back towards these ideas?” (ac-
cusative with in expresses motion towards).†
336 spes interdictae: “forbidden hopes”, voca-
tive plural, subject of the imperative discedite.
interdictae is formal legal terminology.
336 discedite: a relatively common metaphor
for departing emotions, though usually of
straightforwardly negative ones; e.g. turpes
discedite curae, Tibullus 3.6.37.†
336 dignus: the clause is dignus amari ille est,
“he is worthy of being loved”. For dignus with
infinitive as an alternative to a result clause or
a relative clause of characteristic, see A&G 535f
note 2, and cf. 2.42, negari dignus.
337 sed ut pater: uncompressed = sed dignus
amari est ut pater amatur, “but he is worthy of
being loved as a father is loved”.
337 ergo…?: “Does this mean that…?” - another
change of direction.†
337 si filia: with non essem in the next line, “if I
were not the daughter”. essem is imperfect sub-
junctive in the protasis of a present counterfac-
tual conditional, with imperfect subjunctive pos-
sem in the apodosis.
337 magni: with Cinyrae in the next line, pos-
sessive genitive.†
338 Cinyrae concumbere: concumbere is com-
plementary infinitive with possem, Cinyrae is
the dative object of concumbere (dative object
with compound verb, see A&G 370). Note the
repetition of Cinyrae as genitive then dative,
treating the Greek name as a first declension
Latin noun. Note further that Myrrha’s whole
monologue builds an alliterative theme on the
sound of Cinyras’ initial, reinforcing it with rep-
etition of further hard stop sounds, p and t.

334 contingō, contingere, contigī, contactum: to
touch, reach; happen, come about
334 illīc: in that place, there
334 miser, misera, miserum: wretched,
unfortunate, in distress
335 fortūna, -ae, f.: chance, luck, fortune
335 laedō, laedere, laesī, laesum: to hurt,
wound, injure
336 amō, amāre, amāvī, amātum: to love
336 dignus, -a, -um: worthy, deserving,
deserved, suitable, proper

336 discēdō, discēdere, discessī, discessum: to go
apart, leave, disperse
336 interdīcō, -dīcere, -dixī, -dictum: forbid, say
between
336 spēs, speī, f.: hope
337 ergō: therefore
337 magnus, -a, -um: great, large
338 concumbō, concumbere, concubuī,
concubitum: to lie together, lie with

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D11%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D572#chapter572b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D11%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D572#chapter572b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D10%3Asmythp%3D535#chapter535f.note2
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D10%3Asmythp%3D535#chapter535f.note2
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D344#chapter370
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nunc, quia iam meus est, nōn est meus, ipsaque damnō
340 est mihi proximitās? aliēna potentior essem.

īre libet procul hinc patriaeque relinquere fīnēs,
dum scelus effugiam; retinet malus ārdor euntem,

339 nunc: logical nunc (L&S II.B). As often with
νῦν in Greek, there’s no temporal sense here (de-
spite iam following). Rather, “as it is, in reality”,
in contrast to the unrealized counterfactual of
338-9.
339 iam meus est: “because he is already mine
(as a father)” - that is, I don’t get to make the
choice between father and husband. Cf. 13.16
iamque meus longe Protesilaus erat.
339 non est meus: “he is not mine (as a hus-
band)”. meus… meus echoes Cinyrae… Cinyrae
in the previous line, whilst the possessive meus
reverses the relation found in the genitive name
(“if I didn’t belong to him… but since he does
belong to me…”).
339 ipsaque: with proximitas in the next line,
“my very nearness (to Cinyras)”.
339 damno: predicate dative, forming double
dative with mihi in the next line. damno mihi
est proximitas, “nearness is a loss for me” (Hill
translates “curse”). Predicate dative can express
purpose (what something is for), but also cause,
and the latter makes more sense here; so going
further, “a cause of loss”.
340 proximitas: Myrrha means her close rela-
tion to Cinyras (equivalent to propinquitas), but
the literal sense of the word provokes her next
idea (what if I moved away?)
340 aliena potentior essem: equivalent to a present
counterfactual construction, si aliena essem, po-
tentior essem.
340 aliena: “unconnected, unrelated”, but, as
the thought develops, “foreign” (nominative
singular, agreeing with the subject of essem,
Myrrha).

340 potentior: “more powerful”, cf. the anxiety
over power relations suggested by iura paren-
tum in 321, and her description of her father as
magnus in 337; but here also in its more literal
sense of “possessing more”; as Anderson says,
potentior = sine damno.
341 ire libet: libet is impersonal, “it is pleasing
to go”, with ire as complementary infinitive.†
341 patriae: possessive genitivewithfines (which
is the direct object of relinquere), “to leave the
borders of my homeland”; if one sees verbal
sense in “border” (i.e. limit), perhaps better un-
derstood as objective genitive.
341 relinquere: a second complementary infini-
tive for libet. Note that both infinitives can also
be described as substantive infinitives acting as
subjects for libet (“to go/to leave is pleasing”).
342 dum scelus effugiam: “so long as I get away
from the crime”; scelus is accusative, direct ob-
ject of effugiam, which is subjunctive in a pro-
viso clause with dum. The proviso qualifies the
sense of libet in the previous line: “I’m happy to
leave, so long as…”
342 retinet: subject is malus ardor, direct object
is the participle (used substantively) euntem.
342 malus ardor: as a form of understatement,
Ovid chooses the simplest negative adjective for
Myrrha’s passion. Cf. adverbial use in 438 and
503.
342 euntem: we need to supply the pronoun
me: retinet me euntem. The participle means
something like “trying to go” or “being ready
to go” rather than actually “going”. Compare
Heroides 18.99, retinebat euntem.†

339 damnum, -ī, n.: hurt, damage, loss
339 quia: because
340 aliēnus, -a, -um: belonging to another, not
one’s own, foreign
340 potens, potentis: able, powerful, potent
340 proximitās, proximitātis, f.: nearness,
proximity
341 eō, īre, iī or īvī, itum: to go, walk, move etc.
341 fīnis, -is, m/f: a boundary, limit, border

341 libet, libēre, libuit or libitum est: it pleases,
is pleasing
341 patria, -ae, f.: a fatherland, native land
342 effugiō, effugere, effūgī, –: to flee away,
escape
342 malus, -a, -um: bad
342 retineō, retinēre, retinuī, retentum: to hold
back, retain, restrain
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ut praesēns spectem Cinyrān tangamque loquarque
ōsculaque admoveam, sī nīl concēditur ultrā.

345 ultrā autem spectāre aliquid potes, impia virgō?
et quot cōnfundās et iūra et nōmina, sentīs?
tūne eris et mātris paelex et adultera patris?

343 ut spectem: spectem is subjunctive in pur-
pose clause (main verb is retinet); there are
3 more subjunctive verbs of purpose coming:
tangam, loquar, and admoveam. Alternatively,
one can read these as substantive clauses in ap-
position to ardor in 342: “a wicked desire to see,
touch, speak…” Compare ardor plus infinitive,
ārdor… iungere sē vātī, in 81-2.
343 Cinyrān: direct object of spectem, tangam
and loquar.
343 praesens: has its full participial force here:
“being present”, “staying with him”, even “stay-
ing close by”.†
343 loquar: equivalent to adloquar, takingCinyran
as direct object. Bömer sees the combination of
-que loquarque as “kakophonie”, but see note on
fax quoque quam in line 6 for pronunciation of
qu, and on 338 for Myrrha’s alliterative theme.
344 admoveam: oscula is the direct object, “ap-
ply kisses” (Hill translates “plant kisses on him”,
which is perhaps more exuberant than ad-
moveam implies). Reed sees metonymy here,
since it is her lips she wants to apply; but note
that osculum is, literally, “a little mouth”. Cf.
Pygmalion in 282, admovet os iterum.
344 si nil conceditur ultra: “the conditional
clause reveals to us how near the surface her il-
licit desires lurk” (Anderson).
344 conceditur: passive, subject is nil, “if noth-
ing is granted”. Indicative, therefore a present
simple condition, though we might expect a fu-
ture, either more or less vivid. The indicative
reminds us that Myrrha is describing her cur-
rent situation, and that the truth of the prota-
sis is quite assured (of course nothing further is
granted): “if” is very close to “since” here.
344 ultrā: adverb, “in addition”, “extra”; i.e. be-
yond kissing.
345 aliquid: though it presents no challenge to

understanding or translation, note that this is
an internal accusative object of sperare. As of-
ten, one can see the relation more clearly by
generating a cognate form of the internal ac-
cusative. One can “hope a hope”, and a pronoun
that stands in for that object noun will still be
considered internal to the action of the verb (the
hope is constituted by/in the action of hoping,
and does not exist separately from it).
345 inpia: recalling her internal debate on pietas
(321, 324, 333), so “impious” doesn’t quite cap-
ture it. Perhaps “wicked daughter” makes the
point well enough. “Myrrha gives up her casu-
istic ideas on pietas momentarily” (Anderson).
346 quot: introducing an indirect question, with
the main verb sentis at the end of the line. “Do
you realize how many..?”
346 confundas: subjunctive in indirect ques-
tion. Direct object is iura and nomina, “how
many laws and names you are mixing up”. We
should be aware of the sense of confundo as “ut-
terly destroy”, e.g. confundant moenia Troiae,
15.770.†
346 et iura et nomina: the conjunction is at the
start of the line; et here is the adverb, “both…
and”.
347 tune eris: the pronoun adds emphasis, “will
you really be”, but perhaps also “are you the
one that will be” (as opposed to somebody else,
which is an odd thought with soror nati in the
next line).
347 et… et: “both… and”.
347 matris paelex: Ovid reinforces the idea of
mutable names by extending the senses of paelex
and adultera. We expect patris paelex, “your
father’s concubine”, but we get instead, “the
woman who is concubine to your mother’s
husband”.†

343 praesens, praesentis: at hand, present, in
person
343 spectō, spectāre, spectāvī, spectātum: to
look on, look at
344 concēdō, concēdere, concessī, concessum: to
go away, give way, withdraw
344 nihil, nihilī, n.: nothing
344 ultrā: beyond, past, across
345 autem: but, on the other hand, however

345 virgō, virginis, f.: a girl, virgin
346 confundō, confundere, confūsī, confūsum:
to pour together, mingle, mix
346 quot: how many?
347 adultera, -ae, f.: adulteress
347 māter, mātris, f.: a mother
347 paelex, paelicis, f.: a kept mistress,
concubine
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tūne soror nātī genetrīxque vocābere frātris?
nec metuēs ātrō crīnītās angue sorōrēs,

350 quās facibus saevīs oculōs atque ōra petentēs
noxia corda vident? at tū, dum corpore nōn es
passa nefās, animō nē concipe nēve potentis

348 tune soror nati vocabere: “will you be called
sister of your son?” vocabere = vocaberis.
348 genetrixque fratris: “and the mother of
your brother”. Family relations like “sister of”,
“mother of” can be regarded as taking a pos-
sessive genitive or, as with the obviously verbal
sense of genetrix, objective genitive.
349 nec metues: continuing the question, “and
will you not fear…?”
349 atro crinitas angue sorores: sorores is ac-
cusative, direct object of metues, described by
the adjective crinitas, which lacks an apt English
translation in this context. Literally, “haired”;
and so, “sisters with their hair consisting of
black snakes”. These sisters are the Furies
(Erinyes or dirae), mentioned as the cause of her
passion at 313-4, and now adduced byMyrrha as
protectors and avengers of family bonds, both of
blood and marriage.
349 atro angue: material ablative, literally, “with
black snake” (singular, as if “snake” were a sub-
stance like wood, ivory, water etc; what the
philosophers call a “natural kind”), but obvi-
ously referring to plural snakes. Bömer calls it a
“collective singular”.
350 quas: antecedent is the sorores; the relative
pronoun is the direct object of vident, of which
noxia corda (guilty hearts) is the subject; “the sis-
ters whom guilty hearts see…”
350 facibus saevis: ablative of instrument with
the participle petentes at the end of the line,
“seeking with savage torches”.
350 oculos atque ora: direct objects of petentes,
“seeking/ aiming for their eyes and faces”.†
350 petentes: accusative, agreeing with quas.
For the present participle with the object of
video (similar to, but not quite the same as a
Greek supplementary participle), compare iac-
tantem vidit in line 721. Cf. also the participles

applied to Orpheus in line 72.
351 noxia: = nocentes.
351 at tu: the pronoun, still referring toMyrrha
(herself), is the subject of the imperatives ne
concipe and ne pollue in the next line.
351 dum: with non es passa, “while you have
not suffered”; indicative is normal when dum
means “while” with purely temporal sense.†
351 corpore: “in your body”, modifying passa in
the next line (corpore = in corpore).
351 es: with passa at the start of the next line.†
352 passa nefas: Hill translates “you have not
allowed wickedness in your body”, which elides
the paradox here. The nefas has not as yet been
represented as something that will be done to
her: it is conceived of as her own act. But here
she speaks of it as something she would “suffer”
bodily, as if committed by someone else. Com-
pare her appeal to the gods in 322, hoc prohibēte
nefās.
352 animo ne concipe: “don’t foster it with your
mind”. animo concipere is a common phrase, but
never in animo concipere, so we should take the
ablative as instrumental, not locative (compare
mente feror in 320). The sense of concipio in
L&S II.C is best here: “harbor any disposition
of mind, emotion, passion, evil design, etc.”; cf.
Pygmalion at 249, operisque sui concepit amorem.
ne is used in older Latin to negate a 2nd person
imperative, but by Ovid’s time, ne usually forms
a prohibition with a subjunctive, not an impera-
tive form (noli + infinitive is used instead of the
imperative). Cf. line 546.
352 neve: = ne + ve; the ne is to be read with the
second imperative, pollue in the next line, “and
do not pollute…”
352 potentĭs: genitive singular, with naturae in
the next line; “powerful nature” (with an echo of
potentior essem in line 340).

348 frāter, frātris, m.: a brother
348 vocō, vocāre, vocāvī, vocātum: to call,
summon, invoke
349 anguis, -is, m.: snake, serpent
349 āter, ātra, ātrum: black, gloomy, dark
349 crīnītus, -a, -um: hairy, with flowing locks

350 atque: and, as
351 at: but
351 cor, cordis, n.: the heart
351 noxius, -a, -um: hurtful, noxious
352 neve: and not, nor, and that not, and lest
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concubitū vetitō nātūrae pollue foedus!
velle putā: rēs ipsa vetat; pius ille memorque est

355 mōris, et… ō vellem similis furor esset in illō!”

Orpheus’ Song: Myrrha and The Nurse
‘Dīxerat, at Cinyrās, quem cōpia digna procōrum,

353 concubitu vetito: “by means of forbidden
sex”, ablative of instrument.
353 naturae: possessive genitive with foedus,
“nature’s order” (Hill), a commonplace for natu-
ral law (e.g. Lucretius 1.586; see Bömer for other
examples). Equivalent to foedus naturale.
353 foedus: direct object of pollue.
353 pollue: the metaphor plays on the sense of
foedus as “pact, sworn agreement”; cf Vergil’s
polluta pax, Aeneid 7.467.
354 velle putā: “imagine that he wanted to” (or
possibly “youwanted to”), with velle infinitive in
indirect statement, dependent on the imperative
putā.†
354 res ipsa vetat: “the matter itself forbids it”
(polyptotonwith concubitu vetito in the previous
line).†
354 pius ille: read with est. As with inpia,
translate pius according to its sense throughout
Myrrha’s speech, “dutiful to family bonds”.
354 memor: “mindful, remembering”. Governs
mōrĭs at the start of the next line as an objective
genitive, “mindful of moral duty”.
355 et… ō vellem: a sudden interruption of
thought - we never hear what she was going to
add after et.†
355 vellem: a potential subjunctive, governing
esset later in the line. The commentators note
that the expression is equivalent to utinam +
subjunctive (“if only…”), but the syntax is dis-
tinct. See A&G 447n, and vellet in 461 for a more
complex, indirect example. esset is not optative
subjunctive (subjunctive of wish), but subjunc-
tive in a substantive clause governed by vellem
(“wish that…”).

355 similis furor: Myrrha’s wish for similarity
is echoed (in the samemetrical position) by simi-
lem tibi in 364, itself an echo of Pygmalion’s sim-
ilis… eburnae in 276. For Myrrha’s furor as a lit-
eral fever, see the nurse’s suggested remedies in
397.
356 Dixerat: the pluperfect offers a very com-
mon transition from direct speech to narrative
(cf. 577 and 636 in in this book; 27 times in ini-
tial position in the poem). After the long mono-
logue, however, and the interrupted thought of
355, it is hard not to read it as something like
“she was done”.
356 Cinyras: subject of scitatur in the next line,
and antecedent of quem. Before we get to the
main verb, we have to figure our way through
a relative clause which contains an indirect
question.
356 A somewhat literal translation of 356-8:
“But Cinyras, whom a worthy abundance (copia
digna) of suitors causes (facit) to be unsure (du-
bitare) what he should do (quid faciat), enquires
(scitatur) from Myrrha herself (ab ipsa), after
saying the names (nominibus dictis), of which
husband (cuius mariti) she wishes to be [the
wife].”
356 digna: nominative with copia, subject in
the relative clause. “Worthy” as in “a num-
ber worthy of the girl’s royal birth”; but also,
as Reed notes, suggesting the status of each
of the suitors, as if copia dignorum procorum
(hypallage).
356 procorum: appositive genitive (suitors and
abundance refer to the same thing).

353 concubitus, -ūs, m.: a lying together, sex
353 foedus, foederis, n.: treaty, agreement,
alliance
353 polluō, polluere, polluī, pollutum: to soil,
defile, pollute
353 vetō, vetāre, vetāvī, vetitum: not to permit,
to oppose, forbid
354 pius, -a, -um: dutiful, pious, devout,
religious

354 rēs, reī, f.: a thing, object, matter, affair etc.
354 volō, velle, voluī: to will, want, determine
355 furor, furōris, m.: a raving, madness,
passion
356 cōpia, -ae, f.: an abundance, ample supply,
plenty
356 dīcō, dīcere, dīxī, dictum: to say, speak
356 procus, -ī, m.: a wooer, suitor

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D447#chapter447.note1
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quid faciat, dubitāre facit, scītātur ab ipsā,
nōminibus dictīs, cuius velit esse marītī;
illa silet prīmō patriīsque in vultibus haerēns

360 aestuat et tepidō suffundit lūmina rōre.
virgineī Cinyrās haec crēdēns esse timōris,
flēre vetat siccatque genās atque ōscula iungit;

357 quid faciat: indirect question governed by
dubitare. faciat is subjunctive in indirect ques-
tion, but with the same sense as an independent
deliberative subjunctive. That is, not “what he
was doing”, but “what he should do.” The syn-
tax is the same in either case, but context makes
it clear here: imagine Cinyras thinking “quid fa-
ciam?”. We can describe this as an indirect delib-
erative. See A&G 575b., and compare an peteret
in 676, an mergeret in 697.
357 dubitare: complementary infinitivewith facit,
“caused to be unsure”. The relation is far more
often expressed with a substantive clause of re-
sult, using subjunctive with or without ut (facit
ut dubitet). See A&G 568, 569n.1; cf. 7.691 flēre
facit facietque diū.
357 scitatur: from scitor, deponent; commonly
used with preposition ex as well as ab.
358 nominibus dictis: “with the names having
been said”, but as usual we covert the ablative
absolute to sane English with change of voice
and a subordinate clause: “after he said the
names”.
358 cuius: with possessive genitive mariti, an
indirect interrogative, not a relative; intro-
ducing another indirect question, governed by
scitatur. “He enquired from her, of which
husband…”
358 velit esse: velit is subjunctive in the indirect
question, esse is complementary on it. “of which
husband she wishes to be”, i.e. “which husband
she wishes to belong to”. mariti is in that sense
proleptic (anticipatory), since none of them can
be a husband until she makes her choice.
359 primo: adverb, “at first”. primo patri-

isque, generally accepted since Heinsius’ edition
(1659), is a variant for the metrically challenged
primoque patrīs.
359 patriisque in vultibus haerens: “gazing in-
tently at her father’s face”. Literally “clinging
onto her fatherly face”. patriis is an adjective
replacing a genitive (“fatherly face” = “father’s
face”); vultibus is poetic plural. †

360 aestuat: “she boils; she is tempest-tossed”;
the conjunction for this verb is the -que in patri-
isque.†
360 suffundit lumina: “filled up her eyes”.
360 tepido rore: literally, “warm dew”. Ablative
of instrument with suffundit.†
360 lumina: for eyes as “lights”, cf. 293-4, ad
lūmina lūmen attollēns.
361 virginei: genitive adjective with timoris at
the end of the line: “a fear appropriate for a girl”.
The noun is genitive of characteristic: Cinyras
believes that her tears are “the marks of virginal
timidity”. For the timor of the maid, Salis com-
pares 466 (virgineos metus levat hortaturque ti-
mentem); cf. also 293 and 230.
361 Cinyras: subject of vetat in the next line.
361 haec: neuter plural accusative, subject of
infinitive esse in the indirect statement, intro-
duced by credens. haec refers not to any specific
noun, but to the actions in the previous clauses
(her silence and weeping; aestuat indicates in-
ternal, invisible turmoil); “these things”.
362 oscula iungit: “gives kisses”; the metaphor
of “joining” comes from the original sense of os-
culum, “little mouth”.

357 scītor, scītārī, scītātus sum: to seek to
know, ask, inquire
358 marītus, -ī, m.: husband, one married
359 patrius, -a, -um: of a father, fatherly,
paternal
359 prīmō: at first, first, in the first place
359 sileō, silēre, siluī, –: to be noiseless, be still,
not speak of
359 vultus, -ūs, m.: face, expression

360 aestuō, aestuāre, aestuāvī, aestuātum: to
rage, burn
360 rōs , rōris, m.: dew, moisture
360 suffundō, suffundere, suffūdī, suffūsum: to
pour below, pour into, pour upon
360 tepidus, -a, -um: moderately warm,
lukewarm
361 virgineus, -a, -um: virginal, of a girl

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D11%3Asubsection%3D5%3Asmythp%3D575#chapter575b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.04.0001:part=2:section=11#chapter568
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.04.0001:part=2:section=11#chapter569.note1
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Myrrha datīs nimium gaudet cōnsultaque, quālem
optet habēre virum, “similem tibi” dīxit; at ille

365 nōn intellēctam vōcem conlaudat et “ēsto
tam pia semper” ait. pietātis nōmine dictō
dēmīsit vultūs sceleris sibi cōnscia virgō.
‘Noctis erat medium, cūrāsque et corpora somnus

363 datis: sc. osculis, ablative with gaudet,
“probably locative” according to A&G 431.
363 consultaque: “and when she is asked…”,
governing the indirect question that follows,
and agreeing with Myrrha as subject of dixit in
364. On the possible significance of the passive,
see note on 441.
363 qualem optet habere virum: indirect ques-
tion, “what kind of husband she chooses to
have”. optet in 364 is subjunctive because of the
indirect question, and may represent a poten-
tial subjunctive in direct discourse (“what kind
of man she would choose”). habere is comple-
mentary infinitive with optet.
364 similem tibi: understand her reply as optem
habere virum similem tibi, “I would choose to
have a husband like you”. tibi is dative with ad-
jective of likeness.
364 ille: = Cinyras, subject of conlaudat in the
next line.
365 non intellectam vocem conlaudat: “he thor-
oughly praises the utterance that he does not
understand.” For vōx as “words” or “speech”, cf.
2.695, 3.499.
365 esto: 2nd person singular future imperative
(like amāto, habēto etc.) “Future” is a conven-
tional but unhelpful label - all imperatives are
future in sense. Better understood simply as an
older, alternate form of the imperative. Forms
are given in A&G 163b. The 3rd person future
singular imperative is the same as the 2nd per-
son, but in some textbooks it is presented as the
3rd person imperative, period. It can therefore
be confusing for students to discover that this
form can be both 3rd and 2nd person, depend-
ing on which imperative form is being used.
366 esto tam pia semper: “always be so dutiful”.
For the emphatic delay of the adverb, cf. hoc
utinam caruissem mūnere semper! 7.693; also

15.341.
366 pietatis nomine dicto: ablative absolute, “with
the word ’pietas’ spoken”. pietatis is appositive
genitive (pietas is the nomen). For the effect of
significant words on Myrrha, cf. 402, patre au-
dītō.
367 demisit vultūs: “she bent her head”. vultūs
is accusative plural (poetic plural); the subject of
demisit is virgo at the end of the line. Compare
the lilies at 192, dēmittant subitō caput.
367 sceleris: objective genitive with conscia:
“aware of her crime”
367 sibi conscia: when used with the dative re-
flexive pronoun, conscia means “knowing some-
thing in one’s self, conscious of” (L&S); here the
sense almost extends to “feeling guilty about”.
367 virgo: note the 3 line rhyme bringing this
part of the episode to a close (esto… dicto…
virgo).
368 noctis medium: “the middle of the night”;
a very plain statement, used by Ovid to similar
effect at Fasti 2.331 and 4.549. noctis is partitive
genitive; with medium the genitive is normally
applied to more than one noun (e.g. 233, sīquid
medium est mortisque fugaeque; cf. 5.409, 644).
Compare the more usual adjective in agreement
with the noun at Fasti 5.429, nox media est. Con-
trast with the much more elaborate description
of “the middle of the day”” at 174-5.
368 curasque et corpora somnus solverat: “sleep
had relaxed cares and bodies”. -que is the con-
junction for the clause, et coordinates the two
objects of solverat. The expression can be re-
garded as zeugma, since the two objects require
different (literal and metaphorical) senses of the
verb: “relaxing” a body is a different action from
“releasing” or “dissolving” cares, and arguably
the latter is a metaphor based on the former.

363 consulō, consulere, consuluī, consultum:
deliberate, take counsel, be mindful
363 nimium: excessively, too much
363 quālis, -e: of what sort, what kind of a
365 intellegō, intellegere, intellexī, intellectum:
understand, discern, comprehend
365 laudō, laudāre, laudāvī, laudātum: to
praise, eulogize, approve

365 vox, vōcis, f.: a voice, sound, call
366 semper: ever, always, continually, forever
366 tam: in such a degree, so, so much
367 conscius, -a, -um: knowing in common,
privy, witnessing
368 medium, -ī, n.: the middle, midst
368 somnus, -ī, m.: sleep

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D15%3Asmythp%3D431#chapter431
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.04.0001:part=1:section=24{\char `&}highlight=imperative%2Cfuture#chapter163b
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solverat; at virgō Cinyrēia pervigil ignī
370 carpitur indomitō furiōsaque vōta retractat

et modo dēspērat, modo vult temptāre, pudetque
et cupit, et, quid agat, nōn invenit, utque secūrī
saucia trabs ingēns, ubi plāga novissima restat,

369 virgo Cinyrēĭă: antonomasia (periphrastic
naming) for Myrrha (daughter of Cinyras).
Compare Adonis as iuvenis Cinyreius in line 712,
Atalanta as Schoeneia virgo in 660. She is the
subject of the passive carpitur in the next line.
369 pervigil: the adjective can be taken as at-
tributive (“the sleepless girl”) or as a predi-
cate, equivalent to a participle (“the girl, stay-
ing awake,…”). Since the noun already has the
attributive Cinyreia (and Latin avoids doubling
attributive adjectives), the latter is better.†
369 igni: with adjective indomito in the next
line, ablative of instrumentwith passive carpitur.
“She is consumed by unconquered fire”.†
370 indomito: “untamed”; Bömer suggests it
is equivalent to indomabilis (“unconquerable”;
probably the sense of indomitās īrās at 5.41), but
the literal sense is appropriate here in that the
passion remains unaffected by her attempts to
quench it.
370 furiosa: feminine nominative, describing
Myrrha, “in a frenzy” (like furibunda in 410).†
370 vota: “her desires, wishes”, direct object of
retractat. “She goes over and over her desires”,
as if repeating the internal monologue of 320-
55.†
371 modŏ… modŏ: “now… now”.
371 desperat: “despairs” - i.e. of gaining what
she wishes for (her vota).
371 temptare: “make an attempt”, an incongru-
ous echo of Pygmalion touching his statue (282).
371 pudet: this verb is normally used imper-
sonally (as in 217), and though it interrupts a
list of verbs with Myrrha as subject, it should
be read as such here. We still translate person-
ally, “she feels shame”. We should probably un-

derstand temptare as being used again as a com-
plementary infinitive (or, better, substantive in-
finitive as subject): “she wants to try, and she is
ashamed to try”.
372 cupit: used absolutely (without object), “she
desires”.
372 quid agat: indirect question, dependent on
non invĕnit, “she does not find what she should
do”. The question is deliberative as well as indi-
rect (what she should do, not what she does do;
imagine her asking quid agam?); cf. quid faciat
in 357.†
372 utque: introducing a simile, the structure
of which is “as a great tree trunk (trabs ingens),
wounded by the axe (securi saucia), when the
last blow (plaga novissima) remains (restat), is
in doubt (in dubio est) where it will fall (quo ca-
dat), and is feared (timetur) on all sides (omni
a parte), just so her spirit (sic animus), shaken
(labefactus) by all kinds of wounds (vario vul-
nere) sways (nutat) lightly (levis) this way and
that (huc atque illuc) and starts to move (mo-
menta sumit) both ways (utroque)”. The simile
is borrowed from Vergil Aeneid 2.626 (it is origi-
nally Homeric), but Ovid has enhanced the idea
of the tree unpredictably threatening (minatur
there) destruction on all sides.†
372 securi: ablative of instrument with saucia.
373 ubi: = cum, temporal; a common variation,
though not found elsewhere in book 10.
373 novissima: literally “newest”, but often, as
here, “last”; the blow that will cause the tree to
fall.
373 restat: “remains”, i.e. “remains to be
struck”. Cf. line 673, pars ultima cursūs restā-
bat; 6.486, labor exiguus Phoebō restābat.

369 Cinyrēius, -a, -um: of Cinyras, child of
Cinyras
369 pervigil, pervigilis: staying awake all
night, not sleeping
369 solvō, solvere, solvī, solūtum: to loosen,
unbind, release
370 furiōsus, -a, -um: mad, raging, furious
370 indomitus, -a, -um: untamed,
ungovernable
371 dēspērō, dēspērāre, dēspērāvī, dēspērātum:
to be hopeless, despair of

372 agō, agere, ēgī, āctum: to put in motion,
move, lead, drive
372 secūris, -is, f.: an axe, hatchet, cleaver
373 plaga, -ae, f.: a blow, stroke, wound
373 restō, restāre, restitī, —: to withstand,
resist; remain
373 saucius, -a, -um: wounded, hurt
373 trabs, trābis, f.: a beam, timber, rafter
373 ubi: in which place, where; when
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quō cadat, in dubiō est omnīque ā parte timētur,
375 sīc animus variō labefactus vulnere nūtat

hūc levis atque illūc mōmentaque sūmit utrōque,
nec modus aut requiēs, nisi mors, reperītur amōris.

374 quo cadat: “in which direction it will fall”;
indirect question (cadat is subjunctive), gov-
erned by in dubio est (“it is in doubt”). On di-
rectional quo (“whither”), see line 320. The fu-
ture sense of cadat is not specified by the present
subjunctive, but is clear from context.
374 in dubio est: “is in doubt, in an uncertain
state”. trabs is the subject.†
374 timetur: again, the subject is the tree (“it is
feared”); cf. Ex Ponto 4.14.27, incursus omni de
parte timendos.†
374 omni a parte: note how the Latin sees the
fear as coming “from all sides” (separative abla-
tive), while we say “on all sides”.
375 sic: this demonstrative tells us that the first
part of the simile is over; conventionally the
poet now highlights the aspects of the scene or
person in his narrative that connect most closely
to the comparandum in the first half. Hence,
“Just as a tree…, just so her spirit…”
375 vario vulnere: “by all kinds of wounds”, in
comparison with the multiple axe blows that
have preceded the “last” one (picking up the
repetitive sense of retractat). Ablative of instru-
ment with passive labefactus. Literally, “by a
various wound”; cf. singular atro angue in 349.†
375 labefactus: literally “made ready to fall”;
cf. Aeneas… animum labefactus amore (Vergil
Aeneid 4.395)
375 nutat: subject is animus; Ovid reserves the
word appropriate to the first part of the simile
(and used there by Vergil) for the second part.
While the tree is described in terms of emotion
(“in doubt” and “feared”), it is Myrrha’s spirit
that “sways”.

376 huc atque illuc: the adverbs apply to nutat,
“sways this way and that”. Since Myrrha is wa-
vering between only two options, Ovid nownar-
rows down the image from the more broad omni
a parte and vario vulnere; cf. utroque.
376 levis: predicate adjective, best translated
adverbially. The sense is “being so light and un-
predictable”. The word deliberately highlights
an incongruity in the simile: the tree is anything
but levis.
376 momenta sumit: “begins to move”. mo-
menta = movimenta. sumit here has the sense
“undertake, begin, enter upon” (L&S II.E).†
376 utroque: adverbial, “in both directions” or
“on both sides”.
377 nec modus aut requies… amoris: “no limit
on, no rest from love”. Both nouns are sub-
jects for the singular verb reperitur. They also
both govern the genitive amoris at the end of the
line, though it functions as a different genitive
for each (which makes this a form of zeugma).
modus amoris, “limit on love”, is objective gen-
itive; requies amoris, “respite from love”, is a
Greek-style separative genitive. For modus +
genitive (dative is more common, but usually
with “impose” or the like), cf. Veneris modum
(meaning much the same), 4.258; and further ex-
amples in Salis. For the separative genitive, see
A&G 356.n1, “the genitive is by a Greek idiom
often used in poetry instead of the ablative with
all words denoting separation and want”.
377 nisi mors: “except death”; technically the
subject of a shortened conditional clause (nisi
mors reperitur etc.).

374 cadō, cadere, cecidī, casūrum: to fall, fall
down, descend
374 dubium, -ī, n.: doubt, uncertainty
374 timeō, timēre, timuī, —: to fear, be
apprehensive
375 labefaciō, -facere, -fēcī, -factum: to cause
to totter, shake, loosen
375 nūtō, nūtāre, nūtāvī, nūtātum: to nod
376 hūc: to this place, hither

376 lĕvis, -e: light, not heavy
376 mōmentum, -ī, n.: a movement, motion
376 utrōque: to both places, on both sides, in
each direction
377 reperiō, reperīre, repperī, repertum: to find
again, find
377 requiēs, requiētis, f.: rest after toil, rest,
respite

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9{\char `&}force=y#chapter356.note1
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mors placet. ērigitur laqueōque innectere faucēs
dēstinat et zōnā summō dē poste revīnctā

380 “cāre, valē, Cinyrā, causamque intellege mortis!”
dīxit et aptābat pallentī vincula collō.
‘Murmura verbōrum fīdās nūtrīcis ad aurēs

378 mors placet: “death is pleasing”.†
378 erigitur: “she raises herself up”, i.e. from
bed. The verb is not deponent, but this passive
idiom, which is an alternative to the reflexive
use, is equivalent to a Greekmiddle; the action is
done not only by, but to or for the subject (there
is no suggestion that somebody else gets her up).
Cf. Byblis in 9.518 (after hoc placet at the start
of 9.517!).
378 laqueoque innectere fauces destinat: “she
makes plans to bind up her throat in a noose”.
fauces is direct object of innectere, which is a
complementary infinitive with destinat. laqueo
is ablative of place-where (reinforced by the pre-
fix of in-nectere), not instrumental. Compound
verbs tend to take dative indirect objects, but
prefix in- usually takes an ablative.
378 fauces: “throat”; almost always plural for
singular in prose and poetry, with a few poetic
exceptions in the ablative (e.g. fauce, 14.738).
379 zonā… revinctā: “with her girdle tied up”
(ablative absolute). Imagine the girdle as a wide
fabric strap. The ablative absolute provides the
circumstance for dixit at the start of 381 (“after
she tied her girdle, she said…”).
379 summo de poste: “from the top of the bed
post”. Ablative of source (cf. pendebant tereti…
collo in 113).
380 cārĕ: vocative with Cinyrā (a Greek voca-
tive form); “dear Cinyras”.

380 causamque intellege mortis: “and under-
stand the reason for [my] death”.†
381 aptabat vincula: “started to fit the bonds”
(reading the imperfect as inchoative/ inceptive).
381 pallenti collo: “to her pallid neck”. aptare
varies between ad + accusative for its indirect
object and (as here) the dative, thoughOvid only
uses the accusative construction twice (Ars Am-
atoria 3.534, Amores 1.13.14). The dative can be
explained as the basic indirect object usage A&G
362, though there is a connection here with da-
tives attached to adjectives of fitness (A&G 384;
the first example is naturae aptum).
382 murmura: neuter accusative plural, subject
of infinitive pervēnisse at the start of the next
line. This is in indirect statement, governed by
ferunt (“they say”).
382 murmura verborum: “the muffled sound of
her speaking”, muffled because the nurse is
outside the door (murmur is an onomatopoeic
word); verborum is appositive genitive (“the
murmurs that are her words”)†
382 fidas: with aures, accusative; “to the trusty
ears of her nurse (nutrīcĭs)”. “A simple hy-
pallage” (Bömer): the nurse is the trusty one;
though the sense here is that she can speak
in confidence to the nurse (as Reed notes), so
“trusty ears” works well in itself.

378 erigō, erigere, eriguī, erectum: to raise up,
set up, erect
378 faucēs, faucium, f.: throat, gullet
378 innectō, innectere, innexuī, innexum: to
twist, entangle, bind up, weave
378 laqueus, -ī, m.: a noose, snare
378 placeō, placēre, placuī or placitus sum,
placitum: to please, be agreeable, suit
379 destinō, destināre, destināvī, destinātum: to
make fast, make firm; intend, plan
379 postis, -is, m.: a post, door-post
379 revinciō, revincīre, revinxī, revinctum: to
bind back, tie behind
379 summus, -a, -um: the top, summit

379 zōna, -ae, f.: a woman’s girdle, belt
380 causa, -ae, f.: a cause, reason
381 aptō, aptāre, aptāvī, aptātum: to adapt, fit,
adjust
381 palleō, pallēre, palluī, –: to be pale, turn
pale
381 vinculum, -ī, n.: a means of binding; fetter,
tie
382 fīdus, -a, -um: trusty, trustworthy, faithful
382 murmur, murmuris, n.: a murmur, hum,
roar, growling
382 nutrix, nutrīcis, f.: a wet-nurse, nurse
382 verbum, -ī, n.: a word

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D361#chapter362
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D361#chapter362
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D384#chapter384
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pervēnisse ferunt līmen servantis alumnae.
surgit anus reseratque forēs mortisque parātae

385 īnstrūmenta vidēns spatiō conclāmat eōdem
sēque ferit scinditque sinūs ēreptaque collō
vincula dīlaniat; tum dēnique flēre vacāvit,
tum dare complexūs laqueīque requīrere causam.
383 pervenisse ferunt: “they say that the sound
made its way…”†
383 limen: accusative, direct object of the par-
ticiple servantis; with possessive genitive alum-
nae, “the threshold of her charge”.
383 servantĭs: genitive singular participle, agrees
with nutrīcĭs in the previous line; “…the ears of
the nurse [who was] guarding the threshold of
her charge.”
384 surgit anus: “the old woman jumps up”.
“All nurses are old women in Greco-Roman po-
etry” (Anderson), as is to be expected for a
woman who wet-nursed the adult hero as a
baby.
384 reseratque fores: “and opens the door”. re-
sero can imply unlocking, unbarring, or simply
opening (literally “un-join”).†
384 mortis paratae: “prepared death”; objective
genitive with instrumenta (abstract nouns end-
ing -entum are constructed from verbs).
385 instrumenta: neuter accusative plural, di-
rect object of videns.
385 spatio eodem: ablative of time-when. Read
this adverbial phrase with all four finite verbs
that follow. “All at the same time she yells,
strikes, rips and tears apart”.†
386 scindit sinūs: “tears her bosom””, i.e. tears
open her dress. sinūs is accusative plural (plural
for singular; Ovid only rarely uses the singular
in the accusative).†
386 ereptaque collo: “snatched from the [girl’s]
neck”, neuter accusative plural referring to vin-

cula in the next line. collo is ablative of separa-
tion, preposition omitted but present in the pre-
fix of the verb (e-repta). Myrrha has only “fitted”
the noose to her neck, she has not yet suspended
herself.
387 tum denique: “only then” (when the girdle
has been safely subdued!).
387 flere vacavit: “there was time to weep”. Cf.
spatiō eōdem in 385: at first the nurse has to
combine her expressions of grief with practi-
cal action (although the two do mirror each
other: scindit/dilaniat). vacavit is impersonal,
flere complementary infinitive. vacavit also take
the infinitives dare and requirere in the next line
as complementary infinitives (“there was time
[for the nurse] to weep, to give and to ask”). †

388 tum: with tum in the previous line, this
is anaphora (repetition for rhetorical effect); it
does not imply that she cried first, then em-
braced and asked.
388 conplexūs: accusative plural, direct object
of dare.
388 laqueique requirere causam: “and ask [what
was] the reason for the noose”.
388 laquei: objective genitivewith causam. flere
and conplexūs dare probably imply both women
as subjects, but it is only the nurse who asks. It
is possible to understand the nurse as the sub-
ject of vacavit, in which case she is the implied
subject of all three infinitives. requiro here takes
an accusative noun as direct object, but it some-
times governs an indirect question (e.g. 3.9, quae

383 alumna, -ae, f.: a charge, pupil, nursling
383 līmen, līminis, n.: a threshold, lintel, sill
383 perveniō, pervenīre, pervēnī, perventum: to
come up, arrive
383 servō, servāre, servāvī, servātum: to save,
guard, rescue
384 anus, anūs, f.: an old woman
384 reserō, reserāre, reserāvī, reserātum: to
open, unlock; take by storm
384 surgō, surgere, surrēxī/subrēxī, surrectum:
to rise, arise, get up, stand up
385 conclāmō, conclāmāre, conclāmāvī,
conclāmātum: to cry out together, shout, make
acclaim
385 idem, eadem, idem: the same
385 instrūmentum, -ī, n.: an implement, tool,
instrument
386 ēripiō, ēripere, ēripuī, ēreptum: to tear out,

snatch away
386 feriō, ferīre, feriī, ferītum: to strike, knock,
cut, hit
386 scindō, scindere, scīdī, scissum: to cut, tear,
split
386 sequor, sequī, secūtus sum: to follow,
accompany
386 sinus, -ūs, m.: curve, fold; lap, bosom,
breast
387 dēnique: and thereafter, at last, finally,
lastly
387 dīlaniō, dīlaniāre, dīlaniāvī, dīlaniātum: to
tear to pieces, mutilate
388 complexus, -ūs, m.: an encircling,
embracing, embrace
388 requīrō, requīrere, requisīvī/iī, requisītum:
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mūta silet virgō terramque immōta tuētur
390 et dēprēnsa dolet tardae cōnāmina mortis.

īnstat anus cānōsque suōs et inānia nūdāns
ūbera per cūnās alimentaque prīma precātur,
ut sibi committat, quicquid dolet. illa rogantem
sit tellus habitanda requirit). The noun construc-
tion can be regarded as an abbreviation of the
indirect question.
389 muta silet: the adjective is predicative (“the
girl is mutely silent”). For the pleonasm, com-
pare themūta silentia of line 53 (cf. 4.433, 7.184).
389 immota: again, predicate adjective: “gazes
unmoving” (not “the silent, unmoving girl”).
389 tuetur: deponent verb, direct object is ter-
ram.
390 deprensa: though this could refer to the
subject (Myrrha: “having been caught”), and
though the participle is usually applied to a per-
son in this poem, here it is better taken with
conamina, “her found-out attempt” (neuter ac-
cusative instead of feminine nominative).
390 deprensa dolet conamina: literally, “she grieves
over her found out attempt”; but by extension,
“she grieves that her attempt has been found
out” (concrete for abstract, or the ab urbe con-
dita construction: see note on 452).†
390 tardae conamina mortis: “her attempt at
late death”, but by hypallage, “her too-late at-
tempt at death”. conamina is poetic plural
(though appropriate for an action that consists
of several steps); mortis is objective genitive
with the verbal sense of conamina (from conor).
391 instat anus: “the old woman presses her”;
cf. surgit anus in the same position in 384.
391 canosque suos: “her grey hair”, direct object
of nudans. canus is the adjective “white, hoary”,
but it is often used substantively for “grey hair”.
391 inania: with ubera in the next line, “her
empty breasts” (i.e. the breasts that once nursed
Myrrha); also the object of nudans.
391 nudans: for nudus applied to uncovered
hair (incongruous in English, but not in Latin),
cf. 4.261, nūdīs incōmpta capillīs; also 7.183.
392 per cunas etc.: with precatur at the end of

the line; “she beseeches Myrrha by her cradle…”
cunas is always plural; per + the accusative is
normally used for that by which one swears, be-
seeches, prays etc. cunaswill make a better pair-
ing for alimenta prima if we take it metaphori-
cally as “earliest infancy”; compare Hercules at
9.67, cūnārum labor est anguēs superāre meārum,
“defeating snakes is childsplay for me”.
392 alimentaque prima: “her first nourishment”,
i.e. the breasts she has uncovered.
393 ut: introducing a substantive clause, with
subjunctive, as the content of the prayer/ be-
seeching. Equivalent to an indirect command
(sometimes called and indirect request). com-
mittat is the verb of the indirect request, hence
subjunctive.†
393 sibi: reflexive (as is normal in subordinate
clauses) on the subject of the main verb (pre-
catur, hence the nurse), not the nearest (commit-
tat, of which Myrrha is the subject); “the nurse
beseeches that she (Myrrha) confide in her (the
nurse)”.
393 quicquid dolet: “why-ever she is sad”. quic-
quid is an indefinite interrogative pronoun
which is not easily expressed in English. Inter-
rogative because it introduces an indirect ques-
tion, indefinite because the nurse wants to em-
phasise that she has no idea what it is. Her ques-
tion in direct speech might have been “tell me
what ails you, whatever it is.”†
393 illa: Myrrha
393 rogantem: the nurse, direct object of the
participle aversata at the start of the next line;
“Myrra turned away from her as she was asking
and groaned (gemit)”. The use of the accusative
for the object of “turned away from” may seem
strange, but is quite regular.

to seek again, search for
389 immōtus, -a, -um: unmoved, immovable,
motionless
389 tueor, tuērī, -tuitus sum: to look at, gaze
upon, behold
390 cōnāmen, cōnāminis, n.: an effort, exertion,
struggle
390 dēprehendō, dēprehendere, dēprehensī,
dēprehensum/dēprensum: to take away, seize
upon, snatch
391 cānus, -ī, m.: white hair

391 inānis, -e: empty, void
391 instō, instāre, institī, instatūrum: to stand
upon; insist
391 nūdō, nūdāre, nūdāvī, nūdātum: to make
naked, expose, uncover
392 cūnae, cūnārum, f.: a cradle
392 prīmus, -a, -um: the first, first
392 ūber, ūberī, n.: a teat, udder, breast
393 committō, committere, commisī,
commissum: To bring together, join; share
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āversāta gemit; certa est exquīrere nūtrīx
395 nec sōlam spondēre fidem. “dīc” inquit “opemque

mē sine ferre tibī: nōn est mea pigra senectus.
seu furor est, habeō quae carmine sānet et herbīs;
sīve aliquis nocuit, magicō lūstrābere rītū;
īra deum sīve est, sacrīs plācābilis īra.

394 certa est exquirere nutrix: “the nurse is de-
termined to find out”, or (better) “resolved that
she will find out” (and saying as much). With
this sense of certus, exquirere is an indirect dis-
course infinitive dependent on the verbal phrase
certa est.†
395 spondere: also infinitivewith certa est. spon-
dere fidem = “promise her loyalty”; though
the sense is clear, the expression is otherwise
unknown.
395 solam: adjective describing fidem, but the
sense can be transferred to spondere, as if ad-
verbial (solum, though the reading is not in
doubt): “not simply to promise her loyalty”
(without finding out). Closer would be “her loy-
alty alone”. She promises loyalty, but on condi-
tion of finding out (otherwise, presumably, she
will report to Cinyras what she has seen; cf. the
threat of indicium laqueī in 417).†
395 opem: direct object of ferre in the next line,
“bring aid”.
396 non est mea pigra senectus: “my old age is
not sluggish”; a variation on the theme of “slow
old age”; cf. 438, male sedula nutrix. mea senec-
tus is the nominative singular subject.
397 seu: exactly equivalent to sive below; “if…
or if…”. “If it is a mind fever…” See note on line
80 for consideration of alternate explanations as
an epic and philosophical convention.
397 habeo quae: though the text has beenmuch
emended, the sense is fine. “I know a woman
who can heal it”. The implied object of habeo

(and antecedent of quae) is a healer woman
(Reed’s “strega”; not a reference back to opem, as
Anderson suggests). The relative clause is one
of purpose (a version of the relative clause of
characteristic), hence the subjunctive sanet; not
“someone who cures”, but “someone who can
cure” or even “someone to cure”.†
397 carmine sanet et herbis: “heal with incanta-
tions and herbs” (instrumental ablatives). “In-
cantations” suggests that the furor is not a
purely physical malady, but of magical origin
(and so amenable to a magical remedy).
398 nocuit: understand te as the object; “if
someone has hurt you”, that is, by applying
some kind of charm or curse (hence the pro-
posed remedy). Note present tense indicative,
simple condition (as with seu furor est): “if it is
the case that someone has hurt you…”
398 magico lustrabere ritu: “youwill be purified
in magic ritual”. lustrabere = lustraberis.†
399 ira deum sive est: a third alternative, this
time with sive delayed; “if it is the anger of the
gods”. deum = deorum; subjective genitive (the
gods are angry).
399 sacris placabilis ira: understand est, “anger
can be placatedwith sacrifices”. sacrīs is ablative
of instrument dependent on the verbal sense of
placabilis. placabilis ira is a generally accepted
variant for the majority of the MSS’ placabimus
iram.†

394 āversor, āversārī, āversātus sum: to turn
away, shrink from
394 exquīrō, exquīrere, exquaesīvī, exquaesītum:
to search out, inquire, ask
395 ops, opis, f.: aid, help
395 sōlus, -a, -um: alone, only, single
395 spondeō, spondēre, spopondī, sponsum: to
promise sacredly, vow
396 piger, pigra, pigrum: unwilling, reluctant,
backward

396 senectus, -ūtis, f.: old age
397 sānō, sānāre, sānāvī, sānātum: to make
sound, heal
398 lustrō, lustrāre, lustrāvī, lustrātum: to
illuminate; cleanse, purify
398 magicus, -a, -um: of magic, magical
398 rītus, -ūs, m.: ceremony, rite; custom
399 placābilis, -e: to be conciliated, easily
pacified
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400 quid rear ulterius? certē fortūna domusque
sospes et in cursū est: vīvunt genetrīxque paterque.”
Myrrha patre audītō suspīria dūxit ab īmō
pectore; nec nūtrīx etiamnum concipit ūllum
mente nefās aliquemque tamen praesentit amōrem;

405 prōpositīque tenāx, quodcumque est, ōrat, ut ipsī

400 quid rear ulterius?: “what else am I to imag-
ine?” A deliberative question (rear is subjunc-
tive). ulterius (adverb) means “further”, that is
“other than the 3 alternatives just noted (furor
est, aliquis nocuit, ira deum est)”. Though the
question seems at first aporetic (assumes that
there can’t be more options), she now goes on
to imagine one more: family problems.
400 certe: ironic, since a family problem is the
cause of Myrrha’s distress. Bömer suggests
translating “in any case”.
400 fortuna domusque: “your fortune and your
house”; hendiadys, equivalent to fortuna domūs,
“the fortune of your house”.
401 in cursu: “in a good state”, literally “on
track”; cf. Fasti 6.362 spes erat in cursu.†
401 genetrixque paterque: “both mother and
father”.
402 patre audito: literally, “with her father hav-
ing been heard”, but by extension, “at the men-
tion of her father”.†
402 suspiria duxit: “drew a sigh” (suspiria is
neuter plural accusative).
402 ab imo pectore: “from the depths of her
chest” (literally, “from her deep chest”).
403 etiamnum: = etiamnunc, “even now”. For
the form, compare tum/tunc (but num is not used
on its own as “now”).
403 ullum: describes nefas in the next line.
403 concipit: with nefas in the next line as ob-
ject, and ablativemente (= inmente), “she did not
imagine in her mind any crime”.†

404 aliquemque tamen praesentit amorem: “and
yet she does have an inkling of some kind of
love”.†
405 propositique tenax: “tenacious of her pur-
pose” (Hill); the phrase is in apposition to the
subject of orat (the nurse). propositi (“the thing
that has been proposed”) is genitive with the ad-
jective tenax, analogous to an objective genitive
(which is normally used to describe a relation
between two nouns) with the obvious verbal
sense of the adjective. “Tenacious of” = “hold-
ing on to”. See A&G 349c on genitive with ad-
jectives “requiring an object of reference”, and
compare avidus videndi in line 56.†
405 quodcumque est etc.: = orat ut ipsi indicet
quodcumque est, “she begs (orat) Myrrha to tell
her (ipsi indicet) whatever it is”. ut indicet is a
substantive clause of indirect command/request
with ut and subjunctive (see above on 393), de-
pendent on orat. indicet governs the indefinite
indirect question quodcumque est, where indica-
tive (est, not sit) is retained in the say way as
with dolet in line 393. The repetition of the con-
structions presumably reinforces the sense of
the nurse as propositi tenax and sedula.
405 ipsi: dative indirect object of indicet; equiv-
alent to a reflexive pronoun (= sibi ipsi), referring
to the subject of the main verb (orat, the nurse),
not the nearest (indicet, Myrrha). Used “instead
of the easilymisunderstood sibi” (Bömer; i.e. the
reader is more likely to see sibi as referring to
the subject of indicet).

400 certē: surely, certainly
400 domus -ūs, f.: a house
400 reor, rerī, rătus sum: to reckon, calculate,
deem
400 ulterior, -ōris: farther, on the farther side
401 cursus, cursūs, m.: a running, course,
journey
401 sospes, sospitis: saved, safe, sound
401 vīvō, vīvere, vixī, victum: to live, be alive
402 audiō, audīre, audīvī, audītum: to hear
402 dūco, dūcere, dūxī, ductum: to lead, guide,
escort

402 suspīrium, -ī, n.: a deep breath, sigh
403 etiamnum: not as yet
403 ullus, -a, -um: any, any one
404 praesentiō, praesentīre, praesensī,
praesensum: to feel beforehand, have a
presentiment of
405 prōpositum, -ī, n.: that which is proposed,
a plan, intention
405 quīcumque: whoever, whatever,
whosoever
405 tenax, tenācis: holding fast, tenacious

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D5%3Asmythp%3D349#chapter349c
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indicet, et gremiō lacrimantem tollit anīlī
atque ita complectēns īnfirmīs membra lacertīs
“sēnsimus,” inquit “amās! et in hōc mea (pōne timōrem)
sēdulitās erit apta tibī, nec sentiet umquam

410 hōc pater.” exiluit gremiō furibunda torumque
ōre premēns “discēde, precor, miserōque pudōrī
406 gremio tollit anili: “lifts her up into her old-
lady lap”. gremio anili is dative of direction (see
note on line 90).†
406 lacrimantem: either substantive (Hill’s “the
weeping girl”) or circumstantial (“raised her up
weeping” - the participle dangles in English, but
without ambiguity).
407 atque ita: “And like that…”The adverb pair-
ing is “formulaic” (Bömer, comparing 3.22 and
6.136); consider the pair as a single adverb, oc-
curring 16 times in the poem, 15 times in this
position in the line (one wonders why it strays
in 5.214), 9 times introducing direct speech. It
is a version of Vergil’s atque ita fātur (although
that only occurs 3 times in the Aeneid, and not
at the line start). In this book compare line 611.
407 conplectens: direct object is membra. For
membra as “body” (not just “limbs”), cf. 237.
407 infirmis lacertis: ablative of instrumentwith
conplectens, lacertis is literally “upper arms”
(forearms = bracchia), but obviously just “arms”
here; “embracing her body with her frail arms”.
Possibly ironic with infirmis: when used of the
whole arm, it tends to imply muscularity (see
L&S II.A).
408 sensimus: “I’ve got it!” Plural for singular,
perhaps with a hint of the “nursing first person
plural” (“How are we feeling to day?”).
408 amas: “you’re in love!” The absolute use of
the verb (no object) is common with this sense.
sensimus: amas is a paratactic equivalent to sen-
simus te amare.
408 in hoc: hōc is ablative, “in this situation”
(probably implying in hoc casu; see below).†
408 mea: with sedulitas in the next line.
408 pone timorem: “lay aside your fear” (pone =
depone; cf. it in 493). The same idea is most often
found as pone metum or pone metūs (e.g. 1.736,
3.634; but cf. pone curas at 9.697, pone fastūs at
14.762).†

409 mea sedulitas erit apta tibi: “my persistence
will be fitted for you”, i.e. “for your purposes”,
with an acknowledgment that up to this point
her persistent demands (prōpositī tenāx) have
seemed anything but. In 438 she is male sedula,
“persistent to a fault”. apta tibi is an extension
of the normal dative relation (with adjectives of
likeness etc., A&G 384); literally it should mean
“fitted to you, appropriate for you”, as if Myrrha
is to take on the nurse’s persistent character; but
the sense “fitted for your purpose” (more like a
dative of advantage) is clear enough.
409 nec sentiet: the subject is pater in the next
line.†
410 hōc: “this matter”, accusative direct object
of sentiet.
410 exiluit gremio: “she leapt up from [the
nurse’s] lap”. The change of subject (to Myrrha)
is clear from the context, but never specified
with a noun or pronoun. gremio is ablative of
separation with the preposition included as the
prefix of the verb (ex-siluit).
410 furibunda: predicate adjective, “in a state
of frenzy” (describing the subject, Myrrha). Her
furor is rekindled by the word pater.
410 torumque ore premens: “pressing the couch
with her face” (ore is instrumental ablative), re-
calling Dido at Aeneid 4.659, os impressa toro.†
411 discede: “Leave!” The direct speech is de-
pendent on ait in the next line.†
411 discede, precor: a paratactic version of pre-
cor ut discedas. With the imperative coming
first, precor serves to retrospectively soften the
force of the command.
411 misero pudori: dative object of parce in
the next line (dative is normal for the object
of parcere). “Have pity on my poor shame”.
“Equivalent to pudori miserae” (Bömer), that is,
“the shame of poor me”.

406 anīlis, -e: of an old woman
406 gremium, -ī, n.: a lap, bosom
406 indicō, indicāre, indicāvī, indicātum: to
point out, indicate, inform, betray
406 lacrimō, lacrimāre, lacrimāvī, —: to shed
tears, weep
407 complector, complecti, complexus sum: to
clasp, embrace, grasp
407 infirmus, -a, -um: weak, feeble, infirm

407 lacertus, -ī, m.: upper arm, arm
409 aptus, -a, -um: fastened, fitted, attached
409 sēdulitās, sēdulitātis, f.: assiduity,
earnestness, persistence
409 umquam: at any time, ever
410 exsiliō, exsilere, exsiluī, –: to spring out,
spring forth
410 furibundus, -a, -um: raging, mad, furious
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parce!” ait; īnstantī “discēde, aut dēsine” dīxit
“quaerere, quid doleam! scelus est, quod scīre labōrās.”
horret anus tremulāsque manūs annīsque metūque

415 tendit et ante pedēs supplex prōcumbit alumnae
et modo blandītur, modo, sī nōn cōnscia fīat,
terret et indicium laqueī coeptaeque minātur
412 instanti: the present participle is the dative
indirect object of dixit at the end of the line, but
as a circumstantial participle it is best translated
with a subordinate clause. “When the nurse
pressed her, she said to her…”; or “she said to
the nurse, who kept pressing her…”†
412 desine: imperativewith complementary in-
finitive quaerere in the next line: “stop asking!”
(“cease to ask” in more literal almost-English).
413 quid doleam: indirect question dependent
on quaerere: “stop asking why I am sad”. Note
personal use of doleo (more often impersonal
dolet me), and contrast with retained indicative
quicquid dolet in 393. †

413 scelus est, quod scire laboras: “the thing you
are working hard to know is a crime”; the an-
tecedent of the relative pronoun quod is implied
(read scelus est id quod…). †

414 horret anus: “the old woman shudders”, or
“shrinks back in fear” (cf. 2.494, horruit ursōs
pertimuitque lupōs). Cf. Myrrha’s reactionwhen
she gets what she wants in 460. The verb recalls
Homeric ῥίγησεν.
414 tremulas manus: accusative plural, direct
object of tendit in the next line, “she holds out
her shaking hands”. A gesture of supplication,
followed up by falling supplex in the next line;
she still begs to know the full story despite her
horror and fear.
414 tremulas… annisque metuque: “shaking
with both age and fear”. Both ablatives are
causal, albeit denoting very different kinds of
cause, and explain the sense of the adjective
tremulas.†
415 ante pedes: with possessive genitive alum-
nae at the end of the line, “in front of her
charge’s feet”.

415 supplex: predicate adjective, equivalent to
suppliciter, “in a gesture of supplication (hum-
ble, ritually charged beseeching)”. Literally “on
bended knee” (but metaphorical usage is nor-
mal, e.g. manu supplice, 11.279).
416 modŏ… modŏ: “now… now…”
416 blanditur: “cajoles”
416 si non conscia fiat: the apodosis of the con-
ditional seems to be terret et… minatur, but
those actions are not conditional on the nurse’s
being “made aware”. Rather, the condition (pro-
tasis, if-clause) is in indirect speech, the con-
tent of terret et minatur (mainly the latter). This
is made more difficult to see by the absence of
an explicit indirect speech construction: rather
than saying “she threatens that she will inform”,
Ovid says “she threatens an informing”. Para-
phrasing slightly, “she threatens that, if she is
not informed, she will tell…”†
416 conscia: suggests being made privy to a se-
cret, but also reminds us of Myrrha as sceleris
sibi cōnscia (367).
417 terret… et minatur: Hill captures the
shared sense well, “terrifies her by means of
threats”.
417 indicium laquei: direct object of minatur;
the content of the threat, rather than the per-
son threatened. laquei is objective genitive with
the verbal sense of indicium, “she threatens an
informing on the noose” = “she threatens to in-
form (Cinyras) about the noose” (laqueum indi-
care).
417 coeptaeque mortis: “and the death that was
attempted”. Also objective genitive with indi-
cium.

412 parcō, parcere, pepercī, parcitum: to be
sparing, spare, use moderately
413 labōrō, labōrāre, labōrāvī, labōrātum: to
labor, take pains, exert oneself
413 quaerō, quaerere, quaesīvī, quaesītum: to
seek, look for
413 sciō, scīre, scīvī, scītum: to know,
understand, be skilled in
414 annus, -ī, m.: a year
414 manus, -ūs, f.: a hand
414 tremulus, -a, -um: shaking, trembling
415 pēs, pedis, m.: a foot
415 procumbō, procumbere, procubuī,

procubitum: to fall forwards, fall prostrate
415 supplex, supplicis, f.: kneeling in entreaty,
begging, suppliant
416 blandior, blandīrī, blandītus sum: to fawn,
soothe, caress
417 indicium, -ī, n.: a notice, information,
evidence
417 minor, mināri, minātus sum: to threaten;
jut forth, project
417 terreō, terrēre, terruī, territum: to frighten,
dismay
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mortis et officium commissō spondet amōrī.
extulit illa caput lacrimīsque implēvit obortīs

420 pectora nūtrīcis cōnātaque saepe fatērī
saepe tenet vōcem pudibundaque vestibus ōra
tēxit et “ō” dīxit “fēlīcem coniuge mātrem!”
hāctenus, et gemuit. gelidus nūtrīcis in artūs

418 officium commisso spondet amorīi: “she promises
her service (officium) to a love confided”. The
participial phrase commisso amori (dative indi-
rect object of spondet) is equivalent to a condi-
tion: “she promises to give her service if the
love is confided”. A dative object with spon-
deo would normally be the person to whom
the promise is given (e.g. 4.326); here the love
stands for the lover, with the idea that the nurse
promises to help the love achieve its fulfillment.
419 extulit illa caput: unlike in line 410, Ovid
signals change of subject with a pronoun; “she
lifted her head out [of the couch]”.†
419 lacrimis obortis: “with a flood of tears”
(somewhat of a cliché; Salis has a good list); lit-
erally “with tears that had sprung up” (oborior
-> obortis), that is, sprung up suddenly to her
eyes. With inplevit, an ablative of means or in-
strument according to A&G 409a; see note on
tepido rore in line 360.
419 inplevit: the direct object is pectora in the
next line.
420 nutricĭs: possessive genitive with pectora.
420 conataque: feminine singular nominative
participle, applying to Myrrha. Perfect tense,
but best translated as “trying”.†
420 saepe: the adverb modifies conata.
420 fateri: the infinitive is complementary on
conata, “frequently trying to confess”.
421 saepe tenet vocem: “she [just as] often holds
her tongue” (stays silent when she could speak;
compare 4.168). The metaphor (vocem tenere)
is surprisingly rare: Seneca surely imitates
this line when his incestuous Phaedra says vis
magna vocem mittit et maior tenet (Seneca Phae-
dra 603). Cf. Heroides 11.49, Statius Thebaid
3.254.
421 pudibunda: it is hard to say if this is a

predicate adjective, nominative and describing
Myrrha (“feeling ashamed”), or agreeing with
the accusative ora (“her ashamed face”). Ad-
jectives in -undus are often used predicatively
(e.g. furibunda above in line 410; pudibunda
in 9.568); but the scene and the metrical pat-
tern recall Echo laying low in 3.393, pudibun-
daque frondibus ōra prōtegit, where it seems best
to read the adjective with ora; and there is lit-
tle doubt in 6.604, ōraque dēvēlat miserae pudi-
bunda sorōris (Philomela’s uncovered face is full
of shame, not the subject Procne). Barring de-
liberate ambiguity, and given Ovid’s reluctance
to leave a noun without an adjective, I suggest
we read pudibunda with ora.
421 vestibus: ablative of instrument with tēxit
in the next line, “she covered her shame-filled
face with her dress”.
422 ō felicem… matrem!: “O fortunatemother!”,
an exclamatory accusative (A&G 397d.
422 coniuge: ablative of specification, explain-
ing the sense of felicem; “fortunate in your
husband”.†
423 hactenus: sc. dixit, “this much she said”.
For the omission of the verb with hāctenus af-
ter direct speech, cf. 2.610, 12.82, 14.512; and
especially 7.794, hāctenus, et tacuit.
423 gelidus: describing tremor in the next line,
“a chill trembling”.†
423 nutricĭs: possessive genitive with the ac-
cusatives artūs ossaque, “the limbs and bones of
the nurse”.
423 in artūs ossaque: with the verb penetrat: “a
chill trembling makes its way into the limbs and
bones of the nurse” (accusative expressing mo-
tion towards or into).

418 officium, -ī, n.: a service, duty, favor
419 efferō, eferre, extulī, ēlātum: to carry out,
take out, remove
419 impleō, implēre, implēvī, —: to fill
420 cōnor, cōnāri, cōnātus sum: to try, attempt,
make trial of
420 saepe: often, many times
421 pudibundus, -a, -um: ashamed, covered

with shame
421 teneō, tenēre, tenuī, —: to hold, keep, hold
fast
422 tegō, tegere, texī, tectum: to cover, cover
over
423 gelidus, -a, -um: icy cold, frosty
423 hāctenus: as far as this, thus far
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ossaque (sēnsit enim) penetrat tremor, albaque tōtō
425 vertice cānitiēs rigidīs stetit hirta capillīs,

multaque, ut excuteret dīrōs, sī posset, amōrēs,
addidit, et virgō scit sē nōn falsa monērī;
certa morī tamen est, sī nōn potiātur amōre.
“vīve,” ait haec, “potiēre tuō” et, nōn ausa “parente”

424 sensit enim: “for she has understood”.†
424 albaque: the nominative feminine adjec-
tive describes canities, subject of stetit in the
next line.
424 toto: with vertice, “all over her head”; abla-
tive of space within which, but sounding more
like extent of space, as in line 270 (usually only
found with toto and the like).
425 rigidis stetit hirta capillis: “stood bristling
(hirta) with rigid hairs”. hirta is a predicate ad-
jective (canities already has the attributive alba);
rigidis capillis is ablative of specification, ex-
plaining the sense of hirta.†
426 multaque: direct object of addidit in the
next line, “she added many things”.
426 ut excuteret: purpose clause dependent on
addidit. diros amores is the direct object of ex-
cuteret.
426 si posset: the conditional verb (posset) is
subjunctive because it is dependent on excuteret;
that is, it is a condition of the nurse’s pur-
posed action (not a counterfactual, despite the
imperfect subjunctive). “So that shemight shake
loose the passion, if she was able.” For the
same metaphor and condition, but indicative, cf.
Medea at 7.17-18, excute virgineō conceptās pec-
tore flammās sī potes, īnfēlīx! With diras this
phrase offers a disturbing echo of Tereus’ can-
nibalism at 6.664-6.
427 scit se non falsa moneri: “knows that she
(sē) is not being given false advice”.†
427 falsa: neuter accusative plural, acting as di-
rect object of the passive verb (which stretches
logic - passive verbs do not have direct objects).†
428 certamori tamen est: “but she is determined
to die” (cf. certa exquirere, 394).
428 si non potiatur amore: “if she does not get
what she loves”. The condition is effectively

within indirect speech, what she is determined
upon. If we translate “she is determined that
(she will die if she does not get what she loves)”,
the relation becomes clearer.†
428 potiatur amore: potior regularly takes an
ablative object. amore is a common metonymy:
she already has the love, she wants the manwho
is its object (cf. 4.137 suos cognovit amores).
429 haec: the nurse
429 potiere: 2nd person singular, either imper-
ative, present indicative or future indicative,
with ablative object (which would be tuo par-
ente if the nurse finished her clause). “(You will)
have your…” Paired (or more) imperatives are
relatively common in the poem (e.g. line 411-
12), and we must assume Ovid has deliberately
left his reader some scope for ambiguity.†
429 tuo: compare the nurse’s words to Cinyras
at 464, ista tua est. We read this initially as a pro-
noun, standing for tuo amore (we naturally bor-
row the noun from the previous line), but Ovid
then defeats our expectations by telling us that
she shrinks from saying tuo parente, breaking
off (aposiopesis) after the possessive adjective.
The nurse’s reticence is balanced darkly by the
lovers’ use of the terms pater and filia in 467-8.
429 et: omitted in many MSS, but necessary for
the sense; without the connective, the nurse
would not appear to stop speaking (conticuit),
but to intend tuo as a pronoun all along.†
429 non ausa: “not daring”, with complemen-
tary infinitive dicere. As with conor (see note on
line 420), the present participle in the nomina-
tive singular is avoided for this semi-deponent
verb (found only at Silius Italicus, Punica 4.192);
we can therefore choose to translate the perfect
as a stand-in for the present tense.†

424 albus, -a, -um: white, without lustre
424 ossum, -ī, n.: bone
424 penetrō, penetrāre, penetrāvī, penetrātum:
to enter, penetrate
424 tremor, tremōris, m.: a shaking, trembling
425 cānitiēs, -eī: a grayish-white, hoariness
425 hirtus, -a, -um: rough, hairy
425 rigidus, -a, -um: stiff, inflexible
426 excutiō, executere, excussī, excussum: to

shake out, shake off, knock out
426 multus, -a, -um: many, a great number
427 falsus, -a, -um: deceptive, feigned,
deceitful, false
427 moneō, monēre, monuī, monitum: to
remind, advise, warn
428 potior, potīrī, potitus sum: to become
master of, take possession of
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430 dīcere, conticuit prōmissaque nūmine firmat.

Orpheus’ Song: Myrrha and Cinyras
‘Fēsta piae Cereris celebrābant annua mātrēs
illa, quibus niveā vēlātae corpora veste
prīmitiās frūgum dant spīcea serta suārum
perque novem noctēs venerem tāctūsque virīlēs

430 promissa: neuter plural accusative, sub-
stantive direct object of firmat. She “confirms”
the implied promise of “live and you will have
your…”
430 numine: literally, “with a nod” (ablative of
instrument).†
431 Festa: with adjective annua, “annual festi-
val”; neuter plural accusative, direct object of
celebrabant. As in the Pygmalion story, the plot
turns on a festival.†
431 piae: nominative plural with matres (sub-
ject of celebrabant), with a degree of ambiguity,
since it is easy to take it as genitive singular with
Cereris; but gods are not referred to as “dutiful”.†
432 illa: a correlative demonstrative, agreeing
with festa, to be translated in combination with
the relative pronoun, quibus. Hill translates “the
one at which”, and that works if Ovid expects his
readers to need to distinguish this from other
likely candidates (or, possibly, to acknowledge
that this is “the famous one where…”; see A&G
297b); but more likely the english definite arti-
cle alone has enough force to do the job: “they
were attending the festival at which…” On trans-
lating and over-translating correlative construc-
tions, cf. lines 107, 298, 306.
432 quibus: antecedent of the relative pronoun
is festa; the main verb of the relative clause is
dant in the middle of the next line; “at which
they (the matres) give…” The ablative is of time
when or within which (A&G 423).
432 niveā velatae corpora veste: the phrase de-
scribes the matres. velatae corpora = “covering
their bodies” or “their bodies covered”; velatae
(nominative participle agreeing with matres) is

passive, but corpora is the “Greek accusative”
acting more or less as its object (see on suc-
cincta comas in 103). nivea veste is ablative of
instrument.
433 primitias frugum suarum: “as first fruits of
their harvest”. primitias is predicate accusative
noun (not quite the same as apposition) with
spicea serta (“braided corn-stalks”), which is the
direct object of dant (American readers should
note that corn = wheat here - the Romans knew
nothing of maize; I use the English term be-
cause it is so commonly found in these con-
texts). suarum (agreeing with genitive plural
frugum) seems unnecessary: who else’s harvest
would it be? Perhaps the point is to empha-
sise the mothers’ role as guardians of fertility,
somethingMyrrha is about to violate with taboo
reproduction.
434 perque novem noctes: “and throughout 9
nights”; accusative of extent of time reinforced
with preposition per. In this context the num-
ber 9 (like Demeter’s 9 days of wandering in
the Hymn, line 47) is to be associated with the
9 months of human pregnancy: cf. Myrrha’s
9 months of wandering in 479, perque novem
errāvit redeuntis cornua lūnae. “Nights” stands
for “nights and days” here: Ovid is not imply-
ing that the restrictions were lifted in daytime,
just that nighttime is the normal time for sexual
activity.
434 venerem: “sex”, direct object (along with
tactūs) of numerant in the next line.
434 tactūsque viriles: literally, “male touches”
(accusative plural), a periphrasis for “the touch
of (i.e. by) a man”.†

430 conticescō, conticescere, conticuī: to become
still, fall silent
430 firmō, firmāre, firmāvī, firmātum: to make
firm, strengthen
430 prōmissum, -ī, n.: a promise
431 festa, festorum, n.: holiday, festival
433 frux, frūgis, n.: fruit, produce
433 prīmitiae, -ārum, f.: the first yield,

first-fruits
433 serta, sertōrum, n.: woven, braided; braids,
plaits
433 spīceus, -a, -um: consisting of ears of corn
434 novem: nine
434 tactus, -ūs, m.: a touching, touch, handling
434 virīlis, -e: of a man, like a man

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D297#chapter297b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D297#chapter297b
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D15%3Asmythp%3D423#chapter423
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435 in vetitīs numerant: turbā Cenchrēis in illā
rēgis adest coniūnx arcānaque sacra frequentat.
ergō lēgitimā vacuus dum coniuge lēctus,
nacta gravem vīnō Cinyrān male sēdula nūtrīx,
nōmine mentītō vērōs expōnit amōrēs

440 et faciem laudat; quaesītīs virginis annīs

435 in vetitis numerant: “they count sex and the
touches of men among the forbidden things”,
i.e. “as forbidden”. vetitīs is a passive partici-
ple, neuter plural ablative; the same idea can be
expressed with inter + accusative.
435 turba: with in illā, “in that gathering”.
435 Cenchrēĭs: Cinyras’ wife (rēgis coniunx),
subject of adest in the next line.
436 regis coniunx: “the king’s wife”, coniunx is
nominative in apposition to the name Cenchreis.
436 arcanaque sacra frequentat: “attends the
sacred mysteries”. I see no way to decide which
of arcana and sacra is the noun, which the adjec-
tive: both are technically adjectives, but each is
used regularly as a substantive (Reed and Bömer
are confident that arcana is the adjective).†
437 ergo: the initial spondaic word perhaps has
an ominous air; ergo regularly occurs in this po-
sition in the poem (22 times out of 32), but with
the second syllable elided more often than not.
437 legitimā: ablative with coniuge, “his lawful
wife”. Ablative of separation with the adjective
vacuus, “empty of”.
437 vacuus dum lectus: = dum lectus vacuus est,
“while his bed is empty””. The omission of est
is unexpected, and means there’s no finite verb
until exponit near the end of 439.†
438 nacta: the nominative participle agreeswith
nutrix at the end of the line, and takesCinyran as
its direct object. Ovid often uses nactus (depo-
nent nanciscor) in the sense “come upon/catch
at just the right time and/or place” (e.g. 3.606,

praedam dēsertō nactus in agrō; 12.511, forte
trabem nactus validum).
438 gravem: the adjective describes Cinyran,
and governs the ablative of specification vino
(“heavy with wine”). Predicate adjective, “hav-
ing come upon him [when he was/as one] heavy
with wine”, even “having caught him heavy
with wine”.
438 male sedula: describing the nurse, “persis-
tent to a fault”. Hill translates “perversely dili-
gent”; close to the English “busybody” (as at Ars
Amatoria 3.699), but with an implication that the
outcome of her persistence is wicked (male con-
ceptus, 503).
439 nomine mentito: “with a name having been
made up”, ablative absolute (not instrumental),
i.e. “giving her a false name”; mentito = ficto, as
in line 28. This will be corrected with the word
filia in 467.
439 veros exponit amores: “tells him about a
genuine love”, that is, tells him that a girl is in
love with him (which is true), but changes her
name. exponit is literally “lays out” (cf. 4.468).
440 faciem laudat: “praises the girl’s appearance”.†
440 quaesitis virginĭs annis: “when the girl’s
age is asked about”, ablative absolute. Since it
is clear who does the asking, it is appropriate
to modify for good English: “when Cinyras asks
the girl’s age”. virginĭs is possessive genitive. In
this context “years” = “age” (cf. Eurydice’s cres-
centes annos in 24).

435 Cenchrēis, -is, f.: The wife of Cinyras and
mother of Myrrha
435 numerō, numerāre, numerāvī, numerātum:
to count, reckon
435 turba, -ae, f.: crowd, commotion
436 arcānus, -a, -um: secret, trusty, silent
436 rex, rēgis, m.: a monarch, king
437 lectus, -ī, m.: a couch, bed
437 lēgitimus, -a, -um: lawful, legal, legitimate
438 gravis, -e: heavy, weighty, laden

438 male: badly, wrongly, wickedly
438 nanciscor, nancisci, nactus sum: to get,
obtain, find
438 sēdulus, -a, -um: persistent, busy, diligent
438 vīnum, -ī, n.: wine
439 expōnō, expōnere, exposuī, expositum: to
put out, set forth, expose
439 mentītus, -a, -um: imitated, counterfeit
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“pār” ait “est Myrrhae.” quam postquam addūcere iussa est
utque domum rediit, “gaudē, mea” dīxit “alumna:
vīcimus!” īnfēlīx nōn tōtō pectore sentit
laetitiam virgō, praesāgaque pectora maerent,

445 sed tamen et gaudet: tanta est discordia mentis.
‘Tempus erat, quō cūncta silent, interque triōnēs

441 par est Myrrhae: “she is equal to Myrra”,
that is, “the same age as Myrrha”, but with an
obvious double meaning (she is one and the same
as Myrrha). Myrrhae is dative with adjective of
similarity. The nurse’s phrase is another echo
of Pygmalion’s similis eburnae in 276 (cf. 364,
similem tibi).
441 quam: direct object of the infinitive adduc-
ere. From Cinyras’ perspective, the antecedent
is virginis in the previous line; from the reader’s
it is the adjacent Myrrhae.†
441 iussa est: the subject is the nurse.†
442 utque: “and when”, coordinating with post-
quam above.†
442 domum: the locative ofmotion towards/into.
Equivalent to the accusative, but marked by the
absence of a preposition; “and when she re-
turned home”.
442 gaudē: imperative, “rejoice!”.
442 mea… alumna: possessive adjective and
noun are both vocative.
443 vicimus: “we have won”; the confident per-
fect recalls the nurse’s sensimus at the start
of line 408, which should make us consider
whether the plural should be understood as sin-
gular (“I have won”).†
443 infelix: refers to Myrrha, virgo in the next
line. “Doomed” might be appropriate here;
“Ovid comments ironically on the foolish short-
sighted words of the nurse, also on the theme of
felicity” (Anderson).
443 non toto pectore sentit laetitiam: “she does
not feel the happiness in her whole breast”. pec-
tore is ablative of space within which, but with
the sense “throughout”, analogous to toto vertice

in 424 (cf. tōtā celeberrima Cyprō in 270).†
444 praesagaque pectora maerent: “her fore-
boding heart grieved” (Hill). With non toto pec-
tore above, we might attempt something like
“insofar as it sensed what was coming, her heart
grieved”. pectora is now the nominative plural
subject of maerent (plural for singular).
445 sed tamen et gaudet: “and yet she rejoices
too” (as advised by the nurse, gaudē in 442). et
is the emphatic adverb: “in addition to grieving,
she rejoices”. sed tamen is pleonastic but com-
mon (cf. line 120).
445 tanta est discordia mentĭs: “so great is the
conflict of her mind”. mentis is best under-
stood as subjective genitive: her mens discordat.
tanta is exclamatory, but offers the possibility of
rereading the previous clauses as implied result
clauses (“she is so conflicted that she grieves and
rejoices”).†
446 tempus erat quo: “it was the time when…”
quo is ablative of time-when. As Hill notes,
the following is “an elaborate circumlocution for
midnight”; cf. the middle of a summer day at
126-7. Compare 368, noctis erat medium, where
things start to go wrong for Myrrha.
446 cuncta silent: “everything is quiet”; cuncta
is neuter plural nominative.
446 interque: the subject of the new clause (fi-
nite verb flexerat) is Bŏōtēs at the end of the next
line. The preposition governs accusative plural
trĭōnes which is literally “the ploughing oxen”,
but here “the constellation of theWain, i. e. Ursa
Major and Ursa Minor (which were compared to
a wagon with oxen yoked to it)” (L&S). trĭōnes =
septentriones, cf. 2.528.

441 addūcō, addūcere, adduxī, adductum: to
lead to, bring to, bring along
441 jubeō, jubēre, jussī, jussum: to order,
command
441 postquam: after that, after
444 laetitia, -ae, f.: happiness, rejoicing
444 maereō, maerēre, maeruī: to be sad, be
mournful, lament

444 praesagus, -a, -um: perceiving beforehand,
divining, prophetic
445 discordia, -ae, f.: disunion, disagreement,
dissension
446 Triōnes: the constellation of the Wain,
Wagon, Bear
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flexerat oblīquō plaustrum tēmōne Boōtēs:
ad facinus venit illa suum; fugit aurea caelō
lūna, tegunt nigrae latitantia sīdera nūbēs;

450 nox caret igne suō; prīmus tegis, Īcare, vultūs,
Ērigonēque piō sacrāta parentis amōre.
ter pedis offēnsī signō est revocāta, ter ōmen

447 flexerat: direct object is plaustrum, “cart”.
For the role of the pluperfect in temporal transi-
tions, cf. 73, 143. The verb suggests oxen turn-
ing at the end of a furrow, according to Reed; but
in the celestial context it indicates the passing of
the midpoint of the night.
447 obliquo temone: “with its slanting pole”
(descriptive ablative).†
447 Bŏōtēs: subject of flexerat; the ox driver,
a.k.a. Arktophylax (depending on whether the
connected constellation is seen as a bear or as
oxen).
448 ad facinus vĕnit illa suum: “the girl ap-
proaches (the moment/place of) her terrible
deed.” Metonymy: she literally approaches the
bedroom of Cinyras, as described in the follow-
ing lines.†
448 fŭgit: subject is lūna at the start of the next
line, described by the adjective aurea (“golden”).
448 caelo: ablative of separationwithout prepo-
sition, “flees from the sky”; a simple paratactic
opposition between venit and fugit (she comes,
the moon leaves).
449 tegunt: still no conjugation. Subject is ni-
grae nubes (“black clouds”), object is latitantia
sidera (“the hiding stars”).
449 latitantia: the participle is proleptic or an-
ticipatory; the stars cannot hide until the clouds
cover them.
450 nox caret igne suo: “the night lacks its own
fire”. caret takes an ablative object because of
its separative sense. “Its own fire” is the stars

(in that the sun is the fire of the day).
450 primus tegis… Ērigonēque: “first you, Icarus,
and ( you) Erigone, cover your faces”. “First”
out of all the stars being obscured by the clouds.
vultūs is the direct object (accusative plural) of
tegis; though an object for the action of two sub-
jects, best read as plural for singular with the
first subject.†
451 pio sacrata amore: “sanctified by dutiful
love”, ablative of instrument; a reference to
Erigone’s transformation into the Virgo constel-
lation. “Lifted into a sacred realm” (Bömer).
451 parentĭs: objective genitive with amore,
“love for her father”.
452 ter… est revocata: “she (Myrrha) was
checked three times.” (checked physically by
stumbling, mentally by recognizing the omen).†
452 pedĭs offensī signō: “by the sign of a stum-
bled foot” (stumbling is a bad omen). The gen-
itive is appositive (the sign = the stumble; cf.
pietātis nōmine in 366). signo is ablative of in-
strument with participle revocata. “A stumbled
foot” = “a stumble of the foot”; the stumble, not
the foot is the sign. This displacement of fo-
cus from abstract (nominalized verb, here offen-
sio) to concrete noun is known as the ab urbe
condita construction, after Livy’s famous open-
ing (“from the foundation of the city”, not “the
founded city”).
452 ter omen… fecit: omen is accusative, ob-
ject of fecit: “three times made an omen” (note
asyndeton).

447 Boōtes: the nearly stationary constellation
Bootes
447 oblīquus, -a, -um: sidelong, slanting,
oblique, crosswise
447 plaustrum, -ī, n.: a wagon, wain, cart
447 tēmō, tēmōnis, m.: a pole, beam
448 veniō, venīre, vēnī, ventum: to come
449 latitō, latitāre, latititāvī, latitātum: to be
hid, be concealed, lie hid
449 lūna, -ae, f.: the moon

449 niger, nigra, nigrum: black, dark
449 sīdus, sīderis, n.: a group of stars,
constellation
450 careo: to be without, be free from, lack
450 Īcarus, -ī, m.: Icarus
451 Ērigonē, -ēs, f.: Erigone
452 revocō, revocāre, revocāvī, revocātum: to
call again, call back
452 signum, -ī, n.: a mark, token, sign
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fūnereus būbō lētālī carmine fēcit:
it tamen, et tenebrae minuunt noxque ātra pudōrem;

455 nūtrīcisque manum laevā tenet, altera mōtū
caecum iter explōrat. thalamī iam līmina tangit,
iamque forēs aperit, iam dūcitur intus: at illī
poplite succiduō genua intremuēre, fugitque
et color et sanguīs, animusque relinquit euntem.
453 funereus bubo: “a dismal owl”, subject of
fecit. The epithet is “unnecessary” or “standing”,
that is, it describes owls in general, not just this
one. Compare the lītoreus cancer of 127, and the
pisces aquosus of 165.
453 letali carmine: “with its deathly song”, ab-
lative of instrument. letalis usually refers to that
which brings death rather than accompanies or
forebodes it, but as Bömer notes, here its sense
is close to that of funereus.
454 it tamen: “she proceeds nonetheless”.
454 minuunt… pudorem: “diminish her sense
of shame”.†
455 nutricisque manum laeva tenet: “with her
left hand she holds the nurse’s hand” (laevā =
laevā manū).†
455 alteră: nominative, “the other hand”; sub-
ject of explorat in the next line; “Ovid varies his
syntax” (Anderson).
455 motu: instrumental ablative, “by moving
around”.
456 caecum iter explorat: “explores a blind path”.
The adjective caecus is regularly usedmetonymi-
cally, as here (the traveller is blind, not the
path).†
456 thalami: genitivewith limina (the accusative
plural-for-singular object of tangit), “threshold
of the bedroom”. Possessive genitive if limina is
conceived simply as a part of the room, though
when limen is used with an abstract noun, or
with a territory, it is often better understood as
implying a verbal sense (a limiting, bordering,
beginning or ending), and so taking an objec-
tive genitive (e.g. leti limine in ipso, Lucretius
6.1157). Cf. line 383, the “threshold of her
charge” (a different sense of the possessive gen-
itive, ownership rather than component).
456 iam: repeated twice in the next line, a vari-

ation on the formula modo… nunc (“now…
now”, as found at 123-4 and 187-88), describ-
ing a rapid, building and inexorable sequence of
events (first… then… then…); cf. 3.717, and By-
blis in 9.466-7.
457 intus: adverb with ducitur : “she is led
inside”.†
457 illi: dative of disadvantage with intremuere
in the next line. When used with a body part
(here genua, subject of intremuere), this con-
struction is almost equivalent to a possessive
genitive, and translating otherwise than “her
knees trembled” is probably overdoing it. Lit-
erally, however, “the knees trembled for her”.
As Bömer notes, Ovid uses transitional at illi at
the end of the line with some frequency, so we
should not make too much of the choice of syn-
tax to match it.
458 poplite succiduo: “with knee failing”, abla-
tive absolute (as if the adjective is a participle of
succido).†
458 fugitque: though the subjects are color and
sanguis in the next line, Ovid lets us momentar-
ily think that Myrrha has decided to retreat.
459 et… et: “both… and”
459 color fugit: i.e. she becomes pale.
459 sanguīs: the long second syllable is an ar-
chaism (e.g. Lucretius 4.1050, 6.1203; multiple
examples in comedy) which is more palatable
when found before a pause.†
459 animusque relinquit euntem: “her spirit de-
parts her as she moves”. The participle euntem
seems to be the substantive direct object of re-
linquit, but a pronoun is clearly implied (relin-
quit does need an object), so better to read it as
circumstantial.

453 būbō, būbōnis, m.: an owl, horned owl
453 fūnereus, -a, -um: of a funeral, funereal
453 lētālis, -e: deadly, mortal
454 minuō, minuere, minuī, minūtum: to make
small, diminish
454 tenebrae, -ārum: darkness, gloom
455 alter, -a, -um: the one/other of two
455 laeva, -ae, f.: the left hand
456 caecus, -a, -um: not seeing, blind
456 explōrō, explōrāre, explōrāvī, explōrātum:
search out, examine, explore

456 iter, itineris, n.: a going, walk, journey
457 aperiō, aperīre, aperuī, apertum: to
uncover, lay bare
457 intus, -a, -um: on the inside, within
458 genu, -ūs, n.: a knee
458 intremō, intremere, intremuī, –: to tremble,
shake within
458 poples, poplitis, m.: the ham, hollow of the
knee
458 succiduus, -a, -um: sinking down, failing
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460 quōque suō propior scelerī est, magis horret, et ausī
paenitet, et vellet nōn cognita posse revertī.
cūnctantem longaeva manū dēdūcit et altō
admōtam lectō cum trāderet “accipe,” dīxit,
“ista tua est, Cinyrā” dēvōtaque corpora iūnxit.
460 quoque suo etc.: “the closer she is to her
crime, the more she shudders at it”.
460 quoque: not the adverb “also” (note syllable
length: “also” is quŏque). Literally, “and by how
much”; a correlative pronoun. Ovid could have
made the syntax clearer by balancing it with eo
magis (“by that much more does she shudder”),
rather than just magis. The pronoun is ablative
because it expresses degree of difference with
comparative propior. English’s idiomatic “the
more… themore…” translates the sense well, but
hides the syntax.
460 suo sceleri: dative with propior, analogous
to datives of likeness or similarity.†
461 ausi paenitet: “she regrets what she has
dared”. She is not, in fact, the subject: paenitet is
impersonal, with implied reflexive se, and gen-
itive object for what is regretted. ausi is geni-
tive of the substantive participle ausum (“a thing
dared”), found also at 640.
461 vellet: apparently potential subjunctive, but
see A&G 447n “vellem, nōllem, or māllem ex-
pressing an unfulfilled wish in present time may
be classed as independent potential subjunctive
or as the apodosis of an unexpressed condition
(§521).” The condition is usually counterfactual,
because the wish is unfulfilled. Myrrha, then,
wishes she could go back, but knows that she
cannot. This is hard to bring out in translation:
“she would wish” does not express it, because
the potentiality or counterfactuality applies to
the content of her wish, not to the wishing. ”‘If
only I could go back,’ she wishes…” Cf. vellem in
355; we can be thankful that Ovid has not tried
to modify tense or mood here to reflect the fact
that this is a reported wish.
461 non cognita: “while she has not been rec-
ognized” (the participle must be translated
circumstantially).
461 posse: the content of her wish; with volo,
a dependent infinitive is usually described as

complementary (“wants to be able”), but here
must be understood as an object noun infinitive
(“wishes that she was able”), a form of indirect
discourse.
461 reverti: “to turn back”, passive infinitive,
complementary on posse. As when it means
“change”, (re)vertor is passive (not deponent) but
can be used as if active (there is no agent, no im-
plication that someone should turn her back); cf.
vertor in 137.
462 cunctantem: substantive participle, “the hes-
itating girl”, object of deducit.
462 longaeva: substantive adjective, “the aged
woman”, subject of deducit.
462 manu deducit: “led in by hand”, again with
the language of formal marriage.†
462 alto: with lecto in the next line, “the tall
bed”.†
463 admotam: with dative alto lecto, “brought
to the high bed”. The participle, describing
Myrrha, is parallel to cunctantem above. lecto is
the dative object of a compound verb (see note
on admovet in 254).
463 cum traderet: “just as she was handing her
over”, a two word clause. The imperfect sub-
junctive indicates a circumstantial cum clause
(“since, although” etc.), but here the circum-
stance is temporal, making it hard to see the dif-
ference from the indicative usage. This is called
“narrative cum” (A&G 546n1), as in line 661, cum
iam posset transire (see note there).
464 ista tua est: “this girl is yours”, or better,
with ista rather than haec, “here she is, she’s
yours” (cf. Narcissus’ self recognition: iste ego
sum, “that’s me!”, 3.463). The more forceful
demonstrative makes sense given that the room
is dark.
464 Cinyrā: Greek vocative.
464 devota: “Accursed”.†
464 corpora iunxit: perhaps amore vividmetaphor

460 ausum, -ī, n.: a bold deed, reckless act
460 magis: more, in a higher degree, more
completely
460 propior: nearer, nigher
461 cognoscō, cognoscere, cognōvī, cognitum:
ascertain, learn, understand; perf., to know
461 paeniteō, paenitēre, paenituī, –: to make
sorry, cause to repent
461 revertor, revertī, reversus sum: turn back,
return

462 cunctor, cunctari, cunctatus sum: to delay,
hesitate, doubt
462 dēdūcō, dēdūcere, dēduxī, dēductum: to
lead away, lead down
462 longaevus, -a, -um: of great age, aged
463 trādō, trādere, trādidī, trāditum: to give up,
hand over
464 devōtō, devōtāre, devōtāvī, devōtātum: to
dedicate, curse, invoke with a vow

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D447#chapter447.note1
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D546#chapter546.note1
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465 accipit obscēnō genitor sua vīscera lectō
virgineōsque metūs levat hortāturque timentem.
forsitan aetātis quoque nōmine “fīlia” dīxit,
dīxit et illa “pater,” scelerī nē nōmina dēsint.
‘Plēna patris thalamīs excēdit et impia dīrō

470 sēmina fert uterō conceptaque crīmina portat.
postera nox facinus geminat, nec fīnis in illā est,

than needed for handing over the girl in dark-
ness (“joining bodies” is a straightforward eu-
phemism for sex). †

465 accipit: echoing the nurse’s accipe; subject
is genitor, “the father”.
465 obsceno… lecto: ablative of place where, “in
his lewd bed” (Hill).†
465 sua viscera: accusative plural, object of ac-
cipit. Literally “his innards”, the fruit of his
loins, his own flesh and blood (Bömer’s “his own
daughter” hardly does it justice).†
466 virgineosque metūs levat: “he eases her
maidenly fears”, as if she has now forgotten
her fear of the taboo, and feels just like any
girl would in the king’s bed; or is this (as Reed
thinks) a clever way of saying “he eases what he
thinks are just maidenly fears”?
466 hortaturque timentem: “and he encourages
the fearful girl” (she has only been described
with viscera so far in the sentence, so it makes
sense to take the participle as substantive).
467 forsitan… dixit: “It is possible that he
said…”.†
467 aetatis nomine: “with a word appropriate
for her age”. The genitive is idiomatic with
nomen (OLD 15b; not the appositive genitive we
often find with nomen), but compare a similar
relation found with the possessive suus, “appro-
priate to, characteristic of”, in 308 and 506.
467 dixit: Cinyras is the subject; Myrrha (illa
again) is the subject of dixit at the start of the
next line.
468 sceleri ne nomina desint: “lest words be
lacking for the crime”. Dative (sceleri) is regu-
lar with desum (“be lacking, absent), a negative
version of possessive dative (A&G 323b).†
469 plena patrĭs: “pregnant by her father”, but
the metaphor is not a common one for preg-

nancy, so the literal and grotesque “full of her
father” (as Hill translates) is hard to avoid, re-
calling the vividness of sua viscera. Ovid surely
expects us to re-read patris as governed by tha-
lamīs (“Pregnant, she left her father’s chamber”),
but the effect remains.†
469 thalamis: ablative of separation, with the
preposition in the prefix of the verb (ex-cedit).
469 inpia: neuter accusative plural, with sem-
ina in the next line.
469 diro: with ablative utero in the next line.
Bömer argues that the adjectives are in hypal-
lage: the womb is inpia (because Myrrha is in-
pia), the seeds dira (because the sense of fore-
boding and “ill omen”” attached to dira makes
better sense with seeds).
470 utero: “in her womb”, ablative of place
where (without preposition), not instrument (cf.
obsceno lecto in 465). Since fert and portat are so
close inmeaning, we should see this as governed
by both verbs (a shared object, = apo koinou).
470 conceptaque crimina: object of portat; “she
carries her criminal conception” (literally “her
conceived crime”). “Crime” used of the result of
a crime is a form of metonymy.
470 portat: the choice of a verb with meaning
so close to fert probably has more to do with
sound patterns (p, r and t prevail in the sur-
rounding lines, possibly reminding us of pater)
than any significant difference in sense. Cf.
uterī portābat in 481.
471 postera nox: “the next night”, subject of
geminat.
471 facinus geminat: “doubles the crime”, a
dark echo of Myrrha’s optimistic geminato
amore (333).
471 nec finis in illa est: “and that night does not
put an end to it” (sc. in illā nocte).†

465 viscera, viscerum, n.: the inner parts of the
body, innards
466 hortor, hortāri, hortātus sum: to urge,
encourage, exhort
467 forsitan: perhaps, it may be that
469 excēdō, excēdere, excessī, excessum: to go

out, go forth, withdraw
470 uterus, -ī, m.: the womb
471 geminō, gemināre, gemināvī, geminātum:
to double
471 posterus, -a, -um: next, following

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D373#chapter373b
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cum tandem Cinyrās, avidus cognōscere amantem
post tot concubitūs, inlātō lūmine vīdit
et scelus et nātam verbīsque dolōre retentīs

475 pendentī nitidum vāgīnā dēripit ēnsem;
Myrrha fugit: tenebrīsque et caecae mūnere noctis
intercepta necī est lātōsque vagāta per agrōs
palmiferōs Arabas Panchaeaque rūra relīquit
472 cum tandem: the finite verb of the cum
clause is vidit at the end of the next line, “when
at last he saw her”. This is cum inversum (see
note on 273): the cum clause contains the main
action of the sentence. Without cum inversum,
we would have something like “after the follow-
ing night doubled the crime, and when it didn’t
end there, Cinyras finally saw her”. Compare
cum tandem in 480.
472 avidus cognoscere amantem: “keen to know
his lover”. cognōscere is akin to a complemen-
tary infinitive, as if avidus were a participle, “de-
siring”. This is a poetic usage; compare the usual
construction with gerund in line 56 (which we
are surely supposed to think of here), avidus vi-
dendi.
473 post tot concubitūs: “after so many nights
together” (Hill). post always governs an ac-
cusative (concubitūs is accusative plural). Note
that the demonstrative adjective tot is indeclinable.
473 inlato lumine: “after a light had been brought
in”, ablative absolute.
473 vidit: takes scelus and natam in the next
line as objects. As Reed notes, with avidus above
this makes clear the echo of line 56, avidus vi-
dendi.
474 et scelus et natam: “saw both the crime and
his daughter”. A good example of zeugma: he
literally saw his daughter, and understood what
crime had taken place.†
474 verbisque dolore retentis: “and with his
words held back out of mortification”, ablative
absolute. dolore is ablative of cause.†
475 pendenti vagina: “from a hanging scab-
bard”, i.e. hanging on the wall. Ablative of sep-
aration with dē-ripit.
475 nitidum: with ensem, “a gleaming sword”.†
476 Myrrha fugit: for the emphatic two word

period at the start of the line, cf. 289 (corpus
erat), 378 (mors placet) andOrpheus’ first speech
in the book, 26 (vicit amor).
476 tenebrisque: likemunere, ablative of instru-
ment with intercepta, “was snatched from death
by the shadows”.
476 caecae munere noctis: “by the help of the
dark night”. “Blind night” (i.e. night in which
we are blind) is a common metonymy (cf. her
caecum iter in 456). There may be a suggestion
that night is willing to help because night does
not see what she has done.
477 neci: dative of disadvantage with inter-
cepta; not a common construction, especially
with passive (separative ablative is the norm),
but for the sense cf. Ex Ponto 4.7.25 Sithonio
regi… interceperat [urbem].
477 latosque vagata per agros: “after wander-
ing through the wide fields”. A degree of
metonymy: “wide fields” = “fields of a wide
area” or simply “a wide area of land” (not neces-
sarilymultiple large tracts of farmland; cf. 5.655,
7.766).†
478 palmiferos: withArabās (not agrōs). “Palm-
tree-bearing Arabia”.
478 Arabās: accusative plural, masculine, de-
clined like Greek Ἄραβας (Latin would be
Arabes, which is found in a few MSS, as is
palmiferās); direct object of reliquit (as is rura).
The substantive should refer to the people, but
the adjective palmiferōs makes it clear that it is
(by metonymy) the land; cf. pōpulifer Sperchīos
(poplar-bearing Spercheios) at 1.579, Chimaer-
iferae… Lyciae 6.339, papȳriferī… Nīlī 15.753.
478 Panchaeaque rura: see note on line 309 for
unresolvable confusion about her itinerary.†

473 inferō, inferre, intulī, illātum: to bring in,
introduce
473 post: behind, after
473 tot: so many
475 deripiō, deripere, deripuī, dereptum: to tear
off, snatch away
475 ensis, -is, m.: a sword
475 nitidus, -a, -um: shining, bright, polished
475 vāgīna, -ae, f.: a scabbard, sheath
477 ager, agrī, m.: productive land, a field,

farm
477 intercipiō, intercipere, intercēpī,
interceptum: to seize in passing, intercept
478 Arabus, -a, -um: Arabia
478 palmifer, palmifera, palmiferum:
palm-bearing, abounding in palms
478 rūs, rūris, n.: the country, fields, estate
(opp. urbs)
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perque novem errāvit redeuntis cornua lūnae,
480 cum tandem terrā requiēvit fessa Sabaeā;

vixque uterī portābat onus. tum nescia vōtī
atque inter mortisque metūs et taedia vītae
est tālēs complexa precēs: “ō sī qua patētis
nūmina cōnfessīs, meruī nec trīste recūsō
479 perque novem etc.: “and shewandered through
nine horns of the returning moon”, i.e. for 9
months. See 295-6 (the Pygmalion story end-
ing with the birth of Paphos) for the same im-
age, perhaps more clearly expressed. With
metonymy filtered out somewhat, “she wan-
dered through the time it took for the horns of
the moon to return 9 times” (though the moon
can be said to return just as much as its horns).
479 redeuntis: genitive singularwith lunae. This
word, though applied to the moon, not to
Myrrha, may be our one hint thatMyrrha’s jour-
ney ends in the land where it began (Arabia).
The idea of a “returning moon” is found only
in Propertius 3.5.27-8, coactis cornibus in plenum
menstrua luna redit.
480 cum tandem: = cum inversum, as in line
472.†
480 terrā Sabaeā: ablative of place where with-
out preposition. The position of each word, the
first before the penthemimeral caesura (a sylla-
ble always long), the second at the end of the
line, helps the reader (reading aloud) recognize
the long vowels.†
480 fessă: “exhausted”, describing Myrrha, the
subject of requievit.
481 vixque uteri portabat onus: “and she could
hardly carry her womb’s burden”. uteri is pos-
sessive genitive (not appositive, “the burden that
was her womb”).†
481 nescia voti: “unable to make a choice”. voti
is objective genitive with the verbal sense of nes-
cia.†
482 atque inter etc.: the line is equivalent to a
participial phrase, but note that it lacks any kind
of verb, or even an adjective that suggests one
(as does nescia); “[being] between…”†
482 inter: with accusatives metūs and taedia,
“between fear and weariness”.
482 mortisque: objective genitive with metūs
(poetic plural), “fear of death”. The enclitic -que
is part of a “both… and” pairing with et taedia,

not the sign of a new clause or phrase: mortisque
et taedia = “both death and weariness”. With in-
ter the enclitic is often used twice (e.g. 12.185)
or more, as at 12.39-40, inter terrāsque fretumque
caelestēsque plagās.
482 vitae: objective genitive, albeit reflecting
the already genitive object of the impersonal
construction taedet vitae.†
483 est tales conplexa preces: preces is the ac-
cusative object of conplexa est, “she embraced
prayers such as these” (complector is deponent,
so it can take a direct object).†
483 ō: with numina, “O divine powers”.
483 si quă patetis: “if any (of) you are open”.
si quă (agreeing with numina, note short final
syllable) is equivalent to si aliquă, neuter plu-
ral nominative. Cf. 11.693 quaerit vestīgia sīquă
supersint. siquă can also be feminine nomina-
tive singular (from the alternate indefinite pro-
noun quis, qua, quid). Translation is awkward
because English is not comfortable combining
the personal pronoun (which must be used with
the verb and implies definiteness) with an indef-
inite; hence a workaround using a partitive con-
struction (“any of you”) in English which is not
part of the Latin. Latin is fine with “any you”.
483 patetis: “you are approachable, willing to
listen”. Bömer and Reed both see it as derived
from the idea of an open temple, as at Fasti 1.181,
templa patent auresque deum.
484 confessis: dative of advantage with patētis,
“are approachable for those who have con-
fessed”. The poet picks up the idea, indefinite
and all, at 488 (nūmen cōnfessīs aliquod patet).
The confession is what follows: merui.
484 merui: shares its direct object supplicium
with recuso. “I have deserved, and do not refuse,
punishment”.
484 triste: with supplicium, “grievous punish-
ment”. Metonymy, since the punished, not the
punishment, is sad.

479 errō, errāre, errāvī, errātum: to wander
480 requiescō, requiescere, requiēvī, requiētum:
to rest
480 Sabaeus, -a, -um: Sabaean, of Sheba in
Arabia
481 nescius, -a, -um: unknowing, ignorant,
unaware
481 vix: barely, hardly; almost

482 taedium, -ī, n.: tediousness, loathing,
disgust
482 vīta, -ae, f.: life
483 prex, precis, f.: a prayer, request, entreaty
484 confiteor, confitēri, confessus sum: to
acknowledge, confess
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485 supplicium, sed nē violem vīvōsque superstes
mortuaque exstīnctōs, ambōbus pellite rēgnīs
mūtātaeque mihī vītamque necemque negāte!”
nūmen cōnfessīs aliquod patet: ultima certē
vōta suōs habuēre deōs. nam crūra loquentis

490 terra supervēnit, ruptōsque oblīqua per unguēs

485 ne violem: “lest I offend”; direct objects are
vivos and extinctos. The purpose clause (hence
the subjunctive) is dependent on pellite in the
next line. violare here implies religious offence
(almost “pollute”), though usually with explic-
itly violent action (e.g. cutting trees in a sacred
grove, 8.726); compare Atalanta as violenta at
10.568.
485 vivosque: the enclitic -que is of the form
“both… and” with mortuaque below; but with
the chiastic word order the first -que is applied to
the accusative object, the second to the nomina-
tive adjective. The logic requires that we trans-
late as “either… or”, since she cannot be both
alive and dead (though she will ask for a third
option). In effect two purpose clauses are im-
plied by the coordination: “lest I offend by liv-
ing, and lest I offend by dying”, but the change
from “and” to “or” is more elegant.
485 superstes: “alive”. A predicate adjective,
just like the paired mortua below; possibly with
causal force: “offend by remaining alive or by
being dead”. Her presence in either realm will
be felt as an outrage.
486 extinctos: “the dead”, balancing vivos above,
and the second object of violem.
486 pellite: the imperative is addressed to the
numina of the previous line.
486 ambobus pellite regnis: “drive me out from
both realms”. The ablatives are separative with-
out preposition, the object (mē) is implied (de-
layed, in fact, to appear as mihi in the next
clause).†
487 mutatae: dative, agrees withmihi, which is
the dative indirect object of imperative negate.
“Deny to me, as one changed”. negare takes a
dative indirect object as a kind of negative giv-
ing (cf. negative dative of possession with deesse
in 468).†

487 vitamque necemque: “both life and death”,
direct objects of negate. For metamorphosis as a
third option between life in exile and death, cf.
that imposed on the Cerastae by Venus in 233.
488 numen confessis aliquod patet: reflecting
483-4, “some divine power (numen aliquod) is
open to those who have confessed”.
488 ultima: with vota below, subject of habuēre
(= habuērunt). “Her last prayers”.
488 certe: “certainly, undoubtedly”. Her subse-
quent transformation proves that some power
must have been listening, though the adverb
also offers a correction (from general to particu-
lar) for the previous clause. Whether or not it is
true as a rule that divine powers listen to those
who have confessed, it certainly was true in this
instance.†
489 vota suos habuere deos: literally, “her prayers
had their own gods”; compare neque habent sua
verba dolōrēs in 506 (and see note there), though
here the sense of suus is more or less equiva-
lent to “favorable” (as with Salmacis’ prayer at
4.373).†
489 crura loquentĭs: “the legs of the speaking
girl”, or better, “her legs, while she was (still)
speaking”. crūra is neuter accusative plural, di-
rect object of supervēnit below.
490 terra supervēnit: with object crura, “earth
covered her legs”.†
490 ruptos: with accusative unguēs: “through
(per) her broken toenails”. A proleptic adjective:
the nails become broken with the action of the
verb.
490 obliqua: nominative adjective, with radix
below, subject of porrigitur. “A sideways root
is stretched out”, or (treating the adjective
as predicative, and translating adverbially), “is
stretched out sideways”.

485 superstes, superstitis: surviving, alive
485 supplicium, -ī, n.: a kneeling, humble
entreaty, supplication
485 violō, violāre, violāvī, violātum: to treat
with violence, injure
485 vīvus, -a, -um: alive, living
486 ambō, ambae, ambō: both
486 exstinguō, extinguere, exstinxī, exstinctum:
to put out, quench, extinguish

486 mortuus, -a, -um: dead
488 ulter/ulterius, -a, -um: last, furthest
489 crūs, crūris, n.: the leg, shank, shin
490 rumpō, rumpere, rūpī, ruptum: to break,
burst, break asunder
490 superveniō, -venīre, -vēnī, -ventum: to
come in addition, arrive, follow
490 unguis, -is, m.: a nail, claw
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porrigitur rādīx, longī firmāmina truncī,
ossaque rōbur agunt, mediāque manente medullā
sanguis it in sūcōs, in magnōs bracchia rāmōs,
in parvōs digitī, dūrātur cortice pellis.

495 iamque gravem crēscēns uterum praestrīnxerat arbor
pectoraque obruerat collumque operīre parābat:
nōn tulit illa moram venientīque obvia lignō

491 porrigitur: used metamorphically of the
stretching of a neck (2.375) and the spreading
of a bat’s membranous skin over the bodies of
the daughters of Minyas (4.408). As with ver-
tor (see on 137) a passive form, but the mean-
ing is such that translating as active is appropri-
ate when there is clearly no agent (so, “stretches
out”.)
491 longi firmamina trunci: “stabilizer of the
tall trunk”. firmamina is nominative, in appo-
sition to radix. trunci is objective genitive with
the verbal sense of firmamina.
492 ossaque robur agunt: “and her bones turn
into hard wood”.†
492 mediāque manente medullā: ablative abso-
lute, “and with her marrow remaining in the
middle (of the bones)”. mediā, agreeing with
medullā, is a predicate adjective, “remaining as
a middle thing”, hence “in the middle.”
493 sanguis it in sucos: “her blood turns to sap”.
Note accusative with in here, “into”. sucōs is
poetic plural. ire in is used here instead of
the usual abire in, “turn into” (with no implied
movement).†
493 in magnos… digiti: paraphrased, bracchia
eunt in magnos ramos, digiti eunt in parvos
ramos. “Her arms change into large tree limbs,
her fingers change into small ones”.
494 parvos: likemagnōs above, describes ramōs.
494 duratur: “hardens”; asyndeton (the third in
the list).
494 cortice: “with bark”, a material or instru-
mental ablative (A&G 403).†

495 iamque: with the main verb, praestrinxerat
(not gravem or crescens).†
495 gravem: with uterum, recalling the uteri
onus of 481; more or less synonymous with
gravidam, but echoing a minor theme, most re-
cently heard when Cinyras is described as vino
gravem at 438.
495 praestrinxerat: “had squeezed tight”; sub-
ject is crescens arbor (the growing tree), direct
object is gravem uterum (the pregnant womb).
496 pectoraque obruerat: the arbor is still the
subject; “had overtaken her breasts/chest”.
496 parabat: carefulmanagement of tenses here,
two pluperfects followed by an imperfect; “had
squeezed, had overrun, and was (just) getting
ready to cover”. Though we can probably see
parabat as equivalent to “was about to”, note
that it is nowhere else in the poem used of a be-
ing without agency. Compare Venus in 229-30.
496 operire: complementary infinitivewith para-
bat; direct object is collum (“neck”).
497 non tulit illa moram: “she brooked no de-
lay”, i.e. she did not hesitate.†
497 venienti: dative participlewith ligno, which
is governed by obvia, “in the path of the ap-
proaching wood”. obvia describes Myrrha, sub-
ject of subsedit in the next line. For the gram-
mar book, ligno is dative with compound adjec-
tive obvius (by analogy to dative with compound
verbs, and something of a special case; see A&G
370c).†

491 firmāmen, firmāminis, n.: a prop, support
491 longus, -a, -um: long, extended
491 porrigō, porrigere, porrexī, porrectum: to
stretch out, spread out
491 rādix, rādicis, f.: a root
492 maneō, manēre, mansī, mansum: to stay,
remain
492 medulla, -ae, f.: marrow
492 rōbur, robōris, n.: hard-wood, oak-wood
493 rāmus, -ī, m.: a branch, bough, twig
494 cortex, corticis, m/f: the bark, rind, shell;
wood

494 parvus, -a, -um: little, small, petty
494 pellis, -is, f.: pelt, skin, hide
495 praestringō, praestringere, praestrinxī,
praestrictum: to draw together, bind fast
496 obruō, obruere, obruī, obrŭtum: to
overthrow, cover over
496 operiō, operīre, operuī, opertum: to cover,
cover over
497 obvius, -a, -um: in the way, so as to meet,
to meet

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D403#chapter403
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D370#chapter370c
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D370#chapter370c
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subsēdit mersitque suōs in cortice vultūs.
quae quamquam āmīsit veterēs cum corpore sēnsūs,

500 flet tamen, et tepidae mānant ex arbore guttae.
est honor et lacrimīs, stillātaque cortice murra
nōmen erīle tenet nūllōque tacēbitur aevō.

Orpheus’ Song: Adonis and Venus
‘At male conceptus sub rōbore crēverat īnfāns
quaerēbatque viam, quā sē genetrīce relicta

505 exsereret; mediā gravidus tumet arbore venter.
498 subsēdit: “she sank down”. Though with
different sense, an echo of the softening ivory
girl at 284.†
498 mersitque suos in cortice vultūs: “she sank
her face within the bark”.†
498 suos… vultūs: poetic plural, “her face”; di-
rect object of mersit.
499 quae: equivalent to a demonstrative. Since
there is no change of subject, one assumes Ovid
has chosen to use the word for the sound effect
with quamquam (cf. 588; also 2.732, 15.244).
499 amisit: direct object is accusative plural
veterēs sensūs, “her previous senses.”†
499 cum corpore: “along with her body”, abla-
tive of accompaniment.
500 tepidae: with guttae, nominative subject of
manant. Such warmth is typical of tears (cf. 360,
tepidō rōre; 4.673), but also the heat remaining in
the just transformed body (9.365).
501 est honor et lacrimis: “the tears have their
honor too”. lacrimis is possessive dative with
est; et is the emphatic adverb. honor here seems
close to “value, worth”, though the following
line clarifies: myrrh will be eternally famous.†
501 stillataque cortice murra: “myrrh, dripped
from the bark”, subject of tenet and tacebitur in
the next line. cortice is ablative of separation or
source (= dē cortice).†
502 nomen erile tenet: “keeps itsmistress’ name”;
literally, “mistressly name”; erile is an adjec-
tive, agreeing with neuter singular accusative
nomen. A periphrasis for possessive genitive
noun, nomen erae.†

502 nulloque tacebitur aevo: “and will not be
unspoken of in any age”. Litotes: he will be spo-
ken of in all ages. aevo is ablative of timewhen.†
503 male conceptus: “conceived in sin” (not
“badly conceived”). Compare malus ardor in
342, male sedula in 438. conceptus (“conceived”)
agrees with infans at the end of the line.
503 robore: the “hard wood” of the tree into
which Myrrha has been transformed (as in 492,
ossaque rōbur agunt).†
504 quā: “by means of which…”; antecedent is
viam.
504 se: direct object of exsereret in the next line
504 genetrice relicta: naturally reads as ablative
absolute, though one could take genetrīce as the
indirect object (separative ablative) of exsereret
in the next line (“from his mother”). As often,
when a subject is clearly implied, better English
will turn this passive construction into an active
one (“having left behind his mother” rather than
“with his mother having been left behind”).
505 exsereret: subjunctive in a relative clause of
purpose (started with qua in the previous line).
Translate something like “a way to thrust him-
self forth”. More literally, “a way by which he
might thrust himself forth”, but be clear that no
doubt or potentiality is suggested here.
505 mediā: ablative of location with arbore, “in
the middle (i.e. inside) of the tree”. The prepo-
sition (in) is regularly omitted with expressions
involving medius, summus etc.
505 Note golden line formula here, but not
involving the first word of the line.

498 mergō, mergere, mersī, mersum: to dip, dip
in, immerse
499 amittō, amittere, amīsī, amissum: to send
away, dismiss, lose
499 quamquam: though, although, albeit
499 sensus, -ūs, m.: a perceiving, observation
500 gutta -ae, f.: a drop, drip
500 mānō, mānāre, mānāvī, mānātum: to flow,
trickle
501 stillō, stillāre, stillāvī, stillātum: drop,

distil, drip
502 erīlis, -e: of the master, of the mistress
502 taceō, tacēre, tacuī, tacitum: to be silent
503 infans, infantis, m/f: child, baby, infant
505 exserō, exserere, exseruī, exsertum: to
stretch out, thrust out
505 gravidus, -a, -um: laden, filled, swollen
505 tumeō, tumēre, —, —: to swell, be swollen
505 venter, ventris, m.: the belly, stomach
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tendit onus mātrem; neque habent sua verba dolōrēs,
nec Lūcīna potest parientis vōce vocārī.
nītentī tamen est similis curvātaque crēbrōs
dat gemitūs arbor lacrimīsque cadentibus ūmet.

510 cōnstitit ad rāmōs mītis Lūcīna dolentēs
admōvitque manūs et verba puerpera dīxit:
arbor agit rīmās et fissā cortice vīvum
506 tendit onus matrem: “the burden stretches
the mother” (who is a tree).†
506 neque habent sua verba dolores: literally,
“the pains do not have their own words”, hence
“cannot be expressed” (there are no words for
the pain). This suggests that the pain is too
great for words, but of course the real rea-
son is that the mother is a tree, and so cannot
speak (dark humor). For the sense of sua verba
here, compare 7.501: congressus primi sua verba
tulerunt, “their first meeting involved the appro-
priate speeches” (and see L&S II.c.7.δ: “Suited,
appropriate, adapted to…”). Cf. also suos deos
in 489.
507 parientĭs: “of the one giving birth”. Geni-
tive modifies voce, which is ablative of instru-
ment with vocari.
507 Lucina: the goddess of childbirth, who
must be summoned by the laboring mother’s
shouts. Lucina is the subject of potest vocari:
“cannot be called”.†
508 est: look ahead to the next line for the sub-
ject (arbor); both similis and curvata agree with
this.
508 nitenti: “a woman laboring”. nitor is fre-
quently used for birth labor (at 9.294 pregnant
Alcmene calls upon Lucina and the Nixi, “spirits
of Labor”). Note (regular) use of active ending
for present participle of deponent verb. Dative
with adjective of likeness (similis).
508 crebros: describes gemitūs in the next line,
“constant cries”.
509 lacrimis: with umet, ablative of instrument
(with a hint ofmaterial; cf. lines 45, 126). Ander-
son, archly, on all these tears: “More precious
myrrh for the incense market.”
510 constitit ad: the sense of ad + accusative
here is “by” or “next to”. Compare ad aras con-
stitit in lines 272-3. There constitit ad is used
of the human seeking divine help, but here it is
the divinity arriving to bring help or intervene,

arguably the more natural sense of the phrase,
though the verb is not found with this preposi-
tion elsewhere in the poem. Cf. 15.843-4, mēdiī
cum sēde senātūs/ cōnstitit alma Venus (Venus ar-
rives to take into heaven the spirit of the assas-
sinated Caesar).
510 mītĭs: predicate nominative adjective de-
scribing Lucina, best translated adverbially, “in
sympathy”, “with favorable intention”.†
510 dolentes: describes ramos.
511 admōvitquemanūs: perfect tense, accusative
plural noun.†
511 verba puerpera: “thewords that allow birth”;
the idea is that labor is not over until the god-
dess utters the magic words, no doubt a poetic
incantation (just as she is able to delay the birth
of Hercules by a carmen at 9.300). puerperus is
normally applied to the woman or animal giving
birth, as at 6.337 and 9.313; Anderson calls this
use a neologism, i.e. Ovid’s invention.
512 agit rimas: “makes cracks” = “cracks”. A
common idiom with ago and an object - see L&S
s.v. II.D.4: ago + substantive is “a favorite cir-
cumlocution for the action indicated by the sub-
stantive”. Similar to English “do” (“do a dance”
etc.).
512 fissa cortice: ablative absolute (though there
is a possibility that we should read as ablative of
instrument with reddit; as often, the ambiguity
is probably intended). cortex is more often mas-
culine, but feminine here if the text is correct.
512 vivum: describes onus in the next line;
most likely a predicate here, “gives up its burden
alive” rather than “gives up its living burden”.
For reddit with object and predicate (think “ren-
der”), cf. 15.313, flumen habent Cicones, quod
potum saxea reddit viscera: “The Cicones have
a river which, when drunk, turns one’s insides
into stone.”

507 Lūcīna, -ae, f.: she that brings to light,
goddess of childbirth
507 pariō, parīre, peperī, partum/paritum: to
give birth
508 crēber, crēbra, crēbrum: thick, frequent,
numerous, repeated
508 nītor, nītī, nīsus/nixus sum: to bear upon,
press upon, lean; labor, strive

509 ūmeō, –, –, –: to be moist, be damp, be wet
510 mītis, -e: mild, mellow, mature, ripe
511 puerperus, -a, -um: parturient, bringing
forth children
512 findō, findere, —, fissum: to cleave, split,
part, separate, divide
512 rīma, -ae, f.: a cleft, crack, chink, fissure

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dsuus
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dago
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dago
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reddit onus, vāgitque puer; quem mollibus herbīs
nāides inpositum lacrimīs ūnxēre parentis.

515 laudāret faciem Līvor quoque; quālia namque
corpora nūdōrum tabulā pinguntur Amōrum,
tālis erat, sed, nē faciat discrīmina cultus,
aut huīc adde levēs, aut illīs dēme pharetrās.
513 mollibus herbis: dative indirect object with
compound verb, the participle impositum in the
next line, which agrees with quem (i.e. the baby
Adonis).†
514 unxēre: = unxērunt
514 lacrimīs parentĭs: “with the tears of his
mother” (i.e. myrrh), ablative of instrument. We
are perhaps not supposed to worry about how
the sticky tree gum is distilled and mixed into
anointing oil here.
515 laudaret: subject is Livor, potential sub-
junctive (one of the independent uses of the sub-
junctive); imperfect because it refers to the past
(i.e. secondary sequence). “Envy would have
praised…” See A&G 446.
515 Livor: Envy personified (a poetic conceit,
not part of known Roman cult; see Reed for
Alexandrian precedents), but it is hard not to
hear an echo of the “bruising” that Pygmalion
feared to inflict upon his statue in line 258, es-
pecially with the comparison to a work of art
that immediately follows here.†
515 namque: this is the conjunction, delayed
until the second word (i.e. read it first). There
isn’t much difference between this and plain
nam (“a strengthened nam, introducing a reason
or explanation in close connection with what
precedes”, Lewis).†
515 qualia: read ahead to talis erat two lines be-
low for the full sense. “For the baby was just like
(talis erat qualia)…”
516 corpora: subject of the passive verb pingun-
tur : “bodies are depicted”. The full comparison:
“hewas just as [talis erat qualis] bodies [corpora]
of naked cupids [nudorum amorum] are painted
on a board [tabulā pinguntur].” In English we’d
be tempted to introduce a relative clause (“he
was just like bodies which are painted”), but it
is not there in the Latin.
516 tabulā: “on a wooden board” (the standard
material for painting pictures).
517 faciat: subject is cultus, direct object is dis-
crimina. Literally, “lest style of dress make a

difference”. See L&S s.v. II.B.3 for this sense
of cultus (“Style of dress, external appearance,
clothing, dress, garb, apparel, attire; esp. orna-
ment, decoration…”). faciat is subjunctive in a
negative purpose clause with ne, although the
purpose lies with the author and the reader, not
the characters (see the imperatives in the next
line).†
518 huic: = Adonis, illis = the Amores; both da-
tives are indirect objects of adde.
518 leves: this applies to pharetras in the next
clause. That is, leves pharetras needs to be read
as the object in each clause: aut huic adde leves
pharetras, aut illis deme leves pharetras. The
distribution of adjective and noun in separate
clauses is artful. The quivers are light “because,
after all, they are small” (Fratantuono).
518 huic adde: “add to him” (huic is dative); i.e.
add to his cultus, his garb. The verb suggests
physically altering the painting, not just imagin-
ing a different scene (cf. addat in 208; also Ciris
31-2, horrida sanguineo pinguntur proelia cocco,/
additur aurata deiectus cuspide Typhon).
518 illis deme: “take from them” (illis is abla-
tive, separative).
518 adde, deme: 2nd person singular impera-
tives. Ovid is again speaking to the reader (or
is it Orpheus singing to the trees?).
518 illis: the amores. Most of the manuscripts
have singular illi here (taken by Anderson to re-
fer to cultus, by Reed to Cupid himself), but that
doesn’t work. It is a good example of a lectio dif-
ficilor (less obvious reading) that is just too diffi-
cilis. The logic goes that the less obvious version
is more likely to be mistakenly changed, dur-
ing sloppy copying, into the more obvious one,
rather than the other way round; so the lectio
difficilior is generally to be preferred. But not
here. And as Salis astutely observes, if most of
the manuscripts preserve the singular reading,
it clearly isn’t the lectio difficilor.

513 puer, puerī, m.: a male child, boy, lad,
young man
513 vāgĭo, vāgīre, vāgīvī or vāgĭī, -: to cry,
scream, roar
514 impōnō, impōnere, imposuī, impositum: to
set down on, place upon
514 Nāis, Nāidis f.: Naiad, Water Nymph
514 ungō, ungere, unxī, ūnctum: to smear,

besmear, anoint
516 tabula, -ae, f.: a board, plank
517 cultus, -ūs, m.: care, cultivation, culture
518 dēmō, dēmere, dēmpsī, dēmptum: to take
away, take off, withdraw
518 pharetra, -ae, f.: a quiver

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D446#chapter446
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‘Lābitur occultē fallitque volātilis aetās,
520 et nihil est annīs vēlōcius: ille sorōre

nātus avōque suō, quī conditus arbore nūper,
nūper erat genitus, modo fōrmōsissimus īnfāns,
iam iuvenis, iam vir, iam sē fōrmōsior ipsō est,
iam placet et Venerī mātrisque ulcīscitur ignēs.

525 namque pharetrātus dum dat puer ōscula mātrī,

519 labitur: as with fallit, subject is aetas; “life
slips by”. Not the first time we’ve seen this verb
in this book (196, laberis, Oebalide).†
519 occulte: “secretly”, or better, “without any-
one noticing, imperceptibly”. Ovid is allud-
ing to Lucretius 1.314 (with occulte in the same
position), where the poet describes the steady
wearing away of apparently solid materials over
time: uncus aratri/ferreus occulte decrescit vomer
in arvis.
519 fallit: “fools (us)”. The idea is that Ado-
nis is grown before we know it. As with fe-
fellerat in line 528, the sense is more “escape
notice” than “deceive” (equivalent to the Greek
verb λανθάνω).
520 annis: ablative of comparison with com-
parative adjective velocius (which is predicate
to, and so agrees with, nihil); “there’s nothing
swifter than years”.†
520 sorore: with natus in the next line - “born
from his sister”. Ablative of source is normal
with this verb (hence also avo suo).
520 ille: marks Adonis as the subject again, and
stands as a clear antecedent to qui in the next
line.
521 qui: -> ille (Adonis), not his grandfather.
521 conditus: borrow erat from the next line to
complete the sense of the parallel clauses ex-
pressed without conjunction (asyndeton) and
with reversed word order (chiasmus): qui con-
ditus [erat] nuper , nuper genitus erat. Note that
both verbs are pluperfect passive compound
forms (“had been hidden, had been born”).†
521 arbore: ablative of location; condo, when it
means “hide away”, sometimes takes in + abla-
tive, sometimes in + accusative, sometimes just
the ablative.

521 nuper: Ovid uses 3 temporal adverbs to in-
dicate Adonis’ growth: nuper… nuper… modo…
iam… iam… iam. “Recently… recently… just
now… already… already… already.” Then iam
again in 523 and in 524, which is perhaps over-
doing it.
522 modŏ formosissimus infans: it is unclear if
we should be borrowing erat from the previ-
ous clause, or est from the next line. Since
uncompounded erat would be an imperfect in
this clause, that would make for an elegant
transition from pluperfect through imperfect to
present tense.
522 formosissimus: 5 syllable words are rare in
the poem: Ovid uses this one on two other oc-
casions, each in the samemetrical position (4.18,
4.209).
523 iuvenis… vir: take formosissimus in the
previous line to apply to these also.
523 se: ablative of comparison (“more beautiful
than himself”).†
524 placet et Veneri: “he is pleasing even to
Venus”; et is adverbial. Veneri is dative object
of placet because (simple version) it is one of the
verbs that takes a dative object, though there is a
clear connection with the dative of the one judg-
ing (dativus iudicantis).†
524 matris ulciscitur ignes: “he avenges the
passion of his mother”, since Venus is ulti-
mately responsible for all sexual desire, includ-
ing Myrrha’s incestuous passion.†
525 pharetratus: describes puer, and so is part
of the subordinate dum clause, despite being
placed before dum. The “boy with the quiver”
is Cupid.

519 occultē: secretly, unseen
519 volātilis, -e: winged, flying
520 vēlox, -ōcis: swift, quick, fleet, rapid,
speedy
521 avus, avī, m.: maternal grandfather
521 condō, condere, condidī, conditum: to put
together; store, conceal

521 nūper: newly, lately, recently, freshly
523 iuvenis, -is, m.: young man, youth
524 ulciscor, ulciscī, ūltus sum: to take
vengeance on, punish, avenge
525 pharetrātus, -a, -um: wearing a quiver,
quivered
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īnscius exstantī dēstrīnxit harundine pectus;
laesa manū nātum dea reppulit: altius āctum
vulnus erat speciē prīmōque fefellerat ipsam.
capta virī fōrmā nōn iam Cytherēia cūrat

530 lītora, nōn altō repetit Paphon aequore cīnctam
piscōsamque Cnidon gravidamve Amathūnta metallīs;
abstinet et caelō: caelō praefertur Adōnis.
526 exstanti… harundine: a “protruding arrow”
(presumably protruding from his quiver). abla-
tive of instrument with destrinxit, “scratched”.
Harundo, “reed”, often means the shaft of an ar-
row, though here it stands for the arrow as a
whole (the tip scratches, not the shaft).
527 manu: as often, Ovid’s word order tricks us
into reading the wrong relation. This ablative
of instrument must be taken with reppulit, not
laesa (“she pushed him away with her hand”).†
527 altius: to be taken with specie (ablative of
comparison) in the next line. “Deeper than it
appeared” (hence escaping notice of the goddess
at first). See A&G 406a on “idiomatic ablatives
of comparison”.
527 actum: with erat in the next line, forming a
pluperfect passive (followed by pluperfect active
fefellerat).
528 vulnus: “metonymy for the weapon that
caused the wound”, according to Reed, though
a wound can be deep without a weapon in it.
528 primo: adverbial, “at first”.
528 fefellerat: “had escaped her notice” (see on
fallit in line 519).
528 ipsam: understand deam. The reason for
the emphasis is that she’s the last one we’d ex-
pect to miss such a trick.
529 capta: a common metaphor for amorous
possession.†
529 formā: ablative of instrument with captō.
529 non iam: “not now”, i.e. “no longer”. Com-
pare Apollo leaving his usual haunts for Hy-
acinthus’ company.
529 Cytherēĭă: at first we read this as Venus’
own epithet (feminine nominative singular),
“lady of Cythera”; but then we find we need it to
describe litora (neuter accusative plural) at the

start of the next line; “the shores of Cythera”.
Pronounced with 5 syllables, Cy-thĕ-rē-ĭ-ă.
529 curat: “cares about” rather than “cares
for”.†
530 alto: describes aequore, “the deep sea” (al-
tus means “deep” when it applies to water, oth-
erwise “tall”).
530 repetit: the verb is used of returning to any
place, but particularly one’s home or a place of
safety.
530 aequore: ablative of instrument with cinc-
tam, “surrounded by water”.
530 cinctam: describes (and agrees with, de-
spite the different word endings) Paphon Paphos
is treated as a Greek second declension feminine
noun, “the island of Paphos”, though as already
noted, the island is actually Cyprus.†
531 piscosamque Cnidon: “and Cnidus, rich in
fish” (see note on 165 for sense of -osus adjec-
tives). -que is scanned short, despite the two
following consonants, which are here treated as
mute plus liquid.†
531 metallis: “Amathus, pregnant with met-
als”; ablative of specification or material, de-
pending on how vividly we take the metaphor
of pregnancy: “heavy with” (specification) or
“pregnant with” (material).
532 abstinet: equivalent to non repetit above.
532 et caelo: “even from the sky”. et is adver-
bial, and caelo is ablative of separation with ab-
stinet.
532 caelo: the second caelo is the dative indirect
object of the compound verb praefertur, “Adonis
is preferred to heaven” (literally, “carried ahead
of”). For the play with synonyms in different
cases, cf. Cinyrae in 338.

526 destringō, destringere, destrinxī, destrictum:
to strip off; touch, graze, scratch
526 exstō, exstāre, —, —: to stand out, protrude
526 harundō, -inis, f.: a reed, cane, arrow
526 inscius, -a, -um: not knowing, ignorant
528 species, specieī, f.: a sight, look, appearance
529 cūrō, cūrāre, cūrāvī, cūrātum: to care for,
take pains with, regard
529 Cytherēia, -ae, f.: Venus, Lady of Cythera
530 aequor, -oris, n.: an even surface; ocean
530 cingō, cingere, cinxī, cīnctum: to surround;

wreathe
530 lītus, -oris, n.: shore, coastline
530 repetō, repetere, repetīvī, repetītum: to seek
again, make for again
531 Cnidos, -ous(?), f.: The town of Cnidus
531 piscōsus, -a, -um: abounding in fish
532 abstineō, abstinēre, abstinuī, abstentum: to
keep off, hold back, abstain
532 Adōnis, -is, m.: Adonis, a youth beloved by
Venus

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D406#chapter406a
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hunc tenet, huīc comes est adsuētaque semper in umbrā
indulgēre sibī fōrmamque augēre colendō

535 per iuga, per silvās dūmōsaque saxa vagātur
fīne genūs vestem rītū succīncta Diānae
hortāturque canēs tūtaeque animālia praedae,
aut prōnōs leporēs aut celsum in cornua cervum
aut agitat dammās; ā fortibus abstinet aprīs

533 adsueta: nominative, describing Venus (not
ablative umbrā at the end of the line). The par-
ticiple takes indulgere and augere in the next line
as complementary infinitives, and is best trans-
lated with concessive sense: “although it was
her habit to…”). 3 syllables: as with adsuētūdine
in 173, suē is scanned as a single syllable (“swē”),
Ovid’s normal practice for forms of -suesco.
533 umbrā: “conventionally a location of soft
life and leisure” (Reed).
534 indulgere sibi: “give rein to herself, follow
her own wishes” (rather than adapting to the
wishes of another).†
534 augere: “enhance” rather than “increase”;
direct object is formam. Compare Athis at 5.49-
50, ēgregius fōrmā, quam dīvite cultū/ augēbat.
534 colendo: gerund, ablative of instrument
with augere, “by looking after it” (with formam
as implied object).†
535 per… per… -que: note how the repetition
of the preposition stands in for the first coordi-
nating conjunction in a list of 3.
535 dumosaque saxa: these “thicketed crags”
will do nothing for the forma that she is accus-
tomed to taking care of.
536 fine genūs: “down to her knee”. fine,
though derived from finis, “limit”, needs to be
read here as a preposition which modifies a gen-
itive noun (genūs).†
536 succincta: describes Venus, with vestem as

its object, “binding up her dress” (for ease of
movement). As at 271, Ovid plays with the
“greek accusative”. succingo is not deponent,
and so its passive form should not have a di-
rect object. In the Greek accusative construc-
tion, normally (as at 103, “tying up its hair”) the
Romanswould use a passive verb, the accusative
of the body part, and the ablative of the cloth-
ing or adornment; here, instead, the clothing is
treated as a direct object.
536 ritu Dianae: “according to the custom of
Diana”. ritu is ablative of manner.†
537 tutae animalia praedae: “animals of safe
prey” = “animals that are safe prey”. tutae
praedae is a good example of an appositive (or
limiting) genitive. animalia is the direct ob-
ject of agitat (“chases”) two lines below (not of
hortatur); the three accusative nouns (lepores,
cervum, dammas) in the next line and a half
should be read in apposition to animalia.
538 pronos: “low to the ground” (contrasting
immediately with celsum).
538 celsum in cornua: “tall of antler”, “with tall
antlers”; cornua is accusative plural. Ovid bor-
rows the phrase from Vergil, Aeneid 10.725 (sur-
gentem in cornua cervum).†
539 abstinet: “keeps away from” (with ab +
ablative).†

533 assuescō, assuescere, assuēvī, assuētum: to
be accustomed
533 comes, -itis, m/f: a companion
534 augeō, augēre, auxī, auctum: to increase,
improve
534 colō, colere, coluī, cultum: to tend, care for,
cultivate
534 indulgeō, indulgēre, indulsī, indultum: to
be complaisant, be kind
535 dūmōsus, -a, -um: full of thorn-bushes
535 silva, -ae, f.: a wood, forest
536 Diāna, -ae, f.: Diana, sister of Apollo

537 praeda, -ae, f.: plunder; prey
537 tūtus, -a, -um: safe, harmless
538 celsus, -a, -um: raised, elevated, lofty
538 lepus, -oris, m/f: hare
538 prōnus, -a, -um: bent over, low to the
ground
539 agitō, agitāre, agitāvī, agitātum: to set in
violent motion, drive onward
539 aper, aprī, m.: a wild boar
539 damma, -ae, m/f: a deer, buck, doe
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540 raptōrēsque lupōs armātōsque unguibus ursōs
vītat et armentī saturātōs caede leōnēs.
tē quoque, ut hōs timeās, sīquid prōdesse monendō
possit, Adōni, monet, “fortis” que “fugācibus ēsto”
inquit; “in audācēs nōn est audācia tūta.

545 parce meō, iuvenis, temerārius esse perīclō,
nēve ferās, quibus arma dedit nātūra, lacesse,

540 raptores: usually a noun, but here (as often
with such “agent nouns” ending -tor) an adjec-
tive, “thieving” (describing accusative lupos).
540 lupos… ursos: both are direct objects of vi-
tat (“avoids”) in the next line (as is leones in that
line). Note how change of case (accusative here,
after ablative apris) with a coordinated noun sig-
nals the reader to wait for a new verb.
540 armatos unguibus: “armedwith claws” (un-
guibus is ablative of instrument).
541 armenti: genitive singular, modifying caede.
“Slaughter of cattle”. A good example of an ob-
jective genitive.
541 saturatos caede: “sated with slaughter”, de-
scribing accusative leones; caede is ablative of
instrument.
542 te: direct object of admonet (“she advises
you”) in the next line.
542 ut hos timeas: since the main verb (ad-
monet) is delayed until the next line (a favorite
device), it is easy to miss that timeas is subjunc-
tive in a jussive noun clause (= indirect com-
mand). admonet te ut hos timeas = “She advises
you to fear these”, “She advises you that you
should fear these”. hos = the lions, bears and
wolves.
542 quid prodesse: “gain any benefit”. quid is an
adverbial accusative pronoun here.
542 si quid prodesse monendo possit: “in case
she can profit at all by warning.” The gerund
monendo is ablative of instrument (“by warn-
ing”), prodesse is complementary inifinitive on
possit, which is present subjunctive. si possit
represents an indirect question (hence subjunc-
tive verb), of the form “wondering if she might

be able”, and perhaps by extension, “in hopes
that she might be able”.†
543 Adoni: Greek vocative with short final
vowel; direct address of a character (te in the
previous line) by the poet (Orpheus), i.e. apos-
trophe (see on line 120).†
543 fortis fugacibus: “brave among the ones
prone to flight”. The ablative usage is equivalent
to in fugacibus (or even in fugaces, “against…”,
like in audaces below).†
543 fortisque: only fortis (not the conjunction -
que) is in the direct speech (“fortis…esto”) que…
inquit, “and she said, ‘be brave…’”.
543 esto: 2nd person future imperative; see
note on line 365.
544 in audaces non est audacia tuta: “boldness
(audacia) is not safe (tuta) against the bold (au-
daces).” Note the sense of in + accusative here
(=“against”, not “in”).
545 parce: meo is not, and does not describe, a
dative object of this imperative. Rather, parce
takes complementary infinitive esse: parce esse
temerarius, “refrain from taking risks”.
545 iuvenis: vocative.
545 meo periculo: Anderson’s very broad “abla-
tive of attendant circumstance” is probably cor-
rect, but we can be more specific: resultative ab-
lative, “to my danger”.†
546 neve: = et ne. For ne + imperative (archaic),
cf. line 352.
546 feras: direct object of lacesse.
546 quibus arma dedit natura: “to which nature
has given weapons.”

540 armō, armāre, armāvī, armātum: to
furnish with weapons, arm, equip
540 lupus, -ī, m.: a wolf
540 raptor, -ōris: robbing, thieving
540 ursus, -ī, m.: a bear
541 armentum, -ī, n.: cattle for ploughing
541 caedes, -is, f.: a cutting-down, slaughter
541 leo, leōnis, m.: a lion
541 saturō, saturāre, saturāvī, saturātum: to
fill, glut, satiate
541 vītō, vītāre, vītāvī, vītātum: to shun, avoid,
evade

543 fugax, fugācis: apt to flee, fleeing, timid
544 audācia, -ae, f.: daring, courage, boldness
544 audax, audācis: daring, bold, spirited
545 perīculum, -ī, n.: a trial; danger, risk
545 temerārius, -a, -um: rash, heedless,
thoughtless
546 arma, armōrum, n.: weapons, instruments,
tools
546 lacessō, lacessere, lacessīvī, lacessītum: to
excite, provoke, challenge
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stet mihi nē magnō tua glōria. nōn movet aetās
nec faciēs nec quae Venerem mōvēre, leōnēs
saetigerōsque suēs oculōsque animōsque ferārum.

550 fulmen habent ācrēs in aduncīs dentibus aprī,
impetus est fulvīs et vasta leōnibus īra,
invīsumque mihī genus est.” quae causa, rogantī
547 ne: this should be read first, ne mihi stet
magno tua gloria (negative purpose clause).
547 stet mihi magno: “prove costly to me”. mihi
is dative of disadvantage,magno is an ablative of
price; stare + ablative [x] = “cost [x] much”.†
547 gloria: subject of stet; the praise that Ado-
nis might think to win by hunting dangerous
animals.†
547 non movet aetas: direct object is accusative
leones at the end the next line. “Youth does not
impress lions.”
548 mōvēre: = mōvērunt, subject is quae. Two
more things here that don’t impress lions: “ap-
pearance” (facies) and “the things that impressed
Venus” (whatever special qualities of Adonis
those might be). As often, a short relative clause
stands in for the antecedent that it lacks in the
main clause; that is, quae (neuter plural) doesn’t
have an antecedent, but if it did, it would be
a plural nominative noun/pronoun (e.g. illa,
“those things”) as a further subject for movet in
the main clause.†
548 Venerem: note that Venus is still speaking
- she refers to herself by name rather than by
me.†
549 This line is rejected by Tarrant for being
repetitive. Salis and Reed both do a good job of
explaining why we need to keep it (e.g. chiastic
arrangement of lions and boars here, boars and
lions in 550-1).
549 sŭēs: the accusative nouns in this line are
further direct objects for movet above.
549 oculosque animosque: “The nouns oculus
and animus appear in coordination on multi-
ple occasions (e.g. Ovid Fasti 6.673, Met. 4.129,
12.529, 14.417)” (Salis). Here they represent the
two stages (or perhaps aspects) of desire, as
Venus feels it herself: being captivated by ap-
pearance, then a passion of the spirit; physical
and spiritual, inward and outward.†
550 fulmen: accusative, direct object of habent.
The commentators all note that the lightning
bolt is a conventional metaphor for a strike from

a boar’s tusk: cf. the Calydonian boar in 8.353,
nec fulmine lēnius ārsit.
550 acres: describes apri (the subject of habent)
at the end of the line.
550 aduncis: ablative plural (with preposition
in), describes dentibus, and makes it clear we’re
talking about tusks, not teeth. Many editors
read et instead of in, which would be either ad-
verbial et, making aduncis dentibus do the same
locative job, but without the preposition “even
in their curved tusks” (unlikely - where else
would they have their fulmen?); or et would be
the conjunction, and aduncis dentibus would be
a descriptive ablative for the noun (“boars fierce
and with curved tusks”).
551 impetus est fulvis.. leonibus: a possessive
dative construction. “There is an irresistible
force for tawny lions” = “tawny lions have an
irresistible force”. The possessive dative neatly
varies fulmen habent at the start of the previous
line. On impetus, see L&S s.v. II: “violence, fury,
vehemence, vigor, force”.†
551 vasta… ira: a second subject for est in
the possessive dative construction, so a second
thing that tawny lions possess. vasta is “im-
mense” or, better, “insatiable” here. For the
proverbial ira of lions (which we can deduce
from their scary roar), cf. Aeneid 7.14-5, gemi-
tus iraeque leonum.
552 invisum mihi: “hateful to me”. mihi is da-
tive of reference with adjective of service etc.
(like gratus but with opposite sense).
552 genus: i.e. all lions.†
552 quae causa roganti… ait: “she says to him,
when he asks what the reason is”. roganti, dative
indirect object of ait in the next line, refers to
Adonis.
552 quae causa: an indirect question with the
verb missing: quae causa sit (introduced by ro-
ganti). Alternatively, we could punctuate these
two words as direct speech: “when he asks,
‘what’s the reason’, she replies, ‘I’ll tell you..’.”†

547 glōria, -ae, f.: glory, fame, renown, praise,
honor
549 saetiger, saetigera, saetigerum: having
coarse hair or bristles, bristly
549 sus, suis, m/f: a swine, pig, boar
550 ācer, ācris, ācre: sharp, piercing,

penetrating, irritating, pungent
550 aduncus, -a, -um: bent inwards, hooked
551 impetus, -ūs, m.: an attack, impulse
552 invideō, invidēre, invīdī, invīsum: to look
askance at, hate
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“dīcam,” ait “et veteris mōnstrum mīrābere culpae.
sed labor īnsolitus iam mē lassāvit, et, ecce,

555 opportūna suā blandītur pōpulus umbrā,
datque torum caespes: libet hāc requiēscere tēcum.”
et requiēvit humō, pressitque et grāmen et ipsum
553 veteris: describes culpae, genitive modify-
ing monstrum; the sense of veteris seems to go
better withmonstrum, “an old story of guilt”, but
that’s not the syntactic relation.
553 monstrum: from monstrare, “show”; hence,
almost, “example”, but by extension, “portent”
or “omen”, and then (because animals born de-
formed or of extreme size are taken as omens),
“monster”. A famous example would be the
white sow of Aeneid 8.81 (oculis mirabile mon-
strum). The monstrum here must be the story
of Atalanta and Hippomenes, and in particu-
lar the latter’s ingratitude; Bömer’s comparison
with Aeson’s rejuvenation at 7.294, tanti mirac-
ula monstrum, is not helpful except for contrast
- Venus’ introduction does not direct our at-
tention towards a miraculous event. No com-
parable usage for monstrum as “story” is to be
found in classical poetry, though Cicero fur-
nishes several instances where the word means
“utterly outrageous act/person” (e.g. In Ver-
rem 2.3.171.13, Non mihi iam furtum, sed mon-
strum ac prodigium videbatur civitatum frumen-
tum improbare, suum probare). For monstrum
here, then, we might try “monstrous example”,
“shocking story”, or even “cautionary tale” -
Ovid was probably aware of Varro’s etymology
(from Servius on Aeneid 3.366): prodigium, quod
porro dirigit; miraculum, quod mirum est; mon-
strum, quod monet, and warning is, after all,
the purpose of Venus’ story. We might also
compare (with Varro in mind) the transition be-
tween the Byblis and Iphis stories in book 9.666-
8: Fāma novī centum Crētaeās forsitan urbēs/
implēsset mōnstrī, sī nōn mīrācula nūper/ Īphide
mūtātā Crētē propiōra tulisset. monstrum here
refers most directly to the result of the trans-
formation that has just been narrated (some-
what like Myrrha as nova arbor in 310), but the
reader may well understand it as applying to the
whole story of Byblis’ incestuous passion; and
Ovid shows that he is consciously manipulating
generic markers by telling us that the monstrum
was eclipsed by a story that had the status of
a miraculum. Despite all this, one gets the un-
comfortable sense that veteris monstrum culpae

would apply better to Venus’ prodigious listener
than to her story.
553 monstrum culpae: “example of guilt”; ob-
jective genitive with the verbal sense of mon-
strum: the story monstrat culpam.†
553 mirabere: =miraberis (2nd person singular,
future indicative deponent, from miror, mirari).
Direct object is monstrum.†
554 labor insolitus: “unaccustomed work” (sub-
ject of lassavit). Despite the content of her
speech, remember that Venus and Adonis are
hunting. Bömer notes that the lovers resting
while hunting is a standard erotic topos, with
Dido and Aeneas’ cave marriage in Aeneid 4 be-
ing the most spectacular example. Note that in-
solitus can have active or passive sense; that is,
it can describe a person who is unaccustomed to
something, or the thing they are unaccustomed
to (and compare adsueta on the same theme in
533).
554 iam: not “already”, but “by now”.
555 opportuna: feminine nominative singular,
describing the poplar, “handy”. opportuna ->
pōpulus, suā -> umbrā (a golden line).
555 blanditur: not “flatter” here. From L&S s.v.
III.A: “to allure by pleasure, to attract, entice,
invite.”
556 dat: “offers”; subject is caespes.
556 libet: impersonal, with complementary in-
finitive requiescere. “It is pleasing to rest…”†
556 hāc: = hāc parte = in hāc parte; “over here”,
adverbial, as at Aeneid 12.565, Iuppiter hac stat
(imitating Ennius; see L&S s.v. III.1).†
557 pressitque et gramen et ipsum: “she sat
down on both the grass and on him” (et… et..
= “both… and…”). An amusing zeugma (see on
line 50, accipit hanc et legem). The humor comes
from extending the sense of the apparently in-
nocent verb when the second object arrives:
pressit ipsum (“she put her weight on him”) is of
course a euphemism for “she had sex with him”
(and told the story after); but the zeugma prob-
ably also incorporates the sense of pressit at ”in-
sisted [on his compliance]” (as at 4.369).

554 insolitus, -a, -um: unaccustomed,
unfamiliar, strange
554 labor, labōris, f.: labor, toil, exertion
554 lassō, lassāre, lassāvī, lassātum: to make
faint, tire, exhaust

555 opportūnus, -a, -um: convenient, suitable,
opportune
555 pōpulus, -ī, f.: a poplar tree

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dblandior
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dblandior
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dhic
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inque sinū iuvenis positā cervīce reclīnis
sīc ait ac mediīs interserit ōscula verbīs:

Orpheus’ Song: Venus’ Sermo: Atalanta and Hippomenes

560 “‘Forsitan audierīs aliquam certāmine cursūs
vēlōcēs superāsse virōs: nōn fābula rūmor
ille fuit; superābat enim. nec dīcere possēs,

558 posita cervice: the whole line is an ablative
absolute: “with her neck laid down”, is the ker-
nel of it, and offers a less salacious reinterpreta-
tion of pressit ipsum. iuvenis is genitive singu-
lar (not nominative), with sinu: “the lap of the
youth”. We perhaps shouldn’t make too much
of the age-range terms, but previously he was
referred to as a vir. reclinis at the end of the
line is also genitive, describing iuvenis, and best
translated as “reclining”. It could be nominative,
referring to Venus (subject of ait in the main
clause), but the balancing of the line end word
with iuvenis at the end of the first half of the
line (before the caesura) is irresistible.
559 mediis… verbis: “in the middle of her
words” = “throughout her story”.†
559 interserit: literally “sows between”, as with
seeds of different plants sown together in differ-
ent rows.†
560 audĭĕrīs: (= audīverīs) is perfect subjunc-
tive. The long ī in the last syllable (required by
meter here) is an old Latin practice generally fol-
lowed by Ovid, but is frequently also found in
the future perfect indicative by a kind of con-
tamination. This is a potential subjunctive (the
sense reinforced by forsitan), on which see A&G
446: “In this use the Present and the Perfect re-
fer without distinction to the immediate future;
the Imperfect (occasionally the Perfect) to past
time”. It would be better to say that the perfect
subjunctive here refers to the present time, since
the perfect tense is really a present tense with
perfect aspect. Translate “Perhaps you have

heard…”, rather than “you may hear” (which
would be expressed with a present subjunctive).
560 aliquam: “a certainwoman”, indefinite pro-
noun; this will be the subject of the infinitive su-
perasse in the next line, in an indirect statement
introduced by audieris.
560 certamine cursūs: “in a contest of running”.
certamine is ablative of specification with su-
perasse (see A&G 418), cursūs is objective geni-
tive with certamine (or perhaps appositive, if the
running is the contest).
561 veloces: describes viros, direct object of su-
perasse.
561 non fabula rumor ille fuit: the demonstra-
tive ille helps us see that rumor is the sub-
ject, fabula the predicate: “that rumor was not
a myth” rather than “the myth was not that
rumor.”†
562 superabat: imperfect because it happened
more than once.
562 nec dicere posses: “you couldn’t saywhether…”.
dicere is complementary infinitive on posses,
which is potential subjunctive. The person is
what A&G call “the indefinite second person
singular of verbs of saying, thinking, and the
like”, i.e. “one could not say”). posses, imper-
fect subjunctive, is in secondary sequence (“one
could not, then, have said…”); but possis, primary
sequence either because it is in a story full of
historical present tenses, or because the reader
is imagined as now making the judgment about
the past (“one could not now say…”), is equally
plausible.

558 reclīnis, -e: leaning back, reclining
559 interserō, interserere, —, —: to place
between, interpose, add
560 aliquī, aliqua, aliquod: some, any
561 fābula, -ae, f.: a narration, story, myth

561 rūmor, -ōris, m.: a rustle, murmur; rumor
561 superō, superāre, superāvī, superātum: to
go over, rise above; overcome

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D446#chapter446
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D446#chapter446
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D447#chapter447
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laude pedum fōrmaene bonō praestantior esset.
scītantī deus huīc dē coniuge ‘coniuge’ dīxit

565 ‘nīl opus est, Atalanta, tibī: fuge coniugis ūsum.
nec tamen effugiēs tēque ipsā vīva carēbis.’
territa sorte deī per opācās innuba silvās
vīvit et īnstantem turbam violenta procōrum
563 This line provides the indirect question
that dicere in the previous line introduces. it
is of form “whether A or B”, with the two op-
tions coordinated by the -ne at the end of for-
mae, but both completed by the basic question,
praestantior esset: nec dicere posses [an] preast-
antior esset laude pedum an [praestantior esset]
bono formae.
563 laude pedum: in praise for her feet. The
genitive and ablative are paralleled by bono for-
mae. laude is ablative of specification with
praestantior : the ablative noun specifies the
sense in which the adjective, praestantior, is
true. pedum is objective genitive (praise of feet
means people praising feet).
563 bono formae: bono here is a neuter noun,
“blessing”. Salis compares Ovid’s Ars Amatoria,
2.113: forma bonum fragile est, “beauty is a frag-
ile blessing”. As with laude, ablative of speci-
fication. Despite the parallel with pedum, for-
mae is an appositive genitive (“the blessing that
is beauty”, on the model of the example from the
Ars Amatoria).
564 scitanti… huic: like roganti above, a partici-
ple that needs to be translated as a subordinate
clause for good English. “When she inquired…”
huic = Atalanta, dative object of dixit at the end
of the line (“said to her when she inquired”).
564 deus: “The god” is presumably Apollo, the
god of the oracle at Delphi. The role of the oracle
in the story may well be Ovid’s invention.
564 coniuge, coniuge: the first noun is ablative
with scitanti de, “inquiring about a husband”;
the second (in the oracle’s reply) is the ablative
object of opus est in the next line (“no need of
a husband”). opus est regularly takes an abla-
tive object because of the implied sense of lack
or separation (cf. 152, opus est leviore lyra).†
565 nil opus est: “The expression is common in
Ovid… Here it means “you need to avoid…”
rather than “there is no need of” (Reed). nil (=
nihil) has adverbial sense here, “not at all”.
565 fuge coniugis usum: the obvious translation
(“flee the use of a husband”) makes this sound

a little odd, but usus has a number of senses
that work better here, such as e.g. “associa-
tion”, “need”, “tradition” or “benefit”. If the last
is right, coniugis would be a subjective genitive;
otherwise objective.†
566 effugies: “escape”; presumably something
like “your fate” is the implied object (despite the
echo of fuge above, not a husband; unless the
oracle is already thinking of the race where her
husband will indeed catch her).†
566 teque ipsā viva carebis: te is the (separative)
ablative object of carebis , ipsā emphasizes it,
and nominative viva (predicate adjective) refers
to the subject of carebis (you, Atalanta). “You
will lack your very self while alive.”†
567 sorte: ablative of instrument with territa
(which refers to Atalanta, the subject of vivit in
the next line). sorte dei is “the oracular response
of the god”. sors is normally a “lot”, i.e. a div-
ination from a random drawing; but since such
a lot might contain a response written on it, the
word can be used of any oracular response, in-
cluding one not derived from choosing lots. It
can also refer to the fate that is predicted, and
there is probably a hint of that here.
567 innuba: predicate adjective with vivit in
the next line. “She lives unmarried.”
567 per: given the sense of vivit, translate
“amongst” rather than “through”. Salis com-
pares vivit per maxima saxa from the pseudo-
Vergilian Aetna (576).
568 instantem turbam procorum: “an insistent
crowd of suitors”. procorum is genitive of ma-
terial (the crowd consists of suitors). Note how
the crowd changes into a “reckless” one in 574.†
568 violenta: refers to Atalanta, subject of fugat
in this clause. Predicate adjective, best trans-
lated adverbially: “forcibly, brutally”, but also
with a sense of transgression against religious
or cultural norms (see on violem in line 485).†
568 condicione: ablative of instrument with fu-
gat (“chases away bymeans of a requirement”).†

563 bonum, -ī, n.: a good, blessing
563 laus, laudis, f.: praise, commendation,
glory
563 praestans, praestantis: outstanding,
excelling
565 Atalanta, -ae, f.: Atalanta, daughter of

Schoeneus
567 sors, sortis f.: a lot, allotted portion, fate
568 violentus, -a, -um: violent, vehement,
impetuous
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condiciōne fugat, ‘nec sum potiunda, nisi’ inquit
570 ‘vīcta prius cursū. pedibus contendite mēcum:

praemia vēlōcī coniūnx thalamīque dabuntur,
mors pretium tardīs: ea lēx certāminis estō.’
illa quidem immītis, sed (tanta potentia fōrmae est)
569 nec: the two logical parts of this negative
(and + not) belong to different clauses: “and”
coordinates inquit (“and she said”), “not” goes
with the sense of Atalanta’s direct speech (“I am
not to be possessed”). Correct punctuation is
therefore impossible. On this trick, a favorite
of Ovid’s, see Barchiesi 2002 p.186: “The -c’s
and -que’s that link direct discourse to the nar-
rative are authorial, not uttered by the charac-
ter, yet by the Latin grammar they coalesce with
the previous word, and can be taken apart only
through an artificial use of a modern device, the
quotation mark. Ovid reaches a breaking point
in the evolution of an epic style whose originary
norm had been the Homeric separation of nar-
rative and speech guaranteed by sizable and au-
tonomous introductory and closing formulas…
In short, the blurring of the institutional divide
between authorial voice and mimesis of speech
gives more than a hint that both voices are be-
ing mediated through writing.”Wemay add that
a basic rule of Homeric narrative is that direct
speech begins and endswith the line. This rule is
followed by Apollonius, but not by Callimachus
and Theocritus in their hexameters; and Vergil
prepares the way for Ovid by delaying the verb
of speaking in lines such as Aeneid 1.459, consti-
tit, et lacrimans, ‘Quis iam locus’ inquit ‘Achate…’
(cf. also Lucretius’ delay of the readerly inquis
in lines like 1.803, 897, and more ambitious inter-
weaving at 3.895-902). It seems reasonable to as-
sume that the development is influenced by po-
etry that more directly imitates informal, con-
versational style as opposed to formal, persua-
sive speech, e.g. Catullus 10.14ff. (hendecasyl-
lables). One might even compare the sharing of
lines by different speakers in drama, including
Greek tragedy, but especially (since the device
is so heavily exploited there) Roman comedy.
569 potiunda: “to be possessed”.†
569 nisi victa: “unless beaten”. Though the par-
ticiple on its own translates well into English, be
clear that this is the protasis of a condition (“un-
less I shall be/am beaten”), which can be com-
pleted with ero, “I shall be”, making a future per-

fect passive indicative, nisi victa ero; indicative
in a future simple (=future more vivid) condi-
tional construction. This future we’re supplying
in the protasis is balanced by the gerundive (fu-
ture passive participle) in the apodosis.
570 victa cursu: cursu is ablative of specifica-
tion (“beaten in running”).
570 pedibus: best understood as ablative of
specification (just like cursu), not means.†
571 praemia: “as reward” (nominative plural
noun in predicate relation to the two subjects
of dabuntur, coniunx and thalami).
571 coniunx thalamique: a kind of hendiadys
(one idea in two nouns); while marriage and a
wife are not the same thing, one cannot have
one without the other.†
571 veloci: substantive (adjective used as noun),
“to the fast one”. Indirect object of dabuntur. A
form of understatement or periphrasis (= velocis-
simo, “the fastest”; or velociori, “the one faster
than me”).
572 mors pretium tardis: “death is the price for
the slow ones”. Understand est as the finite
verb. tardis is a substantive adjective, like veloci
above; dative of disadvantage. Also like veloci, it
does not quite mean what it says: it implies tar-
diores, “the ones slower than me”. Though it is
in the subject rather than predicate role, pretium
is contrasted with praemia above, “price” vs.
“prize”.
572 ea lex: ea is the subject, lex the predicate;
“let that be the law”.†
572 certaminis: objective genitive if it is under-
stood as the law that governs the contest. Less
likely, subjective genitive if it is the law that the
contest imposes on competitors.
572 esto: 3rd person future imperative (the
same form as the 2nd person version; see note
on line 365).
573 illa quidem immitis: sc. erat, or possibly
something like haec dixit, where the adjective
would be predicative, like its opposite mitis in
line 510.†

569 condicio, condiciōnis, f.: an agreement,
condition, terms
569 fugō, fugāre, fugāvī, fugātum: to cause to
flee, put to flight, rout
570 contendō, contendere, contendī, contentum:

to stretch, draw tight; strive, compete
572 pretium, -ī, n.: a price, exchange value
573 immītis, -e: not mellow, harsh, sour
573 potentia, -ae, f.: might, force, power
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vēnit ad hanc lēgem temerāria turba procōrum.
575 sēderat Hippomenēs cursūs spectātor inīquī

et ‘petitur cuīquam per tanta perīcula coniūnx?’
dīxerat ac nimiōs iuvenum damnārat amōrēs;
ut faciem et positō corpus vēlāmine vīdit,
quāle meum, vel quāle tuum, sī fēmina fīās,

580 obstipuit tollēnsque manūs ‘ignōscite,’ dīxit
‘quōs modo culpāvī! nōndum mihi praemia nōta,

574 ad hanc legem: “to meet this condition”.
Compare Orpheus’ acceptance of Dis’ lex in line
51.†
574 temeraria: the epithet of personified Error
in 12.59.
575 sederat: note the management of tenses -
venit… sederat… dixerat… damnarat. The re-
markable sequence of pluperfects set the scene
for a close focus on Hippomenes’ first sight of
Atalanta.
575 spectator: predicate noun (“as a spectator”);
modified by genitive, cursūs iniqui (“of the un-
fair race”). Since he spectabat cursum iniquum,
he was a spectator cursūs iniqui, hence objective
genitive.
576 petitur: subject is coniunx (“husband”) at
the end of the line.
576 cuiquam: “for some girl”, indefinite pro-
noun, not interrogative, although it is part of a
question.†
577 nimios: “excessive”, describing amores at
the end of the line.
577 damnārat: = damnāverat.
578 ut… vidit: “when he saw” (we’re done with
the pluperfects). faciem and corpus are the direct
objects of vidit, corpus interrupting the ablative
absolute, posito velamine.
578 posito velamine: the commentators are con-
vinced this means she is competing nude, in
the Greek male fashion (and, according to some
prurient sources, also the custom for Spartan
girls). Against this set the remarkable amount
of attention she pays to knee and ankle fash-
ion (see below on talaria and genualia). velamen
means her “covering”, which to me suggests a
cloak of some sort. Anderson compares book
3.192, where posito velamine describes Diana’s
nakedness when Actaeon sees her, but that is

a very different context (bathing, not running).
velamen is a generic word, euphemistic there,
ambiguous here. It is certainly true that she
revealed enough of her corpus (including her
snowy back, 592) to impress Hippomenes, but
we might also compare Amores 3.2.29, where
Milanion/Hippomenes is desperate to lift Ata-
lanta’s pallia and see her crura (the clothing,
of course, serves its teasing purpose there, but
need not determine our reading here).
579 quale meum: “like mine”, describing Ata-
lanta’s corpus, with which quale agrees. meum
= meum corpus. The first and second person
possessives are momentarily disconcerting, un-
til we remember that Venus is telling the story
to Adonis.†
579 si femina fias: “If you should become a
woman”. The word choice is telling: why fu-
ture less vivid fias and not counterfactual esses?
Is Venus imagining (or suggesting) this as a real
possibility? In a poem of transformations, this
must count as a kind of narrative red herring
(Adonis will become a flos, not a femina).
580 obstipuit: “he was stunned”, like Orpheus
at the loss of Eurydice (287), Pygmalion at his
animating statue (287), and Atalanta herself at
the sight of the golden apples (666).
580 tollensque manūs: “raising his hands”, as if
in prayer or supplication.
580 ignoscite: implied object is me, “forgive
me”; the imperative is addressed to the suitors,
implied antecedents of quos in the next line.
581 quos mŏdŏ culpavi: “men whom I just now
blamed”.
581 nota: with erant in the next line, “had not
been noticed” (pluperfect).

575 Hippomenēs: Hippomenes, son of
Megareus
575 spectātor, -ōris, m.: an observer, spectator
577 nimius, -a, -um: excessive, too much
578 vēlāmen, -inis, n.: a covering, clothing,
robe, veil
580 ignoscō, ignoscere, ignōvī, ignōtum: to
pardon, forgive, make allowance

580 obstipesco (=obstupesco), obstipescere,
obstipui: to become senseless, be stupefied,
benumbed
581 culpō, culpāre, culpāvī, culpātum: to
reproach, blame, condemn
581 nondum: not yet
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quae peterētis, erant.’ laudandō concipit ignēs
et, nē quis iuvenum currat vēlōcius, optat
invidiāque timet. ‘sed cūr certāminis huius

585 intemptāta mihī fortūna relinquitur?’ inquit
‘audentēs deus ipse iuvat!’ dum tālia sēcum
exigit Hippomenēs, passū volat ālite virgō.

582 peteretis: imperfect subjunctive in a subor-
dinate clause in implied indirect question. “The
prize had not been noticed by me…” = “I had
not remarked what the prize was, that you were
seeking”. Subordinate clauses within indirect
discourse normally take subjunctive verbs (see
A&G 580), but that is not the reason for this one.
Anderson says it is a relative clause of character-
istic, but that is an indefinite construction, and
here the prize is quite definite. For Bömer it is
a result clause, which is even harder to imag-
ine. The sentence is, rather, equivalent to the
indirect question, non noveram quae praemia pe-
teretis, “I didn’t knowwhat prize you were seek-
ing”, on the model of proleptic/“lily of the field”
constructions (see note on line 220).
582 laudando: the gerund is an ablative of in-
strument, “by praising”.
582 ignes: = “passion”, accusative direct object
of concipit.†
583 ne: with subjunctive currat, a negative
clause of wish, introduced by optat at the end of
the line. “He hopes (optat) that a youth will not
run (ne currat) faster” This is not well explained
in the grammars, but it is equivalent in form to
an indirect request or command, except that it
often omits ut in the positive form.
583 quis: indefinite pronoun (= aliquis). With
partitive genitive iuvenum, “some one of the
youths”.
584 invidiā: ablative of cause, “because of his
jealousy, he fears.” Rather elegantly, timet bor-
rows the subjunctive clause in the previous line
from optat, making us re-read it as a fear clause,
and also reversing the negative logic: “He hopes

no youth will run faster, and he fears that one
will.” optat ne = “hopes that not…”, timet ne =
“fears that…”†
584 certaminis: genitive modifying fortuna in
the next line: perhaps “opportunity of this con-
test” (appositive genitive - the constest is the op-
portunity), or “the Luck that governs/resides in
this contest” (possessive genitive, analogous to
phrases like fortūna locōrum, e.g. 4.565).
585 intemptata relinquitur: “is left untried” (pred-
icate participle, subject is fortūna).†
585 mihi: dative of agent with intemptata, “un-
tried by me”. See on line 141, 149 and 153 for
use of dative as agent with perfect participle and
personal pronoun.
586 audentes: accusative plural, substantive par-
ticiple (“daring people”); direct object of iuvat
(“helps”). deus is entirely generic (not neces-
sarily Apollo this time, though he may already
have someone in mind; he will recall this phrase
when he invokes Venus in 640-1, Cytherēa…
ausīs/ adsit… nostrīs).†
586 talia: direct object of exigit at the start of
the next line, “while he weighs such thoughts”.
586 secum: “with himself”, as if he is having
a conversation with himself. We might say
“within himself”.†
587 exigit: the sense of the verb here is “weigh,
consider, examine” (L&S II.B.6)
587 passu volat alite: “she flies with winged
stride”. Naturally read here as purely metaphor-
ical, but one reading of talaria in line 191 is that
she does, in fact, havewings (or feathers at least)
at her ankles.

583 currō, currere, cucurrī, cursum: to run,
hasten
583 vēlōciter: swiftly, speedily
584 cūr: why?
584 invidia, -ae, f.: envy, jealousy, ill-will
585 intemptātus, -a, -um: untried, untested

586 iuvō, iuvāre, iuvāvī, iuvātum: to help,
support, benefit
587 exigō, exigere, exēgī, exāctum: to drive out,
push forth; consider; undergo
587 volō, volāre, volāvī, volātūrum: to fly

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D12%3Asubsection%3D1%3Asmythp%3D580#chapter580
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dexigo
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quae quamquam Scythicā nōn sētius īre sagittā
Āoniō vīsa est iuvenī, tamen ille decōrem

590 mīrātur magis: et cursus facit ipse decōrem.
aura refert ablāta citīs tālāria plantīs,
tergaque iactantur crīnēs per eburnea, quaeque

588 quae quamquam: as often, a relative pro-
noun at the start of a sentence, with antecedent
in the previous sentence, is best translated with
a demonstrative in English. There is an extra
complication here, since the relative pronoun
and the concessive conjunction (quamquam)
compete for first position. In Latin, the pronoun
wins, but in English the conjunction must come
first: “Although she seemed…” (if Latin worked
like English, the clause would begin “quamquam
illa…”).
588 non setius: litotes; “not slower” = “faster”.
The adverb describes the infinitive ire. Compare
understatement with veloci and tardis in 571-2.
588 Scythicā: describes sagittā, ablative of com-
parison with comparative non setius.†
588 ire: infinitive is complementary on visa est
in the next line - “she seemed to go”. Given that
the verb has to do with knowledge and percep-
tion, the line between complementary infinitive
and indirect statement infinitive is a fine one
here (we might reasonably translate “it seemed
that she went”).
589 Aonio: describes dative iuveni, = “Boeo-
tian”. Dative indirect object of visa est: “to
the Boeotian youth, she seemed…” (dative with
“seeming” is dativum iudicantis).
589 decorem: a noun in this line, direct object
of miratur : “he wonders at her beauty”. In the
next line, by clever polyptoton using the same
line position, it is an adjective.
590 magis: he is more impressed with her
beauty than her speed.
590 cursus: nominative (with ipse), subject of
facit.
590 cursus facit ipse decorem: “her very running
makes her beautiful”.†
590 decorem: is a predicate adjective, though
the object noun for which it is a predicate (“her”)
isn’t stated.†

591 talaria: “ankle feathers” or “ankle ribbons”.†
591 ablata refert: once we’re confident what
the talaria are, we’re in a position to figure out
the sense of the verb and participle (both being
compound forms of fero, “carried away”, “carries
back”). aura is the subject of refert, talaria the
direct object; ablata, given the limited range of
meaning of aufero, must refer to talaria (neuter
plural accusative), not aura (feminine nomina-
tive singular); it takes citis plantis as ablative of
instrument. “The breeze pushes back [refert] her
ankle feathers, as they are carried away [ablata]
by her swift feet.” Or possibly separative: “car-
ried back from her swift feet,” reinforcing the
sense of refert. The perspective is that of a spec-
tator (Hippomenes), or perhaps a losing suitor,
seeing Atalanta moving away from them. There
is a gentle irony in the use of ablata, since the
verb is very often used of winds and breezes
“carrying things away”; here the aura does the
opposite.
592 terga: accusative, with eburnea, modified
by the preposition per (per terga eburnea). Plu-
ral for singular. The description of her back as
“ivory white” is an almost too obvious echo of
the ivory girl, a reminder to look for connections
between the stories.†
592 per: “all over”, “across”
592 iactantur: subject is crines: “her hair is
tossed all over her ivory back” The aspect
of the verb is continuous: her hair is con-
stantly/repeatedly tossed up and down all across
her back.
592 quaeque: = et quae; antecedent of quae is
genualia in the next line (both neuter plural
nominative), which has been delayed until af-
ter the relative clause to which it is the an-
tecedent. quae suberant poplitibus genualia =
genualia quae suberant poplitibus.

588 Scythicus, -a, -um: Scythian
588 sētius, -a, -um: less, in a less degree;
slower
589 āonius, -a, -um: Aonian, from Aonia
589 decor, -ōris, m.: elegance, grace, ornament
591 citus, -a, -um: swift, fast
591 planta, -ae, f.: sole of the foot, foot

591 referō, referre, rettulī, relātum: to bear
back, bring back
591 tālāria, -ium, n.: feathered anklets, ankle
ribbons
592 crīnis, -is, m.: the hair of the head
592 iactō, iactāre, iactāvī, iactātum: to scatter
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poplitibus suberant pictō genuālia limbō;
inque puellārī corpus candōre rubōrem

595 trāxerat, haud aliter, quam cum super ātria vēlum
candida purpureum simulātās īnficit umbrās.
dum notat haec hospes, dēcursa novissima mēta est,
593 poplitibus suberant: “were [tied] beneath
her knees” - i.e. directly below the knees, above
the calf.
593 picto genualia limbo: “knee bandswith dec-
orated border”. picto limbo is ablative of descrip-
tion, acting as an adjectival phrase describing
genualia. genualia is either nominative or ac-
cusative, but it is not entirely clear which verb
it should go with. If we add it as a second sub-
ject to the previous main verb (iactantur), we
surely have to ignore per terga (unless the knee
bands are so long that they too are tossing on
her back; I think not). I would prefer to take it
with the first clause of the sentence, as another
object for refert: the knee bands, like the ankle
decorations, stream back in the breeze; but the
intervening clause makes that difficult.
594 puellari candore: “girlish whiteness”. An
ablative of location with preposition in, though
an accusative might be more expected with the
sense of movement implied by traxerat (“drew
onto”). The sense is “in the midst of”, with a sug-
gestion of paradox.†
594 corpus: the subject of traxerat at the start
of the next line.
594 ruborem: direct object of traxerat.
595 traxerat: a special sense of traho, “had
taken on, assumed”, rather than “drawn, dragged”.
595 haud aliter quam cum: “no differently than
when…” A common introductory formula for
similes; Ovid could have said ut cum, so there
must be a reason for slowing the pace (or vary-
ing the rhythm) like this. Compare non aliter in
line 64; for the alternative with ut, compare the
bruised flowers in line 190 (with siquis instead
of cum) and the softening wax in 284 (without
either). The comparison is between Atalanta’s
body taking on a reddish color (through exer-
tion, or modesty?), and an awning spreading a
scarlet shade over a sunny courtyard.
595 super atria: with singular velum the neuter

plural accusative can be taken as poetic plural
for singular (“a courtyard”), but is better read as
what we might call a “generalizing simile plu-
ral”, referring to a common scene or event (cf.
līlia in 212; and see note on the plural amores
with singular tabula in 516-17). atria can in
fact be used to designate a whole house, but the
sense here requires an open area, i.e., descrip-
tion of the covering of a courtyard.
595 velum: an awning, neuter nominative, sub-
ject of inficit in the next line.
596 candida: neuter plural accusative, describes
atria in the previous line. The image is of a
bright white marble or travertine courtyard.
596 purpureum: the comparisonwithAtalanta’s
rosy skin makes clear that we’re talking about a
scarlet color rather than what we would mean
by purple.†
596 inficit: “casts, infuses, stains”. The object
is umbras. The word is used of staining and
dyeing.†
596 simulatas umbras: an odd and intriguing
idea, following up the hypallage of inficit; the
shade is real enough, but the color, derived from
the dyed material of the awning, is considered
unreal (as “stains” implies).†
597 haec: “these things”, the various aspects of
Atalanta’s appearance.
597 hospes: “the visitor”. As a spectator, he
is a guest of the host, but the term is more
broadly applied in Latin than English./ The echo
of 228 (hospes erat caesus!) reminds us that there
is something fundamentally taboo about Ata-
lanta’s perversion of the marriage competition.
leges and condiciones aside, her father should not
be killing his hospites.
597 decursa: “is run down to”, with est at the
end of the line (perfect passive compound form);
subject is meta (“turning post”).†
597 novissima: “newest”, and so “last”.†

593 genuālia, -ium, n.: garters, knee bindings
593 limbus, -ī, m.: a border, edge, fringe
593 subsum, subesse: to be under, be behind
594 candor, -ōris, m.: a dazzling whiteness,
radiance
594 puellāris, -e: of a girl, girlish, youthful
594 rubor, -ōris, m.: redness
595 atrium, -ī, n.: fore-court, hall, courtyard
595 haud: not at all; hardly, barely
595 vēlum, -ī, n.: a sail, awning

596 candidus, -a, -um: shining white, clear,
bright
596 inficiō, inficere, infēcī, infectum: to stain,
tinge, dye
597 decurrō, decurrere, decucurrī or decurrī,
decursum: to run down, run past
597 notō, notāre, notāvī, notātum: to designate
with a mark
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et tegitur fēstā victrīx Atalanta corōnā.
dant gemitum vīctī penduntque ex foedere poenās.

600 “‘Nōn tamen ēventū iuvenis dēterritus hōrum
cōnstitit in mediō vultūque in virgine fīxō
‘quid facilem titulum superandō quaeris inertēs?
mēcum cōnfer’ ait. ‘seu mē fortūna potentem
fēcerit, ā tantō nōn indignābere vincī:

598 festā: with coronā at the end of the line,
the victory wreath. Ablative of instrument with
passive tegitur.†
599 dant gemitum: “give a groan” = “groan”
599 victi: “the defeated men”
599 pendunt… poenas: “they pay the penalty”
(note the difference between pendeo, “hang”,
and, as here, pendo, “pay, weigh out”).
599 ex foedere: “according to the agreement”
(precise, formal, and archaic legal language,
hence ex instead of ē before the consonant; see
Salis for other examples).
600 eventu: ablative of instrument with dēterri-
tus, modified by objective genitive horum. “The
outcome for these men” (i.e. their death).†
600 iuvenis: “the youth”, i.e. Hippomenes,
nominative described by dēterritus and subject
of constitit at the start of the next line.
600 horum: possibly to be construed with in
medio in the next line rather than eventu, but the
implication of pendunt poenas is that the other
competitors would have already been led off to
their fate.
601 inmedio: “in themiddle [of the gathering]”.†
601 vultu… fixo: ablative absolute, for once one
that translates straightforwardly into English;
“with his gaze fixed”.†
601 in virgine: “on the girl”. in + ablative is the
normal construction with fingo when it means
“focus on”.
602 quid: “why?” The question is addressed to
Atalanta (quaeris).
602 facilem titulum: “an easy victory title” (di-
rect object of quaeris).†
602 superando: ablative of instrument, with di-

rect object inertes (“by beating sluggish men”).
inertes is an accusative plural adjective used as
a substantive (i.e. noun); the adjective literally
means “without skill” (in + ars), but in this con-
text “idle, sluggish, lazy” is more appropriate.
603 mecum confer: “compete with me!” Recall
that fero is one of the verbs with a monosyl-
labic 2nd singular imperative (dic, duc, fer, fac).
confero always expects a direct object: either
weapons, or one’s person, denoted by a reflexive
pronoun. Perhaps, then, te is to be understood
here (as Reed suggests).†
603 seu: (balanced by seu in line 607), = sive (si-
ve). Here the two logical parts are distinct: “if,
on the one hand… if, on the other hand…”
603 seu me fortuna potentem fecerit: “if fortune
makes me victorious”. Protasis of future more
vivid (= future simple) conditional; future per-
fect in Latin, present tense in English.
603 potentem fecerit: potentem is literally “pow-
erful”, but in context, “powerful over the con-
test”, hence “winning the contest”. The adjec-
tive is the predicate of me, object of fecerit (the
sense of facio lends itself to object + predicate
constructions).
604 a tanto: “by such a great man”, ablative of
agent with passive infinitive vinci at the end of
the line. This boast is explained by what follows
namque in the next line.†
604 indignabere: = indignaberis, 2nd singular
future indicative of deponent verb, “you will not
consider it unworthy of you”. Future indicative
in the apodosis of the future more vivid condi-
tional begun by seu… fecerit. vinci is comple-
mentary infinitive on indignabere.

598 corōna, -ae, f.: a garland, wreath
600 dēterreō, dēterrēre, dēterruī, dēterritum: to
frighten off, deter
600 ēventus, -ūs, m.: outcome, event, fortune,
fate, lot
602 facilis, -e: easy to do, easy
602 iners, inertis: without skill, incompetent

602 titulus, -ī, m.: a superscription, label, title
603 conferō, conferre, contulī, conlātum: to
bring together, collect, join
604 indignor, indignārī, indignātus sum: to
deem unworthy, be indignant, offended
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605 namque mihī genitor Megareus Onchēstius, illī
est Neptūnus avus, pronepōs ego rēgis aquārum,
nec virtūs citrā genus est; seu vincar, habēbis
Hippomenē vīctō magnum et memorābile nōmen.’
tālia dīcentem mollī Schoenēia vultū

610 aspicit et dubitat, superārī an vincere mālit,
atque ita ‘quis deus hunc fōrmōsīs’ inquit ‘inīquus

605 mihi genitor: borrow the verb est from the
next clause, forming a version of the possessive
dative in both clauses. mihi genitor est…, illi
avus est… = “my father is…, his grandfather is…”
Scansion of the Greek name is Mĕ-gă-reūs Ōn-
chēs-tĭ-ŭs. Not Me-ga-rē-ŭs: as with Orpheus’
name, eus is scanned as one syllable, according
to Greek pronunciation.
605 illi: = Megareus
606 ego: the use of the emphatic pronoun
makes it more natural to omit the verb, sum.†
606 pronepos regis aquarum: “great-grandson
of the king of the waters”. aquarum is objective
genitive (Neptune rules the waters).
607 nec virtus citra genus est: “andmy character
is not inferior to my birth”. genus is 4th declen-
sion neuter accusative (not genitive), governed
by the preposition citra (literally, “on this side
of”). See note on citra iuventam in line 84.†
607 seu vincar, habebis..: “if, on the other hand,
I am beaten, you will have”. Again, future more
vivid conditional. Latin has future indicative in
both clauses, English uses present in the prota-
sis. No need to see the change from future per-
fect in the previous protasis to future in this one
as anythingmore than poetic variation (both are
regular for protasis of future more vivid/future
simple).
608 Hippomenē victo: ablative absolute. “With
Hippomenes beaten”, but almost certainly im-
plying a causal circumstance. As often, good
translation of the ablative absolute requires sig-
nificant changes to the structure, turning pas-
sive into active where there is a clearly implied
agent, and translating the participle as a finite
verb in a subordinate clause: “because you have
beaten Hippomenes”, or, more concisely, “by
beating Hippomenes”.†

608 memorabile: not just “memorable”, but “worth
mentioning”; and by extension, “much talked
about”.
608 nomen: “reputation”.
609 talia: object of participle dicentem, for
which “him” should be supplied as object of the
main verb adspicit at the start of the next line:
“she caught sight of him speaking such things”.
609 molli vultu: “with gentle mien” (ablative of
manner); connoting a favorable (mitis) disposition.†
609 Schoenēĭă: compressed antonomasia for Ata-
lanta, “the daughter of Schoeneus”, with the
noun virgo implied. For the patronymic epithet
cf. 660, and for omission of the noun, which is
rare, cf. Daphne as Peneia at 1.525.
610 dubitat: “is unsure”. Introduces a “whether…
whether…” type of indirect question, for which
we need to supply an extra an: dubitat an super-
ari malit an vincere malit. malit is subjunctive
because of the indirect question.
611 atque ita… inquit: “and so she said…”. See
note on 407
611 quis: this is the interrogative adjective,
with deus, which is described by formosis in-
iquus: “what god, unfair to beautiful ones”.
formosis is an adjective used substantively (i.e.
as a noun), dative with the adjective iniquus,
on the model of adjectives of service, likeness
etc. (e.g. gratus). One could say also a da-
tive of disservice, on the model of the dative of
disadvantage.†
611 hunc: “this fellow”, direct object of perdere
(“destroy”, not “lose”) at the start of the next line.
It also serves as the subject of the infinitive pe-
tere two lines below, in the indirect command
that follows iubet (“orders him to seek…”)

605 Megareus, -a, -um: Megareus, father of
Hippomenes
605 Onchēstius, Onchēstiī: of Onchestus
606 aqua, -ae f.: water
606 Neptūnus, -ī, m.: Neptune, god of the sea
606 pronepōs, -ōtis, m.: a great-grandson
607 citrā: This side of; inferior to (+acc)
607 virtūs, -ūtis, f.: manliness, strength,

courage, excellence
608 memorābilis, -e: worth recounting
609 Schoenēia, -ae, f.: The daughter of
Schoeneus, Atalanta
610 aspiciō, aspicere, aspēxī, aspectum: to look
at; catch sight of
611 ita: in this manner, so, thus
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perdere vult cāraeque iubet discrīmine vītae
coniugium petere hōc? nōn sum, mē iūdice, tantī.
nec fōrmā tangor, (poteram tamen hāc quoque tangī)

615 sed quod adhūc puer est; nōn mē movet ipse, sed aetās.
quid, quod inest virtūs et mēns interrita lētī?
quid, quod ab aequoreā numerātur orīgine quārtus?

612 perdere: complementary infinitive on vult,
for which the subject is deus in the previous line.
“What god wishes to destroy…?”.
612 iubet: a second main verb in the direct
question, introducing an indirect commandwith
accusative infinitive structure. “What god or-
ders him to seek…?” Indirect commands with
iubeo use infinitive rather than ut + subjunctive.
The infinitive can also be described as comple-
mentary, but that term is usually reserved for
infinitives that share their subject with the main
verb they depend on (e.g. perdere vult).
612 carae discrimine vitae: “with risk to his dear
life”. discrimine is resultative ablative (a ver-
sion of attendant circumstance): the action (pe-
tere) results in danger to his life (compare meo
periculo in line 545). vitae is objective geni-
tive (he risks his life); see L&S II.B.2 for dis-
crimen as “risk” or “danger” (more literally, “dif-
ference, distinction”, as in line 517). “Dear life”
is a cliché, in Latin as much as in English, but
Ovid is suggesting that Hippomenes’ life already
seems dear to Atalanta too.
613 coniugium… hoc: direct object of petere.
“To seek this marriage”.
613 non sum… tanti: “I am not worth so much”
(i.e. risk of death). tanti is “genitive of qual-
ity used to express indefinite value” (A&G 417).
Price/value is usually expressed with ablative.†
613 me iudice: “in my opinion”, literally “with
me being judge”. Equivalent to an ablative ab-
solute, since Latin lacks a perfect participle for
sum/esse, and rarely uses the present (sens).
614 formā: ablative of instrument with passive
tangor.
614 poteram: imperfect indicative in place of
subjunctive in an implied counterfactual, as in
lines 633 (dignus eras), 635 (unus eras), and
11.231. Translate “I could be touched…”†

614 hac: refers to formā, and is ablative for the
same reason, here with the passive infinitive
tangi (which is complementary on poteram).
615 quod: varies the structure begunwith forma
tangor : “I am not touched by his beauty, rather
[I am touched] by the fact that he is still a boy.”
Better to describe the quod clause as a noun
clause, playing the same ablative of instrument
role as formā, than to identify it as a causal
clause (“because he is still a boy”); the quod
clauses that follow are clearly not causal.
615 non me movet ipse, sed aetas: the parallels
with Venus’ speech of warning to Adonis about
what does and does not “move” wild animals are
not subtle; perhaps that is Venus’ intention. ipse
= Hippomenes, aetas = “his age”.
616 quid quod..: “what about the fact that…?”
quid is a one word deliberative question, which
could perhaps be expanded to something like
“what am I to make of…”†
616 inest: that is, “is in him”; subjects are virtus
and mens.†
616 interrita leti: leti is objective genitive, de-
spite the passive relation implied by the par-
ticiple (leto, ablative of instrument, is a variant
reading). If Hippomenes’ mind is not terrified
by death, it does not fear death, so death is an
implied object for the fear (think English “afraid
of”).
617 aequoreā: describes origine. “His watery
origin”, his great-grandfather Neptune.
617 numeratur… quartus: “he is counted as
fourth” = “he is the fourth generation” (Neptune
is his father’s grandfather). quartus is a predi-
cate adjective. We might say “third”, counting
Neptune as zero in the list, but Romans count
inclusively. For the phrase, cf. 4.213, septimus ā
prīscō numerātur orīgine Bēlō.

612 carus, -a, -um: dear, precious, beloved
612 perdō, perdere, perdidī, perditum: destroy,
ruin, lose
613 iūdex, -icis m.: judge, juror
616 insum, inesse, infuī: to be in, be upon
616 interritus, -a, -um: undaunted,

undismayed
617 orīgo, -inis, f.: a beginning, source, lineage,
origin
617 quartus, -a, -um: the fourth

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Ddiscrimen
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D417#chapter417
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quid, quod amat tantīque putat cōnūbia nostra,
ut pereat, sī mē fors illī dūra negārit?

620 dum licet, hospes, abī thalamōsque relinque cruentōs.
coniugium crūdēle meum est, tibi nūbere nūlla
nōlet, et optārī potes ā sapiente puella.
cūr tamen est mihi cūra tuī tot iam ante perēmptīs?
618 A good example of a three part line with-
out a central caesura, a “threefolder”, in Kirk’s
homeric terminology: quid quod amat || tantique
putat || conubia nostra. Technically we could rec-
ognize as a “regular” caesura the pause in the
middle of the 4th foot, but by then we’re 9/15
syllables in; and we should not miss the strength
of the break between amat and tanti. The rhyme
between amat and putat helps us hear the triple
structure.
618 amat: either understand me as object (cer-
tainly not conubia nostra), or translate the verb
absolutely (i.e. without object) as “is in love”.
Hippomenes’ speech did not mention love, just
an heroic challenge.
618 tanti putat: understand esse, “thinks it is so
important”. tanti is genitive of quality/indefinite
value, as in line 613.
618 conubia nostra: poetic plural for singular.
The possessive adjective is often used in place of
a genitive, so not “my marriage”, but “marriage
to me” (implied objective genitive). conubia is
the accusative subject to the implied esse: tanti
putat conubia esse.
619 ut pereat: result clause (A&G 537), signaled
by the intensifying demonstrative tanti in the
previous line (A&G: “Clauses of Result are of-
ten introduced by such correlative words as tam,
tālis, tantus, ita, sīc, adeō, ūsque, eō, which be-
long to the main clause”). “…so important that
he would die”. The tense and mood of pereat can
be sufficiently explained by the result construc-
tion, but a si clause is subordinate to this, so it is
also the apodosis of a conditional construction.
It fits the logic better to translate pereat accord-
ing to its role in the conditional, which is future
less vivid: “so important that [he would die, if
fate should deny…]”.
619 me… illi… negarit: “denies me to him”. me
is the accusative direct object of negarit, illi the
dative indirect object.
619 negarit: = negaverit, perfect subjunctive.
Future perfect indicative is not usually short-

ened like this, and subjunctive fits better with
pereat in the apodosis. For (regular) use of per-
fect subjunctive in protasis of future less vivid
conditional (instead of present subjunctive), see
A&G 514.
619 fors dura: “harsh fortune”, that is, the sors
dei that she is terrified of (line 567; it is not sur-
prising that some MSS have sors here too).†
620 abi: 2nd singular imperative of abire, “leave”.
hospes is vocative. relinque is also imperative.
620 thalamos relinque cruentos: “abandon the
fatal marriage competition”.†
621 tibi nubere nulla nolet: “no girl (nulla) will
be unwilling to marry you”. nollet (potential
subjunctive, counterfactual sense with imper-
fect) is an alternative reading to the future in-
dicative nolet; but potes following quickly in
line 622 makes indicative more likely. The dou-
ble negative is litotes, and implies “all girls will
want to marry you.” nubere takes a dative object,
hence tibi.
622 optari potes: “you can be chosen”.
622 a sapiente puella: ablative of agent, “by a
wise girl”. On sapiente, Anderson remarks,
“Atalanta even attributes good sense to the
lucky girl who can safely desire Hippomenes.”
More simply, if Atalanta chooses him (as she
clearly wants to), she will be unwise; other girls
don’t have that restriction.
623 est mihi cura: mihi is possessive dative, “I
have concern”.
623 cura tui: “care for you”. tui (personal pro-
noun, not possessive) is objective genitive.
623 tot iam ante peremptis: ablative absolute,
“when so many have already been killed before.”
tot is an indeclinable adjective being used as a
noun (“so many men”), and should be under-
stood as ablative plural here (in the next line
it is genitive plural). ante implies “before you”.
iam ante (two syllables) provides a challenge
for pronunciation: the only way to avoid los-

618 cōnūbium, -ī, n.: marriage, wedlock
619 fors, fortis f.: chance, luck, hazard, accident
619 pereō, perīre, periī, periturum: to pass
away, disappear, be lost
620 abeō, abīre, abiī, abitūrum: to go from, go
away, depart
620 cruentus, -a, -um: stained with blood,

bloody
621 nūbō, nūbere, nūpsī, nūptum: to veil
oneself; be married, marry
622 sapiens, -entis: wise, knowing, sensible
623 perēmō, perēmere, perēmī, perēmptum: to
do away with, kill

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D11%3Asmythp%3D537#chapter537
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D514#chapter514
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vīderit! intereat, quoniam tot caede procōrum
625 admonitus nōn est agiturque in taedia vītae.

occidet hīc igitur, voluit quia vīvere mēcum,
indignamque necem pretium patiētur amōris?
nōn erit invidiae victōria nostra ferendae.
sed nōn culpa mea est! utinam dēsistere vellēs,

630 aut, quoniam es dēmēns, utinam vēlōcior essēs!
ing iam as a word is to properly nasalize the m
and somehow glide it into a single syllable with
the start of ante. Such monosyllabic elision, es-
pecially of words other than pronouns, is quite
rare in Latin verse, and especially so in Ovid:
see Winbolt’s table of frequencies (1903 p.177)
where he counts 100 examples in Lucretius, 127
in theAeneid, but only 12 in theMetamorphoses,
and observes: “The chief result of this table is to
show that Ovid was particularly averse to the
elision of monosyllables”. On elision of iam in
particular, Soubiran (1966 p.413-4) argues that
it “lends itself very well to elision” because it of-
ten has an enclitic role (and enclitics are easily
elided without loss of sense). Here it seems, if
anything, to be proclitic with ante; and it is only
elided one other time in this poem, at 12.194,
where it does not seem to be clitic at all. Bet-
ter, I think, so see it as a rare choice motivated
by a desired effect, here perhaps the exasperated
confusion of the speaker, where hard t, c and p
prevail (in a sound pattern continued in the next
line) and there is no time or attention for labials
or liquids. Perhaps, too, the full nasalizing of
the m in elision adds a plangent note. For other
elided monosyllables, see 2.822 (se), 7.92 (me),
7.658 (te), 8.776 (se), 9.199 (sum), 9.699 (sum),
11.71 (tum, aphaeresis with est, presumably not
counted by Winbolt), 13.65 (cum), 13.233 (me),
13.921 (tum), 14.462 (se). Depending on one’s in-
terpretation of orthography and pronunciation,
one might also include 9 instances of si qua est.
624 viderit: idiomatic jussive subjunctive, de-
rived from potential subjunctive used in rhetor-
ical understatement: literally “he might see it”,
hence “let him figure that out”, and so also,
“that’s his problem, not mine.” See L&S s.v.
II.B.1, and on the rare use of perfect subjunctive
as jussive, see A&G 439 n.1 (with viderit as the
example).†
624 intereat: “let him die”, jussive subjunctive.
624 tot caede procorum: “by the slaughter of so
many suitors”. tot procorum is objective genitive
(not partitive: tot is an adjective here describing

procorum, not a noun); caede is ablative of in-
strument with the perfect passive admonitus est
in the next line.
625 admonitus non est: “he has not beenwarned”
(perfect passive), i.e., “he has not heeded the
warning”.
625 agitur in taedia vitae: “he is driven into
tiredness of life” -> “he is driven (by his attrac-
tion tome) to be tired of life (ut taedet sibi vitae).”
taedia is accusative, with “motion towards” im-
plied by preposition in. vitae is objective geni-
tive with taedia, on the model of the impersonal
verb relation, taedet me vitae, “I’m tired of life”
(see A&G 354b).†
626 occidet…: note the questionmark at the end
of the next line (an editorial choice, but a safe
one).
626 voluit quia: = quia voluit. Most readers
should be able to see the advantage of separat-
ing voluit from vivere here.
627 indignam necem: “an unworthy death”, di-
rect object of deponent patietur, “will he suf-
fer?”. Cf. vīvere dignus erās in 633.
627 pretium amoris: “as the price of love”.
pretium is a predicate accusative to necem
(“death as the price”, as assigned to the “slow
ones” in 572); amoris is objective genitive (Hip-
pomenes prizes love).
628 non: with ferendae at the end of the line,
“intolerable”, “not to be borne”; gerundive
agreeing with dative invidiae.
628 invidiae ferendae: predicate dative. “My
victory will be intolerably invidious” is perhaps
as close as we can get in English to the sense.†
629 utinam velles: independent subjunctive of
wish; present counterfactual sense (“but I know
you don’t”) because imperfect. Translate velles
here as “be willing” or even “agree”.
630 utinam velocior esses: like velles above, im-
perfect subjunctive in a counterfactual wish. “If
only you were faster (but I know you aren’t).”
Presumably she means “faster than me”.

624 intereō, interīre, interiī, interitūrum: to die,
be lost; lit. to go among
626 igitur: then, therefore, accordingly
627 indignus, -a, -um: unworthy, undeserving
628 victōria, -ae, f.: victory

629 desistō, desistere, destitī, destitum: to leave
off, cease, give over, desist from
630 dēmēns, -entis: out of one’s senses, insane

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dvideo
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dvideo
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D439#chapter439.note1
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D7%3Asmythp%3D354#chapter354b
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at quam virgineus puerīlī vultus in ōre est!
ā! miser Hippomenē, nōllem tibi vīsa fuissem!
vīvere dignus erās. quod sī fēlīcior essem,
nec mihi coniugium fāta inportūna negārent,

635 ūnus erās, cum quō sociāre cubīlia vellem.’
dīxerat, utque rudis prīmōque cupīdine tācta,
631 at: marks another (minor) change of direc-
tion, from resigned acceptance of the inevitable
outcome to another round of admiration for
the boy’s beauty; and then immediately back to
counterfactual wishes in the next line.
631 quam: exclamatory particle with virgineus
vultus: “what a girlish face!” A counterpart to
Venus’ disconcerting comparison of Atalanta to
Adonis and herself (see line 579).
631 puerili: ablative adjective with ore. The
paradox is somewhat silly: “what a girlish face
(virgineus vultus) is in his boyish face”. Ander-
son’s “a natural admixture of girlishness” (what-
ever that may be) does not do it justice. Fun
nonetheless.
632 Hippomenē: a Greek vocative, hence the
long ē.
632 nollem tibi visa fuissem: “I would wish I
hadn’t been seen by you”. nollem is poten-
tial subjunctive, with counterfactual sense (be-
cause imperfect): “I would not want (but it is
too late!)”. fuissem is subjunctive in an indi-
rect clause of wish (Salis compares 9.475, quam
nolim rata sit!); nolo + subjunctive is more
or less equivalent to opto + ne + subjunctive
(see line 585). Pluperfect subjunctive, therefore
also counterfactual, but secondary sequence. “I
would now wish that I had not then been seen…”
Finally, tibi is dative of agent with perfect pas-
sive, which is somewhat irregular, but we’ve
seen it several times.
633 vivere dignus eras: “you would be worthy
to live”, “you would deserve to live” (but you
won’t). Hard to capture in English the poten-
tial and counterfactual indicative imperfect eras
here; see on poteram in line 614. In vivere dignus
(“worthy to live”), the infinitive is epexegetical
(it “explains” the sense of the adjective).
633 quod: translate the conjunction as “for”
here (and see note on 38).
633 si felicior essem: “if I were luckier”. essem,
like negarent below, is imperfect subjunctive in
protasis of a present counterfactual condition,
with (retained) indicative imperfect eras (line
635) in the apodosis.

634 nec: continuing the condition, so translate
“and if not”
634 coniugium: this is the direct object, mihi
the dative indirect object, and fata (neuter plu-
ral) the subject of negarent, which is in the sec-
ond protasis of the conditional. “If I were luck-
ier, and if the fates were not denying…”
634 importuna: here “cruel”, “troublesome”, or
“unforgiving”: the basic sense is something
which does not adapt itself to circumsances (in-
opportunus).
635 unus eras: “you would be the one”. eras is
indicative standing in for subjunctive, so trans-
late according to its role in the present counter-
factual conditional (not as past tense indicative).
635 cum quo: “with whom”; antecedent of quo
is the implied noun described by unus (e.g unus
homo, “the one man”).
635 sociare cubilia: “share/join my bedroom”.
cubilia (neuter plural accusative) is plural for
singular (like thalamos); sociare is complemen-
tary infinitive with vellem.†
635 vellem: subjunctive in a clause that is sub-
ordinate to a clause that (normally) uses a sub-
junctive verb. Clauses that are subordinate to
other subordinate clauses generally take sub-
junctive verbs, since they depend for their re-
ality on the factuality of those clauses.
636 dixerat: a favorite way (29 times in the
Metamorphoses) for Ovid to begin a line after
direct speech, with or without a subject noun.
Vergil uses it 25 times in the Aeneid.
636 ut rudis: “as one that is inexperienced”. ut
serves to point out the predicate role of the ad-
jective (“as” is necessary in English, not so in
Latin). rudis, like tacta, describes Atalanta. But
see on quid facit below for the possibility that
the start of the following line might in fact have
had words that need this ut.
636 tacta: also in a predicate role, understand
ut to apply also to this. “As one that is
touched…”
636 primo cupidine: “by her first passion”; abla-
tive of instrument with passive participle tacta.

631 puerīlis, -e: boyish, childish, youthful
632 Ā: ah! oh!
634 importūnus, -a, -um: unfit, unsuitable,
inconvenient
635 cubīle, -is, n.: a place of rest, couch, bed

635 sociō, sociāre, sociāvī, sociātum: to join
together, hold in common, share
636 rudis, -e: rough, raw, wild
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quod facit, ignōrāns amat et nōn sentit amōrem.
“‘Iam solitōs poscunt cursūs populusque paterque,
cum mē sollicitā prōlēs Neptūnia vōce

640 invocat Hippomenēs ‘Cytherēa,’ que ‘conprecor, ausīs
adsit’ ait ‘nostrīs et quōs dedit, adiuvet ignēs.’

637 quid facit: indirect question, introduced by
ignorans (“not knowing what she is doing”) with
indicative where we would expect subjunctive.
This is quite irregular (unlike the retained in-
dicatives in 614/633/635), and has generated
many suggested emendations (e.g. sciat, fuat,
velit), but none are convincing (and faciat would
not scan).†
637 sentit: “notice” is perhaps better than “feel”
here.†
638 solitos: with cursūs (masculine accusative
plural): “usual race”. Either poetic plural for sin-
gular (as at 667, of Atalanta’s running) or plural
because more than one person runs in the race
(“runnings”). Note that solitus can be used of the
person who is accustomed to something, or the
thing they are accustomed to.
638 iam… poscunt… cum: “They were already
demanding…, when…” poscunt is an historical
present. The cum clause is cum inversum (see
line 273): themain action of the sentence is what
happens in the cum clause, and poscunt etc. is its
temporal circumstance. cum inversum is always
temporal (not circumstantial), hence indicative
invocat in 640.
638 populusque paterque: note double -que: “both
people and father” (subjects of poscunt).†
639 me: direct object of invocat in the next line:
“he calls upon me” (“me,” remember, is our cur-
rent narrator, Venus).
639 sollicita … voce: “with pleading voice”. Ab-
lative of manner with invocat. The sense of sol-
licita in this context corresponds to that of the
verb sollicitare (e.g. 4.472, sollicitatque deās).†
639 proles Neptunia: “the descendant of Nep-
tune”, literally “Neptunian offspring”; nomina-
tive in apposition to Hippomenes in the next
line, subject of invocat. Standard periphrasis (for
proles Neptuni), but the inclusion of the name de-

feats our expectation that this is an instance of
antonomasia (substitution of epithet or descrip-
tion for name), in contrast to its use in 665.
640 Cytherea: not vocative, but the nominative
subject of adsit at the start of the next line: “I
pray (comprecor) that the Lady of Cythera may
be present…” Subjunctive without conjunction
(e.g. ut) is not uncommon for a subordinate
clause expressing a prayer: think of it as tan-
tamount to an independent subunctive of wish,
and compare Pygmalion’s sit coniunx, opto in
line 275. Contrast the more humble 3rd person
subjunctive here with themore forceful 2nd per-
son imperative at 673.
640 conprecor: the compound verb is more em-
phatic than precor, but the distinction is not
especially significant here (precor would not
have implied a less enthusiastic prayer). The
choice here is probably based on assonance of
“c” sounds.
640 ausis: with nostris in the next line, “my dar-
ing attempt” (plural for singular). Dative with
compound verb adsit (on its own, the prepo-
sition ad always takes the accusative case, but
compound verbs tend to take dative indirect ob-
jects, even when the compounded preposition
would not normally take that case).
641 adsit: literally “be present” but of a god, “be
present, favorable and helpful” (compare adfuit
ille quidem in 4, coniugio adest dea in 295, and
imperative ades in 673). “Bless” is sometimes a
reasonable translation, but here Venus’ presence
will be more literal (veniens… adii, 649, 651).
641 quos dedit adiuvet ignes: = adiuvet ignes
quos dedit. “I pray that she may come to the
aid of (adiuvet) the passion (ignes) that she has
given.” ignes is antecedent to quos, adiuvet is
subjunctive for the same reasons as adsit: this
is a second component of his prayer.†

637 ignōrō, ignōrāre, ignōrāvī, ignōrātum: not
to know, be ignorant, mistake
639 Neptūnius, -a, -um: of Neptune, Neptunian
639 sollicitus, -a, -um: thoroughly moved,
agitated, disturbed
640 comprecor, comprecārī, comprecātus sum:
to pray to, supplicate, implore

640 Cytherea, -ae, f.: Lady of Cythera (Venus)
640 invocō, invocāre, invocāvī, invocātum: to
call upon, invoke, appeal to
641 adjuvō, adjuvāre, adjuvāvī, adjuvātum:
assist
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dētulit aura precēs ad mē nōn invida blandās:
mōtaque sum, fateor, nec opis mora longa dabātur.
est ager (indigenae Tamasēnum nōmine dīcunt)

645 tellūris Cypriae pars optima, quem mihi prīscī
sacrāvēre senēs templīsque accēdere dōtem
hanc iussēre meīs; mediō nitet arbor in arvō,

642 aura… non invida: “a not invidious breeze”,
hence “a sympathetic breeze” (litotes). Subject
of detulit.†
642 detulit: Bömer notes that the use of the
verb defero in this context is unprecedented.
Ovid implies that the breeze is carrying the
prayers to Venus as one “delivers” letters to their
addressee; see L&S s.v. I.A.2 (Caes. B.G. 5.45.3:
“epistolam ad Ciceronem,” id. ib. 5).†
642 preces blandas: “persuasive prayers”, object
of detulit. “Persuasive” perhaps not because
Hippomenes’ flatters, but because it makes a
logical point (“you started this”); but see on the
implication of fateor below.
643 motaque sum, fateor: “I was moved, I
admit”.†
643 opis mora: “a delay of help”, with opis being
objective genitive.†
644 Est ager: note asyndeton (lack of connec-
tives) with the next two phrases. The next part
of this line is equivalent to a relative clause (ager
quem dicunt). ager is perhaps to be translated
as “area of farmland” here, if pars below is to be
read in simple apposition to it; but if we can take
that relation more loosely (“a field, in a part…”),
ager becomes more conveniently equivalent to
arvo in 647, and we avoid the implication that
the elders dedicated the whole region to Venus.
Alternatively pars may have a very restricted
sense, referring simply to the field.
644 Est: existential use of the verb, “There is…”.
Compare 110, ingēns cervus erat (another transi-
tion that hinges on something sacer); and collis
erat in 86 (see note there for ekphrastic conno-
tation of the phrase).
644 Tamasenum nomine dicunt: “they refer to it
by name as Tamasenus”. Tamasenus = “of Tama-

sos” (known to Ovid as a Cyprian city). nomine
is ablative of specification (it specifies the sense
of dicunt; compare victa cursu in line 570; A&G
418). Note use of accusative of the name in ob-
ject relation to the verb, and contrast the “nam-
ing appositive” Cerastae in line 223.†
645 telluris Cypriae pars optima: “The best part
of the Cyprian land”. Cypriae is an adjective, tel-
luris a partitive genitive with pars optima. By
“best”, she presumably means “most fertile”.
645 quem: antecedent is ager.†
645 mihi: indirect object of sacravere in the
next line
645 prisci: describes senes in the next line.
prisci senes = “elders of old”.
646 sacravēre: = sacravērunt, “dedicated”. Sub-
ject is senes (also subject of iussēre in the next
line).
646 accedere: infinitive, subject is hanc at the
start of the next line, indirect command with
iussere in the next line (recall that iubeo takes an
accusative infinitive construction, not ut + sub-
junctive). “They ordered that this be added as an
endowment…”†
646 templis: with meis in the next line, dative
indirect object of accedere, “my sanctuaries”.
The field was “added” to Venus’ sanctuaries in
the sense that its ownership, along with rights
to any crops, was given to them. It is reasonable
to assume that the dedication has something to
do with the presence of a golden tree in the field,
but Ovid does not say so.
647 iussere: = iusserunt.
647 arbor: “Ovid gives no definition for this
tree, which appears to be entirely of gold”
(Reed).

642 blandus, -a, -um: of smooth tongue,
flattering, caressing
642 deferō, deferre, detulī, delātum: to carry off,
take down, deliver
644 indigena, -ae, m.: sprung from the land,
native, indigenous person
644 Tamasēnum: Tamasēnum
645 bonus, -a, -um: good
645 Cyprius, -a, -um: Cyprian, of Cyprus

645 priscus, -a, -um: of old, olden, ancient,
primitive
646 accedō, accedere, accessī, accessum: to go
to, come to, be added to
646 dōs, dōtis, f.: dowry; gift, endowment
646 senex, senis, m.: old man, aged, advanced
in years
646 templum, -ī, n.: temple, sanctuary

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Ddefero
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418
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fulva comās, fulvō rāmīs crepitantibus aurō:
hinc tria forte meā veniēns dēcerpta ferēbam

650 aurea pōma manū nūllīque videnda nisi ipsī
Hippomenēn adiī docuīque, quis ūsus in illīs.
signa tubae dederant, cum carcere prōnus uterque
ēmicat et summam celerī pede lībat harēnam:
posse putēs illōs siccō freta rādere passū
648 fulva comas: “yellow in leaf”. comas is an-
other “Greek accusative”, that is, an accusative
of respect.†
648 ramis crepitantibus: ablative absolute. “Its
branches rustling…”
648 fulvo auro: ablative of specification, ex-
plaining the sense of crepitantibus. “Rustling
with yellow gold.”†
649 hinc..: with veniens, “coming from this
place.” As Anderson notes, the delay caused in
this line by piling up adverbs and adjectives al-
lows Ovid to begin the next line with the words
that matter: aurea poma.
649 tria: with aurea poma in the next line, ob-
ject of ferebam, “three golden apples”.
649 forte: adverb, “by chance” (the fortuna that
Hippomenes trusts in at 603).
649 decerpta: withmanu, “plucked bymyhand”.†
650 nulli videnda: “visible by nobody”. The
gerundive describes Venus, subject of first per-
son adii and docui in the next line, and connotes
possibility rather than obligation. nulli is not an
indirect object (not “visible to”), but a dative of
agent, as is normal with gerundive: “to be seen
by nobody”.
650 nisi ipsi: “except by him”, that is, Hip-
pomenes. ipsi is dative of agent, like nulli./ The
motif of divine appearance which is only per-
ceptible by the hero is as old as Homer (e.g. Iliad
1.198, of Athena appearing to “Achilles alone”
in the midst of a crowd, οἴῳ φαινομένη; cf. Il-
iad 18.168 etc.). At 14.152-3 Ovid adapts these
words to the Sibyl, imagining her own form
at a thousand years of age: usque adeō mūtāta
ferar nūllīque videnda,/ vōce tamen nōscar ; and
at 15.844 Venus arrives nūllī cernenda to deify
Caesar.

651 Hippomenēn: a Greek accusative form (that
is, a Greek word with the appropriate Greek
ending; not the “so called Greek accusative”,
which is a latin accusative used in a Greek way).
Direct object of adii, “I approached”.
651 docui: introduces the indirect question that
follows (as often, the introductory verb of an in-
direct question does not have obvious question-
ing sense).
651 quis usus in illis: indirect question, “what
use there was in them”, hence “what they could
be used for” and even (as Bömer notes) “how
they could be used to his advantage”. illis = the
apples. The indirect question lacks a verb: un-
derstand quis usus esset in illis.†
652 signa tubae dederant cum..: cum inversum
again (the race is the “main action”, the signal
is the temporal circumstance).†
652 e carcere: “from the cage”. With emicat,
“leaps forward”, at the start of the next line.†
652 pronus: “leaning forward”.†
652 uterque: “each of the two”. Note that this
pronoun is singular, hence emicat.
653 summam… harenam: “the top of the sandy
ground” (literally, “the top sand”). With libat,
the sense is “just barely touches the surface of
the sand”.†
654 posse: infinitive in indirect statement with
putes, subject is illos (“them”).
654 putes: potential subjunctive with indefinite
second person singular (“you might think” =
“one might think”).†
654 sicco: describes passu, “with dry feet”.
654 radere: infinitive is complementary on posse
(as is percurrere in the next line), direct object is
freta (“straights”).†

648 crepitō, āre, —, —: to rattle, creak, rustle
649 decerpō, decerpere, decerpsī, decerptum: to
pluck off, tear away, pluck
651 adeō, adīre, adiī, aditum: to approach
651 doceō, docēre, docuī, doctum: to make
aware, teach, inform
652 carcer, -eris, m.: a prison, jail; cage;
starting gate
652 tuba, -ae, f.: a trumpet, war-trumpet
652 uter, utra, utrum: each of two, both
653 celer, -eris, -ere: swift, speedy

653 emicō, emicāre, emicuī, emicātum: to
spring out, spring forth, break forth, leap up
653 harēna, -ae, f.: sand
653 lībō, lībāre, lībāvī, lībātum: to pour out a
little; pour libation; to barely touch
654 fretum, -ī, n.: a strait, sound, channel
654 rādō, rādere, rāsī, rāsum: to scrape, shave,
graze
654 siccus, -a, -um: dry
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655 et segetis cānae stantēs percurrere aristās.
adiciunt animōs iuvenī clāmorque favorque
verbaque dīcentum ‘nunc, nunc incumbere tempus!
Hippomenē, properā! nunc vīribus ūtere tōtīs!
pelle moram: vincēs!’ dubium, Megarēius hērōs

660 gaudeat an virgō magis hīs Schoenēia dictīs.

655 segetis canae: “a white cornfield”. Apposi-
tive genitive with aristas (the ears of wheat are
the cornfield).
655 stantes aristas: “the upright ears of corn”.
656 adiciunt: the verb has 3 subjects, clamor,
favor and verba. Direct object is animos, “spirit,
enthusiasm”, indirect object is dative iuveni, “to
the youth”. All three subjects should be read as
modified by genitive dicentum in the next line.
Note scansion here: ādĭcĭūnt (the first syllable is
short by nature, but is lengthened here on the
model of the alternative form adjicio).†
657 dicentum: though the genitive modifies the
3 nominatives clamor, favor and verba, as a
participle it also introduces the direct speech
that follows: “the words of the people saying
‘Now!…’”.
657 nunc incumbere tempus: understand est,
“now is the time to press on”. incumbere (com-
monly meaning something like “put your back
into it”) is somewhere between an infinitive of
purpose (A&G 460) and a gerund (infinitives and
gerunds are both verbal nouns). See A&G 504
n.2. This is an instance of a Latin construc-
tion that is intuitive for an English speaker (so
much so that a studentmightwonderwhy a note
is needed), but which is somewhat irregular in
terms of the structure of Latin. It is worth em-
phasizing that infinitives are not normally used
to express purpose in classical Latin.
657 nunc nunc: the adverb is often repeated for

emphasis, “right now!”.†
658 Hippomenē: Greek vocative.
658 viribus… totis: “use all your strength”.
viribus is ablative object of utere, which is 2nd
singular imperative (like propera, but deponent).†
659 pelle moram, vinces: paratactic (that is,
non-subordinating) equivalent to a conditional
construction, “if you banish delay, you will
win.”†
659 dubium: understand dubium est, “it is not
clear”, impersonal construction introducing the
indirect question with two alternatives that fol-
lows (historical present verb is implied with
present subjunctives in the indirect question,
gaudeat). A rewrite of the indirect question: du-
bium est an megareius heros an schoeneia virgo
magis gaudeat. “It is not clear if the hero, son
of Megareus, or the girl, daughter of Schoeneus,
rejoices more…”
660 gaudeat an: an is the indirect interrogative
that introduces the indirect question; read as
an gaudeat, “whether the girl rejoices…” Avoid
over-translating the subjunctive (not “whether
she might…” etc.; the subjunctive is explained by
the indirect question construction, and English
uses the indicative for that).
660 virgo: with Schoenēĭă, antonomasia (pe-
riphrasis in naming) for Atalanta.
660 his dictis: causal ablative, “because of these
words”.

655 arista, -ae, f.: the top of an ear of wheat
655 cānus, -a, -um: white, hoary
655 percurrō, percurrere, percucurrī or percurrī,
percursum: to run, run along, run through
655 seges, -etis, f.: a cornfield
656 adiciō, adicere, adiēcī, adiectum: to throw
to, cast to, fling at

656 clāmor, -ōris, m.: a loud call, shout, cry
656 favor, -ōris, m.: favor, good-will, partiality
659 dubius, -a, -um: moving two ways,
fluctuating
659 Megarēius, -a, -um: son of Megareus
660 dictum, -ī, n.: a saying, word

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D460#chapter460
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D504#chapter504.note2
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D504#chapter504.note2
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ō quotiēns, cum iam posset trānsīre, morāta est
spectātōsque diū vultūs invīta relīquit!
āridus ē lassō veniēbat anhēlitus ōre,
mētaque erat longē: tum dēnique dē tribus ūnum

665 fētibus arboreīs prōlēs Neptūnia mīsit.
obstipuit virgō nitidīque cupīdine pōmī

661 o: commonly introduces exclamatory rhetor-
ical questions, as here. The question is quotiens
remorata est, “how often did she slow down”.
Note that in English we don’t use a question
mark for such a construction, though it is tech-
nically a direct question.†
661 cum iam posset transire: “at the very mo-
ment when she could pass him by”. The image is
of Atalanta running level with Hippomenes and
only reluctantly moving ahead of him. Bömer
reads cum as concessive (“although”), but iam
makes it almost impossible to read as other than
a temporal clause (but circumstantial, therefore
requiring subjunctive dependent verb, posset).
Also known as narrative cum. Compare Cicero
Pro Milone for a similar expression: “profectus
est] id temporis cum iam Clodius… redire potuis-
set”, “he set out at the very moment when Clodius
could have come back”. See [A&G 546 on circum-
stantial temporal (or narrative) cum (plain tem-
poral cum takes indicative; read A&G’s notes
in this section for a good attempt to explain a
distinction that is genuinely difficult for English
speakers to grasp).
661 transire:
662 spectatos… vultus: direct object of reliquit.†
662 diu: the adverb modifies the participle
spectatos; difficult to translate without expand-
ing the participial construction into a subordi-
nate clause and turning the passive verb (spec-
tatos) into an active one. “She reluctantly (in-
vita) left behind the face (vultus) which she had
gazed on (spectatos) too long (diu)”. Note that
the plural vultūs = singular “face”.
662 invita: nominative adjective, “unwilling”,
describing the subject of reliquit (Atalanta); but
best translated adverbially (a predicate adjective
- see on aridus below).
662 Reed aptly notes an allusion here to the
anagrammatic connection of Love (amor) and
Delay (mora), familiar to readers of Aeneid 4.
663 aridus… anhelitus: “dry panting”. Perhaps
better to translate aridus adverbially here too, as

a predicate adjective with veniebat: “the breath
was coming dry from the mouth”, i.e. “coming
as something dry”.†
663 veniebat… erat: “Hintergrundstempus und
Parataxe” (Bömer); that is, the imperfects offer a
momentary background picture for the actions
to follow, a picture not connected to what fol-
lows with a conjunction.†
663 lasso: “weary”, but with ore (a combination
not found elsewhere), suggesting also the more
visual “slack”.
664 longe: technically still an adverb, modify-
ing erat; but hard not to treat as an indeclinable
adjective here, as if describing the subject, mēta.
The adverbial sense is easier to see in the more
common longe abesse, “to be distant by far”.
664 tum denique: see above on this as an varia-
tion on cum inversum.†
664 de tribus: with fetibus in the next line, a
partitive ablative phrase with unum: “one out
of the 3 fruits”.
664 unum: = unum fetum. Direct object ofmisit
at the end of the next line.
665 fetibus arboreis: fetus is a commonword for
fruit, nuts etc., so “fruits of the tree” (periphrasis
for fetibus arboris).†
665 misit: Anderson and Bömer both note that
Ovid leaves it up to the reader to imagine where
Hippomenes throws the apples (until the 3rd
one in line 674). “Enough forward to catch Ata-
lanta’s attention, but well off the course so that
she would lose her advantage by chasing it”
(Anderson).†
666 obstipuit: note resonance with Orpheus in
line 64 (stupuit), Pygmalion in line 287 (stupet),
and Hippomenes in line 580 (obstipuit in the
same position in the line).
666 nitidi… pomi: “the shining apple”. Objec-
tive genitive with cupidine (she had a desire for
the apple, hence she desired the apple).
666 cupidine: causal ablative, “because of her
desire…”

663 anhēlitus, -ūs, m.: a difficulty of breathing,
panting, puffing
663 āridus, -a, -um: dry, arid, parched
663 lassus, -a, -um: weary, exhausted

664 longē: far off, by a long way
665 fētus, -ūs, m.: a bringing forth, bearing;
fruit

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D546#chapter546.note1
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D546#chapter546
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D546#chapter546
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dēclīnat cursūs aurumque volūbile tollit;
praeterit Hippomenēs: resonant spectācula plausū.
illa moram celerī cessātaque tempora cursū

670 corrigit atque iterum iuvenem post terga relinquit:
et rūrsus pōmī iactū remorāta secundī
cōnsequitur trānsitque virum. pars ultima cursus
restābat; ‘nunc’ inquit ‘ades, dea mūneris auctor!’

667 cursūs: plural for singular, accusative ob-
ject of declinat; “she bent her course away”, i.e.
changed direction and went off course (allowing
for the sense of the prefix to the verb).
667 volubile: an instance where a Latin adjec-
tive is best translated as an English partici-
ple - “spinning”. aurum here is a form of
metonymy (“gold” for “golden apple”, substance
for object).†
667 This line begins with a heavy spondaic
rhythm corresponding to Atalanta’s slowing
down; the pace then picks up with Hippomenes
passing her, then Atalanta catching up, in the
following dactylic lines. The rhythmic pattern
is then repeated almost exactly with the slow,
spondaic line 671 and the following dactylic
ones (see Anderson on 669-72).
668 praeterit… resonant: asyndeton (lack of
conjunction); cf. the parataxis in line 664.
668 spectacula: subject of resonant, “bleachers”,
“stands” or “audience” (not the spectacle that
people are watching from the stands). Compare
the trumpets and “cage” in line 652 for the ap-
parent formality of the contest.
668 plausu: instrumental ablative. Tempting to
see as an ablative of material (the echoing con-
sists of the applause), but that doesn’t fit well
with A&G’s description, especially given the
lack of preposition (A&G 403b). Analogous,
rather, to such material-instrumental ablatives
as maduisse lacrimis (45-6) and suffundit lūmina
rōre (360).
669 illa: Atalanta. Ovid has been switching
back and forth quickly between subjects; here
he helps his reader by adding a pronoun.

669 moram: direct object of corrigit, which
gains emphasis by itself being delayed until the
beginning of the next line (compare the manip-
ulation of rhythmic patterns as described in the
note to line 667).
669 celeri… cursu: by means of swift running
(ablative of instrument)
669 cessataque tempora: another direct object
to corrigit. Somewhat intrusive between celeri
and cursu, meaning as it does “the time she had
been idle”.†
671 pomi iactu remorata: “delayed by the throw-
ing of an apple”. iactu is ablative of instrument
with remorata, which describes Atalanta, sub-
ject of consequitur in the next line. pomi is ob-
jective genitive.
671 remorata: (re)moror is deponent, but with
the ablative of instrument iactu we should read
the participle as passive, “delayed” (the active
form moro exists, but is archaic; L&S compare
remorandust gradus, Plautus Persa 1.2.28). Com-
pare also mentita in line 28, and contrast re-
morata as deponent (active in sense) in line 661.
672 virum: direct object of both preceding verbs.†
672 cursūs: genitive singular, partitive with
pars ultima (“the last part of the course”). pars
is the subject of restabat in the next line.
673 inquit: Hippomenes is the subject.
673 ades: “be present and help” (2nd singular
present imperative, not indicative). For the
sense, cf. 142.
673 muneris auctor: “originator of the gift”, i.e.
the apples. muneris is objective genitive.

667 dēclīnō, dēclīnāre, dēclīnāvī, dēclīnātum: to
bend aside, turn away
667 volūbilis, -e: spinning, rolling, revolving
668 plausus -ūs, m.: a clapping sound, applause
668 praetereō, praeterīre, praeteriī, praeteritum:
to go by, pass
668 spectāculum, -ī, n.: spectator’s seat,
bleacher; audience
669 cessō, cessāre, cessāvī, cessātum: to be
remiss, delay, cease from

670 corrigō, corrigere, corrēxī, corrēctum: to
make straight, set right
671 iactus -ūs, m.: a throw, distance of a throw
671 remoror, remorārī, remorātus sum: to hold
back, hinder, delay
671 secundus, -a, -um: following, next, second
672 consequor, consequī, consecūtus sum: to
follow, attend, pursue
672 ultimus, -a, -um: last, final, furthest

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D403#chapter403b
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inque latus campī, quō tardius illa redīret,
675 iēcit ab oblīquō nitidum iuvenāliter aurum.

an peteret, virgō vīsa est dubitāre: coēgī
tollere et adiēcī sublātō pondera mālō
inpediīque oneris pariter gravitāte morāque,
nēve meus sermō cursū sit tardior ipsō,

680 praeterita est virgō: dūxit sua praemia victor.

674 inque etc: this line has an adverbial phrase
(inque latus campi) and a clause of purpose, both
of which depend on iecit at the start of the next
line.
674 inque: = in + que (preposition + enclitic,
not part of the verb for speaking)
674 latus: accusative singular, governed by in
(accusative of motion towards); “towards the
edge”.
674 quo: it is tempting to see this as a relative
pronoun referring to the “edge of the field”, but
better to take it simply as a relatively common
substitute for ut introducing a purpose clause
(like negative quominus). Translate “so that
she (illa) might come back (rediret) more slowly
(tardius)”. It is, technically, a relative clause of
purpose, but quo refers to the action of the main
clause, not to any of its nouns.
675 iecit: direct object is nitidum aurum.
675 ab obliquo: the preposition gives awkward
sense in English, and the phrase is somewhat id-
iomatic, meaning simply “sideways” (Hill trans-
lates “obliquely”). See Salis for the ungrammat-
ical variant reading in obliquo.
675 iuvenaliter: “with all his youthful strength”
(Anderson). Only Ovid uses this adverb.†
676 an: interrogative (“whether”); the indirect
question precedes the verb which introduces
it, dubitare. visa est dubitare an peteret= “she
seemed to be unsure whether she should go af-
ter it”.
676 peteret: implied direct object is the golden
apple. Subjunctive in indirect question rep-
resenting original deliberative (“whether she
should seek it”, not “whether she was seeking
it”); compare quid faciat in line 357 (and see note
there), an mergeret in 697.
676 dubitare: complementary infinitivewith visa
est (“seemed to be unsure”)

676 coegi / tollere: stark enjambment - it is rare
for a line to end with the word that begins a new
phrase in the next line.
677 tollere: complementary infinitive with co-
egi (“I compelled her to pick it up”). As with
peteret at the start of the previous line, the di-
rect object (the apple) is implied.
677 adieci etc: for the large part of the Hip-
pomenes/Atalanta story, Ovid’s narrative has
been relatively clear and vivid. His expression
now returns to the more complex and deliber-
ately challenging patterns characteristic of most
of the work. Students should not be put off if
their reading slows down again here.
677 adieci… pondera: “I added weight” (i.e. to
the apple). pondera is plural for singular.
677 sublato malo: “to the apple that was picked
up” . Since adjicio can take a dative indirect ob-
ject, that’s the best interpretation here, though
it is possible to read it as an ablative absolute
(“when the apple was picked up”).†
678 inpedii: as with coegi above, the implied di-
rect object is Atalanta. “I slowed her down (im-
pedii) by means of the heaviness (gravitate) of
the load (oneris) and by means of delay (morā),
equally (pariter).”†
678 oneris: possessive genitive (see A&G 343
note 1: “the person or thing that possesses some
feeling or quality or does some act…”).
679 neve… sit tardior: neve= ne + ve. ve has ad-
versative sense here (“but”), and ne is the nega-
tive conjunction for a purpose clause. “But lest
my speech be slower than the running itself…”†
679 cursu ipso: ablative of comparison with tar-
dior.
680 duxit: Bömer notes that duco applies equally
well to taking home a prize and marrying a
bride, but see on deducit in the Myrrha episode
(462).

674 latus, -eris, n.: the side, flank
675 iaciō, iacere, iēcī, iactum: to throw
675 juvenāliter: like a youth, with youthful
vigor
677 mālum, -ī, n.: an apple

678 gravitās, -ātis, f.: weight, heaviness
678 impediō, impedīre, impedīvī, impedītum: to
ensnare, shackle, hinder
679 sermō, -ōnis, m.: talk, conversation

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D343#chapter343.note1
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D343#chapter343.note1
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“‘Dignane, cui grātēs ageret, cui tūris honōrem
ferret, Adōni, fuī? nec grātēs immemor ēgit,
nec mihi tūra dedit. subitam convertor in īram,
contemptūque dolēns, nē sim spernenda futūrīs,

685 exemplō caveō mēque ipsa exhortor in ambōs:
templa, deum Mātrī quae quondam clārus Echīōn
fēcerat ex vōtō, nemorōsīs abdita silvīs,
681 dignane: ne is the interrogative suffix; with
digna take fui in the next line, “was I worthy…”
The question surely demands the answer “yes”,
so the choice of the bare ne over nonne is worth
noting as a form of understatement. Worthiness
is commonly defined by an ablative noun, or
by a substantive clause with ut and subjunctive;
here instead it is defined with a relative clause
of characteristic or (better) result.†
681 ageret… ferret: the subject is Hippomenes,
the victor of the previous line.
681 turis honorem: turis is an appositive geni-
tive (the incense is the offering).
682 Adōnĭ: Greek vocative.
682 nec… nec: the paired negatives should not
disguise the lack of conjunction here (we expect,
perhaps, sed nec…). The simplified expression
corresponds to the avoidance of nonne for the
question in the previous line.
682 immemor: translate either parenthetically
(“forgetful one”) or adverbially (“in his forgetfulness”).
683 subitam convertor in iram: “I am changed to
sudden anger”, i.e. “mymood turns immediately
to anger”.†
684 contemptu dolens: “hurt by his insult”. con-
temptu is ablative of cause.†
684 ne sim spernenda futuris: a negative sub-
stantive clause dependent on exemplo caveo. “By
(setting) an example, I take care that I won’t be
someone to be ignored by future men.” Caveo ne
+ subjunctive = “I take care that not…”.†
684 spernenda: the gerundive here implies pos-
sibility or appropriateness rather than necessity,
“not one that can/should be scorned”.
684 futuris: dative of agent with gerundive
(hence lack of the preposition a/ab). Substantive
participle: “men who are to be”.
685 meque exhortor in ambos: “I rile myself up

against them both”, almost “I spur myself to at-
tack them both”.†
686 templa: plural for singular; this is the ob-
ject of transibant two lines below (the main
clause is templa transibant, “they were passing
by a temple”)
686 deum matri quae…: read as quae deum ma-
tri…; the relative clause begins immediately
after templa, and continues until voto in the
next line. Echion is the subject of the relative
clause. “A temple, which famous Echion had
once (quondam) made (fecerat) to the mother of
the gods (deum matri) in fulfillment of a vow
(voto).
686 quae: antecedent is templa (both are neuter
plural accusative).
686 deum: = deorum, genitive plural.
686 matri: dative is the indirect object of fecerat
at the start of the next line; the relation is more
nuanced than simply “made for”; it is analogous
to that between the adjective sacer and dative
names of gods (e.g. sacer nymphis in line 109,
which we describe as dative with adjective of
service, likeness or inclination). C.f. 2.511 tem-
pla deo fiunt.
687 ex voto: an idiomatic use of ex + ablative,
but derived from ablative of cause or origin. The
sense is that a vowhas beenmade (“helpme now
and I will build you a temple later”), granted,
and this is the fulfillment of that vow. At least
Echion knew how to show gratitude to the gods.
687 nemorosis abdita silvis: a participial phrase
describing the temple (abdita -> templa).
687 nemorosis silvis: ablative of location with-
out preposition. Bömer sees the noun and ad-
jective as expressing essentially the same idea
(“forested forests”).†

683 convertō, convertere, convertī, conversum:
to turn round, cause to turn
683 subitus, -a, -um: sudden
684 contemptus, -ūs, m.: a despising, contempt,
scorn
684 spernō, spernere, sprēvī, sprētum: to spurn,
reject; to separate
685 caveō, cavēre, cāvī, cautum: to be on one’s
guard, take care, avoid
685 exemplum, -ī, n.: an example; sample,
specimen

685 exhortor, exhortārī, exhortātus sum: to
exhort, encourage, incite
686 clārus, -a, -um: clear, bright, shining,
brilliant
686 Echīōn, Echīonis m.: Echion, one of the
Theban sown men
687 abdō, abdere, abdidī, abditum: to put away,
remove, set aside
687 nemorōsus, -a, -um: full of woods, woody
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trānsībant, et iter longum requiēscere suāsit;
illīc concubitūs intempestīva cupīdō

690 occupat Hippomenēn ā nūmine concita nostrō.
lūminis exiguī fuerat prope templa recessus,
spēluncae similis, nātīvō pūmice tēctus,
religiōne sacer prīsca, quō multa sacerdōs
lignea contulerat veterum simulācra deōrum;

688 iter longum: “their long journey”, nomina-
tive; the subject of suasit.
688 suasit: Atalanta and Hippomenes are the
implied direct objects, “persuaded them”
688 requiesecere: complementary infinitivewith
suasit (though the verb can also take a substan-
tive clause with ut + subjunctive).
689 concubitūs: genitive singular, objective gen-
itive with cupido (“desire for sex”).
689 intempestiva: (describing cupido), untimely,
inappropriate; here “at the wrong time and
place”!
689 cupido: subject of occupat.†
689 occupat: L&S IIA, “seize, take possession
of, fill, invade, engross”.†
689 Hippomenēn: -ēn is the Greek accusative
ending (1st declension).
690 a numine concita nostro: “stirred up by my
divine person”. Since numen is treated as an
agent to the passive participle (ablative with
preposition a/ab), rather than an instrument
(no preposition), it makes sense to translate
the word this way rather than as “power” etc.
Bömer’s “nature or function of the divinity”
doesn’t quite capture it. See Salis for a minor
doubt about reading the preposition a here.
690 concita: describes cupido in the previous
line.
690 nostro: plural for singular (the “royal we”).
691 luminis exigui: genitive singular noun and
adjective; genitive of quality (A&G 345; see the
description of the trees, 90-105, for a review of
descriptive uses of the cases). The phrase de-
scribes the nominative recessus at the end of the
line: “a hollow with very little light”.

691 fuerat: “there was a hollow…” (cf. 644, est
ager); pluperfect, but meaning the same as erat
here (a metrical licence; cf. fueram in 2.570; also
2.659, 3.630, Amores 1.13.34).
692 speluncae: dative with adjective of likeness
or similarity (similis).
692 similis: describes the recessus (as does tec-
tus at the end of the line). “Like a cave”; pre-
sumably this means that it is man-made, i.e. not
actually a cave; but see note on simulatas um-
bras in line 596 for something else described as
“simulated” which seems to be quite real.†
692 nativo pumice: ablative of instrument with
the passive participle tectus. nativus = natural,
local; perhaps also “naturally formed”, depend-
ing on whether the recessus is, in fact, a natural
formation. For Anderson the rock is not pumice
but limestone (see L&S s.v. II, “soft stone, porous
rock of any kind”).
693 religione… priscā: “ancient cult”. With
sacer, “sacred according to ancient religious cus-
tom”. Ablative of specification: “that in accor-
dance with which anything is or is done,” A&G
418a.†
693 quo: “(in)to which place, whither”. See
note on line 320 for the form (dative of direc-
tion or archaic directional case; interrogative in
320, here a relative).
693 sacerdos: subject of contulerat in the next
line
694 multa lignea simulacra: “many wooden ef-
figies”, object of contulerat (“had collected”).
694 veterum deorum: “of ancient gods”. Gen-
itive plural, objective genitive (compare simu-
lacra suae puellae in line 281).†

688 suādeō, suādēre, suāsī, suāsum:
recommend, urge, persuade
689 intempestīvus, -a, -um: untimely,
unseasonable, inopportune
690 occupō, occupāre, occupāvī, occupātum: to
possess, seize, occupy
691 exiguus, -a, -um: scanty, small, paltry
691 prope: near to, nigh
691 recessus, -ūs, m.: a going back, retreat; a
recess

692 nātīvus, -a, -um: native, local, natural
692 pūmex, pūmicis, m/f: pumice-stone,
porous rock
692 spēlunca, -ae, f.: a cave, cavern, den
693 quō: where, whither
693 religiō, religiōnis f.: moral obligation,
religious observance
693 sacerdōs, -ōtis, m/f: a priest, priestess
694 ligneus, -a, -um: of wood, wooden

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418a
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D418#chapter418a
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695 hunc init et vetitō temerat sacrāria probrō.
sacra retorsērunt oculōs, turrītaque Māter
an Stygiā sontēs dubitāvit mergeret undā:
poena levis vīsa est; ergō modo lēvia fulvae
colla iubae vēlant, digitī curvantur in unguēs,

700 ex umerīs armī fīunt, in pectora tōtum
pondus abit, summae caudā verruntur harēnae;
695 hunc init: inire (“enter”) regularly takes an
accusative direct object (hunc = hunc reces-
sum). Hippomenes is the singular subject of
init: though Atalanta’s presence is presumably
required for the outrage to be achieved, Venus’
anger is focused on Hippomenes.
695 temerat sacraria: “he profanes the sacred
objects”. See Salis on the repetition of various
forms of sacra here (reluctantly declining the
emendation sacra -> signa).†
695 vetito probro: “by a forbidden act of shame”
(ablative of instrument with temerat). The basic
meaning of probrum is a shameful act, especially
one involving sex; it commonly also describes
being guilty of that act, or even being charged
with it, hence “insult”; but the basic meaning is
appropriate here.
696 sacra retorserunt oculos: sacra (the effigies)
is the subject. retorserunt is “a model for the
interchangeability of prefixes in Ovid” (Bömer).
The prefix re- can mean to do something again,
or (more normally) to do it back(wards); cf. re-
texite in line 31; here, obviously, “rolled back
their eyes” in true Harryhausen fashion. The
verb is otherwise used in the poem of turning
the head: 3.68, 4.715 (both of monstrous snakes)
, 11.163 (the river-god Tmolus).
696 turrita Mater: “the turret-crownedmother”
= Cybele; nominative subject of dubitavit in the
next line. turrita refers to the hat that is stan-
dard in depictions of Cybele, her “mural crown”,
which represents a city with walls and towers
(see Lucretius 2.606ff.).
697 an: introduces the indirect question gov-
erned by dubitavit (the main verb of which
turrita mater is the subject, and which occurs
halfway through the subordinate clause it gov-
erns!): read dubitavit an sontes stygiā undāmerg-
eret, “she was unsure whether she should sink
(mergeret) the guilty ones (sontes, accusative
plural) in the stygian wave (undā).”

697 undā: ablative of place-wherewithout prepo-
sition; cf. mersit in 498.†
697 mergeret: subjunctive in another indirect
question which corresponds to what would be
a deliberative question in direct discourse (see
line 676).
698 poena levis visa est: “(that) punishment [i.e.
death] seems (too) light.” Use of a positive adjec-
tive where a superlative is expected is a form of
understatement.
698 modŏ: “just now”. The adverb applies to
lēvia - “necks that were just now hairless”.
698 fulvae iubae: “tawny manes”, the subject of
velant (cover); lēvia colla (“hairless necks”) is the
direct object.†
699 curvantur in ungues: “are bent into claws”.
Verb of transformation with in + accusative, a
common feature of Ovid’s metamorphoses.
700 ex umeris armi fiunt: armi means not
“arms” but “forequarters”: “with few excep-
tions… the shoulder of an animal, while umerus
designates that of men.” (L&S). fiunt ex = “be-
come from, are made out of”.
700 in pectora: note accusative case, motion to-
wards/into (with abit in the next line).†
700 totum pondus: “all of their weight”, subject
of abit.
701 abit: “moves”. Literally “departs”, because
it departs from one part of the body to arrive in
the chest. But the verb abire has a special con-
nection to metamorphosis: “To be changed from
one’s own ways or nature into something else,
to be transformed, metamorphosed” (L&S I.B.2).
See note on 493, sanguis it in sūcōs.
701 summae harenae: “the top of the sandy
ground”, subject of verruntur.†
701 caudā: ablative of instrument with passive
verruntur. Singular despite the fact that there
are two lions (as if generalizing about all lions),
perhaps simply to contrast with plural harenae.

695 probrum, -ī, n.: a shameful act, or charge
thereof
695 sacrārium, -ī, n.: a depository of holy
things, shrine
695 temerō, temerāre, temerāvī, temerātum: to
violate, profane, defile
696 retorqueō, retorquēre, retorsī, retortum: to

twist back, turn back
697 sons, sontis: guilty, criminal
698 lēvis, -e: smooth, smoothed
699 iuba, -ae f.: mane, beard
701 cauda, -ae, f.: a tail
701 verrō, verrere, —, —: to sweep, sweep out
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īram vultus habet, prō verbīs murmura reddunt,
prō thalamīs celebrant silvās aliīsque timendī
dente premunt domitō Cybelēia frēna leōnēs.

Orpheus’ Song: The Death of Adonis
705 hōs tū, cāre mihī, cumque hīs genus omne ferārum,

quod nōn terga fugae, sed pugnae pectora praebet,
effuge, nē virtūs tua sit damnōsa duōbus!”
‘Illa quidem monuit iūnctīsque per āera cycnīs

702 iram vultus habet: vultŭs is nominative sin-
gular, subject of habet, “their expression holds
(only) anger.”†
702 pro verbis: “instead of words”.†
702 murmura: “inarticulate growling”; English
“murmur”, which implies a relatively quiet
sound, doesn’t do justice to the Latin word.†
703 pro thalamis celebrant silvas: “they spend
their time in the woods instead of in the
bedroom”.†
703 aliis timendi: “to be feared by others” (i.e.
other than Cybele), in contrast to dente domito
in the next line, “with tamed tooth”. timendi is
gerundive, describing the transformed subjects
of reddunt, celebrant and premunt, who will fi-
nally be identified by the noun leones at the end
of the next line.
704 dente domito premunt frena: “they champ
the bit (frena) with tamed tooth”. dente is ab-
lative of instrument. “An alliterative use of
metonymy where Latin prose would expect ore
domito” (Anderson).†
704 Cybelēĭă frena: “Cybele’s bit” (neuter plu-
ral accusative); another periphrasis using an
adjective instead of a genitive (cf. line 665).
frena (neuter plural, sometimes masc.) is used
interchangeably of the bit, bridle and reins (=
habēnāe). In this instance avoiding the gen-
itive precludes the unwanted implication that
Cybele’s bit might be worn by Cybele.
705 hos: direct object of the imperative effuge
two lines down. An echo of ut hos timeas…
monet from line 542.
705 tu: subject of the imperative effuge two
lines down. “You keep away from these” (that
is, lions in general, rather than Cybele’s pair).

The use of the nominative pronoun serves not
only to emphasize the imperative, but to signal
the change of narrative levels, as Aphrodite ad-
dresses her listener, Adonis, directly.
705 care mihi: care is vocative,mihi dative with
adjective of service; “you dear one to me”.
705 cumque his: “and along with these”.
705 genus omne ferarum: “the whole race of
beasts” - a second object for effuge. ferarum is
appositive genitive (the beasts are the race).
706 quod: antecedent of this relative pronoun
is genus. The verb of the relative clause is prae-
bet, stated once but used twice: “That racewhich
does not present its back to flight, but presents
its breast to the fight.”
707 virtus tua: “your courage” (closely con-
nected to tua glōria in 547).
707 damnosa: “a source of loss”.†
707 duobus: dative of disadvantage. The “two”
are, of course, Adonis and Venus.†
708 illa quidem monuit: as Bömer notes, qui-
dem has a formal function here, marking one
side of an adversative or paratactic pair with
only a small degree of emphasis (like μέν and
δέ in Greek). “She did make this warning… but
manly courage stands in opposition to warn-
ings.” Do not over-translate quidem with “in-
deed” and the like. Compare 573, illa quidem
immitis, sed.., and especiallymy note on the con-
cessive force of the phrase in 319.
708 iunctis… cycnis: “with her yoked swans”,
ablative of instrument; cf. olorinis alis in line
718.
708 per āĕră: adverbial phrase with carpit iter
at the start of the next line.

702 prō: in front of; instead of; on behalf of
704 domō, domāre, domuī, domitum: to
domesticate, tame, master
704 frēnum, -ī, n.: a bridle, curb, bit

706 pugna, -ae, f.: a battle, combat, fight
707 damnōsus, -a, -um: injurious, destructive
708 cycnus, -ī, m.: the swan
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carpit iter, sed stat monitīs contrāria virtūs.
710 forte suem latebrīs vestīgia certa secūtī

excīvēre canēs, silvīsque exīre parantem
fīxerat oblīquō iuvenis Cinyrēius ictū:
prōtinus excussit pandō vēnābula rōstrō
sanguine tīncta suō trepidumque et tūta petentem

709 carpit iter: idiomatic use of the verb, “made
her way”.
709 stat contraria: subject of stat is virtus at the
end of the line. contraria is a nominative sin-
gular adjective agreeing with virtus, used pred-
icatively, so best translated as if it is an ad-
verb; “stands opposed to” (not “contrary virtue
stands”).†
709 monitis: dative governed by contraria (“op-
posed to warnings”); see A&G 384 on da-
tive with adjectives of fitness etc. and their
opposites.
710 suem: direct object of excivere in the next
line. “Ovid uses oblique forms of sus and aper
interchangeably according to metrical consider-
ations and variatio” (Anderson). In line 715 it is
a trux aper.
710 latebris: ablative of separation with ex (the
prefix to excivere), “out of its den” (plural for
singular).
710 vestigia certa secuti: secuti describes the
canes in the next line, subject of excivere. vesti-
gia (neuter accusative plural) is the direct object
of the participle: “Having followed clear tracks”.
711 excīvēre: = excīvērunt, subject is canes.
711 silvis: ablative of separation with ex (the
prefix to exire), “out of the woods”.
711 exire: complementary infinitivewith paran-
tem, “preparing to leave”.
711 parantem: the boar, now direct object of
fixit in the next line. Translate the participle
with temporal circumstance, using a subordi-
nate clause: “as it was about to leave the woods,
the youth struck it…” Not “preparing to”: see
note on parābat in 229.†
712 fixerat: subject is iuvenis. The pluper-
fect, after perfect excivere and before perfect
excussit, may either be a metrical licence (cf.
fuerat in line 691; in particular it avoids an ini-
tial spondaic word), or a fine attempt to vary
the temporal flow of the narrative (a “back-

ground” tense, like the participles, according
to Bömer). With protinus, probably the latter:
over-translating a bit, “no sooner had the youth
struck it than the boar knocked off the spear”
712 iuvenis Cinyrēĭŭs: antonomasia for Adonis
(son of Cinyras).†
712 obliquo ictu: “with a blow from the side”
(with a spear). Ablative of instrument with fix-
erat. The perspective here is that of the boar
- “from the boar’s side”, not the hunter’s. See
Reed for similar examples in Greek and Latin,
the point being that the sideways blow will
anger the beast, but not kill it outright (contrast
Meleager in 8.419).
713 excussit: subject is the trux aper two lines
below, direct object is venabula (neuter plural
accusative, plural for singular).
713 pando rostro: “with it is crooked snout”, ab-
lative of instrument. Pandus is “a favorite word
of Ovid” (Bömer). Anderson considers the pos-
sibility that the spear stuck in the snout, mak-
ing this an ablative of separation ( with ex in
ex-cussit: “shook it off from”), but this is an un-
necessary and implausible detail.
714 tinctă: “stained”, refers to the venabula
714 sanguine sua: ablative of instrument (a case
could be made for material ablative, since the
blood is the material of the stain rather than
the instrument by which it is applied, but this
doesn’t quite fit with the grammar book defini-
tion of the usage; see A&G 403). suō is reflexive
on the subject of themain verb excussit, the boar.
714 trepidum: “fearful”; = Adonis, direct object
of insequitur in the next line (the boar remains
the subject).
714 tuta: substantive adjective (i.e. functions
as a noun), neuter accusative plural, direct
object of the participle petetem, which also
describes Adonis: “seeking safe places (i.e.
safety)”.

709 contrārius, -a, -um: lying over against,
opposite
709 monitum, -ī, n.: advice, a warning
710 latebra, -ae, f.: a hiding-place, retreat
710 vestīgium, -ī, n.: the sole; tracks, footprints
711 exciō, exciere, excīvi or -iī, excitum:

frighten, rouse, excite
712 ictus, -ūs, m.: a blow, stroke
713 rostrum, -ī, n.: a beak, snout, muzzle
713 venābulum, -ī, n.: a hunting-spear
714 trepidus, -a, -um: restless, agitated

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D384#chapter384
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D403#chapter403
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715 trux aper īnsequitur tōtōsque sub inguine dentēs
abdidit et fulvā moribundum strāvit harēna.
vecta levī currū mediās Cytherēa per aurās
Cypron olōrīnīs nōndum pervēnerat ālīs:
agnōvit longē gemitum morientis et albās

720 flexit avēs illūc, utque aethere vīdit ab altō
exanimem inque suō iactantem sanguine corpus,
dēsiluit pariterque sinum pariterque capillōs
rūpit et indignīs percussit pectora palmīs
715 totos dentes abdidit: “sank its tusks all the
way”. For dentes as tusks (not teeth) see line 550.
715 sub inguine: “into his groin”. For the sense
of sub here, cf. sub robore in line 503.†
716 fulva harena: “on the yellow sand”, ablative
of place-where without preposition.
716 moribundum: adjective describing Adonis,
direct object of stravit. “In his death throes”
(Hill).†
716 stravit: the boar is still the subject, “laid
him out”.
717 vectă: nominative feminine singular par-
ticiple, describing Cytherēa (Venus), the subject
of the main verb pervenerat.
717 levi curru: ablative of instrument with
vecta.
717 medias per auras: = per medias auras:
“through the middle of the sky”. A preposition
“jumping” into the middle of its phrase is called
hyperbaton. Similar to, but not quite the same
as, anastrophe, where a preposition immediately
follows the noun it modifies in quasi-enclitic
fashion.
718 Cypron: Greek accusative singular form;
direct object of pervenerat, “had not yet arrived
at Cyprus”.†
718 olorinis alis: “on her swans’ wings”, abla-
tive of instrument.
719 agnovit: direct object is gemitum, “she rec-
ognized the groaning”.
719 longē: adverb, “from afar” (with agnovit,
not gemitum).
719 gemitum morientĭs: “the groaning of the
dying one”; the present participle is used sub-
stantively (i.e. as a noun); subjective genitive
(moriens gemit -> gemitum morientis).
719 albas: with aves in the next line, direct ob-

ject of flexit.
720 utque: “and when” (ut = cum here)
720 aethere ab alto: = ab aethere alto, “from the
tall sky” (hyperbaton again).
720 vīdit: subject is Venus, direct object is
Adonis, identified by exanimem and iactantem
below.
721 exanimem… iactantem: both present par-
ticiples are direct objects for vidit, describing
Adonis (like the genitive morientis in line 719).
When a participle seems to be the substantive
object of vidit (or another verb of perception), it
is generally better to translate it as circumstan-
tial, understanding an implied noun/pronoun
(“she saw him/Adonis as he breathed his last and
jerked his body”, rather than “she saw the one
breathing his last and jerking his body”).
721 exanimem:
721 suo: with sanguine, ablative of location/place-
where with in; the same as at 5.59 (iactantem in
sanguine).
721 corpus: neuter accusative, direct object of
participle iactantem, “tossing/jerking his body”.
722 desiluit: main verb after the temporal (utque)
clause; Venus is the subject.†
722 pariterque etc: the repetition of both -que
and pariter is unnecessary, but emphatic (capil-
los sinumque pariter would have the samemean-
ing, if not the same effect).
722 capillos… sinum: both are direct objects for
rupit in the next line (“tore at”). A conventional
gesture of feminine grief, like percussit pectora
(“beat her breast”).
723 indignis palmis: ablative of instrumentwith
percussit. “Indignant hands”.†

715 inguen, -inis, n.: the groin
715 insequor, insequi, insecūtus sum: to follow,
follow after
715 trux, trŭcis: wild, rough, savage
716 moribundus, -a, -um: dying, at the point of
death
717 currus, -ūs, m.: a chariot, wagon
717 vehō, vehere, vexī, vectum: carry, bear,
transport

719 agnoscō, agnoscere, agnōvī, agnotum: to
get knowledge of, discern
719 āla, -ae, f.: a wing
719 olōrīnus, -a, -um: of or belonging to swans
720 avis, -is, f.: a bird
721 exanimis, -e: lifeless, dead
722 desiliō, desilīre, desiluī, desultum: to leap
down, dismount
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questaque cum fātīs “at nōn tamen omnia vestrī
725 iūris erunt” dīxit. “lūctus monimenta manēbunt

semper, Adōnī, meī, repetītaque mortis imāgō
annua plangōris peraget simulāmina nostrī;
at cruor in flōrem mūtābitur. an tibi quondam
fēmineōs artūs in olentēs vertere mentās,

730 Persephonē, licuit: nōbīs Cinyrēius hērōs
724 questa cum fatis: “havingmade a complaint
to the fates” (which we don’t hear, although she
does begin her speech by addressing the fates);
queror with cum + ablative is relatively common,
though other constructions (e.g. accusative di-
rect object or apud + accusative) are possible.
Note that queror is deponent.
724 at non..: direct speech begins, dependent
on dixit in the next line. at (found in a minor-
ity of the MSS), strengthened by tamen, signals
her turning away from the unheard complaint,
whilst conceding that she has lost Adonis to the
fates: “Still, in any case…” These two words are
often spoken in combination, attamen (cf. at
enim).
724 non omnia vestri iuris erunt: “not every-
thing will be in your power”; a clear echo of Or-
pheus at the start of the book, line 37, conceding
that Eurydice will eventually grow old and pass
into Dis’ realm (iuris erit vestri; see note there
for the genitive).
725 luctūsmonimenta: “a reminder ofmy grief”.
luctūs is genitive singular (with mei in the next
line), objective genitive (a genitive that repre-
sents, in this instance, an indirect object, one
that would itself have been genitive with a verb
of remembering or reminding). monimenta is
the subject of manebunt.
726 repetita mortis imago: “a repeated image of
your death”, subject of peraget in the next line.
mortis with imago is objective genitive (analo-
gous to simulacrum + genitive, or indeed simu-
lamina plangoris below).†
727 annua: with simulamina, “an annual imitation”.
727 peraget simulamina: “will perform an imitation”.†
727 plangoris: with nostri, “an imitation of my
grief”; objective genitive.
728 at: the word holds no adversative force in
this context; not “but”, rather, “and indeed…”.
“Sometimes an emphasized (but never merely
copulative) and,” L&S I.I; in particular, “In tran-
sition… to a wonderful, terrible, unexpected, or

exciting occurrence or circumstance”, L&S I.B.
728 an: understand, “or is it the case that…” ,
as if Venus anticipates that the fates will forbid
her even the transformation she proposes. What
follows is a paratactic hypothesis, which can be
summarized as “You, Persephone, were allowed
to transform Menthē, but I won’t be allowed to
transform Adonis?”
728 tibi: referring to Persephone, named in two
lines below; indirect object of impersonal licuit
(also two lines below), “it was permitted to you”,
“you were allowed to…” licuit generally takes a
complementary infinitive to express the action
that is allowed, and this is what we find in the
intervening line. The basic construction is tibi
licuit vertere artūs, “you were allowed to trans-
form the body”.
728 femineos artūs: “the body of a woman”
rather than “feminine limbs”. Direct object of
vertere.
728 in olentes mentas: “into fragrant mint”.
730 licuit: stark asyndeton after the verb here.
The end of the line is contrasted to the two pre-
ceding lines, and it is hard to bring out the sense
without adding a conjunction such as “while” or
“but”.
730 nobis: with invidiae below, this forms a
“double dative”. nobis is dative of reference, in-
vidiae is a predicate dative. “A matter of envy”,
but in this context tantamount to “begrudged”,
i.e. not allowed. On predicate dative see note on
line 194 (sibi est oneri cervix, also a double da-
tive); and compare invidiae as predicate dative
in 628.
730 Cinyrēĭŭs heros mutatus: the nominative
for which the dative acts as predicate. Literally,
“the transformed Cinyrean hero will be a matter
of envy for me.” In fact, the transformation (not
Adonis himself) is the thing begrudged, so we
can translate instead “the transformation of the

725 luctus, -ūs, m.: sorrow, mourning, distress
725 monimentum, -ī, n.: monument, memorial,
reminder
726 imāgo, -inis, f.: an imitation, copy, statue,
picture
727 plangor, -ōris, m.: a striking, beating

727 simulāmen, -inis, n.: a copy, imitation
729 artus, artuum, m.: joints, limbs
729 menta, -ae, f.: mint (the plant)
729 oleō, olēre, oluī, —: to emit a smell, smell
of, smell
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invidiae mūtātus erit?” sīc fāta cruōrem
nectare odōrātō sparsit, quī tactus ab illō
intumuit sīc, ut fulvō perlūcida caenō
surgere bulla solet, nec plēnā longior hōrā

735 facta mora est, cum flōs dē sanguine concolor ortus,

heroic son of Cinyras will be begrudged to me”
(a version of the ab urbe condita construction, cf.
390, 452).
731 sic fata: “[Venus,] having spoken thus”.
731 cruorem: “blood”, direct object of sparsit
below, “sprinkled”. Note that the direct ob-
ject of this verb can be the material that is
sprinkled/scattered (here nectar); or, as here,
the thing that it is sprinkled upon (here blood).
In the latter case, the sprinkled material is ex-
pressed with an instrumental ablative (hence
nectare below).
732 nectare odorato: “with perfumed nectar”.†
732 qui: the antecendent is cruor
732 illo: = the nectar. Note the preposition ab:
Reed claims that instrumental ablative with ab
(also describable as ablative of agent with an
inanimate noun) is a regular licence in Ovid, but
that’s not quite right; there is generally a reason
for it. It blurs the line between instrument and
agent, suggesting some kind of agency for the
supposedly inanimate material (such as the gold
that tortures Midas in 11.130). See A&G 405,
note 3: “it occurs also with names of things or
qualities when these are conceived as perform-
ing an action and so are partly or wholly person-
ified”. Given that this divine nectar reanimates
the blood of the dead Adonis as a flower, the us-
age makes sense here. Cf. a numine concita in
line 690.
733 sic, ut: read together; “just as”.
733 ut: the subject and verb of the subordinate
clause are bulla solet in the next line. “just as a
bubble tends to…”
733 perlucida: with bulla in the next line, pos-

sibly predicative, i.e. “grows clear” (the bigger it
gets, the clearer it gets).
733 fulvo caeno: either ablative of place-where
without preposition, or ablative of separation,
depending on whether the bubble is growing in
the mud or out of the mud (the missing preposi-
tion makes the former more likely). Either way,
the adverbial phrase should be taken with surg-
ere in the next line, not the noun bulla (“grow
in/out of yellow mud”, not “a bubble in yellow
mud”).†
734 surgere: the infinitive is complementary
with solet. Obviously we’re not talking about
the customary behaviour of a single bubble;
rather, “it often happens that a bubble arises”
(but be clear that the bulla is the subject of solet;
the impersonal construction in this translation
is not in the Latin).
734 plenā: with horā, ablative of comparison
(“no longer than a full hour”).†
735 cum: cum inversum. The growth of the
flower is the main action of the sentence, but
it is subordinated to its temporal circumstance
(the delay of an hour). The finite verb of the
cum clause is the indicative ortus est (deponent:
“arises”), but Ovid has left it to the reader to un-
derstand est.
735 de sanguine: ablative of source with prepo-
sition, “arises from the blood”.†
735 concolor: “of the same color” (as the blood).
Nominative describing flos; not syntactically
linked to de sanguine, but that meaning is clear.
“Of the same color as the blood” would take a
dative, concolor sanguini.

731 for, fārī, fātus sum: to speak out, say
732 odōrō, odōrāre, odōrāvī, odōrātum: to make
fragrant, perfume
733 caenum, -ī, n.: dirt, filth, mud, mire
733 intumescō, intumescere, intumuī, —: to
swell up, rise

733 perlūcidus, -a, -um: quite clear,
transparent
734 hōra, -ae, f.: an hour
735 concolor, concolōris: of the same color

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D405#chapter405.note3
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D405#chapter405.note3
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quālem, quae lentō cēlant sub cortice grānum,
pūnica ferre solent; brevis est tamen ūsus in illō;
namque male haerentem et nimiā levitāte cadūcum
excutiunt īdem, quī praestant nōmina, ventī.’

736 A rewrite for clarity: ortus est flos,
qualem ferre solent punica, quae granum sub
lento cortice celant.
736 qualem: relative pronoun (“the kind that”).
Antecedent is flos, accusative because direct ob-
ject of ferre (“bear”) in the relative clause. We do
not hear the rest of this relative clause until line
737.
736 quae: neuter nominative plural, introduces
(as subject) a relative clause within the first
one (qualem…), and preceding the its an-
tecedent (punica, “pomegranates”). Translate
the first relative: “the kind (of flower) that
pomegranates often bear”, then add in the sec-
ond, “pomegranates, which hide (celant) their
seed (granum) below their tough rind (lento sub
cortice)”.†
736 lento: “flexible”, but therefore also “tough”
(that which bends does not break).
737 “Four spondees in 736, including an ini-
tial spondaic word, then five dactyls in 737 cre-
ate a considerable contrast” (Anderson).
737 brevis: describes usus, nominative singular
masculine; “short-lived”.
737 usus: “enjoyment”.†
737 in illo: = in illo flore. For usus with in + ab-
lative, compare line 651, quis usus in illis (the
golden apples).

738 haerentem… et… caducum: both ac-
cusatives (participle parallel with adjective) de-
scribe the flower, now the object of excutiunt in
line 739.
738 male haerentem: “barely clinging on”. Rather
than imagining the plant barely clinging to its
soil, it is better to see this as the petals of the
flower barely holding onto their stem. Compare
3.730: frondes… male haerentes alta rapit arbore
ventus.
738 nimia levitate: ablative of cause, explaining
caducum. “Prone to falling, because of its ex-
treme lightness.”
739 excutiunt: subject is venti at the end of
the line (separated from the verb by a relative
clause). “The winds shake it down”. The verb is
used of the north wind shaking the leaves from
a tree at Ars Amatoria 3.162.
739 idem: demonstrative adjective with venti
(“the same winds”), and acting as a correlative
(balancing demonstrative) to qui. “The same
ones that…”
739 qui praestant nomina: “that provide the
name”. The the Greek for wind (ἄνεμος) gives
the anemone, the flower that grows from Ado-
nis’ blood, its name.†

736 cēlō, cēlāre, cēlāvī, cēlātum: to hide, keep
ignorant of
736 grānum, -ī, n.: a grain, seed
737 pūnicum, -ī, f.: the pomegranate plant
738 cadūcus, -a, -um: what has fallen or is
falling; fallen; liable to fall

738 levitās, -ātis, f.: lightness
739 praestō, praestare, praestitī, praestitum: to
stand out; furnish, provide
739 ventus, -ī, m.: wind
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Notes For Page 7:

1 inde: The transition between books is somewhat abrupt and artificial (especially since the reason for
the god’s journey, Orpheus’ call, is delayed until line 3), but allows for a swift and even paradoxical switch
from happy ending to doomed beginning. Galinsky writes: “in order to connect the stories of Iphis and
of Orpheus, Ovid simply has Hymenaeus, the god of marriage, fly from one wedding to the other. Ovid
strives to give some meaningful role to Hymenaeus by lingering over the details of the bad omens which
Hymenaeus produces at the wedding of Orpheus and Eurydice and by making these omens lead up to
Eurydice’s death, but such detail only emphasizes its extraneous and artificial nature” (Galinsky 1975 p.
100).
croceo amictu: As Reed notes, this image of a god descending through the air also plays on the Homeric
epithet for the dawn, κροκόπεπλος, perhaps in imitation of Homer’s use of such descriptions to separate
episodes. The god dressed in the bride’s clothing and carrying a pine torch, however, is borrowed from
Catullus 61 (e.g. line 8, flammeum cape laetus). Ovid represents the god in similar fashion in Heroides
21, even imagining the color of his dress migrating to become a blush on his cheek, thereby making him
even more bride-like (170: quique erat in palla, transit in ora rubor). Hersch 2010 dwells at some length on
the significance of the wedding god’s transvestism, arguing (p.257) that he offers primarily an apotropaic
confusion of categories and a scapegoat substitute for the liminal bride: a signal failure in this instance,
then.
3 Orphēā: There are two reasons we would expect Orpheus’ summons to be effective: he is a divinely
inspired poet who can summon even a grove of trees to hear his song; and Catullus addresses Hymenaeus
as the son of the muse Urania, which would make him the cousin of Orpheus, who is the son of Calliope
(others apparently made them brothers). Though Orpheus is obviously calling for Hymenaeus’ attendance
at his wedding (from afar), we might compare Catullus 61.54, te timens cupida novus/ captat aure mari-
tus: “fearfully the new husband listens for you with desirous ear”. Hymenaeus’ role is to accompany the
wedding procession to fetch the bride from her father’s house, while the grooms waits nervously at home.
What he hears will, presumably, be the sound of the approaching procession. Cf. also Catullus 61.3-4, rapis
teneram ad virum/ virginem.
voce: voce vocatur is a straightforward example of polyptoton (use of words formed from the same root);
it is repeated in the same line position and also of summoning a god at 571 (voce vocari), suggesting that
the device itself (above all the repetition involved) is considered ritually effective. As Wills notes (1996
p.248), this is also modeled on a similar device (spread over two lines) in Vergil’s version (Georgics 4.525-
6): “later authors typically apply the phrase to a frustrated call… But consider Met. 3.382, voce ‘veni’ magna
clamat: vocat illa vocantem. In the first half of the line Ovid appears restrained…, then dramatically plays
the cards he has saved to create a mirror effect.” On polyptoton in general Wills says (p.213-4), “For an
author like Ovid, interested in making surprising connections, polyptoton can be a handmaiden of wit and
irony, suggesting hidden connections between apparently diverse elements… Ovid’s taste for polyptoton
(like that for certain other types of repetition) fits his interest in paradox by juxtaposing common aspects
of otherwise opposing characters or settings…”

Notes For Page 8:

131
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4 adfuit: Compare Venus’ “attendance” at the marriage of Pygmalion and the ivory girl at line 295 (coni-
ugio adest dea), which is more or less a euphemism for her blessing the couple with fertility. At the end of
this book Hippomenes will ask for Venus’ aid with the simple imperative ades, and as Reed notes, the verb
is at the center of the ritual marriage chant we hear in Catullus 61, ades o Hymenaee.
nec… nec… nec…: This standard rhetorical device of negative enumeration is quickly mirrored by Or-
pheus’ own version of it in 20-21. The device later provides descriptive variation in the catalog of trees,
90-92, but here it seems best to compare it to other descriptions of those who have lost control of the
situation; e.g. Phaethon (2.168-70, 2.191-2). Its most common function (as here) is to draw attention to
the way a description or situation deviates from the expected norm, and we find something similar in the
description of Apollo becoming a hunter at 170-2, though there Ovid adds in the extra trick of double nega-
tion (non recusat, “he does not refuse”). For the device’s use in a similarly ominous description (also with
double negation), cf. the Sibyl’s prediction at Aeneid 6.88 (Non Simois tibi, nec Xanthus, nec Dorica castra/
defuerint).
5 laetos vultus: Since vultus is often plural for singular (“poetic plural”), Reed interprets this as the face
of the god, comparing Catullus 61.8, flammeum cape laetus. “Here the face of the god, that is his physical
appearance, is the bringer of blessings.” laetus is indeed the epithet of a benevolent god (“luck-bringing”
as Bömer puts it), but in combination with the other two objects of attulit, a comparison with Claudia’s
ritually cheerful face at Fasti 4.343 seems more appropriate: praecedit… laeto vultu. Ovid probably means
to have it both ways, but if we must choose, the faces are (or would be, if things were going better) those
of the celebrants.
felix omen: We could read the negative here as litotes (understatement): “he didn’t bring a happy omen”
= “he brought an unhappy omen”; but the omen of the sputtering torch is marked as separate from this by
quoque, so probably not. Note the spondaic rhythm of the three negatives, a rhythm that starts with sed in
the previous line, with the exception of the 5th feet, which are spondees only very rarely (there are none
in book 10). Though commentators often make ambitious leaps from sound pattern to signification, it does
seem fair to interpret the rhythm as one of foreboding. Note too that this is what Winbolt would call an
“unsmooth” or consonantal line: each word ends in a syllable closed by two consonants, until the end of
the fifth foot (Winbolt 1903 pp.163-5). That pattern is rare and clearly emphatic: compare 18 (getting the
listener’s attention at the start of a persuasive speech), 146 (the sound imitates the tuning of strings?), 343,
440, 471 (the pattern conveys Orpheus’ disgust at Myrrha’s incest), 638 (a punctuating transition); cf. also
258, 264, 576, 709. There are no entirely consonantal lines in this poem (the fifth foot dactyl makes such a
pattern quite challenging, and Ovid is not much of a one for fifth foot spondees).
6 fax: If we are to take this literally, Hymenaeus is to be imagined as visibly present at the ceremony,
fulfilling the role of torch-bearer. Better perhaps to understand that he is imagined as invisibly participating
(despite the vividly comic description below of the god waving his torch to try to rekindle it) and mirroring
the human ritual with his own equipment.
quoque quam: Ovid enjoys this combination of sounds, especially at the start of the line: see note on
quae quamquam in line 499.
7 invenit: Ovid uses the same idiom at Ars Amatoria 2.441-2, where the subject is a burnt out ignis, which
“finds its flames” (flammas invenit) with the help of some sulphur. The comparison helps us see that here
the fax (not Hymenaeus) should be taken as the subject of invenit, though the god is of course the one
waving the torch to try to rekindle it. Hymenaeus performs the same trick with slightly more success
(vix) at Heroides 21.162. Much of the humor in this image comes from what Galinsky terms the “logical
incongruity” of Ovid’s descriptions: it is logical that the wedding god should have a torch, and any reader
would be familiar with this way of trying to rekindle a torch; but by the time the picture is complete, logic
has given way to incongruity, and the god looks comically mundane. As a prime example of this device,
Galinsky picks out the description of Olympian topography and customs in book 1: “Ovid is not satisfied
merely with modernizing the myth, but he pushes modernization to the point of incongruity… The reader
is asked to believe that even the gods worship household gods” (Galinsky 1975 p.29). There is perhaps a
further allusion to one of the famous sententiae of Latro, to which Ovid was reportedly quite partial: Non
vides ut immota fax torpeat, ut exagitata reddat ignes? Mollit viros otium… (quoted by Seneca Controversiae
2.2.8, along with Ovid’s more explicit (and ironic) rewriting of it at Amores 1.2.11-12).

Notes For Page 9:

8 exitus auspicio gravior: Anderson describes this phrase as a sententia, as if aspiring to be awell-known
saying. This makes sense given the missing verb (platitudes and brachylogy flock together), and the rather
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obvious nature of the statement (of course the sputtering torch is a minor inconvenience compared to
what it forebodes; omens are generally less painful than the events they predict). It is not, however, found
elsewhere in extant Latin.
9 Nāĭădum: For the scansion and form compare the same word formed as naĭdĕs in 504; and see Ken-
ney 1999 p.332: “[Greek feminines in -ias] were evidently not especially favoured [in poetry] before the
Hellenistic period… Callimachus and Apollonius provide most of the Greek examples… in [Callimachus]
and Apollonius it verges on a mannerism. As such it was clearly recognized and exploited, for the same
reasons, by Ovid in his turn. It is by no means the only game that he plays with Greek proper names, but
it is particularly distinctive and individual to him, and it deserves to rank as one of his many trademarks.”
10 dente recepto: As Bömer notes, recipere is not the most obvious word choice for suffering a bite, but
there may be a deliberate echo of 2.652, where it is the serpent’s poision that is “received”; and the verb
is occasionally used of wounds from weapons (e.g. ense recepto, Lucan Pharsalia 2.194, possibly imitating
Ovid). As often with participial phrases, especially the ablative absolute, good translation sometimes re-
quires not only using a subordinate clause, but switching from passive to active voice: “after she received
the tooth of a snake in her ankle” is somewhat better English.
11 satis: Ovid makes gentle fun of Vergil’s more extravagant description of Orpheus’ grief, Georgics
4.464ff. This dismissal of Orpheus’ mourning mirrors the brevity with which the whole story of Eury-
dice’s death is told, a brevity which matches that of Persephone’s own descent to the underworld at 5.385:
visa est, dilectaque raptaque (a description which hints at the dangerous power of vision we will encounter
in this episode).
ad superas: For the idiom of flere ad superos (superos is substantive, meaning ‘the gods’), compare Aeneid
6.481, multum fleti ad superos… Dardanidae (“Trojans much-mourned to the gods above”); for other ad-
dresses ad superos, cf. Ex Ponto, 2.2.23, ad superos haec fer mandata; also Heroides 18.170. Reed wonders
if “perhaps superae aurae is a metaphor for the gods above?”, which misses the joke, for (as he goes on to
note) there is a second allusion here: that of speaking pointlessly into the wind: most vividly in Catullus
70.3-4, mulier cupido quod dicit amanti, in vento et rapida scribere oportet aqua.
Rhodopēĭŭs: As Bömer notes, the geographical epithet isn’t used by Greek authors, and that’s exactly
why Ovid chooses it.

Notes For Page 10:

14 simulacra functa sepulcro: Compare 4.434, umbraeque recentes descendunt illac simulacraque functa
sepulcris: “new shades, and ghosts just done with burial, go down by that way.” Why does Ovid choose
to describe the shades as simulacra in this context? The word recalls the Greek εἴδωλα, and is used by
Lucretius for ghosts (e.g. 1.123); but in Ovid it tends to refer to statues or other artistic depictions (it is hard
not to think of graveyard statues in this context). He uses it of ghosts only here, in the parallel passage at
4.434, and at 14.112 (the ghost of Anchises), out of 29 occurrences. It is, moreover, an important word for
the theme of metamorphosis, especially in this book (e.g. Pygmalion’s animation of his ivory girl statue as
the reverse of Orpheus’ loss of Eurydice; and Hippomenes’ offence against the veterum simulacra deorum).
Perhaps the implication is that these souls are part way through their transformation from humans, via
the material but inert matter of the tomb, to their new identity as the populi of the underworld. Conceived
of as shades, moreover, they will be nothing but an imitation: compare the simulatas umbras of line 596.
Compare also Fasti 2.565 animae tenues et corpora functa sepulcris, where the dead have not yet lost their
“bodies” despite the burial rites.
15 Persephonēn adiīt: This form of her name always occurs at the start of the line (cf. 5.479, 10.730);
otherwise she occurs as Latinized Proserpina, spanning the 4th and 5th feet (5.391, 505, 530, 554). Note that
Ovid (unlike Vergil) regularly lengthens the last syllable of verbs ending iit (an archaizing license found
frequently in Plautus).
inamoenaque regna: The compound inamoena is possibly Ovid’s coining, a version of Homer’s ἀτερπέα
χῶρον (Odyssey 11.94); but there may also be an allusion to a Varro’s derivation of amoenus from amor,
adding a certain irony to Orpheus’ speculation about the presence of the godAmor in the underworld in 26-
7 (see Hinds 2002 p.131). Negative adjectives prefixed with in- are highly Ovidian; this one escapes the lists
of Ovidian compounds in Kenney 1973 (pp.121-2) but his observations on similar participles is relevant here
too: “An especially rich category of Ovidian coinages and hapax legomena is that of participles compounded
with the negative prefix in-. Like many of the other compound words discussed these are often long, but
they do not merely serve to fill up the line: they can be used with widely differing effect.”
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Notes For Page 11:

16 umbrarum dominum: Reed’s attempt to read the genitive as also a genitive of characteristic with
regna is not correct, except insofar as Ovid’s word order frequently tricks his reader into making such
mistakes.
17 sic ait: Note the use of ait for what has been explicitly described as a song. For Bömer this marks the
“rhetorical character of the song”, though this may be too fine a distinction, at least from the point of view
of the Greek epic genre upon which Ovid is modeling his work.
18 in quem reccidimus: We fall back to the underworld because we return to our beginnings, according
to Orphic theories (pace Reed, who says it has to do with paying debts); but there is also a foreshadowing
of Eurydice’s sudden return to the underworld: relapsa (57), revoluta (63); also occidit in line 10. On the
application of the prefix re-, see note on retexite in line 31.
quicquidmortale creamur: creatur is a common variant, but that is, as Reed suggests, an attempt to offer
an easy fix for the problem (“una banalizzazione”) which doesn’t take into account the person of reccidimus.
Much of the structure is mirrored in line 32, where omnia (neut. pl.) is the subject of debemur (“we are
owed”), just as a neuter singular relative pronoun is used as the subject, and a neuter singular adjective as
the predicate, of creamur (“we are created”) here.
Ovid’s process is something like this: he starts with an expression like nos qui mortales creamur, “we who
are created as / born as mortals”. He then decides to make it a little less trite and as general as possible.
First he changes the “nos qui” into “quiqui”, “whoever” (i.e. indefinite, since after all he’s not talking about
some specific group of people, but anyone, whoever they may be, who is born mortal). Then he changes
“mortales” into the singular “mortale”, because the singular expresses most clearly the idea of “mortal as
opposed to divine” (cf. 2.56, non est mortale, quod optas; also 3.610, 4.539, 14.603; probably also with a hint
of the common mortale genus, as at 1.188, 1.260, 1.365, 15.139). Finally, most confusingly for the syntax
and translation, the pronoun (quiqui) changes (by attraction) to quicquid to agree with neuter singular
mortale, rather than the implied m/f plural subject of creamur (nos). For this neuter, Salis compares partitive
genitives in Horace Epodes 5.1 deorum quidquid in caelo regit; Satires 1.6.1 Lydorum quidquid; Lucan 7.363
quidquid hominum sumus; these are similar, but we have no partitive genitive here.
19 falsi positis ambagibus orĭs: Metonymy, since the words it speaks, not the mouth, are false, though
Ovid plays on the literal idea of a “false mouth” at 291-2, oraque tandem / ore suo non falsa premit. ambages
are literally “goings around, diversions” (related to ambiguus); for the metaphorical use, cf. 3.692, 7.520,
14.57 (obscurum verborum ambage novorum… carmen); and for the idea of “getting to the point” suggested
here, cf. 4.475, non longis opus est ambagibus,’ inquit; facta puta.
20 sinitis: For a similar conditional managing the flow of narrative, cf. 304, si tamen admissum sinit hoc
natura videri. Despite the extension of the thought over a line and a half, Orpheus’ condition does not
imply any doubt about his audience’s wish to hear the truth, nor that he might consider making a false
account; it is a version of a common rhetorical ploy for marking the truth of one’s statements: “if you want
the truth…” etc. Compare 5.16, verum si quaeris; 9.738, si verum profitemur ; cf. also 15.773.
ut opaca viderem Tartara: Anderson notes, “Orpheus denies that he comes as a mere tourist; cf the visit
of Aeneas to the underworld in Aeneid 6: he limited himself essentially to observing”. Orpheus mentions
Cerberus below because Vergil’s Charon grumpily complains about the visit of Hercules to steal the dog
(Aeneid 6.392-7). For videre as equivalent to visere (“visit, view”), see L&S II.B.5, and cf. Hermaphroditus at
4.293-4, ignotis errare locis, ignota videre flumina gaudebat.

Notes For Page 12:

21 ŭtī: When Ovid uses the infinitive of utor (uti, two long vowels), he likes to place it at the end of the
line (e.g. 6.151, 6.684; true also for rhymes of the word, such as secuti, soluti, acuti).
22 Medūsaeī: Though it is not mentioned in this part of the episode, Ovid’s Cerberus is Medusa-like not
just because of his snaky necks, but because he has the power of petrifying (see Olenos in line 67). There
is no family relation implied. Heath has important observations on the reason for the poet mentioning
Cerberus here, the dog’s unexpected absence from the list of ‘stupefied’ figures in 41-44, and his appearance
in the similes that describe Orpheus’ own stupefaction: “Cerberus is not silenced or frozen in his tracks
by Orpheus as we might have expected. The hound appears to miss Orpheus’ performance altogether.
Instead, he is brought on stage at the crucial moment of Orpheus’ failure strangely possessing Orphic (and
Medusean) powers. Ovid reverses the traditional sequence by having Cerberus silence someone else (who
is directly compared to Orpheus) in the same fashion as Orpheus usually silences Cerberus. It is Orpheus
who is struck dumb, frozen: stupuit” (Heath 1996 p.363).
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24 crescentesque abstulit annos: A reference to Eurydice’s relative youthfulness; a Greek or Roman
bride would usually be in her mid teens. Metonymy, since she is the one growing, not her years (cf. the
same phrase at Ars Amatoria 1.61), though years do grow too (Fasti 2.1, cum carmine crescit et annus, “the
year grows along with the song”).
25 posse pati volui: It is hard not to hear in posse pati a foreshadowing echo of Pythagoras’ skeptical
disdain for unenlightened fear of underworld bogeymen at 15.157: corpora… mala posse pati non ulla
putetis!
nec me temptasse negabo: We can take the double negative as litotes: he presumably needs to show
that he did try to accept her death before this last resort (cf. ne non temptaret et umbras in line 12), not
defend against allegations that he did so, as negabo would imply. His audience, then, would be supposed to
understand “I assure you that I really did try”. Then again, Orpheus’ non-denial is more naturally under-
stood as rhetorically equivalent to confessional asides such as that in 643 (motaque sum, fateor), or indeed
to Odysseus’ defiant acceptance of a charge at 13.315: nec me suasisse negabo (cf. also 2.568, and Sinon
at Aeneid 2.78-9, ‘cuncta equidem tibi, rex, fuerit quodcumque, fatebor/ vera,’ inquit; ‘neque me Argolica de
gente negabo’). If the sense really is confessional, one wonders at its motivation here. Perhaps it is simply
the embarrassment of a lover admitting that he did, in fact, try to forget his beloved; but Cucchiarelli ar-
gues (in far too brief and allusive a paper) that the phrase hints at Vergil’s references to Gallus (with, for
instance, posse pati mirroring malle pati at Eclogue 10.33; and non negabo alluding to rumors of censorship
of Gallus’ role in the Georgics), thereby determining from the outset our reception of Orpheus as an elegiac
rather than epic poet: “This is why, in the mutata forma of the Metamorphoses, Orpheus cannot separate
himself from his Gallan shade; it is the destiny of a literary tradition already written, and its ‘undeniability’
belongs, ironically, to Ovid” (Cucchiarelli 2000 p.215). This argument involves, though it tries not to rely
on it, Servius’ report that Vergil’s Orpheus story in Georgics 4 is a hasty replacement for an extended, and
later censored, praise of the elegist Gallus: Ad Georg. 4.1, laudes Galli habuit locus ille qui nunc Orphei
continet fabulam; quae inserta est postquam irato Augusto occisus est. Servius’ report has been effectively
debunked by W.B. Anderson (1933; e.g. p.39,“It is wonderful how the many keen Virgilians who support
Servius persist in representing Virgil as at once a boor and a born idiot”).

Notes For Page 13:

26 sit: For the rhetorical force of the two-word period at the start of the line, cf. Myrrha fugit in 476 (and
see note there for other examples).
27 sed et hīc: Ovid is modifying one of his own formulas here: though the combination is not found
in earlier poets, sed et followed by the demonstrative hic/haec/hoc appears several times in this poem;
elsewhere, however, it always has the sense “this one too” or “even this one”, rather different from its use
here (5.30, 6.10, 6.458, 7.718, 8.643, 13.493; there are only seven other examples of sed et, and only four of
those do not involve a pronoun). sed et was itself clearly considered unpoetic and perhaps forensic: it is
common in Cicero, but not found in poetry before Ovid.
dubito: Ovid here alludes to his own version of the Persephone story, where Venus calls on Cupid to
inspire Dis with desire for Persephone, precisely so that she may “extend her empire” and love may be
acknowledged to rule in all three realms of the world (5.371, Tartara quid cessant?)
sed… tamen: auguror is literally to observe and interpret omens, and Orpheus uses the word carefully to
mark his status as a priest-poet (in this poem the verb is otherwise used only by Teiresias, 3.519); but used
metaphorically, it indicates interpreting or reasoning from any kind of evidence, a sense explained by the
exemplum in lines 28-29.
28 mentita: Personified Fama is famously described as inhabiting the original echo chamber at 12.46–
58: mixtaque cum veris passim commenta vagantur milia rumorum confusaque verba volutant. For more
on Ovid’s use of terms such as fama, rumor, and fabula, see note on line 561, and Barchiesi 2002, p.195
n.29: “Typically, references to Fama establish a polarity between an author’s dependence on and innovation
within a previous tradition, but in this poem, where the richness of tradition becomes difficult to master, the
main effect is to stress the reader’s dependence on the author as the only force able to control background
noise and give a narrative shape to this interplay of competing narrators.”

Notes For Page 14:

29 per: ego is of course not governed by per ; in “swearing by” phrases the preposition may be juxtaposed
with nouns and pronouns that it does not directly govern, especially ego: cf. 3.658, per tibi nunc ipsum…
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adiuro (= per ipsum tibi adiuro); and a more complicated example at 7.854. The device is an archaism: cf.
Ennius Scaenica 10, per ego deum, Plautus Menaechmi 990, per ego vobis deos… dico; also Aeneid 4.314,
12.56-60.
30 Chăŏs: ThoughOvid is the first we knowof to directly equateHesiodic chaos (the originator of all) with
the underworld, Vergil includes him as one of the three infernal gods invoked by Dido’s dubious priests at
Aeneid 4.510-11, Erebumque Chaosque/ tergeminamque Hecaten. Cf. also Aeneid 6.265 Di, quibus imperium
est animarum, umbraeque silentes/ et Chaos et Phlegethon, loca nocte tacentia late. As the last example makes
clear, the logic seems to be that the underworld retains the unformed, empty (despite constant immigration)
and silent nature of the original state of creation, and the shades that descend there reflect that emptiness
materially. There may, further, be an idea that death is, for humans, a return to a primal state of being (cf.
2.299, in chaos antiquum confundimur). Compare also Ovid’s equation of Ianus to Chaos as a res prisca at
Fasti 1.103, me Chaos antiqui (nam sum res prisca) vocabant.
silentia: Bömer says silentia (neuter accusative plural, modified by per) is poetic plural (= “silence”), but
it is surely metonymic (= loca silentia, almost in hendiadys with loca above); cf. the poet and his wife
travelling through the muta silentia of line 53. Elsewhere (e.g. 1.206, 384) the plural makes sense as the
individual silences of multiple people. The genitive regni is possessive, in the spatial/geographic sense.
31 properata fata: Orpheus alludes to the old theme of humans who die before their appointed time
(usually by their own foolishness, e.g. Aegisthus in Odyssey 1.34, ὑπὲρ μόρον) without explaining why he
thinks Eurydice was not fated to die yet.
32 omnia: Reed compares Ex Ponto 1.1.77, superi, quorum sumus omnia. The difficulty is avoided in some
MSS by reading debemus and taking omnia as its object, but that misses the reference to an old Greek motif,
found first in Simonides 139.2 Diehl: θανάτῳ πάντες ὀφειλόμεθα (“an exact reflection of debemur”, as Salis
observes). Cf. also Horace Ars Poetica 63.
33 sedem properamus ad unam: properamus, recalling properata fata from line 31, is an example of
a low-impact repetition: we must assume it is deliberate, but it would be a mistake to read too much
significance into it; compare gratulor in 305-6. This is an instance of what Wills (1996) calls “modification”,
though he tends to seek outmore significance in suchmoments than I am suggesting. Schiesaro’s comments
on repetition (including large scale repetition such as the reworking of whole episodes, as with Byblis and
Myrrha) as an aesthetic response to an overloaded tradition may be helpful here: “Omnia iam vulgata
(Virgil Georgics 3.4, ‘all is trite’) was felt to be an appropriate comment already in Virgil’s times. Ovid takes
his illustrious predecessor at his word, and proceeds to explore the expressive potential of repetition and
predictability, of viewing the world without any illusion that a direct take is possible, but with the belief
that artificiality can, paradoxically, heighten original perception” (2002 p.72).
34 vosque: a striking enjambment, starting a clause with the last word of the line (the pronoun is the
subject of tenetis at the end of the next line); striking not least because a very weak syllable (enclitic -que,
the most commonly elided syllable) has to be heard as heavy/long at the end of the line. Compare and
contrast 8.507 (solacia vosque / ipsa sequar), where vosque is also last word in the line, but does not start a
new clause. Such enjambment with -que is not, however, uncommon, and Ovid clearly enjoys the effect:
he ends a line with -que quite regularly (267 times in the poem), usually in coordination with the syntax
of the line itself, not the next one; but for the enjambment, especially with nouns, cf. 2.386, 4.188, 4.228,
5.28, 6.486, 6.702 etc., even quaeque at 7.79; in book 10, cf. especially 27 (honorque), 410 (torumque) and 592
(quaeque). On lengthening -que for poetic effect, compare lilĭăque in 262.

Notes For Page 15:

35 humani generis: Exact identification of the relation is a little tricky. Genitive with superlative is
often a partitive genitive (“the cleverest of the students”), but note that this requires that the superlative
thing (that one super-clever student) be a member of the set described by the genitive (all the students).
That’s not exactly the case here; the reign is not a member of the human race. Subjective and Objective
relations both suggest themselves, but it is not clear that we are talking about reigns either “by” or “over”
the whole human race. We should, then, still describe it as a partitive genitive, but recognize that something
is missing: “the longest reign of all the reigns reigned over/in/by [people in] the human race”. Further, since
Pluto and Persephone are not human, the superlative implies a comparative: “longer than any known to
the human race”. Reed compares 14.111, regna novissimamundi, which he translates as “the last of the three
realms of the world”, but mundi there does not seem to be in the same relation as humani generis here. We
might more profitably compare Caesar B.G. 2.4.7 for a similar constructio ad sensum with partitive genitive:
Dīviciācum, totius Galliae potentissimum (= ”most powerful of all the rulers in Gaul”).
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37 iuris… vestri: This is a consciously legal metaphor, one that would be used when a man gave his
daughter in marriage to another, or when he released a divorced wife to the authority of her father or
brother. See L&S on the same genitive with sui iuris, “under one’s own authority” (s.v. suus, II.c.8.b.α).
Compare 725, sed non tamen omnia vestri iuris erunt (of the Fates), and contrast mei spolium iuris in 8.424
“the spoil that is my due”. That is indeed a genitive of quality, but here Eurydice is already in that relation
to Pluto.
pro munere: Reed’s “in exchange for my gift (i.e. song)” is attractive, and fits better with Orpheus’ bar-
gaining rhetoric. The parallels, however, securely indicate the surface meaning is simply “as a favor”; e.g.
2.99, poenam pro munere poscis “you ask for punishment as favor” (not “instead of a favor”); also Remedia
Amoris 277, Ex Ponto 4.10.15.
poscimus usum: Though we need not downplay the forensic sense of the word as Bömer does, he is
right to see allusion to a motif of “use” in the book (see 93, 286, 565, 651, 658, 737). For the role of usus in
metamorphosis elsewhere in the poem, cf. 1.408, 3.359, 6.410, 14.98, 14.553. It is hard not to hear also a
reference to marriage by usus, where married status is achieved by consent and cohabitation: the wedding
ceremony was a failure, but Orpheus wants to try a second, different version of marriage.
39 nolle redire: We can also describe nolle as an infinitive in a subject noun clause: “to-not-want-to-return
is decided”. If we describe it this way (which is common), the clause with the infinitive is regarded as the
subject of certum est (which is therefore not technically impersonal, since impersonal verbs don’t have
subjects). This isn’t mutually exclusive of saying it is implied indirect speech with the impersonal verb:
they are two different conventions for describing the same structure.

Notes For Page 16:

41 exsangues animae: The adjective is used elsewhere of the body transformed into a thing (e.g. 2.64,
2.831), and so perhaps reinforces the idea of death as a stage of transformation here (see note on line 14).
nec… stupuitque et: The combination of alternating negative and positive statements here is artful, but
awkward to translate. In this sentence there are 6 finite verbs in coordinated clauses starting with flebant
animae; the logic is positive (flebant), negative (nec captavit), positive (stupuit), negative (nec carpsere),
positive (vacarunt), positive (sedisti). Despite the intervening positive (stupuit), the first nec needs to be
understood as the initiator of a negative list (nec captavit nec carpsere), not as equivalent to et non.
42 stupuit… orbis: stupuit is a verb we’d expect to have a human subject (Ixion; cf. Orpheus’ own stupor
in 64, and Pygmalion in 287) but Ovid plays with hypallage here; see notes on lines 78 and 95.
43 Bēlĭdĕs: For the Greek patronymic ending (-ides etc.) applied to grandchildren, descendants further
removed, or used geographically (a mark of Alexandrian learning), cf. Iliaden (160), Taenarides (183), Oe-
balide (196).

Notes For Page 17:

48 umbras etc: The word order is challenging for two reasons: umbras has been moved forward, sepa-
rated from its adjective by the pronoun and verb (erat illa); and inter has been delayed. Latin word order is
flexible, but placing a preposition after the noun it governs (effectively making it a “postposition”) is poetic,
and not normal (though it is not uncommon). The rhetorical term for switching expected word order like
this (especially with prepositions) is anastrophe.
50 hanc… et legem: This little rhetorical witticism is called zeugma, “yoking together” two very different
things. Usually (as here) this means giving a verb two very different kinds of object, e.g. a literal one and
a metaphorical one. He literally, physically accepted (i.e. received) Eurydice; he mentally accepted (i.e.
agreed to) the conditions. Compare line 557 where, as here, the expression is supposed to be amusing (and
funnier there than here). Kenney, in one of his reviews of Bömer (1972, p.40), argues that we should be
using the term syllepsis here, and that zeugma should be reserved strictly for instances where only one of
several object or subjects is in any way appropriate for the verb, as in Vergil Georgics 1.92-3, Aeneid 2.780,
5.340—1 (a device not found in this poem, though Ovid perhaps comes near with his use of adflavit in 313).
For the interrelated histories of the terms see Tissol 1988 pp.219-20; and for further discussion of Ovid’s
use of this device see note on 474.

Notes For Page 18:

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dsuus
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51 ne flectat… exierit valles: Clauses of prohibition tout court are actual, direct negative commands
(“dont do this!”), and we could also call this an indirect prohibition, but since it is used in clear apposition
to legem, it is a useful opportunity to think about the idea of a noun clause (which is a more generalisable
linguistic term). See A&G 560 for more on noun clauses. On the logic of the prohibition, Bowra says (1952
p.116): “Orpheus was not so much forbidden to look back at Eurydice as to look back at all, and this was
not a test of his patience or his obedience, but an application of the old rule that the living should keep their
eyes averted from the powers of the dead”. That is perhaps the best explanation for the kernel of the myth,
and it fits with the examples of petrifaction in 64-71, but it need not fully determine Ovid’s understanding
or our appreciation of it.
52 exierit: There are 3 reasons for reading as perfect subjunctive: 1) the temporal clause refers to the past
from the narrator’s perspective, even though the verb describes an action in the character’s future (this
accounts for the perfect tense); 2) we should expect subjunctive in a subordinate clause within indirect
discourse; 3) the action it denotes is not completed, only anticipated.
inrita: For the idea of dona inrita, Salis compares Fasti 4.558 and Catullus 66.85. Cf. also the more direct
model, Vergil’s account of Orpheus in Georgics 4.519-20, raptam Eurydicen atque inrita Ditis / dona querens.
The term continues the legalistic diction found in annos iustos in 36 and iuris vestri in 37.
53 carpitur adclivĭs trames: It’s worth wondering why Ovid chooses to use a passive verb here: viam
carpere and the like is a common metaphor (e.g. 3.12, 8.207. 11.139), but it is not found elsewhere in Latin
with the “way” as the subject of the the passive form. There is perhaps an echo of the impersonal use of
ire, as with Persephone in Fasti 4.443, paulatim longius itur, “the journey takes a little longer”. I suspect,
however, the main purpose is to emphasize the non-agency of Eurydice.
permuta silentia: The adjective/noun phrase is pleonastic (mute = silent), but one that evidently appealed
to Ovid: cf. muta silet in line 389, and the same muta silentia in 4.433, 7.184.
55 afuĕrunt: note scansion. Almost all the MSS give afuerant, but the pluperfect seems out of place. Salis
puts the case succinctly: the pluperfect is “a metrical correction by some copyists who did not know that
the ending -erunt can be scanned -ĕrunt”.
56 ne deficeret metuens: We may wonder at Orpheus’ carelessness, but Ovid surely has a famous ex-
ample in mind (albeit one that may be modeled on this very myth, as argued in Briggs 1979): Aeneas’
loss of Creusa in Aeneid 2, with the hero failing to look back until it is too late (nec prius amissam respexi
animumve reflexi/ quam tumulum antiquae Cereris sedemque sacratam/ venimus, Aeneid 2.741-3).
avidus: Reed has a good note on the phrase avidus videndi: the 2nd century grammarian Paulus Festus
argued (wrongly) that avidus is derived from “not seeing”; avidus a non videndo propter nimiam cupiditatem
appellatur- “avidus comes from not seeing because of too much desire”.

Notes For Page 19:

58 prendique et prendere: On the repetition and “voice reversal” here (and other similar examples, such
as 2.781, 15.182), Wills writes (1996 p.296-7), “The pairing of a grammatical structure with its own inversion
creates a mirror effect, ideal for expressing reciprocity and reversal… The schools of declamation may have
had an influence here…, but there is also Homeric precedent (Il. 11.410 ἤ τ’ ἔβλητ’ ἤ τ’ ἔβαλ’ ἄλλον and the
formulaic 4.451 et al. ὀλλύντων τε καὶ ὀλλυμένων).” Note, too, that this scene is to a certain extent crafted
so as to be ready for imitation at the point of Orpheus’ own death in 11.39-40: tendentemque manus et in
illo tempore primum/ inrita dicentem (compare that useless speech to Eurydice’s barely heard words below).
59 infelix arripit: Given the rapid changes of subject, there is some debate about whether Orpheus or
Eurydice is now the subject (surely an intended effect). Reed suggests Eurydice. Anderson: “snatching at
retreating air belongs among the formulaic notions of one who sees a dream or vision of a beloved one…
or has contact with the dead”, i.e. Orpheus (cf. especially Odyssey 11.204-8). It seems to me that Ovid
offers us one reading, but then conclusively contradicts it. Orpheus has been the dominant subject, and
despite finding Eurydice as the subject at the end of 57, we naturally read him as the continuing subject
(especially for the reasons cited by Anderson, and also because cedentes is suggestive of Eurydice’s descent).
But line 60, where Eurydice is the subject but no change is signalled, forces us to reread her as the subject
of intendens, certans and arripit. Contrast careful management of change of subject in line 62 (ille). We
might add that infelix is the label of the unfortunate female lover in this book (70, 443).
60 quicquam: Often internal objects are formed from the same root as the verb (“speak a speech”), and
then we also call them cognate accusatives. Some commentators even treat “cognate” and “internal” as
equivalent. Translation here is relatively straightforward: “she did not make any complaint”. We could
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also say “she did not complain at all”, though that would turn the internal object relation into an adverbial
one (no great sin).
61 quid: Though the question somewhat disguises it, this is our first example of direct address to the
reader; as often, the address comes in the form of a parenthetical aside. On narratorial parentheses, Wheeler
(1999 p.109) observes: “Ovid’s characters use parenthesis more frequently than he does himself and… the
poet-narrator exploits the device more frequently in the early books than in the later books. One might
also add that parenthesis is the mark of lively and interactive speech and may be more at home in dialogue
than in impersonal narrative.” Wheeler goes on to remark that parenthesis can be a way of “anticipating a
question of the audience”, indeed even anticipating and correcting their assumptions: here that correction
is above all of Vergil’s version in Georgics 4, where Eurydice is anything but forgiving toward her careless
husband.
quereretur: There are two overlapping explanations for the mood: 1) it represents a deliberative sub-
junctive, which Ovid imagines Eurydice asking herself: “quid querar?”, “what am I to complain about?” In
secondary sequence (i.e. past time), imperfect subjunctive is normal. 2) This is also an indirect question (a
question which Ovid is reporting to us, not asking us) which would be enough to explain the subjunctive.
A concise explanation might be “imperfect subjunctive in secondary sequence indirect question, repre-
senting an original deliberative subjunctive.” There is no need to decide which is the more valid reason for
subjunctive: they complement each other. See See A&G 587. For more indirect deliberatives, cf. 372, 676,
697.
62 ille: the enjambment or “run on” is quite striking here, since the reader has to pronounce or hear as
heavy (because at line end) a syllable which usually has little strength, is frequently elided, and would
normally be elided before the word that follows (acciperet). The effect, I suspect, would be a noticeable
pause after ille, which conflicts with the enjambment of sense.

Notes For Page 20:

63 acciperet: There is a connection with result (think of the “so that…” we put in our English result
clauses), but it is perhaps not most helpful here. Translation in context isn’t easy: most likely we will
turn it into something like “which he could barely catch”, though the Latin says nothing about his abilities.
For accipere of hearing sound, cf. 11.331, murmura ponti accipit (also of not really hearing).
eōdem: Bömer notes several examples of eodem revolvere used metaphorically (“come back to the same
point/idea”), and considers that the “normal usage”, which would make the literal usage here a mark of wit.
65 qui vīdit etc: There are many examples of mythical stories and characters that we hear about from
only one source, often in only allusive fashion, so there is no need to imagine that Ovid is simply making it
up. For a single example ofmultiple “lost myths”, see Pausanias’ description of Polygnotus’Nekuia (10.28.7).
On the motivation for the simile, Heath argues (1996 p.363): “[Orpheus] is a failed Hercules. Ovid gives the
hell-hound these powers at the end of Orpheus’ descent to complete his contrast of Orpheus’ catabasis with
that of Hercules: the successful hero eluded the power of the Gorgon and brought out Cerberus; Orpheus
fails to bring out Eurydice and symbolically suffers the Gorgon’s punishment.”
medio portante catenas: This doesn’t quite follow the rule of absolute constructions that there should
be no nouns shared with the main clause, but its hard to see how it could be expressed otherwise.
68 quique in se crimen traxit: In line 65, as in line 47 (qui regit ima), the relative pronoun implies its
own antecedent (qui = ille qui); here we expect the same, and so we’re a little surprised when we come
across the nominative Olenos in the next line, especially since it is in a separate clause (voluit). It is hard to
replicate that delay in English translation: “and just like Olenos, who…” We could try something like this:
“and just like that man who drew the blame onto himself, [I mean] Olenos, who wanted…” Note that in
doing so we substitute apposition and a second relative clause for a simple coordinate clause (voluitque).

Notes For Page 21:

71 quos: For nunc referring to the present day (from the poet’s perspective, but also from the imagined
audience’s, whether that be an internal audience or the reader of the Metamorphoses), cf. Ganymede in
160; also in hoc aevi in 218.
72 orantem (et) volentem: Here Ovid seems to explain why Orpheus cannot carry out his wish to die
alongwith Eurydice: Charonwould not let him return; but Ovid does not saywhy, nor whyOrpheus cannot
simply commit suicide to achieve the same end. On this Heath (1996 p.366) observes: “Orpheus’ sentimental
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and daring claim that he would die rather than be separated from his wife has been proven to be no more
than sophistic posturing. Ovid appears to be having some more fun at his character’s expense, drawing on
an old and idiosyncratic criticism of the bard’s entire adventure. Phaedrus, in Plato’s Symposium (179b-e),
blames Orpheus for just the type of cowardice at which Ovid is so slyly hinting. There the minstrel is
contrasted with true lovers who have willingly died for their loved ones. Alcestis, Phaedrus argues, was
willing to die for her husband, and was so admired for her action that the gods sent her back from Hades.
Orpheus, on the other hand, seemed to act the coward by lacking the spirit to die for the sake of love, so
the gods deceived him (179d)…”

Notes For Page 22:

78 tertius Titan: This a is form of hypallage or transferred epithet (tertius should go with annus). By
Titan Ovid means Hyperion, father of Helios. For passing of (or points in) time marked by movement of
the heavenly bodies, cf. 127, 165, 174, 446; and see Zissos and Gildenhard p.32: “For Greeks and Romans
alike, time was virtually indistinguishable from periodic celestial motion… As the swiftest and most mobile
of the heavenly bodies, the sun came to be thought of as creating and controlling time through its very
movement.”
80 seu quod… sive…: The offering of alternative explanations for events, and especially for human mo-
tivation, has a long epic history, but usually involves a choice between divine or human causation (e.g.
Iliad 6.438-9, and with most immediate influence on Ovid, Nisus in Aeneid 9.184-5; further examples in
O’Hara 2004 p.152 n.11). That choice is sometimes offered by Ovid, perhaps most famously in his account
of creation at 1.78-80: natus homo est, sive hunc divino semine fecit/ ille opifex rerum…,/ sive recens tellus…
(cf. Circe at 14.26-7, seu causa est huius in ipsa,/ seu Venus indicio facit hoc offensa paterno; also Pythagoras’
speculation on the reason behind water’s power to mollify wine at 15.324-8); but it is more his style to keep
the speculation on the human level, as here (cf. 3.670-1, sive hoc insania fecit/ sive timor), or to hesitate
between a human and a natural explanation (e.g. 4.519, seu dolor hoc fecit seu sparsi causa veneni; compare
the nurse’s triple speculation about the cause of Myrrha’s misery at 397-9). Cf. also chance or fault at
13.933, [pisces] quos aut in retia casus/ aut sua credulitas in aduncos egerat hamos. The device is filtered
into Alexandrian poetry by the traditions of historiography (especially Herodotus) and philosophy, and
Lucretius, following Epicurus, considered the device particularly appropriate to philosophy (the so-called
pleonachos tropos; e.g. Epicurus Ep. Pyth. 87.2, Lucretius 5.526-33), and we find it as such in Pythagoras’
speech in book 15, with an ambitious triple speculation at 15.342-55.
81 multas… ardor habebat: For the expression (emotion “holding” a person), cf. 7.800, mutua cura duos
et amor socialis habebat. ardor will be amplified by a noun clause in the next line. Note the change in tense,
refugerat -> habebat. Pluperfect marks events to be passed over quickly in transition (they’ve “already”
happened), and imperfect marks the immediate background to the narrative that continues with perfect or
historical present (the perfect arrives earlier than expected with doluere, which is parallel to habebat).

Notes For Page 23:

82 iungere: One can also think of this as an implied complementary relation: their “ardor iungere” im-
plies that they ardebant iungere. We find a similar construction below in lines 83-4 (auctor transferre, “the
originator of transferring”; an object clause rather than apposition).
83 auctor… transferre: To clarify again the difference between this and the epexegetical infinitive, the
latter reading here would indicate a characteristic of the noun: “he was the kind of author who transferred”,
which is not the right sense. For Bömer, auctor esse = suadere, which misses the sense of originating a
custom. For the idea of a culture “learning” pederasty as an historical innovation, Ovid probably has in
mindHerodotus’ remarkable assertion that the Persians learned pederasty from the Greeks (Histories 1.135).
84 transferre: “marks pederasty as secondary, the diversion of an already existing love that has become
disgusted with women” (Reed). Though Orpheus has his reasons for “switching his affections”, Ovid marks
this as an aspect of the whole institution of pederasty (at least for the Thracians), as if all those who so
indulge must have become disillusioned with heterosexual love. For Orpheus as disillusioned with women
(like Pygmalion), rather than loyal to Eurydice or wounded by her loss, see notes on lines 243-4.
citra iuventam: We should read from the perspective of the young man moving forward through life:
when Orpheus considers him worthy of attention, he is still “on this side of”, that is “before” the first age
of manhood (iuventam). With teneros mares, which stands almost as a euphemism for pueros, it is hard to
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read it as meaning (from the perspective of an older reader, or the poet, or Orpheus) “on our side of”, that is
“older than”. Further, it would be silly to translate teneros mares as “grown men who are soft.” I suspect the
attempt to read it otherwise (e.g. Anderson) stems from discomfort with the power and age dynamics of
ancient Greek pederastic customs. Salis helpfully cites Metamorphoses 8.365, citra Troiana tempora, “before
the time of the Trojan War”; compare also 607, nec virtus citra genus est (“his character is not inferior to his
breeding”). Anderson’s view of the connection between Pygmalion and Orpheus is worth considering here:
“I am not trying to suggest that Ovid is pushing some thesis about ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ love: that would
be anachronistic. But I do suggest that Ovid consistentlymakes love for boys silly and unsatisfying, whereas
love between male and female serves as his principal topic in the Metamorphoses, and, though usually
a failure, presupposes and occasionally even achieves a paradigmatic status of happiness. So we fault
Orpheus for turning against women for boys, and we sympathize with Pygmalion as the morally mistaken
artist who lets himself be drawn back into the natural world by recognizably human feelings” (Anderson
1989 p.5). Though Anderson himself recognizes the questions Ovid raises about Pygmalion’s desire, it
is clear nonetheless that, one the one hand, the poet does present that relationship as paradigmatically
happy (because nobody dies, the marriage is blest, and the transformation a positive one); and that he then
immediately subverts the idea by juxtaposing the story of their descendant Myrrha.

Notes For Page 24:

86 collis erat: Bömer compares 11.229, est sinus…; cf. also 110, ingens cervus erat, and 644, est ager.
Hinds calls this formula in descriptions of space an “ekphrastic configuration” which recalls the already
well-established convention of the locus amoenus: “when a description of place interrupts or punctuates
a narrative, as characteristically in Ovid’s Metamorphoses and other epics, it has available a stereotyped
entry formula to set it apart from its surrounding context, often couched in a ‘timeless’ present. locus
est or more commonly est locus is the default opening (‘there is a place…’)… typically picked up by a
resumptive demonstrative or relative at the point of transition from description back into narrative” (Hinds
2002, p.126). Hinds goes on to suggest a novel way of understanding the shady grove summoned to this
spot by Orpheus’ song: “Orpheus’ fictive status as humankind’s originary bard opens up a novel way of
reading his virtuoso creation of shade at Met. 10.86–90: not as a belated play upon a well-established poetic
topos or commonplace, but as an account of the first invention of the ideal landscape.”
collemque super: Bömer observes that anastrophe is more common with pronouns (1.67, 12.138, 15.21).
super here means not “on top of” but “on the other side of, beyond” (i.e. “over the hill”); see L&S II.A.1.b.
(usually found with a verb of motion, e.g. 6.373; pace Bömer, this precise sense isn’t found elsewhere in the
poem).
planissima campi area: area is more precise than our version of the word: it refers to open ground, so
area campi is somewhat pleonastic.
89 fila sonantia movit: movere is commonly used for plucking strings, hence the hypallage of vocem
carmine movit in 147. sonans tends to be used of echoing, resonating or vibrating sounds (e.g. the echoing
bronze halls of Rumor, 12.46-7, and the dark humor of 9.174, ambustique sonant nervi).

Notes For Page 25:

90 non afuit: The list of trees which follows may seem like an arbitrary exercise in catalog poetry, but
Galinsky’s assessment (1975 p.183; following that of Pöschl in Albrecht and Zinn 1968, pp.393-411) is worth
quoting at length: “The literal motif of the trees hurrying to Orpheus is metamorphosed in two ways. The
lines of the first part of the catalog (10.90-8) are characterized by a steadily intensifying lyrical movement
in regard to their meter and the sound quality of their vowels. This reflects the alacrity of the trees’ arrival,
and the important point is that the literal presentation has yielded to an artistic reflection of it. Secondly,
through his structuring of the catalog and the mythological, literary, and symbolic associations of the trees
he chooses, Ovid suggests the movement of Orpheus’ feelings. The trees of Chaon and Cyparissus, which
form the beginning and end of the catalog, are reminders of the fate of Eurydice; the second and next
to the last trees–the poplar (Heliades) and the pine (Attis)–are reminders of Orpheus’ grief. In between,
we move from the idyllic and bucolic (10.95-8) to trees that symbolize love (10.99-100), and to a stately
and earnest finale (10.101-5). The second part of the catalog (10.99-105) reminds Orpheus of his love. Its
metrical and sound qualities are the counterpoint to those of the first part, and the whole reflects the
situation of the singing and grieving Orpheus. The movement in the first part of the catalog is exactly
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reversed in the second. In sum, the literalness of the theme of the movement of the trees thus is superseded
by its transference to its imaginative and tonal qualities. This is precisely the procedure which Ovid often
adopted vis-a-vis the metamorphosis theme.” One may not agree with every aspect of this analysis, and I
would prefer more precision, especially in terms like “lyrical movement”, but I do not doubt that this is
exactly how Ovid expected his reader to engage with such passages.
chāŏnĭs arbor: Reed: “It is possible there is word play with Chaos, from which the story of the whole
poem, and cosmogony in general, begins.”
92 laurus: Many of the trees have second declension forms, and are sometimes treated as having mascu-
line gender, but more often (and especially in Ovid, where so many of them represent transformed women)
they are feminine. Even the pine, transformed from the self-castrated Attis, is assigned that gender.
94 curvata… glandibus: Closely related ablative of cause is also sensible (“because of its acorns”). Com-
pare/contrast coloribus impar below (specification); Ovid certainly intends us to notice the repeated pattern
of nominative adjective + ablative noun (a repetition with variatio: the cases remain the same, but the re-
lation varies).
95 genialis: The connection is clearer at 4.14, where the grape is likewise described as genialis, “festive”.
Reed suggests that the adjective’s use here “could be hypallage or personification. The idea is that people
enjoy getting together to drink in its shade.” By hypallage I assume he means that the adjective genialis
actually describes the occasion or the people, not the tree, though transformed trees might well be taken
to have personalities (hence personification). Pöschl (1983 p.396) notes that this tree (like all those in the
following second quarter of the list) has strong associations with the settings of bucolic poetry, such as
that of Philitas of Kos. Ovid himself associates genialitas with elegy: see Amores 3.15.19, inbelles elegi,
genialis Musa; and the adjective, most often applied to the marriage bed, has strong erotic overtones, with
sex understood as play or sport. See, for instance, Ars Amatoria 1.125, the rape of the Sabine women during
theatrical ludi: ducuntur raptae, genialis praeda, puellae.
coloribus impar: Again, ablative of cause could be argued for. It is perhaps worth quoting A&G’s note
from §418 at this point: “As the Romans had no such categories as we make, it is impossible to classify all
uses of the ablative. The ablative of specification (originally instrumental) is closely akin to that of manner,
and shows some resemblance to means and cause.” That’s a reasonable caveat, and it doesn’t help that
there is inconsistent terminology used in different grammars and commentaries; but these are nonetheless
distinct relations, and can be reliably identified as such in almost all instances.

Notes For Page 26:

98 myrtus: This is lengthening (diastole) before the caesura, and should be compared to lengthening of
enclitic -que in line 262 as a way of introducing rhythmic variation in a list. The phenomenon is not
uncommon in the poem (e.g. 15.634 et locus et laurus et; 7.61 ferār et; see Salis for a more complete list).
99 vos quoque: The use of the second person with quoque here is a fairly casual instance of apostrophe
(narrator’s address to a character) for the sake of rhetorical variation (variatio); cf. 2.176, 6.115, 7.207,
12.296. Though the phrase is therefore conventional, comparison with 29 (vos quoque iunxit Amor), where
it is the single member of a implied list of exempla, shows how Ovid can vary his use of such formulaic
elements. For more on apostrophe see notes on 120 and 162.
flexipedes: “Wandering” is perhaps preferable (if we have to choose) to the OLD’s “having zigzagging
shoots”, since ivy is known above all for its prolific growth. Reed dryly notes that the epithet makes the
ivy the only tree in the list qualified to walk. On the compound as an artificial, poetic word, see Kenney 1973
p.121: “[Ovid] does not go out of his way to avoid compounds already used in the Aeneid and therefore,
so to say, sanctified, but he also innovates on his own account with moderate freedom. Formations on
the model of anguicomus, anguipes, flexipes, etc. are in a small minority. In a poem of some 12,000 verses
this relatively small number of poeticisms cannot impart any very marked coloration.” That may be true of
the poem overall, but of course the other side of that coin is that each particular instance, and with it the
sense of poetic contrivance, becomes all the more noticeable. For Pöschl (1983 p.395) this new compound
serves to split the catalog of trees into two clearly separate parts, and in that sense it could be considered
an instance of mimetic word order (the catalog itself “changes direction” at this point).
et una: pampineae vites in the next line may be vocative, like hederae, but I suspect Ovid slips us back into
the 3rd person (one would otherwise expect vocative forms for arbutus and pinus below, though I am not
aware of such second declension feminine nouns being found anywhere in the vocative). una is the adverb,
“at the same time, along”.
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100 amictae vitibus ulmi: Wills (1996 p.262) refers to this kind of coordinated repetition as a “variation
on the Priam motif” (in reference to 13.201, et moveo Priamum Priamoque Antenora iunctum), comparing
also 1.576, 2.754-5, 8.59, 13.636, 14.255.
102 victoris praemia: For apposition enclosed by the noun phrase it refers to, compare 197: tuum, mea
crimina, vulnus. For the palm branch as symbol of victory, cf. 7.542-3. Wills, discussing repetition and
allusion by word order and, particularly, by “inserted apposition”, (1996 p.21) observes that this phrase
“echoes the form of its model, doctarum, hederae, praemia frontium” (Horace Odes 1.1.29).”

Notes For Page 27:

103 succincta comas: We call it the Greek accusative because Greek makes frequent use of an accusative
of respect. In Latin it tends to be limited to expressions like this which describe parts of the body. Note in
particular that it involves a passive verb (succincta: “bound up”) with an apparent direct object (comas). Of
course passive verbs can’t have direct objects, so clearly something else is going on. A literal translation
might be “the pine, bound up with respect to the hair”, but that doesn’t quite capture the relation (the hair
is bound up, not the pine). It is better to flip the passive to active: “having bound up the hair.” Note that
succingo is not a deponent: a genuinely passive verb form with an apparent direct object is a common
feature of the Greek accusative in Latin.
succincta: In this instance it is a very high girdle. “The Italian pine, devoid of branches until its top, can
be described with personifying words as a maiden wearing a high hair-do” (Anderson). If I may add, Ovid
deliberately mixes metaphors (girdling and binding hair), perhaps in order to feign ignorance of couture
and fashion. hirsuta in the second half of the line adds to the comedy of the picture: the pine has tied her
hair up but ended up with a bit of a bad hair day nonetheless.
105 exuit hac hominem: See A&G 417b for this relatively common use of the ablative. Anderson sug-
gests that Ovid is hinting at one version of the story while telling another. If we know the story of Attis at
all, we know that he was famous for castrating himself (and we probably don’t know the story about him
turning into a pine tree). When we read “exuit hominem”, therefore, we automatically read it as “removed
his manhood”. Then we read it again and realize that doesn’t fit with the turning-into-a-tree story, and
find we’ve been misled by Ovid (much as we are by confusion about the subject in 56-9). This two-line
metamorphosis is one of a number of such incidental stories, mentioned only in passing but nonetheless
counting towards Ovid’s tally of transformations; compare the reference to tears of the Heliades in 263.
truncoque induruit alto: For Salis trunco is resultative ablative, i.e. “he hardened into a tall trunk”.
Resultative ablative, however, seems reserved for abstract circumstances and moods (praise, anger, danger
etc.; see on meo periculo in line 545), not concrete things. Against this, too, we might set instances in Ovid
of transformations that seem more like imprisonments within trees (e.g. Adonis in 503-13).
106 metas: Deponent verbs use the active form of the present participle, but tend to avoid it in favor
of the perfect passive form, which here is equivalent to a present tense. The metae are the turning posts
in the Circus Maximus (horse racing track), which are pyramidical in shape. Ovid is playfully inserting
Roman pop culture symbols into his account of Greek myth; for a similar trick, cf. Mercury offering to
meet informants “behind the metas Murtias” in Apuleius, Golden Ass 6.8).

Notes For Page 28:

108 nervis… nervis: The play on the two senses of the noun is enhanced by chiastic word order (ac-
cusative ablative, ablative accusative), but made somewhat confusing by the fact that nervus (singular) can
also be used of a bowstring (e.g. 5.66, 6.234).

Notes For Page 29:

115 gracilesque ex aere: Most MSS transmit either parilique aetate or parilesque aetate here. This makes
very little sense: aetas is not used of inanimate things, except of wine and buildings (things which change
markedly over time, and whose “vintage” is of concern to humans). And what is the age of the bacae
supposed to be equal to? According to most, it must be the deer (not the bulla, pace Bömer), but the
obscurity of that connection is too much. “The same age as each other” might work: although parilis
almost always means “the same as” something previously mentioned, for this sense we can compare 5.478-
9, parilique leto. But that expression would be banal; why wouldn’t the bacae be as old as each other?
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For aetate, then, we substitute ex aere as found in several MSS (including two which read parilesque; see
Salis), and imagine some kind of bronzed pearls or simply bronze beads for bacae. Whether we read this
with parili or pariles, however, that adjective still strains for relevance, and I suggest instead graciles. If
I am right, Ovid is repurposing a phrase from 4.176, graciles ex aere catenas. One might object that an
argument for rejecting parilique aetate is the obvious echo of the same phrase in the description of Baucis
and Philemon in 8.619; but the problem is not the echo in itself (such echoes are legion in the poem), but
its awkwardness here; gracilesque ex aere bacae (“delicate bronze beads”) is quite transparent, much more
so than any transmitted version. The adjective’s basic meaning is “slender, thin, tenuous” (as is appropriate
for the catenas of 4.176), but if Pliny the elder can use it of acorns (N.H. 16.19.10) and grapes (N.H. 15.25.5),
I see no reason why Ovid could not do so with berry-beads (cf. also gracili cacumine in 140).
116 auribus e geminis: Salis is right that ex auribus = suspensae ex auribus (hanging from the ears, and
so next to the animal’s temples; also echoed by Pygmalion’s statue, aure leves bacae pendent, 265), though
the omission of the participle is awkward, making it seem as if they “shone out from” the ears.
cava tempora: This need not be read as a special feature of deer anatomy (in 12.133 Achilles beats the
cava tempora of the invulnerable hero Cygnus with the hilt of his sword). circum here must mean “near”
or “next to”, or “on either side of”, since the beads are hanging from the ears, and so cannot be described
as “around” the temples.
118 mulcendaque colla… praebere: Here the sense of the gerundive verges on purpose, as is often
expressed with the combination of ad + gerund (mulcenda = ad mulcendum). The gerundive construction,
and the language here in general, offer a role-reversing echo of Europa plucking up courage to pet Jove the
bull (or perhaps vice versa) at 2.866-7 (paulatimque metu dempto modo pectora praebet / virginea plaudenda
manu). For praebere + gerundive cf. also 4.456, 13.738. For the apparently careless echo of praebebat from
line 111, see note on properamus… properata in line 33.

Notes For Page 30:

120 Ceae pulcherrime gentis: For the apostrophe, compare te quoque, Amȳclide in 162; and compare/contrast
with second person verb denoting the reader/listener at 220. Though the reason for the device is not always
clear, sometimes apostrophe picks out a critical moment in the narrative, as with the injury to Hyacinthus
at 185, or the poet’s absolving Cupid of guilt for Myrrha’s passion at 311-13. Though we should not, more-
over, assume it is a mark only of an embedded narrator (Orpheus is not singing yet; and see, for instance,
Ovid’s mournful address to Orpheus at 11.44ff), it does call our attention to the question of who is speaking,
and in particular to the connection between narrators and beloved individuals in the text: see, for instance,
Orpheus’ address to Adonis at 543, immediately before Venus takes over the narrative, apparently antici-
pating the connection of narrator to that particular beloved (and see note there on the syntactic ambiguity
of the vocative, Adoni: it is far from clear who is speaking). See also note on line 162.
121 tu pabula etc.: Pace Bömer (and splitting a hair or two), there is only one anastrophe here: ad undam
in the next line has the preposition and noun in the regular order. pabula…ad nova (preposition after noun)
is anastrophe, though locating the preposition before the adjective of the noun that it really modifies does
offer some clarity. In the second clause, “liquidi ducebas fontis” is an example of hyperbaton: a word jumping
into the middle of a phrase that should be read together (here the verb jumping between the noun and
adjective).
123 modo: The impression given by the imperfect tenses (which Ovid rarely uses with modo… modo) is
somewhat like that of a movie montage: the narrative drops in on moments from Cyparissus’ life, almost
“now we see you weaving…” etc.
124 eques: Since Ovid has given us a subject pronoun (tu in the previous line) and indicated coordinate
structure with modo… nunc, he trusts his reader can wait for the second finite verb (frenabas in the next
line).
huc laetus et illuc: There is no need to emend laetus to latus (“carried”) to clarify this: doing so would
weaken the echo of Vergil’s laetus Iulus/Ascanius (Aeneid, 4.140, 5.667).

Notes For Page 31:

125 purpureis: There is also, as noted by Trypanis, a reference to Anyte’s ἡνία φοινικόεντα (Anth. Pal.
6.312). Herodas’ reference to a rather different piece of luxury leatherwork as “scarlet” (τὸν κόκκινον
βαυβῶνα, Mime 6.19) shows that the color was not seen as inappropriate for leather goods.
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ora: The deer’s mouth is soft (mollia) because deer are not bred or trained for a bridle, use of which is
perhaps implied by frenabas. Perhaps the implication is that it remains soft because Cyparissus uses a
capistrum, a halter (see L&S), not a bridle. Most likely Ovid is just playing with Vergil: see Georgics 3.188
(of a young horse): audeat… det mollibus ora capistris, “dare to give his mouth to soft halters.”
127 litorei: The surface meaning here is that the sun is now in Cancer (the constellation), but the de-
scription makes it sound like a literal crab suffering in the dry heat of the sun (since the epithet is hardly
appropriate to the constellation, which is of course invisible at midday anyway). Though the image of the
“boiling” constellation is not Ovid’s invention (e.g. CiceroAratea fr.34.320), there is a culinary dimension to
the joke: Romans knew that lobster and crab taste best when boiled alive (see Pliny N.H. 9.95.9, nisi vivum
ferventi aqua incoquatur, fluida carne non habet callum). For constellations described with over-literal ad-
jectives, cf. the “watery fish” in line 78.
129 frigus: The imperfect draws our attention forward to perfect which will interrupt the activity (fixit
at the start of 131). See on line 663 for this combination of tenses as an implied cum inversum: “he was
enjoying the cool when Cyparissus hit him” is a reasonable translation. For the sense of duco here, Bömer
compares such expressions as pallorem ducere (3.485) and colorem ducere (8.760).
130 inprudens: The adjective is used only four times in the poem, always in this metrical position. Hy-
acinthus is described with it in 182 as he runs out in front of the discus, and it is used of an imagined spear
injury at 8.65. Anderson suggests that Cyparissus is hunting and mistakes his special deer for a normal
one, but Ovid does not make the circumstances so clear.

Notes For Page 32:

131 saevo… vulnere: Though the adjective-noun pairing is, as Bömer notes, typical (here only 7.849, but
cf. Ars Amatoria 3.744, Ex Ponto Ex Ponto 1.2.15, 2.2.23), a “bad” vulnus is more often grave (4.207, 4.720,
9.540, 12.567) or acerbum (5.62, 12.388). This is metonymy, since the wounder, not the wound, should be
the savage one, though that hardly applies to Cyparissus. As Reed notes, the adjective recalls the ἄγριον
ἄγριον ἕλκος of Adonis in Bion, Adonis 16, and thereby anticipates the concluding episode of book 10.
132 quae etc: quod (singular) would be more grammatical than quae, agreeing with the singular nature
of the decision to die, but it would also be ambiguous (“because”? “that”?); and, as often, the number of the
relative pronoun is influenced by the proximity of its predicate in the relative clause (solacia) rather than its
implied antecedent; this happens especially often with clausal antecedents). For another example of such
“attraction” of number (and gender too) we need look no further than quicquid in line 18; for the vague
clausal antecedent, cf. pro quo in 239 (admittedly with some doubt about the text). For the negated relative
pronoun after the penthemimeral caesura, compare quem non in line 66 (also 3.238, 3.519, 4.612, 8.642,
13.193). The standard punctuation and interpretation take quae…dixit and ut… admonuit as exclamatory
(“What consolations did he not speak! How he warned him!”). We do find such a questions in Ovid’s
elegiac works (Amores 3.7.63, At quae non tacita formavi gaudia mente!; Heroides 11.39-40, quas mihi non
herbas, quae non medicamina nutrix/ attulit! ; cf. Amores 2.17.30, Heroides 7.45; also the spurious Epicedion
Drusi 131); and Vergil is somewhat partial to them: most famously, Aeneas when he realizes he has lost
his wife (quem non incusavi amens hominumque deorumque,/ aut quid in eversa vidi crudelius urbe?, Aeneid
2.745-6; cf. Eclogues 2.35, 8.26; and the sententious improbe Amor, quid non mortalia pectora cogis!, 4.412;
also used of greed at 3.56). Here, however, it is inappropriate for the narrator’s own, detached voice, a
misreading caused by the number of quae, and by the delay of the verbs. quae and ut, which certainly can
introduce exclamations, here simply begin subordinate clauses, but the main verbs that introduce those
clauses (admonuit, dixit) come after. The exclamation mark at the end of the sentence in most texts is a
result of this misreading (Lemaire 1822 prints a question mark, but to similar effect), and the student who
wishes to make up her own mind is advised to read without punctuation first. It is perhaps worth adding
that Ovid and his narrators in this poem rarely exclaim. Tereus’ evil acts provoke Ovid to let out an oath
about human sin (6.472-3), and Galatea, as she begins her story, exclaims wonderingly about the power
of Venus (13.758-9), but these are both sententious generalizations, quite different from the circumstances
here (compare also 4.68, quid non sentit amor?, and 6.360 quem non blanda deae potuissent verba movere?).
The almost adverbial heu!, and quotiens as a form of litotes, are common: heu in 2.447, 2.612, 3.229, 6.273,
8.85 and 11.562; also a solitary vae! in 11.723, and Cephalus’ me miserum! at 7.846; on quotiens see note
on lines 661-2. Otherwise our narrator never inserts him- or herself so deeply into the story as to exclaim
about specific events. Rhetorical questions in parenthetical asides are not uncommon (as in line 61), nor
are short, abrupt statements like corpus erat! in 289 and dira canam! in 300; but these do not have the same
exclamatory effect as is claimed to be in play here. Perhaps the closest we can get to the sense usually
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assumed here is Medea at 7.27, quem non, ut cetera desint,/ ore movere potest?), but that is not a narratorial
exclamation, but an element of a rhetorical set piece (like Myrrha’s monologue in this book).
solacia: for the idea of one death as a putative consolation for another, cf. 11.749: tibi morte mea mortis so-
lacia mittam; also 5.73, et tulit ad manes iunctae solacia mortis. The tone is quite humorous from the reader’s
point of view (especially if we assume Apollo means “that won’t be a solace to me”), and is continued with
the metapoetic implications of pro materia below. Note too that, grieving the death of Hyacinthus at 202,
Apollo considers the very same consolation for himself: utinam pro te vitam tecumve liceret reddere.
133 ut… doleret admonuit: For moneo placed after the indirect command it governs, cf. 542, ut hos
timeas… monet. The exclamatory reading runs into several problems here. First, a second ut is needed
(“How [ut] he advised him that [ut] he mourn…!”). Omission of ut in indirect command (where doleret
on its own would be equivalent to ut doleret) is possible, but usually conversational (and almost always
in the 2nd person); Anderson’s explanation here borders on the disingenuous. Second, the only use of
exclamatory ut in Ovid is 9.483-4, gaudia quanta tuli! quam me manifesta libido / contigit! ut iacui totis
resoluta medullis! ut meminisse iuvat! where it is almost inevitable given the need for variatio in a 4 part
exclamation (but without conjunction; here we have et). Some translators do opt to recognize indirect
command after et, but an exclamation coordinated by et with an indicative statement (monuit) would be
unprecedented and sophomoric. If we resist the temptation to read either quae or ut as exclamatory (a
temptation which surely arises only through long-standing but misleading punctuation) the difficulties
disappear.
pro materia: Compare 3.334, where Juno is said to have been unreasonably aggrieved by Teiresias’ judg-
ment: gravius Saturnia iusto nec promateria fertur doluisse. As Reed notes, there aremetapoetic implications
of the noun, connected above all to the programmatic materia conveniente modis of Amores 1.1.2: the term
suggests the deer is the subject of a song of grief, and that Apollo is acting as critic to Cyparissus’ over the
top performance. We might compare also Ovid’s own understated description of Orpheus’ grief in 11-12,
quam satis… deflevit; and contrast the intensity of pathos in the extended description of Hyacinthus’ death
at 187-208.
135 ut tempore lugeat omni: A&G refer to these as noun clauses of purpose, which is an unfortunate
choice. Though, like “normal” purpose clauses, they use subjunctive with ut or ne, they do not express the
purpose of the action denoted by the main verb. What A&G mean is that the verbs that introduce such
clauses (we’ve just seen admonuit and now petit) have some kind of purposive or desiring force (Bennet
says they are developed from the “volitive” function of the subjunctive). See on line 133 for grammar
references.

Notes For Page 33:

136 per immensos egesto sanguine fletus: Does Ovid mean this literally? “Cyparissus has wept so
violently that he has drained off his blood” (Anderson); “egesto strangely implies that the blood will end
up somewhere outside of him” (Reed). egesto does suggest a literal pouring out, but sanguis has a well-
established metaphorical sense of “strength” or “vitality” (see L&S s.v..v. II). That is, at the very least, the
primary sense here.
iamque per immensos: The echo of line 1 is probably no more (and no less) significant than repetitions
like properare in 31 and 33, gratulor in 305, or the correspondence between line 197 and 13.495.
137 in viridem… colorem: Green is the color of grass and foliage (cf. 87 and 166), as is appropriate for
the foliage of the Cypress; the color is probably not to be connected with Cyparissus’ loss of “blood”, unless
we are to see an erotic allusion to Sappho 31’s “paler than (dry) grass” (χλωροτέρα δὲ ποίας).
138 mŏdŏ: Since antecedents are sometimes included in the relative clause (and then take their case from
their role there, not in themain clause), we could read capilli as indeed being in the relative clause, but given
the word order (the relative clause could be finished with fronte) and the fact that it would be nominative
in either clause, we need not. Either way it is the antecedent of qui.
nivea pendebant fronte: Reed lists multiple references for the significance of a “snowy” complexion: in
short, light skin connotes a protected, indoor existence, but also the ritual purity of the sacrificial animal
(cf. 272). Compare the “snowy ivory” of Pygmalion’s statue (248), and (paradoxically, given her outdoor
lifestyle) Atalanta’s “ivory back” (592).
141 nobis: Ovid does use dative of agent several times with the perfect passive participle + personal
pronoun (e.g. lines 149, 585; and even without the pronoun in 153); see Bennet 189.2. Admittedly, there is
no participle here, so perhaps better to identify the usage as equivalent to a dative of disadvantage (see on
149), “you will be something for us to mourn”.

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=sanguis{\char `&}la=la{\char `&}can=sanguis0
http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/bennett.html#sect189
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Notes For Page 34:

142 aderis: Though Apollo is clearly referring to the custom of planting Cypresses around graveyards,
elsewhere in the book this verb implies divine epiphany or at least divine assistance in response to prayer:
compare 295 and 673. The aetiological reference, meanwhile, serves to connect the Greek narrative to
Roman everyday experience a second, concluding time (after metas imitata at the start of the story in 106).
144 turba volucrumque: Because of the position of -que, some (e.g. Salis) read: inque ferarum concilio,
medius turbae, volucrumque sedebat; “he was sitting in a gathering of animals, in the middle of the crowd
(partitive genitive), and (in a gathering of) birds”. I find the interrupting adverbial phrase more awkward
than what it proposes to fix; if my text is right, pausing lightly at the caesura after medius may help us
hear the structure despite the irregular coordination (medius turbae offers a 4th foot caesura). Note too
that ablative rather than genitive is normal with medius in terms of space (e.g. 2.31 ipse loco medius), with
the genitive used for position “between” two things (and note that this is not the same idea as the partitive
noctis medium in 368). See also 7.344-5, inter/ tot medius gladios, for another way of saying it. On dislocation
of -que Kenney (1972 p.40) notes: “that is a licence that Ovid very rarely allowed himself in epic”. So why
does he do it here? Perhaps it prepares us for Orpheus’ elegiac themes, but I suspect Lateiner (1990 p.211)
is right to see mimetic word order here: Ovid has slightly contorted his syntax in order to place the two
ablative nouns directly on either side of medius (compare similar mimetic play in 435, turba Cenchreis in
illa).
146 diversa: Given the attention Ovid pays to the poet tuning his lyre, it is reasonable to wonder if there
is some comment on his own poem, with its varying components, changing characters and diverse motifs,
intended here.

Notes For Page 35:

148 Ab Iove: The beginning of Orpheus’ song is quite carefully structured. There are two transitional
sections of 7 lines each before we launch into the first episode, Hyacinthus and Apollo. In the first 7 line
section, the poet employs a conventional hymnic beginning, and offers a justification for his poem’s subject:
boys loved by Gods (Hyacinthus, Adonis) and girls who pay the penalty for illicit passion (Propoetides,
Myrrha). This doesn’t cover everything in his song (especially Pygmalion), but certainly picks out the
highlights, including Myrrha, whose story dominates the book. The second 7 line section provides the
transition to the first episode: not just the subject of boys loved by gods, but the thunderbolts in 151 prompt
the mention of Zeus “burning” for Ganymede, and this exemplum justifies the Hyacinthus story, albeit
through a rather fragile point of contact (Apollo’s desire to give Hyacinthus the same status as Ganymede).
The main function of the Ganymede example is what we might call the “even Zeus” a fortiori motif (in
addition to fulfilling the promise of the hymnic opening), as we see it in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite
34 ff., and in Agamemnon’s description of personified Ruin in the Iliad (19.95-6, καὶ γὰρ δή νύ ποτε Ζεὺς
ἄσατο, τόν περ ἄριστον / ἀνδρῶν ἠδὲ θεῶν φασ’ ἔμμεναι). For the motif in this poem, cf. 2.60-62, quid Iove
maius habemus?.
Ab Iove: A conventional beginning in Greek hymns, often with ring composition: e.g. the first Homeric
Hymn to Dionysus 17-18, and the language of “beginning with the god” at the start of Hesiod’s Theogony;
Ovid is probably more heavily influenced by Hellenistic versions such as Aratus (Phaenomena 1) and The-
ocritus (17.1).
150 cecini: It is not clear if Ovid is referencing a knownOrphic gigantomachy. Knox (1986 p.51) compares
Orpheus’ song in Apollonius’ Argonautica, 1.503-11, but that song itself is a learned Alexandrian summary
towhich the term plectro graviore hardly seems appropriate. This introduction is certainly intended to recall
Ovid’s own explanation of how Cupid prevented him from writing “heavy” poetry in Amores 1.1, to which
Reed connects Amores 2.1.11-22, ausus eram, memini, caelestia dicere bella. Knox also suggests that Orpheus
in fact reverses the conventional elegiac recusatio, where the poet promises to deal with serious matters
after he’s done with his elegiac themes: “His tragedy has, as it were, forced Orpheus to become a love poet
in the Alexandrian manner” (Knox 1986 p.51); but, as Hinds notes, “There are a curiously large number of
references in Augustan poetry to the Gigantomachy as a possible literary project; but almost always it is
spoken of as something to be rejected, abandoned, or firmly set in the future” (Hinds 1987 p.129 and see
p.165 n.32 for references). We might add that, in our version of Hesiod’s Theogony the Gigantomachy is an
unfulfilled promise (if the outline of the Muses’ song at 43-52 can be taken as a model for the poem itself).
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If the Romans’ text of the Theogony was like ours, one can see how the Gigantomachy might suggest itself
as the song that will not or has not been sung.
151 Phlegraeis campis: We mark this as a special usage because location is normally expressed by abla-
tive with preposition, usually “in”. Note too that the adverbial sense of the phrase is applied to the participle
sparsa, not the noun (nouns aren’t modified by adverbs). Translate “scattered over the Phlegraean plains.”†
Phlegraeis campis: For a similarly worded rejection of this theme (a rejection for which Callimachus is
taken as authority), see Propertius 2.1.39-40.
152 opus est leviore lyrā: A&G consider ablative with utor analogous that with the verb utor, which
takes an instrumental ablative object: A&G 411, esp. the note: “This construction is properly an instru-
mental one, in which opus and usus mean work and service, and the ablative expresses that with which the
work is performed or the service rendered. The noun usus follows the analogy of the verb utor, and the
ablative with opus est appears to be an extension of that with usus est.”
canāmus: Reed labels the ensuing structure as zeugma, by which he means that Ovid employs two differ-
ent constructions in parallel as objects for canamus: “let us sing about boys… and (sing about) how girls
earned their punishment.” In the first instance he gives canamus a noun as a direct object, in the second he
gives it an object clause with infinitive, aka accusative infinitive indirect statement.
153 inconcessis: Being struck by a thunderbolt is usually the punishment, not the crime. That Myrrha
is the puella in question here is clear from Ovid’s description of her book 9 counterpart: Byblis in exemplo
est, ut ament concessa puellae (9.454).

Notes For Page 36:

154 meruisse: Note that though this is an active form of an non-deponent verb, there is a parallel de-
ponent verb (mereor) with the same meaning, commonly found in its periphrastic perfect form (meritus
est).
156 inventum est aliquid: The main idea is that before this nobody knew that such a thing could exist,
so the circumstance counts as a kind of discovery or invention. Bömer labels the phrase “awkwardly
prosaic”, but it does connect ironically to the aetiological theme of the poem. There is no implied agent
for the passive, certainly not Juppiter. The phrase is used with similar sense by Seneca, Thyestes 4-5: peius
inuentum est siti arente in undis aliquid et peius fame hiante semper?, “has someone come up with something
worse than dry thirst among the waves, and worse than ever gaping hunger?”
quod Iuppiter esse quam quod erat mallet: It sounds for a moment as if Ovid is saying Jupiter loved
Ganymede so much he wanted to be Ganymede, but we quickly discover he means Jupiter wanted to be a
bird (so that he could grab Ganymede).
157 mallet: Note return to indicative with quod erat, “what he was”: Ovid might have used subjunctive,
since this is dependent onmallet; but Jupiter’s natural state is felt as particular and real rather than general,
hypothetical or indefinite (think “what he really was”).
nulla… alite verti: Anderson remarks that this is more appropriate to mutari than verti; but given his
theme, Ovid needs to vary the vocabulary and phraseology of transformation as best he can.
158 dignatur: for the gods’ concern with what is dignum, cf. Venus at 681.
posset: Anderson says the subjunctive is the same sort asmallet in line 157, and there is a close connection
between the two usages: in neither are we talking about a definite antecedent, and in an indefinite relative
clause all one can do is talk about the general characteristics of the class into which the antecedent falls,
not its particular, known attributes and actions. Without a stated indefinite antecedent here (note that I’ve
supplied one for my translation), I prefer to recognize the emphasis on characteristics here, indefiniteness
for mallet.
160 Iliadēn: Ganymede is generally taken to be the son of Tros and brother of Ilus. If we want things to
fit perfectly, we can try to take the epithet as geographical: “the boy from Ilium” (though that has its own
problems, not least the fact that there is no Ilium before Ilus).

Notes For Page 37:

162 Te quoque: Such coordinating apostrophe is sometimes casually employed (especially to provide
variation in lists, e.g. vos quoque, flexipedes hederae). It provides above all a clear transition to a new topic
here (the listing function on a large scale; see Wheeler 1999 p.112); but it is worth noting that Orpheus’
words mirror Ovid’s poorly motivated address to Cyparissus in 121-3, one of many similarities between

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D411#chapter411
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dmereo
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dmereo
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the stories of the two young men loved by Apollo. Orpheus addresses Hyacinthus again in 166, 167 and
187, and those pronouns echo suggestively with those in Apollo’s own speech of farewell to the boy (198,
199, 205). In the rest of his song, Orpheus apostrophizes only Myrrha (313, 316) and her son Adonis (542).
For te quoque used to join stories (as here, and normally at the start of the line), cf. 542 (where the poet
begins his transition to Venus’ story of Atalanta); compare also 4.282, where the phrase is used in a short
list of stories that the narrator is not going to tell.
Amȳclīdē: Salis prints Amȳclĭăde, a conjecture of Unger in 1850, considering the transmitted version as
based on irregular and unattested Ἀμυκλείδης, “created metri gratia” (metri gratia = “in order to make the
rhythm work”). It is hard to guess whether the change (assimilation of the patronymic ending -ιαδης to
the common name ending -ειδης) belongs to Ovid or the transmission.
163 spatium ponendi: Anderson is right that spatium means “time”, not “room”, since Hyacinthus is
killed unexpectedly, before any such plans can be made (the sense it also has, for instance, in line 385); but it
is impossible not to read it (especially with ponendi) also as the pythonesque conceit that the curmudgeonly
(tristia) Fates wouldn’t give Apollo a place in the sky for Hyacinthus. ponendi is a gerund, and the genitive
is intuitively translated, but suprisingly hard to locate in the grammar books. A genitive gerund is usually
either what Bennet calls the Appositional Genitive (Bennet 202: e.g. ars scribendi, “the art of writing = the
art that is writing”) or what A&G recognize as subjective/objective genitive (see A&G 504). This one is
probably best understood as modeled on that appositional genitive, but expressing a purpose as if it were
the accusative construction “ad ponendum”. For that purposive force of the gerundive, cf. mulcenda in 118.
165 aquoso: Adjectives ending -osus usually describe a quality of their noun, not its location or sphere
of influence (aquosus, for instance, describes “water-filled” clouds in 4.621, 5.570; cf. villosa colubris in 21),
but can on occasion indicate that with which something is associated (e.g. 531, piscosamque Cnidon).
166 oreris: We remember there was no room/time for Hyacinthus to become a constellation, so this kind
of seasonal “rising” is what’s left to him. The same verb is used to describe the first growth of the plant
from Hyacinthus’ blood at 212, and again at 735 for the anemone that grows from Adonis’ blood.

Notes For Page 38:

170 Sparten: By avoiding initial spondaic words, the poet avoids offering an opportunity to pause (i.e. a
word break) so early in the line. This is, however, perhaps not quite as rare as Anderson suggests: in book
10 we see such line beginnings in 110 (ingens), 299 (inter), 488 (numen), 603 (mecum), 689 (illic) and 702
(iram), and the proportion is slightly higher for the rest of the work.
sunt in honore: This is an idiomatic use of the adverbial phrase in honore: the verb sum/esse does not
normally take adverbs as predicates (except expressions of place and time). Compare in honore habere (e.g.
Caesar, Bellum Civile 1.77.2.3, 3.47.6.3), and the same construction with other abstract nouns which express
an attitude or judgment (e.g. Livy 25.7.10.2, et in spe Hannibali et in suspicione Romanis esset).
171 ferre: We could take this double negative (given the negative sense of recusat) as litotes (see on line
90, non afuit), perhaps implying enthusiasm; but I think rather that Ovid offers us a picture of Apollo ceasing
from his normal practice of refusing to have anything to do with manly pursuits whenever the other lads
invite him along (ire comes). Apollo is now ready to be one of the boys in order to be near Hyacinthus.
172 tenuisse: The question remains why, of the 3 infinitives, only tenuisse is in the perfect tense. Strictly
speaking, a perfect infinitive would imply action previous to the main verb, and so we are tempted to trans-
late “does not refuse to have (previously) held dogs”, but obviously that will not work. Salis (discounting
Heinsius’ correction of ire to the perfect infinitive isse), describes it as “variatio temporum” (i.e. changing
tenses for variety’s sake) and offers several other examples from the poem (5.429-30, 6.75-7, 9.59-60).

Notes For Page 39:

174 medius: Once again, translation is intuitive, but explaining the nature of the genitive relation is not
(note that a “between” relation expressed with the preposition “inter” would take the accusative case). “For
medius with the double genitive, compare line 233 and 8.182” (Reed). Best identified, then, as a very specific
“double genitive used with medius”, and further explained as related to the partitive genitive (as if it were
the middle one of a group of three), though to a reader of Greek a separative relation is hard to resist (and
see A&G 356.n1). There seems to be a lot of “middling” going on in this book (see, for instance, line 233).
178 prius: Bömer considers this a “colloquial” use of the adverb as a predicate adjective (instead of prior :
“Apollo threw as the first one” = “Apollo was the first to throw”), and the reason for his discomfort is that,
as an adverb, it should really mean something like “previously” or “earlier”.

http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/bennett.html#sect202
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D504#chapter504
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9{\char `&}force=y#chapter356.note1
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libratum misit: It isn’t entirely clear if we should take this as two actions (“he swung it and then] threw
it”) or the same action (“he hurled and threw it”, or “threw and sent” (Anderson), i.e. gave it a hurling
throw). The [dictionary will tell you that the “hurl” meaning of librare is comparatively rare, but not rare
enough to decide the point. In this instance, since throwing a discus requires an initial swinging (or even
“balancing”) action (though not, to be sure, the modern pirouette), I incline towards reading two actions.
There is even a (very) small chance that we should read prius with libratum (first balanced, then threw).
Note too that Ovid is referencing Homer’s Odyssey, 8.186-193 here: “libratum misit” is a near-translation
of περιστρέψας ἧκε there (“he whirled it and sent it”, two actions), and the reference to the “broad” discus
recalls the δίσκον μείζονα καὶ πάχετον, στιβαρώτερον (“bigger, thick, heavier discus”) that Odysseus uses.
The Phaeacians duck in fear of Odysseus’ throw, something Hyacinthus should have thought of.

Notes For Page 40:

179 oppositas: The clouds, of course, are in eternal opposition to Apollo understood as the god of the
sun. Compare 14.768: qualis ubi oppositas nitidissima solis imago / evicit nubes nullaque obstante reluxit, “as
when the brightest image of the sun defeats the intevening clouds, and shines again with none in its way.”
183 Taenarides: This is either an obscure patronymic (“descendant of Taenarus”) or, less likely, a ge-
ographical appellation (“boy from Taenarum” -> “southern Peloponnesian” -> “Spartan”). Compare the
ambiguity of Iliaden for Ganymede in line 160, where the epithet should be a patronymic, but might be
geographical.
184 repercusso pondere: Salis prints “dura repercussum subiecit ab aëre tellus”. The main problem with
my version is that pondere in the ablative absolute refers to the same object as illum in the main clause,
but we have already seen that Ovid is prepared to stretch the rules of the absolute construction (e.g. 65).
Others substitue verbere for pondere. Note silver line: Adjective 1, Adjective 2, Verb, Noun 2, Noun 1.
185 aeque: As Anderson notes, aeque… atque is more usual (see line 221); unlike Anderson, I’m reluctant
to accuse Ovid of being forced into such a choice by the meter.

Notes For Page 41:

187 vulnera: On the variation of number (with vulnus two lines below), Kenney (1973 p.128) observes:
“[Ovid’s] use of ‘poetic’ singulars and plurals, given that the latter especially offer an easily available source
of extra short syllables, rarely amounts to abuse; where it may seem to verge on doing so, the motive is
plain, to assist rapidity. So within the space of three verses Hyacinthus’ wound is now plural, now singular.
That most readers of the Metamorphoses, unless they happen to be grammatical lepidopterists, with net
and killing-bottle at the ready as they read, do not notice such things is the best possible index of Ovid’s
linguistic mastery.”
188 nunc: I’m suggesting we translate the present tense here as a conative present; it indicates an attempt
which is not necessarily successful. There’s nothing about the verb form that dictates this interpretation,
just the logic of the statement (Apollo clearly does not, in fact, revive Hyacinthus). For conative aspect of
present and imperfect, see A&G 467 and 471c.
190 ut, si quis..: I have not come across a good description of the syntax for this kind of comparison. The
sense and structure are clear, but there are some complications in labelling the syntax. Some observations:
1) si with quis is not to be combined and taken as equivalent to aliquis, but as the conditional conjunction
plus quis (which is equivalent to aliquis), “if somebody…”
2)The subjunctive construction (si infringat… demittant, sustineant, spectent), formally reflects a future less
vivid conditional, but the student should be aware of a connection to what A&G call a conditional clause of
comparison (see A&G 524). This is not quite the same construction, above all because it has a fully formed,
rather than implied, apodosis, but the comparison is instructive.
3) The indefinite quis gives the condition a general rather than future sense, but it imagines a hypothetical
circumstance rather than a general rule, so the future less vivid (at least as Ovid sees it) is more appropriate
than present general. As often, however, there is little sense of future action in the future less vivid, and
the standard “if he should… then he would…” formula for FLV is not appropriate. “If someone breaks…
they droop…”
4) Ovid is translating and adapting a particular Homeric simile, but the expression reflects a common pat-
tern in Homeric similes, of the form ὡς ὅτε τις (found with indicative or subjunctive), “as when somebody”
(e.g. Iliad 11.292, Odyssey 6.232). This is found once, in the Hymn to Hermes 348, as ὡς εἲ τις (equivalent

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dlibro
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http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D3%3Asmythp%3D471#chapter471c
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to ut si quis; with optative, indicating hypothetical sense), and in Homer’s version the indefinite is usually
made more definite by being treated not as a pronoun but as an adjective for a noun (which often specifies
the field of activity of the “somebody”, e.g. “some woodsman” or “some craftswoman”). Ovid’s Latin ver-
sion prefers to leave the somebody as entirely indefinite: what are they doing in the garden? One might
note here too the use of the passive voice in similes like that of the Hymettian wax at 284-6, which has a
similar effect (who is kneading the wax?).
5. Ovid consistently uses the present subjunctive in this construction (4.354, 4.375, 6.456, 12.50, 12.481,
15.605; Ibis 197) except for one instance of perfect subjunctive (11.554-5; there quis is an adjective, unlike
the other instances). Vergil uses the form just once, with quis as pronoun, and with a perfect subjunctive,
at Aeneid 12.68 (imitating Iliad 4.141-7): Indum sanguineo veluti violaverit ostro si quis ebur… talis virgo
dabat ore colores. Perfect subjunctive suggests a past general condition, but that too is not quite right.
6)We should note that in Ovid’s Latinmodel (Aeneid 9.433-7), the subject is definite and the verbs indicative:
veluti cum flos… languescit… Since the hypothetical status of the comparison is otherwise equivalent, we
can, I think, conclude that Ovid’s subjunctives have more to to with the indefinite pronoun and imagined
circumstance than the precise rules of a conditional construction. When asked to explain them succinctly,
however, the student is best served by the future less vivid label.
7) si quis violas is, finally, a particularly Ovidian touch, offering a kind of syntactical red herring: it is easy
to misread as an indefinite second person verb, recalling such botanical ”violations” as that of 8.726. Cereale
nemus violasse securi. This misreading would be assisted by the reader’s familiarity with Vergil’s famous
simile at Aeneid 12.67 (violaverit… si quis ebur.
riguove: There is some variation in the MSS texts for this simile, centering on this word, but this reading
seems secure to me (see Salis), especially since it hints at the water found in Vergil and Homer’s versions
but left out by Ovid. The image of a watered garden, meanwhile, connects this natural comparison to
human, designed and structured space (either that of a private villa, or of a publicly endowed park), in a
way similar to that of the shaded atrium used to describe Atalanta’s reddening skin at 595-6.

Notes For Page 42:

191 fulvis linguis: fulvus is a key color term in book 10 (7 times, most toward the end of the book).
horrentia is Riese’s conjecture (1872) for the MSS haerentia. Salis prefers Ramírez de Verger’s florentia
(2009), but flowers do not, I think, “bloom” with their pistils. The paradoxical image of “bristling” lilies
seems to me quite Ovidian, and the change from the horrentia (as lectio difficilior) to haerentia easier to
explain. For metaphorical bristling, compare 15.517, adrectisque auribus horrent/ quadrupedes, and for the
phrase as a kind of heroic formula (and so deliberately incongruous here), cf. the dead Calydonian boar’s
hide at 8.426, rigidis horrentia saetis (in the same metrical position).
192 caput gravatum: gravatum hints at the part of Vergil and Homer’s simile that Ovid has left out: the
rain.
194 vultus: The odd conceit is imitated by Statius (Silvae 1.1.149, te vultu moriente videt), and at 6.228
Ismenus’ “dying hand” lets go of the reins, which is perhaps a similar idea, but in neither case is the dying
body part the subject as it is here: in each case, agency still lies with the person. For a “lying down”
expression as a sign of misery, cf. 4.144, vultusque attolle iacentes.
195 sibi est oneri cervix: For the predicate dative (a confusing but not uncommon construction), see
A&G 382. We should, moreover, think in terms of function rather than purpose: the neck performed the
function of a burden. Compare also Caesar, BG 1.44.5: [Ariovistus respondit] amicitiam populi Romani sibi
ornamento et praesidio, non detrimento esse oportere “Ariovistus replied that the friendship of the Roman
people should be (function as) an honor and a protection for him, not a disadvantage”.

Notes For Page 43:

196 laberis: As Reed notes, Ovid may be directly imitating Bion again, Adonis 58: θνῄσκεις, ὦ τριπόθατε,
“you die, O thrice desired one”). For the elegiac use, cf. IG IX.1.163 (from Phokis): ἐσθλὸς γὰρ καὶ ἄμωμος
ἀκμαῖς ἐνὶ σώφρονος ἥβας / θνήσκεις δαμασθεὶς θυμὸν ὠκείαι νόσωι (dactylic hexameter + iambic trime-
ter).
197 tuum, mea crimina, vulnus: This line is repurposed in 13.495: videoque tuum, mea vulnera, vulnus,
but the effect is more successful here.
198 mea dextera leto inscribenda tuo est: We find the same sense in Seneca Dialogi 10.16.1.1. Indeed
the sense explained here can be found in the dictionary entry for inscribo, L&S IIA and IIB, “to ascribe,

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D12%3Asmythp%3D382#chapter382
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assign, attribute”, where we find our text translated (correctly) as “thy death is to be ascribed to my hand”
(the translation reverses the indirect object relation, but the sense is correct). The metaphor is one of writ-
ing a name or word upon a thing in order to label it with a cause, character or ownership, and probably
has more to do with monumental inscriptions than funerary ones (i.e. monuments which bear the name
of their sponsor). Apollo’s right hand (which threw the discus) should be “written upon” the death of Hy-
acinthus so that all will know who is responsible for it; as it turns out, of course, Apollo’s cry of mourning
will be “written upon” the flower that Hyacinthus is transformed into (215, suos gemitus foliis inscribit; cf.
13.398, inscripta est foliis). Cf. also Tibullus 3.7.38, nostrum tantis inscribam nomen in actis.
The commentators offer a variety of interpretations here. Lemaire considers inscribenda as equivalent to
ascribenda, but does not explain how the relation gets reversed. For Reed and Anderson (ignoring the rel-
evance of line 215), “my right hand must be inscribed with your death”, where leto…tuo must be ablative of
material (not means: that would imply the tool used for inscribing, not the content inscribed). Anderson
argues that he means branding, and Reed observes that “Apollo, like Orpheus, uses Roman legal termi-
nology”, but neither says what legal convention is being referenced. What would it mean for someone to
have a body part with their crime written on it? I know of no evidence for this practice in Rome outside
of branding or tattooing runaway slaves (on the forehead, at that). Seneca De Beneficiis 4.37.1.1 offers the
most likely examples (referring to bodily stigmata as inscriptiones), but the context is the despotic court of
Philip of Macedon, not Rome (cf.also Seneca Dialogi 5.3.6.7). For details of such practices see Jones 1987,
esp. p. 141: “The most important use [of tattooing] was for punitive purposes; this came to the Greeks
from the Persians, and was transmitted by the Greeks to the Romans; among these in turn it came to be
used not only for criminals, but in late antiquity also for soldiers and military workers. The branding of
animals was a universal practice, but that of humans was almost unknown to the Greeks, and even among
the Romans was comparatively rare.”
We might, perhaps, adduce the intriguing “Tattoo Elegy” as a relevant comparison (see Rawles 2006 for
a starting point): a fragmentary curse poem from the early 3rd century BCE where the author threatens
to tattoo on the body of his rival (στίξω) various mythological stories, which he goes on to summarize. If
Ovid knew this or similar works (which would have been generically connected to his Ibis, and offered a
combination of curse and catalogue), he must have enjoyed the implications it offered both for the body
of his poem, and for moments like this. Even so, the rival’s body is to be decorated with tattoos of the
famously punished (e.g. Tantalus, Eurytion: presumably to remind him of the suffering that ultimately
awaits him), not his own crimes, and it does not justify picturing Apollo with Hyacinthus’ story tattooed
on his right arm as anything more than an intriguing but subliminal echo. Indeed, since this is Orpheus’
story, we might make a similar case for an allusion to Phanocles’ story of Orpheus’ death, where we learn
that the Thracians tattoo their women in punitive commemoration of the poet’s murder (Phanocles fr. 1
Powell, 25-6, ἃς ἀλόχους ἔστιζον, ἵν᾿ ἐν χροῒ σήματ᾿ ἔχουσαι κυάνεα στυγεροῦ μὴ λελάθοιντο φόνου).
Bömer offers a slightly different take: he says that Apollo wants his right hand (meaning his name?) to
be part of the funeral inscription on Hyacinthus’ tomb (where leto stands for sepulcro, for which there is
no precedent), in which case we’re talking dative again. If he’s right, we could see the end of the line as
connected to this idea: your funeral is my fault, and my guilt should be announced there. We can compare
9.563 subscribi causa sepulcro, and especially Heroides 2.145, where inscribere meo causa invidiosa sepulcro
(“you’ll be written on my tomb as its hateful cause”) is followed by Phyllis spelling out that inscription
as a two line elegy, which she calls a carmen (Dido repeats the pattern in Heroides 7). The problem here
is with extending the sense of both dextera (to “name”) and leto (to “tomb”): we can certainly say that
Apollo’s words recall the connected conventions of elegy and funeral inscription (see on laberis above), but
the parallel with 15.127 shows that his expression must be understood on its own merits.

ego sum tibi funeris auctor: As Bömer hints, this short statement might be considered the text that is to
be “inscribed” on the crime, or the confession that constitutes the inscription, in a kind of clausal apposition
to mea dextera; better, however, to see an implied enim - the clause simply clarifies the slightly abstruse
sense of the first part of the line. Though auctor funeris is not found elsewhere in the poem (but cf. Heroides
7.136, Remedia Amoris 22), auctor mortis, auctor necis and auctor vulneris are all common in the poem, so
the sense here is fairly clear; and Ovid presumably enjoys the phrase’s paradoxical near-equivalence to the
muchmore commonmuneris auctor (found 6 times in the poem, including line 673 here; compare especially
2.88, ne sim tibi muneris auctor). Following inscribenda, however, there is also a play on auctor as “author”,
i.e. teller/writer of the story: Apollo wants his name to be attached to the story he has authored (i.e. caused)
as a kind of Theognidean seal (sphregis) or physical titulum (as at Ars Amatoria 3.343) - a joke that recurs
in 214-15. For auctor as writer, cf. Phoebus’ footsteps at 3.18; as teller of a tale, cf. 11.666-7, 12.58, 12.61,
12.532.
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200 quae mea etc.: There are several textual problems in lines 200-209, both with individual readings,
and with the order of the lines. I follow Salis’ text for the most part, and refer the reader to his very full
discussion. In particular, there is no need to doubt the authenticity of 200-201. There is no textual reason
for such a doubt, which is based only on aesthetic and moralistic grounds. Amongst other things, the
lines subtly resonate with Eurydice’s very logical (indirect) deliberative question at line 61 (with nisi), with
Venus’ rhetorical questioning at 231ff., and with Myrrha’s constant changes of opinion (321-55).

Notes For Page 44:

203 tenemur: The first person plural is less likely to refer to both Apollo and Hyacinthus (we are both
bound by the law of fate, you to die and me not to). The point is that the immortals can do anything they
want, except contravene the laws of fate. There is some irony to this, since the motif usually involves a god
having to recognize that they may not save their favorite from death (e.g. Sarpedon in Iliad 16), not that
they can’t die with him.
204 memori: Cf. 6.508, absentes pro se memori rogat ore salutent; also 7.521 (memori mente), 8.729 (mem-
ores tabellae), 9.778 and 14.813 (memori animo).
haerebis: for the metaphor of “clinging” with memory, compare 12.184, 14.204; also 7.447, scopulis nomen
Scironis inhaeret.
207 fortissimus heros: Ovid has no problem offering a double aetiology for the Hyacinth’s markings
(Apollo’s groans, then the name of Ajax). See Salis for discussion of attempts to remove these lines as an
interpolation intended to explain the overlap between this episode and 13.394ff.
208 se… addat in hunc florem: For the sense of addat here, which connotes inscription, cf. addunt et
titulum in 9.73; compare also adde in 518, which seems to imagine the alteration of a painting.
legatur: Bear inmind that ancient reading is reading aloud, so we are invited to imagine somebody reading
aloud the vocative “Aiai” from the petals of the hyacinth, and discovering that she has thereby addressed,
perhaps even invoked, the cult hero. The passive verb here reminds the re-reader of Ovid’s claim that the
poem will be his own commemorating inscription: 15.878, ore legar populi.
209 vero: The adverb vero is often attached to conjunctions (e.g. tum vero at 2.90), but almost never to dum.
For the idea of a “true (= reliable, accurate) mouth” reciting Apollo’s oracles, cf. Fasti 1.474 (of Carmentis):
ore dabat vero carmina plena dei; also Ps.-Tibullus’ Apollo: quare, ego quae dico non fallax, accipe, vates,/
quodque deus vero Cynthius ore feram (3.4.50). Compare also Apollo’s memori ore at 204, and Orpheus’
eschewing of the evasions of a falsi oris at 19.

Notes For Page 45:

210 humo: For pouring things on the ground (blood or libations, for example), the purely locative form
humi is very common, is attested in many good manuscripts here, and is chosen by Salis because he con-
siders it the lectio difficilor (“it is more likely that the copyists [mistakenly] replaced the locative with the
ablative than the other way round”). Given the regularity of the locative of this word, I consider humo
without preposition to be difficilior. The ablative, moreover, sustains a fairly clear pattern of assonant “o”
in 206-11; see especially folio and Tyrio in the same metrical position.
signaverat: The verb prefigures (perhaps a little confusingly) the letters that will be written on the flower:
the blood writes on the ground, then Apollo writes on the flower that grows from it. Ovid is quite fond of
the image of “marking” blood: cf. 6.670, 12.125.
213 color… esset in illis: Color can also be assigned with a dative of possession (e.g. 12.403), with
colorem ducere(e.g. 3.485), trahere(e.g. 2.236, 11.305, 14.393) or even rapere (7.289).
214 is enim fuit auctor honoris: It is as if Ovid were concerned that the reader would think someone
else was responsible for (auctor) the eternal commemoration (honor) of the boy as a flower, as is the case
in Ovid’s own Fasti, 5.223-4, and as the mention of Ajax at 207-8 suggests. The sense of enim here is “I’m
telling it this way because Apollo really was the one who…” One way to make this work in translation
would be to add a conjunction (see below on asyndeton) before the parenthesis: “this wasn’t enough for
Phoebus, and (for he was the one responsible for the honor) he himself…” For a possible play on auctor as
“writer” here (“he was the one that wrote it…”), see the end of my note on 198.

Notes For Page 46:
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216 flos habet “aiai” inscriptum: We can’t explain inscriptum as either circumstantial or attributive: it is
rather a kind of predicate or supplement to habet. It seems this is a common idiomwith forms of scribo: e.g.
iudicum patronumque nomina uti scripta in tabulis habeantur, “the names of the jurors and representatives
are to be kept in writing on tablets” (an early Latin inscription, CIL 583.26). The Old Latin periphrastic
perfect with habeo is used with verbs of knowing and determining (e.g. cognitum habeo, constitutum habeo,
persuasum habeo): presumably scribo is considered as such a verb.
ducta est: ducere tends to be used for writing words in non-standard ways (e.g. Io the cow writes with her
feet in the dust, 1.649, littera pro verbis, quam pes in pulvere duxit). Compare also the well-omened flame
of 279.
217 pudet Sparten: One can also describe “genuisse Hyacinthon” as a noun clause, playing the role of
subject to pudet (“to-have-given-rise-to-Hyacinthus does not shame Sparta”). To be thorough, we might
add that when one is ashamed of a noun rather than an action, as with other impersonal verbs of feeling
(e.g. taedet, paenitet), it takes the genitive form: pudet me cupiditatis, “I’m ashamed of my greed” (though
we don’t have such a noun here).
219 annua Hyacinthia: “This festival took place in the midsummer, and involved much lamentation,
originally for the flowers killed by the summer heat” (Anderson). As Graf notes, in the Metamorophoses
etiologies for local religious institutions are, for the most part, confined to “marginal observations” like this
one. “Instead of narrating relgious aitia, Ovid’s stories develop a kind of physical etiology. The metamor-
phoses explain natural phenomena… while religious etiology is reserved for well known divinities (Roman,
Italian) or for cults celebrated by the literary tradition. In this way myth seems to preserve its ancient ex-
planatory function, evenmore so than if, Like Callimachus or Pausanias, the poet had repeated obscure aitia
of rituals from far-off Greece that were unknown and often lost” (Graf 1998 p.62). They also play a struc-
turing and often transitional role in the narrative: the reference to the festival here not only functions in a
way similar to authorial interventions (which are by definition outside of narrative time or extradiegetic)
such as nunc quoque statements (like that at 160), or te quoque (as at 162 and 542); in combination with
Venus’ reference to the Adonia at 726 it also serves to frame Orpheus’ whole song. Note, however, that
the reference to the Adonia is immediately superseded by the natural etiology of the anemone, so we have
a chiastic order with natural etiologies providing the outer frame (hyacinth flower : hyacinthia :: adonia :
anemone flower).
praelata pompa: Reed refers us to Pliny Nat. Hist. 7.60 and quotes an inscription which shows that this
is an old, formulaic phrase for a festival procession.

Notes For Page 47:

220 At si forte: Galinsky calls this “an artificial contrast which is thematically irrelevant” (1975 p.92).
Explaining the use of such “forced” transitions, Galinsky notes that “An organic, propter hoc connection
between true metamorphosis stories was rarely possible because such stories, by their very nature, end in
themselves” (p.91). This is fair enough, but we might note that the shame of personified places over the
wicked people and acts associated with them is a motif returned to in the disclaimer to Myrrha’s story at
306-7 (quae tantum genuere nefas); and the idea (now positive) returns at the end of the poem, when Julius
Caesar’s proudest achievement is defined as being the father of Augustus (tantum genuisse virum, 15.758).
roges: Two lines previously Ovid/Orpheus has referenced the time of the performance of the poem (rather
than of the story’s events) with in hoc aevi, and this address to the listener/reader continues that temporal
perspective. Address to the reader (often called simply direct address) is a variant of apostrophe, a device
we’ve already seen when the poet addresses one of his characters in the second person. See also note on
indefinite potential subjunctive credas in line 250, which is a different, though closely related usage.
221 Propoetides: Ovid is surely aware that the (previously unattested for us) Greek form Προποήτιδες,
though it sounds like a patronymic, can mean “women who have sex in public” (Reed, citing Henderson
1975, p.158). Then again, since this translation relies on a vulgar sense of ποίειν (just like English “do”),
we might just as well consider them the women who do poetry in public (προ-ποιηταί: Henderson cites
this very double meaning from Aristophanes Thesmophoriazusae 174f.). The Latin version is probably to
be scanned as 5 syllables: prŏ-pŏ-e-tĭ-dĕs. But if oe is in fact a dipthong, pro would be scanned with a long
vowel and the word would have 4 syllables. Ovid encloses these two short episodes, which are introductory
to the Pygmalion story, with a kind of ring composition by mentioning the Propoetides first, but telling
their story second. Note too that both stories describe transformations that are determined by the existing
character of the transformed, and in both cases that character is advertised in their name.
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abnuat aeque atque illos: With the implied words filled in, the Latin here might be: si roges, abnuat velle
genuisse Propoetides illas aeque atque abnuat velle genuisse Cerastas illos, quibus… Brachylogy is common
in comparisons, but not usually to this degree.
223 Cerastae: With the Propoetides and Cerastae, Ovid gives us allusive versions of 2 previously unat-
tested stories. His reference to the name of the Cerastae is especially playful, since we might expect the
name to be applied only after the eventual transformation into horned cattle; for Ovid, however, that was
already their name, but he doesn’t explain how they came to be horned humans.

Notes For Page 48:

225 sceleris: ignarus sceleris is Madvig’s emendation (1873) of a badly corrupt half line. It makes excellent
sense, in particular setting up the surprising beginning of 228; but is not based on anything found in the
manuscripts. See Salis (who yields to discretion and prints the most common MS reading with warning
daggers around it, ”†inlugubris sceleris†”) for multiple pages of discussion.

Notes For Page 49:

226 vidisset: si quis as indefinite subject of counterfactual verbs is not common. We find it most often
with imperfect subjunctive (i.e. present counterfactual), and with a sense that is not far from the present
subjunctive (a kind of resigned future less vivid): e.g. Tristia 4.4.53, quantaque in Augusto clementia, si quis
ab illo/ hoc peteret pro me, forsitan ille daret; cf. Ex Ponto 3.7.38. We do find a few instances of the past
counterfactual (e.g. Ex Ponto 4.2.21, Si quis in hac ipsum terra posuisset Homerum,/ esset, crede mihi, factus
et ille Getes). We might, further, compare Anchises’ wondering statement when he sees the boxing gloves
of Entellus at Aeneid 5.409-10, quid, si quis caestus ipsius et Herculis arma/ vidisset tristemque hoc ipso in
litore pugnam? - something like ”Just imagine if someone had seen…”; and perhaps by quid… Vergil means
”what would they now think of these?”, but the comparison still does not justify Ovid’s switch to present
counterfactual. It is tempting to take Ovid’s mix of tenses as connected to the focalizing effect described
in the previous note: Ovid switches from historical narrative (si vidisset) to a scene which is to be vividly
imagined by the reader though a character’s eyes, as if present (crederet). And perhaps a lone example from
Horace is enough to establish that the switch is above all conversational, with the indefinite subject imag-
ined as a contemporary and potential interlocutor of both narrator and reader: vestem servosque sequentis,/
in magno ut populo, siqui vidisset, avita/ ex re praeberi sumptus mihi crederet illos (Satires 1.6.79). Compare
also Propertius 2.13.49 (si vidisset… diceret); Heroides 9.69, si te vidisset… pudendus eras.
228 Hospes erat caesus!: Bömer compares 354, but that isn’t a narratorial intervention (it is in themiddle
of Myrrha’s emotional and confused monologue). There is a similar effect at 15.596, with a three word
statement starting the line (describing a horned transformation, of all things): cornua fronte gerit!; and in
line 289, corpus erat! Cf. also 4.230, 7.588, 7.797. We might also compare the poet’s outrage at the story he
is himself preparing to tell in 300ff. (dira canam!)
229 parabat: Ovid does not intend for us to imagine Venus packing her bags and loading up the swan-
chariot. The word is used of an intended or expected action that is about to be interrupted or prevented
(here by her decision to punish the individuals rather than the cities). Cf. 11.383, 12.143 (victum spoliare
parabat); but see also note on 496.
230 sed quid loca grata…: We might consider the direct speech as beginning after sed, with the con-
junction belonging to the narrator. The poem, however, offers no other secure instance of sed introducing
direct speech in this way (unlike et, as at 365 and 422). Speeches which begin with sed + interrogative
pronoun (indicating doubt about a previous course of action or opinion) are also rare, but we can compare
Hippomenes’ sed cur at 584; and the combination at the start of a sentence, especially after the caesura as
here, is relatively common (e.g. 7.858, sed quid docuisse iuvabat?).

Notes For Page 50:

233 mortisque fugaeque: medium, occuring as it does at the center of the line, is one of Lateiner’s
examples of mimetic word order (1999 p.211).
236 relinqui: Ovid often mentions the things that are “left” to the transformed (e.g. vocem, 4.589 and
14.153), but the verb can also indicate departure of human characteristics (e.g. pavor/natura in line 66); cf.
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also 15.184, a philosophical comment on the passing of time and things “left behind” in the past (et nova
sunt semper; nam quod fuit ante, relictum est).
237 torvos: Though conventional for fierce animals (e.g. Propertius 2.3.6, torvus aper ; Vergil Eclogues
2.63, torva leaena), the adjective is often applied to facial expression or eyes (2.270, 5.92, 5.241, 6.34 etc.;
and see Aeneid 6.467, torva tuentem), and given the topic (people with horns on their foreheads) there may
be an echo of that idea here, even perhaps some proleptic sense (they are fierce because of their anger at
being transformed).

Notes For Page 51:

239 quo: pro quo with clausal antecedent is not without parallel, especially following the caesura (2.562,
5.201), but the text is often emended. Salis prints Slater’s conjecture pro quaestu (“as their trade”) instead of
pro quo sua, citing, amongst others, Ennius: “Venus prima artem meretriciam instituit auctorque mulieribus
in Cypro fuit, uti vulgo corpore quaestum facerent” (Varia fr.12): “Venus founded the prostitute’s art and was
the one who established that women in Cyprus should make their living by selling their bodies.” In any
case, it is a strange, two part punishment: first Venus makes the women work as prostitutes (Ennius seems
to confirm that this is part of the punishment, not part of the crime), then she turns them into stone. Lively
(2002 p.202) notes that both Pygmalion and Orpheus, in avoiding sexual intercourse with women (femineam
venerem, line 80), can be understood as rejecting the divine authority of Venus (much like Hippolytus in
Euripides’ play, though not acknowledged in Ovid’s version of the tale at 15.497-546).
numinis irā: Anderson explains the brevity of the expression: “Ovid refers to such a familiar motif that
he need not elaborate it”; we might wish otherwise, and we can still note the rare concision of a 5 line
transformation story (cf. Olenos and the anonymous petrified voyeur in 64-71). It is tempting to take ira
as a resultative ablative, “to the angry reaction of the goddess”, with pro meaning “in accordance with”; i.e.
because they didn’t believe that Venus or her arts were sacred, they treated sex as something mundane,
and so incurred the wrath of the goddess. Ennius’ evidence makes this less likely, but as any student
of Tacitus can attest, over-reliance on the the ablative can lead to ambiguity, intended or otherwise. On
the “familiar motif”, Nagle (1984 p.237) notes an important distinction: “ In the Metamorphoses, gods
often cause suffering because of amor, as the unintended consequence of erotic pursuit and conquest…
Goddesses, by contrast, more often intentionally and vindictively inflict injury to satisfy ira aroused by
supposed, or real but exaggerated, insults to their dignity.”
240 corpora cum fama: As Bömer notes, this is almost the same as corpora et famam, though we might
ask what it means to “prostitute” one’s good reputation. If we were to fully unpick the thought, I suspect it
would be a tricky zeugma along the lines of “prostituted their bodies [and so] debased their good reputation”.
241 sanguis induruit: For transformation of the blood, cf. Lichas at 9.224-5, exsanguemque metu nec
quicquam umoris habentem/ in rigidos versum silices.
242 versae: It is possible that Ovid has knocked some edges off in trying to fit in a phrase from 9.225
(in rigidos versum silices); and he is probably hoping the reader will agree to retrieve the missing sunt
from sunt ausae at the start of the story. For the omitted verb (= brachylogy), cf. line 8. Solodow (1988 p.2,
followed by Lively 2002 p.202) argues that Venus’ role in the transformation is complete when she turns the
women into prostitutes: the transformation into stones “simply happens” by itself. While Ovid’s omission
of significant details is always worth noting, and its effects worth considering, most readers will naturally
and sensibly assume here that Venus is continuing her anger against the women who spurn her. As with
hospes erat caesus above, the omission of an agent or subject doesn’t always mean that there isn’t one. Such
arguments are particularly fragile when, as here, the text is in doubt and ambiguous ablatives are in play:
I am not prepared to entirely abandon the possibility that the logic here is the following: “they refused to
acknowledge the sanctity of Venus, and accordingly (pro quo) let anyone have sex with them, causing the
anger of the goddess (numinis ira); they therefore were changed into stone.”
parvo discrimine: Both of these introductory stories highlight the idea of metamorphosis as confirma-
tion, exaggeration or “clarification” (Solodow 1988 p.74) of preexisting identity: the Cerastae keep their
horns, the Propoetides their stony faces.

Notes For Page 52:

244 menti femineae: Cf. the poenas mentis profanae exacted fromAglauros at 2.832-3; also Hippomenes’
mens interrita leti (616).
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245 dedit: The poet makes no attempt to justify the leap from the Pygmalion’s witnessing the sins of the
Propoetides to suggesting that all women share the vices that offended him. Presumably that is Pygmalion’s
own logic for avoiding marriage entirely, and one might argue that this judgment is focalized firmly on
him: Orpheus explains Pygmalion’s view, not his own; but that would be best achieved with a subjunctive
(dederit or dedisset), and there seems little doubt that the poet identifies with Pygmalion’s misogyny.
247 niveum: Barolsky and D’Ambra suggest that the material, and the way Pygmalion plays with it, is
supposed to recall a child’s ivory doll (Arion 17.1, 2009).
feliciter: Understood non-technically, the adverb dares us to take it as ironic. As it turns out, Pygmalion
will live happily ever after with his ivory girl; but his descendants Cinyras and Myrrha will be far from
felixces (see 299, 329, 422, 443).
248 ebur: Ovid’s choice (and it is surely his) of ivory as the statue’s material reflects, first, the picture of
Cyprus as fabulously wealthy, and as a liminal zone between west and east (with Asia and Africa being
the source of ivory, because that’s where the elephants live). The conceit of a life-size ivory statue is itself
a fantasy: ivory was used for figurines, dolls, plaques, and components for chryselephantine statues, but
unlike bronze or marble, was not practical for full-size statues; see, for instance, Statius’ list of different
materials at Silvae 4.25-30, where ivory is “smoothed by the thumb of the Olympian sculptor”, referencing
Phidias and his chryselephantine Zeus. The word “smoothed” here leads us to the other reason ivory is
appropriate for the lifelike girl: in contrast to bronze or marble, ivory is in fact a soft material, especially
during the sculpting process. Plutarch speaks of “men who soften ivory” (μαλακτῆρες ἐλέφαντος) in a long
list of artisans in Pericles 12.6.2, and in Moralia 499e says that the material can be shaped and bent after
soaking in beer. See Neils 2005 pp.275ff. for more details, esp. p.275: “they recognized that tusks are hollow
for one third to one half their length, and comprise fine lamellae (or layers) that allow them to be carefully
cut and unscrolled into long sheets, not unlike a pencil turned by hand through a sharpener. Using the term
for unrolling a papyrus scroll (anaptusso), Philosotratus [Life of Apollonius 2.13] mentions that unscrolling
a tusk reveals the hollow nerve canal within.” Pygmalion, then, chooses a material that is already liminal,
harder than flesh but softer than stone, and (crucially) yielding to the artist’s hand. As Salzman-Mitchell
writes (2008 p.303), “This hard material could become soft and then harden again. Ivory is thus able to
‘change form,’ to make the transition from one shape to another. Hardening and softening of bodies is
a central theme in the Metamorphoses.” Ivory also reminds us of the famously deceptive gates of ivory,
either for returning souls (Lucretius’ and Ovid’s simulacra) in Aeneid 6.895-6; or for dreams in Penelope’s
pun on “ivory” and “deception” in Odyssey 19.564-5 (τῶν οἳ μέν κ’ ἔλθωσι διὰ πριστοῦ ἐλέφαντος, οἵ
ῥ’ ἐλεφαίρονται, ἔπε’ ἀκράαντα φέροντες: “some of them come through sawn ivory, and they deceive,
bringing words that will not come true”). “It is a material which connects natura and ars: ivory is a ‘natural’
material like stone, wood, and bone and also a material favoured by artists and craftsmen for their work.
Ivory is also a material that may be seen to connect the living with the dead, since it was once an apparently
inanimate part of a living animal. In classical art, ivory also played a significant role in connecting the
human and the divine, being employed in the construction of chryselephantine cult-statues, to bring gods
into the presence of mortals” (Lively 2002, p.209).
249 concepit amorem: The verb is suggestive in this episode of Pygmalion’s creative artistic powers (cf.
290-1), but also prefigures the forbidden conception of Adonis by Myrrha (328, 470, 503).

Notes For Page 53:

250 credas: Use of second person singular is commonwith potential subjunctive (especially credas/crederes/diceres
etc.), and rather than being a clear address to the reader (as we see, for instance, in line 220), it is more like
an indefinite subject (“one would believe”). See A&G 447. One can see the conversational origin of the
construction from its frequency in Roman drama; but it is also a staple of ekphrastic rhetoric (most fa-
mously Aeneid 8.691, pelago credas innare revulsas Cycladas; cf. Hannibal’s shield in Silius Italicus’ Punica
2.430), effectively marking this as a conventional description of a work of art. In a learned poet like Ovid,
moreover, it recalls homeric locutions such as φαίης κε (“you would say”, e.g. Iliad 15.697). For detailed
discussion, see Wheeler 1999, Ch.6; note in particular the contrast between a mere 5 examples of the gen-
eralizing second person in the Aeneid as against an extravagant 49 in the Metamorphoses. Wheeler argues
that this particular example is, on the one hand, a focalizing technique which channels the reader’s per-
spective through that of Pygmalion; but also that “The narratorial audience… is faced with the choice of
identifying with Pygmalion’s delusion or believing in the ‘fact’ of the artificiality of statue. For these rea-
sons one should be cautious about asserting that Pygmalion’s desire is a myth about the reader; rather, it is
a myth about one sort of reader–one who loses his wits and believes too much in what he reads” (Wheeler

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D10%3Asubsection%3D2%3Asmythp%3D447#chapter447
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1999, p. 156). For more on the credulity of the reader, see note on credite in 302. The question of perspective
is relevant, too, to the sense of reverentia in the next line (whose reverentia is it?). Note too the connection
between credas here and Ovid’s frequent use of an ekphrastic videres (e.g. 4.558, duratos subito digitos in
crine videres), as “an appeal to the reader’s visual faculty and to his direct involvement in the ‘spectacle’”
(Rosati 1983, p.140).
251 si non obstet reverentia: For some the reverentia must be that of the viewer (Pygmalion? the
reader?), an odd idea which would make the sense of the conditional quite obscure (reverentia would stop
you imagining her moving?). This is explained as a gesture towards alternate versions: “if another version
of the story were current in which the statue was that of a goddess, then the learned reader would rec-
ognize here the characteristically Alexandrian device of referring to a variant form of a story which has
not been adopted” (Knox 1986 p.52). We see something similar in the reference to Adonis as avenging his
mother’s passion (see note on line 524), and it is true that reverentia naturally refers to a person’s respect
for someone else (e.g. 9.123, reverentia mei), and specifically the gods (e.g. 9.428); but it can also refer to a
general respect for custom and decency (e.g. 7.609), and specifically for reputation (reverentia famae, 7.146
and 9.556). There is perhaps an intended connection between this and cuncta decent below: in Heroides
19.173-4 we find passion and modesty in conflict, calor et reverentia pugnant./ quid sequar, in dubio est; haec
decet, ille iuvat.; and in Fasti 5.23 personified Reverentia is described as decens voltu. We should also note the
connection between reverentia and fear (vereri), (e.g. 9.556-7, nec nos aut durus pater aut reverentia famae/
aut timor impediet): the statue’s imagined “modest fear” is part of her depiction as a typically innocent
elegiac timida puella (cf. Amores 1.7.45, 2.6.43, 3.13.23). None of this rules out the possibility of an allusion
to popular stories of agalmatophilia, but that is not needed to appreciate the surface meaning. That surface
meaning, with its conceit of the animated statue simulating its own inanimate status, and the implication
that simulated nakedness is decent, but not natural nakedness, seems quite rich enough to me.
252 adeo: One could make an argument that we should understand credas as subjunctive in a result clause
(“so thoroughly is the art hidden that one would believe”). This is probably technically correct, but does
not, I think, reflect the reader’s natural experience of the text, which is formed above all by familiarity
with the indefinite potential construction, and recollection of Vergil’s ekphrastic second person singular.
Though this statement is generally read as an abstract sentiment about sublime art, we should bear in
mind its similarity to the advice of the praeceptor amoris in Ars 2.313: si latet, ars prodest; adfert deprensa
pudorem: “skill (in persuading) works if it is kept hidden; when it is caught in the act, it brings about
shame.” The praceptor’s argument, moreover, is borrowed from the rhetorical handbooks (e.g. Rhetorica
ad Herennium 4.10.7, ne possit ars eminere et ab omnibus videri, facultate oratoris occultatur). Pygmalion,
it seems, uses his own artistic skill not just to create a lifelike statue, but to persuade himself to fall in
love with it. The reader way wish to consider here, too, the ambitious interpretation of Salzmann-Mitchell,
that the statue is a “whole out of pieces” rather than (as I rather think) a realistically impossible ivory
counterpart to a monumental marble carving (though imagined with a typically Ovidian vagueness which
admits the characteristics of softened ivory sheets, as described above; and of coursewith the understanding
that marble statues were themselves not always carved from single blocks). She argues further that Ovid
betrays an intuition of the etymology of ars here: “With the construction of the ivory statue, Ovid reveals
his conceptualization of art. In fact, the term arte… is particularly fruitful to think with. The word ars in
its original sense means: ‘skill in joining something, combining it, working it’ (Lewis and Short)… Ars is
etymologically connected with such words as Latin artus, ‘limb,’ and ritus, ‘rite.’ In fact, both ars and artus
appear to derive from a Proto-Indo-European root *ar- preserved in Latin also in coarto , ‘to force,’ meaning
‘to join’… This connection was probably not lost to a poet with great skill at joining words, in putting them
together in metrical ways.” (2008 pp.305-6).
253 simulati corporis ignes: Salis explains it as “genitivo de igual naturaleza”, which is (if my Spanish
is to be trusted), an appositive genitive (aka “defining” or “limiting” genitive; see A&G 343d). The standard
grammar book example for this type of genitive is urbs Romae, “the city of Rome”, where the genitive and
the noun that it modifies both refer to the same thing. I incline towards Reed’s view, especially since each
of the comparative examples given by Salis seems to better fit the objective relation than the appositive
one (e.g. Tristia 2.380: hospitis igne duas incaluisse deas), and since the fires (i.e. the passion) should reside
in the body of the lover, not the statue. On the other hand, the image of him “drinking them in” suggests
perhaps that they do come from the statue’s body, which gives Salis’ view some credence.
254 sit: Anderson draws attention to the two monosyllables (an sit) ending the hexameter line, and need-
ing the next line to fill out their sense (a “run on” or enjambment), as “permissible for Ovid but… not
normal in Vergil”. Cf. 212, si non; 351, non es; 471, ill(a) est; 523, ips(o) est; 573, formae (e)st; 597, meta (e)st;
631, ore (e)st. As the examples show, the phenomenon is most common with elision, where two words are,

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D4%3Asmythp%3D344#chapter343d
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in a sense, joined as one.

Notes For Page 54:

257 et: Note the repetition of et at the start of 3 of the following 4 lines. Wills (1996 p.414) collects
examples of such extended anaphora (“concentrated repetition” in “irregular sequences”, in minor contrast
to “evenly patterned triplets and quadruplets”, such as 5.341-3, 7.810-13, 9.453-5), comparing (for instance)
repetition of et at the start of 6 out of 8 lines in 3.216-23.
258 in pressos artus: Concern over bruising the beloved, whether through passion or anger, is an elegiac
topos. See, for instance, Amores 1.7.41: aptius inpressis fuerat livere labellis; also Amores 1.8.98, Tibullus
1.6.13, and Propertius 3.8.22: me doceat livor mecum habuisse meam.

Notes For Page 55:

260 munera: “A closer look at the gifts shows that they have resonances in erotic discourse. Concha,
shell, receives its erotic suggestion from the myth that Venus was born from a shell, and is sometimes used
of the female pudenda. Little birds are also common erotic symbols, perhaps most famously in Catullus’
passer poems (2 and 3). The giving of gifts is an integral part of courtship, and one which in elegiac contexts
is constantly problematized by the subversive hint of mercenary transaction, even when that is specifically
denied” (Sharrock 1991 p.44). concha most likely means “pearl” here, as usually in elegy (e.g. Tibullus
2.4.30, Propertius 3.13.6). We should also note that Pygmalion’s actions are not entirely unlike everyday
interactions with cult statues, as Stewart (2003 p.263) describes: “In the framework of ritual people touched
revered images (as they still do) in ways appropriate to human beings. They kissed them, crowned them,
garlanded them and sprinkled them with flowers. They clothed and anointed them.”
262 līlĭăquē pictāsquĕ pĭlās: Specifically, enclitic τε (equivalent to and cognate with Latin -que) is oc-
casionally scanned as long in Homer the first time it appears in similar lists; but in Homer there is always
a reason for it (lost liquid or sibilant consonants that form an invisible cluster), albeit not a reason that was
obvious to the Alexandrian editors and poets of the 3rd century BCE who, as Salis puts it, “did not observe
the homeric restrictions and allowed broader application with somewhat more laxity”. The Romans fol-
lowed them in this, thereby thinking to display their learning, but Homer would have been quite confused
by the rhythm of this line. Salis also notes that Vergil was more carefully Homeric in his use of this device.
On the other hand, rhythm is an oral/aural phenomenon, not a theoretical system, and the line must be
pronounceable; Ovid would have been aware that this line would stand out from its surroundings when
read aloud, and the odd scansion gives the line a jaunty feel, since pictasque would have to be pronounced
as if it starts with a double p, emphasising a wavelike alternation of liquid ‘l’s and hard stops (p, c, t, q).
For such diastole cf. cinnămăque in line 308; also 1.193, 4.10, 5.484, 7.225, 7.612, 11.36, 11.290.
pictāsquĕ pĭlās: Balls as tokens of courtship go all the way back to Odysseus’ charged encounter with
Nausicaa in Odyssey 6, and as the focus of exercise can perhaps be compared somewhat to the discus onto
which Apollo and Hyacinthus divert their erotic energy (cf., for instance, Plautus Bacchides 428, ibi cursu
luctando hasta disco pugilatu pila saliendo sese exercebant magis quam scorto aut saviis). The unpredictable
flight of the thrown ball, moreover, can be seen as analogous to that of Cupid’s arrow (see Anacreon 358
Campbell), but also to the unpredictability and lawlessness of love in general: see, for instance, the pseudo-
Vergilian Ciris, describing Scylla chasing a dropped ball and thereby stepping outside the bounds of normal
social control (Ciris 149-50). Compare also Propertius’ impatience with his mistress’ desire for all manner
of trinkets (vilia dona) from the stalls along the Sacred Way, including “the chill of a hard ball” (2.24.11).
263 Heliadum lacrimas: Often identified as “amber”, though it is clearly not the same substance as the
fossilized resin to which we give that name. See book 2.364-6 for this kind of amber as a decoration for
Roman brides (nuribus gestanda latinis). It is also, according to Diodorus Siculus 5.23.4, worn by Greeks to
mourn the death of young people: see Wheeler 1999 p. 202: “Pygmalion is playing the role of the elegiac
lover to a puella dura.” This reference functions as a kind of incidental metamorphosis (“blink-and-you’ve-
missed-it brevity”, Lightfoot 2009 p.241): no transformation is described, but the similarity to Myrrha’s
final state reminds us that it is involved.
265 pectore: See L&S for an example where the word means something like “girdle”; at Fasti 4.135-7
redimicula are clearly decorative bands tied around the neck, so we should not try to translate as anything
more precise than “bands”.

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dredimiculum
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266 decent: The sense of the verb also sets up the rest of the line: in her clothes and decorations she
looks fine and appropriate, but when nude she is just as beautiful. This in turn offers us the slightly discon-
certing image of Pygmalion removing the clothes he has dressed her in and appreciating her naked form.
From a narratological point of view (no pun intended) the judgment of formosior videtur is focalized on
Pygmalion, that is, seen by the reader from his perspective: see, for example, Elsner 1991, p.155: “The ivory
statue (which we may view as a figure for the poem) may have been created by Pygmalion the sculptor
but it generates him as a viewer-lover, just as the Metamorphoses generates us as its readers.” Since “not
less beautiful” suggests, by litotes, “more beautiful”, we can assume that Ovid is alluding here to a long-
running poetic motif where male writers criticize women for hiding their natural beauty with cosmetics
and other artificial enhancements (e.g. Xenophon Economicus 10.8; Juvenal 6.457ff). Indeed we may agree
with Sharrock (1991 pp.39-41) that Ovid is entering into dialogue here with Propertius 1.2, where the poet
warns Cynthia against “spoiling her natural beauty with purchased finery” (5: naturaeque decus mercato
perdere cultu), but proceeds to hold out mythological heroines as painted by Apelles and his ilk (22: qualis
Apelleis est color in tabulis) as the pinnacle of un-artificial beauty. On line 8 (nudus Amor formae non amat
artificem) Sharrock writes: “An artifex formae is exactly what Propertius is, and so are Apelles and Pyg-
malion. It is precisely Propertius’ art - this very poem - which adorns and paints Cynthia, and this artful
adornment is concealed by the deceptive simplicity of art, exactly as the art of Pygmalion conceals itself in
his life-like creation: ’ars adeo latet arte sua’ (Met. X.252).” Knox, meanwhile, notes (1986 p.53) that formosa
(which recalls the process of creation, formam dedit in 248) is a thoroughly elegiac word: “an adjective
rigorously avoided by the epic poets. Vergil uses the word 16 times in the Eclogues, and it appears once in
the Georgics, but not at all in the Aeneid, where it gives way to the epic equivalent pulcher” (and see p.54
for a similar point about puella/virgo).

Notes For Page 56:

269 tamquam sensura: Subjunctive is used in tamquam clauses, since they are by nature hypothetical,
and are in fact conditional clauses: see A&G 534 on “conditional clauses of comparison”; also cf. note on
the simile in line 190).

Notes For Page 57:

272 nivea cervice: Enclosed as it is by ictae and iuvencae, it is tempting to take this phrase as adverbial
with ictae (“struck on their snowy necks”, ablative of place where, for which cf. 12.125), but the line reads
better with the caesura (after ictae) separating units of sense. The adverbial sense could be supported by
1.651-2, inque gementis / cornibus et nivea pendens cervice iuvencae, but the structure is not similar enough
to offer a reliable parallel.
273 cum… constitit: Anderson reads this as a way of shifting attention from general (the festival) to
particular (Pygmalion). Note that constitit is indicative, and the cum clause is purely temporal, as is normal
for cum inversum (as A&G put it, “When the principal action is expressed in the form of a temporal clause
with cum, and the definition of the time becomes the main clause, cum takes the indicative.”)
275 sit coniunx, opto: As Reed notes, Pygmalion’s wish recalls Nausicaa’s optative praise of Odysseus at
Odyssey 6.214: “if only such a one might be called my husband.” As with Hyacinthus’ discus competition,
we are still in a version of Phaeacia.
277 aurea Venus: Reed suggests that Ovid may mean “golden” more literally: “Venus was present at her
festival in the form of a gilded statue” (see also Hardie 2002 p.190). Better, I think, to see the choice of a
conventional epithet as motivated both by the material comparison with the ivory statue, and by the role of
the golden apples in Venus story later in the book. Note too that the epithet is applied to Venus consulting
with the other gods about the death of Julius Caesar in 15.761.

Notes For Page 58:

280 simulacra suae puellae: With the hint that the statue is now a kind of substitute for an imagined,
real girl (the one that is “like” the ivory girl), Ovid recalls a famous image from Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, of
Menelaus pining for the lost Helen and taking little comfort from the “beautiful statues” of her in his palace
(εὐμόρφων δὲ κολοσσῶν/ ἔχθεται χάρις ἀνδρί:/ ὀμμάτων δ᾽ ἐν ἀχηνίαις/ ἔρρει πᾶσ᾽ Ἀφροδίτα,Agamemnon
416-19). Lucretius, no doubt with this in mind, sensibly advises against such virtual comforts, and even
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against speaking the name of the absent beloved: 4.1063-2, sed fugitare decet simulacra et pabula amoris/
absterrere sibi atque alio convertere mentem. Note too that this is the first time that the poet explicitly refers
to the statue as a statue (at the start of the episode he says simply sculpsit ebur), and the choice of term may
suggest that the beginning transformation has given her more-than-human status; see Stewart 2004 p.186:
“We have observed the fairly consistent lexical differentiation of three kinds of statue in Roman society:
the statua or andrias (a portrait statue of a human being); the simulacrum or agalma (the statue of a god,
often elevated as a privileged image and the recipient of active cult, standing in for the absent deity); and
in Latin, the differentiated signum, which denoted images of gods in general (especially dedications), and
by extension therefore notable ‘works of art’.”
283 temptatum: On the adjacent repetition with temptat above, or “participial resumption”, Wills com-
pares 3.390, ille fugit fugiensque…, and writes (1996 p.311), “The resumption of a verb by a participle is a
special favourite of Ovid, who accounts for the majority of this figure’s use in Latin.” On the reasons for
Ovid’s predilection, he continues (p.316), “a clever association of these changing forms with the theme of
the Metamorphoses is refuted by the many examples in his early works… Of the two possible directions for
resumption, progression forwards or contrast backwards, Ovid seems to use this participial construction
mainly for the latter. Even in the Metamorphoses, the poet’s epigrammatic tendencies sometimes surpass
any desire for narrative flow.” On the other hand, see 12.390: prosiluit terraque ferox sua viscera traxit/ trac-
taque calcavit calcataque rupit et…: this example is quite similar to ours in that the first resumption crosses
the line boundary; and Wills cites this (p.317) as an instance that “exploit[s] this figure for its rapidity”; the
effect is surely much the same here. Wills gives a full list of examples on pp.323-5, but this is the only one
from Met.10.
284 Hymettia: That the origin of the wax is precisely noted may simply be an example of what Galinsky
calls the “mock exactitude” and “visual over-explicitness” of Ovidian descriptions (1975 p.166). He takes
as a prime example the hyperbolic image of Mercury at 2.726-9, burning up “like a leaden missile hurled
from a sling. And it is not just any sling, but a Balearic sling.” On the other hand, such specificity is
already a feature of the Homeric simile (e.g. Odyssey 6.102-108, where Nausikaa is compared to Artemis
going through the mountains: not just any mountains, but “either lofty Taygetus or Erymanthus”). And
further, the mention of Athens and beeswax which softens in the sun brings to mind Icarus and his father
Daedalus (the Athenian creator of automata, a kind of living statue, amongst other things). Many readers
also see the simile as recalling Pygmalion’s original process of creation: the change from artefact to real
is paradoxically compared to the creation of a new artefact. Anderson (1989 p.6), however, observes that
Ovid’s references to wax are usually either to wax writing tablets or to “ordinary household things that
anyone could produce” such as that used to mend wooden cups at 8.670. Cf. also 1.711, 8.193, 15.169. For
Bauer (1962, pp.16-17) the choice of simile has a particular aptness, both for the statue motif and for the
poem: “In the case of ivory, the application of a wax would surely have concealed the myriad joints and
minute blemishes of its surface. But the number and felicity of the transitions uniting the many elements
of the Metamorphoses place a further, figurative significance upon this allusion to joinery. The attention of
Ovidian scholars is often given to studying the continuity thus achieved, which neither the conclusion of
an individual episode nor the climax of a great cycle nor even the division between books imposed by the
length of a papyrus roll ever interrupt.”

Notes For Page 59:

285 cera: For enjambment of themain (usually nominative) noun in a comparison, cf. Olenos in 69, corpora
in 516, saucia trabs in 373. This is a common feature of simile word order, though not so common as the
delay of that significant noun to the end of the first line of the simile (e.g. velum in 595).
286 ipso usu: Compare Ovid’s description of his own physical health at Tristia 5.2.5: corpusque… ipso
vexatum induruit usu. The simile carries with it a confusing implication: that it is Pygmalion who brings
the statue to life with his hands. Perhaps we should understand that this is his perspective, how it seems
to him as he touches her, especially given the emphasis on his manus temptantes. For possible thematic
importance of usus, see note on 737.
289 corpus erat!: The use of the word corpus instead of, for instance, puella, might seem odd; but it
reminds us of a fundamental dichotomy that runs through the poem, the separation of corpus and forma
introduced in the prologue to book 1. The ivory girl is no longer just a formosa facies: she is, in fact, form
changed into body, as the prologue promised.

Notes For Page 60:
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293 ad lumina: The mention of the ivory girl’s eyes as lumina, and the focus on the movement of her
gaze, reminds us of the loss of Eurydice at the start of the book, and the condition that the lover “not turn
back his lumina”. The juxtaposition of the twowords is, for Lateiner (1999 p.215), mimetic: her lumen really
is ad, i.e. next to, his lumina.
294 pariter cum caelo: There is probably a pun here on caelum as “sculptor’s chisel” (from the verb
caedo), perhaps even a hint of a risqué sculptor’s joke (“his tool”). For a woman formed by the sculptor’s
chisel, cf. Martial 6.13.1: Quis te Phidiaco formatam, Julia, caelo, vel quis Palladiae non putet artis opus? It
is perhaps significant that Ovid most often uses the phrase pariter cum during transformation or change,
usually away from human status (2.698, 3.92, 3.99, 6.272 if death can be read as change, 14.850). The one
exception is 14.662. Leach (1974 p.125) well sums up the implications of this concluding image: “When the
ivory woman awakens, her lover may be satisfied that he is the center of her new universe, the sun, as it
were, in her vision of the sky… The story has no setting, no images of the natural or the civilized world
to fill out its background. Pygmalion has created a private love object and realized a private love within
a world wholly isolated from reality. Although he seems to succeed where Orpheus failed, his singular,
escapist love is analogous to Orpheus’ own withdrawal from the world of experience into an imaginary
world of art where love is treated vicariously.” I would add that the clearest indication of this cynical moral
is the ivory girl’s lack of a name, the one thing which would be necessary for her to have any kind of public
identity (or, literally, to be “known”, the function of a nomen).
297 illa: At some point in relatively modern tradition, “she” acquired the name Galatea (see Law 1932),
but she remained unnamed in ancient tradition (presumably because Ovid’s tale was recognized as an
adaptation of stories involving cult statues, above all of Venus). On names as a form of identity, one possible
stage of human transformation, see note on line 346.
qua: many read quo, taking Paphos as a masculine name. hac/hoc in the next line needs to agree with
the choice made here, unless we take it to refer to insula (which would be odd). Feminine or masculine,
accusative singular Paphon would indicate a second declension Greek noun, but feminine personal names
in Greek (as opposed to place names, especially islands) are not usually found in this declension. It seems
most likely that Ovid has been led by the gender of the island’s name to accept the same form for the
name’s originator, despite the inappropriate declension (perhaps also with a glance at names like Sappho).
Note also the frequency of Greek-based neuter diminutives (such as Philocomasium) for courtesan names
in Plautus.

Notes For Page 61:

298 ille: In his note here, Bömer calls this construction a sign of “elevated diction”; better, perhaps, to see
it as rhetorically formal and reminiscent of Greek idiom.
299 inter felices… haberi: The sentiment is paradoxical: successful begetting of offspring is a stereo-
typical mark of happiness and a sign that the gods bless one’s marriage. Tissol (1988, p.38, n.58) helpfully
compares Herodotus’ story of “the most blessed man”, Tellus of Athens, παῖδες ἦσαν καλοί τε κἀγαθοί,
καί σφι εἶδε ἅπασι τέκνα ἐκγενόμενα καὶ πάντα παραμείναντα (Histories 1.30.4). See Tissol’s note too for
Cinyras as an exemplum of wealth.
300 dira canam etc.: The religious language (canam, procul este) reminds us that Orpheus is the speaker,
but of course the verses act also as a disclaimer of responsibility for Ovid himself.
procul hinc: As Reed notes, the word in this context is “originally associated with rites of initiation”.
When, in Odes 3.1.1, Horace famously warns odi profanum vulgus et arceo, he is demanding a ritually clean
audience for his song. Compare also Medea in Book 7.255: hinc procul Aesoniden, procul hinc iubet ire
ministros et monet arcanis oculos removere profanos, and the metapoetic warning at Amores 2.1.3, procul
hinc, procul este, severi. procul hinc, then, marking the poem as ritual performance, should have the same
sense here, but the religious connotation is in conflict with the logic, which is that vulnerable daughters
should not be exposed to the sacrilegious content of the ritual (song) itself. “Ovid seems to be talking as
‘priest’ of a perverse ceremony, warning away the pure in heart” (Anderson). Of course, for the reader, and
on a purely rhetorical level, this is simply “seduction by reverse psychology–don’t listen to this, it’s nasty”
(Nagle 1983 p.306).
parentes: Users of the PHI Latin text will find ablative parente here, which would be a good, if dark, joke
(“stay away from your father!”), but it is, alas, a typo.
301 mulcebunt: For Barchiesi (2001 p.51) this word reminds us that it is Orpheus speaking, not Ovid:
“These lines clearly assume the narrative voice of Orpheus. The soothing power typical of his poetry… has
now become a danger against which he has to warn his audience.” We can support this view by comparison
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with the very Orphic-sounding Canens in 14.338-40: silvas et saxa movere/ et mulcere feras et flumina longa
morari/ ore suo volucresque vagas retinere solebat.

Notes For Page 62:

302 nec credite factum: factum/facti narrows down hac parte to Myrrha’s incest with her father, rather
than referring to the whole story (including Adonis, who is necessary to the plot of the last 250 lines of
the book). Then again, the disclaimer reminds us, first, that none of the poem’s stories are, on the face
of it, expected to be believed, as Ovid himself wrote: in non credendos corpora versa modos (Tristia 2.64);
and it recalls the suspended disbelief alluded to by generalizing second person subjunctives in ekphrastic
descriptions like that of the ivory girl at 250 (quam vivere credas: you wouldn’t really believe she was alive,
would you?) As often noted, the question of the narrator’s credibility and the reader’s credulity is found
at the very center of the poem, with Pirithous’ reaction to Achelous’ narration of a factum mirabile and
to the audience’s response: inridet credentes (8.599-601), and then Lelex’s defence of credulity. As Feeney
says, “By splitting our response up into these two polarized alternatives he is making us realize that to
swim successfully in the sea of the Metamorphoses we must be both Lelex and Pirithous.” (Feeney 1991,
p.231). Compare, for instance, Ovid’s own ambivalent scepticism concerning the creation of humans out
of stones at 1.400: quis hoc credat, nisi sit pro teste vetustas?. For the authority of the vates as controlling
belief, meanwhile, compare Mopsus at 12.532: credita res auctore suo est, “the story was believed because of
its teller”; and for a sly juxtaposition that assimilates the credulous reader/listener (swimming, no doubt, in
Feeney’s poetic sea) to a fish that takes the bait, see 13.934-5: …sua credulitas in aduncos egerat hamos./ res
similis fictae, sed quid mihi fingere prodest?. Relevant here too is Graf’s suggestion (1988 pp.63-8) that one of
the main ways to distinguish between Ovid and his internal narrators is the credulity of the latter, and the
detachment of the former; this distinction is rather undercut by Graf’s own comparison of the “moralizing
tone” of Orpheus here to that of the narrator who introduces Byblis’ story at 9.454 (that narrator is Ovid).
304 : Anderson here paints Orpheus, “who advocates pederasty”, as a “hypocrite moralist”: “The self-
congratulation of Orpheus and his people stirs a slight smile.” Though Anderson’s main point is about the
“commonplace” lust of the Thracians, his apparent connection of homosexuality with hypocrisy, should
itself serve as a warning against moralizing interpretation.
admissum: In the latter case, admissum would be a predicate of videri (with hoc the pronoun subject),
in the former its substantive subject (described by hoc as demonstrative adjective). Ovid surely chooses
admissum + videri to allow just such an ambiguity.
305 : This line is absent from a small number of the MSS; it seems more likely that a copyist missed it
because of the repetition of gratulor, and because it stands in asyndeton with 306, than that it was inter-
polated as an extra verse for reasons unknown. Salis, who keeps the line, observes that the repetition of
gratulor “is not inconsistent with the string of rhetoric which introduces the Myrrha episode”. For such
low-impact repetition, compare properata… properamus in 32-4.
nostro orbi: This is not simply , as Solodow argues (1988 p.40) an intrusion by Ovid’s Roman voice into
Orpheus’ Thracian song; nostro orbi certainly does allude to a Roman perspective (in particular, Vergil’s
laudes Italiae in Georgics 2.139, where Panchaia is mentioned in a list of lands that cannot compete with
Italy), but it is not incongruous here. Solodow’s argument is based on the idea that theThracians’ proverbial
lust (innata libido, 6.458-60) is incompatiblewithOrpheus’moral comparison, but as Nikopoulos notes (2004
p.98), “sexual promiscuity is one thing and perversion of nature another.” Barchiesi (2001 p.60) has a more
nuanced view, considering this an intended but ironic allusion: “Orpheus is obviously not speaking about
Italy, but he shows that it is possible to compose, with conventional rhetorical material, highly improbable
laudes Thraciae”. Meanwhile, though Cinyras’ (or the narrative’s) move from Cyprus is not explained,
Myrrha’s homeland will be identified as spice-laden Panchaia in line 309, and Ovid says her suitors arrive
from “all over the Orient” in 316. “Panchaia ends up simply as metonymy for the whole of the Orient”
(Reed, noting the different but indistinguishable roles of Panchaia and Sabaea in Myrrha’s story). Reed
also notes (on line 309): “in Euhemerus (Fr. Gr. Hist. 63) Panchaia is the the myrrh-producing island in
the indian ocean where the author claimed to have discovered the ‘holy writings’ (an Egyptian text); it is
modeled on Egypt as an ideal state… Ennius had made Euhemerus’ work accessible in Latin.”
306 regionibus: For the territory as responsible for the sin, cf. 6.459-60, pronumque genus regionibus illis/
in Venerem est - ironically, a comment on Thracian lust.

Notes For Page 63:
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307 sit dives: We see the same construction with an explicit imperative, elige + dum ne sit in line 319.
Anderson’s “hortatory subjunctive” reflects the difference, though most grammars reserve that term for
the first person (and permission is no more the same as exhortation than it is command). On proviso
clauses see A&G 528, including Cicero’s famous oderint dum metuant. Bennet in various places describes
this subjunctive as that of compliance, acquiescence or permission (e.g. 1907 p.219).
309 ferat: Salis has a rather long note on deciding between Panchaia and Panchaica here, but there seems
to be no strong reason to prefer the one over the other. At 478 Myrrha “leaves behind” (reliquit) the
fields of Panchaea (Panchaea rura) and rests 9 months later in “Sabaea” (Sheba), where she undergoes her
transformation; one might wonder, then, why Orpheus not only directs his ire at Panchaea for “creating
the crime”, but also considers it the hub of myrrh production. Perhaps her wanderings take her out of but
then back to Panchaea, with Sabaea understood to be within that territory (not a natural reading of 478-80,
to be sure). Note, too, that while these lines and 478 make it fairly clear that this story is set in Arabia (as
was presumably the case in Cinna’s influential version, given his exotic-sounding version of the heroine’s
name), Cinyras’ descent from Pygmalion would lead Ovid’s readers to expect another story set in Cyprus
(where he was also known as a legendary king, and mentioned as such in Iliad 11.20). Anderson, explaining
ad 478 that “Ovid… has linked two separate traditions” goes on to suggest that “Ovid has told his tale so
well that few people would protest over this slight improbability.” I suspect, rather, that both here and in
478-80 he expects his readers to do a little head-scratching, and I concur with Ziogas’ assessment (2014
p. 347) of Ovidian geography, especially as a feature of narrative transition: “Literary loci are intertwined
with geographical loca in the construction and reconstruction of Ovid’s narrative map. Ovidian geography
invites the readers to an endless trip of displacement, replacement, and topographical as well as literary
transformations.”
310 dum ferat et murram: The logic of the proviso is far from obvious; given the concluding half-line
(“the creation of a new tree was not worth so much”), Orpheus seems to be hoping that the East will
continue to produce (ferat) myrrh so that the West doesn’t have to go through the same painful process
(creation of a tree from an incestuous woman) to make its own, though the thought is far from explicit.
Hill suggests “however rich the region becomes, it should grow myrrh to remind itself of its guilty secret”,
which makes a certain sense, but adds a good deal to what Ovid says. As Bömer reads it, the passage
cleverly defeats reader’s expectations, playing on two different meanings of ferat: at first we read “let it
bring forth any spice, so long as it brings forth Myrrh”; but the last half line makes us re-read ferat as
“keep to itself”: “it can hold onto all the spices, so long as it keeps its (nasty) myrrh to itself”. He claims
that ferat can be read as auferat here (and Reed treats this sense as self-evident), but I can’t find strong
support for that idea. He cites book 8.135, inania venti verba ferunt, but there it means “carry off”, quite a
different idea. Panchaia cannot “carry off” the spices that it already produces. Indeed nothing like “keep
to oneself” is attested as a meaning even of auferre. One might be tempted to emend the text, but there is
no sign of corruption in the tradition, so I return to my initial interpretation: the west wants nothing to
do with Myrrh production, and chooses to cede the whole spice trade to the east on those grounds. This
idea is implicit already (without the specific moralizing about incest and myrrh) in Vergil’s laudes Italiae in
Georgics 2.139: we might paraphrase Vergil’s sentiment as “it doesn’t matter what advantages the east has
(riches, beauty, spices): it can’t compete with Italy’s fertility and simple rustic virtues.”
nova arbor: A version of the ab urbe condita construction (see 452), with adjective instead of participle, if
we are supposed to understand this as “the creation of a new tree” (compare heros mutatus, “the transfor-
mation of the hero” in line 730). For the sentiment (reevaluation of the act that has led to transformation),
cf. Ocyrhoe at 2.659-60: non fuerant artes tanti… mallem nescisse futura!; and Marsyas at 6.386 ‘a! piget, a!
non est’ clamabat ‘tibia tanti’ (cf. also 11.779).
311 ipse: Though the poet may simply be relying on the conventional omniscience of the epic narrator
for his authority here, the emphatic adjective and the present tense verb make this assertion sound quite
specific; perhaps Orpheus is claiming that he has, in fact, consulted his relative Cupid in researching his
story.
nocuisse: Ovid is speaking to readers who know other versions, where Myrrha’s incestuous desire is a
punishment from Venus either for her own sins (Apollodorus 3.14) or for her mother’s (Hyginus 58.1).
Compare matris ulciscitur ignes in line 524, which suggests some responsibility on Venus’ part.

Notes For Page 64:

312 faces suas: While tela in the previous line refers to Cupid’s bow and arrows (as we see them in line
526), Ovid regularly represents Cupid as equipped also with a torch for inflaming passion, and here that
image links him to Hymenaeus at the start of the poem.
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314 scelus est etc.: This paradoxical and sententious “last introductory device” (Anderson) is awkwardly
expressed: part of the 8 line apostrophe, spanning two half-lines, not really following on from the image
of the Furies, and leaving the narrative to begin proper near the end of the next line with an adverb and
participle (undique lecti) in isolated enjambment after a bucolic diaeresis. It is as if the poet can’t quite
figure out how to speak to Myrrha about her crime.
315 hīc amor: Bömer may be right in suggesting that this is equivalent to talis amor here: “a love of this
kind” (all incest, not just Myrrha’s passion).

Notes For Page 65:

319 illa quidem: In the other 2 instances of illa/ille quidem (573 and 708) a contradicting sed follows
quickly (cf. also line 4, adfuit ille quidem, sed…), but here the transition to Myrrha’s role in her doom is
more subtle, beginning only with si tamen hoc scelus est, in her own internal monologue, in 323. On the
consistent identification of Myrrha as illa, see note on 448.
sentit: The verb may be absolute (i.e. without object, “was fully aware”), or with implied direct object
amorem, which is used as the dative object of repugnat. We could also read according to the sense in L&S
I.B.1, “To perceive the effects (esp. the ill effects) of any thing; to feel, experience, suffer, undergo, endure”,
though we should still take amorem as an implied object. “Myrrha understands her condition from the
point where Ovid begins” (Anderson, somewhat opaquely). The verb recurs multiple times, mainly in
Myrrha’s story (404, 408, 424, 443), but also in the Pygmalion (269, 277, 293) and Atalanta episodes (637),
and the lover’s often anguished consciousness of his or her feelings is clearly an important motif. It recalls
above all Catullus 85’s famous elegiac expression of loss of agency and discordia mentis in love: odi et
amo. quare id faciam, fortasse requiris./ Nescio, sed fieri sentio et excrucior. The verb perhaps also marks her
as a figure who is qualified for narrative authority like that of the poet, with her monologue functioning
as another embedded narrative: “Although Myrrha’s resistance wavers in the course of this monologue,
with its sophistry and wishful thinking, at the beginning, and again at the end, she is herself scarcely less
outraged than Orpheus. She uses the same themes in her monologue as Orpheus did in his introduction to
it, as if the introduction were a musical overture. The key words nefas, scelus, and pietas all appear, as does
a reference to places where incest allegedly is an acceptable practice. Both also associate Furies and their
torches with this dire abomination, Orpheus claiming a Fury kindled Myrrha’s passion, and Myrrha asking
herself if she has no fear of punishment by the Furies. Orpheus’ ambivalence in this narrative corresponds
to his character’s moral dilemma, and together they establish at the outset, in his seductive warning and in
her wavering monologue, a recurrent approach-avoidance pattern, which provides the structuring rhythm
of the episode” (Nagle 1983 p. 308).
320 secum: The ensuing monologue lies at the center of book 10, and forms part of a series of such set
pieces in poem’s second movement, a series which ends with Atalanta’s internal monologue in 611-35.
Kenney (2009 p.149) observes: “Ovid had begun to explore the possibilities of the dramatic monologue in
the Heroides, commandeering, as was his way, and promoting to sub-generic status, a feature of Euripi-
dean and Hellenistic tragedy… The first and last monologues of the series, those of Medea and Atalanta…
complement each other, even more obviously than is true of the rest, in presenting an open-and-shut case.
Medea, as she says in lines perhaps quoted more often than any in Ovid, sees the better course and follows
the worse (video meliora proboque, / deteriora sequor, 7.20–1). Her dilemma and that of Atalanta are iden-
tical: do I rescue this man or do I condemn him to death? Between Medea and Atalanta (Althea standing
somewhat apart) we have the stories of Scylla (8.6–151), Byblis (9.450–665) and Myrrha (10.298–502), their
themes respectively high treason, incest frustrated, and incest consummated.”
quo feror: This is the kind of question a narrator can ask himself, as at Fasti 4.573 quo feror? immensum
est erratas dicere terras. The verb also implies the divine possession of the helpless lover, as in Quintilian’s
quotation of Ovid’s famous tragedy Medea: servare potui: perdere an possim, rogas?/ feror huc illuc, vae,
plena deo (Institutio Oratoria 8.5.6). Compare also Plautus Cistellaria 206-8: iactor [crucior]/ agitor stimulor,
versor/ in amoris rota, miser exanimor,/ feror differor distrahor diripior…; and Dido in Aeneid 4.376 (furiis
incensa feror). As an indication simply of hesitation or doubt, cf. Venus in Aeneid 4.110 fatis incerta feror,
“I am in two minds about the Fates”.
mente: “Her mind is the location of this battle,” claims Anderson, but ablative of place-where without a
preposition leaves a lot for the reader to do here (and can she be carried within her own mind?). For Bömer
it is a “limiting” ablative (= specification); presumably to be read with quo: “where in terms of my mind”,
which is vaguer than Anderson’s suggestion, albeit better Latin. If we understand mens as “plan, purpose,
intention”, this works reasonably well: it becomes almost a periphrasis for quid molior. Even so, I see no
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reason to resist (as Anderson advises we should) reading as instrumental (and more or less equivalent to
ablative of agent) with the passive feror. In addition to 9.520, compare 5.13-14: quae te, germane, furentem/
mens agit in facinus? ; also 7.19-20, aliudque cupido,/ mens aliud suadet; and perhaps most clearly, Heroides
18.30: quo non possum corpore, mente feror, “I am carried by my mind where my body cannot take me.” This
sense also fits best with the alienated implications of sentit in the previous line.
321 iura sacrata parentum: Note the tricolon crescendo at the start of Myrrha’s alternately rhetorical
and logical argument. She calls upon the gods, “duty” and “rights of parents” to stop her from committing
a crime. The latter two can be understood as her own “sense of duty and respect for her parents’ rights”;
but while it makes sense that feelings of filial duty would make one not want to involve a parent in such
a crime, the idea suggested by sacrata iura (“sanctified rights”) is less clear. Reed’s suggestion (glancing
ahead to line 347) that we see this as “a father’s right not to be the object of the affections of his daughter, or
a mother’s right that her daughter not be the father’s concubine” is borderline absurd, and only highlights
the oddity of the term in this context. Is Myrrha, rather, worrying that by tricking her father into having
sex with her, she will be usurping conventional father-child power relations? Perhaps we should not push
the phrase too far: it is not found before theMetamorphoses, but at 8.499 Althaea wonders what has become
of the pia iura parentum which should keep her son, Meleager, loyal to her; and at 7.503 Cephalus asks for
help under an “ancestral treaty” (foedusque refert et iura parentum). Compare also Rhetorica Ad Herennium
2.19.8: Natura ius est, quod cognationis aut pietatis causa observatur, quo iure parentes a liberis, et a parentibus
liberi coluntur ; and Livy 23.9.2.2: “per ego te” inquit, “fili, quaecumque iura liberos iungunt parentibus, precor
quaesoque ne ante oculos patris facere et pati omnia infanda velis”.
322 resistite: As Salis’ examples from Cicero show, sceleri resistere is a fairly conventional phrase, but
one might see the transition from “prohibit” to “resist” as part of the failure of will that begins in earnest
in the next line. See Salis also for moralizing attempts of various editors to delete or modify the lines that
follow.

Notes For Page 66:

323 negatur: The logic here is again challenging, and there is a degree of doubt about the correct readings
(on which see Salis, who prints the text as it is here, except for etenim instead of sed enim). With this
reading, Myrrha says “Pietas (family duty personified) is said not to (negatur) condemn this kind of love
(hanc Venerem)”. This obviously contradicts her calling upon pietas to save her from her passion, hence
Tarrant’s suggestion that we might read nec enim damnare videtur. Bömer is most helpful here, making
clear that Myrrha is consciously appealing to philosophical argumentation in the Cynic and Stoic tradition
(but going back at least to Aristotle, Hist. Anim. 6.22). It is a thought that suddenly occurs to her, that there
are some people who say that family duty (pietas) is not against incest, and so the contradiction with what
goes before is not a problem. The sense of negatur is not “they deny/ everyone denies”, but “some people
deny” (= sunt qui negant). Compare the existential sense of gentes esse feruntur in 331, playing the same
role in the argument. Salis’ etenim helps this interpretation, but is not necessary for it.
325 dilectu: A minority reading for delicto; as Salis observes, the idea that animals can have incestuous
sex “without guilt” is banal (“an idea both inappropriate and without parallel”), while sine dilectu (= “in-
discriminately”) is a common enough idiom. Barchiesi (2001 p.61) reminds us to think about Orpheus’
animal audience here and think back to his moralizing disclaimer: “Orpheus is preaching about incest to
an exceptional audience (the only one imaginable with these prerequisites) for whom incest is a natural
and legitimate practice. The civilizing mission to which Horace [Ars Poetica 391-8, Satires 1.3.109] devoted
Orpheus – barring human beings from promiscuous intercourse more ferarum – has been displaced by a
relentless parody.”
326 tergo: Dyson (1999 p.163) suggests that the phrase ferre patrem tergo is a sly hint that we should be
reading the relationship of Myrrha and her father against that of Aeneas and Anchises. While I do not find
Dyson’s argument that Myrrha’s visit to her father is specifically modeled on Aeneas’ visit to his father in
the underworld convincing, given the role of pietas in this story, it would be strange if Ovid did not expect
his readers to see some allusion (ironic, of course) to that most famous of family bonds.

Notes For Page 67:

332 nato genetrix, nata parenti: For the repetition of the nouns (“noun-shift with case interchange”)
see Wills 1996 p.275: “Natural pairs (men and women, heaven and earth, left and right) dominate in these
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passages. Also popular was night and day… But a favorite cycle of reversal was always parents and chil-
dren.”
333 pietas: Bömer notes that the argument is sophistical: while it succeeds (at least from Myrrha’s point
of view) in proving by logic the precise opposite of its common sense starting point, common sense is
unlikely to be persuaded.
geminato amore: If we think Ovid means “by the doubling of the love”, then this is the ab urbe condita
construction. “In this amor, pietas between blood relatives and pietas between marriage partners combine”
(Bömer). The hint of a further family relation (twin siblings) hardlymakes her thinking clearer, but provides
another echo of the twinned narrative in book 9: that of Byblis and her love for her twin brother, Caunus.

Notes For Page 68:

334 illīc: Myrrha’s contempt for her own land and its customs mirrors, in ironic fashion, that of the poet
at 306-10.
335 in istă revolvor: revolvo as a metaphor for thinking things over is not uncommon (e.g. Aeneid 2.101),
but in that sense it is not found as passive with in + accusative. Bömer suggests that this is equivalent to
reverti/relabi ad, “turn/slip back to”: the image suggests that Myrrha has had this conversation with herself
many times (“why do I keep coming back to these thoughts?”). Compare ad patris revolvor sententiam
(Cicero Lucullus 148.6) and fortis fui laetusque; nunc contra in metus revolvor (Seneca Thyestes 418-419). Cf.
also quo mente feror in line 320.
336 discedite: This is another echo of the Byblis story in book 9 (and, thereby, of the narrator’s ritual
disclaimer in 300): obscenae procul hinc discedite flammae (9.509). Compare also Byblis’ spes obscenas at
9.468. For discedite as ritual warning, cf. 4.223 and 4.365; also Ars Amatoria 2.233.
337 ergo…?: For the punctuation (other editors read as a statement), cf. ergo introducing a rhetorical
question in direct speech, sometimes deliberative, mostly with the first person singular, in 7.51, 7.172.,
8.494, 9.182, 9.495, 12.106; probably also in Byblis’ speech at 9.513 (with the predominant pattern ergo ego).
Note too the role of questions in Myrrha’s vacillations (320, 335, 345ff.). The question here is perhaps best
read as including the whole thought of 337-40, as summed up by the paradox at the end of 340 (aliena
potentior essem).
magni: “In reference to an oriental monarch (cf. line 436), the epithet [magnus] recalls the conquering
Alexander, and his emulator, Pompey” (Reed). She uses the word here to highlight the paradox of power:
paraphrasing, “I am the daughter of Cinyras the great and powerful, a princess, yet I cannot do the one
thing I want to, the one thing I would have the power to do if I were not his daughter.”

Notes For Page 69:

341 ire libet: Why does Myrrha use an impersonal form here? Since libet only occurs three times in the
Metamorphoses (not counting compound forms like qualibet), one might wonder if there is some kind of
link with Venus’ libet hac requiescere tecum in line 556. More likely, however, is a sly allusion to (or from?)
Ovid’s own letter from Phaedra to Hippolytus, Heroides 4.41 (in nemus ire libet).
342 euntem: Most of the MSS read amantem here, but euntem strikes me as the lectio difficilior (more
likely to have been misread and altered than amantem). Since ardor is also in doubt (many MSS read error),
one would not want to base any major interpretive theories on these words.

Notes For Page 70:

343 praesens: For praesens spectem, Bömer and Reed both note the allusion to Catullus’ translation of
Sappho: qui sedens aduersus identidem te / spectat et audit (Catullus 51.3-4). Perhaps stronger is the echo of
Medea’s passion for Jason, ut vidit iuvenem, specie praesentis inarsit (7.83; cf. also Byblis at 9.601, et tamen
ipsa loqui… debueram, praesensque meos aperire furores). Passion in this poem is materially transmitted by
proximity and physical contact. “See while present” with video, meanwhile, has the sense “see for oneself”
or “see for sure, reliably”: compare vidi praesens (6.320) and praesens potes ipsa videre (13.825).
345 ultra autem: The repetition of ultra continues the logic of Myrrha’s monologue, where a word from
one thought provokes the next thought (e.g. scelus, proximitas). Here the adverb, with aliquid sperare,
retains the sense it has above (“hope for something beyond kissing”), but adds the implication “continue to
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have any hope at all”. In theMetamorphoses, ultra (usually with a negative) almost always implies “continue
to (be able to) do something”, for example, haud ultra tenuit Saturnius iram, 5.420.
sperare: A few MSS read spectare, but as Salis says, “the sense requires sperare without any doubt”, and
the mistake is easy to understand given the proximity of spectem in line 343. See Salis for other examples
of manuscript confusion between sperare and spectare.
346 confundas: Anderson’s “the confusion of a passionate female is a dramatic topos” hardly does justice
to the assimilation of our deepest cultural taboo to linguistic convention (not to mention its anticipation of
structural anthropolgy). Even the phrase itself mixes meanings: as Reed notes, leges confundere means to
interpret the laws incorrectly, while nomina confundere, as the following lines show, means to mix up the
meanings of words. Then there is the implication that she is confusing laws with words, treating matters
of law and morality as if they are mere words, ripe for equivocation. On 437-40, Anderson writes, “Ovid
implies that tampering with words and the abstract values or fact that they represent is like a disguise,
if one does it consciously”. Otherwise the commentators neglect this important moment, so I add here
some comparanda (but pass over numerous aetiological examples). For the development of the theme
of nomina in this episode, see 366, 439, and the wonderful 467-8 (dixit et illa “pater,” sceleri ne nomina
desint). For the recurrence of the theme in book 10, cf. 608, 739. For manipulation of nomina in illicit love,
compare Medea’s coniugiumne putas speciosaque nomina culpae / inponis, Medea, tuae…? (7.69, recalling
Dido at Aeneid 4.172), and Byblis in 9.487, 9.532. On family appellations confounded, cf. Hermaphroditus,
et pater et genetrix, amborum nomen habenti (4.384). On paelex as “empty name”, see Procris, 7.830-1. For
the nomen as a stage of human transformation, cf. Alcyone at line 707, and consider, in that sense, the
importance of the ivory girl’s missing name. For the poem’s Pythagorean disdain for “empty names, the
stuff of poetry”, cf. 15.154, quid tenebras et nomina vana timetis, / materiem vatum, to be set beside the
Ovid’s own transformation into an eternal name: parte tamen meliore mei super alta perennis / astra ferar,
nomenque erit indelebile nostrum (15.876). I count 147 examples of nomen and derived words in the poem.
347 matris paelex: adultera should mean “adulterous wife”, but instead, “woman who makes and adul-
terer of your father”. The chiastic word order encourages us to notice the poor fit between each noun and
its qualifying genitive. This extended sense of paelex as “rival” is also found in 6.537, paelex ego facta sororis
(cf. 6.607, Ars Amatoria 1.320. For the adulter(a) as the lover of a married spouse, cf. Ars Amatoria 1.295;
but note that the terms are quite confused there too: Pasiphae is described as the bull’s adultera, while the
other cows are described as his (her?) paelices; and the bull is described as Pasiphae’s adulter who wins
out over her husband, Minos. In any case, matris and patris can be understood as objective genitives, even
if we can’t easily specify the exact nature of the relation.

Notes For Page 71:

350 oculos atque ora: “Two ideas are combined: the Furies visible only to the guilty, and the ‘vision of
the heart’ [in the philophical tradition]” (Reed). For Bömer there’s also an allusion to snakes which attack
the eyes of larger animals.
351 dum: Though Reed and Bömer agree that dum has causal sense here, the choice of dum instead of
cum suggests that her resolve will not last.
es: Ovid likes passa at the start of the line (6 times in the poem out of 13 instances; never other inflections
in this position), but the enjambment splitting the participle from the finite verb in a periphrastic perfect
is jarring and rare. The two other examples in the poem are also deponent forms: non est / ausa (9.468-9),
non est / dedignata (13.585-6).

Notes For Page 72:

354 velle putā: This pair of short clauses (oneword each), in asyndetonwith the following clause (Bömer’s
“parataxis”), is equivalent to the protasis of a counterfactual conditional construction: “even if he wanted
to…” Compare 14.488: quid habet Cytherea quod ultra (velle puta) faciat? “Even if she wanted to, what more
could Venus do?” The implied subject of velle in 354 is perhaps ambiguous: Reed says eum (Cinyras, ille
later in the line), Anderson and Bömer te (Myrrha); comparison with 14.488, where it is clearly Venus, the
subject in the implied apodosis, suggests Reed is correct. This conversational-sounding phrase is found
only in these two places in Latin, but compare conditional use in Cicero De Republica 3.32(fr.1).2, nisi et hos
velle putarem; also Plautus Casina 355, Credo ecastor velle; Mercator 453, Ego scio velle.
res ipsa vetat: By res she presumably means the thought that follows: Cinyras is too virtuous, and would
not give way to desire even if he wanted (velle puta) to have sex with Myrrha. Hill translates res as “the
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facts”. Compare 9.750, hanc tibi res adimit: “the circumstances take this from you.” Also 11.376, nec res
dubitare remittit.
355 et… ō vellem: This aposiopesis is quite surprising. 7.509 at first glance would seem to provide strong
support for the MSS reading here: vires… vestras/ ducite, et (o maneat rerum status iste mearum!)/ robora non
desunt. But the exclamation is clearly parenthetical there (modern punctuation aside), with the thought it
interrupts, started with et, continued in the next line. Other similar instances all have the exclamation in
direct speech, so there is no interruption of thought (3.713, 8.326, 9.428, 13.774; in our book, we have 421-2,
vestibus ora/ texit et “o” dixit “felicem coniuge matrem!” ). For et o, compare also Persius 3.66, discite et, o
miseri, causas cognoscite rerum: again, a parenthetical exclamation with no curtailing of thought. See Salis
for unsatisfactory attempts to emend the text; if we accept it as is, we might compare the nurse’s explicitly
described aposiopesis at 429-30 (conticuit), the awkward phrasing at 314-5, and the poet’s admission that
the whole story is a nefas, something which should not be spoken. Note, too, that Myrrha’s inability to
speak at 420-421 is ended by a similar exclamation in 422.

Notes For Page 73:

359 patriisque in vultibus haerens: haerens normally suggests physical contact; while extending the
sense, Ovid makes clear allusion to the enchantment of Dido by Cupid in Aeneid 1.718: haec oculis, haec
pectore toto haeret. Compare (and contrast) virginal Diana in 1.485: inque patris blandis haerens cervice
lacertis. Perhaps too there is an echo here ofmemorique haerebis in ore (204, Apollo to the dyingHyacinthus,
though with a very different sense). Reed compares Propertius gazing at his sleeping mistress: 1.3.19, sic
intentis haerebam fixus ocellis.
360 aestuat: A nod to Vergil’s Dido again: Aeneid 4.532, saeuit amor magnoque irarum fluctuat aestu. Cf.
also Byblis at 4.465, aestuat intus.
tepido rore: One might say material ablative, but A&G assert that “The Ablative of Means is used with
verbs and adjectives of filling, abounding, and the like” (A&G 409a). Compare lacrimis maduisse in 46,
resonant plausu in 688. For a more explicit metaphor of tears as dew, cf. Iphis in 14.708,madidas lacrimarum
rore coronas.

Notes For Page 74:

369 solverat: On the enjambment here an in this passage generally, Kenney (1973 p.140) remarks: “Here,
it may be remarked, enjambment is well up to the Virgilian norm, with six strong (11. 368, 369, 372.,
378, 379, 380) and three weaker (370, 371, 376) instances in fourteen verses. Its employment is, as already
emphasized in other passages, strictly functional” (by ‘functional’ Kenney means, above all, that it keeps
the verse moving at a rapid pace).
pervigil: According to Anderson, “Ovid had invented [pervigil] for Amores 1.6.44”, though the verb per-
vigilare is found 200 years earlier in Plautus (e.g. Amphitruo 314).
igni: The ablative of ignis varies between ignĕ and igni; there is great inconsistency in the MSS, and while
meter tells us that Ovid does use both forms, it doesn’t always help us to securely read one instead of the
other. Salis concludes that the main reason for preferring igni here is because it “accentuates the assonance
of i in the line”.
370 furiosa: Anderson takes the adjective as neuter accusative plural with vota; Reed wonders whether it
should instead be read as feminine singular nominative with the subject, Myrrha, observing that the choice
is between metonymic reading and literal (furiosa vota = vota furiosae virginis). The only other time the
adjective occurs in the poem it is applied to amor (Iphis at 9.737-8); but 7 out of the 10 other times Ovid uses
it, it describes a person. Given the similarity to predicate expressions like puppes furiosa refeci (Heroides
2.45; cf. Heroides 5.69, Ars Amatoria 2.451; Ex Ponto 1.1.25), and assuming Ovid is not being deliberately
ambiguous, it seems best to read furiosa as nominative, and as a predicate adjective rather than attributive
(“in a state of frenzy, she…”).
vota: A bizarre echo of 288, where Pygmalion manu sua vota retractat, “works with his hands the object
of his prayers”, reinforced by temptare below. Cf. 7.714, mecumque deae memorata retracto, “I think over
what the goddess said”; also 4.568, prima retractant fata domus, “they recount (aloud) the earliest history
of the house”.

Notes For Page 75:

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D9%3Asubsection%3D14%3Asmythp%3D409#chapter409a
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372 quid agat: invenio + indirect deliberative is a relatively common expression for “figure out what to
do” (see Salis for comparanda, supporting the reading quid here instead of quod; on which cf. line 637).
utque: To grasp the import of the simile (above all minatur) we have two choices: either the poet is
suggesting that the consequences of Myrrha’s decision will be dangerous for others at least as much as for
than herself (perhaps, above all, for those listeners or readers who have been so foolhardy as to stick around
to hear the horrific song); or he invites us to split Myrrha’s identity between the tree and those watching it
sway. For this alternative, which involves broadening the comparison from a simple noun (Myrrha = Tree)
to a whole scene, we might compare Venus’ choice of a shaded courtyard as a comparison for Atalanta at
595. Whichever is the case, we can guess that Orpheus’ audience of trees would see the scene primarily
from the pathetic perspective of the “wounded trunk”.
374 in dubio est: At 1.396 and 12.522 in dubio est takes a subject (spes and exitus respectively); at 8.45 it
is used impersonally, and since it involves an indirect question (doleamne… in dubio est), we might well
regard it as the best comparison. If we do so, however, the nominative trabs becomes isolated: it is part
of the main clause, but is not the subject of the verb. It is possible to read it as part of the ubi clause, or
to posit anacolouthon (change in structure part way through the clause) but at that point we are probably
trying too hard. Of course, by reading the tree as the subject we are not implying that the tree itself
“doubts” (though Orpheus’ tree-audience certainly might take it that way): the personal construction is
metonymically equivalent to the impersonal one.
timetur: Bömer reads as impersonal (“there is fear on all sides”?), but that use of this verb is rare and
not otherwise found in Ovid. Bömer may mean that the indirect question (quo cadat) is reused as the
substantive-clause subject of timetur : “and there is fear on all sides as to where it will fall”. If we read in
dubio est as impersonal, we should probably do the same here; if not, the tree remains the subject.

Notes For Page 76:

375 vario vulnere: Apuleius uses the plural, variis adgressi vulneribus (Metamorphoses 9.36.27), otherwise
the adjective and noun are not found together elsewhere. While vulnere corresponds to saucia in the simile,
both recall the opening disclaimer, where the poet puts the blame for Myrrha’s passion on the Furies; and
both also reinforce the allusion to Vergil’s Dido (e.g. Aeneid 4.1-2, saucia cura/ vulnus alit venis). In addition
to the axe blows, the phrase also (perhaps confusingly) suggests the varied external perspectives of omnique
a parte, and leaves us to figure out in what way, exactly, Myrrha’s suffering is caused my multiple and
various wounds, rather than the binary tension of desire and decency.
376 momenta sumit: Ovid is adapting an old image here, which we see first in Terence, Andria 266: dum
in dubio est animus, paullo momento huc vel illuc impellitur.
378 mors placet: For the two-word period at the start of the line, cf, 4.53, hoc placet. “The break after the
first dactyl separates the scene before the intervention of the nurse, in a way that is in general typical of
Ovid’s representational art, into two unlike parts” (Bömer, comparing a similar break at the start of line 26,
vicit Amor). We switch from slow narrative heavy with imagery to a much more brisk pace.

Notes For Page 77:

380 causamque intellege mortis: Many editors accept a minority reading, causam te (“understand that
you are the cause”). The problem is that she leaves no way for him to find out why she died, and reading te
does not fix that: it is more likely to be the result of a gloss or correction. Bömer observes that Cinyras is
in another room and “cannot hear her” (as if she expects him to, which is surely not the case), and she does
not know that the nurse can hear her. Anderson’s “in wishing that Cinyras may understand why she died,
she subconsciously reveals her desire to live and watch his reactions” seems fanciful. I suspect rather that
Ovid, unconcerned about the logical incongruity, is alluding to other versions of this story pattern (like
Euripides’ Hippolytus), where the suicidal lover leaves behind a damning letter.
382 murmura verborum: In this instance, one cannot be entirely sure of the genitive relation: one could
sensibly argue for subjective genitive (the words make the sound of the murmurs; if we had murmura
Myrrhae this would not be in doubt), objective genitive (the words are murmured, “murmuring of the
words”), or even source.
383 pervenisse ferunt: It seems an odd moment to appeal to one’s sources; Reed argues that it “charac-
terizes Orpheus as an Alexandrian, a doctus poeta” (a common assessment of such moments as “alexandrian
footnotes”), and that it may point to one source in particular (a wink to those that know); but the anony-
mous ferunt tends to be reserved for authorizing moments of wonder, horror and spectacle (e.g. 15.797-8,
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nocturnos ululasse canes umbrasque silentum / erravisse ferunt), and this is a fairly banal moment, albeit
critical to the plot. One suspects, rather, a self-deprecating joke, where the transmission of the story to
Ovid/Orpheus mirrors the muffled transmission of Myrrha’s words to the nurse. For contexts where Ovid
appeals to sources and/or anonymous hearsay, compare the passive use of the verb fertur/ feruntur for the
shocking behaviour of the Propoetides at 240 (corpora cum fama primae vulgasse feruntur ; here the appeal
to sources is relevant to establishing an historical “first”), and Myrrha’s own gentes esse feruntur (331); note
also 6.561, where the matter reported with fertur is so shocking it must be accompanied by the disclaimer
vix ausim credere. On alexandrian footnotes, See Ross (1975) 78, Hinds (1998) 1-10, Van Tress 84ff.
384 reseratque fores: Assuming “unlocks”, Reed remarks on the idea that Myrra’s door has been locked
from the outside, and argues that the nurse’s job is to protect Myrrha’s chastity from a suspected liaison
with a lover. This sequence of 6 short clauses coordinated with -que (unparalleled in classical poetry, as
Bömer notes) gives “a sense of compressed and frenetic action” (Reed).

Notes For Page 78:

385 spatio eodem: For spatium as “time” cf. spatium ponendi in 163, and for a similar idea, cf. Medea at
7.307, illa brevi spatio silet et dubitare videtur suspenditque animos.
386 scindit sinūs: Reed sees this as hysteron proteron (‘second thing first’), since in a conventional ex-
pression of grief the nurse could be expected to tear open her dress and then strike (ferit) at her breast (like
Venus at 722-3).
387 vincula dīlaniat: The image of the old lady tearing apart the girdle is incongruous and hyperbolic to
say the least, especially if erepta signals that she first removes the girdle-noose, and then sets about ripping
it up in a frenzy (of anger? indignation? punishment?). We might instead take erepta as “snatching at”
(and collo would then be equivalent to in collo), and see dilaniat as her method of releasing the noose; but
this is far from a natural interpretation. Reed entertains but correctly rejects the idea that dilaniat might
mean “un-knots”. The incongruity, amusing as it is, is surely significant: it makes the girdle seem like an
animate/animal threat to the nurse’s charge (like snakes, perhaps) which must be thoroughly destroyed.
Horsfall 1979 offers a useful discussion of such dramatic hyperbole or burlesque as it is found in the narra-
tive of the Calydonian boar hunt in book 8, concluding that Ovid’s debts at such moments are above all to
the comic stage, both Greek and Roman. Further: though the verb here calls to mind a conventional gesture
of grief, tearing at the hair (e.g. Amores 3.9.52, dilaniata comas), there may perhaps be a foreshadowing
hint of Orpheus’ death at the hands of the Thracian maenads, since it can also denote dismemberment (as
in 6.645; cf. Lucretius 3.539, Ibis 596).
flere vacavit: It is possible that we should read the nurse as subject of vacavit (“she had time to weep”):
the verb is sometimes used with a subject (e.g. 12.345, aut vacat aut curat), sometimes impersonally (e.g.
13.576-7, non vacat Aurorae… moveri); cf. 6.585, nec flere vacat, where the subject is similarly ambiguous,
but most likely personal. The construction with complementary infinitive, which Ovid uses several times,
was perhaps considered unpoetic, since it is rarely found in earlier poets (e.g. VergilAeneid 10.265, hactenus
indulsisse vacat, where the perfect infinitive presumably removes it from the realm of the everyday); oth-
erwise only Aeneid 1.373, Propertius 1.11.13.

Notes For Page 79:

390 deprensa dolet conamina: dolet is a strong word here; Ovid normally uses it with a substantive
clause (“grieve that…”), and the only other instance of it taking a direct object in the poem is of a father
grieving a transformed son (12.582); there is perhaps irony intended in her grieving a failed death.
393 ut: Described by A&G as a substantive clause of purpose (A&G 563), though that terminology is not
often used today (rightly in that it does not express purpose, though it is a substantive clause).
quicquid dolet: The indirect question is subordinate to the verb committat, and uses an indicative (dolet)
where we expect subjunctive (doleat). This “retained indicative” makes the question more vivid by treating
it as if it were direct discourse, and is relatively common with the indefinite pronoun (cf. quodcumque est
in 405). This is perhaps because it helps avoid confusion with other subordinate constructions involving
the indefinite, such as an implied conditional. We don’t have the same luxury in English: consider whether
“beseeches that she confide in her whatever ails her” implies in English “it doesn’t matter what ails you,
just tell me what it is” (which is not right). dolet here should probably be read as subject to dolet(with
Myrrham as implied object), but one is tempted to take it as an internal accusative (with Myrrha as the
verb’s subject) because of the parallel with quid doleam in line 413.
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394 certa est exquirere nutrix: This sense of certus is not common in the Metamorphoses, but Myrrha
is described as certa mori (determined to die) in line 428, and we have seen the impersonal use in line 38.
Otherwise only at 9.43, certi non cedere. The syntax at 428 makes it clear why it is necessary to see this as
a kind of indirect speech rather than complementary infinitive (see note there).

Notes For Page 80:

395 solam: Reed takes this as unconnected to exquirere: “she promises not only that she will keep the
secret, but also promises her active cooperation”; i.e. promises not only loyalty, but more (opem here, and
officium in 418: officium commisso spondet amori). Given that both infinitives depend on certa est, this seems
a stretch, but it is not entirely inconsistent with Ovid’s style.
397 habeo quae: For habeo + relative pronoun, meaning “I have access to, I can get someone who…”, cf.
Horace Satires 1.1.81-2: habes qui assideat, fomenta paret, medicum roget. Salis also compares Ars Amatoria
2.329, et veniat quae lustret anus lectumque locumque.
398 magico lustrabere ritu: magicus ritus is otherwise unknown, and gives cause to doubt the text or
the punctuation. It may well be that we should take magico with nocuit: “if anyone has harmed you with
magic”; ritu would then be simply “in the correct ritual fashion”. Salis notes that ablative (presumably
instrumental) with lustrare is common in the poem, but that is not quite right: lustrare + ablative is nor-
mally only used of sprinkling purificatory liquid (with the liquid in the ablative), or when the verb means
something other than “purify”. ritu alone works as ablative of manner, but magico ritu remains doubtful.
On the other hand, we must compare 14.58: ter noviens carmen magico demurmurat ore. The word pattern
is the same, and reminds us that nocuit magico would cross the caesura in awkward fashion. magicus as
substantive, moreover, is not to be found elsewhere before Apuleius’ Apologia (e.g. 36.21), so it would have
to very clearly imply carmine magico here. In sum, it is best to readmagico ritu together as ablative of man-
ner (and so not quite parallel to other uses of lustrare + ablative in the poem), and not to worry overmuch
that the pairing of the two words is novel (magicus is combined with a fairly broad range of nouns in Ovid
and his near contemporaries; it is a particular favorite for Tibullus).
399 sacris placabilis ira: Ovid has a penchant for adjectives ending -bilis, especially at this position in
the line (the pattern is not found elsewhere in this book, but just to take book 1, see 1.16, 1.49, 1.75, 1.169,
1.523; 25 times in the poem in all).

Notes For Page 81:

401 in cursu: It is hard not to hear an anticipatory echo of Atalanta’s race here. The pleonasm (sospes
and in cursu mean the same thing) is rhetorical; sospes is often found in such combinations in prose (see
the examples in L&S); in Ovid only here and at Heroides 6.147, tutus sospesque).
402 patre audito: For the importance of words (nomina) in Myrhha’s story, see note on line 346 and
pietatis nomine dicto in 366. Cf. Fasti 5.514 audito… Iove. Bömer also compares 9.528 (scripta ‘soror’ fuerat;
visum est delere sororem), but there the context is explicitly about writing on a wax tablet, so the effect is
less ambitious.
403 concipit: Theword choice is deliberately confusing, echoingMyrrha’s dum corpore non es passa nefas,
animo ne concipe in 351-2. For Myrrha that is almost equivalent to “don’t commit the crime in your mind”,
but here, for the nurse, concipere must mean “understand, conceive of”. Ovid later plays on both of these
instances when he describes Adonis in the womb as concepta crimina (470; cf. male conceptus in 503).¥
404 aliquemque tamenpraesentit amorem: The somewhat paradoxical combination of -que and tamen
is rare, otherwise only at 5.68 and 13.107 (atque tamen) in this work. Note the balancing of ullum nefas and
aliquem amorem. For “some love” as “some kind of love”, compare hanc venerem (“this kind of love”) in 324.
405 propositique tenax: The commentators note the same phrase in Horace Odes 3.3.1 iustum et tenacem
propositi uirum; for Reed it is an ironic allusion to philosophical characterization; for Anderson it is pure
coincidence.
406 gremio tollit anili: tollere is normally construed with ad or in + accusative, and this dative is easily
confused with the ablative of separation commonly used with the verb (e.g. 11.110, tollit humo saxum,
12.328, tollere terra glandiferam quercum), but the sense seems necessary. The nearest comparison is 13.668,
tollentes… caelo bracchia; otherwise only with the pronoun: 15.570, ad caelumque oculos et eodem bracchia
tollens; 7.780 tollor eo.
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Notes For Page 82:

408 inhoc: Bömer reads as accusative, “for this purpose” (though he describes it as “on the border between
temporal and purposive”). As support for the ablative, compare 12.121: utar in hoc isdem; sit in hoc, precor,
exitus idem! (cf. also Tristia 3.7.48 Caesar in hoc potuit iuris habere nihil). It is likely, moreover, that Tristia
5.12.16 supplies the missing (ablative) noun for us: in hoc casu (cf. Columella De Re Rustica 7.5.2.3, Juvenal
13.132; the phrase is common in the medical writer Celsus, and also in the legal authors: allusion to either
field is possible here). There is, admittedly, much disagreement about the reading here, though the text as
printed is the consensus of “the great majority” of the MSS (Salis, who prints sed et hic). The only reason
I can see for changing hoc is the (perhaps deliberately) awkward repetition of the pronoun in 410 as the
object of sentiet.
pone timorem: “The parenthesis in the final two feet of 408 occupies an unusual position, and it inserts an
important qualification on sedulitas contrary to the nurse’s intentions. For the bustling nurse of Euripides
and his followers became a type-character who accidentally acted in a way that regularly brought disaster
on her mistress; hence she is to be feared, as Myrrha’s case will show” (Anderson).
409 nec sentiet: The statement is darkly ironic: the overt meaning here is “your father will never find
out that you have a lover”, since the nurse does not yet know the object of Myrrha’s passion; but the plan
she will eventually come up with involves Cinyras sleeping with his daughter without knowing it (though
he surely “feels” it).
410 torumque ore premens: As Reed notes, “she hides her face in shame” as the nurse gets closer to
the terrible truth. We might say “burying her face in the couch”. The fact that she starts to speak in this
position is amusing in Ovid, though Vergil’s Dido does the same without, one assumes, any hint of irony.
411 discede: The move from a present participle describing the speaker (premens here) to immediate
direct speech is (perhaps surprisingly) only found elsewhere in the poem at 8.593 and 15.17, separated by
one word at 13.512, and over a line break in 4.141. For the present participle (for the speaker) somewhere
in the clause that introduces direct speech see 4.382, 7.842, 8.708, 8.834, 8. 848, 9.66, 10.407, 14.191, 15.44.
412 instanti: Though the punctuation is well justified in this line, given the asyndeton in mid-line, note
how much work Ovid left at this point for his original readers, whose texts had neither punctuation nor
word breaks.

Notes For Page 83:

413 quid doleam: Anderson sees quid here as an accusative internal object of doleam (“what grief I am
grieving”), which is a possible but perhaps unnecessary complication: one could say that, technically, quid
is always an internal object.
scelus est, quod scire laboras: One can also describe the relative clause itself as the subject of the verb.
scire laborare is a minor cliché, e.g. Catullus 67.17 (see Bömer for more examples). laborare + complemen-
tary infinitive usually implies “find it difficult to…”: cf. 3.565, 13.285, 13.809, 15.121.
414 tremulas… annisque metuque: Anderson says that this light zeugma “illustrates serious usage,
not Ovid’s normal practice”. Zeugma is a witty device that lends itself to humor, and in his note to 7.133
Anderson himself says that “Ovid uses zeugma… to create an illogical picture for the amusement of his
sophisticated audience.” It is not clear to me why we are not permitted to find amusement here (which is
what I take “serious usage” to mean); the picture of the shaky, old, scared nurse who is nonetheless sedula
and not pigra, and is determined to mess everything up, seems in line with Ovid’s often very, very dark
sense of humor. I say “light” zeugma because the second word of the pair does not force us to reinterpret
the sense of tremulas (contrast hanc et legem accipit in line 50); there is nothing illogical about the pairing.
416 si non conscia fiat: The subjunctive fiat should be understood as subjunctive in a subordinate clause
in indirect speech. Admittedly, the nurse’s direct speech would have probably used a future more vivid
condition with subjunctive in the protasis: si non conscia fiam, indicium faciam; but if she had used a
future simple (with indicative), it would still have ended up as subjunctive in the indirect construction. On
subordinate clauses in indirect speech (always saved for the last desperate days of Latin 101, if mentioned
at all), see A&G 583: note that this section offers examples where the subjunctive is not used, taking it as
read that it is the default in this construction. On conditionals in indirect discourse, see A&G 589.

Notes For Page 84:

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Apart%3D2%3Asection%3D12%3Asubsection%3D1%3Asmythp%3D583#chapter583
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419 extulit illa caput: extulit is a vivid word choice: Compare a snake poking its head out of a cave at
3.37, or Arethusa lifting her head out of the water at 5.487, both with caput extulit.
420 conataque: conans, the nominative singular form of the present participle of conor (deponent) is not
to be found in extant Latin, though at 11.327 Ovid has conantem loqui (cf. 5.670). For the multiple attempts,
compare Alcyone at 11.419, ter conata loqui, ter fletibus ora rigavit. Failed attempts at speaking and at
various other actions are more often than not an aspect of metamorphosis in progress (e.g. 1.637, 4.412,
9.354, 11.81, 13.569 etc.); an ominous foreshadowing of her inability to call upon Lucina in line 506-7.
422 coniuge: Anderson: “A terrible perversion of the conventional love-sigh of the heroine (cf. Medea,
7.60; Scylla, 8.51) and the standard description of marital bliss (cf. 7.799 and 9.333)… Ovid announced the
theme of warped felicity in his prefatory lines at 299.”
423 gelidus: Most of the MSS read gelidos, describing artus, a pairing with several parallels, (e.g. 4.247);
but these generally describe a literal chill, whilst a gelidus tremor in the bones has its own parallels (e.g.
Aeneid 2.120-1, Heroides 5.37-8), and is much to be preferred here.
424 sensit enim: The perfect has the same meaning as the nurse’s enthusiastic sensimus in line 408,
and should be regarded as an historical present (with perfect aspect), not a past tense (the Latin perfect,
remember, can be a present perfect or a past simple, two different tenses). Contrast the sense of the present
sentit in line 319. We find the same parenthesis (in the same position) at 9.242.

Notes For Page 85:

425 rigidis stetit hirta capillis: For the phrasing (but not quite the syntax), cf. 5.512-3, toto nubila vultu/
ante Iovem passis stetit invidiosa capillis. For stare with predicate adjective and ablative of specification, cf.
Horace’s Soracte Ode (1.9.1), alta stet nive candidum; for a dative instead of ablative relation, cf. stat monitis
contraria in 709 (and compare English “stand accused”).
427 et virgo: Most MSS read at here, but as Salis says, this phrase is consistent with what goes before,
and “the contrast doesn’t arrive until certa mori tamen est”.
scit se non falsa moneri: This passive infinitive is quite rare in poetry, in Ovid found only at Tristia
5.14.43 (also in indirect speech); but scit moneri offers an assonantal echo for certa mori below.
falsa: Anderson’s “cognate accusative” is misleading, not only because falsa is not cognate with moneo
(he means “internal”). See A&G 396b: “The accusative of the thing [asked, advised etc.] may be retained
with the passive of rogo, and of verbs of teaching, and occasionally with a few other verbs” (e.g. moneo).
This exception to normal logic may indeed be connected to the function of an internal object, but it is very
limited in application.
428 si non potiatur amore: “Being determined” is a kind of thinking, though Ovid makes it clear in the
next line that she voices her determination to the nurse, so one might even translate certa est here as “she
insists”. This is enough to explain the subjunctive (subordinate clause in indirect speech; present tense
in historical present narrative), though her direct discourse would have most likely been a future more
vivid condition, also involving a present subjunctive (the future sense of the apodosis is contained in the
infinitive). If it is still unclear, note that a plain (non-subordinate) future more vivid condition here would
imply this logic: “if she does not get what she loves, then she is determined” (which is not what we have;
her determination, not her life or death, would be conditional upon getting what she loves; and at this point
the present tense of est in the apodosis becomes a problem).
429 potiere: The present tense version could also mean “live, because you do have your (father)”, since
Myrrha lives with Cinyras; but promissa in the next line (referring to this statement) requires either imper-
ative or future here, and the future has parallels that reveal something important: potiere, “you will get”,
suggests the nurse is responding as a god or priest to a prayer. Cf. 11.250, 14.136, 15.585, and especially
14.110 (with the same pattern of imperative + future), pone… metum: potiere petitis. Cf. also Heroides
20.179. This incongruous claim to divine authority is echoed by numine in the next line.
et: The impact of the aposiopesis is enhanced by elision: this is one of only 2 instances in the poem where
a speech or speech fragment ends in elision other than before ait. The other is 7.649, also involving an
imperative, where the elision contributes to the effect of repetition (“egredere!” egredior).
non ausa: This is the third example of “not daring” to use the correct words for the beloved in the two
central stories of book 10 (Pygmalion and Myrrha): cf. Pygmalion at 276, Myrrha herself at 364.
430 numine: If this means anything more than nodding to show her enthusiasm, it is “almost blasphe-
mous”, as Bömer puts it, since non-literal numen always refers to the authority of the gods (cf. Venus’
numen in 690), or occasionally of very powerful people (e.g. Caesareum numen, Tristia 5.3.45). Here we
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would expect, rather, nutu. Perhaps, therefore, “with an oath to the gods” (extending the sense of the abla-
tive and the noun), but the idea remains jarring. There are variant readings available, such as munera, but
none seems satisfactory (see Salis). For numine firmare (of gods), cf. Aeneid 12.188, and Ciris 125, firmarunt
numine Parcae. After Ovid, the phrase is spoken by Peleus in Valerius Flaccus, 3.711, swearing on his spear
in imitation of Achilles’ scepter-oath in Iliad 1.234. This suggests our text is correct (Flaccus was probably
borrowing Ovid’s usage), but doesn’t make it any less novel. With this and the vatic sense of potiere in
the previous line, Ovid apparently wants us to compare the nurse here to Venus in the Pygmalion episode:
after Pygmalion shyly expresses his desire at 276 (“not daring” to say the real name, like both Myrrha and
nurse here), Venus confirms her intent to help with an amici numinis omen (278). There is perhaps, in the
nurse’s divine pretensions, an echo of Demeter’s ambiguous role as nurse to Demophon in the Homeric
Hymn, though we might also compare Aphrodite’s impersonation of Helen’s aged maid (for the purpose
of matchmaking) in Iliad 3.386.

Notes For Page 86:

431 Festa: Though the story is located in the exotic east, Ovid seems to be modelling the festival on the
Roman sacrum anniversarium Cereris. Spaeth (1996 p.110) notes that “the exclusive participation of women,
the ‘piousmothers’ (piaematres), and the requirement of ritual chastity” are all elements of that midsummer
festival. See O’Bryhim 2008 p.194 for the date of the festival (to be distinguished from theCerealia), based on
the astronomical references in 446-51. We might, further, see this as an example of what Hinds (discussing
the untimely rebellion of the Minyeides, 4.389ff.) calls “a cross-cultural and cross-calendrical ‘pun’ between
the time systems of Metamorphoses and Fasti” (Hinds 2005 p.209).
piae: There is a grain of truth to Anderson’s “the holiday recalled the pietas of Ceres for her daughter
Proserpina” (i.e. not “dutiful Ceres” but “Ceres protector of pietas”), especially with the echo of Festa dies
Veneris in at the start of 270, but as Bömer shows, pius here refers above all to the mothers’ dutiful at-
tendance at the festival (they are piae simply because they are at the festival; cf. pia turba, Fasti 2.507).
In any case, we may wonder why Ovid chooses this particular festival as the background to the liaison.
The absence of the mother is necessary to to the plot, but could have been connected to another festival.
Salis notes Servius’ description of the worship of Ceres at Rome: one is not allowed to “name” (probably
“mention”) one’s father or daughter (observatur ne quis patrem aut filiam nominet, Servius on Aeneid 4.58),
a tantalizing irony with lines 467-8 here.
434 tactūsque viriles: Bömer and Reed both see this, in combination with venerem as hendiadys, but
that’s not how that term is normally applied (tactusque virosque, “touches and men”, would be hendiadys).
“Pleonastic euphemism” is perhaps better, since “the touch of a man” is a euphemism for sex, as is venerem.
While the sense of the phrase is fairly transparent (cf. 7.239, viriles contactus), it is hard not to hear in it
an echo of Pygmalion’s constant handling of his ivory girl (e.g. 257). For a variation on the phrase, cf.
13.466-7, tactuque viriles/ virgineo removete manus. Note the sound pattern in this 6 word line: there are
three successive word pairs, with the first in each pair being characterized by dentals and other hard stops,
and the second by smooth liquids and labials.

Notes For Page 87:

436 arcanaque sacra frequentat: Though the festival is 9 days long, and she is away from home the
whole time, frequentat may imply she attends as one of a number of people, rather than that she attends
multiple times (as it does, for instance, in 169, where Apollo “keeps spending time at Sparta” to be with
Hyacinthus). On arcana, Reed notes that “a male perspective is implicit in the adjective (which is connected
to arceo), deriving from the fact that the narrator, a man who in certain versions is killed by women for
having shared rituals reserved for men alone…, does not allow his readers to see the rites reserved for
women.”
437 vacuus dum lectus: In this poem, a dum clause with the finite verb omitted is otherwise found only
at 7.525, dum visum mortale malum, but omission of est with visum is not uncommon (e.g. 1.366, 12.165);
the same cannot be said for vacuus. est is present in a number of MSS after legitima (and the meter would
still work, since the last syllable of legitima would be elided); but this is a good example of a lectio difficilior :
while the many MSS that transmit the text without est give a surprising and unparalleled usage, it is very
hard to imagine why this would ever have been chosen in error if Ovid had written legitima est, while we
can easily imagine how Ovid’s more challenging text might have undergone correction.
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440 faciem laudat: facies is relevant tometamorphosis: e.g. the stoneswhich take on “male form” (faciem
traxere virorum) in 1.412, and the simile of the wax in Pygmalion’s story at 286, multas flectitur in facies.
The nurse’s praise is echoed in the description of Adonis at 515, laudaret faciem Livor.
441 quam: There does seem to be a strong break before quam, so punctuatingwith a period is appropriate,
but also confusing for English speakers. Instead of a relative pronoun, translate as if quam = eam/illam,
“her”, and see line 11 for the same construction (quam postquam = postquam eam; cf. 5.556, 14.574, 14.662,
15.534; found after other forms of the pronoun on multiple occasions; in 7.152 a demonstrative is preferred,
hunc postquam; cf. 7.275, 12.577).
iussa est: The passive continues what seems to be a tendency to suppress Cinyras’ agency in the story,
as with the ablative absolute in the previous line: not “after he orders the nurse”, but “after the nurse is
ordered”. Compare line 363, where his question to Myrrha is also converted to the passive voice (consulta)
with the agent only implied.
442 utque: The two temporal clauses are somewhat awkward; the logic is fine, but the pacing is clumsy
(thewhole thought could have been expressedmuchmore quickly). Ovid is making us wait for the climactic
moment.

Notes For Page 88:

443 vicimus: This may be an allusion to the announcement of the Athenian victory at Marathon in 490
by the expiring runner: χαίρετε, νίκωμεν (Clarke 1973): but note that the Greek phrase is not found as such
before Lucian, after Ovid. Clarke’s argument is that Ovid’s Latin phrase is evidence that the Greek version
was known as part of the Marathon story earlier; there is danger of circularity here. Reed and Clarke
both remark that Cinyras hasn’t put up much of a fight to justify the term, but the word offers an ironic
reflection on Myrrha’s struggles against her passion: in the nurse’s eyes she wins by giving in. Anderson,
meanwhile, notes the “similarly ominous use of these terms in the mouth of Tereus as he plots the rape of
Philomela (6.513-14)”.
non toto pectore sentit laetitiam: For the image, cf. Ex Ponto 1.8.63 toto pectore laetor. For the repetition
that follows in the next line (pectora), and for multiple parallels that obviate emendation to corpore (to avoid
repetition; e.g. 2.604-5, 12.117-8, 13.458-9, 13.491-3), see Salis; just in this episode, cf. tegunt… tegis in 449-
50, accipe… accipit in 463/465. Bömer remarks simply “Polyptoton”.
445 tanta est discordia mentĭs: Ovid uses the same phrase parenthetically of Byblis in 9.630 (incertae
tanta est discordia mentis); compare also 1.60, tanta est discordia fratrum. For parenthetical tantus, cf. 573,
tanta potentia formae est (and see note there: this is an ambiguous generalization). For the implied result
structure see, for instance, 2.731 and 3.270, tanta est fiducia formae; 6.18, tantus decor adfuit arti. Cf. also
4.447, 4.611, 7.116, 8.87, 11.293, 13.646, 14.285, 15.138.
447 obliquo temone: If the text is right, the meaning is challenging, and the function of the ablative
depends on the meaning chosen: instrumental is a possiblity, even “by slanting the pole”. Ovid seems to
be saying “Bootes had turned his cart, with its slanting pole, between the Triones-oxen”, as if the oxen are
unconnected to the cart. Salis argues that “the difficulty disappears if we connect inter closely with obliquo
temone. The three stars which form the tail of the bear are also identified with the pole of the cart, which
must be positioned between the oxen which pull the cart or the plough.” I confess I am still scratching my
head (obliquo temone, as an adverbial phrase, must modify flexerat; and which is it, cart or plough?), but I
suspect this is Ovid’s intent. For “by slanting the pole”, cf. 11.257, on which Griffin remarks, “The picture
of Titan in Ovid’s mind seems to be that of the god leaning forward in his chariot (pronus) as he drives it
downwards (inclinato… temone) into the sea. Ovid may have a painting in mind.”
448 ad facinus vĕnit illa suum: Though it is not made explicit that this is Myrrha until 455, when the
nurse is mentioned, there is no ambiguity (pace Bömer) about the subject of the verbs here and in 452-4
(nor whose facinus it is): Ovid has trained us to identify Myrrha as illa (319, 359, 393, 419; later in 468 and
497; not used of other subjects in this episode).

Notes For Page 89:

450 primus tegis… Ērigonēque: “Icarus and Erigone constitute an ideal father-daughter pair to contrast
with unfortunate Cinyras andMyrrha… When Icarus was killed, his devoted daughter hanged herself” (An-
derson). Icar(i)us (not the son of Daedalus) welcomed Dionysus into Attica and received the gift of wine-
making; he was then killed by villagers drunk with his new invention (fearing they had been poisoned).
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Given Icarius’ traditional connection with the invention of comedy (not to mention the darkly-comic con-
tent of the story itself) wemight wonder if this is another instance of excessive parental attachment (making
pio amore in 451 an ironic contribution to the episode’s discussion of pietas). Ovid piles on the allusive con-
fusion: Icarus was transformed into Bootes. For the gesture in the face of human sin, cf. retorserunt oculos
in 696.
452 ter… est revocata: For the sense of revocata here, cf. the raven’s “warning reminder”, revocamina, at
2.596 (involving the paternal incest of Nyctimene, which Ovid perhaps intends to recall with the funereus
bubo below, since she was transformed into an owl). There is perhaps a hint of the reflexive sense of the
verb too, “brought her back to her right mind”.
454 minuunt… pudorem: Why does she feel less shame because of the “shadows and dark night”? pudor
here is conceived of as external (shame rather than guilt): if what she does cannot be seen, she will not feel
shame. Cf. Nyctimene again: sed conscia culpae / conspectum lucemque fugit tenebrisque pudorem / celat
(2.593-5); in Nyctimene’s case, however, the shame comes after the deed. The connection of female shame
and vision is an old one in classical literature: e.g. Herodotus’ story of Candaules’ wife (Histories 1.8-12).
The darkness of the path, and its effect on her shame, prepares us (in a rather overdetermined way) for the
circumstances of her union with Cinyras.
455 nutricisque manum laeva tenet: The use of the left hand is one element of a sinister and paro-
dic wedding procession described here, as O’Bryhim (2008 pp.192-3) elaborates: “By playing the part of
Myrrha’s guide, the nurse usurps the role of the boys who lead the bride to her new home. Ovid drives this
point home through his use of the phrase manu deducit (462), which recalls the formula deductio in domum
mariti commonly used to describe the transferral of the bride to her husband’s house by three boys. The
nurse is ineligible to play this part not only because of her gender, but also because she is longaeva (452),
which suggests that her parents are dead. By contrast, the boys who lead the bride to the groom’s home
must have living parents. Myrrha’s use of her left hand to hold on to the nurse in the darkness implies that
this transferral is illicit, for the left hand was commonly thought to be used for nefarious purposes. Thus,
Myrrha makes the journey to her father’s bedroom with no witnesses, bad omens, no marriage torches, a
single ineligible guide and an illicit objective.”

Notes For Page 90:

456 caecum iter explorat: The motif is common in love poetry (e.g. Tibullus 2.1.76ff.), connoting the
secrecy of the illicit lover’s approach (rather than, as here, the lover’s need to overcome her own shame).
457 intus: Ovid uses the passive in order to keep the focus on a single subject, Myrrha (the nurse is
clearly the agent, the one who leads her). When her doubts return at the end of the line, she is no longer
the subject. Further, as Salis notes: “Here ducitur is used as equivalent to the technical term, ducere uxorem
(marry a wife), but it plays with the double meaning of ‘to bring home (a prostitute)’… see OLD s.v. duco
5a-b” (cf. paelex at 347).
458 poplite succiduo: “Her knees tremble with failing knee” is deliberately pleonastic (dark humor is
never far away), though we can distinguish poples from genua as “the ham or back of the knee” (e.g. Col-
umella 6.12.3). Cf. Heroides 13.24 succiduo… genu.
459 sanguīs: Ovid does not gratuitously lengthen before the caesura, apart from the textually dubious
occubuit at Heroides 9.141. For other words taking an archaic long last syllable at the caesura, cf. abiit
at 4.711, 8.855, 11.14, 15.111; also various other compounds of ire ending -iit, and petiit, inpediit; archaic
subjunctive vivat at Tristia 5.7.23 (though this is often corrected), Greek nouns such as Hyadas (Fasti 3.105)
and the sun god’s horse, Pyrois (= Πυρόεις) at 2.153. The forms me petiit at the start of 2.567, interiit at
the beginning of 3.546, and especially non adiit at the start of 9.611 (because it is not followed by a pause),
make it clear that this kind of archaism is not just an artefact of the caesura. Elsewhere in Ovid the form
sanguīs is only found unambiguously at Fasti 6.488, before the pentameter dihaeresis (in Bömer’s examples
the syllable is lengthened by position). “Her color and her blood fled” is pleonastic (the color comes from
the blood), unless we take sanguis as “strength” (cf. 136). Loss of color is a hint of coming transformation:
cf. 6.304, in vultu color est sine sanguine, and the “blood hardened in the faces” of the pudor-less Propoetides
at 241.
460 suo sceleri: Comparative propior is often used to denote likeness, and Ovid may have chosen the
word to suggest Myrrha’s transformation by her own choices; cf. Cicero Verres 2.4.50 §112, sceleri propiora
sunt, quam religioni. prope usually takes accusative (e.g. prope templa in 691), or even ab + ablative (“not
far from”), but the the dative is common with the comparative and superlative (e.g. propior leto, 7.163).
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Notes For Page 91:

462 manu deducit: See below on the possible connotations of deducit alongside alto lecto. One might
consider a further possible connotation of deducit, in a story so concerned with names: “derive a word or
name”.
alto: The adjective provides an easy contrast for obsceno lecto in 465. The description has comic purpose
when Faunus takes a fall fromHercules’ alto lecto at Fasti 2.353, but in Persius 3.153 the high bed is a funeral
bier, and Servius (11.192.3) quotes that passage to remark that mortui ad tubam deducebantur (“dead people
were sent off with the trumpet”); a further connotation of deducit here?
464 devota: “One notes the concentration of words connected to curses in these lines: obsceno, sceleri,
impia, diro, crimina, facinus, scelus, a list which reinforces the shocked disapproval of Orpheus in the in-
troduction of this story” (Reed). Though the obvious meaning is “cursed” (as Daedalus “cursed his art” at
8.233), devota can also mean “devoted (to each other)” or “bewitched (by the nurse?)”. There is an echo of
Pygmalion’s animating statue in 288, where his vota become a corpus (manu sua vota retractat. corpus erat!)
corpora iunxit: In 4.74 and 9.470 the phrase refers to the act of the lovers themselves, not a matchmaker.
In Lucretius 5.962 it is the job of Venus (Venus in silvis iungebat corpora amantum; cf. Hymen in Heroides
9.134), and in Aeneid 8.485 it refers to the bizarre acts of king Mezentius (mortua quin etiam iungebat
corpora vivis). Perhaps most significantly, at 4.374 a cursing prayer (vota) causes two bodies to literally
join together, reminding us that transformation is everywhere in this work, including the loss of identity
threatened by sexual union. Cf. 362, oscula iungit.
465 obsceno… lecto: Bömer sees the unparalleled phrase as an example of “unusual conceptual bold-
ness”. Despite the rich language of abhorrence in the episode (see Reeds words on devota above), this word
has yet to occur. Ovid clearly avoids overusing the term: it occurs only 8 times in the poem (despite the
frequently risqué subject matter) including the obscenae Propoetides in 238.
sua viscera: The word draws attention to the bodily form of the child, hence its use for the body of a
dead child at 8.478, rogus iste cremet mea viscera; cf. Tereus unwitting eating his own child at 6.651, inque
suam sua viscera congerit alvum. It is not found with this sense before Ovid. On the word order here, with
both daughter and father enclosed by obsceno lecto, Lateiner observes (1999 p.221): “Myrrha lies next to her
father, both snugly ensconced in their incestuous bed-frame…”

Notes For Page 92:

467 forsitan… dixit: For Ovid expressing doubt about the facts of his own narrative with forsitan (using
an indicative verb, so neither counterfactual not a doubt about the future, but a doubt about what really
happened), cf. 8.520 (vocat… forsitan et matrem), 15.135. Contrast its use in 560, forsitan audieris, and see
Salis for support for the indicative against dicat here. The expression of doubt is connected to the poet’s
reluctant introduction to the episode, especially line 302: desit in hac mihi parte fides, nec credite factum.
He cannot bring himself to give full credence to, of all things, the words they use. Reed’s suggestion that it
creates “the illusion of a scrupulous historian” does not seem right to me: the poet’s courage fails, not his
information.
filia: Reed notes that the use of this word for a girl who is not (in theory) one’s daughter is not found
before this: “unless there are precedents lost to us, this example should be read as a kind of retrospective
formation based on the metaphorical use of pater [as a term of respect for an elder], which is common
(OLD, s.v.5)”.
468 dixit: For the repetition of the verb across line end, compare 12.301-2; cf. also nuper in 521-2.
sceleri ne nomina desint: ne desint is a purpose clause, but it does not express the purpose of the main
verb: they do not consciously say these words in order to give names to the crime, and if they did, we
would expect an imperfect subjunctive with the perfect tense main verbs. Rather, it expresses either the
narrator’s purpose in mentioning this detail (hence primary sequence, since narrators speak to us in an
imagined shared present), or (as Reed argues in a helpful note), the sense of a rather ironic cosmic purpose.
Reed compares 1.151-2 (the giants attack heaven, “lest the high aether be more safe than the land”). Cf.
also 9.735, ne non tamen omnia Crete / monstra ferat, taurum dilexit filia Solis; and perhaps most clearly, the
fortuitious provision of the instruments Orpheus’ own death at 11.30-1: neu desint tela furori, forte boves
presso subigebant vomere terram. We might also compare Orpheus’ journey to the underworld in line 12,
ne non temptaret et umbras, for a similar idea of completionism (a kind of cosmic desire to fill in all the
blanks), though in that instance the purpose probably is that attached to the main verb. Cf. also 6.539, ne
quod facinus tibi, perfide, restet; and for a more obvious metanarrative purpose clause, see line 517. The idea
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that Ovid here identifies a kind of inevitable cosmic pattern fits well with the line’s role as the culmination
of the nomina theme in Myrrha’s story. There is, perhaps, a further significance to the mention of the
names ‘daughter’ and ‘father’ which links Myrrha’s sin to that of Hippomenes, since pronouncing those
names seems to violate a taboo of the cult of Ceres, as mentioned by Servius ad Aeneid 4.58. Lowrie (1993
p.51) observes: “Ovid’s depictions of the rites need not… be entirely accurate for him to be exploiting his
readers’ knowledge of a taboo–as long as the taboo was a genuine feature of a Roman cult of Ceres that
also entailed ritual abstinence. The words prohibited by the taboo of course are exactly the words Ovid
suggests Myrrha and Cinyras called each other in bed. Incest, always scelus, becomes doubly so when the
mother is observing abstinence.”
469 plena patrĭs: The adjective is used for women heavily pregnant (e.g. Heroides 16.1, pleno… ventre;
also 3.268, 344.), but that is not the case here. Other examples of the metaphor take an ablative, e.g. Valerius
Flaccus 1.414 plena… rege maris.
471 nec finis in illa est: As Bömer notes, we should compare 5.245 for the sense, nec iniqua finis in ira
est, “unreasonable anger does not bring an end”. While illa here does refer to postera nox, the ablative is
not time-when (“on that night”), but a more idiomatic version of place-where (“no ending was involved in
that night”, perhaps). The usage is closely analogous to quis usus in illis in line 651.

Notes For Page 93:

474 et scelus et natam: For Bömer the zeugma is also hendiadys (= natam scelestam), but I don’t think we
can have it bothways (zeugma plays on difference, hendiadys sameness); rather, “when he sees his daughter,
he understands what crime has transpired” (and that crime is partly his own). Tissol (1988 p.41) observes
“Syllepsis, blurring the distinction between conceptual and physical, fittingly introduces the section of
the tale wherein Myrrha’s transformation into the myrrh-tree will occur”. See also Anderson 1997 p.30:
“Instead of the powerful symbolic devices of simile andmetaphor, which Vergil uses so brilliantly to develop
his and our complicated responses to events, Ovid uses figures of speech, such as anaphora and zeugma,
to concentrate attention on the way people use and abuse words and their basic meanings.” This example
also very closely recalls Orpheus’ “acceptance” of both his wife and the condition of her release at line 50,
on which see my note.
verbisque dolore retentis: For the sense of dolor here (obviously not “grief”), see L&S “a general des-
ignation of every painful, oppressive feeling, pain, distress, grief, tribulation, affliction, sorrow, anguish,
trouble, vexation, mortification, chagrin, etc… Esp., indignation, wrath, animosity, anger, resentment”. do-
lor causes Hecuba’s silence at 13.538 (obmutuit illa dolore, also a precursor to revengeful action); Cinyras’
mute dolor here anticipates the Myrrha-tree’s inability to speak at 506, and recalls earlier difficulties with
speech in the episode (esp. 430, conticuit).
475 nitidum: Cf. Achilles’ nitido ense at 12.129, Orion’s at 13.294. The image is common enough that we
need not read any special meaning into the gleaming here. It has, however, been argued (e.g. Smith 1990)
that this is an instance of “stichometric allusion” (arguably an alexandrian practice), since the book and
line number coincide with Vergil’s vaginaque cava fulgentem deripit ensem at Aeneid 10.475.
477 latosque vagata per agros: Mythological wandering tends to take place on plains, places with no
landmarks, and therefore suggestive of loss of mental as well as physical bearings; e.g. Bellerophon wan-
dering the Aleian Plains in Iliad 6.201. For the wandering of a spurned woman, cf. Byblis (9.639-51:
maenad-fashion, she is heard to latos ululasse per agros) and Io (1.727-49, also ending in childbirth and
transformation).
478 Panchaeaque rura: Reed is probably right to suggest hendiadys here (better, a form of apposition):
either Arabia = Panchaea, or Panchaea is in Arabia; when she leaves one, she leaves the other (but arguably
the latter first), rather than traveling through one then the other; but Ovid has given us too few clues to be
sure. Though in urbane diction rura and agri mean roughly the same thing (the countryside, as opposed to
the city), in Ovid’s mythological world rura often suggests uncultivated and sparsely inhabited land where
people go to hide from society (e.g. 11.765, secretos montes et inambitiosa colebat rura).
reliquit: The confusion about itinerary rests on this word. There is no alternative reading in the MSS
(except relinquit), but if it could be changed to something indicating arrival or heading, clarity would ensue.
Since we do not know where Myrrha grows up, and would most likely assume Cyprus (after the Pygmalion
story), a journey from Cyprus to Arabia would make perfect sense. Then again, the poet’s disgust for this
land (regionibus illis quae tantum genuere nefas, 306-7) is based on the act of incest which clearly takes place
there, not in Cyprus.
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Notes For Page 94:

480 cum tandem: This construction in particularmakes it hard to read the itinerary as out and back again:
the logic is “after she left Panchaea and wandered for 9 months, she finally rested in Sabaean territory”;
but given the name of the land (see below), we must accept, with Anderson, that she is “back in Arabia”. It
may simply be that Ovid expects us to have read Cinna’s more complete version of the story.
terrā Sabaeā: Sabaea = Sheba, a southern Arabian territory and the land of the biblical queen. Augustus’
Res Gestae 26 describes his conquests extending as far as the fines Sabaeorum.
481 vixque uteri portabat onus: Here her difficulty comes from the wandering combined with heavy
pregnancy, but cf. Telthusa at 9.684, where the same idea applies simply to the late stages of pregnancy.
nescia voti: A less than obvious meaning: “not knowing what to wish for” according to most, “not un-
derstanding the power of a prayer”, according to Bömer (somewhat like Pygmalion, I suppose). But Bömer
uncharacteristically fails to seek out parallels. Reed adduces Ars Amatoria 1.64, cogeris voti nescius esse tui:
“you will be forced to be unable to make a choice [between so many alluring options]”. Our example is
closer in sense to Amores 3.11b.40: sic ego nec sine te nec tecum vivere possum, et videor voti nescius esse mei;
again, the phrase implies inability to choose between given options, here not because there are too many
good ones, but because neither of the two available is acceptable, which fits Myrrha’s situation too. We
may refine the translation a little, then: “unable to make a choice (about what is in her interest)”. When she
starts to pray, it is to reject her two given options (life or death, as specified in 486-7, vitamque necemque
negate) and ask for a third. voti inevitably calls to mind furiosaque vota retractat in line 370 (with its echo
of 278 and 288), and is picked up by ultima vota in 488-9.
482 atque inter etc.: We can’t take the line as adverbial with complexa est because of atque, which coor-
dinates it with nescia and leaves us awaiting the main clause. One could read both those phrases with est
and take conplexa as the participial phrase, but the harsh one-word enjambment of est would be without
parallel, the overall expression too awkward. A third option, to share est between nescia and conplexa, with
inter etc. adverbial on the latter, is no more attractive. Hill seems to recognize the problem with his punc-
tuation (a pause after atque), but he leaves us with ungrammatical English. Cf. 15.210, inter iuvenemque
senemque temperie medius.
vitae: It is probably best to see the verbal construction as developed from the noun relation, and to identify
that as genitive of source, “weariness that comes from life.” A&G (354b) identify the case used with the
verb as “genitive of the cause of the feeling”. This relation is referred to in linguistics as a “non-centered
construction”, see Fedriani 2014 ch.4.
483 est tales conplexa preces: tales is formulaic, echoing Homer, not a suggestion that the report of
her prayer is less accurate than the rest of the story; cf. talia (after a speech) in lines 40, 209, 586, 609;
and similar speech introductions at 9.370 (tales questus), 9.584 and 15.657 (tales voces). For Bömer the
unparalleled idea of embracing prayers is equivalent to preces concipit (Reed calls it catachrestic: almost a
kind of spoonerism); but, as Salis recognizes, it does add a sense of relieved decisiveness after the previous
two lines of doubt: she has figured out what to ask for. It may echo the known sense of amplector as “take
up, apply oneself to, studium dare” (see Salis), but the metaphor remains on the surface.

Notes For Page 95:

486 ambobus pellite regnis: This idea, along with inter in 482, recalls the fate of the Cerastae, for whom
transformation was explicitly a punishment “between death and (living) exile” (233).
487 mutatae: Since transformation is really what she is asking for (with denial its consequence), we can
translate “change me and (so) deny to me”. The idiom (participle + finite verb where English recognizes
two distinct actions) is common in Greek, where the participle (most often aorist) is usually applied to the
subject of the finite verb; the lack of an active perfect participle in Latin leads to the passive use with the
object, for which Bömer compares 11.455. The construction is most often used with commands (here direct,
in 11.455 indirect).
488 certe: The perfect tense of habuere (contrasting with generalizing patet) confirms that we are speak-
ing of the particular now. certe usually appears in direct speech in the poem, but as a mark of authorial
confidence (contrasting with the indefinite numen aliquod, but also the uncertainty of forsitan in 467 and
the vagueness of deos here), cf. 2.543, 5.616, 11.478 (both in embedded narrative, as here) and 13.57. For the
adverb as correction, note the frequency of aut certe and sed certe.
489 vota suos habuere deos: Ovid avoids choosing a god to be responsible for the transformation (see
Anderson for traditional options), not wanting to associate any particular divinity with Myrrha’s polluted
act.

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0001%3Asmythp%3D354#chapter354b
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490 terra supervēnit: This is the only instance of the verb in the poem, perhaps reflecting an unusual
aspect of the transformation (the collaboration of the earth).

Notes For Page 96:

492 ossaque robur agunt: This sense of ago is identified by Bömer and Salis as that used often with
radices as the object (e.g. 2.583, 4.254), “drives forth/down or sends out roots or shoots”. Since it is hard
to connect singular robur (“hard wood”) with shoots or roots, it seems better to connect it with the more
idiomatic sense explained in L&S II.D.4, as with agit rimas in 512; “make hard wood”, and so “harden into
wood” (as our “make haste” = “hasten”). This would depend on robur agere standing in for a verb of some
kind, for which there are admittedly no good candidates (but cf. roborascere, roborare se). This also fits
better with the rest of the line: her bones turn to wood, except for the marrow.
493 sanguis it in sucos: For abire in cf. 1.236, 2.674, 4.396, 11.653, 14.499; and see note on pondus abit in
701. “The use of the simple form of the verb for the compound is a common stylistic device; cf. 408, pone
for depone, and 12.506, spem capere for spem concipere” (Reed, who also compares 4.201 transit, 5.671 exire).
it is going to be reused for the next two clauses (but with plural subjects).
494 cortice: Reed and Bömer take this as resultative (“into bark”), but see note on Attis in 105 (truncoque
induruit illo) for reasons to be careful with that term; and meo periculo in 545 for a clear example of the
resultative ablative. For instrumental ablatives that verge on the material, cf. note on 360.
pellis: The word is normally used of animal hide, with the emphasis on the skin as a covering (e.g. 2.680-1,
te pastoria pellis texit; 3.52, tegumen… pellis erat).
495 iamque: iam + pluperfect is common way to manipulate the reader’s perspective (or focalization),
especially in moments of heightened tension (e.g. 3.85), and iam is commonly found in transformation
narrative (e.g. 136); but iam + pluperfect in transformation narrative only here. There are variant readings
(praecinxerat in the majority if the MSS, perstrinxerat commonly accepted), but all are pluperfect (as is
obruerat).
497 non tulit illa moram: The paratactic structure here (signaled in many editions by the colon at the
end of 496) is equivalent to a cum inversum construction, which is commonly foundwith iam + pluperfect in
the main clause, e.g. 3.144, 7.76, 11.97; for the paratactic version, cf. 3.19, 15.736. It makes good sense, then,
to translate “the wood was about to cover her neck when, brooking no delay, she sank down…”. moram
non ferre = moram pellere/rumpere/tollere: cf. 659; also found at 11.307, and in a slightly different sense,
(moras male fert), at 6.467; a kind of litotes (using a negative to describe what is, essentially, a positive
action). Ovid’s characters also “seek” delays (2.461, 11.461), “endure” them (4.350), “make” (8.547), “grab”
(9.282, conripiant), “drag” (9.767, trahit), “correct” (10.669), and “condemn”” (13.808) them.
venienti: The dative usage probably develops from the common verbal construction obvius ire, “go to
meet”, and we should recognize a similarly close connection between obvia here and subsedit. The predicate
adjective and the verb form a single verbal idea, translated into English as verb and adverb; and the dative
is best explained in relation to the whole idea (a kind of ultra-compound verb).
498 subsēdit: The verb implies passive acquiescence: the point of venienti obvia subsedit is that she ac-
cepts and does not resist, and Anderson exaggerates when he says, “as if the spreading metamorphosis
were friendly, Ovid describes Myrrha hurrying to meet the wood.”
mersitque suos in cortice vultūs: Note ablative cortice, despite the sense of motion in the verb: the
meaning of the verb overrides the literal relation, as if “sinking” always implies beingwithin. Cf. 697, Stygia
sontes… mergeret unda; also 3.429 bracchia mersit aquis (without preposition), 4.423 pelagoque immergere
nautas (compound form), and multiple other instances; with accusative only in 11.557, 14.204 and 15.105
(avidum demersit in alvum).

Notes For Page 97:

499 amisit: The loss or retention of senses in metamorphosis is a recurrent motif in the poem (cf. 2.488;
4.554, 6.118-20, 7.722, 8.856 etc.; multiple times in the Pygmalion story), and has been fairly close to the
surface earlier in this episode (408, 424).
500 flet tamen: Almost formulaic: cf. the same phrase at the start of 6.310; flet modo at the start of 6.665
(rhymed with et modo two lines before), flet quoque at the start of 15.232, and flet et ipsa tamen in 9.396.
flet only occurs in one other instance, 15.229. Weeping seems to be a somewhat unexpected activity. The
sense of tamen, with veteres sensus above, is that she cannot feel pain or grief, but she weeps nonetheless.
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“Fixed though she is, there is no precise and final boundary to her new form. In both Myrrha and Byblis,
tears are the liminal fluid that links human bodies to the natural, extra-human realm” (Tissol 1988 p.50).
501 est honor et lacrimis: Compare the idea behind costum suum in 308: the spice for which a region is
known. The idea does seem a little forced, but Ovid is closing the episode in grand fashion. There is, in fact,
an echo here of Ovid’s own eternal fame, as expressed at 15.875-9. There he will live on throughout the
saecula in his nomen, described as his “better part”, and his fama. Here Myrrha lives on in the myrrh that
bears her name. Cf. 3.445, 14.731. The nomen, in fact, is equivalent to the honor, and this is what explains
the emphatic et (for surely the poet has, at least overtly, worked hard to make sure we don’t remember
Myrrha herself with any sense of honor): “the tears, not just Myrrha, have the honor of her eternal name”.
stillataque cortice murra: As Reed notes, the conjunction here, enclitic -que, has explanatory force,
equivalent to nam. What follows doesn’t add a new idea, but explains the previous clause; cf. famaque in
line 28.
502 nomen erile tenet: Cf. Actaeon’s dogs, satiatae sanguine erili (3.140). For the periphrasis, cf. tactus
viriles, 434, and the multiple instances of antonomasia in Venus’ story. For aetiological nomen tenet as
conclusion to an episode cf. 297, and the last line of book 10.
nulloque tacebitur aevo: The sense of tacebitur is clear enough, but it is not used elsewhere in Latin
in this sense. The present is more common, e.g. Amores 2.18.36, nec tibi… canenti aureus in medio Marte
tacetur Amor ; Tristia 5.14.33, per saecula nulla tacetur ; cf. Heroides 9.90, Seneca, Dialogues 6.1.4.7.
503 robore: For sub as “within” the wood of a tree, cf. Ceres’ sacred oak in 8.755-6: redditus e medio sonus
est cum robore talis:/ nympha sub hoc ego sum Cereri gratissima ligno; cf. sub inguine in line 715. (perhaps
also with this sense at 2.410, accepti caluere sub ossibus ignes).
creverat: Note again use of pluperfect followed by imperfect (quaerebat) to mark passing of time dur-
ing or between episodes. Compare, for instance, lines 73 and 79, and contrast the same sequence during
metamorphosis, 495-6.
506 tendit onus matrem: For the combination of terms here (tumet, tendit), cf. the earth swelling like
an inflated bladder at 15.303-7, extentam tumefecit humum, ceu spiritus oris/ tendere vesicam solet. Though
Ovid could not of course read Pliny, it seems likely that he knew some of his sources, and one cannot
but be struck by the similarity of Adonis’ birth to the natural historian’s description of myrrh collection:
incidentibus qua maxime videatur esse praegnas tenuissimusque tendi cortex, laxatur hic plaga, non adimitur;
inde prosilit spuma pinguis. haec concreta densatur, ubi loci natura poscat, tegete palmea excipiente (“They
incise the bark where it seems to be most pregnant, and where to be stretched most thinly; and in this spot
the bark is loosened by striking, but not removed. From the incision a rich foam leaps forth, and where the
character of the ground requires it, they collect it on a mat of palm-leaves, where it thickens and hardens”;
N.H.12.58.4-7). For the palm-leaf mat, compare mollibus herbis in 513.

Notes For Page 98:

507 Lucina: Note the way potest with the passive shifts agency: the poet means that Myrrha cannot call
out, not that Lucina’s own ability to be summoned is restricted in some way.
voce vocari: figura etymologica, the use of significantly different forms of the same root (e.g. noun and
verb, as here; as opposed to different persons of the verb, or different cases of the noun, which we would
call polyptoton, though the distinction is a fine one).
510 mītĭs: mitis is appropriate for any authority from which one needs approval, favor or help (see Ata-
lanta as immitis in 573), especially the gods (e.g. 11.134, mite deum numen).
511 admōvitque manūs: Given the echo of Pygmalion’s prayer in the previous line, it is tempting to
see here a reminder of his manipulation of the ivory girl (254), reminding us that the unnaturally beautiful
Adonis, born from a wooden mother, is also the product of that artefact.
513 mollibus herbis: We can perhaps see a foreshadowing of Adonis’ death in these lines: the swelling
of his mother’s womb reflected by the bubbling mud of 733 (intumuit), and the bed of grass by the flower
that grows from his blood. The grass, moreover, would probably remind Ovid’s readers of the bed of lettuce
on which Adonis is ritually laid to rest during the Adoneia, the so-called gardens of Adonis. See Detienne
p. 68 on the opposition between myrrh and lettuce in the Adonis myth.

Notes For Page 99:

514 nāĭdĕs: contrast spelling and scansion of this Greek word with naĭădum in line 9. Many manuscripts
do read naiades here, but that would still need to be scanned differently to line 9 (treating the Greek i as
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Latin consonantal/intervocalic, so na-jă-dĕs instead of na-ĭ-ă-des). Since it is Greek, Ovid feels free to adapt
it to metrical requirements. As in line 9, there is no special watery significance to the term Naiad: Ovid
uses it as equivalent to “Nymph”, a female nature spirit (the rustica numina of 1.192)
515 Livor: “Even before we reach the simile, the baby Adonis’ beauty has been presented as an object for
the connoisseur of art, for Livor’s criticism is properly directed at verbal or visual works of art, rather than
at naturally occurring objects. The problem with Adonis is not simply one of distinguishing between him
and Cupid, but of distinguishing between nature and art.” (Hardie 2010, §39). For Livor the hypothetically
harsh art critic, cf. his assumed approval of Arachne’s tapestry at 6.129-30, non illud carpere Livor possit
opus.
namque: “The comparision is in the neoteric manner. Postponed namque is an artificiality of word order
introduced by Catullus in imitation of the Alexandrians” (Knox 1986 p.58). Compare 2.474, 8.273, 14.312,
and see Knox’s Appendix 2, Postposition of non-enclitic particles: “postponed particles allow Ovid to place
a significant word first in the line… or to effect an artistic word pattern” (p.88). For the device in Catullus,
see 64.384, 66.65; Vergil has multiple examples, including two at line end, 5.733 and 7.765, so the device was
clearly not considered un-epic. There may even be an echo of the latter example here: genitor mihi talia
namque/ (nunc repeto) Anchises fatorum arcana reliquit.
516 pinguntur: for similar comparisons to things that “they paint”, cf. Diana’s legs in Amores 3.2.31,
Dione in Amores 1.14.34; in a comparison akin to a simile, see Cicero De Natura Deorum 1.78.8, qualis ille
maritimus Triton pingitur. For painted Eros, cf. also Propertius 2.12.1, apparently an adaptation of Eubulus
Fr. 41.1., though Reed argues that the comparison with visual arts is “a genuinely Roman trope, beginning
with Plautus Menaechmi 143, where Adonis is the comparandum.” Despite singular tabula, all the plurals
here (including the amores) should be taken as generalizing plurals appropriate to similes, and referring to
multiple instances of painted cupids, rather than individual paintings with multiple cupids (though such
paintings may be included in the comparison); see note on atria in 595.
517 faciat: For discrimen in a work of art, cf. Arachne’s tapestry at 6.62. For the authorial purpose clause,
cf. 468, and possibly 12. For things that “make a difference”, cf. Lucilius Saturae, Fr. 29.802; Quintil-
ian Institutio Oratoria 7.2.1.1. A comparison, meanwhile, which draws attention to its own inaccuracy
is what Hardie (2002 pp.187, 260) calls an “approximative simile”, something we’ve already seen in the
comparison of Hyacinthus’ flower to lilies (which are the wrong color: 212-13). A good example of such
not-quite-comparisons is the description of Diomedes’ transformed companions at 14.508: si volucrum quae
sit subitarum forma requiris,/ut non cygnorum, sic albis proxima cygnis. The painterly correction Ovid makes
here is very similar to his imagining of woodland nymphs as a comparison for Philomela at 6.453ff. (though
there he refers to what “we” hear, as opposed to what “they” paint): quales audire solemus/ naidas et dryadas
mediis incedere silvis,/ si modo des illis cultus similesque paratus. Compare also the idea of “taking away”
parts of an animal to give a metamorphic explanation of the origin of another at 15.369, concava litoreo
si demas bracchia cancro. Ovid’s ekphrastic techniques are not limited to purely visual images: the idea
of removing the inappropriate parts of an image is employed to hilarious effect of Peleus’ situation in life
at 11.266-8: felix et nato, felix et coniuge Peleus,/ et cui, si demas iugulati crimina Phoci,/ omnia contigerant
(“blest in his son, blest in his wife, a man for whom everything had gone right - if you don’t count the
crime/charge of strangling his brother Phocus.”) Compare also the painterly description of the beauty and
cultus of cross-dressed Iphis in 9.712-3: cultus erat pueri; facies, quam sive puellae,/ sive dares puero, fuerat
formosus uterque; and note, finally, that the verb demere can be applied to a god changing his or her own
appearance, as at 14.766-7, anilia demit/ instrumenta sibi. This particular approximation has its origins in
Hellenistic Greek elegy, specifically Asclepiades (Anth. Pal. 12.75, εἰ πτερά σοι προσέκειτο, καὶ ἐν χερὶ
τόξα καὶ ἰοί,/ οὐκ ἂν Ἔρως ἐγράφη Κύπριδος, ἀλλὰ σύ, παῖς; imitated by Meleager, 12.76, and Posidippus,
12.77).

Notes For Page 100:

519 labitur: This line is borrowed in full (or with a minor change, depending on textual choices) from
Ovid Amores 1.8.49, where the following line makes the metaphor clear: ut celer admissis labitur amnis
aquis. Reed helpfully connects the verb with the Pythagorean doctrines of flow (15.178, cuncta fluunt)
elaborated in book 15, esp. 15.179, ipsa quoque adsiduo labuntur tempora motu, non secus ac flumen.
520 annis: This is an odd and perhaps trite generalization, but it makes clear that there is nothing super-
naturally fast about Adonis’ growth: all children “grow up so fast”, as the Facebook moms put it. Cf. the
“swift hours” of 2.118. For the phrase as a variation on a cliché (“nothing faster than…”), cf. Cicero Tuscu-
lan Disputations 1.43.4 nihil est animo velocius, nulla est celeritas quae possit cum animi celeritate contendere;
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and Vergil’s Rumor: Fama, malum qua non aliud uelocius ullum (Aeneid 4.174). Cf. also Hercules’ ingenium
caeleste suis velocius annis (Ars Amatoria 1.185). There is perhaps a specific elegiac echo of Theognis 895
(in lines advising us to enjoy life while we can), αἶψα γὰρ ὥστε νόημα παρέρχεται ἀγλαὸς ἥβη. It is hard,
meanwhile, not to see here a foreshadowing of Atalanta’s race, where the adjective appears no less than
four times.
521 conditus: Cf. 15.219 (on all humans before birth), corpora visceribus distentae condita matris.
523 se: If we wish to avoid paradox, we might understand “he gets more beautiful each moment”; but as
Reed puts it, “the trope is one among the many more or less paradoxical splittings of self from self in the
Metamorphoses” (Bömer uses the Freudian Ichspaltung, “splitting of the ego”, citing teque ipsa viva carebis
in 566). Bömer also observes that this a conceit from Greek prose, citing Herodotus 8.137.3, Thucydides
3.11.1, and Xenophon Cynegeticus 12.20 (in an erotic context: ὅταν μὲν γάρ τις ὁρᾶται ὑπὸ τοῦ ἐρωμένου,
ἅπας ἑαυτοῦ ἐστι βελτίων). There may, further, be a hint of the idea that a work of art (if we can so regard
Adonis’ body) can bemore beautiful than its subject, as at Propertius 2.31.5 of a statue of Apollo: hic Phoebus
visus mihi pulchrior ipso/ marmoreus. There is also an echo here of the same paradoxical reflexivity we find
in the description of Pygmalion’s artistry: ars adeo latet arte sua (252). The repetition, with superlative
adjective followed by comparative, is described by Wills (1996 p.235-6) as a reversal of a more common
pattern: “This two-step process of establishing an image and then heightening it comparatively can be
seen as a type of ‘climax’ or gradation. Ovid’s fancy for this figure coincides with his general disposition
for climactic sequences.”
524 placet et Veneri: The force of et (“even”) is not just that Venus is a god, but that she is the god of
love, and might therefore be expected to be immune to her own weapons.
matris ulciscitur ignes: Compare the use of ignes for “passion” here to line 253. There it was modified by
an objective genitive (corporis ignes: desire for the body), here a subjective one (matris ignes: the mother’s
desire). Adonis’ mother burned with desire, and so is an implied subject for the verbal idea in ignes. On the
idea of revenge here, contrast line 311, where Cupid denies he had anything to do with Myrrha’s passion.
Reed suspects an allusion here to a different version of the story with a jealous Venus who punishesMyrrha;
see his note to 311-4 for sources (e.g. Apollodorus 3.14.4, Hyginus Fabulae 58.1). As Galinsky notes (1975
pp.89, 102), the revenge is twofold: not only does Venus suffer an irresistible desire, but it is a quasi-
incestuous desire for a boy who looks exactly like her son, and indeed like her own self (see Hardie 2004
§40 and note on 579). Galinsky also argues that the intrusion of the alternate version is a result of Ovid’s
linking technique: though the idea of Myrrha’s love as punishment for an offence to divinity is ignored in
the story itself, Ovid has no hesitation in using it to forge a link between stories.
525 namque: “In the namque Ovid proceeds to explain the puzzle of how Venus became subject to her
own passion. His little picture could no doubt be paralleled by numerous wall paintings…” (Anderson). I
admit I find it difficult to picture howCupid scratches his mother’s chest with the tip of an arrow poking out
from his quiver (surely on his back) as he kisses her. Hardie, meanwhile, argues that “kiss and arrow-prick
hint at an incestuous act between mother and son, and it is appropriate that the object of Venus’ desire
should be Cupid’s double” (2010 §40).

Notes For Page 101:

527 manu: Themisreading (“wounded in the hand”) is an easymistake for a reader familiarwithDiomedes’
wounding of Aphrodite’s hand in the Iliad 5.336.
529 capta: Usually one is captured by one’s own feelings (e.g. 6.465, 8.433 and 9.511, captus… amore;
13.762 and 14.29, cupidine captus). For “captured by appearance”, we can only compare 14.770-1, inque
figura/ capta dei nympha est. Cf. also 11.170, dulcedine captus, which might be understood as a feeling or
as a quality of the thing desired.
curat: Cf. the chaste Daphne at 1.480, nec, quid Hymen, quid Amor, quid sint conubia curat. The verb is
otherwise only used with an infinitive in the poem (11.370, 11.682, 12.345).
530 cinctam: Of course, the name also recalls the grandmother of Adonis, daughter of Pygmalion and
the ivory girl. With the naming of two cities in the next line, we might be tempted to see this too as the
city name, but then it wouldn’t be alto aequore cinctam. See note on line 297, and also Reed’s note (this
description is tantamount to the Homeric epithets ἀμφίρρυτος and περίρρυτος, the latter applied to Cyprus
at Odyssey 19.173 and Hesiod Theogony 193 and 290).
531 piscosamque Cnidon: See Salis for a long note on the metrical quantities as the reason for not
spelling the word latinized as Gnidon, which would lengthen -que. Cnidus is on the coast of modern day
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Turkey, hence the fish (though I am not aware that it has any special claim to fish fame above other coastal
towns).

Notes For Page 102:

534 indulgere sibi: The verb, meaning to give way to or do the bidding of the dative object, usually takes
another person, or one’s emotions, as that object; e.g. 7.566, indulgent animis; 9.512, illius possem indulgere
furori; 12.597, animo pariter patruique suoque/ Delius indulgens. The sense here, then, is not quite aligned
with English “indulge”. She is used to doing what she wants (which happens to involve looking after her
appearance), but now she gives way to Adonis’ way of life (which is rather ascetic). For indulgere sibi as
almost “be left to one’s own devices”, cf. Horace Odes 2.2.13, crescit indulgens sibi dirus hydrops.
colendo: colere has a fairly wide range of meanings, especially “cultivate”, “worship”, and “inhabit”, but
there is perhaps an ironic echo of “haunt” here, as in 11.765, secretos montes et inambitiosa colebat/ rura (cf.
11.146).
536 fine genūs: SomeMSS report ablative genu, which won’t work, unless the relation can be understood
as separative. Bömer, citing Servius on Aeneid 3.22, argues that genu is an alternative genitive form; but
that evidence is quite flimsy, and this form seems to be a fabrication of the ancient grammarians (see Salis
for further details). For fine as preposition, see L&S s.v. I.B.2.
ritu Dianae: This phrase (with succincta) recurs in 1.695 and 9.89, but it is also suggestive of a person in
metamorphosis taking on their new characteristics, as with Calais and Zetes at 6.717-8: mox pariter pennae
ritu coepere volucrum/ cingere utrumque latus (cf. also 15.222).
538 celsum in cornua: The prepositional phrase still needs some explaining, since the adjective celsum
can’t explain the sense of motion conveyed by in + accusative as surgentem does in Vergil. Anderson
and Reed note it is “a rendering of the Greek epic compound “lofty antlered” (ὑψίκερων, Odyssey 10.158;
but no preposition there), and for Reed the preposition + accusative has a “specificatory function” (that
is, equivalent to an ablative of specification, cornibus, explaining the adjective celsum). If so, the sense is
something like “tall in regard to its antlers”, despite the apparent sense of motion (compare 11.753 spatiosum
in guttura mergum, “wide-throated duck”), but it is perhaps best to see the accusative as borrowed from
expressions of height such as Caesar’s in altitudinem pedum XII vallo… muniri (”to be fortified with a
rampart at least 12 feet in height”, B.G. 2.5.6).
539 abstinet: As Knox observes, this detail of the story of Venus and Adonis is borrowed from Propertius’
version of the Atalanta story (e.g. 2.19.23: haec igitur mihi sit lepores audacia mollis/ excipere). “In relating
the amorous behaviour of Venus and Adonis Ovid has drawn on the motifs of Milanion and Atalanta. The
story that Venus now tells is a different version of the myth, the more familiar one in which Atalanta is won
by Hippomenes in a footrace. In effect, he has juxtaposed two variants of the same myth while attributing
the details of one version to the story of Venus and Adonis” (Knox 1986 p.60).

Notes For Page 103:

542 si quid prodesse monendo possit: The construction of si possit deserves a little more attention.
Salis remarks that (as here) there is frequent variation in the MSS of the Metamorphoses between possit
and posset, but uncharacteristically retreats from explaining what the construction is with this example.
Anderson describes it as potential subjunctive, but it is clearly part of a “si” clause, which would seem to
disqualify it as an independent use of the subjunctive. If the subjunctive is to be explained by the conditional
construction, that would make it part of a future less vivid, but that doesn’t seem quite right either: her
warning is not conditional on her benefiting. We must take it instead as equivalent to “wondering if she
might”, that is, an indirect question. See A&G 576a on use of si as a substitute for an (and cf. si posset in
line 426). Their first example is useful here: from Caesar, “circumfunduntur hostes si quem aditum reperire
possent” B.G. 6.37, “the enemy pour round [to see] if they can find entrance.” Caesar uses an historical
present, but recognizes secondary sequence with imperfect subjunctive. For a very clear version of the
construction in poetry, see Propertius 2.3.5-7, also Horace Sermones 2.5.87. As to tense, in our instance, as
Salis says, possit/posset are frequently confused in the manuscript tradition, but bearing in mind that the
main verb monet is present tense, we can compare 4.247-8 for an unambiguous present subjunctive of a
synonymous verb in the same construction: ille quidem gelidos radiorum viribus artus/ si queat in vivum
temptat revocare calorem. This construction generally involves an action that can constitute an attempt or
a test, which is the idea that governs the indirect question: e.g. Livy 1.57.3.1, temptata res est, si primo
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impetu capi Ardea posset; cf. Tereus at 6.663-4, et modo, si posset, reserato pectore diras/ egerere inde dapes
semesaque viscera gestit. When the main verb lacks that sense, the meaning may be closer to “hoping
that” or “in case” than to “wondering”, or the structure may reflect a genuine conditional rather than a
question, with nothing implied about the thoughts or expectations of the subject, as at line 429 (where the
subjunctive is explained by subordination to another subjunctive verb), and may in fact take an indicative,
as with the simple condition at 7.17-8: excute virgineo conceptas pectore flammas,/ si potes, infelix! Finally,
though this does seem to be a genuine Latin expression rather than a poetic borrowing, it is close in sense to
Homeric εἴ πως + subjunctive or optative, as at Odyssey 9.316-7: αὐτὰρ ἐγὼ λιπόμην κακὰ βυσσοδομεύων,
εἴ πως τεισαίμην, δοίη δέ μοι εὖχος Ἀθήνη. In Homer too this is at base an indirect question, though
often “wondering whether” seems to become “figuring out how to”, and so to express purpose rather than
question. That sense may also be present in some Latin examples, e.g. Dido at Aeneid 4.84-5, Ascanium…/
detinet, infandum si fallere possit amorem.
543 Adoni: The identity of the speaker is slightly ambiguous, coming as this does at the change of narra-
tors (Venus is about to take up the story), and sounding more appropriate to Venus’ perspective than that
of Orpheus. Though we should not try to eliminate the ambiguity, we can probably hear the hint of an
alternative syntax, where hos timeas, Adoni constitutes the start of Venus’ speech (with indirect converted
to direct command, or volitive subjunctive). The Ovidian interweaving of narration and direct speech then
continues with the narrator’s enclitic -que attached to Venus’ fortis below. Reed notes that the “apostrophe
by the narrator to a youth destined for death [is] a traditional motif, which suggests the futilty of Venus’
warnings here.”
fortis fugacibus: Not, as Reed suggests, a dative of reference (Reed admits that his nearest comparisons
are better read as locative or specificatory). Despite the missing preposition, this is equivalent to what
Bömer calls, in reference to line 594, “in adversativum” : something placed in the midst of its opposite.
545 meo periculo: Cf. Horace Epodes 1.3-4, paratus omne Caesaris periculum subire, Maecenas, tuo [per-
iculo]. That the phrase is conversational is evident from its frequent use in Plautus (e.g. Asinaria 457, Da
modo meo periculo, “Just give it - I’ll take the risk”); cf. Bacchides 599, Captivi 740, Trinummus 858.
547 stet mihi magno: A very idiomatic use of stare (see L&S s.v. II.5), with meaning quite closely con-
nected to meo periculo above, as is clear from Plautus Captivi 740: periclum vitae meae tuo stat periculo
(“danger to my life means danger for you”). For similar use with just an adjective of quantity, cf. Aeneid
10.494, haud illi stabunt Aeneia parvo/ hospitia (“welcoming Aeneas in will hardly prove inexpensive to
him”); and Fasti 2.812 (quanto regnis nox stetit una tuis!, “how much one night has cost your kingdom!”).
gloria: For glory gained in hunting, cf. Cupid’s boast to Apollo at 1.465; also 8.425.

Notes For Page 104:

548 mōvēre: For the short relative clause supplying its own antecedent, cf. qui regit ima in 47. For aetas
movet, compare line 615, and for facies 9.327; also 11.544, Alcyone Ceȳca movet.
Venerem: We might explain the use of the name as a parenthetical comment by the poet, but that seems
unlikely. Ovid probably intends a risque double meaning, with venerem movere = venerem stimulare (“stir
sexual desire”; see Pliny N.H. 21.138.4).
549 oculosque animosque: Compare Myrrha’s tottering animus at 375, vario labefactus vulnere; and for
the connection of vision and desire, cf. Orpheus, avidus videndi, at 56. Note too that Thisbe, looking for
her transformed lover, “seeks him with eyes and heart”, as if she needs to satisfy both sides of her passion
(4.129; at 14.417 of an eagerly awaited spouse, oculis animoque… exspectatus).
551 impetus est fulvis.. leonibus: Given Ovid’s normal usage, impetus is perhaps a little incongruous
here: in 11.530 it refers to the force of a river, but otherwise in this poem impetus est is always accompanied
by an epexegetical infinitive (“a powerful desire to…”, e.g. 8.38-41). For impetus as an irresistible force, we
might perhaps compare Remedia Amoris 119-20 (of the first onrush of love): Dum furor in cursu est, currenti
cede furori;/ Difficiles aditus impetus omnis habet.
552 genus: The idea of a god’s “hated race” parodies Juno’s famous enmity towards the Trojans, as de-
scribed by Vergil at Aeneid 1.28, et genus invisum et rapti Ganymedis honores.
quae causa: Some editors punctuate with a comma after causa, which would make the indirect question
subordinate to Venus’ dicam in the next line: “When he asks, she replies, “I will tell you what the reason
is…”This is genuinely ambiguous, though probably not on purpose. Note to that the logic for the story (the
causa) is flimsy: Hippomenes once neglected her, so she turned him and Atalanta into lions (681-704); she
therefore now hates all lions, though nowhere is it suggested that they all descend from the unfortunate
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pair. Perhaps the key is in monstrum below: just as her story serves as an exemplum of “ancient guilt” for
Adonis to wonder at, so the race of lions serves as an unwelcome reminder to her of an ancient slight.

Notes For Page 105:

553 monstrum culpae: The culpa is Hippomenes’ failure to give thanks to Venus for her assistance
(which is not the topic Venus wants to warn Adonis about). Both lovers are turned into lions at the end of
the story, and apparently Venus holds a grudge, since the story is given as the reason (causa) she still hates
lions. The logic is tenuous at best.
mirabere: Here we perhaps see the reason for Ovid’s choice of the slightly incongruous word monstrum,
for it allows him to play on the conventional phrase monstrum mirabile, “an amazing portent”, which is
found at Fasti 3.799 and six times in Vergil (usually in this metrical position). mirabile is in fact found here
in several MSS, but is most likely, as Salis says, “an iterpolation by a reader or copyist familiar with the
combination mirabile mostrum.” mirabere is, further, an oblique way of authorizing an unbelievable story -
almost “you probably won’t believe this, but it’s true…”; compare 15.498-500 (Hippolytus), credulitate patris,
sceleratae fraude novercae/ occubuisse neci, mirabere, vixque probabo,/ sed tamen ille ego sum (cf. also 7.682).
554 ecce: The exclamation at line end is rare. It is found four times in the poem, but only once in Vergil,
where it describes an ideal bucolic scene at Aeneid 3.219. If Ovid intends an allusion to that passage, it is
an ominous one, since that scene is quickly dissolved by the arrival of the Harpies.
556 libet: The choice of impersonal verb perhaps adds a gentle litotes (understatement): her desire is far
from impersonal, and this may contribute to the ironic force of requievit in the next line (“she certainly did
rest”). Still, this verb is regularly used to mean simply “I want to”, “it is my desire to”. Compare Myrrha’s
ire libet procul hinc in 341, and Byblis at 9.631, cum pigeat temptasse, libet temptare: in each case, the
impersonal verb describes a strong and personal desire, though in both it is also opposed by a powerful
counter-feeling. It is common in Plautus, and therefore probably conversational (and so appropriate to an
intimate exchange such as this) rather than poetic (e.g. Mostellaria 296, quod tibi libet, idem mihi libet, mea
voluptas). Compare similar intimate usage in Catullus’ passer poem (2.6), carum nescioquid libet iocari; and
Propertius 1.4.14, quae gaudia sub tacita discere veste libet. For the expression, meanwhile, as appropriate
to the calm enjoyment of a locus amoenus, compare Horace Epodes 2.23: libet iacere modo sub antiqua ilice,/
modo in tenaci gramine.
hāc: If we accept the alternative punctuation (see next note), we might take this as describing the feminine
ablative humo in the next line, but the idea of haec humus, ‘this ground’ is quite odd (Salis has comparanda,
but they are not convincing). Instead, with the alternative punctuation, we might read hac humo = “here,
on the ground”; but with my punctuation hac is on its own.
557 et requievit: Punctuation is much debated here, with significant consequences for meaning. Many
(e.g. Tarrant, Salis) take et requievit as a parenthetical remark by the narrator, with Venus’ speech ending at
humo, which would then be read with requiescere: “it is pleasing to rest here on the ground with you (and
she did rest)”. As Salis notes, this punctuation goes back at least to the 16th century; and for parentheses
beginning with et we can compare 1.591 and 9.782. The latter is, to be sure, a strong paralllel: visa dea est
movisse suas (et moverat) aras. This structure is, however, too challenging for the mixture of narrative and
indirect speech found here, and the objections to my simpler punctuation rely too heavily on taste: the un-
parenthesized repetition of et requievit humo is found to be “poco tolerable” (Salis). There are no convincing
parallels for a parenthesis which interrupts a speech only one word from its end, and since the syntax of
line 557 as a unit is quite unchallenging, a parenthesis would have been impossible for Ovid’s readers to
spot in an unpunctuated text. The salient feature of the examples offered as comparanda (see Salis) is that
they clearly break the syntax of the direct speech, and leave the reader no option but to understand them as
parentheses; see, for instance, 5.281-2 “nec dubitate, precor, tecto grave sidus et imbrem” / (imber erat) “vitare
meo”. If Ovid intended that effect here, he did a very poor job of it. On the other hand, there are enough
examples of the narrative resuming with et after a speech to constitute a pattern of sorts: see especially
12.385, et iaculum torso; 8.781 et dedit; cf. also 1.590, 2.696, 7.837, 14.751, and Fasti 4.691. For an example of
a very convoluted interweaving of narrative and direct speech which is unambiguous nonetheless (because
there are no reasonable alternatives), see Pygmalion’s prayer, lines 274-6.

Notes For Page 106:

559 mediis… verbis: “The position of oscula, between mediis interserit and verbis, is expressive” (Reed);
that is, theword oscula is in themiddle, like the kisses it names. This is what Lateiner (1990) terms “mimetic”
word order: “Ovid expected his poetry to be read by the eye on the page as well as recited and heard” (p.208).
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interserit: This compound verb is not used elsewhere in Ovid, and one suspects an allusion (if perhaps
he knew an early draft of the poem) to one of Manilius’ more remarkable passages, Astronomica 4.105:
astra novant formas caelumque interserit ora (of portentous/monstrous births: “it is the stars which make
those new forms, and the sky which interbreeds their appearances”). It may be a strange moment for the
allusion, but the theme is in keeping with those of the Myrrha-Adonis story, and it encourages us to think
more deeply about the comparison of words to kisses as two complementary kinds of seed.
560 forsitan audieris: On the second person singular, Reed observes that “Adonis is assimilated to a
learned reader of the Metamorphoses”. He refers to Ziogas, who suggests (2011 pp.255-6) that audieris is
a gesture beyond Adonis towards the poem’s reader, with a specific allusion to Atalanta’s appearance in
the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women: “Ovid’s readers are invited to recall the poetic tradition of Atalanta in
Venus’ opening lines, which are a gesture towards Atalanta’s literary past… To be sure, Hesiod’s readers
have already heard of that story before Ovid.” On the other hand, rumor in the next line hardly fits with
a poetic performance, and we could just as well see this as an example of a narrator suiting the tale to
her audience: as a keen young hunter, Adonis might well have heard (and be happy to hear again) the
story of the untamed virgin of the wilds who stars in the story of the Calydonian boar hunt (I do not think
Ovid expected us to see two Atalantas in this poem), and who must herself be hunted down by her suitors.
Contrast, in either case, the “indefinite second person” below in line 562 (also potential subjunctive), and
note that we are now listening to a doubly embedded story: Ovid recounts Orpheus’ song, and Orpheus
recounts this story told by Venus. Ovid does this elsewhere in the Metamorphoses, most ambitiously (and
famously) in book 5, where a Muse tells Minerva a story about Calliope, who tells a story about Arethusa,
who tells her own story to Ceres (5.250-678; for discussion see Barchiesi 2002 pp. 188ff.) Though forsitan
audieris is not found elsewhere as the introduction to a speech or story (or at all), we might compare
Aeneas’ address to Dido in the middle of his narration of Troy’s fall at Aeneid 2.506, forsitan et Priami
fuerint quae fata requiras, “perhaps it’s Priam’s death that you’re asking about” (note perfect subjunctive,
and cf. Georgics 2.288 for a first attempt). Compare also Ex Ponto 4.9.120, Pontus/ audierit frater forsitan ista
tuus.
561 non fabula rumor ille fuit: For accounts labeled as fabulae or “invented stories”, cf. 4.53, 8.122.
We can compare also Orpheus’ minor disclaimer at line 28 concerning the truth of the vetus fama about
Persephone’s abduction. Here Venus rather undercuts the authority of her not-fabula by calling it instead a
rumor, a wordwhich hardly inspires confidence (cf. 12.54-5,mixtaque cum veris passim commenta vagantur/
milia rumorum confusaque verba volutant; also 3.253, 11.667, where the word is associated with ambiguus).
At 4.189 the fabula of Venus andMars seems to be almost equivalent to a rumor, that is, “gossip, a scandalous
story”: fabula toto notissima caelo. For fabula as a technical rhetorical term, see Feldherr 2002, p.165:
“histories (historiae) told what actually happened; argumenta, exemplified by the plots of new comedy,
presented plausible stories, things that might have happened, and finally ‘tales’ (fabulae) describe events
that are not only ‘untrue, but separated even from the appearance of truth’ because they are unnatural
or impossible. Illustrations of this last category often include tales of transformation.” As an embedded
narrator Venus rather overdetermines the generic status of her story: it is a monstrum (553), not a fabula,
a rumor, and a sermo (679).

Notes For Page 107:

564 coniuge, coniuge: The repetition is artful word order characteristic of Ovid’s handling of direct
speech, but with the change between narrative and direct speech, it is only employed one other time in the
poem: dictoque vale ‘vale’ inquit et Echo (3.501); there the device is obviously mimetic (a literal echo); here
its effect (in combination with the bucolic diaeresis) is perhaps to emphasize the abruptness of the oracle’s
response. Though we have not heard Atalanta’s exact inquiry, it feels as if the god has interrupted her
impatiently upon hearing the word coniunx. For similar exact repetitions (which often fall at the mid-line
pause), cf. 338, 532; there are about 60 such repetitions in the poem, with more in the later books than in
the earlier ones.
565 fuge coniugis usum: There is perhaps a play on the phrase veneris usus, a euphemism for “having
sex” (e.g. Remedia Amoris 357; Celsus Medicina 3.21.17.6, Pliny N.H. 11.131.2). For usus as a motif in the
book, see note on poscimus usum in 37. Atalanta ends up taking fuge quite literally, fleeing before each
of her suitors in the race. Note the smooth line here, with each final consonant followed by a vowel or
vice versa (see Winbolt 1903 pp.163-5). It is perhaps not surprising that the god of the lyre can produce
smooth verse, though such lines are not uncommon in the poem (e.g. 252, where the poet is inevitably
self-conscious of his technique); indeed the poet follows this up with a smooth line of his own in 567; and
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Atalanta mirrors this advice, also in a smooth line, at 620 when she wishes Hippomenes would decline the
competition.
566 effugies: The verb is used frequently of erotic pursuit or of unwanted passion: e.g. almost the same
words at 4.371, of a nymph clinging to her reluctant beloved; and 9.543-4, violenta Cupidinis arma/ effugere.
The word also connotes the alienation of exile (fuga), as with Myrrha’s consideration of flight at 342, dum
scelus effugiam.
teque ipsā viva carebis: The oracle enigmatically refers to her transformation into a lion at the end of
the story, and offers a fairly explicit statement of one of the themes of the poem: the idea of splitting of
the self. Compare in particular the prophecy concerning Narcisssus at 3.346-8: de quo consultus, an esset/
tempora maturae visurus longa senectae,/ fatidicus vates ‘si se non noverit’ inquit.
568 instantem turbam procorum: Atalanta chasing away her suitors is a variation on Dictys’ flight at
12.338, fugit instantem trepidans Ixione natum; but these importunate suitors also remind us of Myrrha’s
meddling nurse, who could not leave well alone (412, instanti “discede, aut desine” dixit).
violenta: The adjective aptly recalls the ambivalent reception of Diana’s punishment of Actaeon at 3.253,
aliis violentior aequo/ visa dea est, alii laudant dignamque severa/ virginitate vocant. The comparison high-
lights the ambiguity of Atalanta’s position: the need to avoid marriage has been imposed from above,
and chaste Diana is her divine model as a girl of the wilds; but none of this quite explains her energetic
complicity in the deaths of her suitors.
condicione: The word is more legal than poetic, but Horace is partial to it: we have him to thank for the
“human condition” (condicio vivendi, Sermones 2.8.65).

Notes For Page 108:

569 potiunda: The gerundive need not imply any moral weight, but the echo of Iphis’ despair at her
same-sex passion for Ianthe suggests it (9.753 nec tamen est potiunda tibi).
570 pedibus: For ablative of specification, see the various examples in L&S s.v. contendo, II.B.2.α); but note
the very clear instrumental sense in Ajax’ words to Odysseus at 13.9-10: tutius est igitur fictis contendere
verbis,/ quam pugnare manu.
571 coniunx thalamique: thalamo might seem a strange candidate for a poetic plural (Atalanta uses the
plural again at 620, abi thalamosque relinque cruentos; cf. also 703). Though the plural is often enough
used for “marriage” (e.g. 1.658), the usage derives from the literal sense where (like English “chambers”)
a building or room is commonly referred to with the plural, as at 469 (patris thalamis excedit; cf 4.218,
thalamos deus intrat amatos).
572 ea lex: A clear echo of the condition that Orpheus violates at the start of the book (legem, 50). Does
Ovid intend us to reenvision the poet and his wife escaping from the underworld (a man being chased, as it
were, by a woman) in terms of Atalanta’s race? Compare, for instance, Atalanta reluctantly taking her eyes
off her pursuer at 662, spectatosque diu vultus invita reliquit! with Orpheus glancing back avidus videndi at
56.
573 illa quidem immitis: Anderson has a good, short summary of the more bloodthirsty role assigned
to Atalanta in the race by the mythographers Apollodorus and Hyginus (e.g. she chases each suitor and
runs him through with a spear). The adjective, meanwhile, suggests an almost supernatural role for the
maiden: cf. mitis Lucina in 510, mite deum numen in 11.134.
sed tanta: Salis prints the parenthesis as here, but admits, “one could punctuate sed tanta potentia formae
est: / venit etc.” For the parenthesis (with the possibility of reading what follows here as an implied result
clause) see note on tanta est discordia mentis in 445; and compare 11.293, et (tanta est animi constantia)…,
where the parenthesis does seem to begin after the conjunction (cf. also 9.630). As Nikolopoulos argues
(2004 p.219) this statement can be taken as a generalization rather than a comment about Atalanta in par-
ticular: “Ovid was considered by his contemporaries a bonus declamator. According to Seneca’s testimony
(Controversiae 2.2.2) he admired so much Porcius Latro, one of his teachers, that he transferred many of
his sententiae to his own verses.” See also Anderson 1997 p.5: “Within a few years of his death, Ovid’s
poem was being quarried by younger orators, particularly for striking sententiae.” A famous example of
an inclusion of a Latronian senentia in this poem is 13.121-2, an adaptation of Latro’s mittamus arma in
hostis et petamus (quoted by Seneca, Controversiae 2.2.8). For sententiae with tantus cf. 4.278 tantus dolor
urit amantes, 7.116 and 14.285, tantum medicamina possunt. Such statements are particularly appropriate
to those endowed with vatic authority, such as Anius at 13.646, tanta homines rerum inconstantia versat
and Pythagoras at 15.138 fames homini vetitorum tanta ciborum; cf. also Orpheus at 148, cedunt Iovis omnia
regno, and his first person (neuter!) plural generalizations in 18 and 32-4. On the other hand, while the
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diction here is that of the sententia, the prevalence of the historical present tense in the narrative allows
the parenthesis to be read as both generalizing and as particular to its narrative context (“so great was the
power of her beauty”), and this ambiguity seems to be a common practice in the poem: e.g. 1.60, tanta
est discordia fratrum; 2.731 and 3.270, tanta est fiducia formae; 4.611 tanta est praesentia veri; 8.87, meriti
fiducia tanta est; and a full-line version at 11.494, tanta mali moles tantoque potentior arte est. The ambiguity
is aided by the presence of formally equivalent parenthetical observations that have no generalizing sense
at all, e.g. 6.18, tantus decor adfuit arti, 8.167, tanta est fallacia tecti, and 13.84, tantum trahit ille timoris
(again, see note on 445).

Notes For Page 109:

574 ad hanc legem: legem here can stand for the competition that is required by the condicio (“they
arrived to take part in the race”); but it implies also that they “accepted and abided by the condition” (ad
as “according to”); cf. Seneca Ad Lucilium 20.2.25, facere docet philosophia, non dicere, et hoc exigit, ut ad
legem suam quisque vivat. Bömer compares Cicero In Verrem 2.3.62: scitote Q. Lollium coactum ad Aproni
leges condicionesque venisse: “understand that Lollius agreed to the terms and conditions of Apronius under
compulsion”.
576 cuiquam: Since he has not seen Atalanta yet, but does see the suitors (and they are plural, she sin-
gular) it makes sense to see cuiquam as referring to the bride, not the suitor, and translate coniunx as
“husband”. His assumption is that the athletic contest is intended as a way for the father to choose a hus-
band for his daughter (a common motif in competitive wooing, e.g. Cleisthenes’ year-long marriage games
in Herodotus 6.128, or the competition of Helen’s suitors), rather than for the daughter to avoid marriage.
Compare also optari a puella (“be chosen by a girl”) in line 622. per tanta pericula would therefore be “by
making them undergo such danger”, and the basic point of his question, “why would anyone try to find a
husband like this?”
579 quale meum: Adonis’ corpus was previously said to be like that of Cupid (515-18), but now we learn
that it is also like that of Cupid’s mother, the goddess who is in love with him; on the uncomfortable
implications of this, see Hardie 2004 §40. On the narrative effect of Venus’ direct address to her listener,
see Barchiesi’s comments on Circe (another doubly embedded narrator) in book 14: “TheMetamorphoses is
almost the only known epic in which direct speech, in the process of unfolding, takes into account reactions
of other characters without any editorial comment by the narrator. Hardly any other epic poet allows
himself a situation such as the following (14.322–24): ‘if you have a look at this statue here, you will see
what the hero of my story looked like.’ The internal narrator breaks the epic convention whereby internal
addressee and general addressee together enjoy shared information and shared access to the storyworld,
this adjustment of information being part of the narrator’s task… This ‘live’ approach to literary discourse
is at home in classical poetry about occasions (e.g. ‘mimetic’ poems about festivals) but not in the epic
tradition.” (Barchiesi 2002 p.185).

Notes For Page 110:

582 ignes: The poetic lover causes or increases his desire by putting it into words (which we do not hear,
and which he may not actually speak out loud: see talia secum exigit in 586-7). Praising the love object to
inspire passion is usually the role of a third party (e.g. Propertius 1.4.1, Quid mihi tam multas laudando,
Basse, puellas/ mutatum domina cogis abire mea?), but Publilius Syrus also opines that quid quisque amat,
laudando commendat sibi. As Reed notes, in Remedia Amoris 315-22 Ovid give us the opposite advice: we
can cool our ardor by thinking of the beloved’s defects.
584 invidiā: invidiam is found in most of the MSS, but there is no reason for Hippomenes to fear others’
jealousy (though Salis prints it and summarizes the argument for thinking that he does have reason to
fear the consequences of his own desire); invidia is an emendation from the 16th century, and seems to
capture well the natural state of the besotted lover, jealous and terrified of all potential rivals. The same
idea is found in Achelous’ courtship of Deianeira at 9.10: multorumque fuit spes invidiosa procorum, “the
hope [of winning you] shared by many suitors was hateful [to me]” (possibly “[to him/Hercules]”, but the
comparison to our passage still holds). insidias (“tricks”, as if he fears that one of the suitors will come up
with the ruse that Venus hasn’t yet taught him) is a more recent emendation (Shackleton Bailey 1981), but
doesn’t fit well with the immediate context: we should expect the idea to feature in Hippomenes’ following
words, but it remains unexplained.
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585 intemptata relinquitur: Reed compares Orpheus’ own determination not to leave the shades “un-
tried” in line 12.
586 audentes: The famous sentiment is found in Vergil (Aeneid 10.284: Turnus going into battle, which
doesn’t turn outwell for him), and alsoOvid’s ownArs Amatoria 1.608 and Fasti 2.782; it is clearly something
of a cliché. The moral of Venus’ story agrees with the basic sentiment, with the stipulation that one must
also give thanks for the help; but it is quite at odds with her advice to Adonis to avoid the audacia and
virtus damnosa of battle with animals that are themselves audaces.
secum: Though the physical gesture and the verb of 580 (tollensque manus ‘ignoscite,’ dixit) suggest a
spoken address, this qualificationmakes it clear that, whether or not he speaks out loud, nobody is listening.

Notes For Page 111:

588 Scythicā: Scythians were famous for their archery, and Scythian archers were used as mercenaries
and even policemen in ancient Greece (e.g. the Scythian archer in Aristophanes Thesmophoriazusae).
590 cursus facit ipse decorem: One suspects again the influence of the visual arts. We find the same
idea, with similar details (especially the hair flowing back), of Daphne at 1.527-30, where the perspective is
clearly that of the pursuer (auctaque forma fuga est), though the reader’s imagination is of course complicit.
Compare the equally disturbing ipse timor decuit of 4.230, and 7.732-3: tu collige, qualis in illa,/ Phoce, decor
fuerit, quam sic dolor ipse decebat!
decorem: Normally found as a 1st/2nd declension adjective (L&S can cite only two examples of a 3rd
declension type, and don’t include this one), manyMSS do have decoram, and Salis sees deliberate ambiguity
between noun and adjective. It is indeed possible to see decorem as a noun here, as above (“her running
causes beauty”), but that would be to miss a trick (and none of the commentators offers comparanda for
the odd expression). Whether decorem or decoram, it is an adjective. If decorem has been changed from
decoram, it would be a good example of dittography: a copyist making a mistake under the influence of a
similar looking word (i.e. decorem directly above).
591 talaria: Ovid paints a remarkable picture of Atalanta’s cultus here, strange enough to modern eyes
that Anderson devoted an article to it(TAPA 97, 1966, 1-13). One suspects the influence of an actual painting
(compare the description of Atalanta’s legs atAmores 3.2.29, which is immediately followed by a comparison
to paintings of Diana). For this single occurrence or talaria, the dictionarywriters invented an “ankle length
tunic”; but Atalanta has already removed her “covering” (posito velamine, line 578), and as Anderson argues,
it must refer to something attached at the ankle. For him that means metaphorical anklets with actual,
supernatural wings. Anderson does not, however, admit how odd the picture of supernatural “ankle wings”
is in context, at least for us: ‘He expected his audience to accept his poetic freedom and, for the moment,
imagine “pinions” or “wings” at the girl’s ankle’ (Anderson 1966 p.12, my emphasis). As if the very vivid
image of the wings carried off (ablata) by the feet and blown back (refert) by the breeze could be accepted
“for the moment” and then dismissed as metaphor. We need, rather, to read talaria in parallel with genualia
in 593 as actual accoutrements of the runner: she tied feathers at her ankles and ribbons at her knees to
look fabulous (decorem) as she flew by. Indeed, if we admit the strength of the parallel between talaria and
genualia, we might not need to imagine feathers or wings at all, despite the fact that the word elsewhere
refers to the winged sandals of Perseus and Hermes. genualia (a word otherwise unknown) is defined
as some kind of band or ribbon by the mention of a “border” (limbo); could talaria not simply be “ankle
ribbons” to match the “knee ribbons”? Anderson rightly argues that the word is not so used elsewhere,
but ignores the parallel with genualia (we have one word that is otherwise unknown; no great surprise,
then, that it is parallel to another with otherwise unknown sense). Hill translates “ankle ribbons”. In any
case, it is unclear if Ovid’s audience would be familiar with this practice (or if any runner ever actually
did this, with feathers or ribbons), but it does help explain cursus facit ipse decorem in 590, and it fits with
the spectacular nature of the contest. Further, Salis (who also sees the wings as “metaphorical”), cites a
manuscript gloss (not necessarily based on anything more than speculation) which explains the talaria as
accessories made from feathers, and used by runners “so they can run faster”: an athletic fad, in other
words.
592 terga: Except for two references to “ivory necks” (3.422, 4.335) and not including Pelops’ literal ivory
shoulder in 6.404-5, Ovid does not otherwise use the adjective for the body in this poem (and there are a lot
of bodies in it), but Salzmann-Mitchell’s comments (2008 pp.308-9) are still relevant: “In general then, ivory
alludes to pieces of bodies: shoulders, necks, backs, which are, as in the previous cases, often eroticized.
Unlike these characters who have one specific body part ‘of ivory,’ Pygmalion’s girl has been made out
of many pieces of the precious material. This somewhat fetishistic way of constructing the object of love,
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drawing attention to diverse body parts, is not unique to Metamorphoses and appears in Ovid’s elegy… this
particular way of constructing a beautiful woman/beloved out of body parts is epitomized in Ovid Amores
1.5.”

Notes For Page 112:

594 puellari candore: Bömer calls this “in adversativum”, used of something in the midst of its opposite,
and compares in gemitu risum (“laughter in the midst of grief”) from Ovid’s Heroides 16.230. See also on
fortis fugacibus in line 543.
596 purpureum: The simile is a more developed version of that found at 5.388-9, describing a pool shaded
by a wood “as if with an awning”: silva…frondibus ut velo Phoebeos submovet ictus. The color here also
reminds us of the courtyard of Dawn, opened to Phaethon at 2.112-4: nitido patefecit ab ortu/ purpureas
Aurora fores et plena rosarum/ atria. It is also used of Cupid’s complexion at Amores 2.9b.34.
inficit: Reed sees hypallage here, since the direct object would normally be the material that receives the
coloring (here the atria candida), not the coloring itself (e.g. 3.76, ore niger Stygio, vitiatas inficit auras);
we can see the umbras as shade with receives its coloring from (i.e. is stained by) the dye in the awning,
but see on umbras as “tints” below. For another simile of staining, this time describing a rainbow, (also
with the object that is stained in the accusative, the stain ablative) cf. 6.63 qualis ab imbre solent percussis
solibus arcus/ inficere ingenti longum curvamine caelum. Salis has a significantly different reading (simul et
dat et inficit umbras: “both gives and tinges shade”), noting that the majority of the MSS have similem dat et
here, but the amplification of the simple verb by a metaphorical one with simul is pedestrian and without
parallel in the poem.
simulatas umbras: Reed and Anderson think the participle means simply that the shade is “artificially
contrived” (i.e. man-made rather than natural); there is certainly an interesting echo of the portable shade
contrived by Cyparissus’ stag (ipse… praebebat… umbras, 111), but this doesn’t do the simile here full
justice (and shade really is shade if it provides shelter from the sun). First, a shadow can be understood
as an image or imitation of the object of which it is the shadow; indeed umbra can by itself mean a poor
or deceptive copy, as at 9.460 (mendacique diu pietatis fallitur umbra), and simulatas here makes us think
of that sense (compare also the equivalence of simulacra and umbrae in the underworld description at the
start of the book). Second, comparison with the rainbow simile noted above shows that umbras has a
specific extra meaning here: not just shade from the sun, but the “tints” (shades of color) of an artistic
representation. That simile is a comparison for the weaving of Minerva and Arachne: illic et Tyrium quae
purpura sensit aenum/ texitur et tenues parvi discriminis umbrae (6.61-2, “there is woven in the purple that
Tyrian bronze collected, and delicate tints of fine distinction”), and simulatas makes an explicit connection
to such colorful works of art. Finally, it also draws attention to the distance of the simile from what it
describes (we might say that the simile itself is artificial or contrived). A shady courtyard is hardly a natural
comparison for a beautiful, uncovered girl running in the bright sun; such architectural comparisons are
normally reserved for landscape description (see Hinds 2002 p.136, “the invitation to view is often enhanced
by specific analogies from visual art and architecture, in a way which both figures and externalizes the
landscape’s characteristic appeal to a constructed or stylized version of nature”). Furthermore, there is
nothing “simulated” about Atalanta’s coloring, but simulatas does remind us of Pygmalion’s ideal beloved,
the simulacrum (280), and the comparison with architecture puts the ivory-backed Atalanta into the realm
of the constructed object (though it is a poet who has constructed her, not a sculptor). Note too (talking of
contrivance) that this is one of Ovid’s numerous anachronistic references to Roman culture and settings in
his Greek epic, especially common in comparisons (e.g. the turning posts of the Circus Maximus at 106).
This is a way of pulling us out of our readerly immersion in the story and reminding us that we are, in fact,
reading, and doing so as Romans. Indeed the courtyard described here sounds like a fine place to relax and
read some clever poetry about wild virgins and vengeful gods (perhaps with a glance at versions painted
on the walls): a locus amoenus for the urban reader, like the shady grove that Orpheus has artistically
summoned for his performance (90, umbra loco venit), and the soft grass upon which our current narrator
(Venus) is reclining. For a list of such “nuanced touches of Romanization” in the poem (especially as “signs
of cultural refinement and luxury”), see Wheeler 1999, p. 204. Note too that, in an embedded narrative,
such a touch (often found in similes) counts as what Nikolopoulos calls usurpation of voice: “it is the simile
of the scarlet awning drawn over gleaming marble halls that betrays the focalization of the extradiegetic
narrator [‘Ovid’]”. He goes on to quote Martínez-Bonati (1992 p.89) on similar instances in Don Quixote:
“In the discourse of a character, concepts and points of view emerge that are foreign to the character, thus
rupturing the consistency and verisimilitude of the figure and its speech.” The most ambitious example
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in the Metamorphoses of such a comparison (probably also with an urban perspective) is the likening of
Pyramus’ bleeding to a burst water pipe by one of the Minyads at 4.122-4. Rosati’s comments on urbanism
and ars (1983 pp.72-9) are also helpful here.
597 decursa: decurro means to run through an extent of space (not past a point). Compare Varro Res
Rusticae 1.3.1.4: a quibus carceribus decurrat ad metas, “from what starting gate he runs down to the posts”.
novissima: The commentators are perhaps too fixated on a comparison with the Roman Circus Maximus,
which is for horse racing. Ovid is thinking primarily of Greek athletic festivals, which were popular with
the Romans,and informal as it is, this race is equivalent to a sprint in the Greek stadium. The number of
posts there is two (one at the start, one at the far end of the course); in a pure sprint (the stade race), the
“last” one would be the one at the far end (arguably also the first to be reached, so probably not the case
here). In the “out and back” sprint (diaulos) and longer races, it would be the one at the start. In any case,
there is no sense in imagining a race with more than two posts, so understand this as “the post was reached
for the last time”, rather than “the last of many posts was passed”. See also the note on carcere in line 652.
598 festā: Another incongruous element borrowed from formal athletics: the race is not for laurels, but
for life or a wife.

Notes For Page 113:

600 eventu: The object relation is indirect, though not entirely obvious; but compare it to “the outcome
of the race”, which would be subjective genitive (as at 13.278, eventus vestrae… pugnae). Further, the verbal
sense of the modified noun is clear (evenio -> eventus). For the sense here, compare 7.353, eventu veteris
loca nota Cerambi, “the places known for what happened to old Cerambus”. Cf. also 7.97, 13.506, 13.575.
Note that eventus is sometimes personified as a deity to be prayed to, specifically Bonus Eventus: see Pliny
N.H. 34.77.6, 36.23.2.
601 in medio: Anderson suggests we understand something like stadio as a noun for the ablative adjec-
tive, but the idiom, used often enough of a speech maker in Greek, suggests rather “in the middle of the
gathering” (where everyone could hear him), with no specific noun suggested. Compare medius [in] turba
of 144 (the reading there is shaky, but the sense is still clear enough to be relevant here).
vultu… fixo: The description is conventional for the besotted lover, e.g. Dido at Aeneid 4.4, haerent infixi
pectore vultus; and Ovid’s Medea at 7.86-7.
602 facilem titulum: Taken literally, titulum is the inscription on a dedicatory offering of thanks for a
prayer answered (especially for victory), as at 9.793; but the word lends itself to metaphorical use, more
or less the same idea as gloria in line 547 (cf. 8.431, 15.855), and here it is equivalent to the magnum et
memorabile nomen of line 608. The literal sense (an inscribed offering of thanks) foreshadows Hippomenes’
failure to give such thanks to Venus; the metaphorical sense echoes a warning from jealous rivals to the
Atalanta of the boar hunt at 8.431, pone age nec titulos intercipe, femina, nostros.
603 mecum confer: Bömer offers other examples of verbs that occasionally drop the reflexive pronoun
(e.g. recipere, ponere). The imperative challenge, however, closely parallels Atalanta’s own pedibus con-
tendite mecum in line 570, and conferre pedes is in fact a very common idiom for “fight in close quarters”.
I suggest, therefore, that Ovid (if not Hippomenes) intends us to understand pedes here, and that he also
intends it as a pun, since the owners of the feet will not be fighting but racing.
604 a tanto: Compare Achelous’ consolation for being defeated by Hercules: 9.7 magnaque dat nobis
tantus solacia victor.

Notes For Page 114:

606 ego: Note asyndeton (lack of conjunction) of these 3 clauses. The 3rd acts as a conclusion of a syllo-
gism, and we could translate it with “therefore”.
607 nec virtus citra genus est: His virtus is apparently clear enough that Atalanta recognizes it imme-
diately (616, inest virtus). At 707 virtus is used to describe Adonis’ bravery and desire for glory (effuge, ne
virtus tua sit damnosa duobus!), and one might wonder if it is the best idea for Venus to tell Adonis a story
about a young man who claims that fortune favors the brave, and whose virtus wins him a glorious victory
(despite the unfortunate sequel).
608 Hippomenē victo: Reed correctly suggests that Hippomene represents a Greek dative, as the closest
thing in Greek to an ablative. Ovid surely knew that Greek uses the genitive for absolutes, so we might see
it instead as assimilated to a Latin 3rd declension verb, but the vowel length is wrong.
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609 molli vultu: Cf. 11.784-5, Tethys miserata cadentem/ molliter excepit. The adjective is not used of
vultus elsewhere in Latin except for one entirely literal example in Ovid’s Medicamina Faciei Feminae (97);
but Ovid likes to experiment with such combinations: cf. vultu amico (3.457), fallaci vultu (5.279), vultu
terribilo (12.258-9), torvo vultu (2.270, 13.4-5), verecundo vultu (14.840) and placido vultu (15.692).
611 quis: Note that the poet has already marked the contest itself as a cursus iniquus (575). Though the
question is probably an honest one, the adjective iniqua is almost an epithet of Juno (7.523, 9.296, 9.308-9).
With the juxtaposition inquit iniquus we can see Ovid taking pleasure in the euphonic possibilities offered
by the mixed syntax of lines containing interwoven narrative and indirect speech.

Notes For Page 115:

613 non sum… tanti: The phrase echoes jarringly with the poet’s dismissive tanti nova non fuit arbor at
310.
614 poteram: The sense of the statement is both potential and counterfactual (she has just asserted that
she is not touched by his beauty), so we expect subjunctive; “retaining” the indicative like this makes the
possibility feel all the more plausible. Anderson remarks that this is common with posse, but we should
note that two of the other examples of retained indicative cited here are from this same speech, and are not
forms of posse. Translate “Though I could be touched…” (present counterfactual). Note too that indicative
eras in line 635 is in fact the verb in the apodosis to a full counterfactual condition, which makes it quite
clear that Atalanta is using indicatives where she should use subjunctives. Repetition of a word or phrase
is a common feature of Ovid’s parentheses, e.g. 1.519, 2.345, 4.597, 5.601, 6.409 etc.; but this one is a little
different, both because it contradicts rather than explains, and because it is not entirely clear why she feels
the need to point this out. Compare 14.30 (also with indicative counterfactual): dignus eras ultro (poteras
certeque) rogari, “you deserve to be courted willingly (and you certainly could be)”. Here we see that the
words are characteristic of a potential lover trying to play it cool (Circe, the speaker, has just been explicitly
defined as “prone to such flames”, and she will make her interest even more explicit in the next line: mihi
crede, rogaberis ultro). Atalanta is pretending to feel sympathy, but not desire for Hippomenes; as with
Circe, however, the parenthesis admits the truth.
616 quid quod..: In Cicero this is generally taken to stand for quid de eo dicam, quod…, and Cicero is
an appropriate comparison: Atalanta is employing the rhetorical technique of praeteritio (passing quickly
over a topic, but expecting that the bare mention will have a persuasive effect) with tricolon crescendo (a
list of 3 that builds to its strongest point). She is, of course, trying to persuade herself. The sense is pretty
close to English “never mind the fact that…”
inest: The phrase feels awkward, and Ovid only uses the compound verb one other time in the poem
(7.678); but cf. Cicero De Natura Deorum 2.79.9: quod si inest in hominum genere mens fides virtus concordia,
unde haec in terram nisi ab superis defluere potuerunt?

Notes For Page 116:

619 fors dura: Not “luck”, since she is not relying on luck in her running. Fors = Fortuna (see Terence
Phormio 841, O Fortuna, o Fors Fortuna). Hippomenes has a much more optimistic view of Fortuna than
Atalanta (585, 603).
620 thalamos relinque cruentos: A good example of a metaphor straining to be taken literally. “Leave
the bloody bedchamber” = “abandon the fatal marriage competition”, but image conjured by the literal
meaning makes its mark on the reader. thalamos is again plural for singular.

Notes For Page 117:

624 viderit: For Reed the literal sense of video is relevant too, since Hippomenes should be able to see
what he’s getting himself into by looking at the fate of the other contestants, but the idiom is a common
one. Compare, for example, Terence Adelphoe 437: quando ita volt frater, de istoc ipse viderit; Cicero Ad
Familiares 13.29.4.16, sed de hoc Caesar viderit; Vergil Aeneid 10.744, ast de me divum pater atque hominum
rex/ viderit; Heroides 4.139, viderit ista deus, qui nunc mea pectora versat!
625 agitur in taedia vitae: It is just possible that ablative caede (which rhymes at the same metrical
position) should be understood as the instrument for passive agitur, though the logic of that would be
challenging: “he is provoked by the slaughter of the others to be careless of his own life”. taedia vitae
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repeats the end of line 482, which described heavily pregnantMyrrha “between fear of death and exhaustion
with life”. Is this meaningful allusion or casual repetion? We should note, at the very least, that Atalanta’s
internal monologue shares Myrrha’s sudden shifts of direction (flipping again, in asyndeton, with occidet?
in the next line).
628 invidiae ferendae: Anderson suggests “descriptive genitive” (i.e. genitive of quality), which makes
good sense, but invidiae as predicate dative is so common in Latin as to be unavoidable here, just as in 731.
There it means something begrudged, or considered a reason for hatred and resentment by someone against
the dative object; if the sense is the same here, Atalanta means “this will cause everyone to hate/resent me
unbearably”. It is possible that the predicate dative here denotes an object of hatred for the other dative
object (mihi), i.e., “something that I will find unbearably odious”, but comparison with Amores 3.6.21-2
strongly supports the first: non eris invidiae, torrens, mihi crede, ferendae/ si dicar per te forte retentus amans.
If we are happy reading invidiaque timet in 584, we should probably consider its relevance here too: there
the “hatred/envy” is that of Hippomenes, not the crowd; but since he is part of the crowd at that point, the
two lines together remind us that the race is not a private competition, but a kind of public performance
that can excite critical responses from observers (see note on Livor in 515), and Atalanta is aware that she
is not the only one admiring Hippomenes’ finer qualities.

Notes For Page 118:

635 sociare cubilia: Reed compares Dido at Aeneid 4.19, huic uni forsan potui succumbere culpae, observ-
ing that sociare, as metaphor for political alliance, also recalls Dido and her political position vis-a-vis the
Trojans.
637 quid facit: velit is the best of the alternatives to facit (after 9.526, quid velit ignorat). But it is not
appropriate here: the second half of this line explains the first, she doesn’t understand or even, in a sense,
perceive the feelings that she is experiencing. Anderson unhelpfully tells us to “note the difference” be-
tween subjunctive and indicative. Salis has 2 pages on the topic, and prints quod facit (as does Tarrant),
as if a relative clause (ignorans id quod facit); it is a small change, but contrast peteretis in line 582, where
the merest suggestion of indirect discourse (also with a form of nosco) turned what definitely is a relative
clause into one needing a subjunctive. As Kenney points out (1982 p.166), the parallels cited by Bömer for
indicative in indirect question in Ovid are not convincing; but the construction is common in old Latin (see
A&G 575c), and found in Vergil (e.g. Aeneid 6.614-5). We can appreciate its use here as a vividly retained
indicative: “she doesn’t know what she is, in fact, doing”. Moreover, if we compare with quid faciat in
line 357, we might guess that Ovid avoids the subjunctive here to make clear that this is not an indirect
deliberative question (“what he should do”, cf. 8.357, ). Perhaps for this reason, we never find quid faciat
as a plain indirect question in Ovid, and only once elsewhere in classical poetry (the first line of Vergils’
Georgics, though even there we could argue for potential subjunctive). To be clear, the argument here is
not that Ovid chose facit over faciat here (only the former scans), but that he has his reasons for preferring
indicative in this particular indirect question.
sentit: Compare the role of this motif in Myrrha’s story (319, 404, 408, 424, 443).

Notes For Page 119:

638 populusque paterque: The poet mentions the impatient crowd here not in order to suggest that
the locals are somehow complicit in the bloodthirsty challenge, but to prepare us for their enthusiastic
encouragement of the hero in 656-9. They are here for the race, not the bloodshed.
639 sollicita … voce: Compare 2.125, pectore sollicito; 8.270, 8.270 sollicita supplex petiit prece. Though
the adjective normally has passive sense (“worried, concerned”), and is sometimes equivalent to sollicitata
(the passive participle found at 14.670), the sense here is more active. The word is also a generic marker
for the elegiac lover: see Vergil on Gallus, Eclogue 10.6: sollicitos Galli dicamus amores.
641 quos dedit adiuvet ignes: Like adsit, the verb is characteristic of requests for divine help; cf. Medea’s
prayer to Hecate at 7.178, adiuvet et praesens ingentibus adnuat ausis; also 8.851-2, sic has deus aequoris
artes/ adiuvet. The idea that Venus is consciously responsible for all desire reminds us of the question of
responsibility for Myrrha’s passion (311-12), and the paradox of Adonis avenging his mother’s ignes on
Venus herself (524). Reed claims that Venus version of the story contradicts the idea that she is responsible
for Hippomenes’ desire, but does not say where she does this. The fact that she does not explicitly describe
such amoment (in contrast, for instance, to Orpheus’ description of her being grazed byCupid’s arrow) does
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not mean that Hippomenes’ assumption is incorrect: epic emotions are subject to double determination,
the idea that human emotions and actions can be understood as simultaneously divinely caused and the
result of human decisions and motivations. The most famous example is Achilles’ decision not to attack
Agamemnon in Iliad 1: Athena’s physical restraint of the hero does not preclude understanding the action
as the result of Achilles’ own good sense.
642 aura… non invida: The litotes also alludes to the common idea of a “hateful” breeze that might
interfere with communication: e.g. Propertius 1.8a.14, neve inimica meas elevet aura preces; cf. Aeneid
9.312, sed aurae omnia discerpunt et nubibus inrita donant; see Reed for further comparanda.
detulit: It is not entirely incongruous to imagine the prayer carried “down” from the breezes to Venus,
located as she is nearby, returning from a field in Tamasos (see 649). As Reed suggests, meanwhile, the
role of the breeze is connected to Hippomenes’ use of the third person for the prayer: it was not directed
precisely at Venus, and relies on an intermediary to bring it to the godess’ attention.

Notes For Page 120:

643 motaque sum, fateor: The coy fateor reminds us that movere is an erotic verb (as at 548); Venus
admits that she is moved by more than the persuasiveness of beautiful youth’s words. The content of the
two lines of Hippomenes’ prayer, moreover, do not seem all that persuasive (blandas); it is the manner or
the person of the speaker that matters, apparently. Compare Atalanta’s poteram tamen hac quoque tangi.
opis mora: This is the reading of all the MSS, but Salis prefers Heinsius’ conjecture opi (dative indirect
object of dabatur, “no delay was given to assistance”), comparing Lucan 5.586-7 nec longa furori / ventorum
saevo dabitur mora; and Ovid Fasti 4.889 nulla mora est operae. The dative of this noun is, however, very
rare, and usually denotes personified Ops; and a debt to Aeneid 2.803 (nec spes opis ulla dabatur) seems
unavoidable here.
644 Tamasenum nomine dicunt: Apart from adding the local color of an exotic name, the mention of
the word used by indigenae (“locals”) is a way of authorizing one’s account, as at 2.840, 15.325, 15.558; ironic
here, of course, since Adonis has no reason to question the authority of the divine narrator. The reference
(which is particularly prominent in the Italian narratives at the end of the poem) suggests that the narrator
has done his or her research: compare in particular the consultation of local elders at 15.10-11, quaerenti sic
e senioribus unus/ rettulit indigenis, veteris non inscius aevo. nomine dicunt is used 5 times by Vergil (always
of such local knowledge), but not found often elsewhere; in the Aeneid it features in a famous doublet: est
locus, Hesperiam Grai cognomine dicunt,/terra antiqua, potens armis atque ubere glaebae (1.530 = 3.163; itself
modeled on Ennius Ann. 20).
645 quem: A common emendation for the MSS quam, which would refer to the pars just mentioned (but
the field is sacred, not the region). Seeing hanc in the next line (which is feminine because it stands in an
admittedly awkward predicate relation to dotem) may well have caused the change from quem to quam.
646 accedere: Unless we read quam in the previous line, we should read hanc as feminine by a kind of
attraction to its predicate, dotem, since it really refers to the ager (masculine). It is also possible to read hanc
simply as an attributive adjective, with dotem as the subject of accedere: “they ordered that this endowment
be added…” I prefer the former, though the gender is problematic. A third option, of course, is to emend
not only quam to quem, but hanc to hunc. For the special sense of accedere here (and a victorian dictionary
pun), see L&S s.v. II.B.2 (“With the accessory idea of increase, to be added = addi; constr. with ad or dat.”)
648 fulva comas: Usually the Greek accusative construction involves the accusative specifying the sense
of a passive verb (e.g. succincta comas, line 103), but here it infringes on the role of the ablative by specifying
the sense of an adjective. It is found in the same role at 6.118 and 9.307.
fulvo auro: The participle recalls the golden bough of Aeneid 6.209, sic leni crepitabat brattea uento. The
color, while not inappropriate for gold (cf. 11.103), is one of the more significant in the book; see note
on 191. On the repetition of the adjective, Wills observes (1996 p.229-30): “Adjectival polyptoton [while
rarer in earlier works] is then fully incorporated into the Fasti, Metamorphoses and exile poems… The
mannerism seems to grow stronger in the latter portions of the Metamorphoses and the remaining portions
of the Fasti…, but Ovid’s playfulness eventually fades in the Ex Ponto… Ovid even develops a particular
line structure to handle this polyptoton: adjective and accusative of respect, then the repeated adjective
modifying the noun at the end of the line” (citing this example, plus 7.183, 7.468).
649 decerpta: There is a degree of ambiguity in this line, since hinc could also be read with decerpta
(“plucked from this tree”) and manu could be read with ferebam: “I was carrying in my hands” (cf. 7.673,
ferre manu iaculum). Though it is hard to see any significance in the ambiguity, compare that of laesa manu
(also Venus) at 527.

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Daccedo
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Notes For Page 121:

651 quis usus in illis: The phrase dives usus erat in illis is applied to people at 13.654 (the daughters
of Anius, whose touch can turn anything into food or wine). Cf. also the silver lining of funeral pyres
on a sunless day at 2.331-2, incendia lumen/ praebebant aliquisque malo fuit usus in illo; and 737 for usus
as “benefit” and so “enjoyment, pleasure”: brevis est tamen usus in illo. Also 7.681, usum… in isto. For
teaching or learning the use of something, cf. 7.98-9, accepit cantatas protinus herbas/ edidicitque usum. For
the general significance of usus in the poem, see note on 37.
652 signa tubae dederant cum..: Bömer’s note here is lengthy and useful, but inconclusive with regard
to detail. Ovid probably mixes together details not only from Greek and Roman athletics, but also horse
racing and running. The tuba (“trumpet”) was commonly used for military signals, as in Tibullus’ militia
amoris: Hic ego dux milesque bonus: vos, signa tubaeque,/ Ite procul (1.1.75), and to accompany funeral pro-
cessions (e.g. Propertius 4.11.9, sic maestae cecinere tubae). There is no clear evidence that it was regularly
used to start races (nor σάλπιγγες in Greek athletics), but it is not at all unreasonable that it should be.
Ovid’s usage here is borrowed from the race in Aeneid 5.139, but that cannot be used as evidence for Roman
or Greek athletic practice: the Trojans use the tuba because, as warriors, they have them at hand.
e carcere: The image may be primarily from the Roman horse track: see Ennius Annales ?VII.463-4, a
carcere fusi currus; Annales 1.88 (= Cicero, De Divinatione 1.107.13), consul cum mittere signum/ volt, omnes
avidi spectant ad carceris oras,/ quammox emittat pictis e faucibus currus; cf also Lucretius 2.264, 4.990; Vergil
Georgics 1.512; Tibullus 1.4.32; Heroides 18.166. But the Greeks did employ a kind of starting gate (hysplex,
see Valavanes 1999) for sprints at major stadia such as Olympia or Delphi during the Roman period, so
Anderson is wrong to say that it “means little more than a starting line”. Rather, it is one of several ways
by which Ovid suggests that this rather unusual contest has been set up as a formal athletic event (cf.
the spectacula, “stands” in line 668). See Bömer’s note here for a detailed comparison of the description
of this race to the games in Aeneid 5, and for the relevance of Seneca De Beneficiis, 3.25.3, where the
Stoic Chrysippus compares the patience of the man who owes thanks to a racer (surely a runner) waiting
carceribus inclusum for his chance to “leap forth” (prosiliat). Of course, we cannot be any more sure with
Seneca than we are with Ovid that the image has not been filtered and adapted to Roman convention.
pronus: The adjective is not elsewhere used of running, and it perhaps foreshadows their imminent trans-
formation into beasts who walk on four legs (cf. 538, pronos lepores). Compare 1.84, pronaque cum spectent
animalia cetera terram,/ os homini sublime dedit caelumque videre/ iussit et erectos ad sidera tollere vultus.
Perhaps too another allusion to a Vergilian race, specifically the charioteers at Georgics 3.107 leaning for-
ward to use the whip and ply the reins: illi instant uerbere torto/ et proni dant lora (cf. Aeneid 5.147, 10.586).
653 summam… harenam: The literal sense of the verb libare (like Greek λείβω; cf. Bacchus as Liber)
is “pour a libation, drink offering”, as at 8.275. Since such an offering is just the first few sips of a drink, it
comes to be used metaphorically for barely touching something, as of “just tasted” food at Amores 1.4.34, or
of food “grazed by the fingers” at Ars Amatoria 1.577. Compare also Heroides 2.115 and 16.161 for virginitas
libata.
654 putes: Both Anderson and Reed see this second person as Adonis, though Reed remarks that “Adonis
is fused with Ovid’s generic reader”. Neither need be the case here (the second person may be purely indef-
inite, “one”), though 579 does show that Venus is capable of addressing Adonis during the story. We have
already come across this issue with nec dicere posses in 562, which is surely generic; but such locutions
may have more specific effects. Wheeler, for instance, argues that “the verb putes can be read as a cue
to construct a literary memory”, drawing an explicit contrast between its function for the internal audi-
ence (simply “an invitation to imagine Atalanta’s marvelous speed”) and the poem’s constructed/imagined
reader (“at the level of discourse between poet-narrator and narratorial audience, the verb putes signposts
a famous literary allusion”; Wheeler 1999 p.159). See next note for the allusion.
radere: The image of a speedy runner zooming over water or a cornfield is highly conventional, though
Ovid will have had Vergil’s Camilla foremost in his mind: Aeneid 7.808-11, illa vel intactae segetis per summa
volaret/ gramina nec teneras cursu laesisset aristas,/ vel mare per medium fluctu suspensa tumenti/ ferret iter
celeris nec tingeret aequore plantas. Cf. also Homer Iliad 20.228-9, Apollonius Argonautica 1.182-4.
656 adiciunt: Hippomenes is “the underdog, and therefore the popular favorite”, as Anderson notes. He
is also beautiful, and the crowd is presumably tiring of the races as a foregone conclusion, not to mention
the bloodshed. Their support for the non-local needs no further explanation, and we need not assume
that the crowd is made up primarily of suitors, i.e. competitors to Hippomenes who should prefer him to
lose. We might add, however, that Atalanta must be beaten sooner or later for social order to be restored
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(eligible girls should not remain unmarried), and the crowd’s attitude reminds us of this. For the verb used
of “inspiring/increasing” an emotion, cf. 1.244-5, stimulosque frementi/ adiciunt; 2.384 datque animum in
luctus et luctibus adicit iram; 7.120-1, Minyae clamoribus augent/ adiciuntque animos.

Notes For Page 122:

657 nunc nunc: Bömer lists several parallels for the repetition; with properare cf. Fasti 2.745, Persius
3.23. Ovid is surely aware of the most famous parallel, which provides an incongruous counterpart to this
contest: the description of Turnus and Aeneas at Aeneid 12.526-8 (nunc totis in vulnera viribus itur : see
the next line here). It is debatable whether one should hear a pause between the repeated words here, as
punctuating with a comma (nunc, nunc) would indicate.
658 viribus… totis: Though it looks a little awkward to the English speaker, viribus utere is probably
a common form of encouragement, along the lines of “put your back into it!”. Cf. 9.110, tu viribus utere
nando!; and Horace Satires 1.13.10, viribus uteris per clivos, flumina, lamas.
659 pelle moram, vinces: Pelle moram (“away with delay!”) is a striking phrase, found also at 2.838,
7.48, and Amores 1.11.8. More common elsewhere is rumpe moras (“break off delay”), as at 15.583; cf. Vergil
Georgics 3.43, Aeneid 4.569, 9.13. Cf. also Aeneid 5.812, pelle timores; Appendix Vergiliana, Aetna 369, pelle
nefas animo; Horace Odes 1.7.31 nunc vino pellite curas.
661 o: For the narratorial exclamation, similar to apostrophe but addressing the reader rather than a char-
acter (and performing a similar function to litotes: the implied answer is “very often”), cf. the same question
at 3.375 and 14.643, and a! quotiens! at 2.489, 2.491, 15.490; and quotiens alone in 3.427, 3.428, 7.734, 7.735,
15.492. Shackleton Bailey made an influential suggestion that there is a lacuna following this (or, according
to Tarrant, before), on the grounds that exclamatory quotiens is always accompanied by another question
in Ovid. This is not borne out by 3.375 and 14.643; that is, not for o quotiens (a fine distinction to be sure).
transire: Perhaps a distinction is to be made between this and praeterire (as in line 668), since here we are
to assume that they are starting level. In line 672, Atalanta “catches up” (consequitur) and “moves ahead”
(transit). Reedmakes this infinitive complementary onmorata est, which is not correct (it is complementary
on posset).
662 spectatos… vultus: Ovid leaves it up to the reader to figure out how she can be gazing at his face
while racing him: presumably a sidelong look while running level, but still awkward when visualized too
carefully. Compare the similarly challenging dynamics of Venus being scratched by Cupid’s arrow in 525-6,
and the lack of detail in the description of apple throwing that follows here.

Notes For Page 123:

663 aridus… anhelitus: Anderson sees it slightly differently: “Hippomenes’ mouth is dry, and he is
breathing hard; Ovid has conflated the two ideas in aridus anhelitus, worked into aGolden Line.” If Anderson
is right, we might further note that, with ore occurring later in the line, this is another instance of hypallage
(aridus should really be arido). As Reed notes, Ovid has switched his reader’s attention (“focalization”) from
Atalanta to Hippomenes, but the reader has to figure out for herself whose mouth and breathing we’re
talking about.
veniebat… erat: We can perhaps read Ovid’s tum denique as a paratactic variation on cum inversum, as
if he had been thinking, “the breath was dry and the finishing post far off when…” (see note on line 273 for
cum inversum).
664 tum denique: If we don’t read it as a variation of cum inversum, the question remains as to when
exactly this is. The circumstances of Hippomenes’ panting and the finishing post being far off don’t seem
precise enough to warrant tum denique (“then at last”). Perhaps translate “H. was breathing dryly and the
post was still far off when, at last, …” Alternatively, we might read veniebat as an incohative imperfect (as
Fratantuono considers), hence, “his breath was starting to come dryly, though the finishing post was (still)
far off; only then did he…”
665 fetibus arboreis: Literally “arboreal offspring”, hence Reed’s identification of two “periphrases” in
the line (the other is the antonomastic description of Hippomenes as the “Neptunian descendant”). We can
also note the parallel of two noun adjective pairs that could each have been expressed with genitives (fruit
of the tree, descendant of Neptune). Cf. the same phrase at 15.97.
misit: For Anderson the omission of the direction or target of the throw is “because of the audience’s
familiarity with the myth,” but other readers may see it as consistent with Ovid’s frequent omission of
details that would help us make sense of complex narrative pictures (cf. 662, 525-6).
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667 declinat: On the enjambment of de- verbs, Lateiner (1999 p.205) comments: “a character ‘looks down’
as the reader’s eye goes down one line: despicio, initial in five of twenty occurrences (e.g., Met. 8.367-68…
also 3.44, 11.504; Pont. 5.88; cf. declinare, Met. 10.667; dejuxere 6.141).”
volubile: Bömer compares volatilis in line 519; that adjective is found here in a few MSS - see Salis ad loc.
for useful parallels to confirm this reading). “The adjective encourages us to imagine the apple rolling over
and over along the sand” (Anderson). If it is still spinning when she lifts (tollit) it, she must be running fast!

Notes For Page 124:

669 cessataque tempora: Bömer notes that cessata is “transitive”, but this is not enough. The relation
between cessata and tempora should be compared to Fasti 4.617, cessatis… in arvis (“in the fields which had
been idle” - that is, while Demeter was angry and withholding the harvest). In both instances the passive
participle is treated as a deponent (or, perhaps better, middle voice), and the noun is the implied subject.
In our example, then, a more precise translation would be “the time that had been idling”. The alternative
is to treat tempora as a passive subject reflecting a temporal accusative, “the time which had been idled
(by Atalanta)”; if Atalanta idled for the (accusative) extent of a certain time, that time can (by a kind of
constructio ad sensum) be turned into the subject of the passive verb. Given the parallel with cessatis arvis,
this is not preferable.
672 virum: Ovid has previously referred to Hippomenes as a iuvenis; the change give us the mental image
of Atalanta catching a husband, though, paradoxically, she only does so ultimately by not catching him.
Contrast iuvenaliter in 675.
675 iuvenaliter: The word is not well-omened. The two other instances both involve Cephalus, a young
man who goes hunting “full of energy” and kills his beloved Procris by mistake (and, admittedly, Ovid has
cannibalized the one version to build the other, so this really constitutes just one parallel). In 7.805 we have
venatum in silvas iuvenaliter ire solebam, “I used to go into the woods to hunt, full of youthful energy” (but
also with the implication that hunting alone is the kind of reckless thing a young man would do). The other
instance is Ars Amatoria 3.733, where the youthful energy/recklessness leads quickly to the death of the
beloved: ille feram movisse ratus, iuvenaliter artus/ corripit, in dextra tela fuere manu (“thinking she was a
wild beast moving, he took to his legs with youthful energy, and his weapons were in his right hand”).

Notes For Page 125:

677 sublato malo: Reed remarks on the combination of the simple form tollere with what is technically
its compound in sublato, though the polyptoton is weakened by the fact that the forms don’t really have
the same root (they share a home in the grammar book, but not in sound).
678 inpedii: pariter draws attention to the playfulness of the pairing, since the heaviness is surely what
causes the delay (Reed calls the line a “pleonastic summary”). Without pariter, we would consider it an in-
stance of hendiadys (“one concept through two”: delay and weight = delay fromweight). Lateiner identifies
this as mimetic word order: pariter is “balanced” in the middle of the line, as in 3.426.
679 meus sermo: Anderson observes that “The intrusion of the narrator as she brings the tale to an end
is a favorite method of restoring the audience to their own world of reality.” The use of such a technique
here, however, should only remind us how deeply embedded we are in Ovid’s world of stories within
stories (this is still Orpheus’ song). Venus’ description of her story as sermo is technically correct for a
story told to one other person (as if part of a conversation) in an informal setting (and, apparently, much
interrupted by kisses); but the word invites contrast with the vatic poetry of the framing narrator, Orpheus.
Whilst Orpheus’ own stories foreground their divine inspiration, but shy away from claiming persuasive
rhetorical authority (even eschewing it in Myrrha’s case: nec credite, 302), Venus’ story is presented as a
rhetorical exemplum (or, rather, monstrum; see 553). In this sense, her sermo claims persuasive authority
like that of the embedded sermones found in Cicero’s philosophical works. As hexameter poetry, however,
Ovid’s readers could not but think of sermo in terms of Horatian satire: ironic, conversational comment on
behavior in mock-epic format (a connotation that perhaps undercuts the seriousness of Venus’ warnings).
See also Barchiesi 2002, p.186: “the style (sermo) of the passage demonstrates that poetry itself can do
surprising tricks, for example describe the slowing down of a fast runner in a line consisting purely of
swift dactyls (10.678)… The analogy between writer and Olympic god is here extended to their power
of manipulating events: Venus is both reporting on a situation and creating it, and the author likewise
– except that he has only words to work with.” sermo is precisely the kind of speech that can make one
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lose track of time (often gratefully: 8.639: interea medias fallunt sermonibus horas; also 7.661, 12.159), and
take one’s mind off one’s work (4.39, utile opus manuum vario sermone levemus; 14.121 mollit sermone
laborem). It is perhaps best understood as part of Venus’ strategy to keep Adonis from the hunt, since it
is particularly suited to beguiling and delaying a listener (an ironic reflection of the racing strategy she
teaches Hippomenes), as with Echo and Juno at 3.364-5: illa deam longo prudens sermone tenebat,/ dum
fugerent nymphae; cf. also Hermes detaining and putting Argos to sleep with forms of verbal engagement
which progress, perhaps on a scale, from informal to formal, at 1.682-4: loquendo… sermone… canendo.
neve… sit tardior: Presumably Venus means “slower than” the distracted running of Atalanta, unless the
point is simply that no narrative should take longer than the events it describes (however fast the race).
This is reminiscent of the poet’s management of narrative compression at the start of Adonis’ story, where
the boy’s growing years are passed over with the comment that “nothing is faster than years” (nihil est
annis velocius, 520: this is never more true than for the narrator who can summarize those years in a line).
The main clause that governs the purpose clause here is not stated. We can imagine something like “I
will summarize the rest:…”, and Bömer suggests simply scito (know this:…), but it is best to understand
the articulation of the following line itself as the action that is explained by the purpose clause. We find
the same at 14.16: neve mei non nota tibi sit causa furoris:/ litore in Ītalico, Messenia moenia contra,/ Scylla
mihi visa est… (cf. 14.464, 14.759). This is a common metanarrative brachylogy, imitating the lacunose
compression of everyday conversation. For authorial purpose clauses, cf. 468, 517, though in this instance
the purpose is more clearly expressed as that which explains the narrator’s choices. For the abrupt and
self-conscious hurrying of the narrative in this fashion, cf. 14.473-4, neve morer referens tristes ex ordine
casus,/ Graecia tum potuit Priamo quoque flenda videri; also Fasti 2.248. Lateiner (1999 p.237) uses these lines
to conclude his argument about mimetic word order: “The comparison between telling the tale (sermo) and
the deed of running a race (cursus), the zeugma of the attribute of the deed (tardior) to the report, the
placement of tale ‘behind’ race, and the veristic device that has ‘the narrator’ Venus anxious about losing
Adonis’ attention attest Ovid’s Argus-eyed eagerness to exploit all poetic resources - including mimetic
syntax.”
681 dignane: The construction is sufficiently difficult that a part of the manuscript tradition did its best
to convert it into a substantive clause (see Salis: dignanecui > dignanecut > digna nec ut). It is probably best
to see the relation as one of result: “was I not [sufficiently] worthy for him to give thanks”? Otherwise it
is hardly possible to translate literally into English. “Was I deserving, Adonis, that he give thanks to me,
that he bring an offering of incense (turis honorem) to me?”
683 subitam convertor in iram: Cf. Scylla at 8.105 violentam transit in iram. Comparison with Seneca
Dialogi 9.1.11.5: ad otium conuertor (“[when things don’t go well] I turn to leisure”) suggests that the verb
is not altogether passive in sense. The literal sense of the verb explicitly, perhaps even jarringly, recalls the
theme of metamorphosis, which obviously works differently for gods. On the ira of goddesses as a motif
in the poem, see note on 239.
684 contemptu dolens: The noun recalls the theme of the contemptor superum, the human who spurns
the gods, as at 1.161, 3.514, 13.731; but also foreshadows the charge of the Ciconianwomen against Orpheus:
hic est nostri contemptor! (11.7).
ne sim spernenda futuris: The exemplum is the punishment of Hippomenes and Atalanta she is about to
narrate; compare this with the way she introduced the story of the race at 553, veteris monstrum mirabere
culpae.

Notes For Page 126:

685 meque exhortor in ambos: An ambitious expression that serves to warn us that Atalanta will suffer
for Hippomenes’ neglect. It does offer an interesting echo of convertor in iram two lines above, perhaps
to highlight Venus’ progression from impulsive anger (more or less passive convertor) to very calculated
(deponent exhortor) vindictiveness. For exhortor in + accusative, cf. 7.35, cur non tauros exhortor in illum; but
I am not aware of any similar self-exhortation before Quintilian (cotidie me hortor, Declamationes Minores
349.11.4), Seneca (e.g Dialogi 12.9.7.2, ad Lucilium 31.7.4) and Pliny (Epistulae 8.10.3.2, isdem nunc ego te
quibus ipsum me hortor, moneo, confirmo). None of these philosophical self-encouragements is much like
what Venus says here.
687 nemorosis silvis: The combination may be deliberately pleonastic, at most emphasising the thick-
ness of the woods, or it may be playing on the sense of nemus as “a heath or grove consecrated to a divinity”
(L&S I.B). On the locative ablative without preposition, see A& G 429: “The place where is denoted by the
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Ablative without a preposition… frequently with nouns which are qualified by adjectives… [and] freely in
poetry.”
689 cupido: “Corresponds to the libido of Orpheus’ announced theme in 154” (Anderson; though it was
supposed to be the libido of girls). As Salis notes, libido is a common variant reading, but one that cannot
justify the genitive concubitus.
occupat: For similar subjects of the verb, cf. torpor (1.548), tremor (3.40), rumor (6.147), somnus (7.634-5),
pavor (12.135), luridus horror (14.198). The verb is also used of metamorphosis, e.g. 4.584 dum non totum
occupat anguis; 14.757 paulatimque occupat artus/… saxum.

Notes For Page 127:

692 similis: Compare also the grotto in which Actaeon comes upon Diana: cuius in extremo est antrum
nemorale recessu/ arte laboratum nulla; simulaverat artem/ ingenio natura suo (3.157–9). As Volkwrites (2010
p.71, summarizing Rosati 1983 pp.71-2), “the poet maintains, paradoxically, that it is nature that attempts
to vie with art… Ovid and his readers were familiar with man-made grottos as part of Roman garden
architecture, and it is the artificiality of such structures that this feature of the real landscape supposedly
imitates. The superior cave, it is implied, is the one fashioned by ars: to reach perfection, a natural grotto
must resemble a work of art.” Another such cave is found at 11.235, est specus in medio, natura factus an
arte,/ ambiguum, magis arte tamen. We should, further, connect these artistic caves with the fashion for just
such artificial grottoes within luxurious Roman houses, and so to the similes of the shaded atrium (595-6)
and the broken flower in the garden (190-4). Kuttner (1999 pp.15-18) observes, “In the House of Menander
[at Pompeii] a painted interior coheres plausibly with actual situation. So too, for the grotto salon of the
‘House of the Criptoporticus’, the ‘Hall of the Elephants,’ a room sunk half below ground level, along the
slope behind the street-level entrance zones… Now damaged, the main wall was configured as a hollow
cavern…; the owner/occupant could imagine communion with the Muse, who chatted with a privileged
human (author); his chair sat at the fictional edge of the cave mouth next to ‘our space’, where a circle of
guests would have seemed to join Urania’s lesson. Livia’s room is a ‘cave’ looking at rich vegetation; the
contemporary hall at Boscoreale (Vesuvius) also extends a main perspective into a rock-chamber…”
693 religione… priscā: The sense of sacer here is, above all, “off-limits to humans”. The two lovers should
not be entering the hollow, let alone having sex there.
694 veterum deorum: Reed speculates that this may refer to the Titans, including Cybele identified
with Rhea; but also (with Bömer) that it may be an instance of hypallage: the statues are old, not the
gods. religione prisca perhaps suggests the latter, but for the former cf. Aeneid 7.204, of the Latins: Saturni
gentem…/ sponte sua veterisque dei se more tenentem.
695 temerat sacraria: At 545 Venus warns Adonis not to be temerarius; at 574 the suitors (and by impli-
cation Hippomenes) are described as a turba temeraria. Venus’ point seems to be that being temerarius is
equivalent to the commission of sacrilege, temerare.

Notes For Page 128:

697 undā: As Bömer notes, “sink in the Stygian wave” (i.e. send to the river Styx) means “kill”, but it is a
rather overdetermined punishment to kill someone by drowning them in the underworld river.
698 fulvae iubae: Ovid plays on the similarity between lĕvis (light, as in poena levis) and levis (smooth
or, as here, hairless), with further assonance from velant. As Anderson notes, Ovid delays identifying the
beasts as lions until line 704.
700 in pectora: Lions are noted for their hefty pectora because of the power of their roar, as in Lucretius
3.296: vis est violenta leonum,/ pectora qui fremitu rumpunt plerumque gementes/ nec capere irarum fluctus
in pectore possunt. They are also the animals who “offer their breast to the fight”, as Venus fears in 706; cf.
11.510-11, utque solent sumptis incursu viribus ire/ pectore in arma feri protentaque tela leones; alsoHalieutica
54, adversis infert sua pectora telis.
701 summae harenae: An ironic echo of the runners’ feet grazing the summam harenam at line 653, but
also a foreshadowing of Adonis’ death, stretched out on the fulva harena (716).
702 iram vultus habet: As Anderson notes, an initial spondaic word is rare (but see note on 170). For
the description of their expression, Reed and Bömer both compare Book 2.858, pacem vultus habet (with
pacem in the same initial spondaic position as iram). ira is “a characteristic trait” of lions (Anderson; see
note on 551), signaling the lovers’ complete transformation.
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pro verbis: The replacement of articulate speech by animal sounds is a recurring motif in metamorphosis,
perhaps most vividly in the case of Io, terrified by her own mugitus at 1.637-8. Cf. 14.280 pro verbis edere
raucum murmur ; Hecabe at 13.568-9, rictuque in verba parato/ latravit. In Io’s story Ovid gives us a twist
on this pro verbis theme: she can’t speak, but she can write (1.649, littera pro verbis, quam pes in pulvere
duxit,/ corporis indicium mutati triste peregit). Cf. also the rauca garrulitas of birds that replaces human
speech at 5.671-79; also 1.233, 2.483, 2.665-9, 4.412, 4.585-8, 6.376-8, 14.98-100.
murmura: If somebody speaks words “in a murmur” (e.g. 6.327-8), or if the speaker is a severed tongue
(6.558) or a severed head (Orpheus at 11.52-3), chances are it is a quiet comment; and on two occasions a
murmur is compared to distant noises (siquis procul audiat in both 15.603-5 and 12.50-2); but it can also
describe the loud sound of winds (Tristia 1.2.25, fremunt immani murmure venti), water (e.g. 2.455, or the
rocks and timbers clashing in the stream at 8.551) and of animal growls and roars (only here and 14.280
in the Metamorphoses), as well as (possibly loud) indistinct speech (e.g. 1.206, or the ingens murmur of
7.644-5).
703 pro thalamis celebrant silvas: The first or second century mythographer Hyginus reports that li-
ons were believed to be unable to have sex with each other (Fabulae 185, quibus di concubitum Veneris
denegant), which would explain why this punishment is considered worse than death (698) for the new
lovers. Anderson, however, sensibly suggests that Hyginus probably just read too much into this very line,
taking pro thalamis to mean “instead of having sex”. More relevant may be the belief, recounted by Pliny,
that male lions are sex-mad and jealously angry because of it (magna his libido coitus et ob hoc maribus ira,
N.H.8.42), making this a like-for-like punishment worthy of Willy Wonka (cf. the stone-faced Propoetides’
transformation into rocks for another such punishment). Servius (on Aeneid 3.113.1) summarizes Ovid’s
story, and does say that Venus “forbids lions to have sex with each other” (praecepit ne secum umquam
leones coirent), citing Pliny as his evidence. But Pliny only claims that lions also have sex with other ani-
mals at the crowded watering hole, and that the ill-tempered male is jealous of the female’s affairs. Servius,
too, is probably misunderstanding Ovid, possibly with Hyginus’ help.
704 dente domito premunt frena: premere is not the most natural metaphor here (contrast momordit,
Tibullus 1.3.42; mandit, Aeneid 4.135), and is more appropriate to the one controlling the reins (as at 8.37,
quaeque manu premeret, felicia frena vocabat; cf. also the same metaphor for riding, as at 8.34, terga pre-
mebat equi spumantiaque ora regebat; and the verb used of controlling the animal with reins at 4.24, pictis
insignia frenis/ colla premis lyncum). We do find dente premebat at 11.124, but there it is quite appropriate
for Midas’ attempt to bite into his golden food (and contrasted with convellere dente). Ovid may intend the
metaphor as a way to highlight the lovers’ sudden change of state (just moments ago they were beings who
might control the reins, now they bite the bit); but premens, with dente equivalent to ore, also reminds us
of Pygmalion kissing his barely soft statue (ore suo… premit, 292) and Myrrha trying to control her passion
at 410-11 (torumque/ ore premens).

Notes For Page 129:

706 terga fugae praebet: An odd image if taken literally, suggesting timid animals running away back-
wards; but used also at 5.323 (cunctosque dedisse terga fugae), 12.313 (with an extra challenge to our spatial
understanding: adversum tu quoque, quamvis/ terga fugae dederas, vulnus, Crenaee, tulisti) and 13.879; also
Tristia 1.9.20, Fasti 6.522, Ex Ponto 3.2.8. Ovid seems to have borrowed the joke from Propertius 4.2.54,
hostes turpi terga dedisse fugae; and the phrase plays on a combination of the idea “give oneself to flight”
(e.g Caesar B.G. 1.12.3.3, reliqui sese fugae mandarunt), and dare terga, “turn tail, show the enemy your
back” (e.g. Livy 25.41.6.3, ut terga dantes suos viderunt; cf. Propertius 2.16.39, 3.9.6; multiple examples in
the Aeneid). There is a small possibility that we should emend fugae in all the examples above to fuga, as
found at Vergil Georgics 4.85, versa fuga victor dare terga subegit; cf. Aeneid 5.586, terga fuga nudant.
707 damnosa: “virtus damnosa: a phrase epitomizing the antiheroic attitude of the lover” (Anderson);
two lines further on we discover that we are dealing, rather, with contraria virtus.
duobus: Compare Venus’ fear in line 547, stet mihi ne magno tua gloria. The idea is repeated at 15.115,
nocuit sua culpa duobus.
709 stat contraria: Given the dative monitis, “opposed” must be the sense, but note a further implication
of contrarius: “hostile, hurtful, pernicious… dangerous, destructive” (L&S II.2). stare often takes a subject
with a predicate adjective; cf. Horace Odes 2.9.5, stat glacies iners, “the ice stands unchanging”. There is of
course also an echo of stet mihi ne magno tua gloria from 547, where the predicate is replaced by an ablative
of price.
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711 parantem: We are presumably to understand Adonis trying to catch the boar before it escapes to the
safety of open ground, above all because parare usually indicates an action to be interrupted. On the one
hand, the description of the Calydonian boar hunt establishes that the forest is not ideal for hunting (8.374-
5, vulnera fecissent, nisi saetiger inter opacas/ nec iaculis isset nec equo loca pervia silvas), and a mounted
hunter might have a better chance in the open. On the other hand, Adonis seems to be on foot, and so
would not be able to chase the boar in the open; and tuta petentem below reminds us of Nestor’s retreat to
the safety of a tree’s branches at 8.363-6, loco tutus.

Notes For Page 130:

712 iuvenis Cinyrēĭŭs: “Adonis receives an epic periphrasis for his moment of virtus” (Anderson); but
also a reminder of his anti-heroic, incestuous origin. Cf. Myrrha as virgo Cinyreia in line 369.
715 sub inguine: “Wounds caused by boars, at least in literature, are particularly painful if inflicted on
the thigh or groin” (Reed, with other examples). Of course, a deep wound in this area is likely to strike
the femoral artery, and is therefore a realistic detail for a strike that quickly leads to fatal blood loss (see
inque suo iactantem sanguine corpus below); but such a wound is also uncomfortably close to obliterating
those parts which most literally define the virtus of the hunter, as has been observed in connection with the
death of the over-manly Ancaeus, flush with temeraria virtus (8.405), by the tusk of the Calydonian boar:
quaque est via proxima leto,/ summa ferus geminos derexit ad inguina dentes (8.397-8; what exactly is meant
by ad summa inguina here?). Keith (1999 p.228 n.57) observes “The connotation of effeminacy in this mode
of death is implicit in the death of Adonis”; and Morgan (2003 p.67) makes the point explicitly: “Over and
again the self-aggrandizing speech of Ancaeus which precedes his attack on the boar and death lays itself
open to double entendre which equates the virtus which is the defining feature of the epic hero, in a very
literal way, with possession of male genitalia.”
716 moribundum: Anderson notes the adaptation of a boxing victory in Vergil Aeneid 5.374 here (fulva
moribundum extendit harena), suggesting that the phrase marks the boar as “the true hero”.
718 Cypron: There is some debate as to whether Venus has just been elsewhere and is now returning to
Cyprus, where she discovers the dying Adonis; or whether Adonis is elsewhere, and Venus is on her way to
visit Cyprus when she hears his groans and turns back. The latter seems the natural reading to me. Adonis
was born (if that is the word) in Sabaea (line 480), and nothing has been said to suggest Venus has taken
him elsewhere; further, nondum pervenerat suggests she is nearly arrived at Cyprus, which would conflict
with hearing the groans longe if Adonis is there. The image of the god or goddess “returning” to his or
her favored seat from narrated exploits which take place elsewhere, moreover, is conventional: compare
Apollo neglecting Delphi at 160 to spend time in Sparta with Hyacinthus.

Notes For Page 131:

721 exanimem: The editor Heinsius wondered in 1659, “si exanimis, quomodo iactabat corpus?” (if he was
dead, how was he tossing his body?); and came up with an extravagant emendation (see Salis). While Ovid
must intend us to see the paradox, we can read the adjective as “almost lifeless” or “breathing his last” here;
compare the similarly paradoxical activity of Orpheus’ severed head and “dead” tongue at 11.52-3, lingua/
murmurat exanimis.
722 desiluit: The verb reminds us of an epic warrior leaving his chariot to engage in combat (e.g. Achilles
at 12.128, tum vero praeceps curru fremebundus ab alto/ desilit); also of divine flight from heaven to earth,
e.g. Hermes at 1.673-4: patria Iove natus ab arce/ desilit in terras. On the enjambment of the verb, Lateiner
(1999 p.231) observes: “Enjambment provides auditory and visual effects. An act of falling down, dropping
down, or jumping down is reinforced by word-order… No different is the impression of leaping ‘down
below’ often provided by desilio (Met. 1.674, 7.378, 10.722, or 12.129)… Desilire, leaping down, begins a line
in seven of fifteen Ovidian appearances”.
723 indignis palmis: “The epithet [indignis] is in hypallage with the goddess, who is the one that does
not deserve such misfortune” (Reed). My translation suggests, further, that we take it as equivalent to
indignantibus/indignatis: the beating expresses the sense of injustice. Bömer, on the other hand, says it is
the pectora that should be considered “undeserving” of the beating. That may be too clever even for Ovid;
Hill translates very literally, “guiltless palms” (see L&S I.B.).
726 repetita mortis imago: There is probably a gentle play on two meanings of repeto here: “repeat an
action” and “call back into memory”; the usage is striking enough to have generated a significant tradition
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of emendation (recidiva, rediviva…; see Salis); but the verb is appropriate for actions repeated annually (cf.
6.439, 8.170, 9.642), and Venus is looking ahead to the reenactment of her mourning at the Adoneia festival.

Notes For Page 132:

727 peraget simulamina: A somewhat awkward combination; but cf. 15.200: aetatis peragentem imita-
mina nostrae, repurposed by Tacitus at Annales 13.4.1: peractis tristitiae imitamentis (both cited in Salis).
simulamen, here a poetic plural, is itself very rare; Bömer suggests that Ovid coined the word (the same
may be true of imitamen). On such formations Kenney (1973 p.127) observes: “a principle something like
that of formulaic economy is here at work… his favoured formations in -men… are used for choice in the
ablative singular and accusative plural, where they provide a dactyl ending in an open vowel.”
732 nectare odorato: One might wonder why nectar needs to be perfumed, but this is an echo of fu-
neral embalming practices in Greek epic, repeated from 4.250. Reed compares funeral unguents intended
to temporarily preserve a body from putrefaction (Iliad 16.670 and 680, 19.38-9), but also as “agents of
immortality” in Hellenistic authors (Apollonius 4.870, Theocritus 15.108).
tactus: Houseman conjectured tinctus. That might be a better poetic choice, but since we have no evidence
Ovid used it, and the text as transmitted makes perfect sense, better to stick with the MSS rather than
improve Ovid’s poetry.

Notes For Page 133:

733 fulvo caeno: What is meant by “yellow mud” here? Anderson argues for the majority MSS reading
caelo, and Salis goes further, accepting emendation of fulvo to read pluvio caelo, “a rainy sky”. He explains
“when it rains, one often observes small bubbles forming in puddles”; the ablative would have to be causal.
With Reed, I find the image of a bubble “rising because of the sky” (yellow, rainy or otherwise) inexplicable,
and almost certainly anachronistic (it is hard to keep thoughts of soap bubbles out of themodern head here).
Similarly for a bubble rising in a “tawny sky”. Instead, the bubble growing in the mud directly mirrors the
image of the flower growing out of the roiling blood; and “yellow mud” is easier to imagine than a “yellow
sky”, especially since it recalls the sandy ground in the Atalanta story, and Adonis has been laid out on the
fulva harena at 716. There is perhaps a philosophically tinged allusion to the image of post-flood creation
out of mud from book 1.418-19 (adduced by Reed and Bömer): caenumque udaeque paludes intumuere aestu.
As Anderson acknowledges, the choice of reading here will be determined by one’s understanding of Ovid’s
tone: for Anderson, caeno is a “low word” and inappropriate for this context. For other readers, that, in
contrast to perlucida, may make it all the more appealing for a metamorphosis involving the most beautiful
youth in the world.
734 plenā: Nowhere else does Ovid describe the temporal extension of a metamorphosis so carefully; as
Von Glinski notes (2012 p.41), the poet works with “subjective impressions of time in all other metamor-
phoses”. We might take this, along with Venus’ summarizing end to her story at 679, as a playful sign from
the poet that his papyrus roll is almost at an end, almost as if both events and narrative need to be com-
pressed to fit a certain space. Certainly, just like 679, the conceit reminds us of the flexible relation between
narrative time and narrated time. An hour might not be long for a metamorphosis, be we wouldn’t want
the description to take that long (and contrast this with Hyacinthus’ transformation, which takes place,
apparently, while Apollo speaks his commemorative farewell: talia dum memorantur, 209). For an oppo-
site example of metamorphic duration, we might compare the Sibyl’s thousand year transformation into
nothing but voice (14.144-53). The reason for the precision here is most likely also the poet’s affectation
of quasi-scientific discourse in the description. As Myers puts it, here “we see Ovid using scientific theory
with jolting incongruity” (Myers 1994 p.47). Myers continues (p.57), “Rather than participate in Lucretius’
and Vergil’s epic agendas of producing valorized depictions of either the universe or of a particular set of
cultural values through a legitimizing ‘scientific’ explication, Ovid’s aetia uncover a ‘sedimented world’
[Goldhill 1991 pp.325-6] created by arbitrary divine acts of anger. For Lucretius the homogeneity of exis-
tence at all levels guarantees the order of the universe; for Ovid this discloses its instability. Like Vergil,
Ovid suggests that a purely naturalistic explanation of natural phenomena is inadequate, and, like Vergil,
he stresses the human cost of history and the essential failure of human understanding in the face of the
divine, yet unlike Vergil, Ovid refuses to take a position of authority.”
735 de sanguine: e/ex is a more common preposition with orior ; de usually denotes geographical origin.
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736 quae: The description of the seeds has nothing obviously to do with the description of the flower;
but Ovid’s purpose is clearly to recall, at the moment of Adonis’ death-transformation, the metamorphosis
that was his birth, fissa cortice vivum reddit onus, 512-13.
737 usus: Perhaps a strange word for the enjoyment of a flower (Hill translates “its stay is brief”), but it
creates another echo of Orpheus and Eurydice at the start of the book (poscimus usum, line 37) and of the
oracle’s warning to Atalanta (fuge coniugis usum, line 565). Cf. also the wax simile in Pygmalion’s story
(fit utilis usu, line 286): usus, we might even say, is a way of describing the temporary and malleable stages
of human, material or corporeal life. The word also reminds us of our role as critics and appreciators of art,
and of the world interpreted aesthetically: even the flowering of the pomegranate flower is understood in
terms of an observer’s enjoyment of it.

Notes For Page 134:

739 qui praestant nomina: nomina is to be found in only one MS, the others write omnia; Heinsius
claimed to have read praestant nomina in a codex in his youth, and given that the anemone takes its name
from the Greek for wind (ἄνεμος), the emendation is irresistible. The apparently poetic plural is somewhat
troubling, but we can compare Heroides 5.21: incisae servant a te mea nomina fagi, et legor OENONE falce
notata tua. Here the plural nomina explicitly refers to a single word (cf. also Ars Amatoria 3.184); then
again, this plural may simply be a result of attraction to the number of the plural subject, venti, or it may be
considered appropriate as applied to multiple instances (all the anemones). For nomen praestare as “furnish
a name on the model of one’s own”, cf. Lucretius 4.23, Hiberus praestat nomen terris. For the omission of the
name, see Tissol 1988, p. 175: “Following Ovid’s pattern of suppression in etymological wordplay, Orpheus,
whose narrative song is now ending, omits the name anemone, but alludes to it metaphrastically in venti,
ἄνεμοι… the terms of the passage pass beyond symbolism to the stylistic enactment of metamorphosis.
For the origin of the anemone occurs at the same moment that the winds perform at once a physical
and a conceptual action: they shake the anemone’s petals from it while providing it with its name. Ovid’s
sylleptic habit of mind once again renders his stylistic expression transformative, achieving here a juncture
of aetiological metamorphosis, sylleptic expression, and bilingual wordplay.”
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